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Abstract: The nature of perceptual and memory processes is examined in the light of 

suggested complementarity between introspective and empirical traditions. The introspective 

material analysed here is that found in the Buddhist Abhidhamma literature of the Pali canon 

on the stages of perception. Possible psychological and neurophysiological correspondences 

to these stages are proposed. The model of perception advanced here emphasizes two phases. 

The first involves sensory analysis and related memory readout I postulate that this phase is 

completed when coherence in oscillatory neuronal patterns indicates a ‘match’ between 

sensory input and memory readout The second phase results in consciousness of the object, 

which comes about when a connection is effected between the representation of the input as 

generated in phase one and a representation of self (or *1’). *1* is itself generated in this second 

phase in relation to the memory readout of phase one, since this readout includes relevant prior 

formations of T. It is suggested that T functions in the organization of memory and recall. 

I: Introduction 

It has been argued by several authors recently that advances in our understanding of 

consciousness and mind may depend upon a broader view of what constitutes 

‘acceptable’ data than that allowed by the traditional scientific, empirical method. 

/Phenomenological datj?(Flanagan, 1992; 1995), especially when derive# through the 

f discipline of mindfulness/awareness meditation (Varela et al.t 1991) should be 

^integrated with data derived from experimentation. Consciousness research demands, as 

Willis Harman argues, observation which is.participatory: ‘observation through 

identification with, rather than separation from,' as he puts it (Harman, 1993, p. 19). 

Of course, a subject like perception inevitably engages any enquirer — even one 

studying ‘objective’ data such as neuronal responses — in a degree of‘identification 

with*, for both the kinds of research questions asked in the first place and the 

conceptual lens through which the data are finally interpreted are largely shaped by 

the researcher’s intuitive grasp of the nature of the process. What is special about the 

recent call to embrace experiential data is the recognition that such an intuitive grasp 

of processes such as perception, and especially of issues concerning consciousness, 

may be misleading. Traditional spiritual disciplines have repeatedly claimed that, 

without appropriate training and discipline, our introspections concerning processes 

and states" of the mind yi^^delusiqnaTresults^ It follows that those best trained in the 

skills of scientific enquiry may not always be those most skilled in the art of 
interpreting their scientific data. 

An example from a discussion of dissociative syndromes may serve to illustrate the 

point. Weiskrantz (1986; 1988) has made the useful point that the deficits observed 
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in cases such as amnesiacs displaying implicit memory function, or blindsight 

patients, may be attributable to disturbance in a ‘monitoring’ or ‘commentary* 

system.'He further asserts that such a system normally involves the relation of 

specific images (memory images or visual images, for example) to one’s self in some 

way. As will become clear through the present article, 1 believe these to be fruitful 

insights and to point in the direction of a richer theory of the nature of explicit 

processing than those currently proposed.(However, what I believe to be a crucial 

next step in the argument — namely an analysis of how the sense of self, or T, arises 

from moment to moment — is not confronted. Weiskrantz instead uncritically 

assumes a common-sense view of self as a ‘coherent thing’: 

To ‘remember* is to enable one to compare past with present, to reflect, to link separate 

past events, to order them, and to do so in relation to one s self as a coherent 'thing* 

(Weiskrantz, 1988, p. 193, italics added). * 

Most of the introspective spiritual disciplines would vehemently dispute such a view 

of self. In particular, the Buddhist doctrine of anatta (no-self) asserts that: 

What we call T, or ‘being’, is only a combination of physical and mental aggregates, 

which are working together interdependently in a flux of momentary change within the 

law of cause an^ effect, and that there is nothing permanent, everlasting, unchanging and 

eternal in the whole of existence (Rahula, 1967, p. 66). 

The essence of the anatta doctrine is presented in the scriptural formula to be applied 

to all forms of mentation, ‘this does not belong to me, this I am not, this is not my 

self. It is specifically any notion of an enduring and continuous self which is denied 

according to Buddhist doctrine. 

This tension between the view of self as a ‘coherent thing’ and the Buddhist view 

of anatta surfaces in my discussion of the stages of perception in the present paper. 

The stages I present are those delineated in the Abhidhamma school of the Pali 

Buddhist canon. Following a description of these stages, I proceed to consider how 

might integrate this Buddhist view with a variety of observations in contemporary i 

cognitive neuroscience including, in particular, neurophysiological data relating to * 

what has been termed the ‘binding* problem, and neuropsychological and cognitive 4 

data concerning the relation between implicit-and explicit processing. Central to this]? 

proposed integration is the idea that our immediate sense of selfhood — T— arises 

jn relation to interpretations of ongoing sensory events. £s £tjch, and in line with the 

anatta teaching, T is an ephemeral construct having no intrinsic continuity. My 

jinterest is focused on the manner in which this construct becomes encoded in memory. 

_in relation to other memory traces^It is proposed that the memory representation of 

‘I* becomes a key functional element in memory processes, underlying the phenome¬ 

nal sense of the individual being the ‘owner’ of activated memories’and playing a 

definitive role in voluntary recall. This functional dimension of the role which the 

representation of T plays in memory is conveyed by terming it an T-tag} 

1 My formulation of the role of‘I’ in memory may be compared with Tuiving’s view of autonoetic 

(self-knowing) consciousness in relation to episodic memory. For Tulving, ‘it is autonoetic con¬ 

sciousness that confers the special phenomenal flavour to the remembering of past events, the 

flavour that distinguishes remembering from other kinds of awareness, such as those characterizing 

perceiving, thinking, imagining, or dreaming’ (Tulving, 1985, p. 3). 

2 In a comparable formulation, Trehub (1991) coined the term ‘1-token’ to indicate the relationship 
between the cognitive system and the personal belief system in the brain. In his view, ‘discharge of 
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To the extent that prior instances of T may be re-activated in subsequent percep¬ 
tual or thought processes, there is a semblance of continuity between previous and 
current constructions of T. This semblance of continuity does not imply, however, 
that a continuous self is present, just as the appearance of a moving image on the 
cinema screen does not imply that the movement is present in the film. The whole 
question of the compatibility of the Buddhist concept of anatta with traditional 
western notions of ‘the self* is a vexed one, and one which I have addressed 
elsewhere (Lancaster, in press). In brief, I believe that the view of self as a contextual 
system, as argued by Baars (1988), is consistent with the Buddhist perspective. I 
argue, however, that this view of Baars may usefully be extrapolated in a more 
ecological direction, representing a synthesis of Buddhist and other (including west¬ 
ern) spiritual traditions. 

In focusing in the present paper on the stages of perception, I confront the question 
of the relation between sensory processes and the arising of consciousness. It has 
frequently been remarked that perception can proceed effectively without the subject 
being conscious of sensory input (Claxton, 1996; Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Velmans, 
1991). However, such cases indicate, more precisely, an inability to reflect on some 
event, as, for example, when there is no recollection of a period of driving. Does it 
necessarily follow that sensory processes proceeded at the time without conscious¬ 
ness? As will be discussed below, the Abhidhamma perspective holds that even the 
very first stages of sensory processing are moments of consciousness,3 and would 
therefore suggest that consciousness is present even during a period for which one 
may havecno subsequent memory. It seems to me that we need to clarify our use of 
the term, consciousness, for the Abhidhamma texts appear to have a different 
conception of the term than does contemporary psychology. 

Block’s recent distinction between phenomenal-consciousness and access- 
consciousness is helpful in this context (Block, 1995). For Block, phenomenal 
consciousness is identified with experience: ‘P-conscious properties include the 
experiential properties of sensations, feelings, and perceptions* (p. 230). Access- 
consciousness, by contrast, is representational and functional, that is, its contents 
participate in reasoning and are reportable. Bisiach (1988) makes a broadly similar 
distinction between what he calls Cl and C2VThe former is phenomenal, concerning 
the ‘raw feels’ of experience, whilst the latter ‘refers to the access of parts or 
processes of a system to other of its parts or processes* (p. I03).4 

an Moken can be thought of as a neuronal signal of oneself taken as an object’ (p. 302), and indexes 
the personal relevance, or validity, of cognitive propositions. ' 

3 In Pe Maung Tin’s translation of Buddhaghosa’s classic Atthasalini (Tin, 1921), the stages of 
perception are referred to as ‘kinds of consciousness*. According to Govinda (1975), they are 
‘classes of consciousness’, and for Rhys Davids (1914), ‘moments or flashes of consciousness*. 
Aung’s translation of the Abhihammattha-Sangahc refers to the first five stages of sensory process¬ 
ing as follows: 

Consciousness of the kind which apprehends sensations . . . rises and ceases. Immediately 
after this there rise and cease in order — visual consciousness, seeing just that visible object; 
recipient consciousness receiving it; investigating consciousness investigating it; determining 
consciousness determining it (Aung, 1972, p. 126). 

4 An important distinction between Bisiach and Block concerns the status of represen. ation. For 
Bisiach this is not a point of difference between the two kinds of consciousness, since both are 
representational, a point with which I would agree. For a further analysis of differing senses of the 
term, consciousness, see Baruss (1987). 
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The problem mentioned above might be resolved by suggesting that whilst the 
Abhidhamma*s concern is with phenomena!-consciousness,,when we talk about 
perception occurring without consciousness we mean without access-consciousness. 
As will be discussed in section V, this may not be a merely semantic distinction; but 
central to the soteriological perspective to which Buddhist texts are directed. 

The model presented in this paper attempts to operationalize the arising of access- 
consciousness. In relation to the stages of perception, I argue that it is only during the 
final stage, involving the construction of T, that access-consciousness arises.5 In 
common with general psychological practice, I shall use the single term, conscious¬ 
ness, to refer to the result of this final stage, implying that earlier stages are 
preconscious. Perception as conceptualized here is thus a process which becomes 
completed as the individual becomes conscious — i.e. in the sense of access- 
consciousness — of the object The processes involved prior to this endstage are 
preconscious in the sense of pre-access-consciousness; they may not necessarily be 
outside of phenomenal-consciousness. The implication is, of course, that in a situation 
where phenomenal-consciousness arises in the absence of access-consciousness, the 
sensory data may not be accessible in relation to ‘I*. Paradoxically, such preconscious 
processes may, however, be experienced — that is, they may give rise to conscious¬ 
ness in the strictly phenomenal sense. 

It is largely in an attempt to clarify this somewhat paradoxical picture that the 
stage-by-stage analysis presented in this paper is directed. 

II: Perceptual Processes as Conceived in the Abhidhamma Tradition 

The Supremely enlightened One was the first to know the Abhidhamma. While sitting 
under die Bodhi-tree He penetrated the Abhidhamma. He became the Buddha . . . 
(Guenther, no date, p. 3). . 

With this quotation from the Atthasalini of Buddhaghosa (fifth century CE),6 Guen¬ 
ther conveys the centrality of the Abhidhamma tradition in Buddhist teaching. 
Whether its* origin can be traced as far back as implied here is a moot point. The 
Abhidhamma (‘higher teaching’) is a section of the Pali canon which is attributable 
to scholars of the .third and second centuries BCE. In this section I will draw largely 
on translations of the eleventh-century ‘Summary of Abhidhamma’ (Abhidhamma- 
attha-samgaha) which faithfully condenses and systematizes the fifth century com- 
mentarial tradition. The Abhidhamma presents a complex analysis of the nature of 
mind and metaphysical processes. We may understand its emphasis as instilling in 
pupils an introspective discipline through which insight is thought to arise. . 

Central to Buddhist teaching is its conception of momentariness. The seeming 
continuity of matter and states of mind masks their real nature — that of chains of 
moments each of which arises, briefly endures, and decays in succession. In the. 
Abhidhamma this theory of momentariness is applied in detail to perceptual and 
thought processes, which are thus viewed as comprising many subsidiary stages, 

5 This emphasis on self as a defining feature of access-consciousness leads to a different view of 
access-consciousness from that advanced by Block. It is, however, his general point concerning the 
distinction between forms of consciousness which is important here, not the precise detail of each 
form. For a critique of Block in terms of the need to include reference to self, see Harman (1995). 

6 The exact dates of this commentator are not known. It is thought that the fifth century is the most 
likely date. See Griffiths (1986), p. 145, n. 5. 
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most of which would be undetected in the untrained mind. Each moment is charac¬ 
terized by a consciousness which arises, performs a given function, then decays, 
having generally conditioned the rising of the next moment in the sequence. In a 
complete perceptual process there are said to be seventeen such moments, grouped 
into a number of stages. Following the initial disturbance of what has sometimes been 
translated as the unconscious mind (bhavanga), which occupies moments one to 
three, and a turning towards the sense door stimulated (moment four — ‘adverting*), 
a sensation arises in moment five. In the case of visual perception, for example, this 
stage would be termed ‘seeing’.7 Such ‘seeing* is not what we normally mean by the 
term, for there is no recognition of the object at this stage. It is characterized by a 
sense of contact between sense organ and sense object, and might be thought of as a 
consciousness that arises intimating that a formed entity has stimulated the eye. ‘The 
subject sees a certain object, as to the nature of which it does not as yet know 
anything’ (Aung, 1972, p. 28, emphasis original). 

The next stage in the perceptual process —moment six — is termed ‘receiving*. 
This may be understood as reception by that faculty of mind which, in due course, 
will discriminate and cognize the sensory input. It is said to be characterized by a 
simple feeling tone, and may perhaps be best thought of as an initial sense of the 
‘flavour’ conveyed by a given sense object, which at this stage is merely ‘agreeable’, 
‘disagreeable’ or ‘neutral*. ‘Receiving’ is followed by ‘examining* in moment seven. 
During this stage the function of labelling the object is strong. The nature of the object 
is assessed but there is as yet no reaction to it. Consciousness at this stage has the 
‘nature of general inclusion’ (Guenther, no date, p. 39), which seems to suggest that 
it is the various associations to the sense object which are being examined, enabling 
its nature to be established in the ensuing stage of the process. 

The next stage — moment eight — is that of ‘establishing*, which ‘determines the 
nature of the mind’s response to the object which has been identified’ (Cousins, 1981, 
p. 33). As Aung suggests, during this stage the definitive properties of the object are 
separated from the surroundings in order that the object may finally be fully cognized 
in the ensuing stage. ‘Establishing’ is described as the ‘gateway* to further cognition 
since it determines the precise bias which will become dominant in the continuation 
of the mental process. It is important to realize that at no stage up to and including 
this one of‘establishing’ is the subject ‘intelligently aware’ (Aung, 1972, p. 29) of 
the nature and character of the object. 

From the moment of‘adverting’ to that of‘establishing’ the process is viewed as 
progressing automatically. Progress to the subsequent two stages is, by contrast, not 
inevitable, which allows for the possibility of so-called ‘incomplete* cases, to be 
discussed.below. 

The next stage is referred to by the Pali teimjavana, which means ‘running*. The 
term is evidently intended to convey the more active nature of the mind process 
engaged at this point. In fact, the javana thought-process runs generally for seven 
moments of consciousness. The previous stage of‘establishing* is said to be charac¬ 
terized by a strong presence of drive. It is within the javana phase that this drive 
becomes consummate. In a useful analogy to the intake of food, ‘establishing’ is 
equated to smelling the food whilst javana is the act of actually eating the food. 
Javana brings about the individual’s conceptualization of the event or stimulus which 

7 In the present discussion I employ the translations as given by Cousins (1981). 
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began the process. ‘At this stage... the subject interprets the sensory impression, and 
fully appreciates the objective significance of his experience’ (Aung, 1972, p. 29). 
Javana.is viewed as a psychologically important stage, in that an individual’s habitual 
ways of seeing things will become incorporated through its function. Moreover, in 
mundane circumstances the sense of self as subject of the perception is generated, 
resulting in what to Buddhism is the ‘conceit of “I am” ’ (Collins, 1982, p. 242). 

The perceptual process becomes completed, according to the Abhidhamma, with 
two fmafmoments of‘registering*. Cousins points out that the precise meaning of the 
Pali term used here (Tadarammana) is ‘having the same object’ and that the stage, 
‘may perhaps be seen as fixing the conscious experience of the javana stage in the 
unconscious mind* (Cousins, 1981, p. 28). Collins suggests that, ‘In modern terms, 
perhaps, one might interpret these two moments as the transition from a perception 
to the (short-term) memory of it; a transition necessary if the event is to be stored in 
(long-term) memory’ (Collins, 1982, p. 243). The relation of the stages of the 
perceptual process to memory function will be considered in more detail later. 

The function of each stage in the process is illustrated by various extended similes, 
an example being the following. A man is sleeping under a mango tree, with his head 
covered (moment one). The wind rustles the branches, causing a mango-fruit to fall, 
grazing the sleeping man’s ear (moments two and three). He is aroused from sleep by 
the sound (moment four — ‘adverting’); removes his head covering and looks 
(moment five — ‘sensing’); picks up the mango (moment six — ‘receiving’); 
examines it by squeezing it (moment seven); and recognizes it as a mango by 
smelling it (moment eight — ‘establishing’). He eats it (moments nine to fifteen — 
javana)\ and savours the last morsels and the after-taste (moments sixteen and 
seventeen — ‘registering’).8 

In assessing the value for contemporary psychology of the Abhidhamma’s concep¬ 
tualization of the perceptual process, the question of validity arises. Were the stages 
delineated on the basis of immediate experience, for example? In reflecting on this 
question we must bear in mind that the duration of the moments discerned in the 
process was understood to be incredibly short. Billions of such moments are said to 
arise in the time of one lightning flash, and the whole process ‘happens in an 
infinitesimal part of time’ (Narada, 1975, p. 3-3).9 Whilst the assumed brevity of these 
moments supports my attempt to see some relationship between this system and 
proposed ‘moments’ in cerebral processing within an act of perception, it neverthe¬ 
less seems doubtful that such incredible feats of introspection as would be required 
to experience single moments are achievable. It does not follow, however, that the 
system lacks validity. I am inclined to think that a subtle blend of introspective 
experience and philosophical analysis underlies the system as presented here. In other 
words, it is not necessary to accept that a monk may have detected precisely what 
happened in the first hundredth of a millisecond following stimulation of the retina 

8 This simile and its exposition may be found in Aung (1972), p. 30; Collins (1982), p. 243; and Tin 
(1921), pp. 359-60. 

9 According to Collins (1982), commentrtors calculate a figure of 1/74,642 second per moment. 
The earliest sources, however, do not assign specific times and one would perhaps be wise to 
exercise caution over such figures! Nevertheless, the seeming intention of such writings, namely to 
indicate that through appropriate mental discipline one may become aware of ‘moments’ normally 
below the threshold of awareness, is clearly present throughout the Abhidhamma literature. 
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— and in each subsequent hundredth of a millisecond — for us to view the analysis 
as potentially valuable to modern psychological attempts to model the perceptual 
process. In general, the notion that ‘snapshots’ of mental processes may be witnessed 
in meditative states as the mind moves towards total stillness is one which appears to 
accord with many contemporary meditators’ experience. A further important point in 
this context is made by Rhys Davids in her comment that the moments m the sense 
door process, especially those of examining, establishing, etc., might be ‘indefinitely 
multiplied’ (Rhys Davids, 1914, p. 183) when conditions are such that the perceptual 
process does not proceed in its normal automatic and rapid fashion. It may be, then, 
that Abhidhamma teachers arrived at their insights in ways analogous to ourselves 
when we study neurological cases or normal subjects confronted with reduced or 
illusory inputs: we extrapolate from the abnormal to the normal. Finally, a certain 
philosophical validity may be claimed, firstly in terms of the logical necessity of each 
stage, and, secondly, on the basis of consistency with broader Buddhist analyses of 
processes of the mind. At the least, then, the Abhidhamma tradition merits consid¬ 
eration by psychologists to the extent that its view of perceptual stages, as delineated 
above, may prove valuable in generating models and framing testable hypotheses 
regarding the sequence and nature of microprocesses of perception.10 

A further feature of the Abhidhamma system seems especially relevant to a.major 
topic of contemporary interest for cognitive neuropsychology, namely the nature of 
implicit processing. In addition to its description of the complete perceptual process 
— attributable to what is called a ‘very great object’, the Abhidhamma considers 
various possible ‘fruitless’ or ‘incomplete* cases, that is, cases in which the process 
fails to reach moment seventeen. Three such modifications of the complete process 
are recognized (figure 1). In the case of a so-called ‘great object’, the process ends 
after the javcma moments with no arising of‘registering*. A ‘slight object’ reaches 
the stage of‘establishing’, without giving rise to thtjavana mind. And a ‘very slight’ 
object generates a disturbance of the bhavanga (unconscious) mind but fails to bring 
about ‘adverting’ to the sense door stimulated. 

Figure 1 proposes some possible correspondences between these various incom¬ 
plete processes and cases described in the psychological literature. Before exploring 
such correspondences further, I turn first to an analysis of perceptual and memory 
processes in relation to contemporary psychological data. 

10 An important consideration is that of the sequential nature of operations in the Abhidhamma 
tradition. Certainly many brain processes operate in parallel, and in the model to be presented below 
I conceptualize several of these Abhidhamma stages as effectively coalescing. Whethe'r the point 
may be resolved by appeal to the classical Buddhist view that what appears as parallel operations 
are really sequential switchings at an incredibly fast rate, may be doubtful since recursive and 
parallel neuronal connections are envisaged. Nevertheless, I would maintain that a sequential view 
where certain key principles of operation coine to the fore in turn is realistic. We may envisage the 
sequence of stages as effectively emerging from a much more interactive substratum of processes, 
much like the way in which a weather sequence may emerge from a complex and interactive array 
of factors. 

Interestingly, problems associated with a strict interpretation of sequential causation seem to have 
been recognized by the teachers of the Yogacara school which began to emerge around the second 
century CE. By positing a ‘store-consciousness’ where seeds generated by previous actions can 
‘mature’, these teachers introduced the distinctive idea of a consciousness without specific objects 
and which is not limited to a given sense- or mind-consciousness. The possibility of‘mutual seeding* 
was envisaged — a concept not unlike that of parallel processing — whereby a diversity of 
seemingly unconnected effects may become entrained. 

i 
•e 

I 

Figure J. Sense door process as described in Abhidhamma, indicating the stages in complete and 
incomplete cases. Possible equivalents in contemporary psychology are indicated. 

Ill: The ‘I’-tag Theory of Memory and Consciousness 

As mentioned in the introduction, the nub of the ‘I’-tag theory concerns, first, the way 
in which perceptual processing brings about a relation between ‘I’ and the relevant 
sensory data and, secondly, the role played by ‘I’ in memory. It is proposed that 
consciousness of the object (i.e. access-consciousness — see introduction) arises 
when cognitive processing brings about a connection between mental representations 
of the sensory data and a representation of ‘I* (Lancaster, 1991). This stage corre¬ 
sponds to that of javana in the system of Abhidhamma. 

Many authors have stressed the importance of self in relation to consciousness, 
perception and memory, and my proposals in this regard are not new.11 Kihlstrom, 
for example, cites Ernst Clapar^de and Pierre Janet in support of his argument that, 
‘When a link is made between the mental representation of self and the mental 
representation of some object or event, then the percept, memory or thought enters 
into consciousness; when this link fails to be made, it does not’ (Kihlstrom, 1993, 
p. 152). Clapar£de (1995) had concluded from his studies of Korsakoff’s patients that 

11 In a recent review, Bogen well captures the emphasis I am placing on the role of *1*: ‘The crucial, 
central core of the many, various concepts of consciousness includes subjectivity, the ascription of 
self or "me-ness" to some percept or affect' (Bogen, 1995, p. 52; italics added). A similar concep¬ 
tion, and one which I consider to approach that argued here in terms of the tagging of mental contents 
with an T-quality, may be found in the thought of Karl Jaspers: 

Self-awareness is present in every psychic event In the form of ‘I think’ it accompanies all 
perceptions, ideas and thoughts,... Every psychic manifestation, whether perception, bodily 
sensation, memory, idea, thought or feeling carries this particular aspect of'being mine * of 
having an T-quality. of‘personally belonging*, of it being one’s own doing. (Jaspers, 1963, 
p. 121; emphasis original). 
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the critical failure of memory was an inability to integrate memories with the self. 
What is distinctive in the T-tag theory is the operational approach adopted to the 
way in which the sense of T arises and to its involvement in the memory process. 
Whilst Claparede seems to have viewed the self as a stable and continuous entity, the 
present approach makes no such assumption, emphasizing instead the arising of T 

in relation to ongoing processing. 
According to the Abhidhamma, what becomes ‘registered’ in memory is not 

simply the item perceived but the whole javana reaction. Since, in the case of a 
non-enlightened individual, the latter is said to include the sense of T (or, more 
correctly, the conceit of T am’) it follows that the T that perceived a given item itself 

becomes incorporated in the memory trace of that item. 2 The phrase, ‘the “I” that 
perceived’ is used since, in line with the teaching of anatta, T is viewed not as a 
coherent and continuous entity but as a cognitive representation, or model, arising in 

the moment. 
Again, the argument that T is a cognitive model has been made by others 

(Blackmore, 1986; Johnson-Laird, 1983; 1988; Oatley, 1988). What I wish to 
emphasize is the role this T model plays in the overall organization of the mind. 
Gazzaniga (1985; 1988a; 1988b) has pointed to evidence suggesting that a module 
of the left hemisphere, called by him the interpreter, monitors the output of other 
brain systems and generates hypotheses to account for them. In this way the brain 
maintains a certain consistency and coherence in the individual’s mental life. Of 
course, in reality, the hypotheses may be inaccurate, as in the split-brain cases 
from which Gazzaniga draws his evidence. As Gazzaniga suggests, much of our 
conscious lives may be understood as more-or-less illusory manifestations of the 

interpreter’s functioning. 
I have proposed that the sense of T arises precisely through this system which 

Gazzaniga has identified (Lancaster, 1991; 1993b). The hypothesis generated by the 
interpreter in any moment is T. T is constellated as a hypothesized causative focus 
of mental life. To borrow Dennett’s phrase, it is ‘the chief fictional character at the 
center of [our] autobiography’ (1992, p. 114). I refer to this output from the inter¬ 
preter as the unified T, since this accords with experience; the individual experiences 
T as a unified entity which seems to causeactions and receive impressions. The real 
common ground between Buddhism and contemporary cognitive neuroscience is, of 
course, the recognition that the mind is not as unified as it seems. The T which — 
according to the theory presented’here — is central to consciousness, not only gives 
what is merely a superficial appearance of unification to our perceptual lives, but also 
probably plays no role in the initiation of action (Lancaster, 1991; Velmans, 1991). 
So what is the role played by the unified T? The answer 1 propose is that it functions 

as a critical link for memory functions. 

12 Although this seems to follow from the Abhidhamma material, it should be stressed that it is not 
an idea I have encountered in Buddhist texts. I suspect that this is because such texts are essentially 
directed to the moral perspective, viz. progress towards Buddhahood\ and not towards elucidating 
aspects of‘normal’ perception and consciousness. This is, I think, an important point to be borne in 
mind when interrelating psychology and Buddhism. Psychology is generally directed to the norm 
and draws from the abnormal in order to cast light on the normal; Buddhism is directed to the 
super-norm and draws on the normal to enhance our understanding of ways towards that super-norm. 
See also section V below. 
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Cognitive models concurrently active are presumed to become encoded in memory 
in association with one another .If—as proposed above — ‘I’ is a cognitive model 
active when the individual is conscious of some object, a pen in the field of vision, 
for example, then the model of the pen will become encoded in association with the 
model of T’. The model of T becomes, as it were, a tag attaching to the model of the 
pen — hence the term T-tag. Assuming a non-pathological case,13 the unified T* 
will be relatively consistent across successive occasions on which the individual 
encounters this pen. Therefore the association between the pen model and the T 
model will become especially strong, as Indicated by the term ‘tag’. 

The T-tag is presumed to function in subsequent recognition and recall. A key 
dimension of recall or recognition is the sense that the remembered item ‘belongs’ to 
one, as it were. As Rosenfield rightly comments, ‘Every recollection refers not only 

to the remembered event or person or object but to the person who is remembering’ 
(Rosenfield 1995, p. 42, italics original). It is proposed that the T-tag gives rise to 
this sense of familiarity. Indeed, as memories are activated, their ‘I*-tags are 
presumed to feed in to the operation of the interpreter, such that the unified T will 
be keyed into personal history — a critical element in the status of T as causative 
focus in the mind. Not only does the T-tag give rise to this autobiographical sense 
in relation to recalled or recognized events, it may play a further role in recall. The 
current unified T may effect connection with the T-tag, thereby bringing the 
associated memory model into consciousness (Lancaster, 1993a). In these ways, 
then, T-tags form a necessary dimension of the explicit memory system. 

According to the present theory, it is these aspects of memory which have been 
compromised in amnesiacs displaying implicit memory abilities. The relevant obser¬ 
vations have been reviewed by several authors (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; 
Roediger, 1990; Schacter, 1987; Schacter ef a/., 1988; 1993). In brief, such patients 
are able to respond at relatively normal levels when tested for priming effects such 
that conscious — or explicit — recollection or recognition is not required. Various 
theoretical positions have been advanced to account for this dissociation between 
implicit and explicit memory. Schacter (1989; 1990) argues that the outputs from 
modules dedicated to processing specific categories of information (e.g. faces, words, 
etc.) are normally available to a specialized conscious awareness system. In cases 
such as amnesia, the potential for such interaction has been lost; the specific function 
has become dissociated from the consciousness system. Other authors argue for 
different memory systems in the brain as an explanation of the distinction between 
explicit and implicit effects (for recent review see Schacter & Tulving 1994). Whilst 
not denying the value of thinking in terms of the modularity and diversity of the brain 
systems involved, my approach is focused more in questioning the nature of con¬ 
sciousness itself, which is essentially by-passed in these other approaches. I posit that 
the loss of explicit memory function in amnesiacs is specifically attributable to a fault 

13 Cases of multiple personality, repression, etc. could be understood in terms of conflicting T 
models. Nissen et at. (1994) make the interesting point that their studies of interpersonality amnesia 
in a multiple personality case suggest that accessibility of information across personalities depends 
on the extent to which personality-specific factors become incorporated in memory representations. 
Whilst simple material requiring no cognitive'eiaboration brought about implicit effects in a second 
personality, more complex material requiring interpretation did not The authors suggest that the 
way information is interpreted determines how it is represented in memory, which, in turn, 
determines what recall strategies will be effective. 
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in the ‘registering1 (to use the Abhidhamma term) of the unified T which seem¬ 
ingly14 experienced the to-be-remembered material. 

An approach that bears comparison with that advanced here has recently been 
advanced by Moscovitch (1994; 1995). He suggests that the consciousness that 
accompanies perception and thought becomes itself incorporated into the memory 
trace. On subsequent recall, this consciousness, which has become ‘an intrinsic 
property of the memory trace1 (Moscovitch, 1994, p. 1351), is recovered along with 
the content-related element of the trace. In amnesiac cases, it is this binding of 
consciousness into the memory which is lost, thereby compromising explicit memory 
performance. Implicit functions may be maintained in the absence of this conscious¬ 
ness element. ? 

I believe that the arguments marshalled by Moscovitch in support of his proposal 
equally support the proposals enunciated here. The phenomenology of memory 
experience as well as the experimental and clinical details all square well with the 
T-tag theory. I would argue, however, that a problem remains with the notion that 
‘consciousness’ could be ‘an inherent property of the memory trace’ (p. 1353). Is this 
view of consciousness as something that can effectively be ‘captured’ in a memory 
trace appropriate? Moscovitch seems more guarded when he suggests that it is the 
‘informr‘ion that made the experience conscious’ (Moscovitch, 1995, p. 278) or ‘the 
neural elements that mediate the conscious experience’ (Moscovitch, 1994, p. 1351) 
which are integrated into the memory trace. The T-tag theory may be thought of as 
an extension of Moscovitch’s approach since it addresses the way in which percep¬ 
tions or thoughts become conscious in the first place. According to these proposals, 
it is not ‘consciousness’ that is incorporated in the memory trace, but the reference to 
self, which provides for subsequent re-emergence into consciousness of the relevant 
material within the ongoing dynamic interaction with perception and thought.15 

Support for the perspective on memory being argued here may be drawn from 
recent work on infantile amnesia. Howe and Courage (1993) argue that a critical 
development in infantile memory occurs around two years of age with the develop¬ 
ment of the cognitive self. The timing of the development of this cognitive self 
corresponds to the offset of infantile amnesia and the onset of autobiographical 
memory. The authors propose that the self-concept, or self-schema, acts as a referent 
around which personally experienced events become organized ir. memory. In this 
way autobiographical memory is dependent on the self reaching a ‘critical mass’, as 
they put it. Support for the notion that infantile amnesia for events is attributable to 

14 It seems to be the case that T perceive the object (or that T think the thought). However, 
according to the anatta perspective, there is no T as subject of that which is experienced. In terms 
of the present proposals, the unified ‘I* comes into being in relation to the object being experienced, 
and is registered in memory in association with it. It is not, however, a pre-existent subject of the 
experience. Claxton (1994; 1996) similarly describes the role of the seif-system as being an 
accretion to direct perception. In a recent discussion, which also brings a psychological perspective 
to bear on Buddhist thought, he suggests how the self-system imposes a layer of processing which 
is directed towards consolidating its own goals and expectations (Claxton, 1996). 

15 The T-tag proposals may seem somewhat human-centred. However, as argued in Lancaster 
(1993 b), the system is viewed as an evolutionary development from other mammals in which similar 
memory tagging is thought to operate. Such ‘tags’ would embody the animal’s representation of self 
in relation to its environment in whatever terms are employed (e.g. spatial). I have argued (Lancaster, 
1991) that the interpreter’s function is bound up with language, which implies that the generation of 
the unified ‘1’ is presumably unique to humans. 

* m 
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Figure 2. T-tag model of perception and memory illustrating correspondences with perceptual 
stages described in Abhidhamma. 

an immature sense of self at the time the events occurred comes from a subsequent 
study in which children’s memories for early traumatic events were assessed 
(Howe et alt 1994). In the case of children under the age of two at the time of the 
event's occurrence, later coherent recall was absent, even though various behavioural 
manifestations indicated that some form of memory was preserved. The authors 
conclude that children whose sense of self was still emerging could not remember the 
traumatic event in a conscious, coherent fashion. 

I will close this section by returning to a question that was posed above, namely 
what may be the role of ‘I’? It has been explained that ‘I’ functions to enable a 
particular kind of access to memory. Without T, memory would operate in the 
implicit fashion we observe in amnesiacs; it would directly influence action contin¬ 
gent on external cues only, with no possibility of mediation. Moscovitch captures the 
point precisely, but I would wish to substitute T for his use of the term ‘conscious¬ 
ness* for reasons already explained: 

Consciousness [T] may be necessary to allow us to have memories without acting on 
them and to retrieve them without the need of an external stimulus cue. In this way, we 
can think about and manipulate memories until we are ready to act (Moscovitch, 1994 
p. 1353). 

IV; On the Stages of Perception 

Figure 2 presents a possible set of correspondences between the stages of the sense 
door process as understood in the Abhidhamma and processes envisaged as operating 
within an act of perception. The overall view adopted here is that perception consti¬ 
tutes a reconstructive process in which preliminary sensory analysis activates related 
memory models. The process is viewed as highly interactive, such that activated 
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memory models may engender modulation of ongoing sensory analysis, which may 
in turn lead to activation of alternative memory models. Such interaction is heuristic, 
being driven by the goal of achieving a ‘match* between sensory input and appropri¬ 
ate memories. A subsequent stage of the process involves generation of the unified 
T, as discussed in the previous section. It is envisaged that T-tags associated with 
the activated memories are particularly instrumental in this stage, thereby ensuring 
reasonable coherence and continuity between successive constructions of the unified 
T. In the final stage of the process, the model of the current percept is laid down in 
memory, with the current unified ‘1* becoming its ‘I*-tag. 

It seems likely that neuronal oscillation plays a role in the interactions between 
sensory and memory activity as envisaged in this model. Several authors have 
recently speculated that the extensive reciprocal relations between thalamus and 
coitex underlie the binding of stimulus-processing elements presumed to be neces¬ 
sary for object identification (For recent reviews see Engel et al, 1992; Gray, 1994; 
Pare and Llinas, 1995; Newman, 1995). In this scheme, coherence in oscillatory 
patterns from different elements signal that the elements correspond to related 
stimulus features. Damasio (1989; 1990) argues that such binding mechanisms are 
integral with memory readout. The convergence zone — to .use his term — which 
signals the presence of a given object, may be activated by appropriate input ensem¬ 
bles (sensory) or may itself re-activate those input assemblies by means of oscillatory 
synchronisation (memory). 

It is proposed here that the Abhidhamma stages from ‘sense* to ‘establish* corre¬ 
spond to the operation of this oscillatory system. I envisage that under normal 
conditions the four stages indicated are less sequentially distinct than either the 
Abhidhamma system or the limitations of a diagram such is figure 2 may suggest. 
Thus, memory models related to the neuronal input model would be activated 
(corresponding to the stage of‘examine*) at the same time as further modulation of 
the feature analysis networks might be occurring. These networks themselves are 
characterized by parallel processing, there being multiple topographic maps in the 
case of vision, for example. As Bridgeman (1992) notes, the brain seems to be 
characterized by a kind of ‘supermodularity’..in which many modules work in parallel 
on the same sensory input, each responsible for a specific aspect of the information. 
And, returning to figure 2, achieving a ‘match* between memory and input is hardly 
likely to be a distinct stage: memory models are being accessed and feature analysers 
are being modulated interactively until coherence (‘match*) is realized. Moreover, 
contextual information and expectancies will undoubtedly be critically involved. 
Accordingly, this first phase of the model is characterized by parallel, as well as 
interactive, processing. Correspondence with the Abhidhamma system may best be 
thought of in terms of the relative balance between the different stages in experience. 
We may envisage circumstances in which one or another of these stages is more 
pronounced, perhaps under abnormal sensory conditions. 

The term neuronal input model is intended to imply an information-carrying form 
of some kind. It may be thought of as the informational output from sensory feature 
analysis systems. The conception advanced by von der Malsburg (1981) of short¬ 
lived neuronal assemblies serving in ongoing information processing, may be appro¬ 
priate here. Certainly transience is important, as high-speed modulation is envisaged 
to enable fluidity in the perceptual process. Our understanding of the dynamics of 
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neural systems is an area that has benefited greatly from recent developments in 
investigative techniques, and co-operation between neurophysiologists and physi¬ 
cists may be expected to clarify the nature of such structures (Hardcastle, 1994; 
McKenna et al1994). For our present purposes it is sufficient to emphasize the role 
of the input model, which is to ensure that the central representational process, 
hypotnesized to depend on thaiamo-cortical interactions, is able to incorporate avail¬ 
able sensory data.16 

The second stage of ‘receiving* is conceptualized here as sensory data being 
received into the memory system. Again, in neurophysiological terms, there may be 
little distinction between stage one and stage two since as soon as signals are relayed 
to receiving areas, oscillations involving convergence zones (Damasio, 1989; 1990) 
will be established. This will be the case especially when — as must be the norm — 
expectancies lead to the advance sensitization of particular feature analysis patterns. 
Psychologically, however, the distinction between sensory activity and memory 
(albeit preconscious as in this discussion) is significant. It is only when memory 
becomes engaged that sensory activity can, as Wittgenstein emphasized, be meaning¬ 
ful. The .fact that the Abhidhamma texts speak of feeling tone (Pali, vedana) being 
pronounced at this stage may be of interest in this connection, for the relation between 
memory and feeling has often been noted.17 

The statement attributed to the Buddha that, ‘depending on contact arises feeling’ 
and ‘what one feels, one perceives* (Kalupahana, 1987, pp. 33^0 indicates the 
centrality of feeling in this scheme of the Abhidhamma. Such feeling can be pleasant, 
unpleasant or neutral. In the case of an unenlightened person, only the former two 
apply and they will become converted to attachment or aversion. Kalupahana points 
out that the Buddha subtly introduces the notion of agency in the above statement. Of 
course, for Buddhism, as we have seen, there is no self as agent or subject of 
perception. However, attachment or aversion represents an unskilful response which 
accompanies the illusory belief in the centrality of self (‘what one feels, one per¬ 
ceives’). I believe that this notion of self arising based on feeling may be cited in 
support of my arguments for the role of‘I-tags’ in memory. As soon as any memory 
is activated, associated memories will also become active. In figure 2 this is illus¬ 
trated in the next stage where a simplified network of associations is depicted. As 
discussed earlier, the ‘I-tag* is a key element in these associations, and will become 
engaged in the javana stage later. In this scheme, then, feeling — as a trigger to 
memory associations—is seen to introduce the role of T into the perceptual process. 
It is important to note in this context that, despite substantive conceptual content, the 
key dimension of T* is the feeling of selfhood (see Lancaster, 1991, chapter 5).18 

6 This formulation echoes that of Llinds and Pari (1991) and Pari and Llinls (1995) who argue 
that the role of sensory data is to modulate an intrinsically-active central process which gives rise to 
consciousness. 

17 The relation between feeling tone and memory is evident at the neuroanatomical level from the 
observation that limbic structures are engaged in both functions. Furthermore, the relation is central 
to the whole edifice of psychodynamic theory. Perhaps the most graphic depiction of the role of 
feeling in relation to memory is found in the literary sphere, in particular in Proust’s epic Remem¬ 
brance of Things Past. 

18 As Kalupahana indicates, the feeling of self was never itself derided in the sayings of the Buddha. 
The target of his criticism was the way in which a view of permanence of self leads to egoism: 
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As mentioned already, the many associations triggered by memory activity are 
conceived in figure 2 as corresponding to the Abhidhamma stage of ‘examine*. The 
act of perceiving a given object, for example a pen as depicted in the figure, surely 
depends on the ‘wheel* of associations to the input. Implicit in my perceiving the pen 
are the associations of ink, writing, and so on, and of course the sense of‘I* indicating 
that such objects are ones of which I have prior experience. In Abhidhamma terms, 
this stage is characterized by the function of recognition (Pali, sanna)\ 

In the case of a visual impression, we do not perceive ‘cup’ but only a particular colour 
and form. The ‘cup’ is not a visual impression but a concept... experienced by way of 
the mind rather than the eyes .Scrnna is said to be of crucial importance in this progression 
from visual impression to experience of a concept. Santia is said to ‘label* visual 
impressions so that they can be recognized later on. In other words, when we ‘see* a cup, 
memory is also involved; our mind searches through past visual impressions which have 
been labelled by sama (Rowlands, 1982, p. 45). 

To illustrate the operation ofsanna, Guenther cites the example given in the 
Atthasalini of a young deer seeing a scarecrow and forming the impression of a man. 
Clearly, the basis of such a perceptual judgement must lie in the nature of associations 
built up through prior experience. 

This sequence of stages is completed when the nature of the object is ‘established*. 
The transition from examining to establishing is usefully illustrated by Buddhaghosa. 
Some children were playing in the road. A coin hit the hand of one of them, who 
asked what it was. One child said, ‘It is a white thing* (‘sense*). Another grasped it 
firmly together with the dust (‘receive’). Another said, ‘It*s broad and square’ 
(‘examine’). Another stated, ‘This is a kahapana*, i.e. the name of the coin (‘estab¬ 
lish’). In other words, the associative stage I have related to ‘examine’ gives impres¬ 
sions of the properties of the object, whereas ‘establish’ generates a definitive, or 
named, decision as to its nature. It involves ‘the arranging of the investigated material 
in such a manner as to constitute it into a definite object’ (Aung, 1972, p. 29). I 
envisage that the many possibilities thrown up by the examination of associations is 
limited by reference back to the input model. As Sokolov proposed many years ago 
in his theory of the orientation response, some kind of matching process operates 
(Sokolov, 1963). I consider that what becomes established in this stage of the process 
is that which most directly matches the input model. As stressed above, in view of 
the dynamic and interactive nature of the neuronal responses, this should not be 
conceptualized as a normally distinct process. If indeed coherence in oscillations 
constitutes the brain ‘language* for these processes, then ‘matching’-is .achieved 
simply as a kind of input-output resonance, or ‘neuronal humming’ to use Llinas and 
Pare’s apt metaphor (Llinas and Pare, 1991). 

Both Aung and Rhys Davids use the philosophical term apperception in their 
discussions of the javana stage. To some extent, this represents terminology which 
was fashionable in the early part of this century. It may, however, be less useful as a 

The feeling of self occurring in the stream of becoming . . . turns out to be an important 
element in the affirmation of the relation of dependence ... that exists between a person, his 
family, nation, humanity, as well as nature. The solidification of this feeling into a ‘pure Ego* 
can interrupt its extension at any level, confining it exclusively to the neglect of every other. 
As such it can lead to extreme selfishness, to tribalism, to nationalism or to pure altruism. For 
the Buddha, the so-called self-feeling is dependency arisen, and is therefore contextual, not 
absolute (Kalupahana, 1987, p. 40).' 
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contemporary translation. I am reminded of James’ rejection of the term on the 
grounds that it ‘has carried very different meanings in the history of philosophy’ 
(James, 1950, p. 107). Aung notes that, ‘Buddhist writers often, in using the word 
javana, are referring to the active or conative factor ... in the act of cognition rather 
than to the intellective side of the process’ (Aung 1972, p. 247). In her editorial note 
on Aung’s discussion, Rhys Davids suggests that ‘apperception’ as used by Leibnitz, 
implying ‘I know that I know’, comes close to the intended meaning. The proposals 
advanced here suggest a mechanism whereby ‘I’ comes into being in relation to the 
perceived object. As the Buddhist view would have it, ‘I’ is not a pre-existing entity 
awaiting — as it were — the opportunity to know the percept; rather it arises as a 
contextually determined feature in the overall responses ensuing from stimulation of 
the sense organ. 

In the above-mentioned simile of the coin, the javana stage is depicted as the child 
who named the coin, taking it and giving it to his mother who uses it in some 
jewellery work. I think the idea of the sensory image becoming incorporated in 
ongoing cognitive activity fits well with this simile. The interpreter indeed constructs 
an ongoing ‘work*, namely a narrative which places the individual in meaningful 
contact with his or her world. This corresponds to the Freudian secondary process, 
which is reality-oriented and primarily verbal. The two poles of this narrative are ‘I’ 
and the real world. Sensory analysis becomes incorporated in this narrative only to 
the extent that it can be accommodated within the interpretative framework which 
seeks to assign causation to one or the other of these two poles. The translation of 
javana as ‘running’ well conjures up the normally incessant flow of phenomenal' 
experience which arises through the drive of the interpreter to set an egocentric 
context on the world. It also relates well to the subjective ‘running commentary’ of 
thought which seems to form a central dynamic to this flow of experience. 

As indicated in figure 1, there are two incomplete ‘sense door’ processes which are 
of interest to psychology, that of the ‘great’ object which reaches the javana stage but 
does not become registered, and that of the ‘slight’ object which fails to induce the 
javana moments, the process finishing with ‘establish’. 

The first of these cases seems to correspond to the amnesiac case. The patient is 
conscious of material presented; in the terms discussed here, the material is incorp¬ 
orated within the interpreter’s generation of the unified ‘I’. Registering of the ‘I* is, 
however, problematic, with the result that the T’-tagging system is corrupted. It 
seems reasonable to suppose that the modelling and matching processes occurring 
prior to the javana stage themselves give rise to memory activity. Indeed, at the 
neuronal-systems level such activity is generally considered as constituting key 
dimensions of memory processing. This would account for implicit memory func¬ 
tion, as evident on later testing. Nevertheless, the absence of an T-tag results in 
failure of explicit recall. Two factors may be critical here. First, the current ‘I’ is 
unable to effect connection with the relevant T-tag (i.e. the unified T which had 
been generated at the time of perceiving the object). In the normal case, such 
connection is hypothesized to underlie the object ‘popping into’ consciousness. 
Second, even if the memory model were activated through another route (e.g. 
thinking of the face of the experimenter might activate the memory model of 
whatever had been presented), the lack of an T-tag means that the activated memory 
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model cannot be incorporated into consciousness as generated by the interpreter. The 
activated model floats - as it were - in a kind of ‘selfless cognitive space . 

In the case of the ‘slight’ object, since there is no javana process, there will be no 
consciousness of the object. That is, according to the hypotheses advanced here he 
image will not gain access to the unified ‘I’. Again, the modelling and ma ching 
processes associated with the earlier stages may be expected to give rise to significant 
cognitive activity. 1 believe that cases of subliminal perception and learning under 
anaesthesia could usefully be conceptualized in such terms. It is worth noting m this 
context that Schwender et al (1994) have recently demonstrated that only when 
40-Hz oscillatory neuronal activity was maintained under anaesthesia did patients 
display any evidence of implicit learning. The hypothesis suggests itself for further 
examination that the oscillatory activity is a necessary accompaniment of the first 
phase of the perceptual process, comprising the Abhidhamma stages from sense to 
‘establish’. Such a hypothesis might be examined in blmdsight cases, for example, 
where it is likely that two factors are involved in relation to stimuli presented in the 
blind hemifield: a degradation in processing during this first phase, and the lack ot 
any javana stage with consequent absence of consciousness for stimulus features 

These brief suggestions concerning ‘incomplete’ sense door cases highlight 
value of the inter-disciplinary approach. Fresh insights may be gleaned through a 
kind of triangulation-, and new hypotheses amenable to scientific investigation 
present themselves. Further testable predictions based on the T’-tag theory may be 
proposed in terms of compromised recall where the nature of T changes between 
learning and recall. Anecdotal reports, for example, suggest events peripherally 
perceived during meditation (which seems to bring about an altered sense of self) are 
more likely to return to consciousness during a subsequent period of meditation than 
during the intervening non-meditative state. Parallels with mood-dependent memory 
effects are of interest in this context. Bower (1994), amongst others, has pointed to 
the relationship between changed mood state and changed self-image. It might be 
areued that mood-dependent memory effects are derivative, the primary determinant 
of memory recall being self-image, or T. Clearly, were an empirical investigation to 
find changes in mood to have a stronger.determinant effect on recall than changes in 
reported sense of self, the present theory w.ould be challenged. Tentative support for 
the theory may be claimed from the observation that mood-dependent effects seem 
to be strongest for autobiographical or self-generated memories (Eich, 1995), imply¬ 

ing that an T-connection in some form is involved. 

V: Soteriological Considerations 

The primary difference between the view of perception and memory as depicted m 
the Abhidhamma and that of cognitive neuroscience lies in the former s soteriologi¬ 
cal perspective. The Buddhist analysis of mind is concerned with the potential tor an 
individual to overcome the habitual mental reactions intrinsic to a mind which has 
not been disciplined through meditation. As noted earlier, such habitual reactions 
become incorporated within the javana stage of the perceptual process, which is 

accordingly the critical phase from the soteriological point of view: 

15 i- o.,Hrfhist technical language Javana thought moments are kammically active. 
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At the moment of deciding (i.e. ‘establishing’ as used here], there appears to be a choice 
or free will. If the object is determined wrongly on the false data as being permanent, of 
the nature of a self, with attachment or ill-will, then the Impulsion {i.e. javana] thoughts 
will be immoral. If the object is determined correctly as being impermanent, without self, 
with notions of renunciation, love and kindness, then the thoughts that follow will be 
moral (Jayasuriya, 1963, p. 43). 

In other words, the normal flow of automatic categorizations, thoughts and feelings 
in the javana moments can be changed when the individual becomes sufficiently 
mindful of the establishing’ moment: ‘If, for instance, one meets an enemy, a 
thought of hatred will arise almost automatically. A wise and forbearing person 
might, on the contrary, harbour a thought of love towards him’ (Narada, 1975, 
p. 168). The habitual nature of javana reactions arise critically in relation to what 
Buddhism considers to be a mistaken sense of the permanence of things and espe¬ 
cially of one’s own self. Thus, Narada goes on to quote the Buddha in this context: 
‘By self is evil done/By self is one defiled/By self is no evil done/By self is one purified.’ 

Claxton has recently analysed the role of mindfulness meditation in cognitive 
terms, suggesting that it functions to retrain attention such that one attends to ‘the 
leading edge of consciousness’ (Claxton, 1996). For Claxton, the self system is 
generally incompatible with such a shift in attention since it proliferates extra — and 
essentially unproductive — processing of stimuli in terms of personal hopes, fears 
and conjectures. It bolsters the trailing edge of consciousness, as it were. Buddhist 
practice both undermines the validity of this self system and re-aligns one’s focus of 
attention to the arrival of sensations or thoughts in conscious awareness prior to 
additional self-related processing. The Abhidhamma illustrates what exactly disci-' 
pies may expect to observe as they shift the focus of attention progressively earlier 
in the perceptual or thought process. 

According to the present theory, it is precisely the identification with T at the 
javana stage which Buddhist practice is directed to attenuating. Returning to the 
terms introduced in the first section of this paper, the meditator shifts from a state in 

•which access-consciousness is dominant to one characterized by phenomenal- 
consciousness. The generation of the unified T by the interpreter is postulated here 
as being the defining feature of access-consciousness. Claxton’s concept of shifting 
attention to the leading edge of consciousness is, I think, clarified by this operational 
approach. The shift in attention he postulates involves a qualitative change in 
consciousness and not simply a quantitative change in timing. The goal of mindful¬ 
ness meditation is to promote phenomenal-consciousness — that is, a profound and 
uncluttered openness to experience. The emphasis in the Abhidhamma texts, noted 
earlier, on calling all moments of the sense-door process moments of consciousness 
supports this perspective. 

As discussed above. T-tags are critically involved in memory recognition and 
recall. Whatever may actually be involved in the attainment of Buddhahood, it is 
unlikely to include the complete erasing of T-tags according to the present approach. 
For, without this T’-tag system, memory abilities would be seriously compromised. 
With the shift to phenomenal-consciousness, there will be detachment from the 
unified T\ In Buddhist terms, one recognizes that any reference to ‘I’ is ‘mere 
convention . My conjecture is that the soteriological orientation is not directed to 
annulling the role of self as viewed here in relation to memory functions but to 
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broadening the contextual reference of‘I*. In this sense anatta may be thought of as 
a relative concept. It is noteworthy in this context that the Buddha apparently 
sometimes referred to self and sometimes to no-self. According to Nagarjuna: 

To him who understands the meaning in the teaching of the Buddha and grasps the truth 
of derived name [i.e. conditioned personality], He has taught that there is T; but to one 
who does not understand the meaning in the teachings of the Buddha and does not grasp the 
truth of the derived name, He has taught, there is no T (Quoted in Ramanan, 1975, p. 1G^. 

It is beyond the scope of the present paper to consider the Buddhist teaching on 
no-self in detail (for a discussion, see Lancaster, in press). My primary purpose has 
been to establish the minimal claim that the insights into perceptual stages as 
conveyed in the Pali canon can be helpful in generating models in cognitive neuro¬ 
science. At the same time, as Claxton suggests, an influence in the reverse direction 
should also be contemplated. Spiritual teachers not blinded by dogma have always 
been open to the philosophical and ‘scientific* insights of their day. In our day 
cognitive neuroscience may have a particular value in refining spiritual views of 
mind. Meaningful two-way dialogue is the goal. The model I have presented is, I 
believe, a product of such dialogue. It is not merely a restatement of Buddhist ideas 
in neuroscientific terms, nor vice versa, but a genuine attempt to synthesise a new 
perspective on the subject informed through a consideration of these diverse inputs. 
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EATING SOUP WITH CHOPSTICKS: 
DOGMAS, DIFFICULTIES AND ALTERNATIVES 
IN THE STUDY OF CONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE1 

Rafael E. Nunez, Institute of Cognitive Studies, University of California, 
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. Email: nmez@cogsci.berkeley.edu 

Abstract: The recently celebrated division into ‘easy’ and ‘hard’ problems of consciousness 
is unfortunate and misleading. Built on functionalist grounds, it carves up the subject matter 
by declaring that the most elusive parts need a fundamentally and intrinsically different 
solution. What we have, rather, are ‘difficult’ problems of conscious experience, but problems 
that are not difficult per se. Their difficulty is relative, among other things, to the kind of 
solution one is looking for and the tools used to accomplish the task. I argue that the study of 
conscious experience in our scientific and philosophical tradition is a very difficult problem 
because it has been addressed with inappropriate tools: with harmful long-lasting and 
inadequate dogmas that have dogged science for centuries. 1 describe five of these dogmas, 
which are: (1) the existence of an objective reality independent of human understanding; (2) 
the subordination of epistemology to ontology; (3) the restricted view of the objectivist- 
subjectivist dichotomy; (4) the exclusion of the body from the study of the mind; and (5) the 
idea of. xplaining the mind in terms of the neurophysiological processes of individual brains. 

1 claim that conscious experience is not a transcendental, paranatural, mystic or magic 
phenomenon. It is tractable and approachable with scientific methods. However, one must 
look not only for non-reductionist views to approach it, but also for views that avoid the 
dogmas here described. Conscious experience is a living phenomenon and it has to be 
understood as such. Accordingly, our understanding of it has to make sense at several levels, 
from evolution to morphophysiology, from neuroanatomy to language. I put forward an 
approach to conscious experience which is free of the dogmas that make the study of conscious 
experience so difficult This view, called ecological naturalism, is a non-functionalist and 
non-reductive view that provides an naturalistic account of the mind. It also puts special 
emphasis on irreducible supra-individuai biological (SIB) processes that are essential in the 
realization of mental phenomena and therefore conscious experience. 

Introduction 

The special issue of the Journal of Consciousness Studies (Volume \ No. 3, 1995) 
opens with a distinction between two allegedly different aspects of research into 
consciousness. We are told that there are the ‘easy* problems, which deal with finding 
neuronal mechanisms and explaining cognitive functions, and the ‘hard’ problem of 
how any form of neural activity can give rise to the phenomenal experience of 
consciousness. According to the keynote paper, the ‘easy’ problems of consciousness 
‘are those that seem directly susceptible to the standard methods of cognitive science, 
whereby a phenomenon is explained in terms of computational or neural mecha¬ 
nisms* (Chalmers, 1995, p. 200). The author argues that there is a certain clarity in 
how to approach the ‘easy* problems wnereas the ‘hard problem’ seem to resist these 

1 I owe thanks to Walter Freeman, Eleanor Rosch, David Schultz, Eve Sweetser and Heinz von 
Foerster for helpful comments on earlier drafts, and to Joseph Goguen, Jonathan Shear, Keith 
Sutherland and Anthony Freeman for helping me in clarifying my ideas through constructive 
criticism. I would also like to thank Elizabeth Beringer for discussions and support. I am indebted 
to the Institute of Cognitive Studies at the University of California, Berkeley, and to CSLI at 
Stanford University, where I benefited from visiting scholar appointments. This work was supported 
by the Swiss National Science Foundation under a fellowship to the author (No. 8210-033279). 
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they must have found that there was nowhere to go with such an experience, finding 
no resonance in the established structures of our society, not even in their church if 
they had one. And as a result they may have turned to the nearest sympathetic ear, 
jumped into the nearest ditch so to speak, and found themselves in a random fringe 
group. In such a group they may indeed find an element that is missing in more 
conventional circles: an acknowledgement of the strong experiential resonances that 
can come from a journey into the dimension of sense. But it seems usually to 
degenerate into superstition. 
Piet: It would be wonderful if alternatives were available, in which a similar sense 
of meaning could be offered in more down-to-Earth settings. Individuals who were 
attracted by the particulars of specific sects could of course still turn to those sects. 
But the majority of seekers who are now turning to sects out of desperation would 
have an alternative. They could contact a form of sense in their life, not as sqmething 
to be obtained, but rather as something to be recognized as being already there: one 
of the three fundamental aspects of reality. 
Bas: Piet, once again we are in danger of capitulating to old terminology or even 
the old ideas themselves. I feel that you are absolutely right in your sentiments, but 
think of how they could be pigeonholed and misunderstood if they were assimilated 
to that vast ‘inspirational science’ literature on the coffee tables of the world. You 
know how they sound: in the Middle Ages (ancient Greece, the Enlightenment, or 
whatever the author touts as the Golden Age) we had a unified world view; we lost 
it and descended into chaos when science, religious wars, and economic upheavals 
destroyed that unity of tradition; but now science provides us with a new world view, 
equally coherent, all-encompassing, and secure —so let the Scientific Middle Ages 
begin! 
Piet: And freedom end! That wouldjust be replacing the tribe’s old idols by new ones, 
because we relish the security of being ‘ in the grip of a world view’ as they say. What we 
want is liberation-philosophy! The point about alternatives is that they present us with 
choices, and by that I do not mean the choice to be in a position where there aren’t 
any choices anymore. But we can’t run before learning to walk. We have to start 
somewhere.* - 
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DEATH: THE SKELETON KEY OF CONSCIOUSNESS STUDIES? 

Jaron Lanier, Department of Computer Science, Columbia University, 
500 W 120th Street, New York, NY 10027, USA. Email: jaron@well.com 

Part I: Consciousness and Death 

The role of consciousness in contemporary scientific thought is similar to the role of 
death in everyday emotional life. It is usually ignored or denied outright, frequently 
obsessed over, and is sometimes the inspiration for uncharacteristic breaches of 
common sense. 

It is time to state the obvious. The problem of consciousness is deeply interwoven 
with the problem of death. And yet death is rarely mentioned in relation to conscious¬ 
ness studies. Consciousness is the thing of consequence that dies. Surely this explains 
a great deal of why there is such an energetic conversation about consciousness, and 
why passions are so often raised concerning a subject whose basic nature is so elusive 
and disputed. 

The spectrum of attitudes in consciousness studies is strikingly similar to the 
variety of coping mechanisms for the existence of death.1 There are those who 
imagine they already somehow possess more knowledge about it than they have 
means to achieve. There are those who believe nothing can ever be said about it. And 
then there are those who seem to wish to deny its existence. It is these latter who 
interest me the most. 

Life would certainly be simpler without consciousness. If consciousness did not ‘ 
exist,,much of philosophy would not exist. Daniel Dennett, a philosopher who claims 
not to be conscious, has already announced the end of ontology, and there have been 
numerous predictions from like minds that other branches of philosophy are mere 
stand-ins awaiting more developed science. 

So why won t consciousness just go away? What gives consciousness legs is the 
existence of subjective experience, something persistently elusive and of unclear 
consequence. Interminable constructions of thought and image have been created by 
countless generations of people in response to what is nothing more than a perfect 
point, a thing with no quality and no content. It is a ta!e out of Borges. A shelf of 
mathematics books devoted to one numeral alone. A vast museum that displays only 
one pixel. 

There is a popular story about a princess who complains that she cannot sleep 
comfortably because of a single pea buried under layers of mattresses. That pea is 
consciousness in the sciences. 

To consider consciousness by itself is entirely undemanding, it is a pea. There is 
nothing to describe. An attempt to account for it in context, however, forces the 
construction of ever shifting, elaborate adventures of thought. 

What a temptation it is to dispose of this erratic data point. That is what any first 
year student of statistics would be taught to do. 

1 Certainly the fear of death has been one of the greatest driving forces in the history of thought and 
in the formation of the character of civilization, and yet it is under-acknowledged. The great book 
on the subject. The Denial of Death, by Ernest Becker (1973), deserves a reconsideration. Even as 
the psychoanalytic tradition seems to be on the wane, this book holds up remarkably well. 
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Part II: Is Consciousness Larger Than a Pea? 

Denying consciousness outright isn’t the only way to attempt to dispose of it. Some¬ 
times consciousness is redefined as something so vast and complex that what was 
originally thought of as consciousness becomes a stray, inconsequential fragment. 

it might indeed seem that subjective experience is much larger than a point, 
containing oceans of diverse quality and content (such as the qualia). Will it still seem 
so in a hundred years if neuroscience continues to advance? The contents of an 
impenetrable black box cannot be perceived as having anything but an indeterminate 
size, and in the case of our minds that size feels huge. But if we are able to eventually 
understand the mind with finer- and' finer-grained precision, its size will become a 
known quantity. If and when we understand the brain completely, subjectivity will 
appear to be infinitely small, nothing more than a point which will not go away. 

With a sufficiently advanced neurotechnology, it should presumably be possible to 
reliably and repeatably construct mental phenomena, such as qualia, in detail by 
setting values in neurons. This would be an experience confirmable by anyone who 
plays with the gadgets that accomplish it. ‘Brainoramas’ would no doubt be the new ^ 
consumer electronics btockbusters; pure experience machines. These machines 
would not claim to. become conscious themselves, but rather would allow human 
users a precise technological route to controlling the detailed content of their own 

subjective experience. 
A brainorama would consist of three parts. One would be a hat that contains sensors 

capable of reading and writing the states of each neuron in your brain at a rapid rate. 
There would also be a display that shows you what’s going on in your brain, and 
allows you to edit it. Connecting these would be a computer capable of recognizing 
and synthesizing neural patterns. I won’t attempt to guess at what future century 

might be capable of producing this device. 
A lazy customer could be given an adventurous experience or deep wisdom, 

according to the current fashion. One can predict that the use of these machines might 
follow the pattern set earlier by psychedelic drugs and music synthesizers. Synthetic 
experiences that were initially fresh and extreme quickly become banal, as intensity 
is maximized in all directions until it becomes meaningless. Following that will be 
the realization that ‘there is no free lunch’, that the construction of creativity in 
thought, beauty in creation, or depth in character requires as much or more work in 
the purely informational world of brainorama as it does in real life. 

In the end, however, the nature of these exotic new objectively controlled subjec¬ 
tive experiences will still remain a nagging mystery. Why must experience be there 
at all? How can one prove if it is or isn' t there? Nothing will have changed in these 
questions, except that we’ll be able to observe the questions themselves as brain 

phenomena directly for the first time using brainoramas. ^ T 
Imagine watching your thoughts on the philosophy of consciousness go by on the 

screen5 of a brainorama. Suppose you start to think that maybe consciousness is | 
everywhere, and that is why you can’t capture it — and at that moment you see a ^ 
familiar cloudy squiggle in your cortex, above your ear, similar to the last time you ^ 

2 The screen is what we are most familiar with in 1997, but make no mistake, any upmarket g 
brainorama will actually have a virtual reality interface, so that you find yourself inside a three TT 
dimensional representation of younown brain. 

thought the same thing. The pattern recognizer in the brainorama computer catches 
it too, and a ‘Chalmers1 alert starts blinking. Instead of thinking from the inside, you 
decide to use the stylus to sketch some narrower loops on your Chalmers squiggle 
and feel what the thoughts are like. Suddenly you don’t find consciousness credible 
anymore, and indeed a ‘Dennett’ alert is flashing on the screen. But thoughts have a 
way of springing back to their original form, like memory metals. Other parts of your 
cortex are automatically alerted into action to repair the damage and soon you see 
your familiar thought squiggles appear on the screen, just as you find yourself 
thinking, ‘But wait a second, consciousness IS there!’31 suspect that trying to track 
down consciousness4 with a brainorama will feel like trying to find the butterfly whose 
wing flutterings are to be the cause of a hurricane on the other side of the world. 

As you browse through your brain, you are able to see the full extent of your 
memory. It is as if, after living your whole life inside a great canyon of unknown 
dimensions, you are able to climb to a lookout point on the rim for the first time. For 
a moment you are impressed with the vastness of what you see. But soon an 
overwhelming sense of the finitude of your own brain appears as a particularly murky 
and awkward squiggle, A blinker signals that you are beginning to think about death. 

Part III: A Very Brief History of Death 

The nature of consciousness should reasonably be expected to explain the nature of 
death. For example, if Penrose is right, then consciousness simply ceases when the 
microtubules dissipate. If Dennett is right, consciousness wasn’t there in the first 
place, so death isn’t such a big deal. 

The mysteries of death, and consciousness are not the same, though. Death cannot 
tell us as much about consciousness as consciousness can tell us about death. If we 
knew that consciousness did not survive death, for example, we still wouldn’t know 
what consciousness was before death. 

Consciousness has historically been linked with the idea of the soul, primarily in 
order to substantiate an afterlife. This was not exclusively among excitable religious 
types. By Plato’s account, Socrates’ precise mind found subjective experience axiom¬ 
atic enough to suggest that it must reside in a realm all of its own, which must be 
revealed in death. Among the religious,- of course, consciousness has generally served 
as an intuitive confirmation of elaborate articulated fantasies of the hereafter, espe¬ 
cially in the West.5 The difference between the religious and the secular has often 
been no more than the degree of elaboration and specificity in these fantasies. 

3 You might wonder how you avoid becoming lost in an infinite regress of watching your thoughts 
of watching your thoughts. That is simple. The brainorama computer is programmed to filter out this 
kind of resonant feedback. 

Just to be clear, I am talking about the ‘hard problem’ kind of consciousness. The ‘easier’ kind of 
consciousness (that anaesthetists can make go away) is undoubtedly localizable, since it is an 
empirical phenomenon, and it would seem to be primarily associated with the core areas of the brain 
rather than with the cortex. 

Christianity, a post-platonic religion, was primarily founded not on the exceptional emanations of 
burning bushes, demons, or other extraordinary objects, but on the reports of people of apparently 
ordinary form, Jesus and Lazarus, who could confirm the continuity of consciousness after death. 
(While reports of Jesus life do contain some other supernatural events, like walking on water, these 
are surely not as vital to the religion.) In Christianity the physical world became more ordinary and 
the hereafter more baroque, especially as the religion developed over the centuries. 
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Alas, the fear of death has been exploited to create empires. For this reason, 
scientists and political liberalizers have often been allied to combat dogmatic relig¬ 
ious authority. The twentieth century saw the rise to prominence of a culture that was 
in large part a reaction against the arbitrary and sometimes exploitative nature of 
death-denial fantasies. 

The reaction took many forms, such as Marxism and positivism. The doubt in 
perfect rationality that the existence of subjectivity inspires was driven underground. 
Life was understood essentially as a form of technology; something entirely 
empirical and subject to manipulation and eventual perfection. However, this 
barricade meant to contain human ambiguities and passions has instead turned out to 
be the new obstacle to the psychological acceptance of death. 

Part IV: Death-Denial in the Information Age 

In the late twentieth century a bizarre and inverted form of death-denial has been 
gaining ground. It is the ironic grandchild of an earlier generation of rational thought 
that sought to quell all such sentimentality. In this new fantasy, technology will 
conquer death. 

In the literature of cryonics and nanotechnology one frequently comes across 
arguments that we are already within shooting distance of the goal. Nanotechnology 
might be used to create a supercomputer that will quickly figure out how to make 
nanomachines that can repair the human body and make old age an anachronism. Or 
cryonics will preserve our bodies until a happy time in the future when they are 
expected to be thawed by gentle enthusiasts for antiquity. Or, perhaps most tellingly, 
the contents of our brains will be read into durable computers, so that our minds will 
continue after our bodies cease to function. - 

Consciousness is at best a wildcard, and at worst an outright affront to these 
fantasies. Subjective experience is undeniably present, for those of us who have it, 
anyway. (I’ve proposed elsewhere that some philosophers just don’t have it. See 
Lanier, 1995.) It is the only thing that would be just as real if it were somehow shown 
to be an illusion or a mistake; if it is. there in any way whatsoever, it is fully there, 
undeposable, the most primary thing. And yet it has.no definitive measurable effect 
on anything else. The coincidence of these two qualities makes it awkward. It is 
utterly unclear how consciousness ‘binds’ to the empirical universe. 

There is absolutely no way to know what the subjective experience of having one’s 
brain state transferred into a computer, leaving the body to be disposed of, or even of 
being frozen and thawed, would be. Even if these things were tried, those who hadn’t 
themselves had the experience would only be able to rely on the reportage of the 
purported survivors who did, and the readouts of their brainoramas. The cold truth is 
that you have to die to test these ideas.6 The living are unable to know if technological 
reductions of consciousness are valid. 

We have come to the fundamental problem for the new death-denialists: if 
consciousness exists, then technological forms of avoiding death are absolutely as 
uncertain as old fashioned death itself. The ‘hard problem’ kind of consciousness is 
the enemy of the new death-denial fantasy, and there is no stronger source of passion 
than the defence of such a fantasy. 

6 Note that you do NOT have to die to test a Brainorama, so long as you use it gingerly. 
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So consciousness is made to not exist. Here is the engine under the hood of 
consciousness denial. A literature already exists of the new death-denialists. The 
theorists are Minsky, Dennett, Hofstadter. The authors of new romantic liturgies are 
Tipler, Moravec and Drexler. 

The tragedy of traditional death-denial based on a religious fantasy is that the 
fantasy must have specific, yet ultimately arbitrary, content. Therefore it is frequently 
the case that people find themselves holding mutually exclusive death-denial fanta¬ 
sies. This is why traditional religion is divisive. Christianity and Islam cannot both 
be true in their most literal sense. This provides a potential ethical advantage for the 
new death-denialists. If people can agree on one simple tenet, that subjective experi¬ 
ence, the pea, does not exist, then they can share in the objective world of empirical 
confirmation on all the other points that matter. They can agree, for instance, on 
whether a brain has survived its cryo-, nano-, or cyber-transition into immortality.7 

Nonetheless, the new and old styles of death-denial are even more in disagreement 
with each other than any oid-styied pair have ever managed to be. The chasm between 
death-denial fantasies provides a worthwhile approach for understanding some of the 
most frustrating current events. Is it a coincidence tnat religious fundamentalism is 
experiencing a resurgence at just the time that science is starting to touch some of the 
most intimate aspects of human identity? Today’s social conflicts are more likely to 
be about technologies that challenge our definition of death, such as abortion, than 
about the distribution of wealth. 

Although the consciousness community is obscure in the larger scheme of world 
events, I believe we are on the front lines of a fundamental conflict. The political and 
social future will be largely determined by the provisional ouicomes of conflicts over’ 
what are essentially popularized variants of the hard problem. 

While I am certainly not claiming that everyone who is not religious is hoping to 
have their minds transfered to computer disks, I do think that in the consciousness 
debate we have the most purified form of a new dialectic formed by two opposing 
death-denial fantasies. One is traditional, sentimental, hysterical and divisive. The 
other is bland, mechanical and potentially suicidal. No synthesis has yet appeared, 
however; in the gap discernible between the two is found only a lonely vacuum 
requiring the superhuman discipline of permanent irresolution. 
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‘I’ = AWARENESS 

ArthurJ. Deikman,1 Department ofPsychiatry, University of California, 
Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute, 401 Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco, 

CA 94143, USA. Email: deikman@itsa.ucsf.edu 

Abstract: Introspection reveals that the core of subjectivity — the T — is identical to 
awareness. This T should be differentiated from the various aspects of the physical person 
and its mental contents which form the ‘self. Most discussions of consciousness confuse the 
T and the ‘self. In fact, our experience is fundamentally duaiistic — not the dualism of mind 
and matter—but that of the *1* and that which is observed. The identity of awareness and the 
T means that we know awareness by being it, thus solving the problem of the infinite regress 
of observers. It follows that whatever our ontology of awareness may be, it must also be the 

same for *1*. 

T 

We seem to have numerous Ts. There is the I of‘I want1, the I of *1 wrote a letter’, the 
I of ‘I am a psychiatrist’ or ‘I am thinking*. But there is another I that is basic, that 
underlies desires, activities and physical characteristics. This I is the subjective sense of 
our existence. It is different from self-image, the body, passions, fears, social category — 
these are aspects of our person that we usually refer to when we speak of the self, but they 
do not refer to the core of our conscious being, they are not the origin of our sense of 
personal existence. 

Experiment l: Stop for a moment and look inside. Try and sense the very origin of 
your most basic, most personal T, your core subjective experience. What is that 
root of the T feeling? Try to find it. 

When you introspect you will find that no matter what the contents of your mind, the 
most basic *1* is something different. Every time you try to observe the T it takes a jump 
back with you, remaining out of sight. At first you may say, ‘When I look inside as you 
suggest, all I find is content of one sort or the other.’ I reply, ‘Who is looking? Is it not 
you? If that ‘‘I” is a content can you describe it? Can you observe it?’ The core T of 
subjectivity is different from any content because it turns out to be that which witnesses 
— not that which is observed. The ‘I* can be experienced, but it cannot be ‘seen’. ‘I* is 
the observer, the experiencer, prior to all conscious content. 

In contemporary psychology and philosophy, the ‘I* usually is not differentiated from, 
the physical person and its mental contents. The self is seen as a construct and the crucial 
duality is overlooked. As Susan Blackmore puts it, 

Our sense of self came about through the body image we must construct in order to 
control behaviour, the vantage point given by our senses and our knowledge of our 
own abilities — that is the abilities of the body-brain-mind. Then along came 
language. Language turns the self into a thing and gives it attributes and powers. 
(Blackmore, 1994) 

Dennett comments similarly that what he calls the ‘Center of Narrative Gravity’ gives 
us a spurious sense of a unitary self: 

1 I am indebted to David Galin and Eleanor Rosch for their helpful comments during the develop¬ 
ment and writing of this manuscript. 

H H 
A self, according to my theory, is not any old mathematical point, but an abstraction 
defined by the myriads of attributions and interpretations (including self¬ 
attributions and self-interpretations) that have composed the biography of the living 
body whose Center of Narrative Gravity it is (Dennett, 1991). 

However, when we use introspection to search for the origin of our subjectivity, we 
find that the search for T leaves the customary aspects of personhood behind and takes 
us closer and closer to awareness, per se. If this process of introspective observation is 
carried to its conclusion, even the background sense of core subjective self disappears 
into awareness. Thus, if we proceed phenomenologically, we find that the ‘I* is identical 
to awareness: ‘I* * awareness. 

* 

Awareness 

Awareness is something apart from, and different from, all that of which we are aware: 
thoughts, emotions, images, sensations, desires and memory. Awareness is the ground in 
which the mind’s contents manifest themselves; they appear in it and disappear once 
again. 

I use the word ‘awareness’ to mean this ground of all experience. Any attempt to 
describe it ends in a description of what we are aware of On this basis some argue that 
awareness per se doesn't exist But careful introspection reveals that the objects of 
awareness — sensations, thoughts, memories, images and emotions — are constantly 
changing and superseding each other. In contrast, awareness continues independent of 
any specific mental contents. 

Experiment 2: Look straight ahead. Now shut your eyes. The rich visual world has 
disappeared to be replaced by an amorphous field of blackness, perhaps with red 
and yellow tinges. But awareness hasn't changed. You will notice that awareness 
continues as your thoughts come and go, as memories arise and replace each other, 
as desires emerge and fantasies develop, change and vanish. Now try and observe 
awareness. You cannot Awareness cannot be made an object of observation 
because it is the very means whereby you can observe. 

Awareness may vary in intensity as our total state changes, but it is usually a constant. 
Awareness cannot itself be observed, it is not an object, not a thing. Indeed, it is 
featureless, lacking form, texture, colour, spatial dimensions. These characteristics indi¬ 
cate that awareness is of a different nature than the contents of the mind; it goes beyond 
sensation, emotions, ideation, memory. Awareness is at a different level, it is prior to 
contents, more fundamental. Awareness has no intrinsic content, no form, no surface 
characteristics — it is unlike everything else we experience, unlike objects, sensations, 
emotions, thoughts, or memories. 

Thus, experience is duaiistic, not the dualism of mind and matter but the dualism of 
awareness and the contents of awareness. To put it another way, experience consists of 
the observer and the observed. Our sensations, our images, our thoughts — the mental 
activity by which we engage and define the physical world—are all part of the observed. 
In contrast, the observer — the *1* — is prior to everything else; without it there is no 
experience of existence. If awareness did not exist in its own right there would be no ‘I’. 
There would be ‘me*, my personhood, my social and emotional identity —but no ‘I’, no 
transparent centre of being. 
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Confusion of Awareness and Contents 

In the very centre of the finite world is the T. It doesn’t belong in that world, it is 
radically different. In saying this, I am not suggesting a solipsistic ontology. The physical 
world exists for someone else even when I am sleeping. But any ontology that relegates 
awareness to a secondary or even an emergent status ignores the basic duality of 
experience. Currently, there are many voices denying the dualistic ontology of awareness 
and contents. For example, Searle attacks mind-body dualism, regarding consciousness 
(awareness) as an emergent property of material reality. He likens it to liquidity, a 
property that emerges from the behaviour of water molecules composed of hydrogen and 
oxygen — atoms that do not themselves exhibit liquidity. ‘Consciousness is not a 
“stuff ’, it is a feature or property of the brain in the sense, for example, that liquidity is 
a feature of water’ (Searie, 1992).2 But liquidity, understandable as it may be from 
considerations of molecular attraction, is part of the observed world, similar to it from 
that ontological perspective. To state that the subjective ‘emerges* from the objective is 
quite a different proposition, about which the physical sciences have nothing to say. 

Colin McGinn also insists that there is no duality of mind and matter — all can 
ultimately be explained in physical terms — but he asserts that the critical process by 
which a transition occurs from one to the other will never be understood because of our 
limited intellectual capacity (McGinn, 1991). McGinn believes that the observer/ob¬ 
served duality is apparent rather than real; there is a physical transition from the observed 
to the observer. But the ontological gap between a thought and a neuron is less than that 
between the observer and the observed; there is nothing to be compared to the T, while 
thoughts and neurons are linked by their being objects of observation, contents of T, 
sharing some characteristics such as .time and locality.3 Granted that a blow on my head 
may banish T, its relationship to the observed is fundamentally different from anything 
else «'e can consider. The best that can be said for the materialist interpretation is that the 
brain is a necessary condition for ‘I*. 

Confusion about 4I* 

One can read numerous psychology texts and not find any that treat awareness as a 
phenomenon in its own right, something distinct from the contents of consciousness. Nor 
do their authors recognize the identity of ‘I* and awareness. To the contrary, the 
phenomenon of awareness is usually “confused with one type of content or another. 
William James made this mistake in his classic, Principles of Psychology. When he 
introspects on the core ‘self of all other selves* he ends up equating the core self with ‘a 
feeling of bodily activities .. .* concluding that our experience of the T, the subjective 
self, is really our experience of the body: _ s 

... the body, and the central adjustments which accompany the act of thinking in 
the head. These are the real nucleus of our personal identity, and it is their actual 
existence, realized as a solid, present fact, which makes us say ‘as sure as I exist* 
(James, 1950). 

To the contrary, I would say that I am sure I exist because my core 41* is awareness 
itself, my ground of being. It is that awareness that is the ‘self of all other selves*. Bodily 
feelings are observed: ‘I* is the observer, not the observed. 

2 Liquidity may not be the best example of emergence; both hydrogen and oxygen exhibit liquidity 
at very low temperatures. 

3 For an interesting discussion of this point, see William James* essay, ‘Does consciousness exist?’ 
(James, 1922). 
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Beginning with behavioural psychology and continuing through our preoccupation 
with artificial intelligence, parallel distributed processing, and neural networks, the topic 
of awareness per se has received relatively little attention. When the topic does come up, 
consciousness in the sense of pure awareness is invariably confused with one type of 
content or the other. 

A few contemporary psychiatrists such as Gordon Globus (1980) have been more ready 
to recognize the special character of the self of awareness, the observing self, but almost 
all end up mixing awareness with contents. For example, Heinz Kohut developed his Self 
Psychology based on considering the self to be a superordinate concept, not just a 
function of the ego. Yet he does not notice that awareness is the primary source of self 
experience and concludes: ‘The self then, quite analogous to die representations of 
objects, is a content of the mental apparatus* (Kohut, 1971). 

r We see the same problem arising in philosophy. After Husserl, nearly all modem 
Western philosophical approaches to the nature of mind and its relation to the body fail 
to recognize that introspection reveals ‘I* to be identical to awareness.4 Furthermore, 
most philosophers do not recognize awareness as existing in its own right, different from 
contents. Owen Flanagan, a philosopher who has written extensively on consciousness, 
sides with James and speaks of ‘the illusion of the mind’s “I” * (Flanagan, 1992). 
C.O. Evans starts out recognizing the impor tance of the distinction between the observer 
and the observed, ‘the subjective self, but then retreats to the position that awareness is 
‘unprojected consciousness*, the amorphous experience of background content (Evans, 
1970). However, the background is composed of elements to which we can shift attention. 
It is what Freud called the preconscious. TVawareness has no elements, no features. It is 
not a matter of a searchlight illuminating one element while the rest is dark — it has to 
do with the nature of light itself. 

In contrast, certain Eastern philosophies based on introspective meditation emphasize 
the distinction between awareness and contents.5 Thus, Hindu Samkhya philosophy 
differentiates purusa, the witness self, from, everything else, from all the experience 
constituting the world, whether they be thoughts, images, sensations, emotions or dreams. 
A classic expression of this view is given by Pantanjali: 

Of the one who has the pure discernment between sattva 
(the most subtle aspect of the world of emergence) 
and purusa (the nonemergent pure seer) 
there is sovereignty over all and 
knowledge of all. (Chappie, 1990.) 

Awareness is considered to exist independent of contents and this ‘pure consciousness* 
is accessible — potentially — to every one. A more contemporary statement of this 
position is given by Sri Krishna Menon, a twentieth century Yogi: 

He who says that consciousness is never experienced without its object speaks from 
a superficial level. If he is asked the question ‘Are you a conscious being?*, he will 
spontaneously give the answer ‘Yes’. This answer springs from the deepmost level. 
Here he doesn’t even silently refer to anything as the object of that consciousness 
(Menon, 1952). 

4 Robert Forman is an exception. See Forman (1993). 

5 For discussions of this point and its relationship to philosophical problems see Forman (1990b) 
and Shear (1990). 
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In the classical Buddhist literature we find: 

When all lesser things and ideas are transcended and forgotten, and there remains 
only a perfect state of imagelessness where Tathagata and Tathata are merged into 

perfect Oneness ... (Goddard, 1966). 

Western mystics also speak of experiencing consciousness without objects. Meister 

Eckhart declares: 

There is the silent ‘middle’, for no creature ever entered there and no image, nor 
has the soul there either activity or understanding, therefore she is not aware there 
of any image, whether of herself or of any other creature’ (Forman, 1990). 

Similarly, Saint John of the Cross: 
That inward wisdom is so simple, so general and so spiritual that it has not entered 
into the understanding enwrapped or clad in any form or image subject to sense (1953). 

The failure of Western psychology to discriminate awareness from contents, and the 
resulting confusion of T with mental contents, may be due to a cultural limitation: the 
lack of experience of most Western scientists with Eastern meditation disciplines. 

Eastern mystical traditions use meditation practice to experience the difference be¬ 
tween mental activities and the self that observes. For example, the celebrated Yogi, 
Ramana Maharshi, prescribed the exercise of ‘Who am I?’ to demonstrate that the self 
that observes is not an object; it does not belong to the domains of thinking, feeling, or 
action (Osborne, 1954). ‘If I lost my arm, I would still exist. Therefore, I am not my arm. 
If I could not hear, I would still exist. Therefore, I am not my hearing.’ And so on, 
discarding all other aspects of the person until finally, *1 am not this thought, which 
could lead to a radically different experience of the T. Similarly, in Buddhist vipassana 
meditation the meditator is instructed to simply note whatever arises, letting it come and 
go. This heightens the distinction between the flow of thoughts and feelings and that 

which observes.6 7 8 
Attempts to integrate Eastern and Western psychologies can fall prey to the same 

confusion of T and contents, even by those who have practised Eastern meditation 
disciplines. Consider the following passage from The Embodied Mind, a text based on 
experience with mindfulness meditation and correlating Western psychological science 

with Buddhist psychology. 

... in our search for a self... we found all the various forms in which we can be 
aware — awareness of seeing and hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, even aware¬ 
ness of our own thought processes. So the only thing we didn’t find was a truly 
existing self or ego. But notice that we did find experience. Indeed, we entered the 
very eye of the storm of experience, we just simply could discern there no self, no 

T (Varela et al.t 1991). 

6 For a detailed account see Daniel Goleman, The Buddha on meditation and states of conscious¬ 

ness*, in Shapiro and Walsh (1984). 

7 The key activity of modern Western psychotherapy is to enhance the experience of the observing 
self, discriminating it from the contents of the mind. Indeed, Freud’s basic instructions on free 
association bear a striking resemblance to the instructions for vipassana meditation (Deikman, 1982). 

8 In Buddhism, the meditation experience may be given different interpretations. Walpole Rahula 
is emphatic in saying that Buddha denied that consciousness exists apart from matter and therefore 
rejected the idea of a permanent or enduring Self or Atman (Rahula, 1959). In contrast, D. T. Suzuki 
identifies the Self with absolute subjectivity (Suzuki et ai, I960). However, both Vedantic and 
Buddhist commentators agree on the illusory nature of the self-as-thing. 
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But when they say, \ .. we just simply could discern there no self, no “1” ’, to what 
does ‘we* refer? Who is looking? Who is discerning? Is it not the T of the authors? A 
classic story adapted from the Vedantic tradition is relevant here: 

A group of travellers forded a river. Afterwards, to make sure everyone had crossed 
safely, the leader counted the group but omitted himself from the count. Each 
member did the same and they arrived at the conclusion that one of them was 
missing. The group then spent many unhappy hours searching the river until, finally, 
a passerby suggested that each person count their own self, as well. The travellers 
were overjoyed to find that no one was missing and all proceeded on their way. 

Like the travellers. Western psychology often neglects to notice the one that counts. 
Until it does, its progress will be delayed. 

Similarly, discussions of consciousness (awareness) as ‘point of view’ (Nagel, 1986) 
or ‘perspective’ do not go far enough in exploring what the ‘first person perspective’ 
really is. In my own case, it is not myself as Arthur Deikman, psychiatrist, six feet tall, 
brown hair. That particular person has specific opinions, beliefs, and skills all of which 
are part of his nominal identity, but all of which are observed by his T, which stands 
apart from them. If awareness is a fundamental in the universe — as proposed most 
recently by Herbert (1994), Goswami (1993) and Chalmers (1995) —then it is T that is 
fundamental, as well, with all its ontological implications. Arthur Deikman is localized 
and mortal. But what about his T, that light illuminating his world, that essence of his 
existence? Those studying consciousness, who can see the necessity for according 
consciousness a different ontological status than the physical, tend not to extend their 
conclusions to T. Yet, it is the identity T * awareness that makes the study of 
consciousness so difficult. Gttven GUzeldere (1995) asks: 

Why are there such glaring polarities? Why is consciousness characterized as a 
phenomenon too familiar to require further explanation, ay well as one that remains 
typically recalcitrant to systematic investigation, by investigators who work largely 
within the same paradigm? (GUzeldere, 1995.) 

The difficulty to which GUzeldere refers is epitomized by the problem: Who observes 
the observer? Every time we step back to observe who or what is there doing the 
observing, we find that the T has jumped back with us. This is the infinite regress of the 
observer, noted by Gilbert Ryle, often presented as an argument against the observing self 
being real, an existent. But identifying T with awareness solves the problem of the 
infinite regress: we know the internal observer not by observing it but by being it. At the 
core, we are awareness and therefore do not need to imagine, observe, or perceive it. 

Knowing by being that which is known is ontologically different from perceptual 
knowledge. That is why someone might introspect and not see awareness or the T, 
concluding — like the travellers — that it doesn’t exist. But thought experiments and 
intropsective meditation techniques are able to extract the one who is looking from what 
is seen, restoring the missing centre. 

Once we grant the identity of‘I* and awareness we are compelled to extend to the core 
subjective self whatever ontological propositions seem appropriate for awareness. If 
awareness is non-local, so is the essential self. If awareness transcends material reality so 
does the ‘I*. If awareness is declared to be non-existent then that same conclusion must 
apply to the T. No matter what one’s ontological bias, recognition that T « awareness 
has profound implications for our theoretical and personal perspective. 
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FUNCTIONALISM’S RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF ABSENT 
QUALIA: MORE DISCUSSION OF ZOMBIES 

Valerie Gray Hardcastle, Department of Philosophy, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0126, USA. 

Abstract: It seems that we could be physically the same as we are now, only we would lack 
conscious awareness. If so, then nothing about our physical world is necessary for qualitative 
experience. However, a proper analysis of psychological functionalism eliminates this prob¬ 
lem concerning the possibility of zombies. ‘Friends of absent qualia’ rely on an overly simple 
view of what counts as a functional analysis and of the function/structure distinction. The 
level of thought is not the only level at which one might perform a functional analysis: all that 
is required for some description of a state to be functional is that it be defined in terms of its 
causal relations. Insofar as functionalism is not restricted to a higher level of analysis (hence, 
any causal interaction could conceivably be found in a functional description), then successful 
theories of consciousness should include whatever it is dial makes those states have a 
qualitative character. 

Even though we have vety little empirical evidence for any essential properties of 
qualitative experience, we nonetheless know a great deal about when to assign conscious¬ 
ness to others in virtue of adopting an honest functionalist methodology in the study of 
consciousness. In what follows, I illustrate how functionalism as it is actually practised 
in the cognitive sciences (and e>sewhere) can shed light on the philosophical problem of 
absent qualia. (This problem is a version of what Todd Moody (1994) calls the ‘zombie 
problem’.) In particular, after discussing more sophisticated versions of the simple • 
intuitive problem, I argue that for persons or objects functionally identical in the relevant 
way, absent qualia and zombies are not possible. 

I: Imagining Zombies: A First Pass at the Problem 

• In a nut-shell, the absent qualia problem is the following: It seems that we can imagine a 
possible world physically identical to this one, but in which our possible-world twins, or 
‘DOppelgangers’, have no qualitative properties attached to any of their mental states. Or 
put another way, it seems possible that we could be exactly the same as we are now 
physically, only that we would be zombies,1 But if our Dbppelgangers (or zombie 
counterparts) need not be conscious, what are we to make of science’s prime facie 
entirely reasonable assumptions of materialism and the corresponding token-token iden¬ 
tity of mental states with physical ones? Nothing about our physical world, it seems, is 
necessary for conscious experience.2 

But, we should beware linking putative imaginability with metaphysical possibility. 
Notice that the only way for us to imagine the above scenario successfully is if either we 

^ V€rs*on of zombiehood a ‘physiological zombie’ (GUzeJdere, 1995 
p. 328). This is the strongest possible definition of what a zombie could be. Below 1 consider the 
problem of absent qualia as considered from the perspective of a ‘functional-zombie’, the type of 
zombie that I take most people to mean when they talk about the problem of absent qualia or 
zombies. 1 

2 iu this article, I will be using ‘consciousness’ as shorthand for ‘having qualitative experiences’. 
Perhaps this is an illegitimate use of the term, since consciousness can be used tg refer to so much 
more. However, I take it that the having of qualia is what is primary and most fundamental about 
pur consciousness. I am also going to assume (also probably illegitimately, though see Hardcastle 

995, and Hubbard, forthcoming, for discussion) that ‘qualia’ is a well-worked out scientific term 
such that we have overcome the difficulties discussed by Dennett (1988). 
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BUDDHIST MEDITATION AND THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF TIME 

Philip Novak, Dept, of Philosophy, Dominican College, 50 Acacia Avenue, 
San Rafael, CA 94901, USA. Email: novak@jdominican.edu 

Abstract: This paper first reviews key Buddhist concepts of time — anicca (imperma¬ 
nence), khanavada (instantaneous being) and uji (being-time) — and then describes the way 
in which a particular form of Bhuddist meditation, vipassana, may be thought to actualize 
them in human experience. The chief aim of the paper is to present a heuristic model of how 
vipassana meditation, by eroding dispositional tendencies rooted in the body-unconscious 
alters psychological time, transforming our felt-experience of time from a binding to a 
liberating force. 

Time, the devouring tyrant.1 
Time, the refreshing river} 

T come as Time, the waster of the peoples,* says Krishna in the Gita (chapter 11). And 
human beings, beholding the disappearance of all things beloved into time’s ravenous 
jaws, scanning the ruin left by its ineluctable march, understandably recoil. Anxiety 
about time haunts human life. It is one of the forms of suffering for which the Buddha, 
long ago, hoped to offer a remedy. It is my intention in this paper to offer an heuristic 
accoun. of how Buddhist mental culture (bhavana), as cultivated in the Theravadin 
tradition and usually referred to as vipassana meditation, transforms the human experi¬ 
ence of time. 

I say ‘transforms’ rather than ‘transcends* because my focus in this paper is the process • 
of liberation rather than its putative end. To be sure, Buddhism, like other wisdom 
traditions, envisions the possibility of a final and complete transcendence of time: the 
nibbana into which a fully awakened being passes at his or her physical death is supposed 
to end all temporal process. But I am more concerned to describe the path’s proximate, 
rather than its final, results, more concerned with the transformative possibilities of the 
work than with the transcendental imponderables of its consummation. This is in large 
part because the achievement of arhathood, without which final nibbana cannot be 
reached, is by all indications extremely rare.3 The Buddha himself said that the practice 
of the way was beneficial in the beginning, beneficial in the middle, and beneficial in the 
end. If $0, then perhaps the rarity of the end provides some justification for our dwelling 
upon the benefits of the long journey towards it. 

In most Buddhist lives, then—and here I am limiting the term ‘BuddL.st’ to those who 
believe that serious engagement with meditative practice is an indispensable ingredient 
of the way — the benefit of the path .lies not in ‘transcending’ time but in the estab¬ 
lish, .tent of skillful relationship to our all-but-ineluctable temporality. Short of nibbana, 

the aim of Buddhist meditation is not to escape time-consciousness but to enter into it 
with an indescribable intimacy, and thereby to transmute it from a binding to a liberating 
force, from a devouring tyrant into a refreshing river. 

1 Traditional expression. 

— 1 Attributed to W.H. Auden by Joseph Needham (1943). 

3 Cf. King (1980), p. 118. 
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A Note on Consciousness 

One of the greatest introspective psychologists who ever lived, Siddhartha Gautama, the 
Buddha, never attempted to define consciousness. He left unanswered the question of ~ 
whether ‘mind’ and ‘body* are ontologically distinct, explicitly rejecting it as a question 
that did not lead to edification (Majjhima Nikay% 63). He hinted that such questions could 
easily become ‘a jungle, a wilderness, a puppet show, a writhing and a fetter* (Kfajjhima 
Nikaya, 72). His primary aim was not to describe consciousness but to change it, to create 
within it the optimal conditions for the arising of well-being. For this work a basic, tacit 
understanding of consciousness as a presumably common human medium functioning as 
an ‘awareness of seemed to be sufficient. Though the early Buddhist tradition was 
mightily interested in a taxonomy of states-of-consciousness, it avoided an ontology of 
consciousness, preferring inste^J an heuristic, general picture of its co-operation with 
other dimensions of the human organism for the purpose of providing theoretical support 
for the practical work to be undertaken. Nevertheless, a few assertions can perhaps be 
ventured so as the place the consciousness-discourse of this paper somewhere on the map 
of the contemporary consciousness studies. 

Buddhist psychology is keen to teach its students to regard themselves not as 4minds’ -V 
or as ‘bodies’ but as living processes in which both mental and physical forces mutually 
and ceaselessly interact. Since talk of a ‘self was likely to obscure this way of seeing 
things, the Buddha abandoned it and instead urged his followers to look upon themselves 
is ever-shifting precipitates of five co-conditioning factors (,skandhas); a physical sub¬ 
strate (body), sensations, perceptions, dispositional tendencies and consciousness. 

Both in this key Buddhist formula (five skandhas) and in the equally important ‘twelve 
links of dependent arising’, consciousness is seen as arising dependency outofacomplex 
of factors. Consequently the phrase ‘pure consciousness’ is, for this lineage of ideas, an 
oxymoron. Consciousness is always consciousness of, since it is precisely the *of that, 
so to speak, brings consciousness into being. Consciousness, in other words, is seen as 
conditioned; therefore, the Theravadin notion of consciousness is farthest away from the 
mental monist (idealist) outlook that sees consciousness as somehow ultimate. 

However, it is equally clear that consciousness is also a conditioning factor, that lines 
of causation run riot only to it but from it, and that therefore neither physical monism (i.e. 
materialism) nor epiphenominalism can claim the Theravadin Buddhist view as theirs. 
Indeed, it is remarkable that even in the most analytic and reductive phases of this 
tradition (the Abhidhamma literature), in which a practitioner might begin to think that 
the Buddha was after all a materialist, commentators never abandon the practice of 
analysis in terms of both mental and physical factors as if both, at least at the level of 
conceptual analysis, were irreducibly real. 

Therefore, if the understanding of consciousness tacitly assumed in th". paper was 
forced jo align itself with one of the contending theoretical positions in consciousness 
studies, it would, I believe, take up residence in the camp of dualist interactionism, where 
both ‘mind’ and ‘matter’ (whatever they are) are real and that they causally affect one 
another. 

The later tradition, of course, would not remain content with even this provisional, 
pragmatic dualism. Some Mahayana schools would assert that consciousness was indeed 
the ultimate reality; others would suggest that mind and matter were, in the last analysis, 
complementary manifest modes of an ineffable, unmanifest reality. But these proposi¬ 
tions are well beyond the scope of this paper. 

!>\fc 

A Buddhist Sense of Time: Anicca, Khanavada and Uji 

The doctrine of impermanence (anicca) is fundamental to Buddhist practice. This fact is 
vividly underscored in the Buddha’s dying words: ‘All formations are impermanent; 
work out your liberation with diligence.* As frequently as one finds the ocean’s taste 
salty, one finds upon entering Buddhist practice an emphasis on the law of incessant 
change. In Theravadin meditative traditions, concentrative attainments are finally at the 
service of vipassana or insight, and insight is always into the three marks of existence — 
impermanence, conditionality (anatta) and unsatisfactoriness (dukkha). The three marks 
are correlative and mutually implicatory. Insight into impermanence — an unspeakably 
intimate awareness of the temporality of all psychic and somatic events — is often the 
gateway to more comprehensive insight into the other two marks. The Buddha’s doctrine 
of impermanence is as radical as that of any other thinker, Heraclitus* included. You 
cannot step in the same river twice not only because it is in the next instant no longer the 
same river, but also because it is neither the same foot nor the same you. Every cell, every 
atom, every neuron, every nexus and every part of every nexus: changing, changing, 
changing. 

Over the Buddhist centuries, at least two other notions have grown out of anicca and 
added nuance to it. They are: khanavada (Pali: instantaneous being or momentariness), 
probably an early Buddhist attempt to formalize the doctrine of impermanence but which 
was speculatively elaborated and over-absolutized by the scholastic Abhidharmists; and, 
on the other side of the Buddhist world a millennium and a half later, uji (Jap: being-time) 
attributed to the Zen master, Dogen. Despite their geographical and temporal distance 
from one another the notions of khanavada and uji are close in their attempt to correct 
the mind’s mistaken tendency to overlook the present moment. Perturbed in the midst of 
its habitual and teaseless intentional flow toward the future, the mind tends to devalue 
the present moment and overlook it as but one more moment in the sequence of causal 
relations, an effect of past causes and a cause of future effects. Our usual sense of the 
present is of a single moment within a time stream understood to exist ‘out there’, a 
container in which events occur. It is precisely this apprehension which is at the root of 
the problem for, as David Loy (1988) explains, 

. . . in order for time to be a container, something must be contained within it: 
objects. Andfor objects to be 4in' time, they must themselves be nontemporal—/. e. 
self existing [emphasis his]. In this way a delusive bifurcation occurs between time 
and ‘things* generally as a result of which each gains a spurious reality. The first 
reified ‘object* and the most important thing to be hypostatized as nontemporal is 
the ‘I*, the sense of [some aspect of the] self as... permanent and unchanging. So 
the objectification of time is also the subjectification of the self which thus appears 
only to discover itself in the anxious position of being a nontemporal entity 
inextricably ‘trapped’ in time (p. 220). 

If we accept Loy’s reading, then the notions khanavada and uji can each be seen as 
conceptual correctives to the ‘delusive bifurcation between things and time’ that comes 
about as a result of ontologizing time as a container. For both the early Buddhist doctrine 
of khanavada and the later Japanese Mahayana notion of uji suggest that there are no 
things, but only ‘thingings*. Reality is pure process, pure temporal becoming, and 
khanavada can be seen as anticipations of Whitehead’s ‘actual occasions’, those perpetu- 

. ally perishing throbs of experience which are nevertheless the ultimate facts composing 
the universe in its creative advance. Events, says Kenneth Inada (1974) speaking from 
the perspective of khanavada, do not flow in time, but as time. 
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This is Dogen’s point as well in his poetic rendition of uji (being-time): 

The time we call Spring blossoms directly as flowers. 
The flowers in turn express the time called Spring. 
This is not existence within time; existence itself is time.3 4 

Loy’s more prosaic instruction well summarizes the transformed notion of time encour¬ 
aged alike by khanavada and uji: 

We normally understand objects such as cups to be ‘in' space, which implies that 
they must have a self-existence distinct from space. However ... the cup is 
irremediably spatial. All its parts must have some thickness and without the various 
spatial relations among the bottom, sides, and handle, the cup would not be a cup 

. . [T]he cup is space . . . [it]is what space is doing in that place . . .The same is 
true for the temporality of the cup. The cup is not a nontemporal, self-existing object 
that happens to be ‘in’ time, for its being is irremediably temporal. The point of this 
is to destroy the thought-constructed dualisms between things and time. . . The 
being-times we usually reify into objects cannot be said to occur in time, for they 
are time (Loy, 1988, pp. 220-1). 

This may sound at first as if Loy has used the interdependence of time and objects only 
to deny the reality of objects, while leaving ‘time’ reified. But the dialectic cuts both 
ways. To say that there is only temporal process with no nontemporal ‘thing’ anywhere 
to ‘suffer’ it, is actually equivalent to saying there is no time, no container, no reference 
for temporal predicates. Just as ‘Spring’ is not a ‘time’ when flowers bloom, but 
flowers-blooming is Spring, and just as winter is not a time when flowers die but 
flowers-dying is winter, so too ‘birth* and ‘death’ are not times when I appear or I 
disappear, but I-appearing-disappearing (i.e. changing) every moment is birth and death. 
Says Loy: 

Because life and death, like Spring and Summer, are not in time, they are in 
themselves timeless. If there is no one nontemporal who is born and dies, there is 
only birth and death [his emphasis] ... with no one ‘in’ them. Alternatively, we 
may say that there is birth-and-death in every moment with the arising and passing 
away of every thought and act (p. 222).5 

This is why Dogen, Loy’s mentor on these.matters, can say; ‘Just understand birth and 
death is itself nirvana, . . Only then can you be free from birth and death.’6 What 
khanavada and uji convey, then, is that I am.not ‘in’ time, but rather, I am time. But this 

4 Masunaga Reiho, The Soto Approach to Zen (Tokyo: Layman Buddhist Society press, 1958), 
p. 68. My source for this quote and reference was Loy (1988), p. 221. 

3 Loy’s nondual deconstruction of time is one of a number of ways that he cuts through the 
traditional irreconcilability of the great philosophies of flux and the great philosophies of perma¬ 
nence. A brief sampling of his conclusion: 

The immutability of the Now is not incompatible with change... So Hcraclitus/Buddhism and 
Parmenides/Vedanta are both right There is nothing outside the incessant flux, yet there is 
also something that does not change at all: the standing now. What transcends time (as usually 
understood) turns out to be time itself. This breathes new life into Plato’s definition... time 
is indeed the moving image of eternity, provided that we do not read into this any dualism 
between the moving image and the immovable eternity. In Buddhist terms, life-and-death arc 
the ‘moving image’ of nirvana. This paradox is possible because, as with all other instances 
of subject-object duality, to forget oneself and become one with something is at the same time 
to realize its emptiness and ‘transcend* it (Loy, 1988, pp. 223,224). 

6 In the Shoji fascicle of Dogen’s Shobogenzo. My source for the quote is Loy (1988), p, 222. 
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also means that I am free from time (in its ordinary sense) because to .ae degree that I 
viscerally discover that there is no ‘I’, I also discover that there is no (separate) ‘time’. 
‘Only when time is understood as a determining container of change,’ writes Asian 
philost phy scholar John Koller, ‘is there dukkha,1 He continues: 

However, when time is understood to be simply a conceptual ordering of temporal¬ 
ity without real power to originate and terminate becoming, one is free from time 
and bondage to inevitable death. When one transcends the entrapment of concepts 
and no longer ontologizes conceptual existence, then the conceptual space of time 
loses its binding power.,. (Koller, 1974). 

To the degree that one could spread this intellectual understanding from the psyche’s 
skin to its marrow (for I assume that the reader agrees that even perfect intellectual 
comprehension can fail to actually transform the way life feels, as it were, from the 
insides of one’s organism) one would discover a new organism ic relation to time. Time, 
the devouring tyrant, would become time, the refreshing river. But this is as easy to say 
as it is difficult to do. For this spreading cannot be accomplished by an act of will or by 
the entertainment of ideas. The latter are all too easily swallowed in the stream of 
consciousness whose deeper currents are vectored by the predispositional tendencies (in 
Buddhism: sankhara) or aptic structures7 constituting the unconscious. Therefore, Do- 
gen's admonition — ‘Just understand that birth and death is itself nirvana’ (i.e. that 
Arising-Passing is all there is) — is deceptive. For the understanding spoken of here, in 
order to be effective, must penetrate to the precognitive roots of cognition, to that level 
of organismic feeling that is the vague but primary ground of all our human knowing.8 
Time is to be not only apprehended differently, but prehendeddifferently, and the latter 
requires nothing less than the deconstruction and reconstitution of the hidden roots of 

* conscious awareness-preciseiy the aim of Buddhist attentionai disciplines. 

Buddhist Meditation and Time Consciousness 

L Samatha (concentration) and vipassana (insight) 

In his Buddhist Meditation, Edward Conze (1975) puts it plainly: ‘Meditational practices 
constitute the very core of the Buddhist approach to life’ (p. 11). The presumption that 
the insight gained from such practices is equally disclosed to intellectual analysis, even 
of die highly refined and subtle sort, seems to be rejected again and again in Buddhist 
literature. Buddhism’s deepest insights are available to the intellect, and powerfully so, 
but it is only when those insights are discovered and absorbed by a psyche made 
especially keen and receptive in meditative discipline, that they begin to find their fullest 
realization and effectiveness. 

The various forms of Buddhist bhavana begin with an effort toward sustaining nondis- 
cursive attention so as to establish some stability within the mental flux. This practice is 
called samatha (Pali; concentrative tranquility), and it consists of the attempt to train 
attention to remain steadfastly aware of a given object for longer and longer intervals. 
This attempt, like any involved in learning a new art, encounters innumerable frustra- 

7 ‘Aptic structures’ is a terra used by (coined by?) Julian Jaynes in his Origin of Consciousness in 
the Breakdown ofthe Bicameral Mind and it accords well with the notion of sankhara or predisposi¬ 
tional tendencies spoken of in Buddhism. 

\ 8 What is referred to here is, of course, Whitehead’s ‘perception in the mode of causal efficacy’, a 
pre-conscious and absolutely primary, albeit vague, mode of perception from which is abstracted 
the clear and distinct sensory data and thought, (i.e. perception in the mode of presentational 
immediacy) of conscious awareness. 
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cal tradition that such insight into the real nature of mind-body phenomena can become 
so penetrating as to lead to the lasting transformation of character arid quality of 
awareness that Buddhism identifies as liberation and beatitude. 

tions, but depending on factors such as duration and intensity of practice, personal 
ripeness, and a conducive context for practice, the mind becomes palpably calmer and 
clearer. Basic concentration {samatha), then, is the sine qua non of Buddhist attentiona! 
practices. Without it, further steps are impossible. With it, one of two basic deployments 
are possible. 

On the one hand, concentration practice can lead to increasingly profound states of 
absorption called ‘jhana’. Buddhist tradition is ambivalent about this route, however, for 
though it seems to encourage the cultivation of thejhanas and to insist on their profun¬ 
dity, it also dismisses them as nonproductive of liberation. For example, scriptural 
accounts tell us that the Buddha mastered the highest jhanas under his first two medita¬ 
tion teachers, but he found that his virtuoso mastery of these rarified states (wherein time 
is transcended, though only temporarily) could not produce liberating enlightenment; that 
is, they could only temporarily mask but could not eliminate the poisons of craving, 
aversion, and ignorance. Therefore, he abandons them, the scriptures say, ‘in disgust’.9 
Robert Gimello (1983) makes the point emphatically: 

... the ecstatic and unitive experiences [i.e. samatha leading to jhana).. .which 
are just the experiences usually cited by those who aver the essential identity of 
Buddhist mysticism with the mysticism of other traditions, are shown to have no * 
liberative value or cognitive force in themselves (p. 63). 

And the learned Buddhist commentator Sangharakshita adds: 

... To get ‘stuck* in a superconscious state [jhana] — the fate that befalls so many 
mystics — without understanding the necessity of developing insight, is for Bud¬ 
dhism not a blessing but an unmitigated disaster.10 

On the other hand, concentration can be deployed precisely toward what Sangharakshita 
has just called ‘developing insight’. This cultivation of insight (Pali: vipassana-bhavana) 
is something rather different from what is usually meant by mystical experience or the 
cultivation of same, and seems to have little to do with the standard categories of mystical 
literature like ‘transcendence*, ‘union with the ultimate’, ‘pure consciousness’ and so on. 
Rather, insight (vipassana) is a technique of observation in which one learns to observe, 
within the framework of one’s own body and at a level of subtlety that defies description, 
the nature of mental and physical phenomena. The aim, simply put, is to see viscerally 
and directly through a highly refined lenslhat all phenomena share the three ‘marks’ of 
existence. Phenomena are without exception impermanent (cm/cca), and therefore con¬ 
tingent (anatta), and therefore intrinsically; unsatisfactory (dukkha). Testifying to the 
difference between the cognitive and the contemplative perception of these marks the 
Buddha’s chief disciple, Sariputra, is reputed to have said: ‘Those truths of. which before 
I had only heard, now I dwell having experienced them directly within the body, and I 
observe them with penetrating insight’11 It is the testimony of the Buddhist psychology 

9 Aiajjhima Nikaya, 1.240 ff. Quoted in Thomas (1927), p. 63. 

10 Sangharakshita (1957/1966), p. 172. Sangharakshita’s full statement on this issue is worth noting: 

In fact, with the sole exception of neighborhood-concentration, though the various stages of £ 
samadhi are a means to the development of liberating insight... they are even as a means not ;* 
indispensable. Hence two kinds of disciples are distinguished. There are those who attain the \y. 

transcendental paths {ariya-magga) \v*h ‘tranquility* as their vehicle (samatha-yanika) and 
those who, on the other hand, attain them by means of bare insight alone (suddha-vipassana- 'ff 

yanika), without having passed through any of the jhanas (loc. cit). ^ 

II Samyutta Nikaya, XLVIII (IV). v. 10 (50), Apana Sutta, My source for the quote and reference 
u*rf / I QR7\ n 1 S7 ftfllire mini* li 

2. Field notes: an intensive vipassana practice period 

In the realm of Buddhist practice the author is neither an expert nor a beginner. He has 
logged over 3000 hours on that bed of agony/seat of repose known as the meditation 
cushion, over half of it during intensive practice periods. Of the latter, his most recent 
stint was a silent 20-day period in the Spring of 1995. 

The first seven days of the practice period are devoted to developing one-pointed 
concentration (samatha) so as to sharpen the probe with which one will investigate in 
succeeding days the fluxing field of events called ‘mind’ and ‘body*. The concentration- 
object in this particular tradition is the natural flow of respiration as it makes itself felt 
on the small area below the nostrils and above the upper lip. 

One might well imagine how initially difficult it is to feel, even for a moment, the soft, 
subtle touch of the incoming and outgoing respiration on this tiny area, let alone sustain 
one’s attention upon this phenomenon for an entire hour, hour after hour, throughout the 
long meditation day. Nevertheless, the combination of silence and serious effort make 
this difficult task a possible one. For the meditation day consists of 10-12 hours of 
absolutely still sitting, complemented by continuing efforts to remain acutely aware of 
the process of respiration while eating, walking, washing and ail other non-sitting 
activity. This makes for a total of 14-16 hours of intensive practice per day. After four 
or five days, one finds that one’s attention is able to remain fixed on this one area of 
sensation with little or no distraction for large portions of the one to one-and-a-half hour 
meditation sessions. 

To someone who has never deployed his/her mind and body in this way, the whole 
process may appear slightly insane. Why would anyone with a healthy body and an active 
mind want to spend seven insufferably long days doing absolutely nothing but trying to 
remain steadfastly attentive to the upper-lip sensations occurring from moment to 
moment as a result of incoming and outgoing respiration? Perhaps the best answer to this 
question is the sports principle: no pain, no gain. One does not enter new domains of 
human experience by persisting in one’s routines, however salutary. In this case, only in 
this way can the probe of attention be adequately honed for the deep and delicate work it 
will do in the remaining thirteen days. ’ 

This delicate work is insight (vipassana). In line with the ancient Satipatthana Sutta, 
the key scripture for the entire Theravada Buddhist meditation tradition, the practitioner 
now turns his sharpened attention to one of four fields. They are: mental states; mental 
objects (i.e. thoughts); [general] bodily states; and [particular, discrete] body sensations. 
For all intents and purposes, these four fields cover the full, fluxing sensorium of the 
mind-body phenomenon. 

The meditator is not asked to directly observe all four of these fields simultaneously, 
but usually only one. In any case, any one field deeply investigated will aiftomatically 
involve at least peripheral awareness of the other three, any one of which can be directly 
focussed upon as prudence sees fit. In the author’s case, the particular field chosen for 
investigation was the field of body-sensations. 

\ The instruction to the meditator, constant for thirteen days, is as follows: to move one ’ s 
(now rather refined) attention circumspectly from the top of the head to the tips of the 
tnAC an/I in r/»ui»r<P min lit** hnrh/ Kt/ —- 
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observe the sensations occurring at these sites. (The bio-psychic assumption here is that 
where there are cells there are sensations and therefore that sensations are occurring 
everywhere on the body whether or not one’s conscious awareness at any given moment 
is sharp enough to feel them.) But — and this is crucial — this observing must be done 
objectively, choicelessly, dispassionately, nonreactively. This is the meaning of the 
dictum that attention must be ‘bare’. Objects are to be attended to without evaluation, 
judgement, or any kind of cognitive or emotive elaboration or selection. Bare attention is 
the noninterpretive, nonreactive awareness of one’s predominant experience mind-body 
moment by mind-body moment. So for thirteen more days, amid total silence, one 
‘sweeps’ the body with one’s bare attention surveying it for sensations (Pali: vedana). 

And what sensations does one experience? One experiences innumerable neutral 
sensations, innumerable unpleasant sensations (i.e. physical pain), and many pleasant 
sensations ranging from great bodily ease to intense rapture. One also cannot help but 
notice the other fields as well and how their phenomena too are impermanent. One sees, 
for example, that one’s general mental state, its overall tone, has been in constant flux. 
The same holds true of mental sensations, i.e. thoughts, ideas and images. In moments of 
relative distraction they arise countlessly in the mind, run the gamut of emotional colours 
and intensities . . . and pass away. But what is the purpose of all this infinitely boring 
and banal observation? One might think that the purpose is to experience those occasional 
floods of rapture, or those luminous, egoless states in which Nibbanic peace is tasted. But 
no. Though such states do occur, they are in the context of insight training of no more 
intrinsic value than are the unpleasant and painful ones, for all sensations, including the 
mental sensations we call thoughts and indeed all the phenomena of the mind-body 
sensorium, teach but one thing: impermanence (and the other two marks co-implied by 
it).12 Is that all? Yes, but it is enough. Should the reader find this hard to believe, s/he 
should pause to carefully weigh the following words attributed to the Buddha himself: 

The enlightened one has become liberated.. .by seeing as they really are the arising 
and passing away of sensations, the relishing of them, the danger of them, the 
release from them [emphasis mine].13 

Insight, then, consists of (1) direct apprehensions at ever subtler levels of awareness that 
all phenomena within the fluxing sensorium we call ‘mind’ and ‘body* are without 
exception impermanent — this cannot be stressed too strongly or too often; and (2) in the 
corresponding transformation of the aptic structures of the unconscious in proportion to 
the depth and continuity of that apprehension, a transformation that issues in new forms 
of behaviour and awareness. 

What now remains for us to do is to explain how (2) above may be thought to occur. 
In other words, how is it that the contemplative perception of impermanence yields, in 
general, a transformation of the unconscious determinants of consciousness, and specifi¬ 
cally, a transformation of the human time-sense? 

3. Attention and the transformation of consciousness 

To understand how attentional practices transform the unconscious roots of awareness, 
we must first picture to our ourselves how those roots come to be. I have written of this 
elsewhere (Novak, 1987) at the length it requires but must now be content to present only 
a brief sketch. 

12 Impermanence always co-implies the other two ‘marks of existence’, namely, absence of 
self-subsistence (<anatta) and lack of lasting satisfaction (dukkha). 

13 Dicrha hfilcnva. 1. Brahmaiala Sutta. My source for the quote is Hart (1982), p. 148. 
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Let us recall that we are creatures of desire who enter the world possessed of what 
Thomas Aquinas called the desiderium natnrale or Spinoza the conatus: a persistent need 
to preserve and expand our being. The life activities that spring from this fundamental 
drive we may call the self-project. Every human being longs to be special, to sense itself 
as a centre of importance and value. This self-project is more or less easily managed 
during infancy when one lives in a magical, self-enclosed world in which all one’s 
surroundings are extensions of one’s own centre. But quite soon the party is over. The 
individual begins to collide with real existential limits in a world where s/he is decidedly 
not the centre, and the agonizing struggle for secure, inviolable self-esteem is set in 
motion. 

In order to fulfil the demands of the self-project the growing child leams that it must 
defend itself against those thoughts and physical sensations which emphasize its contin¬ 
gency and impotence while playing up those thoughts and experiences (i.e. sensations) 
that enhance die feeling of secure self-possession. By the time one is old enough even to 
begin to take an objective view of the project, one is already hopelessly enmeshed in it, 
with little chance to escape its incessant demands. The self-project unfolds into an ego¬ 
centric system in which one’s beliefs, feelings, experiences, perceptions and behaviours 
are automatically viewed and assessed around one’s sense of worth as an individual. 

The assessment process, automatic and barely conscious, is basically simple. Experi¬ 
ences (i.e. mental and physical sensations) are reacted to according to whether they 
expand or diminish one, affirm or negate one’s will to be, The psyche becomes a 
webwork of likes and dislikes, desires and aversions both gross and subtle, which 
manifest the personality in the same way that black and white dots can create the illusion 
of a face. Time and repetition harden parts of the webwork into iron necessity. The psyche 
has become a set of predispositions and automatic response patterns which largely 
determine the quality of one’s interactions with reality. One is involved in a ‘personal 
construction of reality* in which one automatically (and mostly unconsciously) limits, 
selects, organizes and interprets experience according to the demands of the self-project. 

. We are suggesting, then, that in the course of human development, a network of 
psychological structures is built up by many and complex variations on the themes of 
affirmation and negation of one’s will to be. Our long-term desires, aversions, sore spots, 
fixations — in other words, our deeply habituated predispositions (Buddhism’s sank- 
hara) — are crucial components of this network.'They function as pathways along which 
our psychic energy travels and the result in consciousness is the endless associational 
chatter and spasmodic imaginative-emotive elaborations of experience with which we are 
familiar. Note that there is nothing wrong with emotions as such. They are natural 
manifestations of real joy and real pain. But our imaginary elaborations prolong the 
emotive experience into a spasm or cramp that afflicts our entire reception of and 
response to the world. At our worst, we move from cramp to cramp. In other words, 
energy that would otherwise be manifested as the delight of open, receptive and present- 
centered awareness is inexorably drawn to these structures and there is gobbled — 
dis-integrated — into the imaginative-emotive cinema and commentaries that suffuse 
ordinary consciousness. The problem here, contemplative traditions say as if with one 
voice, is habitual inattention, a form of unawareness that permits the automatized 
structures of the psyche to function unchecked. The longer this process continues the 
more deeply chiseled the grooves of psychological habit become. The machinery built up 
by our psychological past runs by itself, disperses our attention down the lanes of our past 
o“ catapults it into the streets of our future, and largely determines our states of mind, 
indeed the very feeling of what it is to be alive. 
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We can now understand the psychotransformative import of the attentional practices 

described earlier. The effort to sustain attention while sitting in a sti!’ posture and in a 

stimulus-poor environment opens the practitioner’s awareness to the flood of thoughts 

and sensations that arise impersonally and autonomously from within. The unconscious 

ex-presses itself as the stream of thoughts and images that interrupt the continuity of 

attention and as the constant play of sensations on the body. But now, in training, as if 

for the first time, one does not scratch the itch, or move the pained laiee, or think the 

thoughts, or follow the fantasy. One simply establishes and re-establishes attention and 

with that attention observes, impartially and equanimously, the arising and passing of all 

these phenomena. In other words, thoughts and sensations continue to arise due to the 

automatism of deeply embedded psychological structures [what we have been calling 

predispositional tendencies (sankhara) or aptic structures] but their lure is not taken. In 

the posture of bare attention, associational chains responsible for all the chatter in 

consciousness and our constant abduction into the dead past or the unreal future are now 

deprived of a chance to chain-react. Similarly, body-sensations to which we had formerly 

blindly reacted with craving or aversion, are now seen in their ephemerality, and with 

each such ‘seeing’ the habit-reaction grows weaker. The more acute and sustained bare 

attention becomes, the more this trend continues. 

The systematic deployment of attention, as for example in the insight practice de¬ 

scribed in this paper, would thus appear to be able to short-circuit the automated process 

of imaginative-emotive over-elaboration of experience and to reduce the habit-driven 

reactions to bodily sensations that are the long-term residue of our self-project. And it is 

precisely here that we must glimpse the attention’s potential to effect deep psychological 

transformation. Just as Freud compared his investigation of the unconscious to the 

draining of the Zuider Zee or a vast land reclamation project, we may compare insight- 

practice (vipassana-bhavana) to a similar strategy _of ‘starvation’. The automatized 

structures of the unconscious need constant diet of energy. But every moment that 

available psychic energy is consolidated in bare attention is a moment when these 

automatized structures cannot reinforce themselves. In the dynamic world of the psyche, 

there is no stasis: if automatized predispositions do not grow more strongly solidified, 

they begin to weaken and dissolve. When deprived of the nutriment and stimulation 

formerly afforded them by our distracted states of mind, these automatized tendencies 

begin to lose their integrity, begin to disintegrate. Energy formerly bound in emotive spasms, 

ego defence, fantasy and fear now can appear as the delight of present-centeredness. The 

deconstruction or de-automatization of old unconscious habit-pathways leads to a new 

reticulation of those pathways and consequently to the general mode of consciousness 

constellated by them. By eroding the predispositional tendencies built up over time by 

the self-project one discovers new modes of receptivity, internal freedom and clarity. The 

mind acquires the new habit of spending less energy on the imaginative elaboration of 

desire and anxiety that haunt our being-in-the-world. Ideas, images and emotions still 

arise in the mind, but one is now less easily caught up in spasmodic reactions to them, 

less easily yanked into the past or flung into the future by their reverberations or 

associations. They begin to be experienced in their purity and thus ‘leave no tracks* as 

Zen Buddhists are fond of saying. ‘Right Mindfulness,’ says the Theravadin scholar 

Nyanaponika Thera (1973, p. 41), ‘recovers for man the lost pearl of his freedom, 

snatching it from the jaws of dragon Time.’ Time still passes and one grows old, 

experiencing decay. But the fear-and-desire bound organism begins to wake up and to 

taste his/her primordial freedom, begins to find release into the Present, into the inex¬ 

haustible aesthetic richness of the fleeting now, that intersection of Time and Eternity 

where the sacred dwells. ‘The crush of time,’ says N. P. Jacobson (1986) who has written 

perceptively on these matters, 

j ... make[s] a shambles of life’s rich qualitative flow (p. 42)... Buddhist meditation 

is a discipline that unravels the ego-dominated life by shifting the center of gravity 

over to the flow of relatively unstructured quality in the passing now (p. 63)... The 

whole thrust of the Buddhist orientation is to open our experience more fully to 

what Northrop has called ‘the undifferentiated aesthetic continuum (p. 40)... For 

those who are able through meditation and analysis to maintain their center of 

gravity in the passing now nature confers upon them one sign that they have 

succeeded. That sign is joy — celebrating the wonder of being every day alive 

(p. 86)... This is what it means to be free, free to celebrate the aesthetic richness 

which comes as a gift from beyond the claims of the self (p. 38). 

Conclusion 

Buddhism tames time, then, not by denying its reality but by radically accepting it. 

Confronted by the jaws of time, Buddhist practice counsels not a retreat but an advance 

of the body-mind sensorium into the fundamental reality of temporality, the utter imper¬ 

manence and momentariness of every mental and physical phenomenon. The experiential 

penetration of the reality of impermanence, by eroding craving, erodes time as weil, 
changing it ripple by ripple from devouring tide into refreshing river, from a binding to 

a liberating force. When one knows directly that one is nothing but time, one becomes to 

varying degrees (in spiritual life everything is a matter of degrees) psychoemotionally 

free from time. One plunges into time’s terrible surf only to emerge riding its wake 

awakened. As the famous quatrain in the Jataka tales has it: 

Time consumes all beings 

including oneself; 

[But] the being who consumes time 

I Cooks the cooker of beings.54 
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Pratityasamutpada in the Dasabhumikasutra: 

How Many Lifetimes? 

Robert KRITZER 

Recently I have been preparing an English translation and analysis of the 

pratityasamutpdda section of the Abhidharmasamuccaya and Abhidharma- 

samuccayabh&sya* As Matsuda Kazunobu has pointed out in the introduction 

to his Japanese translation of this section1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11*, as well as in his article on the 

Adivise$avibhdgasUtraz9 one of the most striking features of Asanga’s trea¬ 

tment of prati tyasamutpdda is his arrangement of the members into four 

groups, two of which can be assigned to one lifetime and two to the next. 

This system, known as hang shih i cKung (PJ^—S), or two lifetimes/single 

(causation), is a departure from the orthodox Sarvastivadin san shih liang 

ch ting (.rnttpiS)* or three lifetimes/twofold (causation), system, in which 

the members are arranged into three groups, with one group assigned to 

the past life, one to the present life, and one to the future life. 

In my research, I was led to a passage in the Sanskrit edition of the 

DafabhilmikasUtra in which the first ten members of the formula are divided 

among three lifetimes, while the last two members seem to belong to yet 

another lifetime. When I consulted the various Chinese translations of the 

sdtra, I discovered that there are two distinct versions of this passage. In 

this paper I shall trace these versions among the various Chinese and Ti¬ 

betan translations of the Dasabhumikasdtra. I also hope to show a doctri¬ 

nal significance in the variation by examining each version in the context 

of the two lifetimes/single causation and three lifetimes/twofold causation 

theories. Although my conclusions, based on such a short excerpt from 

the text, are largely speculative, I believe that the difference between the 

two versions reflects developments in Yogacara thought: the earlier tradi¬ 

tion may have been a source for the pratityasamutpada section of the 
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Abhidharmasamuccaya, while the later tradition seems to have been in¬ 

fluenced by the fully developed two |i£ethnes/singie causation theory 

I have looked at ten versions of this passage: 1) Dhannarak5a s Clu- 

nese translation (T. 285, p.476. c. 3); 2) Kum3rajiva's Ration (T. 286 

n 515 c 1-2) • 3) Buddhabhadra’s translation of AvatamsakasHtra (T. , 

p 559, c. 1); ’ 4) the root text in Bodhiruci’s translation of Vasubandhu's 

,T 1522 d 170 cl)- 5) the text as quoted within Vasuba- commentary (T. 1522, P- c. j j 

»dh»’s «m»~. C-. «; 6) Sikjananda’# «n**» of Av^m^^mra 

(T. 279, P. 194. c. 2); 7) Siladharma’s translation (T. 287,p.553, o, 3); 

8) the Tibetan translation (Peking Bka’-'gyur v. 24, p.264, f.l05a.l. 5-7>s 

9) the Tibetan translation o£ Vasubandhu’s commentary (Peking Betan^gyur. 

,04. p. 104m f. 24$,,1. 3-f. fab. 1. 3), 10) th. s«b» t«t Umt 00 

Nepalese manuscripts (Konda edition, p. 101). 

In the case of our section of the satra, texts 2, 3, 4, and probably 1 

agree and I shall refer to them as the first version. Texts 6-10 essential 

agree', and I shall refer to them as the second version. Text 5 contams 

elements of both versions. 

If wo «op.» 4. two WO =00 tod two • 

The first version enplicitlv includes JM sod jarmama m fe too™ W* 

while the second 0».s them fa. *• *-». ,h. M 

firs, version states ths. the twelve member, sre to be ...„0«d « 

consecutive lifetimes, while the l.se sentence of version two mtpl.es ttoWOO 

„d wrnnurruno do no. belo,* to the some life .. W 

therefore, soorher Uferhoe is reooired .0 complete *• ^ 

hies rhe firs, v.rston in inc.oding .he sentence yu sfttA chtm ytl » ^ 

cW, MM3 *»>. whde it resembies ,h. second vernron .» omtto.g 

dti and jarnmarana from the future life. . . , 

In order to understand the significance of this variation, we must hrst look 

t the Sarvastivadin position as found in Abhidharmakosa (see chart). 

at * tVl nast life is the cause of the resultant aspect 

»•——- *« 
stirprodoees .be fa» Me, Tbis eyetem, probably 
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the most widely known division of the members, appeals to commonsense, 

suite the contention of the Sarvastivadin school that past and future really 

exist, and is at least superficially simple since it does not disturb the order 

of the members* 

In the Yogacara system, at least in the Abhidharmasamuccaya and 

Abhidharmasamuccayabhdsya, the members are quite differently grouped 

(see chart). The projecting set and actualizing set belong to one lifetime, 

while the projected set and acutalized set belong to the next lifetime.0 

Although Asanga does not say so explicitly, by looking at the ASBh*> and 

the Savitarkosavicdrabhami of Yogdcdrabhdmi™, probably a major source 

for Asanga, we can understand that this system is based on a theory of 

seeds (fiijaj: the projecting set “plants” the seeds of the next life, i. e., the 

projected set, while the actualizing set causes the seeds to realize their 

potential (i. e., to become the next life itself). This interpretation reflects a 

theory of causation consistent with the theory of dlayavijhdna even though 

Asaiiga does not mention the term. 

Comparing the DBh first version with the Sarvastivadin system, we see 

that they both refer to three lifetimes and that they include the same mem¬ 

bers in the past life. However, the DBh includes only the members from 

vijhdna through vedand in the present; trsnd, etc., which the Sarvastivg- 

dins consider the present-life causes of the future, the DBh assigns to the 

future life itself. 

The DBh’s groups of past and present members correspond to the A?s 

projecting and projected sets of members, with the exception of vijhdna. 

However, the position of vijhdna in Yogacara interpretations of pratltyasa- 

mutpdda is problematic since vijhdna is both causal and resultant. According 

to the Ch'eng wei shih lun Asanga here takes vijhdna to be 

the karmabijas comprising dlayavijhdna, while he includes the bijas of 

vipdkavijhdna in ndmarupc?'*. 

The DBh’s inclusion of trsnd through jardmarana in the future life, 

however, is at odds with the AS for the same reasons that it disagrees 

with the Sarvastivadins: it violates the principle that causal members should 
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:.v.tesa.o»*«. 

* - —- <KM”ER) 

Past 
avidyd (Ignorance) 

samskdra 

(karmic Forces) 

Sarvastivadin System 
Future 

Present (Birth) 
vijhdna (Consciousness) hrimarana 
n&marupa (Individual Existence) ^ ^ ^ Death) 

saddyatana (Six Senses) 

sparsa (Contact) 

vedand (Feeling) 
tn„a (Subconscious Desire) 

up'addna (Appropriation) 

bhava (Karmic Existence) 

Dosabhamikasdtra.First Version 

avidyd 

samskdra 

Present 

vijhdna 

ndmardpa 

saddyatana 

sparsa 

vedand 

Future 

trsnd 

updddna 

bhava 

jdti 
jardmarana 

DasabhumikasUtra-.Second Version 

Past 

avidyd 

samskdra 

Present 

vijhdna 

ndmardpa 

saddyatana 

sparsa 

vedand 

Furure 

trsnd 

updddna 

bhava 

Asydh pravrttih 

(Jdti) 
{jardmarana) 

Projecting Set 

{Lifetime one) 

avidyd 

samskdra 

vijhdna 

Actualizing Set 

(.Lifetime one) 

Abhidharmasamuccaya 
Projected Set 

(.Lifetime two) 

ndmardpa 

faddy at ana 

sparsa 

vedand 
ActuaijzedSet 

(Lifetime two) 

jdti 
jardmarana 

PratUyasamutpdda in the Dasabhdinikasutra: (KRITZER) ( 19 ) 

belong to different lifetimes from their results. In this case, the grouping 

of the causes of the future life together with the future life itself suggests 

that this passage represents a not completely systematic treatment of the 

pratlyasamutpada formula. 

When we come to the second version, we find that trsnd, etc., are no 

longer grouped with jdti and jardmarana, which are not, in fact, mentioned 

by name, although the phrase ata urdhvam seems to refer to them. As a 

result, although the terms “past," “present,” and “future” appear, there are 

actually four groups of members, which correspond to the four groups of 

the AS, again with the exception of vijhdna. 

Vasubandhu’s comments on the second version are particularly interesting 

in that he points out the relative nature of the three times In his discus¬ 

sion of the members assigned by DBh to the future, Vasubandhu does not 

mention the lifetimes by name; he simply refers to a subsequent existence. 

He states that trsnd, etc., cause production of a new existence, and he 

implies that this existence is equivalent to jdti and jdramarana. In this 

case, Vasubandhu’s comment only makes sense in.the context of the second 

version; if all five belonged to the came lifetime, the causal relationship 

that Vasubandhu attributes to them would be impossible. 

Thus the second version, as interpreted by Vasubandhu, is a step closer 

to the fully developed YogacSra two lifetimes/single causation theory- Far 

more than the first, it can support an interpretation consistent with the 

two-lifetime theory. Therefore, I suggest that the text of the DBh was 

altered for doctrinal reasons shortly before Vasubandhu wrote his commen¬ 

tary or was rewritten under his influence. 

1) Matsuda Kazunobu, "Abhidharmasamuccaya \C$i\}2>+—(Inter¬ 

pretation of the Twelvefold Chain of Dependent Origination in the Abhidha¬ 

rmasamuccaya), Otani Daigaku Shinsha-SogO-KenkyU-jo Kenkyd-jo-kiyO 1, 1983, 

pp. 29-30, 

2) Matsuda Kazunobu, (AWS) 

(*Adi-vi$esa-vibhaga-sutra: Theory of pratitya-sarautpSda as Presented by Vasuba- 

nahu from the Sautrantika Position), Bukky6-gaku Semina (Buddhist Studies 

Seminar: Kyoto, Otani University)36, 1982. pp. 40-70. 
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Indian Epic Hero Bhisma and Buddha 

Norio SEKIDO 

Iu the fourth chapter of the SDP, verse number 53 has been appeared 

the name of Bhisma ; 

adyo vayarp frivaka-bhata natha 

saxpfravaifyamatha cagra-bodhim/ 

bodhiya ^abdaip ca prakSfayamas 

teno vayaip Srivaka Bbl?ma-kalpalj//53//l> 

“Now we are, in real, your disciples, taking the voice of supreme enlightenment, 

and causing all to listen the word of enlightement, for we are pure disciples like 
Bhisma.” 

But H. Kern claims “Bhisma, the son of Santanu, was a great hero and 

sage, and it is by no means impossible that the word used in the text con¬ 

tains an allusion to that celebrated person, Bhisma as an epithet of §iva”2>, 

and S. Matsunami follows Kern’s opinion that it is no example to compare 

the virtue of SrSvaka in Buddhist, scriptures with Hero Bhi§ma in the MBh 

which is one of the Sanskrit Epic literature. That is why it is no reason 

to appear Hero Bhisma of the MBh in the Buddhist text. 

But we can not deny the scripts of the SDP, as far as reading the san- 

skrit text, the word of Bhisma is written. It is not rational to deny the 

facts. If it were mistakes of campiler at the process of compiling, we have 

to consider of the meaning of mistakes. Fortunately other evidences are 

available, there are no word for Bhisma in the Chinese translations, which 

j are of Dharmarak?ita, Kumarajiva, Jflanagupta and others. Now how about 

I Tibetan translations ? 

de-*bas bdag-cag sgrogs-pa mi-bzad hdra 

These are also no word for Bhisma in Tibetan translation, Beijing, Lhasa, 

Derge, Conne, Nartan edition. But according to Tibetan translators, the 
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“Re-Examining the Period of Nagarjuna: 

Western India, A.D. 50-150" 

Shohei ICHIMURA 

In a recent examination and attempted search for more precise dates of 

Nagarjuna, D. Ruegg wrap's up the matter in terms of a consensus that the 

active life of Nagarjuna may best placed in A.D. 150-200.° This general 

assumption is not to be accepted without challenge, however. Along with 

S. Vidyabhusana, Chr. Lintner believes that Nagarjuna may be placed in 

close proximity to the times of the LahknvatilrasUtraP The earliest dates 

ever postulated for the times of Nagarjuna were proposed by Prof. H. Ui 

as A.D. 113 and 213.” In addition to the problem of dates, there has re* 

mained unresolved an issue regarding Nagarjuna’s traditional background, 

specifically as to whether the dialectician who wrote the definitive Madhya* 

maka treatises was one and the same as to the great commentator of the 

Prajnapdramitopadesasastra. In the prewar Era, E. Lamotte voiced the the¬ 

ory that there might have been two Nagarjunas, one being of the Abhi- 

dharmika training, with the other being a spearheaded Mahayana theore¬ 

tician.45 In the post-war era, it was A.K. Warder who, in 1952, first ex¬ 

pressed doubt as to whether Nagarjuna was a Mahayanist, regarding him. 

rather as an Abhidharmika. Following in his view, very recently D.J. Kalu- 

pahana seems to have amplified the doubt in question.55 In any case, 

from the foregoing state of affairs, it is apparent that the dates of Naga¬ 

rjuna and his tradition have a need for re-examination. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a new hypothesis, challenging the 

hitherto accepted consensus by proposing that times of Nagarjuna were as 

much as half a century prior to Prof. Ui’s calculation, placing them at 

A. D. 50-150. Secondly, in challenge to the tradititional acceptance of 

Nagarjuna as a product of South India, this paper proposes that his origi¬ 

nation was in the border region between Middle India and the south, and 
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that his active life was clearly attuned to the historical, cultural and religi¬ 

ous context of Western India during the proposed period. 

In substantiating the foregoing hypotheses, I ought initially to refer to a 

very important but enigmatic passage that appears in Hsiiang-tsang’s re¬ 

cords, Hsi-yii'chi, to the effect that Nagarjuna was a contemporary of 

ASvaghoja, and was himself renowned in Western India.*5 If one should 

attempt to approximate the dates of Nagarjuna in conjunction with two 

hypotheses, i.e. that he shared a period in his earlier life with Kaniska for 

whom Aivagho$a Was One of the confidants, and also that he shared a 

period of his later life with one or more of the Satavahana kings, two 

fairly persuasive conditions should become demonstrably clear: (1) that there 

should be some time-span between the period of Kanaka’s suzerainty and 

that of the political and military rivalry which took place between the 

Satavahana kings and the Saka Satraps of Western India, both periods none¬ 

theless falling within the range of the possible human life-span, i.e. 70-100 

years Of age; (2) that while those two political and military contenders 

are found in the epigraphical records in Western India, especially in those 

rock-cut temples of the Saka-Pahlava period, if Nagarjuna happened to be 

associated With a Satavahana king, Gautamiputra Satakani (ca A.D. 100-130) 

or his Successor Vasiffhiputra Pulumayi (130-159) and wrote the Suhrllekha 

for either Satavahana king, it is indeed possible to hypothesize that 

Nagarjuna may also have associated with the great Satrap of Ujjayini, 

Rodradaman (A.D. 130-155), and may have written for him an exhortation 

on Buddhist doctrines and the principles of governance, the Ratnovali. 

I am of the opinion that the very conception, hitherto taken for granted, 

of linking Nagarjuna with South India on account of his association with 

a Satavahana king ought to be changed. Nagarjuna’s native land, as expli¬ 

cated by Hstian-tSang as well as in the Tibetan tradition, was Vidarbha 

(Vedaii in LafikHvatarasiitra\ a place located in the border-region between 

Middle India and the south, i, e, the area irrigated by the river Tapti, 120 

miles south from Ujjayini and 200 miles northeast of Bombay. Likewise, 

Southern KauSala, capital city of the Satavahana kings, was only a little 
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south of the border-region identified as ancient Pratisthana and present 

day Paithan on the upper Godavali, which the Geography of Ptolemy also 

notes as Baithana (VII, 1, 82), designating it as the royal town of Siripto- 

lemaius (i.e. Sri Pulumayi).” The locality is only 150 miles east of Bombay. 

Indeed, it was West India which was the arena of military contests betwe¬ 

en the Saka Satraps and the Satavahana kings and also the arena of en- 

counter-cum-fusion between the Saka-Pahlava and Brahmapic cultures. 

Since the determination of Nagarjuna’s dates has hitherto been influenced 

by the dates of Kaniska, .the period of the latter ought reasonably to be 

placed in the latter half of the first century in order to coincide with the 

beginning of the Saka Era, A.D. 78. On this matter, I refer to A. Basham’s 

most persuasive demonstration in his two related articles.8> He strongly 

asserts that the'period of Kani?ka and that of Rudradaman cannot be con¬ 

sidered contemporaneous, because both were characters of such high caliber 

that peaceful co-existence would have been well nigh impossible, and that 

Kaniska’s political and military accomplishment ought to be identified with 

the beginning of the Saka Era, because Rudradaman’s Sanskrit panegyric 

found in Girnar, Kathiawar, the locality known to us for ASoka’s inscrip¬ 

tion, was identified to have been carved in A.D. 150 in reference to the 

Saka Era 72 (or A.D. 150). According to Basham, therefore, the two other 

datings, A.D. 128 by S. Konow and A.D. 144 by R. Ghirshman cannot be 

supported, partly for the above reason, and partly because the only occur¬ 

rence of the Roman title “Caesar" in India, as adopted by Kani?ka II in 

Saka Era 41 (i.e. A.D. 119) in Ara inscription, can only be meaningfully 

understood in reference to the Romans’ victorious conquest over Parthia 

and so forth under Trajan, which took place in the years of A.D. 113-117. 

The dates of Rudradaman as the mid-2nd century A.D. cannot be moved, 

not only because the Satavahana king Vasi?thiputra Pulumayi (130-159) is 

recorded in the Geography of Ptolemy (VII, 1, 82) as a king Ptolemaius, 

ruler of the Deccan in the middle 2nd century A.D., but also because his 

queen was Rudradaman’s daughter.” Gautamiputra Satakarni is known to 

have been a great conquerer, of the Brahmanic culture, asserting the social 
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system of Varnas, conducting the rite of ASvameda, and his early pane¬ 

gyric does not reflect a Buddhist affiliation at all. In the course of military 

conflict between the Saka Satraps and this Satavahana king over the coast¬ 

al region, Rudradaman of Ujjayini made peace with him through a matri¬ 

monial affiance by sending his daughter to be the queen to his successor 

Vasisthiputra Pulumayi, whereas the other Saka ruler Nahap5na, of the 

House of Kfaharata, in the regions of MahSra?tra and SaurSstra was dest¬ 

royed by the same king, Gautamiputra Satakarpi, in A.D. 124 It was only 

after this time that Gautamiputra Satakarni’s Prakrit inscriptions began to 

appear in the Buddhist rock-cut temples, recording donations, etc. 

If Rudradaman of Ujjayini, great Saka Satrap, was indeed the ruler for 

whom Nagarjuna wrote the Ratnavall, then the active times of Nagarjuna 

may be identified once and for all, in conjunction with the presence of the 

Satavahana kings, to have been in the first half of the 2nd century in the 

region of Western India. Rudradaman, however, left no words describing 

himself as a supporter of Buddhism, perhaps due to the fact that the House 

of Caffana had been of the Jaina tradition for generations; it is noteworthy 

that he remained silent about his religious affiliation, including the Jaina. 

A Sanskrit inscription found in one of the Kanheri rock-cut temples [north 

of Bombay (Lflders, No. 994)], however, implicates Rudradaman’s daughter, 

queen of Vasisthiputra Satakarni, as a supporter of the Buddhist communi¬ 

ty. Despite the fact that the House of Satavahana relied on Prakrit for all 

inscriptions, the queen’s record in Sanskrit reflects upon the probable cul¬ 

tural background of Rudradaman’s household. 

Having determined the times of the two Satavahana kings and the great 

Satrap of Ujjayini as having been in the mid-2nd century based upon 

Ptolemy’s text, and accepting Basham-’s theory that Kanaka’s rule began in 

A.D. 78, we have a satisfactory chronology for an individual living through 

those seven or eight decades. The problem still remains two-fold: (1) Why 

should the earlier life of Nagarjuna be assumed as contemporaneous with 

Kaniska, the Buddhist poet Asvaghosa, and Caraka, compiler of the Caraka- 

samhitd ? (2) How might it be substantiated that Nagarjuna associated 
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with the Satavahana kings as well as the Saka Satrap Rudradaman, recipi¬ 

ents of the Suhrllekha and the Ratnavall, respectively? 

Starting with the second question, I ought to point to the doctrinal differ¬ 

ences which the respective texts bear in content, and hence the different 

types of personalities to whom these texts were addressed. According to its 

content, the Suhrllekha is addressed to a person befitting to the Hinayana 

(Srsvakaysna) orientation, whereas the Ratnavall is addressed to a person, 

befitting to the Mahayana (Bodhisattvaysna) orientation. Dootrinally, the Stihfl- 

lehha can hardly be said to comprise Mahayana philosophy, nor even Abhi- 

dhurmihi philosophy. The contents are anything but abstract or intellectual, 

being rather very concrete with realistic depictions of the temporary and 

impermanent nature of life. The doctrines of Skandha, non-self, twelve 

chains of causation, four' noble truths, and eight noble paths are all there, 

but far more elaborate are the descriptions of the fateful SaipsSric cycles 

of life. In striking contrast, all this description is totally absent in the 

Ratnavall, and such discussion is replaced by the depiction of the ideal mon¬ 

arch imbued with the quality of the path-finder of Mahayana Buddhism and 

with that of the mythological Cakravartin. Instead of promoting an aware¬ 

ness of Saipsaric vision as a crucial moment of conversion, the Ratnavall 

fosters the insight of Sfciyata as a crucial moment of conversion. This is 

the hallmark of the Ratndvalu 

The Girnar inscription, a panegyric of Rudradaman himself (Liiders, 965), 

carved in Sanskrit on the famous rock of Junagadha, refers to his victor* 

ous battles against the Satavahana, saying that he twice defeated Satakargi 

(his son-in-law Sri Pulumayi), but on account of the closeness of their relat- 

onship, he did not destroy him. The main pupose of his panegyric, how. 

ever, was to record his deed in restoring Lake SudarSana, located in Giri- 

nagara, bearing the cost of the project from his own treasury. The lake 

was Originally constructed at the time of Candragupta of the Maurya as 

part of an irrigation system, and was subsequently adorned with conduits 

by the Yavana (Greek) king, Tufaspha, for A§oka of the Maurya, although 

it was then destroyed by a flood. As Lamotte puts it, the panegyric is an 
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excellent product from the point of view of “the amplitude of its phrasing, 

the length of its compounds and its figures of style, attaining the .level of 

a kavya, a literary composition of a learned nature." {ibid., p.583) Only to 

such a learned scholar and magnanimous ruler could Ratnavall’s analogy 

of grammatical science have been meaningful as an explication of the 

importance of Mahayana doctrine over that of Hinayana. >»> Papini’s system 

of grammar ought to be learned, beginning with the lists of verbal roots 

(idhatupafha) and nominal bases {ganapdfha), followed by the rules of gram¬ 

mar (pratydfULrasatras-), In parallel with this Vajyakarapa curriculum, the 

Ratnavall depicts the MahaySna body of teachings as comprising Hinayana 

teachings within itself as preliminary subjects of study j the latter, not, how¬ 

ever, comprising the former. This kind of analogy would certainly not be 

applied to the Satavahana kings who adhered to the use of Prakrit. 

The proposed hypothesis, i.e, to correlate the contents of the Ratnavall 

and Suhrllekha respectively with the personality of Rudradaman and that 

of a Satavahana king, is a bold attempt. But insofar as the contents of the 

two texts bear neither outright contradiction between them, nor comprise 

any of the post-Nagarjuna doctrines, there should be no serious obstacle to 

regarding both texts as having*been written by Nagarjuna. The Buddhist 

Sahgha in Western India during the Saka-Pahlava period stood in a some¬ 

what precarious position, situated 'between the two powerful political con¬ 

tenders, The period was complex. It was a time of confrontation between 

the Saka-Pahlava culture imbued with Buddhist religion and the Brahmagic 

culture which had undergone the process of revitalization through the Epic 

period. According to Vidyabhusana, the region of Vidarbha was the Bra- 

hmagic center of culture; it was there that the Parana and Satra litera¬ 

tures were compiled, and the pre-Classical Nydyasatra assembled, as were 

the other pre-Classical Hindu philosophical texts, It was a difficult time for 

the Buddhist world in different ways from that of the post-Mauryan dark- 

age. In this context, a Buddhist theoretician, trained as sn Abhidhamist 

and faithful to that system of thought, nonetheless gradually developed a 

new innovative method of propagation through Mahayana Buddhism. 
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Pratityasamutpada in the Dasabhumikasutra: 

How Many Lifetimes? 

Robert KRITZER 

Recently I have been preparing an English translation and analysis of the 

pratityasamutpada section of the Abhidharmasamuccaya and Abhidharma• 

samuccayabhdsya. As Matsuda Kazunobu has pointed out in the introduction 

to his Japanese translation of this section15, as well as in his article on the 

Adivisesavibhdgasutra1, one of the most striking features of Asanga’s trea¬ 

tment of pratityasamutpada is his arrangement of the members into four 

groups, two of which can be assigned to one lifetime and two to the next. 

This system, known as Hang shih i ch’ung (pfti:—$), or two lifetimes/single 

(causation), is a departure from the orthodox Sarvastivsdin son shih Hang 

ch'ung (HttMS), or three lifetimes/twofold (causation), system, in which 

the members are arranged into three groups, with one group assigned to 

the past life, one to the present life, and one to the future life. 

In my research, I was led to a passage in the Sanskrit edition of the 

Dasabhumikasutra in which the first ten members of the formula are divided 

among three lifetimes, while the last two members seem to belong to yet 

another lifetime. When I consulted the various Chinese translations of the 

sutra, I discovered that there are two. distinct versions of this passage. In 

this paper I shall trace these versions among the various Chinese and Ti¬ 

betan translations of the Dasabhumikasutra. I also hope to show a doctri¬ 

nal significance in the variation by examining each version in the context 

of the two lifetimes/single causation and three lifetimes/twofold causation 

theories. Although my conclusions, based on such a short excerpt from 

the text, are largely speculative, I believe that the difference between the 

two versions reflects developments in Yogacara thought: the earlier tradi¬ 

tion may have been a source for the pratityasamutpada section of the 
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their mind spoke truths, having grown through the third formulation, with the fourth [formulation] 

they thought out the name of the milch cow.” (As Thieme explains, the name of the milch cow 

is the mystic expression for the poetic formulation of sacred truth.) 

5) 2 : 2 : 9bc dhi? pipaya... duhand dhenufr... 
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10-64- 12a-c yam me dhlyam... ddadata... tap pipayatapdyaseva dhendm 

6) For the “large cow” (mahigduh) in 4:41: 5d, 10:74:4c, and 10:101:9 as dhi, see Renou, 

Iztudes vediques et pSnineennes, vol. 1, p. 10; Karl Friedrich Geldner, Der Rigveda aus dm 

Sanskrit ins Deutsche dbersetzt, vol. 3 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1951), 

p. 316, note on 10:101:9: WolfgangP. Schmid, “DieRuhaufderWeide” (mlndogemanische 

Forschungen: Zeitschrift fir Indogermanistik und allgemeine Sprackwissenschaft, vol 64 

Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1959, pp. 1-12), p- 4. 
7) Gonda, Pusan and Sarasvati (Amsterdam: North-Holland Pub. Co., 1985), pp. 49-50; 
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8) Manfred Mayerhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen, vol. 1 (Heidelberg: 

C. Winter Verlag, 1992), p. 797. ' “ ■] 

9) Hans Peter Schmidt, “Is Vedic dhind related to Avestan daenSl" (in Hommages et Opera Mi* ] 
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An atman by Any Other Name : 
Two Non-Buddhist Parallels to antarabhava 

Robert Kritzer 

Introduction 

In the third chapter of the Abbidbarmakoiabba§ya, Vasubandhu, after enumerating 

the four forms of existence, asks the question, "What is the intermediate existence?” 

In a long discussion oiantarabhava. (AKBh : 120.6*131.2; La Vallee Poussin, v. 2 : 

31*60), he proves that there is, in fact, an existence spanning the interval between 

death in one life and rebirth in the next and describes the features of intermediate be¬ 

ings. Vasubandhu explains that, contrary to appearances and to the speculations of 

some outsiders, it is not an atman that transmigrates but simply the five skandhas, the 

series of which continues unintenupted in the form of thf antarabhava before enter- 

mg the womb from, which birth in the next life will occur. Furthermore, he continues, 

the series,, in the form of the skandhas of the newborn being, will grow up to acquire 

kleias and perform kamta,due to which it will be reborn yet again. This process Vasu¬ 

bandhu calls “the beginningless circle of existence.” 

Vasubandhu, of course, relies on earlier sources. Most of the details in his discus¬ 

sion can be found in the Vibbapa, where they are organized quite differently, and 

many of them can also be found in the Yogacarabhumi. 

In this paper,. I shall examine short passages from two non-Buddhist texts, (1) the 

Caraka Samhita and (2) tits Anugita of tbs Mvamedhikaparvan of the Mahabharata, 

both of which describe the transition to the new life in terms similar to those of the 

Abbidharmakoia (and its Sarvastivadin and Yogacara predecessors). The crucial differ¬ 

ence is that in the two non-Buddhist texts an atman or jiva transmigrates, not the 

skandhas in the form of the antarabhava. I cannot establish a direct textual connection 

between the description of antarabhava in the abhidhaima and the passages in the 

^aka Sanibita andAnugita. However, a comparison of these three passages, the 
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resemblances among which have not, to my knowledge, thus far attracted attention, 

strongly suggests at least some kind of common source. Furthermore, I suggest that 

the suspicious similarity of the passages is what prompted Vasubandhu to assert that 

his theory of transmigrating skandhas in no way implies atmavada. 

Caraka Samhita 4.2.31*36+41 

The passage from the Caraka Samhita is from the second chapter of the Sarirastha- 

na, in which the development of the fetus is explained. 

In verse 28 the question is asked : how does the atman transmigrate? In the answer 

to this question, the text moves from physiology to philosophy or religious doctrine, 

and in the half dozen verses that explain how the atman moves from one body to the 

next I find a number of parallels to the abhidharma descriptions of the antarabhava. 

1. In verse 31, the atman, as it travels from one body to another, is said to be ac¬ 

companied by four subtle elements, namely air, fire, water, and earth. In other words, 

what transmigrates always has a material component, however attenuated it may be. 

In the Abhidharmako&abhasya, as well, antarabhava includes material factors; it 

is described as possessing all the indriyas (AKBh: 125.7*8; see also Vbh: 361012*21; 

yBA:19 3), which by definition are a very subtle form of rupa called bbautika, distinct 

from tangible matter (AK135ab; AKBh: 13.19*23). Elsewhere Vasubandhu describes 

the body of the antarabhava as transparent or pure (AKBh: 125.1*2). In these contacts, 

the word accha is translated into Chinese as (or jftHH), which is also used to 

translate suksma. 

The Caraka Samhita docs not explicitly equate the subtle elements with the sense 

faculties. However, the first chapter of the Sarirasthana mentions that the sense fec- 

ulties are comprised of the elements, with a different element predominating in each 

sense (CS4.1.24; C5cty: 694.32*34). Therefore, it may not be too farfetched to see a 

similarity between the transmigrating rupa in the two texts. 

2. Caraka Samhita 31 ab also describes the transmigrating atman as mano/ava,“pos- 

sessing the speed of mind’’ 

Vasubandhu, too, attributes to the antarabhava a magical power of speed, which is 

produced by karma and which enables the antarabhava to travel through space 

tAKPth-136.3-6: See also Vbh: 364a23*b7 ; YBh : 19.9*10). 
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3. Caraka Samhita 4.2.3 led says that, due to the fact that it consists of karma, its 

rupa is only visible to heavenly vision. Whether rupa means “form” or, more tech¬ 

nically, matter, as in Buddhist texts, the meaning of the verse is the same : the 

subtle elements of the transmigrating atman are invisible to ordinary people. 

Similarly, the antarabhava can only be seen by other intermediate beings of the 

same class or by beings who have obtained the heavenly eye through practice (AKBh: 

124.25*125.1 ; See also Vbh: 364bl0-c4; YBh : 19.5*6). 

4. According to Caraka SamhitS 4.2.33ab, the body contains sixteen bhutas, four 

each arising from the uterine nutrients, the transmigrating atman, the mother, and the 

father. Verse 33cd states that four are inherent in the atman,and that the atman is situ¬ 

ated in these four. Which four is not completely clear; for example, Yamashita un¬ 

derstands atman here to be the atman of the fetus and the number four to refer to the 

above-mentioned four groups of bhutas (1998: 166). But I think that this line refers 

to the atman before it enters the fetus, and that what is being described is a mechan¬ 

ism of mutual dependence, like that of namarilpa and vijnana in Buddhism, by which 

the subtle elements of the atman continue to exist between the death of one body and 

the birth of a new one. 

Verse 34 provides further information about the elements coming from the parents: 

■ they are *e semen (of the father) and the blood (of the mother), and they are made to 

grow by the elements that arise from the maternal nutrients. 

Verse 35ab states clearly what happens to the elements at the moment of concep¬ 

tion : the four elements that adhere to the atman and are produced by karma enter the 

fetus. Verse 35cd is not so clear, but I shall attempt a translation: “When the atman 

goes, that [continuous series of the four elements adhering to the atman (CS cty. : 

733.14)], which has the nature of being a seed, goes [with it] to the various different 

• bodies” (CS4.2.35cd). 

Finally, the Caraka Samhita takes stock of the new being:“It is well known that the 

production of the rupa is due to the rupa of the [four elements] consisting of karma, 

while [that of] manas is due to the manas. The cause of whatever differences in form 

and intellect exist is rajas, tamas, and karma” (CS4.2.36). 

The A bhidharmakoiabhasya, on the other hand, explains how the antarabhava ar- 

rives at the location of the new birth and then describes how it becomes sexually ex- 
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cited by the scene of intercourse. According to Vasubandhu, the antarabhava enters 

the mixture of the semen and blood, then thickens and perishes, and the being is con¬ 

ceived (AKBh: 126.25-27; See also Vbh: 363b20~27; YBh: 24.M0). Shortly thereafter 

Vasubandhu raises the question of whether the mahabhutas themselves of the semen 

and blood through the force of karma become the basis for the indriyas of the new 

being, or whether other mahabhutas, supported by these [mahabhutas of semen and 

blood], arise as a result of actions (AKBh: 127.3-5). According to the first alternative, 

which represents Vasubandhu’s own opinion, the semen and blood, which lack facul¬ 

ties perish together with the antarabhava. Immediately thereafter, the kalala, which 

possesses faculties, appears in the way that a sprout arises after the destruction of the 

seed (AKBh: 127-5 7; see also YBh : 24.4*10). 

I shall not discuss this very complicated passage at length here, as I have already 

done so elsewhere (Kritzer 1998). However, I want to point out the similarity between 

this passage and the Caraka SamhitM passage regarding the disposition of the material 

aspects of the transmigrating being: in each case, material elements that are the result 

of past karma join together with the material contribution of the two parents, and this 

conglomeration acts like a seed in producing the body of the new being. 

5. Finally both Caraka Samhita and the Abhidharmako&abhSsya emphasize the beg¬ 

inningless (but not endless) nature of the rebirth process. Caraka Samhita 4.2.42 states: 

“The beginning [of] this continuity of matter and mind is not mentioned; indeed, it 

does not exist. Their cessation is effected by the highest resolution and mindfulness, 

and by the highest understanding.” 

As I mentioned at the beginning of this paper, it is, in fact, at the very end of his 

discussion of antarabhava, and as an introduction to his exposition ofpratityasamutp- 

ada, that Vasubandhu says of the new being, “The continuity having grown gradually 

as it was projected, it again goes to another world due to its defilements and karma. 

Of this nature is the beginningless wheel of existence” (AK 3.19; YBh: 25.20*21.5). 

Mahabharata (Asvamedhikaparvan, Anugita) 14-18.4~7 

Another text that describes the transition into the new life is the Anugita of the 

Mahabharata. Although the dates of most of the texts involved are uncertain, we can at 

caw that the Anueiti. like the Caraka Samhita, is earlier than the Abhidharmako- 
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iabhasya. As for the relative d'Nis of the Anugita, the Caraka Samhita, and the Vi- 

bhasa, I dare not say anything; for my purposes here, it is enough that the ideas in 

these texts all were current before Vasubandhu. 

The passage that I shall examine occurs in a discussion of the relationship between 

karma and rebirth. I am here concerned specifically with an explanation of how the 

jiva enters the fetus. 

1. In verse 4, the soul, characterized as being filled with lust and hatred, is said to 

enter the womb, to which it has been directed by karma (Mbh 14.18.4). Nothing is said 

here about the reasons for lust and hatred. 

However, it is possible the lust and hatred mentioned here have something to do 

with the Oedipal feelings attributed to the antarabhava in the Abhidharmakoia: 

“There [at the location of the destined rebirth, i. e., the womb of its future mother], 

having seen the congress of its mother and father, if [the antarabhava] is male, it 

will have a masculine desire for the mother; if female, it will have a feminine desire 

for the father, and, conversely, [it will have] hatred [for the parent of the same sex]” 

(AKBh: 126.16*18; see also Vbh: 363b 18*20; YBh: 23.3*9). 

2. According to verse 5, the soul obtains a body, good or bad, produced by karma, 

in the form of semen that has gone into the mother’s womb and mixed with her blood 

(Mbh 14.18.5). 

This is similar to the description in the AbhidharmakoSabbasya mentioned in part 

4 above, with the difference that, unlike the antarabhava, which must perish in the 

moment before the new being is conceived, the soul, being eternal, simply continues 

to exist within the fetus. 

3. In verse 6, the subtlety and invisibility of the jiva are adduced to explain why it 

is not attached anywhere [i.e., to the body], and the jiva is declared to be the eternal 

brahman (Mbh 14.18.6a*d). Here, two features of the antarabhava, subtlety and invi¬ 

sibility, are attributed to the jiva. 

4. Brahman is furthermore called the seed of all the bhutas and that by which living 

beings live (Mbh 14.18.6ef). Although the exact meanings of the terms bhuta and brah¬ 

man here are unclear, in any case the image of a seed appears at precisely the same 

point in the process as it does in the passage from the AbhidharmakoSabhasya referr¬ 

ed to above, i. e., after the merging of the transmigrating entity into the semen and 
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blood but before the animation of the new being. In the AbbidharmakoSabbSfya, it is 

simply stated that, after the inanimate semen and blood ^.fase to exist, semen and 

blood possessing indriyas appear. In the Anugita, on the other hand, it is the soul that 

enters the fetus and provides it with consciousness (Mbb 14.18.7). 

Conclusion 

We have seen some striking resemblances in the discussions of the transmigration 

of the atman in the Caraka Sambita, of the jiva in the Anugita, and of the antarabhava 

in the Abhidharmakoiabhasya, including some provocative similarities in language. 

Of course, some of this is to be expected: the dates of the texts are not very far apart, 

their subject matter of transmigration is identical, and many of the shared features 

may have been commonplaces of ancient Indian cosmology and embryology, drill, it 

is hard to imagine that the similarities are completely fortuitous. Long ago, Stcher- 

batsky emphasized the resemblances between the Buddhist doctrines found in the ah- 

hidharma and Samkhya philosophy (1970 passim). Similarly, elements of SSmkhya 

thought in the Caraka Samhita have been noted by many scholars,while it is generally 

accepted that some form of Samkhya underlies the philosophy of the Anugita. 

Therefore, it is possible that a common reliance on Samkhya ideas explains the corre¬ 

spondences between the descriptions of transmigration in these three texts. 

However, we must not ignore the possibility of influence in the other direction, 

particularly in the case of the Caraka Samhita, which is recognized to be quite eclec¬ 

tic. In fact, Johannes Bronkhorst in a personal communication has identified a number 

of points that he believes were borrowed from Buddhism by the Caraka Sarnhita. ■ 

Most likely, to my mind, is that ideas about transmigration passed back and forth 

among Buddhist and non-Buddhist authors. For example, the author or the compiler 

of the Caraka Samhita may have been familiar with a text like the Yogacarabhumi, 

which systematically, and with much medical detail, describes death, the antarSbhava, 

and the growth of the new being within the womb. He may have borrowed the gen¬ 

eral outline of his description of rebirth from the Buddhist text and then adjusted cer¬ 

tain terminology to suit his own belief in an atman. Conversely, texts like th&Vibha- 

sa and the Yogacarabhumi or their own sources may have borrowed from earlier 

medical texts, now lost, or from philosophical texts like the passage from the Anugi 
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13 discussed above, and replaced jiva or atman with antarabhava. 

Certainly in the three texts examined in this paper, atman, jiva, and antarSbhava 

have suspiciously similar functions. As a result, Vasubandhu, who was almost cer¬ 

tainly late enough to have known texts like the Caraka Samhita and the Anugita, was 

right to worry that his antarabhava might be mistaken for an atman. 
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Taoist Elements in Further Biographies of Eminent Monks 

Elizabeth KENNEY 

I have searched Further Biographies of Eminent Monks (T. 2050), com¬ 

piled by Daoxuan US (596*667), for Taoist religious themes and images. I have loo¬ 

ked for the names of Taoist gods and texts, references to immortals filj or the search 

for immortality Sit: (e.g., cinnabar ft, mushrooms dietary practices such as 

gaining from the five grains KfiSJR), and even just the mention of a Taoist IS dr. Only 

a fraction of what I have found can be presented in this short paper. 

Overall, in the Further Biographies Taoism appears as a rival to Buddhism, a lesser 

teaching, or outright charlatanism. This is not surprising, given that the biographies 

cover the period of the Northern Zhou persecution of Buddhism, which (in the Buddhist 

telling) was instigated by the Taoist Zhang Bin 3SSf, abetted by the turncoat monk 

Wei Yuansong We should also remember that Daoxuan was the editor of 

Gimghongmingji (T. 2103) and the lesser-known Ji gujin fodao lunheng 

(T. 2104), both of which contain Buddhist polemical texts that are 

sharply critical of Taoism. 

In one of Daoxuan's comments (i»), where he is assumed to be speaking his own 

voice, he explicitly criticizes Taoist practices such as abstaining from grains, breath¬ 

ing techniques, and drugs. He writes that it is the fear of death that drives people to 

practice this perverse magic 3B85 (685b). 

• Still, Taoist skills are undeniably attractive (and the fear of death is powerful), so 

we find some monks who toy Taoist practices before turning to Buddhism. In fact, 

. Daoxuan's own teacher, Huizhun SgR had hoped to become an immortal, studied 

Zhuangtze and Laotze the Three Caverns HP [Taoist scriptures], the Three 

Purities HSf [abodes of the immortals], and more (533c). Similarly, a monk named 

Hongzhi &§ first practiced as a Taoist, stopped eating grains iS&Z, imbibed qi 

and hoped to become an immortal. In Hongzhi's case, he succeeded only in losing a 
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lot of weight. Later a Buddhist tercher told him that food is necessary for life and,fur- 

ther more, the immortals are not real and the Taoist drugs are fraudulent (642a). These 

two biographies typify Daoxuan's presentation of Taoism as something that is under¬ 

standably attractive to the ignorant and gullible. As such, Taoism can be no more than 

a stage in a monk's spiritual development. 

In other biographies, the monks have mastered the same skills as the Taoists but 

spurn these arts as shallow. For example, a monk named Zhixiang stayed with a 

Taoist who often showed off his Taoist magic itffi. Zhixiang was completely unfrig¬ 

htened by the large spirit Aft1 that the Taoist conjured up one night,and Zhixiang told 

the Taoist, “What you value is [merely] perverse magic not the true Dharma 

iEii.” (Note the use of the same term, “perverse magic,” that Daoxuan uses in his j 

own comment. This term appears only one other time in the Further Biographies.) "> 1 

Despite Daoxuan’s general rejection of Taoism, a few biographies feature Taoist J 

immortals as heroes. Significantly, these immortals are not the monks themselves, al- ] 

though it could be suggested that the immortals are the true subjects of these biogra- : 

phies. Next I summarize two examples. The Taoist elements are italicized. 

(1) SengmingflW (562*642). Miracle-worker ISIS. 664b-665a. " • '-A \ 

Sengming entered a valley and saw a;stone mortar and a wooden pestle ES/fc : 

Ff. He also saw two men who were very large, cast no shadow, and had very long: 

eye-brows. He immediatily bowed to the men. They said to him, “You stink of grain ' 

ISft. Where do you come from?” Sengming replied, “I practice meditation and seek : 

the Way. Although I eat the five grains, I have vowed to become a True Person RA' 

(-an immortal).” The men said, “Please wait. We will discuss this together.” Allot 

a sudden, another man came up. He was very tall and wore clothes made of tree bark 

Then all four of them went further, and Sengming suddenly noticed that the ■ 

valley had changed into a heavenly palace. There were fourteen or fifteen people sit-, 

ting together, talking and laughing. Later, Sengming tried to return to the valley but; 
(-T; 

could not find the way. \ 

Comments: (a) I suggest that the mortar and pestle symbolize the tools of Taoist 

alchemy. A mortar B is found only two other times in the Further Biographies;one of 

the other instances occurs in the biography summarized below, (b) There are ways 

tr>! The lone eyebrows and the tree-bark outfit are good indica¬ 
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tions that we are in the presence of immortals. Furthermore, the fact that they cannot 

stand even the scent of grain is a give-away, (c) Immortals can appear and disappear 

in an instant, (d) Immortals prefer to live in far-away, mysterious places. 

(2) Sengzhao Miracle-worker ®-®f 647a-b. 

—In the year 531, Sengzhao entered a tunnel under a waterfall, walked a while, 

and then came out. After walking some more, he saw three small huts. Grain grew 

untended all around the huts, and birds were eating the grain. In the first hut, there 

were shelves of books with yellow covers.In the middle hut, there were two iron mor¬ 

tars and a cauldron all covered with dust There was no evidence of cooking. In the 

; third hut there was a monk sitting upright with his lap filled with dust. There 

were no other people around. Suddenly, from out of nowhere, a divine monk ftftt ap¬ 

peared. He was about sixty years old. His eyebrows were more than three meters long 

(3t«) and curled around his ears. He said to Sengzhao, “My fellow practitioners 

came here to escape the world. One of them [in the middle hut] went out and hasn't 

come back. The other one [in the third hut] died a long time ago. It seems that he 

has entered nirvana a$£2i. Didn't you see him just now [in the third hut] ? [By the 

way,] what is the name of the dynasty now?” Sengzhao answered, “Wei SI.” But it 

becomes clear that the monk mistakenly thinks Sengzhao means the earlier Wei 

Dynasty (220*265), not the current Northern Wei (386*534). So this Chinese Rip Van 

Winkle has lost track of at least 266 years (remember, this story is explicitly dated to 531), 

and he must be about three hundred years old himself (though he looks only sixty). The 

monk gathers grains and makes gruel. He goes to the forest to collect pears and juju¬ 

bes $US. He gives this food to Sengzhao but does not eat anything himself. The next 

day, after the monk has chanted sutras all night, Sengzhao leaves. Later, just like 

Sengming, he is unable to find his way back to this special place. 

Comments: The old man is always called a “monk” ft, and Buddhist terms and 

practices are mentioned. But almost everything we leam about this monk marks him 

as a Taoist immortal: he is hundreds of years old; he has incredibly long eyebrows; 

he does not cultivate grain; he doesn't eat ordinary food; he doesn't sleep; his two fri¬ 

ends seem to have achieved immortality, one perhaps through elixirs (remember the 

mortars and cauldron), the other through a physical deathlessness. 

As mentioned above, Sengming and Sengzhao are not themselves Taoist immor- 
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tals. The two monks are merely witnesses, who--to their regret, it seems-cannot find 

their way back to get a second glimpse of immortality. The immortals are the real 

stars in these two biographies, with the monks reduced to walk-on roles in their own 

lives. 

There are some biographies in which the monk (or nun, as we shall see) actually does 

follow Taoist practices and does not reject such practices or outgrow them. 

(3) Two unnamed nuns who were sisters. Body*sacrificers ifiit". 683c-684a. 

—In the year 630, two nuns set fire to themselves with a large and pious group of | 

onlookers. In preparation for their immolation, the nuns drank fragrant oils and grad- f 

ually gave up eating nee. At the end, they suddenly stopped eating grains altogether 

and ate only honey. j 

Comments: As other scholars have noted, the various Chinese Buddhist biograph¬ 

ical collections state that a few of the monks and nuns who commit suicide (often, but 

not exclusively, through self-immolation) stop eating grains before killing themselves. 

In the case of the two nuns above, their choice of honey as their sole food reflects a 

Taoist influence. From the Buddhist perspective, honey might seem an indulgent I 

choice, too sweet and high calorie. However, from the Taoist point of view, honey 

makes sense because it is natural and uncultivated by humans. 

Conclusion . 

An examination of Taoist elements in Further Biographies of Eminent Monks 

reveals a spectrum of roles for Taoism in the lives of Buddhist monks. For the most 

part, Daoxuan is hostile to Taoism. In some cases, Daoxuan extends a grudging 

tolerance toward Taoist skills. In a very few cases, Taoism receives a sympathetic 

portrayal, as in the biographies of Sengming and Sengzhao. We might wonder why . 

Daoxuan included this material, which serves only to make Taoism attractive. Here it , 

is well to remember that Daoxuan collected miracle stories and was clearly powerfully 

attracted to the supernatural (the evidence is all through the Further Biographies). Daoxuan 

himself surely realized that some of the biographies present the immortals and Tao- . 

ism in a very favorable light-but I guess some stories are. just too good to resist. 
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The Portrait of Confucianism in Further Biographies of j 
Eminent Monks HfiHjfUflS | 

Elizabeth KENNEY 

In an earlier article for this journal, I examined the treatment of Taoism in Further Bio¬ 

graphies of Eminent Monks (T. 2050), compiled by Daoxuan 3Mt (596-667). I 

found, as we might expect, that Taoism was often criticized as mere sorcery or as a complete 

fraud (i.e.. it is not possible to become an immoral). Intriguingly, however, in a few biographies, 

the Buddhist monks encountered remarkable men who are clearly Taoist immortals, 

although not explicitly identified as such. 

In this article, I shift my focus to the depiction of Confucianism in Further Bio• 

graphics. I expected to find little, if any, overt conflict between Buddhism and . 

Confucianism for two reasons. First, a Buddhist might have good grounds for thinking 

that the basic Confucian concerns scarcely intersect with those of Buddhism, thus: 

minimizing conflict. Along these lines, the rosiest interpretation would view Confucian,; 

ism and Buddhism as complemetary: Confucianism provides guidelines for political, social: 

and ritual behavior, while Buddhism supplies cosmology and soteriology. The second , 

reason 1 did not expect to find overt conflict between Buddhism and Confucianism was i; 

a political one: Confucianism was securely entrenched in Chinese government and society,, 

and perhaps the Buddhists simply could not afford to challenge its privileged position.; 

Among the “three teachings” (H«, a term used in Further Biographies), Confucianism wag’ 

always in first place; Buddhism and Taoism had to fight it out for second place. uj 

For the most part, my expectations were correct. Confucianism has a low profile in thej 

biographies, and it is usually treated neutrally. But, happily, there were some surprises^ 

In a few biographies, Confucianism is energetically attacked and takes a worse beating thattj 

is ever administered to Taoism. r I 

During the sixth and seventh centuries (the period covered by Further Biographies), Budj 

dhism and Taoism engaged in a series of polemical attacks against each other. Taoists, Budj 

t.-A ,, i»„, Confucian) composed essays criticizing one or both of the othajj 
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religions. Some of these writings are collected in another of Daoxuan's compilations. Guang 

hongmingji (T. 2103) (in English, see Livia Kohn, Laughing at the Tao, Princeton, 

1995). Two of the monks in Further Biographies were especially prominent in these 

religious debates, and Daoxuan included their pro-Buddhist essays in Guang hongmingji 

One of the Monks, Daoan (exact dates uncertain; biography=628b-630b), wrote Treatise 

on the Two Religions (Guang hongmingji, 136-143) in 570. The “two religions” 

are Buddhism and Confucianism, but Taoism isaiso treated. Daoan s biography includes 

some references to this essay, including his statement that “Buddhism is the inner 

(teaching), and Confucianism is the outer (teaching)” The other monk, 

Falin (572-670, biography«636b-638c), wrote Treatise on Destroying Evil 

(Guang hongmingji, 161-143). These works by Daoan and Falin certainly deserve attention, 

but in the limited space of this article I will concentrate on references to Confucianism in 

Further Biographies that are not part of a Buddhist monk’s polished and polemical essay. 

In the 700 biographies of different lengths (some are very short), covering 280 Taisho 

pages, there are about one hundred references to Confucianism, far fewer than to Taoism. 

Confucian references include: Confucius himself (&?, fL£. #>/g); Mozi (*?■); the 

Confucian School or teaching (ft*. ft*. «»); Confucian “arts’ (ftff), which seems 

to refer to divination, Confucian texts (for example, Analects Classic of Filial Pietv 

histories [A or ft], the six classics AS collectively or by name, Odes If [S], I 

Jing % [S] Record of Ritual @12; Confucian scholars (W±); Confucian ritualists (ftfi). 

Some of the Confucian items turn out to be red herrings (yet still somehow intringing): a 

monk named Jewel Confucian JKft (507a), whose short biography contains no mention of 

Confucianism and no clue as how how he got his name; a Buddhist temple called the Tem¬ 

ple of Benevolence and Filial Piety another temple named Filial Love Temple * 

(so named because it was the burial place of a certain king’s beloved mother). 

Many of the other references to Confucianism are of the following sort: monks are said 

to have come from Confucian families; monks studied Confucianism before Buddhism; or 

more positively, one monk was benevolent and filial fc* as a child (and this child grows up 

to be Jingying Huiyuan [see below]). These brief references to Confucianism mostly 

Portray it as a passing phase in a monks life, an inadequate philosophy that he outgrows. 

Taoism also is often treated as a limited religion, attractive only to those of immature spiri- 

•uality. Significantly, Taoism is called “perverse” but Confucianism is not. 
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Below l present three “snapshot” examples of different portraits of Confucianism in 

Further Biographies. The three examples, taken together, are representative of the 

spectrum of images of Confucianism in the biographies, but each example is in itself 

an extreme case. 

The longest and most serious discussion of Confucian doctrine in Further Biographies 

appears in the biography of Jingying Huiyuan, a monk well known for his careful sutra com¬ 

mentaries and his meticulous and voluminous presentation of Buddhist doctrine. But 

Huiyuan is also known to posterity as a defender of the Buddhist faith against oppression 

by the state. The Kamakura monk Nichiren, who tirelessly haranged his own government, 

cited Huiyuan (among other monks) as inspiration. Huiyuan himself did not write about 

Confucianism or Taoism, so Daoxuan’s account is our only source for Huiyuan’s views 

on Confucianism. In 574, Emperor Wu of the Northern Zhou instigated a persecution 

of Buddhism. He summoned five hundred Buddhist monks, and Huiyuan was the only 

monk who dared to argue with him. Since an English translation of this debate is: 

available, 1 will not go into detail here (in English, see Kenneth K. Tanaka, The Dawn of 

Chinese Pure Land Buddhist Doctrine, SUNY, 1990, pp. 25-27; Japanese works include Kamata- 

ShigeottBlKtt, [1968]and Ocho Enichi[1979K( 

Huiyuan's defense of Buddhism included the following points: (1) Buddhist statues are no1 

less “inanimate” than the images worshipped in Confucian ancestral temples;(2) Buddhism* 

is no more foreign than Confucianism, since Confucius himself came from the country of,; 

Lu $; (3) Buddhism supports filial piety, just as Confucianism does. Whatever onfc 

thinks of these three arguments (and they did not convince the Northern Zhou emperor), ther^j 

is no mistaking Huiyuan’s effort to harmonize Buddhism and Confucianism (at least for tfifc 

practical aim of averting persecution). 

Huiyuan had a disciple named Zhihui *tt (559-638, biography =541b-542a), who said* 

“My mother and father gave birth to my physical body. My dharma teacher gave birth, 

my dharma body” Zhihui then implies that true filial pie 

means gratitude toward one’s Buddhist teacher even more than to one s parents. Z 

thus goes a step beyond his own teacher Huiyuan: it is not just that Buddhism does 

conflict with Confucianism (as Huiyuan tried to convince the emperor), but Buddhism hasi* 

r * 
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deeper understanding of at least one of Confucianism’s cardinal tenets, filial piety. 

Throughout the long history of Buddhism in China, Buddhists have more than once made 

the argument that all sentient beings have been one’s parents so that filial piety should be 

extended beyond the family, but it is less common to find Zhihui’s suggestion that a 

religious parent deserves more filial respect than a flesh-and-blood parent. 

Example #2. Confucianism is the dregs 

* 1116 exe8ete monk Huisong St# (exact dates uncertain; biography =482c-483b), from remote 

Turfan, had an older brother who was a Confucian scholar and who did not believe in Bud¬ 

dhism. Huisong speaks of rotten Confucians” and says that Confucianism is like “dregs” 

•IS. Huisong converts his older brother to Buddhism with one verse from the Abhidharma. 

In the biography of Huisong’s student Zhinian (534-608, biography=508b-509b), it is 

said that Huisong was known as, with what must have been delicious irony, “the Confucius 

of Abhidharma” SSfL?. 

In Further Biographies, there is only one other occurrence of the term “dregs.” It is 

again used to denigrate Confucianism, not Taoism (or anything else). In this instance, the 

meditator monk Benji (562-615; biography=578a-b) is described as being well versed 

in Confucianism from an early age, but he suddenly awakened to the Buddhist truth and 

saw that Confucianism was the “dregs of the universe” Benji became an im- 

portant disciple of Xinxing flffr, the founder of the Three Levels Sect HUMS. 

These two examples of nasty name-calling reflect none of the conciliatory spirit of 

• Huiyuan. They lead into the third example, which describes a Buddhist animosity toward 

Confucianism that is far beyond mere name-calling. 

Example #3. A Confucian Mocks Buddhism and Lives (but not for long) to 

:Regret It 

L 111 the bl°graphy of the seventh-century monk Huikuan MM (600c-601b) there is a 

remarkable story about a skeptical Confucian who gets his just deserts. Huikuan’s bio- 

Sraphy is quite long and full of interesting details, but he, is, I think, otherwise unknown. 

* In 648, a certain man named Song Wei said, “I don’t believe in Buddhism. I 

beUeve only in Confucianism” filflJL. Song Wei added sarcastically. “However, 

I have twice experienced the powers of the Buddha. Onetime, people were urinating 
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beside my door. So I set out a Buddha [statue], and they stopped. The other time it was 

winter, and I burned a wooden Buddha [statue] to keep myself warm.” When Huikuan 

heard about these statements, he sent Song Wei a letter. After reading the letter. Song Wei 

said. “This man of the Way [Huikuan] seems to be a spiritual person. I will test whether 

has he spiritual powers or not. “So Song Wei used the part of the letter with Huikuan s name 

and address to wipe himself after defecating. Then his anus (l£PT) split open, and he could 

not stand up. Song Wei cried, “I am dying'” Then he summoned Huikuan to come. Although 

Song Wei repented his transgressions and made sutras and statues, he died at the next full 

moon. - : 

This story is at once funny, scatological and surprising. Humorous anecdotes in Further 

Biographies are uncommon but not unknown (and a topic that deserves further study). 

However, toilet humor is very rare. Daoxuan uses the word “asshole” 3SP1 only this once; 

(Interestingly, the only other example of bathroom humor is aimed primarily at the anti-Buddhist 

Emperor Zhou and secondarily at Taoists. Let me briefly summarize the story. The monk Tongjin % 

it [659b], who was constantly drunk and whose urine stank, imbibed a poison concocted at the order 

of Emperor Zhou. Although the poison-brewers had to wear leather clothing and lapis lazuli 

eye-protectors, Tongjin drank the poison and was unaffected. In fact, he joked as usual and tossed 

down another ladleful of the poison. Taoists were amazed; they ran in all directions when Tongjin 

offered them a taste of the poison. Afterwards, Tongjin took a nap on some rocks. He urinated in his 

sleep, and the urine shattered the rocks. There is more to be said about this story,, but it will haveto' 

wait for a later publication.) 

Turning away from the humor, let us look at the violence in the story about Song 

Wei and Huikuan. While it is true that the Buddhist monk did not kill the Confucian 

with his own hands, it is nonetheless surprising to find one of these eminent monks 

implicated in a murder. After all, the lethal toilet-paper seems like a kind of black 

magic, and Huikuan did not use any reverse magic to save Song Wei's life, even after 

the Confucian’s conversion to Buddhism. 

Huikuan, by the way, suffered no bad karmic consequences from his role in* Song 

Wei’s death. When the time came for Huikuan himself to die, many auspicious and 

dramatic signs appeared: there was a radiance so bright that people thought the temple was 

on fire; the water in the lotus pond suddenly dried up; red lotuses turned white; blood 

n „ Inna* ramnhor tree into a river, turning the river completely red; a seventeen- 
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story stupa became taller; a pair of geese appeared mysteriously, cried out, lay on the 

ground, refused to move, and later followed the funeral procession. Finally, Huikuan's 

corpse showed no insects, blood or decay. 

There is no case (to my knowledge) in Further Biographies of a Buddhist monk mur¬ 

dering a Taoist. It is striking, if a bit disturbing, to discover that a Buddhist’s murderous 

impulses are aroused by the challenge of a rude Confucian who doubts the powers of the 

Buddha. 

No Hidden Confucians 

In my study of Taoists elements in Further Biographies I discussed several biographies 

that featured remarkable men (not the monks themselves) who were not explicitly identified 

as Taoists, much less as immortals to, but who in fact had the characteristics of genuine 

immortals (living for hundreds of years, having very long hair, not eating regular human food, 

inhabiting a mysteriously remote valley, appearing and disappearing suddenly, and so forth). 

Through these cameo roles, Taoists are portrayed very attractively in the biographies. 

Confucians have no such luck. For one thing, Confucians have no particular “look” and 

so cannot hide in plain sight. More fundamentally, it may be that Taoist powers and 

charms were compelling, even to Daoxuan and the monks whose biographies he compiled, 

but Confucian virtues were less alluring. 

Conclusion 

This brief study of Confucianism in Further Biographies of Eminent Monks illuminates 

some facets of the Buddhist view of Confucianism in sixth-and seventh-century China. 

For the most part. Confucianism is depicted as virtuous-but limited. Confucianism 

promotes tame virtues such as filial piety and benevolence but lacks the profundity of * 

Buddhist doctrine. Nonetheless, in a few of the biographies, the eminent monks seem 

to have been infuriated by Confucianism (or by a particularly annoying Confucian). 
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Aksepahetu and Abhinirvrttihetu: Among the Ten 

Hetus and in Interpretations of the 

Pratityasamutpada Formula 

Robert Kritzer 

The best known, and probably the earliest, occurrence of a list of ten' 

hetus is found in the Bodhisattvabhumi. This list is followed by definitions^ 

of the individual causes, which are then assigned to two groups, janakahetu’ 

and upayahetu, after which they are related to the four pratyayas. Finally^ 

three processes are described in terms of the ten causes: a) laukika bhdva^ 

(with particular reference to grain [sasyadi]); b) sainklesa, which is equated* 
, , $ 

with pratityasamutpada; c) vyavaddna, i.e., pratityasamutpada in its reverse^ 

(protilomo) order (.BBh: 97-102. ; T. 1579 : 501a). 1 

La Vallee Poussin remarks that the order of hetus in the Ch'eng we>, 

shih lun differs from that in the Bodhisattvabhumi (La Vallee Poussin 1929 >1 

456). More recently, Funahashi Naoya(1979), in examining the relationship | 

between the ten hetus and the twenty karanas, also notes the different* 

in order between the lists of hetus in the BBh, on the one hand, and ii 

the Savitarkasavicdrabhumi and the Hsien yang sheng chiao lun, on the other 

The discrepancy is as follow (the numbers indicate the position of each caust 

in the list of ten): aksepahetu, [4] parigrahahetu, [5] abhinirvrttihetu 

Sat;--[3] aksepahetu, [4] abhinirvrttihetu, [5] parigrahahetu. In this shor 

paper, I hope to show a connection between the different order of th( • 

hetus in various Yogacara texts and the development of the Yogacai* 

interpretation of the pratityasamutpada formula. 

In his translation of the exposition of pratitysamutpada in the Abhidha 

rmasamuccaya, Matsuda Kazunobu discusses the development of the Yog 

acara “two lifetimes/singlefold causation” (“S—IS) theory. Although tw 

section on ahgasamasa in the AS is the locus classicus of this theot» 
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Matsuda suggests that the YBh may contain its forerunners. Matsuda 

deals with two expositions in particular. He mentions the sarira portion 

of the Sav exposition {YBh: 198-203), which is also included in the Vast• 

asarngrahani(T. 1579: 827b-828c), but does not analyze it in depth. Instead 

he turns to a corresponding exposition in the Sravakabhumi{SrBh: 384-385), 

in which two types of causes {dk^epakahetu and abhinirvartakahetu, or abhinirv¬ 

rttihetu) and two types of fruits {dtmabhdvaphala and visayopabhogaphala) are 

mentioned, and according to which the members from vijhdna through 

vedand are the seeds, in the present life, of jdti in the future life(i983 : 

30-32). The sarira exposition in fact seems to present a very similar 

system, with certain slight differences in terminology and perhaps a 

somewhat different mechanism of seed-causation. 

Thus, we can see the terms dksepa{dk^epaka) and abhinirvrtti{abhinirvartaka) 

occurring with essentially similar meanings in the systematic YBh expos¬ 

itions of the pratityasamutpada, and, as we shall see, they also are found 

in the fully developed two lifetimes/singlefold causation system of the 

AS. However, there seems to be some development over the course of 

time; in certain passages {SrBh, Vsgt Sav sarira section) the terms are men¬ 

tioned as part of an explanation of the process of conditioned origination, 

while in others {Sav Pratyayatva section, AS) they appear as the headings 

of groups under which the members of the formula are enumerated. This 

suggests to me that the Yogacara explanation of the pratityasamutpada 

formula in terms of a theory of seed-causation is in the process of being 

worked out in the earlier passages, while the later passages simply 

describe the implications of an already systematized theory. 

How, then, are the aksepakahetu and abhinirvrttihetu (or abhinirvartakahetu) 

of the pratityasamutpada analyses related to aksepahetu and abhinirvrttihetu 

in the list of the ten hetus? I shall attempt to show a sequence of ideas 

and texts, but given our lack of certainty regarding the chronology of 

lhe Yogacdrabhumi texts, my conclusions must be largely speculative. 

The earliest interpretation of the pratityasamutpada formula in terms 

°f the idea that actions, performed under the influence of avidyd condition 
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. seed gains the potential to yield fruit, auxiliary causes such as water 

•learly work their effects after the planting of the seed in its “unmois- 

C ed" state and before its fructification, and the BBh devotes considerable 

‘epace to describing this process. In contrast, the ten hetus passage in Sav 

does not refer to botanical development at all. 

However, as seed theory was refined, the original metaphor may have 

lost its force, and even in texts as early as the SrBh and Sav, the term 

bija seems somewhat divorced from the botanical setting. By the time 

of the Sav (excluding the sarira portion because it was borrowed wholesale from 

1 earlier source), the distance from-its original meaning is even greater, 

and the remainder of the extensive treatment of pratityasamutpada found 

at the end of the Sav represents a later stage in the systematization 

of bija theory. Unlike the convoluted and repetitive exposition of sanra, 

the remainder of the Sav analysis is written in a straightforward 

abhidharma style. Much of this section appears to consist of interpretations 

„f earlier material (for example, the entire vibhahga portion is a commentary on 

the pratityasamutp&dasutra) in terms of bija. Elsewhere, there are attempts 

to coordinate already established .categories with the bija system. The 

pratyaya portion, for example, in explaining the types of causal relations 

ihe various members of the formula can enter into with one another, 

states that one member cannot be the causal condition 0hetuprotyayd.) of 

another because the causal condition of something is always the seed of 

that same thing.*’ The terms ak?epahetu and abhinirvrttthetu come up in 

further discussion of this point. 
Here the two, as they occur in the list of ten causes, are related 

specifically to the pratityasamutpada formula: aksepahetu consists of the 

memlers from avidya through vedana, while abhinirvrttihetu consists of the 

members from trsna through the samskaras.“ In the course of showing 

ihe connection between the four pratyayas and the twelve members of 

'he formula, this brief passage in effect summarizes the lengthy descri¬ 

ptions of akjepakahetu and upapattyabhinirvrttihetu from the sarira exposition 

»nd equates the two with the aksepahetu and abhinirvrttihetu of the ten 
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\k\\>\ 

[abhinirvartakanga — trsna, upadana, h/wvj] and that which is actualized 

[\abhinirvrttyanga=jati, jardmarana] at the time of effect.8) 
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1) tesdm taih samskdraih paribhdviiam avaropitarn cittabijam sdsravam sopddanam 

dyatydm jatijar dmaranapunarbhavdbhinivrttisambhavopagatam bhavaii/ karmaksetr alay • 

am avidy&mdhak&ran tffn&sneham asmimQnaparisyandinatn drstikrtaj&lapravrddhyd 

n&marUp&mkurah pr&durbhavati(DBh: 974~«). 

2) H.g., yato yatah svabij&d yasya yasya sasyasya prdidurbh&vo bhavati. tad bijam 

tasy&k§epahetuh. prthivivr$ty&dikah pratyayo ’ hkurapr&durbh&vZtya parigrahahetuh. tad 

bijam tasy&rpkurasy&bhinirvrttihetuh. (BBh: 99). 

3) avidy&dln&m dharm&n&m dr$\a eva dharme y&ni btjdni j&tasya bhutasyeha. tany 

onyaj&nmikasya j&tijariimaranasy&k$epahetuh {BBh: 100). svakasvakam bijam avid yd- 

din&m nirvrttihetuh {BBh: 100). 

4) kena kdranena hetupratyayena na pratyay&ny et&ny ahg&ni/svabh&vabijapratyaya• 

prabh&viiatvad hetupratyayasya ( YBh: 215). 

5) katy ahg&ny ak$epahetusamgphitani/avidyam upaddya yavad vedand/katy ahgahy 

abhinirvrttihetusahgrhitdni/trsnam upaddya yavad bhavah(YBh: 215). 

6) tatra vasandhetvadhitfhanam adhi$thdyak$epahetuh prajhdpyate/tat kasya hetohf 

tatha hi/subhasubhakarmaparibhdvitah samskaras traidhdtuke$tdnistagati§v/istdnistat- 

mabhavan ak$ipanti.(YBh: 107-108). It seems some what strange to say that the 

iamskdras are "perfumed" (paribhavita) by karma. 

7) tatra sdbhi$yandam bijam hetvadhisthdnam adhisthdyabhinirvrttihetuh prajhapy* 

ate/tat kasya hetohjtatha hi/kdmapratisamyuktdnam dharmdndm ruparUpyapratisamyu* 

ktanam svakasvakdd bijdt prddurbhdvo bhavati/tf^na punar bijdbhinisyanda ity ucyate/ 

iotas taydbhifyanditam bijam dkpptdndm dtmabhdvdndm abhinirvrttaye bhdvati(YBh: 

108). 8) AS: 26; ASBh: 31. 

\Key Words) dasahetavah, pratityasamutpada, Yogacarabhumi 
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The Ghost at the Table 
On the Study of Buddhism and 
the Study of Religion 

Malcolm David Eckel 

1 Ray HART’s “Pilot Study” of religious and theological studies in 
American higher education (Hart) paints a strange and contradic¬ 
tory picture of the field that makes up the American Academy of 
Religion, in many respects the field is thriving. The AAR itself has 
expanded enormously in the size of its membership, the diversity 
of its programs, and, one might argue, in the vitality with which it 
raises and pursues the problems and issues in the study of reli¬ 
gion. In spite of the caution that seems to overcome the religion 
professoriate when they are questioned about the future of their 
field, 46% of the respondents in the Hart report thought that Reli¬ 
gious Studies would flourish, 43% thought they would remain in a 
steady state, and only 8% thought that they would decline. The 
remaining 3% declined to voice an opinion. With all of the divi¬ 
sions that afflict the humanities in American higher education, a 
suivey showing that nearly 90% of the respondents think their 
field will at least be able to hold its own, if not improve, has to be 
taken as a positive sign for the future. Difficulties lurk, however, 
beneath the statistical veneer. 
: ■ Ray Hart found (not surprisingly) that his respondents har¬ 
bored deep uncertainty about the conception of the field itself. 

; Not only was there widespread opposition to a common definition 
; of religion, to a canon of “classical” texts, and to so-called “essen- 
■ tialist” understandings of religion, but there was a sense that the 
l study of religion had become fragmented into a series of diverse 
and dissonant methodologies. Whether this dissonance could be 
thought of as a state of liminality, for which the promised moment 
of aggregation lay just around the comer, or should be interpreted 

Malcolm David Eckel is Associate Professor'of Religion and Associate Director in the Di' 
of Religious and Theological Studies, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215. 
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simply as a state of intellectual chaos and confusion was uncle. 
But most respondents thought that the theoretical foundations' 
the field were in disarray. . ; 

The difficulties were particularly sharp when it came to dre 
ing the relationship between Religious and Theological Stu 
Hart found deep antipathy to Theological Studies in major , 
ments of his sample (particularly in public institutions and in 
vate institutions with graduate programs). Those who iden 
themselves with Religious Studies may have had .difficulty del 
what was right about their field, but they knew what was wron 
still included theology. Theology was seen as privileging C 
anity or Western categories in the study of religion, going bu,_ 
the merely “descriptive” or “explanatory” study 5f religious;! 
nomena, and turning the study of religion into a covert exerc ‘ 
propaganda. Some respondents saw this largely as a probh 
perception by others outside the field of Religious Studies. A 
respondent said, for example, “Many view the study of rehj 
and preaching as one and the same” (Hart:753). But it was c 
that the problem also lay within departments of Religious Stu* 
themselves. The majority of respondents in Religious Studies?,' 
as one person said, that “[t]he s tudy of religion should not be 
scriptive; the practice of religion is” (Hart:781). J 

In itself this result is neither surprising nor problematic^ 
Hart also found that there were other currents within the discipl 
that seemed to run in other directions. First, there was a sigi 
cant minority within the field of Religious Studies who argued 
the retention of something like a tradition of “public theoloj 
Hart defined “public theology” as an attempt to go beyond; 
mere description of different options in the world’s religions tot 
what these options mean for me, for us? (Hart:733). The reaSOj 
for this position were varied. One person said that the inclusio 
theology within Religious Studies would keep the field “on its t- ^ 
with regard to “relevance” (Hart:734). Another said that RehgiOj 
Studies needed the expertise of theology in order to deal witaj 
question: “what knowledge/understanding is worth having? I 
the most intriguing arguments grew less from the internal stru; 
over self definition within Religious Studies than from the ass^ 
ment of the marketplace outside the field itself. An unnam 
senior scholar expressed the opinion that “it will be fatal tn-; 
field to emphasize research at the expense of teaching,” and w, 
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about the meaning of their lives, want to know what it is to be 
human and humane, and intuit that religion deals with such 
things” (Hart:729). 

If this unnamed elder statesman is right (and I suspect that 
many who have taught large introductory courses in religion will 
recognize at least some truth in what he says), then the field is in a 
serious bind. Academic respectability is interpreted as requiring 
neutrality about questions of value, while the siren songs of the 
marketplace lure the professor to take a stand. Who will bind 
Ulysses to the mast when the classroom door is closed and there is 
no one to report the professor’s lapses from objectivity but the 
fickle and unsteady memory of a group of undergraduates? It is no 
wonder that one of Ray Hart’s respondents suspected that, with 
Christian theology gone from its central position in many religion 
programs, faculty members had begun to opt instead for personal 
“crypto-theologies” and “technologies of self-transformation” 
(Hart:734). We are left with a pair of questions: Is it possible to 
discuss meaning and value in the study of religion without lapsing 
into the homiletical excesses associated (righdy or wrongly) with 
theology? Is it even desirable? ' 

There is an undercurrent of dissatisfaction in the Hart report 
not just about the answers to these questions but about the ques¬ 
tions themselves. Is it fair to demand that scholars of religion pres¬ 
ent the data of their field in a purely non-partisan and 
dispassionate way when other departments in the humanities 
abound with partisanship? Hart asks quite rightly whether there is 
any department of literature in the country that is free from pas¬ 
sion and partisanship about the value of literature? There is no 
doubt that the presence of churches, synagogues, temples, 
mosques, Dharma centers, and ashrams (all with Constitutional’ 
guarantees of freedom to exercise their religion) places a particular 
burden on religious scholarship that would not apply, for example, 
to departments of philosophy. But does the existence of banks,’ 
labor unions, and corporations impose similar restrictions on par¬ 
tisanship in the study of economics? If the situation changed and 
we promoted a tradition of advocacy in the study of religion, what 
should be its limits? And by what standards would we adjudicate 
disputes? The Hart report leaves this reader, at least, with the 
impression of a field unsettled-unsettled in its answers to basic 
questions aftd unsettled in its formulation of the questions 
themselves 
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The Hart study is not likely to be repeated any time soon. If 
these questions are as important as they seem to be, the individual 
specializations that have flourished under the umbrella of the AAR 
should now take up the challenge and examine not only how they 
define the religious character of their subject but how they orient 
themselves to it. To put the matter simply, we should ask the spe¬ 
cializations what is religious about the traditions they study and 
what is religious (if it is religious at all) about the way these tradi¬ 
tions are studied. I say this out of more than a sense of intellectual 
curiosity. If there is a single conviction that has animated not only 
the Hart report but William Scott Green’s term of service as editor 
of the Journal of the American Academy of Religion, it has been the 
conviction that the study of religion is not just a series of isolated 
specializations but is a field with an identifiable subject matter and 
an inherent logic and purpose. They think of the study of religion 
as a vocation in the sense that Max Weber once thought of the now 
sadly diminished calling of the politician: they think of it is a 
sphere of life that one does not merely live off but lives for. It 
seems appropriate to raise the questions that they themselves have 
so often raised by exhortation and example: what is religious 
about the traditions we study, and what is religious about the way 
we study them? 

The specialization that falls under my purview in this issue of 
the journal is the study of Buddhism, a specialization that reflects, 
on a smaller scale, the same organizational strengths and concep¬ 
tual perplexities that Ray Hart found in the AAR as a whole. On 
the level of raw demographics, the participation m the meetings of 
the Buddhism section at the annual meeting of the AAR has shown 
remarkable growth, especially in the last five years. The last formal 
report of the Buddhism section (completed in December 1991) 
showed that attendance at the annual business meeting grew from 
60 to 140 in five years. The mailing list grew from 106 to 600 in 
the same period. The increase in numbers was confirmed by the 
testimony of many veteran members of the section. The meetings 
of the Buddhism section of the AAR seem to have become the most 
useful place in North America for many scholars of Buddhism to 
connect with colleagues and leant about new developments in the 
field. It was interesting to note that even many senior scholars, 
who once disdained the AAR as oriented primarily to the study of 
Western religions, were making the pilgrimage to the convention to 
meet with former students and catch the latest trends. 

Eckel: Study of Buddhism Study of Religion jqs9 

But the location of the study of Buddhism in the AAR is seldom 
seriously examined. Is there any reason, other than convenience, 
to bring scholars of Buddhism together in this academy? Does the 
study of Buddhism share a common subject matter with other spe¬ 
cializations in the AAR? Does it cross-fertilize with other special¬ 
izations in the material it analyzes or in its mode of analysis? Does 
it have anything to contribute to others’ understanding of the reli¬ 
gious dimension of life? And is there anything religious about the 
study of Buddhism? Does it go beyond the mere production of 
knowledge to help someone understand what knowledge or under¬ 
standing is worth having? Does it go beyond the description of the 
world’s religions to ask what these options mean for me, for us? In 
other words, does it participate in the discourse that Hart referred 
to as “public theology?” These are charged questions, but they are 
lively ones, and they are questions that have deep significance not 
only for the study of Buddhism but for the AAR as a whole. I am 
convinced that the study of Buddhism has something important to 
say about these questions, and that, in the saying of it, the study of 
Buddhism can contribute the kind of theoretical leadership that 
until now has been ceded to other fields. But before I talk about 
another of Weber’s cherished concepts, the concept of leadership, 
let me consider the questions themselves. 

WHAT IS RELIGIOUS ABOUT BUDDHISM? 

Is Buddhism a religion or a philosophy? It does not matter what 
you call it. Buddhism remains what it is whatever label you put on 
it. The label is immaterial. Even the label “Buddhism” which we 
give to the teaching of the Buddha is of little importance. The 
name one gives it is inessential. 

These words from the first chapter of one of the most widely 
read introductions to the Buddhist tradition (Walpola Rahula’s 
What the Buddha Taught) should serve as a warning to anyone who 
expects an easy and unambiguous account of why “Buddhism” (if 
it is appropriate even to use this name) is religious. There has been 
an important movement in the modern presentations of Buddhism 
to minimize and discount the obvious “religious” features of the 
tradition. We read in Rahula’s introduction, for example, “The 
freedom of thought allowed by the Buddha is unheard of elsewhere 
in the history of religions” (2) and, “Almost all religions are built 
on faith-rather ‘blind’ faith it would seem. But in Buddhism 
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emphasis is laid on ‘seeing’, knowing, understanding, and not on 
faith, or belief” (8). Rahula’s Buddhism is characterized by ration¬ 
ality, criticism, and direct experience. It has no need and no place 
for the inspiration of a god or some other supernatural being. It 
stems from the experience of a human being and calls not for faith 
but for knowledge and empirical confirmation in the .experience of 
each of its adherents. It is not uncommon to hear that Buddhism 
is not a religion at all: it is a philosophy or simply a way of life. 

It is now well known, however, that the elegance of Rahula’s 
construction of Buddhism is won by deliberately suppressing ele¬ 
ments in Buddhist life that do not fit his scheme. He signals as 
much in a comment that'is appended to his discussion of faith: “In 
popular Buddhism and also in ordinary usage in the texts the word 
saddha, it must be admitted, has an element of ‘faith’ in the sense 
that it signifies devotion to the Buddha, the Dhamma (Teaching), 
and the Sangha (The Order).” The range of possibilities covered by 
the terms “popular Buddhism” and “ordinary usage” is not likely to 
be small or insignificant, but these possibilities drop from view in 
Rahula’s picture of the Buddhist tradition. It is not obvious how 
“religious” Rahula considers these possibilities to be. The tradi¬ 
tions of mythology, symbolism, or worship that may lie behind the 
word “devotion” never make their appearance. But it is clear that 
Rahula considers them to belong more explicitly to the realm of 
religion than to the rational Buddhism that he attributes to the 
Buddha himself. ; 

Where does Rahula’s construction of the Buddhist tradition 
come from? How authoritative is it for the modem study of Bud¬ 
dhism? In a remarkable act of intellectual archaeology, Richard 
Gombrich and Gananath Obeyesekere have traced Rahula’s con¬ 
struction of the Buddhist tradition to a series of intellectual and 
religious struggles that took place in Sri Lanka at the end of the 
nineteenth century (Gombrich and Obeyesekere; Obeyesekere). 
With the Buddhist Samgha on the defensive under the combined 
pressure of Christian missionaries and the British colonial admin¬ 
istration, a movement arose to state the teaching of the Buddhist 
tradition in a form that could turn the tables on the Christian mis¬ 
sionaries and take control of Buddhist religious education from 
the colonial administrators. The catalysts for this movement were 
an unlikely pair of Theosophists from America. Madame Blavatsky 
and Colonel Henry Steele Olcott arrived in Sri Lanka in 1880, took 
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the five precepts that incorporated them formally into the Buddhist 
community, and adopted the Buddhist cause. 

Olcott’s interpretation of Sri Lankan Buddhism is most evident 
in The Buddhist Catechism, published in 1881, only a year after his 
arrival. Olcott distilled what he took to be the essence of the Bud¬ 
dha’s teaching from English and French translations of the Pali 
Canon. He was aware that Christian apologists treated Buddhism 
as a “dark superstition” (Obeyesekere:224), and he responded to 
the charge in two ways. He argued first that the Buddhist tradition 
needed to be purified of the superstitious practices that obscured 
the Buddha’s own teaching. His catechism asks: “Are charms, 
incantations, the observance of lucky hours and devil dancing a 
part of Buddhism?” (Obeyesekere:224). The answer is: “They are 
positively repugnant to its fundamental principles. They are sur¬ 
viving relics of fetishism and pantheism and other foreign reli¬ 
gions.” But he went beyond the defense of a purified Buddhism; he 
turned the tables on the missionaries and pointed out supersti¬ 
tious aspects of their own doctrines: 

Q. What striking contrasts are there between Buddhism and what 
may be properly called “religions?” 
A: Among others, these: It teaches the highest goodness without a 
creating God; a continuity of line without adhering to the supersti¬ 
tions and selfish doctrine of an eternal, metaphysical soul-sub¬ 
stance that goes out of the body; a happiness without an objective 
heaven; a method of salvation without a vicarious Saviour; 
redemption by oneself as the Redeemer, and without rites, prayers, 
penances, priest or intercessory saints; and a summum bonum, that 
is, Nirvana, attainable in this life and in this world by leading a 
pure, unselfish life of wisdom and of compassion to all beings. 
(Obeyesekere:224-225) 

Obeyesekere has pointed out that there was more than a little 
irony in these words. From Olcott’s catechism grew the tradition 
of Buddhist ambivalence (if not outright hostility) toward the con¬ 
cept of religion, but his catechism had a religious origin in Olcott’s 
own liberal Protestant Christian background. He took his chal¬ 
lenge to be one of purifying Buddhism by returning to the funda¬ 
mental teaching of the founder as recorded in its authoritative 
scriptures. The teaching he found in these texts had much in com¬ 
mon with the liberal Protestantism of the late nineteenth century. 
It was opposed to “superstitious” practices, suspicious of miracles 
and the supernatural, and respectful of the Canons of reason. 
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Olcott made a particular point of noting that Buddhism was consis¬ 
tent with the teachings of modem science. One is reminded in dif¬ 
ferent ways not only of the “religionless” Christianity of Karl Barth 
and Dietrich Bonhoeffer but of the liberal distillation of the teach¬ 
ings of Jesus in Hamack’s Das Wesen des Christentums (The Essence 
of Christianity). The key connection lies less in their particular 
claims than in their general respect for scripture, their search for 
the teaching of the founder, and the suspicion of false ultimates 
that Paul Tillich, in another setting, has referred to as the “Protes¬ 
tant Principle.” Is this a “religious” position? It is easy to under¬ 
stand the uneasiness with this word that Olcott bequeathed to his 
Buddhist successors, but it also is easy to understand that his own 
work can be understood as the unfolding of a religious impulse 
whose origin lay as much outside the Buddhist tradition as it did 
within. 

Protestant presuppositions in the interpretation of Buddhism 
have come under criticism from a number of different directions in 
recent years. Obeyesekere himself argues that the attempt to fash¬ 
ion a Buddhism that is stripped of the miraculous, the mythologi¬ 
cal and the supernatural has also undermined the Sri Lankan 
Buddhist conscience, an argument that has powerful and poignant 
relevance to the sectarian struggles that now afflict the island. 
Stanley Tambiah has argued, in exquisite and excruciating histori¬ 
cal detail, that the ideological movement to create a modem, puri¬ 
fied Buddhism is implicated in the political movement to “purify” 
Sri Lanka of Tamil influence and has fed the cycle of ethnic vio¬ 
lence.1 On a topic that is less charged politically but significant 
nonetheless for the study of Buddhist origins, Gregory Schopen 
has argued that historical studies of Indian Buddhism have been 
distorted by a Protestant, textual bias (Schopen). Schopen has 
attempted to redress the balance by examining the non-canonical 
evidence that has been made available by Indian archaeology. 

Some of the most important developments in Buddhist studies 
in the last decade can be read as attempts to shake off the con¬ 
straints of “Protestant Buddhism" and work, as Obeyesekere and 
Tambiah do, with the broader social and cultural understanding of 
religion that stems from Durkheim and Weber. Tambiah 

■Tambiah has given a particularly revealing account of the relationship between Walpola 
Rahula's construction of a modernist, rational Buddhism and the mobilization of monastic 

-^ oiri-pafrimism” /Tambiah 1992:22-29). 
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1 expressed the scope of this vision of the Buddhist tradition well 
( when he said, “For me, Buddhism is a shorthand expression for a 

total social phenomenon, civilizational in breadth and depth” 
(Tambiah 1984). In the study of Buddhism, as in other areas of 
humanistic and historical studies, this shift of attention involves 
the deliberate inclusion of sources that previously have been over¬ 
looked—sources that stand on the margins of elite culture and 
sources that involve symbolic and ritual expressions of a “popular” 
consciousness rather than the culture of an intellectual elite.2 The 
change in favor of a broader social and cultural definition of Bud¬ 
dhism also involves a shift in analytical style. The purpose is no 
longer, as it was for Olcott and Rahula, to distill the “essence” of 
the teaching by searching the most authoritative canonical sources, 
but to articulate a full social and symbolic system in the style of 
Durkheim or Geertz, and to uncover the transactions of power that 
lie behind the system, as in the diverse tradition that includes 
figures as different as Nietzsche, Weber, Marx, and Foucault. 
Examples of the change in Buddhist studies would be John Holt’s 
work on the tradition of Avalokitesvara in Sri Lanka, John Strong’s, 
work on the cult of Upagupta, and Bernard Faure’s work on the 
ritual and symbolic system of Chan and Zen (1991; 1993). I also 
would include my own recent book on the metaphorical and sym¬ 
bolic expressions of Buddhahood, not as a pure example of the 
type, but as an attempt to wrest the study of an Indian Buddhist 
text out of its elite framework and explore its relationship with 
other symbolic patterns in Indian culture (Eckel 1992). 

But some aspects of the Protestant paradigm are difficult to 
= escape, even when the scope of study has deliberately been broad- 
! ened. A useful measure of how durable Protestant categories can 

be is Jos6 Cabezon’s recent book on Tibetan scholasticism. 
Cabezon clearly situates his work in the field of religion, not just in 

j his choice of subject matter (the comparison of Tibetan scholasti- 
J cism and medieval scholasticism in the West), but in his choice of 
| concepts. He calls his book an exercise in the “comparative philos- 
\ ophy of religion” (1), he speaks of Buddhist doctrine as a guide to 

“salvific experience” (33), and he comments on the tendency 
j among Buddhist scholastics to forget “what is arguably the most 

2In historical studies l am thinking, for example, of the work of John Darnton and in liter¬ 
ary studies of the work of Stephen Grecnblati, behind both of whom stands the command- 
ine nresence of Clifford Ceert? 
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important of Buddhist tenets, that the ultimate aim is not acquisi¬ 
tion of factual knowledge, but of transformative experience” (47- 
48). We can hear in these words an echo of Frederick Streng’s 
venerable argument that the Buddhist concept of Emptiness is reli¬ 
gious not because it has a sacramental or magical function and not 
because it designates an ultimate reality, but because it functions 
soteriologically to bring about an ultimate transformation (Streng). 
Streng’s words themselves are an echo of the famous definition of 
religion in Paul Tillich’s Christianity and the Encounter of the 
World’s Religions• “religion is the state of being grasped by an ulti¬ 
mate concern.” Cabezon adds the concept of “experience” to 
Streng’s definition, an-addition that might be questioned not only 
from the point of view of Streng but from the point of view of Bud¬ 
dhist philosophy.3 But the significance of Cabezon’s words lies 
less in their precise formulation than in his instinctive return to the 
Protestant exegesis of ultimates. 

If Protestant understandings of religion still have impact, is 
there a place for the old metaphor of the distillation of essences? 
Cabezon would tell us, it seems, that essences have no place at all. 
He repeatedly disavows the search for an “essential core” (24). But 
the ghost of the word “essential” hovers over his argument, and 
occasionally, in an unguarded moment, it has the temerity to take 
a seat at the table, as in Cabezon’s comment that “modem schol¬ 
arly praxis in the humanities represents the secularization of what 
is essentially a religious method” (18). What should be done with 
this unwelcome guest? Certainly one could argue that essentialist 
thinking in the study of religion has been outgrown, replaced by 
the study of symbolic systems, structures of domination, and fam¬ 
ily resemblances. But the durability of the concept stems not 
merely from a lamentable intellectual reflex. The concept of the 
“essential” comes back into play whenever someone tries to distin¬ 
guish what is Buddhist from what is not, what set of practices or 
habits of mind give the best account of the particular form of Bud¬ 
dhism in question (or of “Buddhism” as a whole), and what 
aspects of the tradition are important enough to merit further 
development. 

In an article that deserves to be read much more widely in Bud¬ 
dhist studies than it is, Michael Pye has argued that there are 

3 For an example of an Indian Buddhist critique of the concept of experience, see Eckel 

(1985). 
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important parallels between the struggle over the “essence of Bud¬ 
dhism” and the critical discussion that surrounded Hamack’s clas¬ 
sic study of the “essence of Christianity” (Pye). Given the 
historical connections between the concept of Protestant Bud¬ 
dhism and Protestant theology, this is not surprising, but the 
shape of the discussion still deserves careful study. Pye bases his 
analysis on Ernst Troeltsch’s “Was heisst ‘Wesen des Christen- 
tums’?” (“What Does ‘Essence of Christianity’ Mean?”). In this 
essay Troeltsch argues that the concept of an essence has two ines¬ 
capable functions in historical studies. It is a critical principle that 
abstracts from the historical manifestations of a tradition and cre¬ 
ates a normative image against which concrete historical cases can 
be compared and evaluated. It also is a developmental principle 
that functions, in Troeltsch’s words, as “a driving spiritual force 
which contains within itself purposes and values and which elabo¬ 
rates these both consistently and accommodatingly” (Pye: 15). Pye 
shows how the concept of an “essential” Buddhism functioned in 
the works of some of the pioneers of Buddhist studies, including 
Rhys Davids, Oldenberg, Stcherbatsky, Regamey, and Lamotte, in 
the same critical and constructive form that Troeltsch discerned in 
the works of Hamack and his critics. Pye also argues that the con¬ 
cept is inescapable in serious historical study: 

... western presentations of the history of Buddhism can only 
avoid being contaminated by this problem if they restrict them¬ 
selves to the most minutely circumscribed area of research, and 
perhaps not even then. Any moderately general account of Bud¬ 
dhism is bound to raise such questions because, as Troeltsch made 
clear, they are the inevitable concomitant of the historical method 
itself. They can only be avoided by a relapse into an arbitrary dog¬ 
matism which for a westerner would be nothing more than naive 
posturing. (Pye:30-31) 

A striking contemporary example of the search for an essential 
Buddhism manifested itself at the annual meeting of the AAR in 
1993 (although it had been known for several years to specialists in 
Japanese Buddhist studies). This is the movement called “critical 
Buddhism” that is associated with the names of Hakamaya Noriaki 
and Matsumoto Shiro at Komazawa University. Stated briefly, 
Hakamaya and his colleagues claim that the Zen concept of inher¬ 
ent enlightenment (hongaku shisd) violates the fundamental Bud¬ 
dhist doctrine of no-self, has been the cause of numerous social 
problems in Japan, and should be rejected in favor of a return to 
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“true Buddhism.” It would be fair to say that these arguments pro¬ 
voked an unusual degree of bemusement and consternation on the 
part of American Buddhist scholars, bemusement because Zen has 
functioned for many American scholars as the very measure of an 
authentic Buddhism, and consternation because the historical 
method of describing simply “what is there” seems to allows no 
room for such a bold rejection of tradition. What should scholars 
of Buddhism do? Should they sit back and watch with amused 
detachment as others engage in what seems to be a mutilation of 
the tradition? Or should they drop the cloak of objectivity and 
take up the struggle? 

Not all scholars of Buddhism have sat on the sidelines. In his 
1991 lecture on “Buddhism and Nature,” Lambert Schmithausen 
took direct exception to Hakamaya’s claim that the doctrines of no¬ 
self and dependent origination are the crucial criteria of “genuine 
Buddhism.” The most striking aspect of Schmithausen’s reply to 
Hakamaya is not the intensity of the argument (although that is 
striking enough) but the complexity of its play on the concept of 
“essence” in Buddhism. Hakamaya objects to Schmithausen’s con¬ 
cept of “nature” precisely because it reminds him of the “self” (or 
“essence”) that must be rejected to preserve a “genuine” (or “essen¬ 
tial”) Buddhism. Schmithausen cites canonical sources to argue 
that Hakamaya’s view of no-self as the criterion of a “genuine” Bud¬ 
dhism is based on an arbitrary and tendentious construction of the 
textual evidence. This is the argument of a scholar who is not 
afraid to do batde with the ghost of essentialism. Or more accu¬ 
rately, this is a scholar who is not afraid to treat the ghost of essen¬ 
tialism as both an enemy and an ally in the struggle to apply 
Buddhist values to a problem of human life: the preservation of 
nature (in Schmithausen’s sense) and the protection of the 
environment. 

Not every scholar of Buddhism is likely to enter so boldly into 
the arena of intellectual conflict, but Pye’s reading of Troeltsch 
should show that the sense of criticism and development in 
Schmithausen’s work plays an essential part in the scholarly pro¬ 
cess if scholarship is to be more, in Pye’s words, than “naive pos¬ 
turing.” 1 use the word “essential” in this context deliberately. 
English, French, and German all permit the word “essential 
(“essentiel,” “wesentlich”) to mean “necessary” or “important” with¬ 
out reference to an imputed “essence.” The study of Buddhism 
would be much enriched if we could simply take the “essence out 
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of the word “essential” and return the word to an honorable place 
in the vocabulary of scholarship. Cabezon could write a marvelous 
sequel to Buddhism and Language simply by commenting on the 

; claim that “modem scholarly praxis in the humanities represents 
I the secularization of what is essentially a religious method.” 

“Essential” and “religious” in what sense? If “modem scholarly 
praxis" is essentially (or necessarily) religious, what is the nature 
of this necessity, and how does this necessity relate to the study of 
Buddhism? Is it simply a matter of the choice that a scholar like 
Cabezdn makes to locate himself inside the tradition of Western 
academic discourse, or does the study of Buddhism itself give this 
“essentially religious” activity a distinctive shape? These questions 
would require serious scrutiny not only of the subde ways that 
Western presuppositions have defined the religious dimension of 
Buddhism, but the ways Buddhists have cooperated with such a 
definition and coopted it for their own purposes. They also would 
require a closer look at the attractions and repulsions of the con¬ 
cept of “Protestant Buddhism" (and also at the “Catholic Bud¬ 
dhism” that lurks, quite appropriately perhaps, in Cabezon’s 
account of Tibetan scholasticism). 

Jo see yet again how important, how complex, and how durable 
! is the search for an “essential” Buddhism we only need to look at 

the recent work of Tambiah and Obeyesekere. Both approach the 
Buddhist tradition, in Tambiah’s words, as “a total social phenome¬ 
non" and are profoundly critical of the essentialism that character¬ 
izes some forms of modem, political Buddhism. Tambiah 

j expresses the critical force of his position clearly at the beginning I of Buddhism Betrayed? 

All too often a certain type of scholarship, especially that purveyed 
by what I dub the Pali text puritans, has essentialized Buddhism in 
terms of its “pristine” teachings and has viewed all subsequent his¬ 
torical developments, especially those of a political kind, as devia¬ 
tions and distortions from the canonical form. I have taken the 
approach that in order to understand Buddhists, I must look not at 
something reified as Buddhism, but at the universe, as far as possi¬ 
ble, through the eyes and practices of Buddhist actors situated in 
history and in their local contexts. (Tambiah 1992:3) 

But both Tambiah and Obeyesekere move beyond the mere criti¬ 
cism of what they see as the excesses of modern political Bud¬ 
dhism to what Troeltsch would have called the development of a 
more positive, tolerant Buddhist social vision. Obeyesekere identi- 
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fies this as the Buddhism of the heart, associated with “the faith, 
devotion, miracle, storytelling and parables” that were not, in 
Obeyesekere’s view, “excrescences to a pristine Buddhism,” but 
“existed to some extent in the original doctrinal corpus" 
(Obeyesekere:229-230). Tambiah identifies it with “the traditional, 
precolonial galactic polities of South and Southeast Asia” that ena- 
bled Sri Lanka to include “diverse South Indian peoples and gods” 
within the Buddhist fold in a peaceful way and without coercion 
(Tambiah 1986:140). These visions may be opposed to essential- 
ism in the naive sense of the word (as Schmithausen also was in his 
critique of Hakamaya), but they still are concerned with the criti¬ 
cism and development of an authentic Buddhist moral vision. 

To argue that something crucial in the Buddhist moral imagina¬ 
tion has been lost in the development of a modem, rational Bud- ’ 
dhism is to argue that an alternative view of the conscience and 
society is more essential (in sense of being necessary or important) 
to the present practice of Buddhist life. This is anti-essentialism in 
the service of a new vision of essential Buddhism. It is critically 
self-aware and historically sophisticated, but it deals with essen¬ 
tials nonetheless. It blurs the line between description and evalua¬ 
tion, and it blurs the line between the study of the tradition and the 
creative renewal of the tradition. Another way to make this point is 
to say that it pushes Tambiah and Obeyesekere across the line from 
the dispassionate and objective study of Buddhism as a form of 
religion to the engaged, committed, religious study of Buddhism. It 
leads, in other words, to the second of my initial questions: 

WHAT IS RELIGIOUS ABOUT THE STUDY OF 
BUDDHISM? 

One of the most delightful aspects of the study of Buddhism in 
the American Academy of Religion is the sense that Buddhist schol¬ 
ars, by and large, are convinced that Buddhism matters. This con¬ 
viction may not be as great in some as it once was, and it may be 
tinged with the bitterness of a jilted lover, but one enters the aca¬ 
demic gatherings of the Buddhism section with the sense that one 
is joining a group of people for whom the Buddhist tradition has, 
once had, or may some day have significant religious meaning. At 
the AAR this feeling is not always widespread, and it is delightful 
precisely because of its rarity. It also, of course, is problematic* It 
opens itself to all of the suspicions that have been directed against 
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theology in the academy. It runs the risk of blurring the line 
between preaching and scholarship, it becomes prescriptive rather 
than descriptive, and it confuses the practice of religion with its 
study. So, while the sense of conviction is palpable, the discourse 
of conviction is furtive, embarrassed, naive, or, much of the time, 
entirely absent. When it does manifest itself, as in Hakamaya’s 
claim that “Zen is not Buddhism,” it is greeted with a strained com¬ 
bination of dismay and constemation-a sense that something has 
gone wrong (in method if not in substance), but one is not permit¬ 
ted in public to say how and why. 

I would argue that the moment has come to take a page from 
Troeltsch and recognize not only that Buddhist scholarship 
requires discrimination of the essential from the inessential but 
that this process of discrimination has a right to be both critical 
and creative. By discriminating the essential from the inessential, 
it looks critically on the legacy of the past, and by identifying the 
essential element or elements in a tradition, it looks forward with a 
vision of what that tradition might become. As Troeltsch said, “To 
define the essence is to shape it afresh” (Pye:16). I am convinced 
that the time has come for the study of Buddhism to come of age, 
to acknowledge that it is involved in a sophisticated process of 
interpreting, appropriating, and shaping the values of the Buddhist 
tradition, and to bring this process of interpretation, criticism, and 
creativity into the discourse of the academy .itself. 

This is not meant to be a plea for what Pye calls “naive postur¬ 
ing.” There is enough of that in the AAR already to sate most appe¬ 
tites. It is plea instead for a thoughtful examination of the religious 
role that the scholarly study of Buddhism plays in the unfolding of 
the tradition it studies. By religious I mean two things, both of 
which are laced with ambiguity. It is religious in location, in the 
sense that it places itself, in part, within the tradition that it stud¬ 
ies; and it is religious in orientation in the sense that it aims, also 
in part, at goals that it shares with the tradition itself. I say “in 
part” because it also looks at the tradition from the outside and 
takes a critical perspective on its construction of its own goals, 
even though it often is difficult to say at any particular moment in 
the process of study exactly what is inside and what is outside or 
what is consistent with a traditional construction of the goal and 
what is not. Sometimes it makes sense to say (in language that 
reflects both the paradoxes of the Mahayana and the paradoxes of 
modem historical scholarship) that it is inside precisely to the 
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extent that it is outside and aims at the goal precisely because it 
deconstructs it. But it cannot fully separate the development of its 
own discourse from the unfolding discourse of the Buddhist tradi¬ 
tion itself. To illustrate what I mean, let me refer to two recent 
examples of Buddhist scholarship that strike me as playing with 
great sophistication on the boundary between the language of reli¬ 
gious commitment and the language of objective scholarship. 

A Sacred Vision of Tibet 

On the afternoon in the early winter of 1991 when the cele- 
brated “weeping icon” of St. Irene reappeared at the St. Irene ■■ 
Chrysovalantou Greek Orthodox Cathedral in Queens, New York, £ 
an exhibition called “Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacred Art of ~ 
Tibet” drew to a close at the IBM Gallery in Manhattan.4 The icon 
of St. Irene had been stolen five days earlier and was returned in a 
plain brown wrapper, minus its jeweled frame, just in time to be 
exhibited at the cathedral’s celebration of Christmas. The conjunc¬ 
tion of these two acts of exhibition raised fascinating questions .. . 
about the public display of religious objects, especially objects ; 
whose power is associated with a ritualized act of vision, and about £ 
the use of such objects in the public discourse of religion, scholarly ’ 
and otherwise. Why had the icon been stolen? Why had it been so 
mysteriously returned? What determined its value? What powers 
did it display? What powers did it confer? And what comparable 
concepts of power and value were distilled in the text of Wisdom 
and Compassion: The Sacred Art of Tibet, the catalog that now 
stands as the scholarly record of that remarkable exhibition of 
Tibetan sacred art (Rhie and Thurman)? 

As the icon’s story unfolded in the pages of The New York Times, 
the simple drama of theft and return seemed to dissolve into a 
series of charges and counter charges about the authenticity of the 
icon and the legitimacy of the group who boasted of its possessioa 
On the Sunday after the icon’s return, while the mayor and the 
speaker of the city council joined a throng of reporters at the cathe- 
dral’s service of thanksgiving, voices in the Greek community 
began to suggest that the theft had been staged to draw attention to 

4The remarks that follow are adapted from my review of Marilyn M. Rhie and Robert A. F. 
Thurman, Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacred Art of Tibet. The review appeared in Books 
and Religion, Spring 1992. 
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the cathedral. Behind the suspicions and innuendo lurked a long¬ 
standing dispute in the Greek community about the calculation of 
the religious calendar. The majority of the community had already 
celebrated Christmas on the 25th of December, while the Old 
Calendrists who welcomed the icon back into their cathedral were 
looking forward to Christmas on the 7th of January. It was a great 
publicity coup (and a delightful challenge to their critics) to cele¬ 
brate the return of the icon in full view of the city’s media during 
the two-week period when their calendar differed most provoca¬ 
tively from the norm. 

Behind the struggle to see and be seen by the media, the mayor, 
and the city, lay the icon of St. Irene itself, an object that had estab¬ 
lished its authenticity in the eyes of many of its devotees by weep¬ 
ing on the eve of the Persian Gulf War. Were the tears a sign of the 
icon’s power or a lament over its powerlessness? Or were they a 
combination of both? Wherever the icon may have stood in the 
calculus of power, secular or otherwise, there was little doubt in 
the minds of its devotees about the icon’s value. The parishioners 
of the cathedral had decorated the icon’s gold frame with gems, 
gold and silver rings, bracelets and necklaces. In the theft, almost 
all of the jewels (worth about $800,000 according to the reckoning 
of the bishop) were lost. But the value of the-icon in the eyes of the 
parishioners had not been diminished. The loss of the jewels gave 
them a perfect opportunity to show their conviction that the true 
treasure of the cathedral was the icon itself. 

The controversy in the Greek community about the possession 
and celebration of the icon would have made a good pr mer for 
readers of Wisdom and Compassion. The Tibetan art also lent itself 
to complex messages of vision (what is seen and who sees it), value 
(sacred and secular), and power (personal, political, curatorial, 
technological). To understand how complex these messages are, 
one only needs to ponder the many layers of vision that combined 
to produce an exhibition of this size. There were the artists who 
created the artifacts. There were the users who first commissioned 
the objects. There were the monks who preserved them. There 
were the collectors whose skill or perseverance brought these 
pieces to the view of the West. There were the curators who pre¬ 
served the pieces in their own museums, the curators who gath¬ 
ered them for this exhibition, the officials who provided the space 
or pronounced their blessing on its use, and finally the viewers 
who walked through the ordered spaces of the exnibition and used 
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them to construct, however dimly, a vision of the curators’ vision of 
the collectors’ vision of the artists’ vision of the users’ vision of 
something we call “Tibet.” 

All these levels of vision would reward serious scrutiny, espe¬ 
cially the vision of the collectors who brought these objects to the 
West. But the vision that confronts us most forcefully in the cata¬ 
log of the exhibition is the vision of the authors and sponsors of 
the exhibition itself. In a foreword to the catalog, the Chairman of 
Tibet House, Richard Gere, explained that the exhibition had been 
planned as a central piece in the 1991 Year of Tibet, and was 
intended “to bring the world’s attention to the richness and uni¬ 
queness of Tibet’s tragically endangered culture.” His depiction of 
Tibet’s “endangered culture” could have been taken straight from 
the pages of James Hilton’s Lost Horizons: “Prior to the Chinese 
invasion of Tibet in 1950, the Tibetans were unusually peaceful 
and happy. Isolated for centuries from a chaotic v-orld they deeply 
mistrusted, they developed a wondrous, unique civilization based 
wholly on the practice of Buddhism’s highest ideals. . . . Tibet’s 
importance for our own time, and for the survival of Earth itself, is 
more critical than ever. Being our most vibrant link to the ancient 
wisdom traditions, Tibet, and the sanity she represents, must not 
be allowed to disappear.” Gere’s words echoed the great myth of 
Shangri-La: Tibet as the lifeboat of culture, the storehouse of 
ancient wisdom, and the last great hope of civilization. 

The stereotype of Tibet as an unusually peaceful and happy 
land has a long history in the works of Western travelers and 
explorers, but it was only in the middle of this century that the 
myth of Tibet as the bulwark of civilization came truly to flower.5 
In the 1930’s, when the residents of Lhasa were looking outward 
toward the rest of the world, entertaining themselves with film 
images of Rin Tin Tin and watching the fledgling Tibetan army 
parade to the strains of “Rule Britannia,” travelers began to look to 
Tibet as a remote and pristine sanctuary, protected from the ills of 
civilization. As European and American travelers saw their own 
world descend into the barbarism of the Second World War, they 
projected their fears about the future of civilization onto Tibet. In 
1950, on the eve of the Chinese invasion, Amaury de Riencourt 
distilled these fears into a single question: “Are the forces of evil 

5On the genesis of the myth see Bishop and Loper. 
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going to blow out the faint light which shines on the Roof of the 
World, perhaps the only light which can guide mankind out of the 
dark ages of our modem world?” (Bishop:209). 

The organizers of the exhibition of Tibetan sacred art and the 
authors of its catalog would have liked us to think that the answer 
to de Riencourt’s question is “No.” The exhibition and the text that 
accompanied it led visitors through a process of visualization that 
culminated in two great sights, one of the temples and monasteries 
of Lhasa, the other of Shambhala, the mythical kingdom that was 
the source of Hilton’s image of Shangri-La. To achieve this vision, 
the exhibition followed a three-part pattern of sacred time, with a 
moment of origins, when a pattern of sacred action is established 
in the life of the founder, a period of elaboration, when others 
attempt to appropriate the pattern of the founder’s action in their 
own experience, and a moment of culmination, when the aspira¬ 
tions of the adepts are lifted up and perfected in a heavenly ideal. 
The first part contained images of S§kyamuni, the Buddha of this 
historical era, the second images of saints, bodhisattvas, monks 
and adepts, and the third a series of “perfected worlds” or Pure 
Lands. The Pure Lands ranged from the paradises of great deities 
to places in this world that had been sanctified by the practice of 
great adepts. In this world, one place was worthy of special venera¬ 
tion: the land of Tibet. The authors tell us: “Through Tibet’s sev¬ 
enteen-hundred-year association with the Buddha reality, the entire 
land of Tibet has become the. closest place on earth to an actual 
Pure Land” (Rhie and Thurman:312). 

But is this “land of Tibet” meant to be identified with a physical 
place, or is it another in a series of imaginative projections onto the 
blank space that used to lie north of the Himalayas on the map of 
Asia? The authors of the catalog themselves suggest an answer. 
They say that the Kalacakra mandate, the great ritual device that 
served as the focal point of the exhibition and also as its central 
symbol, was meant to “create a sacred space within which the crea¬ 
tive imagination can assert its power over substance” (384). The 
exhibition plays on the relationship between Lhasa the physical 
place and the kingdom of Shambhala. But, like other acts of Bud¬ 
dhist meditation, it also displaces it, so that the physical site gives 
way to an act of creative imagination and the perception of a differ¬ 
ent reality. The authors say that Tibetan art is meant to “open win¬ 
dows from the ordinary, coarse world we know onto the 
extraordinary realm of pure wisdom and compassion,” to liberate 
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all beings from suffering, and to bring them “the bliss inherent in 
enlightened life.” 

This vision of the function of Tibetan art is reminiscent of the 
Orthodox description of icons as the windows of heaven, and, like 
the vision of a Christian icon, it too expresses itself in symbolic 
transpositions of value. Not only did the exhibition bring together 
works of great aesthetic and economic value and preserve a record 
of their presence in a weighty volume, but it led viewers into an 
imaginative act of donation. At the end of the exhibition, after the 
scenes of Lhasa and Shambhala, there was a display of two objects 
originally created to help monks visualize offerings to the deities: 
a three-dimensional, gilt representation of Mount Meru and a 
painting of the skull cups, corpses, and other objects precious to 
the wrathful Mahakala. The cultivation of wisdom and compas¬ 
sion culminated in a distinctive Tibetan image of value—value that 
is imaginatively offered and value that is imaginatively gained. 

To an eye made wary by the public battle over the icon of St. 
Irene, the exhibition also carried messages of a struggle for polit¬ 
ical power. St. Irene may have opened her devotees’ eyes to heaven, 
but she also opened the eyes of the city to the political struggles of 
the Orthodox Church. The vision of Tibet embodied in the exhibi¬ 
tion and the catalog carried a political message that was at least as 
powerful as the message of the icon’s tears. The catalog opened 
and closed with maps showing the boundaries claimed by the 
Tibetan government at the Simla Conference in 1914, and the 
Dalai Lama opened his introductory message with a reference to 
“independent Tibet.” To date the Tibetans have not been able to 
convince the Chinese either of the validity of these boundaries or 
of the necessity for an arrangement that can rightly be called “inde¬ 
pendence,” although many in the Tibetan community still hope to 
tear these aspirations loose from the creative imagination and give 
them a place in reality. Museums and exhibitions often are used to 
reinforce and promote particular visions of national identity. One 
had the impression as this exhibition drew to a close that its spon¬ 
sors would not have been offended if someone had stood in front 
of the great painting of Shambhala and thought that this vision 
called “Tibet” needed to move a few blocks east from a temporary 
seat in the IBM Gallery to a permanent seat in the United Nations. 

This is scholarship in service of a vision that is as much reli¬ 
gious as political. While aspects of it may strike the reader as 
naive, the exhibition and tire catalog were superb examples of the 
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marriage of a Western scholarly form to an indigenous Buddhist 
style of religious expression, in this case religious art as a vehicle 

for the virion (and visualization) of a world-view. And this world¬ 
view is not simply an abstract picture of the cosmos. It includes a 
commentary on sacred and secular images of material wealth and 
power, and it attempts to move that wealth and power around to its 
own advantage. It does not just represent Tibet, it attempts to cre¬ 
ate Tibet, or rather to create the particular image of the strong and 
independent Tibet that the organizers of the exhibition shared with 
its Tibetan sponsors. This is a form of creative scholarship that 
would have been familiar to Troeltsch: it “envisions an essence in 
order to shape it afresh." Whether one agrees with the political 
program that it expresses or approves of the way it brings that pro¬ 
gram to life, one would have to acknowledge that Buddhist studies 
would be- poorer without the boldness and conviction that lay 
behind its vision of Tibet. 

An Epistemological Critique of Zen 

If Wisdom and Compassion sometimes lacked a sense of irony 
and self-criticism in the application of its scholarly vision, the 
same cannot be said of Bernard Faure’s remarkable two-volume 
epistemological critique of Chan and Zen (’1991; 1993). Faure is 
exquisitely aware, in the style of Foucault and Derrida, of the way 
the objectivity of scholarly discourse is compromised and under¬ 
mined by its inscription in systems of power and social control. 
The purpose of his two volumes seems, on the face of it, to be a 
criticism of various Zen myths about the linear transmission of 
enlightenment from master to pupil and myths about the “immedi¬ 
acy” of enlightenment experience, but the subtext of the book is a 
critique of the possibility of constructing any coherent narrative 
about the Chan and Zen tradition. Faure gives an eloquent expres¬ 
sion of his diffidence about the coherence of narrative at the begin¬ 
ning of the first of his two books: 

By providing the lineaments of a narrative, [this book] comes to 
serve—just like the related notion of immediacy that it subverts—a 
variety of performative functions distinct from its avowed purpose. 
When both immediacy and mediation are extenuated, however, 
the narrative fails and the book has to come to an end. One final 
disclaimer: the semblance of linearity of the above outline is 
merely for the sake of the reader’s convenience and should not be 



seen as an attempt to save the harmonious continuity of the Chan/ 
Zen patriarchal lineage or the cohesion of its orthodox teaching. 
(1991:10) 

One is reminded of the diffident voice of Foucault in his inaugural 
lecture at the College de France, where Foucault spoke of his 
desire to slip imperceptibly into the lecture and enmesh himself in 
a nameless voice that had long preceded him, to take up its 
cadences, and lodge himself in its interstices (Foucault:215). 

But the most striking aspect of Faure’s text is not its diffidence. 
As for Foucault, Faure’s diffidence carries with it a certain intellec¬ 
tual persuasiveness and power. What is most striking is his insis¬ 
tence in both volumes on’the idea that scholarship should be self¬ 
consciously performative.6 Scholarly discourse should not merely 
say something, it should do something, ’ and, while it does, it 
should reflect on itself in such a way that it reveals its own rhetori¬ 
cal nature. This stylistic double vision of saying, doing, and 
unmasking the nature of the doing is characteristic of the style of 
Derrida and Paul de Man, but Faure also sees it as a characteristic 
of the performative rhetoric of Chan and Zen. (“Might this be the 
very aporia of the koan?” [Faure 1993:150]) His own writing 
takes on the appearance of a complex interweaving of voices, some 
Buddhist, some Western, some descriptive, some performative, and 
all informed by the realization that no realization or rhetorical 
strategy is definitive or complete. Is this Buddhist? Is it Western? 
Is it historical argument? Is it the rhetorical play of a Chan or Zen 
master? Faure seems to say that it is all of these, and by being all of 
them, something else altogether. 

My question is whether this rhetorical play is religious. My 
answer woulc1 be yes, but in a way that shows how complex it is to 
enact a Buddhist or Western project on the shifting boundaries 
between two cultures and two styles of academic discourse. 
Clearly there is a sense in which Faure’s text is religious by loca¬ 
tion. Faure locates himself explicitly in a tradition of Chan and 
Zen discourse, but does it in a way that criticizes the concept of 
lineage and the very identity of a single tradition, just as he locates 
himself inside the discourse of Western historical method, while at 
the same time unmasking its status as a mode of rhetoric. But is it 

A U ~ ■f r**rWinmnarv laneuaee in 1991(9) and of performative language in 1993 
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religious in orientation? Does his argument (if that is what it is) go 
somewhere? It is important to take his words at face value when 
he says that he is not attempting to chart the lineaments of a coher¬ 
ent narrative. This is not a book about enlightenment in ten easy 
steps. But it also would be difficult to deny that Faure constructs a 
discourse in which the values of truth and freedom play a crucial 
role, just as Charles Taylor has argued in the case of Foucault (Tay¬ 
lor 1986; 1989:487-489). His book is a working out of the dis¬ 
course of Enlightenment in both the Buddhist and the Western 
senses of the word. Whether the orientation toward truth and free¬ 
dom in the European Enlightenment is religious in nature we can 
leave to others to decide, but Faure himself shows that the drive 
toward Enlightenment in Buddhist tradition is embedded in a 
matrix of narrative and practices that is clearly religious in form. I 
take Faure’s books to be a powerful example of religious scholar¬ 
ship in the best sense of the word: it discerns, it criticizes, and it 
creates the tradition afresh. It would be difficult to look at or prac¬ 
tice Chan and Zen in the same way again after the publication of 
these fine texts. 

CONCLUSION 

To conclude let me return to Ray Hart’s report on the study of 
religion. Hart found that there was a deep suspicion of “theology” 
in the academy, largely because of certain stereotypes about theol¬ 
ogy as “prescriptive” rather than “descriptive” and as a form of 
preaching rather than a form of study. Whether we continue to 
use the word “theology” seems to me to be immaterial. It has obvi¬ 
ous disadvantages in traditions such as Buddhism where theos is 
not a significant concern. But I am convinced that the evolution of 
the study of Buddhism in the last several decades shows how 
important it is not only to acknowledge the critical and develop¬ 
mental dimensions of religious studies but to encourage their 
expression. It is not just students who are attracted to religious 
studies because they “want to know what it is to be human and 
humane, and intuit that religion deals with such things.” There are 
at least a few scholars of Buddhism who feel the same way. For me 
the biggest unsettled question in the study of Buddhism is not 
whether Buddhism is religious or even whether the study of Bud- 
Iftism is religttUH it is whether seholijs fn this field can find a 
voice that does itiStice to their own Mieious concerns and can 
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demonstrate to the academy why their kind of knowledge is worth 
having. If they can, Ray Hart’s report shows that they would do a 
great service to the study of religion as a whole. 
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The Thousand-Headed 
Person 

s The Mystery of Hinduism and the Study of 
Religion in the AAR 

Douglas R. Brooks 

THE MYSTERIOUS PERSON 

The Person has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand feet 
. .. Such is his greatness, and yet the Person is more than this. 

-Rg Veda, 10.90 

For THOSE OF US for whom the study of Hinduism and India is 
a passion and a profession, daily experience offers reminders of 
the immensity and complexity of the phenomena we encounter 
and, often by practical necessity, choose to ignore. We are hum¬ 
bled by our subject and occasionally even by one another; few 
among us presume anything like "mastery.” In each other’s com¬ 
pany we stake out eminently sensible positions, rarely venturing 
into matters beyond the scope of our immediate expertise, eschew¬ 
ing generalizations for which we know there must be some excep¬ 
tion. Isn’t there always? 

Whether we study “Hinduism” at all or only so many Hindu¬ 
isms is an issue of some significance to ourselves and to the study 
of religion. Measured in terms of volume and content, our books, 
articles, and AAR papers suggest that we prefer more data, more 
“stuff” we haven’t heard or considered; for one reason or another, 
we rarely address the larger issues of theory, identity, and defini¬ 
tion. By and large we opt for Hinduisms, each of our own making. 
Irresolute about defining “Hinduism,” or even the value of such an 

Doo^T.u: R. Brocks if Associate Prcf,v:-or of Region at tfcfeUniversity of Rochester, Roches¬ 
ter, NY 14627. 
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Matching Concepts ' 

Deconstructive and Foundationalist 
Tendencies in Buddhist Thought 

Roger R. Jackson 

When INDIAN BUDDHIST TEXTS first were translated into Chi¬ 
nese !n the first and second centuries C.E., the Chinese did not have 
words for many of the concepts they encountered. Here were writings 
from a totally distinct civilization, that embodied values, a language, and 
a style of philosophizing that were in most ways radically different from 
those of China. We should hardly wonder that many Chinese found 
Buddhism's world-transcending monasticism, elaborate scholastic meta¬ 
physics, and fondness for abstract disputation to be utterly alien—and 
perhaps threatening—to their own concrete emphasis on the establish¬ 
ment of proper social and political relations among the living and 
proper rites for the dead. 

At the same time, many Chinese heard in Buddhist texts echoes of 
some of their own classics, especially those of Taoism. In particular, the 
fondness for paradox and negative formulations that dominate the Bud¬ 
dhist Perfection of Wisdom literature recalled for many Chinese both 
the style and substance of the classics of “philosophical” Taoism, such 
as the Tao te ching and Chuang Tzu. Thus, when the process of ’ranslat- 
ing these sutras began, it was natural that the Chinese should seek termi¬ 
nological equivalents for Sanskrit words in their own literature. As a 
result, a Sanskrit term like dharma might be rendered by tao, which at 
other times was used to translate bodhi (“enlightenment”), or yoga; 
arhant was translated as chen jen, meaning “immortal”; nirvana became 
m wei, “non-action”; and sila, “morality,” became hsiao-hsun, “filial 
piety.” By the same token, an entire passage of difficult Buddhist phi¬ 
losophizing might be justified or explained simply by a reference to a 
passage in, say, the Chuang Tzu that appeared to convey the same ideas. 

This style of translation, appropriately enough, came to be known as 
ko-i, “matching concepts.” The Chinese eventually recognized the limi- 

Roger R. Jackson is Associate Professor of Religion, Carleton College. Northfield MN 55057. 
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tations of ko-i, and the early translations made with the technique were 
supplanted bv the more faithful and careful efforts of later generations. 
Still, ko-i provided an important initial bridge over which Indian Bud¬ 
dhist ideas could, literally, be trans-lated—carried across—into China.1 

Ko-i is a Chinese term, but the phenomenon is hardly limited to 
early Chinese Buddhism. Indeed, the process of “matching concepts" is 
one that inevitably forms a part of any major translation of ideas from 
one culture to another. This is hardly surprising. Especially at first, 
members of a particular culture cannot be expected to understand alien 
ideas except through analogy to concepts they already know. Thus, ko-i 
has been involved (if not invoked) virtually any time the Bible has been 
translated, whether into Latin, King James English or Cherokee, and it 
has come into play to one degree or another whenever non-Westem 
ideas have been brought across into Western languages. An important ' 
exercise of the latter sort of translation is occurring even now, as Bud¬ 
dhist texts and ideas increasingly are rendered into Western languages. 

The gap between ancient Buddhist and modem Western thought- 
systems hardly is less wide than that between India and China, so it is 
understandable that, more often than not, Buddhist thought has been 
translated and explained in terms of “matching concepts." Thus.'we. 
have renditions and readings of all or part of Buddhist philosophy that 
seek to understand it through one or another Western system or thinker ... 
the Buddha through Hume or William James (Jacobson, Kalupahana 
1987), Nagatjuna through Wittgenstein (Gudmunsen, Thurman),; 
Dharmakirti through Kant or Quine (Stcherbatsky, Puhakka), tantrism 
through Heidegger (Guenther), Zen through Meister Eckhart (Suzuki), 
and so on. The advantages of such an approach in this early stage of 
cultural transmission are obvious: it permits Western readers to refer to 
concepts from their own tradition as a way of grounding Buddhist ideas 
that might otherwise seem utterly incomprehensible. That Indian and 
Western philosophical traditions have dealt with many of the same 
issues over the centuries gives an added plausibility to such an 
approach. The disadvantages, of course, are just as evident: there is a 
great danger, in any attempt to “match concepts,” that the reader will 
assume that the context of Buddhist philosophical discussions is exactly 
the same as that of her own tradition, and so to think, for instance. I 
understand William James, so 1 understand Buddhism”; or, even more 
insidiously: “Buddhism is not so difficult or different: it is just like 

'For discussions, see Wright (36-38) and Ch'en (68-69). 
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William James.” This kind of reductionism makes a caricature of the 
translation process and inevitably must be overcome if real trans-lation 
is to occur. 

These caveats notwithstanding, I consider here another variation on 
the game of matching Buddhist and Western philosophical concepts. 
Although such an exercise is danger-fraught and can be suggestive at 
best, the similar lines of inquiry pursued by the Indian and Western 
philosophical traditions make such comparisons possible in principle. 

DECONSTRUCTION AND FOUNDATIONALISM 

Two concepts have been much discussed of late in both Anglo- 
American and continental philosophy: deconstruction and foundation- 
alism.2 Deconstruction, best known through the writings of Jacques 
Derrida (who himself cites Nietzsche and Heidegger as prime influ¬ 
ences),3 begins as a critique of the idea that there is a privileged autho¬ 
rial point of view to be found in literary texts and ends as an attack on 
the essentialist, substantialist “logocentrism” of all Western philoso¬ 
phies of “presence.” Throughout his 6r her critique, the deconstruction¬ 
ist generally is careful not to propound any privileged point of view that 
might itself be regarded as logocentric and hence ripe for 
deconstruction. 

Theories grounded on presence—whether of meaning as a signifying 
intention present to consciousness at the moment of utterance or of an 
ideal norm that subsists behind all appearances—undo themselves, as 
the supposed foundation or ground proves to be the product of a differ¬ 
ential [i.e., self-contradictory] system. ... But the operation of decon¬ 
struction or the self-deconstruction of logocentric theories does not lead 
to a new theory that sets everything straight. 

Even [traditional] theories [that criticize] logocentrism ... do not 
escape the logocentric premises they undermine; and there is no reason 
to believe that a theoretical enterprise could ever free itself from those 
premises. Theory may well be condemned to a structural inconsistency. 
(Culler: 109) 

Indeed, deconstruction is more a technique than an ideology. It seeks, 
through a “strategic nimbleness” (Culler: 155) that often resembles 
word-play, to expose the ideological underpinnings, the limitations, the 

2Many of the ideas in the next several paragraphs are indebted to Rorty (1979). which first sug- 
gested the deconstruction-tondationaUsm polarity to me, 

3Sec Derrida for the classic exposition of deconstruction. 
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illogic of all thought and interpretation. It comes, thus, to serve a pri- 
marily critical purpose in the ongoing conversation of philosophy, to 
deflate the cenainties to which human thought—ever hopeful and ever- 

self-deluding—is prone. 
Foundationalism is not, strictly speaking, the “target” of deconstruc¬ 

tion; it is a term (coined, it would seem, by its opponents) that has 
emerged from recent discussions in the Anglo-American tradition.-* 
Nevertheless, it does seem to form a kind of natural polarity with decon¬ 
struction, to which its assumptions are diametrically opposed. It is that 
approach to philosophy—rooted in Plato and revived by Descartes— 
that presupposes that it is both necessary and possible to establish firm 
ontological or epistemological foundations for the construction of 

human knowledge. 

Foundationalism . . . refers to the conviction that knowledge as a true 
and justified belief is based on foundations. Humans have beliefs and 
opinions that they need to justify if these beliefs and opinions are to 
become knowledge. A foundation, however, is neither justified by other 
beliefs nor based upon other beliefs, but rather provides the support for 
all other beliefs, itself needing no such support. Foundationalism pre¬ 
supposes certain basic truths that can be described either as self-justi¬ 
fied (that is, not as justified through something else) or as irrefutable. 
All other truths are either justified by these basic foundational truths or 
are foundational in that they are self-justified, irrefutable and justify 
others. (Fiorenza: 285) 

Without these foundations, whether they be Platonic ‘forms or a Tho- 
mistic God or Cartesian “clear and distinct ideas,” knowledge cannot be 
certain, and the ensuing skepticism and relativism will insidiously erode 
the meaning of “truth.” With these foundations, knowledge is possible, = 
communication can proceed, and the world can be ordered in a^ mean- _■ 
ingful way. Foundationalism tends to be tied historically to a ‘ corre¬ 
spondence” theory of truth, to the belief that true statements are those . 
that correspond to a “way things are” extrinsic to the statements them- •• 
selves. This, in turn, presupposes that there is a discernible “way things .. 
are,” and that it can be known and expressed propositionally. Thus, ,x 
foundationalism is a quest for and a confidence in precisely that kind of ' 
certainty that deconstruction seeks to subvert. 

The overall project of Western thought, as reflected in such seminal 

■i In those discussions (especially in Sosa. 1980a and 1980b). foundationalism more often ts con¬ 
trasted with coherentism. Alternatively (as in Rorxy, 1982). it may be contrasted with pragmatism, 
though Culler (153-156) insists that deconstruction should not be identified with pragmatism. 
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figures as Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Descartes and Kant, has tended to be 
foundationalist, though this foundationalism has periodically l-een sub¬ 
jected to skeptical or deconstructive attack. In recent times, the attacks 
have increased, and the history of the last three centuries is one of the 
steady erosion of foundationalism and its replacement by one or another 
approach with deconstructive techniques or implications. Certainly 
today, foundationalism of the traditional variety is in considerable disre¬ 
pute, and the anti-foundationalist successors of Heidegger and Wittgen¬ 
stein dominate philosophical discussion. Still, the tension between the 
two tendencies hardly has been resolved for good, as evidenced by the 
ongoing and very important debate over “rationality and relativism,” 
i.e., whether cross-cultural understanding is possible without some com¬ 
mon fund of human knowledge to serve as a basis for communication, 
and whether, thus, some form of foundationalism must not, finally, be 
required. This • debate, in tum, lays bare the inherent strengths and 
weaknesses of each approach. Foundationalism has the advantage of 
providing secure grounding for communication and “the world,” along 
with the disadvantage that such secure grounding is notoriously difficult 
to establish—perhaps because of the paradoxes inherent in knowledge 
itself. Deconstruction has the advantage of dispensing with the ancient 
but dubious quest for certainty and embracing the limited, interpretive 
nature of all knowledge, along with the disadvantage of leaving us in 
doubt as to how any judgments are to be formed on matters of knowl¬ 
edge and morals. 

If Western thought is a foundationalist project that no longer has the 
confidence of its convictions, Buddhism—with its strongly if not 
unequivocally anti-substantialist tenor—might seem at first glance to be 
precisely the opposite: an essentially deconstructive movement that has 
occasionally, been infected by foundationalism. This is the view of Rob¬ 
ert Magliola, who explicitly links Buddhism with deconstruction, pri¬ 
marily through an analysis of Madhyamaka and Zen.5 

The deconstruction-foundationalism polarity is useful for interpret¬ 
ing Buddhist philosophy; the terms may not be Buddhist, but the ten¬ 
dencies they describe are very much present in Buddhist thought. 
However, Buddhism is not so clearly “deconstructive” a tradition as 

MaglioU: pan 3. It ought to be noted that Magliola (89) agrees chat "the dominant forms of 
Buddhism.. .art logocentric in the Derridean sense”—it is primarily in Nagaijuna and Zen that he 
finds a "Middle Path, |a| Way of the Between Ithat) tracks the Derridean trace, and goes bevond 
Demda- in that it frequents the -unheard-of-thought,' and . . . allows the reinstatement of the 
Iqgocentric too” (87). 
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Magliola and others have suggested. There are both individuals and 
movements within Buddhism that are more foundationalist than decon- 
structive and thinkers and traditions that would be classed as decon- 
structive have in them strong, unavoidable, elements of foundationalism. 

This assertion requires qualification in two ways. First, it is impor¬ 
tant to note that foundationalism (and, for that matter, philosophies of 
“presence”) in the West generally have been grounded in some onto¬ 
logical or epistemological absolute, such as Being or the Cogito or some 
transcendental subject. If such grounding is definitive of foundational¬ 
ism, and if we accept the common, though controversial, assumption 
that Buddhism denies the existence of any such absolute, then Bud¬ 
dhism cannot be considered foundationalist.® If, on the other hand, 
foundationalism can be described and defended without recourse to 
such absolutes, then we still can apply the term to Buddhism. The sort", 
of non-absolutist foundationalism I am describing would be marked by .i 
its willingness to assert that, e.g., perception and inference can be the 
“foundations” of objective though not absolute cenainty regarding^ 
important features of the world. Its denial of absolute certainty would 
distinguish it from classical Western foundationalism, while its assertion 
of objective certainty would distinguish it from either coherentism or 
pragmatism, which regard “objectivity” far more suspiciously, consider¬ 
ing it relative either to particular conceptual schemes or particular : 
human purposes. 

Second, even if we admit that “foundationalism” is a term that may 
be applied to a non-absolutist tradition like Buddhism, we must specify 
that there are different types of foundationalism that may be encountered 
at different levels of discourse. Specifically, it is useful to distinguish 
between a “strong” foundationalism (whether “absolutist” or not) that 
claims that our knowledge can be certain, because it is grounded in 
objectively valid judgments about “the way things are,” and a “weak” 
foundationalism that, while explicitly rejecting any such foundations, 
turns out to involve unstated (or understated) certainties about the way 
things are, hence the implicit presupposition of certain foundational ; 
facts about the world. It might be objected that such a “weak" founda- j 

ftfhc question whether Buddhism admits an "absolute" has, of course, been much discussed H 
ought to be recalled that "absolute" is a Western term, and that its presence or absence in Bud- .Jg.. 

dhism will depend in part on the way it is defined. Is an "absolute” a metaphysical entity, an _ 
immutable essence? Or is it simply a "limiting principle" of seme son? If it is the latter, then 
probably no Buddhist tradition lacks an absolute If it is the former, I think it can be argued that a 
significant, if not overwhelming, majority of Buddhist traditions are committed, at the vety least on 

tionalism would be so all-embracing that both our everyday activities 
and the process of deconstruction itself would turn out to be foundation¬ 
alist. At the risk of trivializing the meaning of “foundationalism," it is 
important to observe that there is, in fact, a kind of foundationalism at 
work in such areas—though it must be remembered that these founda¬ 
tions are not metaphysical absolutes but relatively adequate versions of 
the world that can in principle be defended by recourse to rational argu¬ 
ments based on some consensus about “the way things are.” 

The Buddhist tradition includes both deconstruction and founda¬ 
tionalism, and one may understand.the Buddhist “middle way” as a 
dialogue between and balance of the deconstructive and foundationalist 
poles. I will generally employ this metaphor of “poles” in speaking of 
the tradition as a whole. When I explore particular positions within 
Buddhism, the metaphor I will employ is that of "frames.” In other 
words, a particular thinker or school can be located along a generalized 
continuum that runs from the pole of deconstruction to that of founda¬ 
tionalism, and that thinker or school then may be described more spe¬ 
cifically in terms of, e.g., whether it is a primarily deconstructive 
enterprise that is framed by foundationalism, or a foundationalist enter¬ 
prise framed by deconstruction. 

It might seem that to imagine deconstruction as a “pole” or a 
“frame” is to misconstrue it as merely one among many philosophical 
positions, whereas we have seen above that deconstruction is not simply 
another position, but a technique for exposing the incongruities inherent 
in any position. It is, thus, a sort of meta-position, not “locatable” in 
the ways that my metaphors would suggest. Granted, we must be as 
cautious in applying metaphors as in “translating” philosophical termi¬ 
nology, but I believe that (a) an approach that “deconstructs” all philo¬ 
sophical positions must itself engage in deconstruction from a particular 
“perspective,” and a perspective—even if temporary and itself subject to 
subsequent deconstruction—is, at least in some meaningful sense, a 
“position”; and (b) even if deconstruction is not described as a “posi¬ 
tion," it does, at least conventionally, reflect an attitude toward the pos¬ 
sibility of grounded knowledge that can meaningfully be contrasted with 
other attitudes, such as foundationalism. Where a meaningful contrast 
is appropriate, metaphors such as those I will employ may prove of 
some value.7 

7This same problem often arises in evasions of whether the thought of Nagaijuna (below. 5121.) 
can really be called "philosophy"—especially since Nagaijuna himself insists (at Vigrahavyavanari 

29) that he has no “thesis" (pratijna) to propose. Nagaijuna's commemasSrs disagree on how liter- 
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In what follows, we will look briefly at deconstructive and founda- 
tionalist tendencies in the Pali canon—so-called “early Buddhism”— 
then examine, in turn, one classically “deconstructionist” Buddhist 
thinker, Nagaijuna, and one classic “foundationalist," Dharmaklrti. We 
also will examine some later Indian and Tibetan attempts to synthesize 
these two apparently incompatible tendencies. Having seen that Bud¬ 
dhist thinkers, on whichever side of the divide we may place them, in 
fact combine elements of both deconstruction and foundationalism, we 
may be able to make some concluding observations about the “middle 
way” in Buddhist thought. 

DECONSTRUGTION AND FOUNDATIONALISM 
IN THE PALI CANON 

If we see deconstruction as an approach to philosophy that is episte- 
mologically skeptical and ontologically anti-essentialist, there is much in || 
the tradition of so-called “early Buddhism” to justify the claim that Buds, 
dhism is a fundamentally deconstructive tradition. This is especially 
true when we compare Buddhism’s ideas not with those of the contem- 
porary West, but with those of the other Indian traditions that co-existed 
with it and from which, to a degree, it emerged. Buddhism was, to — 
begin with, a sramanic movement, one of that minority of groups—the 
Jainas and Materialists were others—that rejected the authority of the .p 
Vedas. Buddhists did, ‘of course, accept the validity of their own scrip- 
tures, but they did not regard them as “divine,” i.e., the eternal in verbal -Sg 
form, in theway that most Hindus regarded the Vedas. Furthermore, || 
there are a good many places in the Pali canon where the Buddha % 
severely restricts the number of avenues through which valid knowledge -T 
may be acquired. The most famous of these, perhaps, is in his advice to 
the Kalamas (Anguttara-nikaya I, 89) not to be certain in doubtful mat¬ 
ters on the basis of report, tradition, hearsay, “proficiency in the collec- _ 
tions,” logic, inference, considering reasons, reflecting on and approving _ 
some theory, concern for propriety or respect for a recluse. Virtually f 
every socially or intellectually-based foundation for knowledge is 
rejected: socially-based foundations would be any that are derived in *| 
any way from the testimony of others, whether because the tradition ^ 
itself must be accepted or the because the teacher is regarded as v 

ally this is to be taken. As with deconstruction, it is at least arguable that the "position of no 
position" still requires a certain perspective and set of assumptions, and so in some sense still is a 
position. For an interesting recent discussion of this issue, see Thurman (161ff.). 
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uniquely authoritative; intellectually-based foundations would be those 
that are derived through rational processes. Examples could be multi¬ 
plied, but it is safe to say that there is a strong element of caution—if not 
outright skepticism—running through early Buddhist epistemology. 

By the same token, early Buddhist ontology is clearly anti-essentialist 
or, in deconstructionist terminology, non-logocentric. There is no 
enduring substance to be found anywhere in the phenomenal world 
through any method of investigation. Thus, the cosmos itself has as 
neither its source nor its substance any kind of immutable principle, 
whether it be considered Brahman or Brahma; on the contrary, it pro¬ 
ceeds beginninglessly on the basis of material forces and the karma of 
sentient beings—all of which are transient conditions.8 Similarly, and 
even more important, the individual neither has nor is at her core any 
kind of eternal soul-substance; such as the atman of Hinduism or the jfva 
of the Jainas. Indeed, what we conventionally call a “person” is merely 
a constellation of five ever-changing aggregates, of matter, sensation, 
recognition, dispositions and consciousness. These aggregates are 
exhaustive of the “person.” Hence, in an ultimate sense, search as we 
may for an objective correlative for our term, “I,” we only will dis¬ 
cover—as when we peel an onion—that at the core there simply is noth¬ 
ing. This point about the absence of enduring self may or may not be— 
as later tradition claimed—the “central doctrine” of early Buddhism. 
There can be no doubt, however, that it has been an important idea 
from the very earliest times, one that is expounded in countless passages 
in the Pali canon. To cite just one important example: in the Milinda- 
paKa (section 25), the Buddhist monk Nagasena argues in detail to the 
Indo-Greek king Milinda that there exists no “self” apart from the 
aggregates any more than there exists a chariot apart from the pole, axle, 
wheels, chariot-body and banner-staff; indeed, the “self,” like a “char¬ 
iot,” is merely “a way of counting, a term, an appellation, a convenient 
designation, a name” (Warren: 132). 

There is, thus, a sense in which both knowledge and reality are 
“deconstructed” by the early Buddhist tradition. At the same time, how¬ 
ever, early Buddhism is not utterly deconstructionist; indeed, there are 
important, if subtle, ways in which it is foundationalist. This latent 

^Nirvana is—arguably—immutable, hence a candidate for an early Buddhist "absolute"—but it 
does not serve as the source or substance of the phenomenal world; it is, rather, the radical alterna- 
cive to the phenomenal world, qualified by characteristics that the phenomenal world lacks—hence 
immensely difficult to conceptualize or describe for those of us whose knowledge is exclusively 

phenomenal. For a discussion, see Jayatilleke (chapter VO- 
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foundationalism begins to emerge when we recall the overall context 
and purpose of the Buddhist movement: the achievement of nirvana. 
The achievement of nirvana is, of course, the “gospel,” the “good news,” 
of Buddhism, and it is an important assumption of many—if not all— 
early Buddhist texts that our success or failure in achieving nirvana 
results from our apprehension or misapprehension of certain crucial fea¬ 
tures of the cosmos, e.g., the existence or non-existence of a substantial 
self. Nirvana depends, in short, on knowledge. If nirvana is possible, 
and depends at least in pan on knowledge of the way things are 
(yathabhutam), then there must be a clearly identifiable and knowable 
way that things are. There must, as a result, exist some type of knowl¬ 
edge that has universal -validity, that can serve as a foundation for our 
apprehension of the truth. This is where the second part of the Bud¬ 
dha’s discourse to the Kalamas is peninent. For all his distrust of testi¬ 
mony and reason as sources of knowledge, the Buddha does assure the 
Kalamas that one’s own experience is a source of knowledge on which 
one may rely. Thus, 

. . . when you know for yourselves: These things are unprofitable, these 
things are blameworthy, these things are censured by the intelligent; 
these things, when performed and undertaken, conduce to loss and sor¬ 
row—then indeed do ye reject them, Kalamas If at any time ye know 
of yourselves: These things are profitable, they are blameless, they are 
praised by the intelligent; these things, when performed and under¬ 
taken, conduce to profit and happiness—then, KaHmas, do ye, having 
undertaken them, abide therein. (Radhakrishnan and Moore: 346) 

There are any number of philosophical questions that this approach may 
beg, and I will not enter here into the debate as to whether this outlook 
reflects an early Buddhist “empiricism thesis.” It is sufficient for our 
purposes to indicate that knowledge is an important and necessary ele¬ 
ment of the path to nirvana, and that correct knowledge, based above all 
on one’s own experience, is possible. It may be that the “experience” 
invoked is of an extraordinary rather than the ordinary kind, perhaps 
achievable only through meditation. Nevertheless, in early Buddhism 
there does exist a foundation for correct human knowledge. 

Similarly, although early Buddhist ontology has a strongly decon- 
structive element, not every object of ontological knowledge is regarded 
with the same suspicion as is the self. Indeed, the Buddha himself 
makes it clear on a number of occasions that there are objects that he 
rejects categorically, objects that he rejects or asserts provisionally, and 
objects that he asserts categorically. It is, for instance, arguable that the 
general formula of dependent origination (expressed abstractly as “if X, 
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then/; if no x, then no/.") though of course asserted to be true a posteri¬ 
ori on the basis of the Buddha’s experience, functions for many Bud¬ 
dhists very much like an a priori ontological principle, serving as it does 
as the virtually unquestioned basis for explaining all the processes of 
both samsara and the path to nirvana.9 Dependent origination may not 
involve any kind of essentialism or logocentrism, but it does serve as a 
principle moore fundamentally “true” than other principles. Similarly, 
the four noble truths are regarded as being among those objects that the 
Buddha categorically asserted. In other words, they are true for all peo¬ 
ple in all times and places. Thus, like the principle of dependent origi¬ 
nation, they are foundational truths, not subject to the same type of 
“deconstruction” as, e.g., Brahma or the atman. Not only is there in 
early Buddhism a foundation for knowledge on the subjective side— 
one’s own experience—but there also are objects of knowledge, 
"truths,” that are themselves considered universal and foundational. 

Early Buddhism, despite a certain deconstructive tone, turns out on 
closer examination to have foundationalist elements as well. Indeed, 
precisely to the degree that the Buddha claimed to have discovered a 
dharma that was universal, he assumed (a) that there were certain vital 
truths that had to be known by every sentient being, and (b) that there 
must exist an epistemological basis .for their apprehension. Thus, he 
could not help but invoke some form of foundationalism. Still, on bal¬ 
ance, I think we have to regard early Buddhism as a middle way 
between deconstruction and foundationalism. There do exist founda¬ 
tional truths and a way of knowing them aright, but the very truths that 
are known have as an important—if not exclusive—part of their content 
an understanding that “foundations”—if they are taken as ontologically 
substantial—are nowhere to be found. There is little evidence that the 
early Buddhist tradition drew out all the implications of its exercise in 
deconstruction, but such implications certainly could be drawn in prin¬ 
ciple. They were, in fact, explicitly drawn by the radical thinkers of the 
early Mahayana, especially the authors of the Perfection of Wisdom 
sutras and the great philosopher, Nagaijuna. 

‘'And coming, too, to serve as what has been called a Buddhist “creed," found in inscriptions 
throughout India: ye dharma hetuprabhavd hetum tesdm tathagato hyavadat tesdm cayo nirodho evam 
vadmahdsramana (“Whatever dharmas are generated from causes, the Tathagata has described their 
(causes), and whatever is their cessation [he also has described}; thus speaks the great recluse”). 
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DECONSTRUCTION AND FOUNDATIONALISM IN 
NAGARJUNA 

If the early Buddhist tradition contains clearly deconstructive ele¬ 
ments, but does not follow the deconstructive tendency to its logical 
conclusion, there would appear to be many instances in Mahayana 
thought where deconstruction is undertaken relentlessly and thoroughly, , 
even to the point where the cosmology and soteriology explicated in the . 
Pali canon seems to be called into question. Thus, that quintessential I 
Perfection of Wisdom text, the Heart Sutra, states that in emptiness \ 
Gsunyatayam)—in reality rightly viewed—there are no five aggregates, or ( 
twelve entrances, or eighteen sense-fields, or twelve links of dependent | 
origination, or four noble truths, or spiritual attainment. Similarly, the £ 
second-century founder of the Madhyamaka, Nagaijuna, uses specific * 
modes of philosophical analysis to negate a variety of Buddhist and non- f 
Buddhist concepts, among them some of the most hallowed and funda- f 
mental of notions: causality, motion, time, action, etc. Further, Yoga- f 
cara-oriented writings, such as the Larikavatara Sutra and the treatises Of I 
Asariga and Vasubandhu, argue that the “triple world" in which send- 4 
ent beings live and wander is “only mind” (cittamatra), or “only a per- f 
cept” (vijnaptimatra), without any “objective” reality external to the i 
consciousnesses that perceive it. £ 

-iVr 

Finally, the masters of traditions of practice like tantra and Zen often T 
engage in deliberate mockery of concepts that other Buddhists hold 
sacred, the ultimate expression on this attitude perhaps being contained "T 
in such collections of koans as The Gateless Gate. There we encounter 
story after story in which conventional Buddhist notions are undercut by r 
the words and actions of Zen masters, whose words and actions are, in 
turn, undercut by the compiler of the stories, Wu-men, whose com- 
ments may be undercut by later commentators, and so on, in an endless. 
and dizzying regress of deconstruction that often leaves the reader—and, 
no doubt, the meditator—feeling as if she has slipped to the other side 
of Alice’s looking-glass. Here we cannot consider all of these many 
deconstructive trends in the Mahayana but will examine just one, the 
Madhyamaka philosophy of Nagaijuna.10 

There is much dispute over precisely which works attributed to 

l0There is, in fact, some dispute among scholars as to whether Nagaijuna ought to be counted as a 
Mahayanist—Warder and Kalupahana (1986) are conspicuous in arguing that he should not—but 
this raises hermeneutical and textual issues beyond the scope of this paper, and does not affect the 
direction of our discussion. 

Nagaijuna actually were written by him, but almost all scholars agree 
that, at the very least, he can be credited with two philosophical treatises 
in verse, the Madhyamabkarika (“Stanzas on the Middle Way”)" and 
the Vigrahavyavartanf (“Averting the Arguments”).12 In these two texts 
are found probably the most relentlessly deconstructive arguments ever 
framed by a Buddhist. In the twenty-seven chapters of the Madhy- 
amabkdrikd", Nagaijuna demonstrates through a variety of dialectical 
strategies (most famously the “tetralemma” known as the catuskoti) that 
concept after concept employed by philosophers in general and Bud¬ 
dhists in particular simply does not stand up to a rigorous analysis, is 
“empty” (Junya), and therefore must be discarded by the wise. For 
instance, in the first chapter, Nagaijuna analyzes causation and estab¬ 
lishes that absurd consequences ensue no matter how the process is 
described. If entities arise from themselves, then we sacrifice the mean¬ 
ingfulness of the distinction between cause and effect, for they would be 
identical. If they arise from something other, then we are hard pressed 
to explain how particular effects may be “connected” to particular 
causes. If they arise from both themselves and from something other, 
then contradictory properties are being illegitimately asserted of one and 
the same entity. If they arise from neither themselves nor something 
other, then nihilistic chaos may be entailed. Thus, all possible explana¬ 
tions of causation entail absurdity. 

In the twenty-fifth chapter, Nagaijuna subjects the summum bonum 
of Buddhism, nirvana, to a similar analysis. If nirvana is said to exist, 
then it must be an entity subject to production and destruction, but this 
contradicts the definition of nirvana as unconditioned. If it is said not to 
exist, then its very possibility as a human attainment is being denied, 
and this is contrary to the “gospel” of Buddhism to the effect that 
enlightenment is possible. If it both exists and does not exist, then con¬ 
tradictory properties are being asserted of the same concept. If it neither 
exists nor does not exist, then no meaningful statement is being offered. 
Thus, nirvana, like causation, cannot stand up to analysis. Outer con¬ 
cepts are negated because they are relative to one another, like the differ¬ 
ent aspects of time, motion, or quantity, while still others are denied 
because they are made up of pans, or are dependent on causes and 
conditions that are extrinsic to them. By the time one has worked one's 
way through the major pan of the Madhyamabkarika, there seems little 

u For an edition and translation of the Madhyamakakarika, see, e.g., Inada. 
liFor an edition and translation of the Vigrahavydvartant see, e.g., Bhattacharya. 
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of the world left to stand on—the ontological foundations seem to have 
been utterly deconstructed. 

If the Madhyamakakdrika is Nagarjuna’s great exercise in ontological 
deconstruction, then his great critique of epistemology is found in the 
Vigrahavyavartam. There, in verses 31-51, he analyzes the concept of 
epistemological authority (pramana), those sources of knowledge such as 
perception or inferenc? that were taken by virtually all Indian philo¬ 
sophical schools of his time to be the foundations for our understanding 
of the world. Using a dialectic similar to that employed in the Madhy- 
amakakarika, he demonstrates that if authority is derived from itself, then 
it will be self-referential and tautologous, whereas if it requires another 
authority for its validation, then that authority wil' require a further vali¬ 
dating authority, and sd> on, in infinite regress. Similarly, if an authority; 
is said to prove something that has not already been proved—a standard 
requirement for a formal inference—then it must forever be separated 
from the provable, and thus will prove nothing, whereas if an authority 
proves something that already has been proved, then it will be redun¬ 
dant, and will not prove anything, either. Thus, Nagatjuna concludes 
(verse 51), “(aluthorities are not proven by themselves, by each other, or 
by other [sources]; there is no existence of authorities through authority- 
objects or accidentally.” Thus, the means of knowing the world, the 
pramanas, are vitiated by Nagatjuna as surely as are the ontological con¬ 
stituents of the world. 

It would seem that we have arrived at a deconstructive impasse, 
where no object or means of knowledge has any foundation, and knowl¬ 
edge itself—including knowledge of the Buddhist path—thus becomes 
impossible. This, in fact, is precisely the criticism directed at Nagatjuna 
by an unidentified opponent at the beginning of the twenty-fourth chap¬ 
ter of the Madhyamakakdrika, and it is Nagaijuna’s response to this criti¬ 
cism that makes it clear that his enterprise is not a purely deconstructive 
one. It must be understood, Nagatjuna says (24:8), that in teaching the 
dharma, the Buddhas have recourse to two levels of truth, or the utter¬ 
ance of truths from two perspectives: the concealing, or conventional, 
truth and the highest, or ultimate, truth. The ontological and epistemo¬ 
logical deconstruction to which Nagatjuna has devoted so much effort is 
his attempt to understand things from the ultimate point of view, i.e., to 
demonstrate that no entity, concept, or authority can hold up to ultimate 
analysis, because it cannot be shown to exist svabhavena, that is, intrinsi¬ 
cally, by its own nature, independently, substantially. Conventionally, 
all the concepts that Nagatjuna has analyzed are perfectly valid; they 
only are negated in terms of svabhava. Indeed, Nagatjuna points out 
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(24:14), it is only because entities and concepts are empty of svabhava 
that there even can be a conventional world, for a world in which enti¬ 
ties did have svabhava would be a world in which change was impossi¬ 
ble, and the world is only comprehensible on the basis of its changes, its 
differences. Thus, Nagatjuna not only affirms the conventional world, 
but actually establishes it through his ultimate-level deconstruction of it! 
He is quite explicit about this in his own commentary to the final verse 
of the Vigrahavyavartam, where he insists that *‘[a]U things obtain for him 
in whom emptiness obtains, while nothing obtains for him in whom 
emptiness does not obtain.” What, specifically, obtains is dependent 
origination, which Nagatjuna already has established (at Madhy- 
amakakarika 24:18 and Vigrahavyavartam 22) as both a basis for and a 
positive counterpart to the concept of emptiness. Dependent origina¬ 
tion, in'turn, entails not only the basic principle of causality, but the 
specific validity of the various conventions of the Buddhist path.13 That 
Buddhist path, it is evident, can be completed; there is a nirvana at its 
end. Indeed, nirvana is to be achieved precisely through the wisdom, 
prajna, that comprehends that entities and concepts are empty of inher¬ 
ent existence. Emptiness, it ought to be noted, is an extension of, but by 
no means a radical reformulation of, the concept of no-self, comprehen¬ 
sion of which, we may recall, is an important requisite for the achieve¬ 
ment of nirvana in the early Buddhist tradition. 

Thus, for all his deconstructive rhetoric, Nagaijuna turns out to be a 
foundationalist too, for his entire critical enterprise can only finally be 
understood within the still larger frame of a conventional Buddhist pur¬ 
suit of enlightenment. In that pursuit, which motivates and shapes 
Nagatjuna’s entire project, it is assumed that there is an enlightenment 
to be achieved by sentient beings, that there is a way the world is— 
empty—that must be known if enlightenment is to be achieved, and that 
there is a way—intellectual and intuitive prajna—that the way the world 
is, can be known. Granted, the content that is cognized by one who 
knows the world as it actually is—emptiness—is the sort of object that, 
comprehended, may vitiate many of our assumptions about the world 
and thus lead us to deconstruct it. But if we deconstruct the world 
utterly, rob it of all its foundations, then we will have misunderstood the 
Buddha’s purpose in teaching emptiness and will have abandoned pre¬ 
cisely those cosmological, ontological and epistemological assumptions 
that are the foundation for our exercise in deconstruction. 

13For a discussion of some of the imrKcations of this verse, see Jackson, 
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Though there is not the space to analyze them separately here, it 
should be evident, mutatis mutandis, that the negative rhetoric of the 
Perfection of Wisdom sutras, the radical perspectivism of the Yogacara, 
and the endless rug-pulling favored by tantric and Zen masters are not 
any more exclusively deconstructive than Nagaijuna’s analyses, for they, 
too, must be seen within the larger frame of a quest for a real enlighten¬ 
ment through real knowledge of what is really true about the world. 
This only can be achieved if there are ontological and epistemological 
foundations on which we may securely rest; thus, these movements, too, 
however deconstructive they may appear, presuppose at least a “weak” 
version of foundationalism. 

FOUNDATIONAL1SM AND DECONSTRUCTION IN 
dharmakTrti 

The “deconstruction” that is so important a part of the project of 
Nagatjuna and other Buddhist thinkers masks an element of foundation¬ 
alism that implicitly motivates and helps to shape that project. It still 
may appear, however, that Buddhist philosophy is a fundamentally 
deconstructive enterprise, in which foundationalism serves as a prob¬ 
lematic but peripheral element. But, for a significant number of Indian 
Buddhist thinkers the establishment of epistemological foundations is a 
central rather than a peripheral concern. Such foundations arguably are 
the concern of the architects of the abhidharma, from the authors of the 
Pali Abhidhamma Pitaka, to the compilers of the Uahdvibhdsa, to 
Sanghabhadra and Vasubandhu, to Asanga—for what is the abhidharma 
but a foundational description of the elements and categories of exist¬ 
ence acceptable to Buddhists? If the point is debatable in regard to the 
abhidharma, it cannot seriously be questioned when we look to the rep¬ 
resentatives of what sometimes has been called the “Pramana School"— 
the tradition of Buddhist thought that focused above all on the establish¬ 
ment and delineation of the sources of epistemic authority {pramana), 
without which our knowledge of neither the conventional world nor the 
salvific truths of Buddhism ever could be established. Although they do 
not always receive detailed attention in intellectual—let alone popular- 
histories of Buddhism, such figures as Dignaga, DharmakTrti, Dharmot- 
tara, Jnanasnmitra and Ratnaklrti provided both the tools and a major 
part of the agenda for Buddhist philosophy from 500 C.E. onward, first 
in the Indian tradition, and then in the Tibetan, where their influence is 
felt to this day. 

From among these figures, DharmakTrti (6th-7th centuries C.E.) |. 
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stands out as especially interesting for our present discussion. 
DharmakTrti’s position in the pramana tradition is not precisely analo¬ 
gous to Nagaijuna’s founding role in Madhyamaka, for much of the 
intellectual groundwork was laid for DharmakTrti by his great predeces¬ 
sor, Dignaga. Nevertheless, DharmakTrti has been considered by later 
tradition to be at least as important a figure as Dignaga; indeed, for the 
Tibetans, he is more important. More to the point for our concerns, it 
was DharmakTrti who pursued the implications of his foundationalism 
the farthest, seeking not only to establish secure bases of epistemic 
authority, but to apply those authorities toward the solution of tradi¬ 
tional problems in ontology and religious metaphysics. DharmakTrti 
begins one of his last and most important works, the Nyayabindu, with 
the ringing affirmation that “(a]ll successful human action is preceded by 
correct cognition.”14 The indispensibility of knowledge for the success¬ 
ful completion .of human projects, whether secular or religious, entails 
the necessity of establishing what, in fact, knowledge is, what its types 
are and how we can determine whether it is delusive or veridical. Thus, 
DharmakTrti seeks, in his various works, to determine the nature and 
possible applications of the sources of epistemic authority, the pramanas. 
Indeed, the work considered his masterpiece by later generations makes 
this evident with its title: Pramanavarttika, the “Commentary on 
Authority."15 

We may recall that the pramanas were—at least from an ultimate 
standpoint—rejected by Nagaijuna in his Vigrahavyavartam' 
DharmakTrti, on the other hand, seems to have entertained, no such 
doubts about the possibility of establishing the foundations of epistemic 
authority. Indeed, the entire pramana tradition exudes confidence that 
we can know how it is we know, and that once this is established, there 
are few areas that our knowledge cannot confidently approach. For 
DharmakTrti, as for Dignaga before him, there are two, and only two, 
epistemic authorities, namely, perception and inference. Of these, per¬ 
ception, which is direct and nonconceptual, is the more basic. There 
are four different types of perception that are accepted: sense percep¬ 
tion, which is the direct, nonconceptual apprehension of a sensory 
object; mental perception, which is the direct apprehension of a mental 

,4For a translation of the verse that includes Dharmottnra's important commentary, see Stcherbat- 
sky (II. 1). 

15The title generally is glossed by Dharmakrti's commentators as the "Commentary on [Dignaga's 
Compendium on] Authority." The Pramanavarttika has not yet been translated in toto into a Western 
language. The most useful edition presently available is that of Miyasaka, which includes the San¬ 
skrit and Tibetan on facing pages. 
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moment following on a sense perception; apperception (svasamvedana.), 
which is a simultaneous cognition that directly apprehends any sensory 
or inferential cognition; and yogic perception, which is a direct appre¬ 
hension of ultimate reality, as, for instance, the four noble truths, or no¬ 
self.16 Just as the subjective side of perceptual knowledge is securely 
grounded, so is the objective: that which perceptions apprehend are the 
real “own-marks.” or “specific characteristics” {svalaksana) of entities. 
What is important here is not what these own-marks may be, but the 
fact that Dharmakirti assumes that such things exist. This implies that 
there are actual ontological foundations of the world that can serve as 
the objects of actual, founded epistemic authorities. 

Because it is direct and nonconceptual, perception may be the more 
fundamental of the two authorities; inference is indirect and conceptual, 
but it is securely founded knowledge, for it is rooted in the positive and 
negative concomitance between a reason, or sign Qietu, liriga) and the 
subject (dharmin) and predicate (paksa) of a proposition (pratijna). This 
concomitance is not merely an arbitrary or purely logical relationship, as 
it might be in some forms of Western symbolic logic. Rather, it is 
assured by the fact that it has invariably been observed to obtain. The 
importance of observation for inference is shown by the fact that built 
into the essential structure of what is sometimes called the Buddhist 
“syllogism” is the requirement that positive and negative instantiations 
of the probative concomitance be cited. Thus, it is not sufficient merely 
to assert that "on that hill (subject), there is fire (predicate), because 
there is smoke (reason).” The probative concomitance between smoke 
and fire must be exemplified by adding, “like in a kitchen”—where 
there is fire—and "unlike in a lake”—where there is none. Thus, infer¬ 
ence explicitly invokes and is grounded in perception and ultimately in 
the direct apprehension of the actual own-marks of real entities. It is for 
this reason that Dharmakirti specifies on a number of occasions that 
valid inferences must be “effected by the force of actual entities” 
(vastubalapravrtta).11 

On the basis of such valid inferences, Dharmakirti believes, we may 
come conceptually to know truths not only about the everyday world, 
but also about such great matters as the existence or non-existence of 

,6See. e g., Stcherbacsky (11, 25-33). No-self, in fact, is regarded as one the “sixteen aspects of the 
four noble truths" that must be realized according to several abhidhama traditions. Specifically, tc 
is one of the four aspects of suffering, the other three being suffering, impermanence and 

emptiness. 
l7 \ discussion of this is found in, e.g„ Pmmdnavdrftihu, ParartUanumam chapter, verses 40-71. bee 

TiUernatis (147, note 17). 
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the self, the reality or unreality of past and future lives, and the compara¬ 
tive validity of the systems of the great philosophers and religious teach¬ 
ers. Indeed, Dharmakirti devotes an entire chapter of his 
Pramanavarttika, that on the “Establishment of Authority” (Pramanasid- 
dhi) to a systematic attempt to demonstrate that the Buddha is uniquely 
authoritative for those intent on spiritual liberation. He seeks to do this 
by proving logically (a) the possibility of the Buddha’s having achieved 
an enlightened state and (b) the validity of what he teaches on the basis 
of his enlightenment, the four noble truths. This, in turn, entails various 
subsidiary proofs of, e.g., the non-existence of God, the mind’s indepen¬ 
dence of the body, the limitless expandibility of mental qualities, and 
the unique soteriological value of the insight into no-self.18 Whether or 
not Dharmakirti succeeds in his demonstration is not the issue here; 
what is important is that he believes that such a demonstration is possi¬ 
ble, and it is possible because it ultimately is rooted in common, 
securely-grounded observations about the way the world actually is. 

Dharmaklrti’s project seems almost diametrically opposed to 
Nagatjuna’s: there is a way entities actually exist, and it is given to us 
directly and veridically in the various modes of perception, which are, in 
turn, the basis for legitimate conceptual knowledge about the world, 
both the everyday world that is closely related to the senses and the 
metaphysical world that lies beyond them. Dharmakirti seems overtly 
and thoroughly a foundationalist, who could gladden the heart of an 
Aquinas or Descartes. 

It hardly should surprise us, however, that matters are not so simple. 
Just as there turned out to be elements of foundationalism in 
Nagatjuna’s enterprise, so, too, are Dharmaklrti’s writings—foundation¬ 
alist as they may seem—shot through with deconstructive elements. To 
begin with, Dharmaklrti’s ontology is fundamentally that of classical 
abhidharma Buddhism and therefore is based on the assumption that 
nowhere in the cosmos is there to be found an entity that is or has 
abiding substance (atman). In Dharmakirti, this assumption is 
expressed in a number of important ways, e.g., through his defense of a 
soteriology based on no-self; his insistence that those real, efficient enti¬ 
ties that are possessed of own-marks abide only for the shortest conceiv¬ 
able instant (ksana), and then are destroyed; and his assertion that we 

l8The Pramdnasiddhi chapter of the Pramdnavarttika has been translated in toto but not published, 
by Nagatomi, and partially translated by Vetter. A full translation of it, keyed to rGyal tshab rje’s 
Tibetan commentary, will appear in tn>* Why Buddhism Is True, forthcoming from Wisdom Publica¬ 
tions. London. 
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comprehend classes of objects not through apprehending some inherent 
universal—for the permanence usually predicated of universals is an 
impossibility—but through the exclusion (apoha) of what is not an 
appropriate classification. All these notions, whatever their philosophy 
cal strengths or weaknesses, serve to undermine a substance ontology, 
and to the degree that they do so, they tend to undermine the absolute 
certainty with which anything may be said to exist in a particular, defi¬ 
nite manner—for such specification often results from conceptual misi 
apprehensions rooted in substantialist assumptions. This last point is 
certainly arguable, for Dharmakirti would appear to believe that his 
non-substantialist ontology does not vitiate his epistemological foundi 
tionalism. Indeed, he goes to considerable lengths to demonstrate that 
is perfectly compatible with it, and, in fact, the only ontology on tlu 
basis of which knowledge actually can be explained. 

Even if the deconstructive effect of Dharmaldrti’s non-substandal 
ontology is questioned, one finds that another, still more basic tenden 
toward deconstruction informs his thought: his adherence to the Yoga- 
cara view that all the three worlds are “only a percept” (vijnaptimatra).^ 
The corollary of this view is the assumption that the mistaken belief' 
an ultimate duality of subject and object is the basis of our circling; 
samara, and that the direct realization of their nan-duality is the essen¬ 
tial point to be realized in yogic perception, which is the experience o' 
an arya, who has cut the roots of ignorance and is assured of enlighten 
ment. If the non-duality of subject and object is what must ultimately 
realized on the Buddhist path, there is a sense in which ordinary perce 
tual and inferential knowledge is sublated and relativized, for ordinal 
knowledge is necessarily dualistic, and such dualism turns out to 
without any foundation in ultimate reality. Like Nagaijuna, Dha 
claims that conventional knowledge has a conventional validity, but 
negated by the higher perspective of one who sees things as they ul t 
mately really are. There is a more than incidental element of decon 
struction involved in Dharmaklrti’s thought. 

Our discussion cannot end here, however, for just as the outerm 
frame of Nagaijuna’s deconstructive project was a type of foundation 
ism that assumed that there is a knowable way things really exist, i.e., 
empty; so, too, the outermost frame of DharmakTrti’s project involves 
similar perspective. Just as the foundationalism that seems so basic tti 
Dharmakirti turns out to be sublated in important ways by an ultima 

wSee, e.g., Pramdnavarttika, Pratyaksa chapter, verses 320ff. 
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standpoint in which all dualistic knowledge is delusive, so, too, that 
ultimate standpoint turns out to be sublated by a further foundational¬ 
ism that structures the entire project. As with Nagaijuna, this founda¬ 
tionalism assumes that there is a way the world is in the ultimate sense, 
i.e., only as a percept, and that this way that the world is, can be known 
authoritatively, e.g., by yogic perception. Thus, both ontology and epis¬ 
temology, in the final analysis, have foundations, even if the founda¬ 
tional object (non-duality) and subject (yogic perception) represent a 
radical departure from and perhaps an implicit undermining of the con¬ 
ventional ontological and epistemological foundations that we require in 
the everyday world. 

THE MEETING OF NAGARJUNA AND DHARMAKIRTI: 
INDIAN SVATANTRIKA AND TIBETAN 

PRASANGIKA 

Our selection of Nagaijuna and Dharmakirti to represent, respec¬ 
tively, the tendencies toward deconstruction and foundationalism in 
Buddhist thought is not entirely arbitrary. Although they never used the 
terms deconstruction and foundationalism, Buddhist philosophers of the 
later first millennium C.E. recognized instinctively that the two tenden¬ 
cies represented by Nagaijuna and Dharmakirti were in some way of 
fundamental importance, that neither could be entirely ignored, and 
that, consequently, both had to be elements of a serious philosophical 
enterprise. As a consequence, some of the most important thinkers of 
late Indian Buddhism were explicitly engaged in the attempt to harmo¬ 
nize the deconstruction of Nagaijuna and the foundationalism of 
Dharmakirti. This tendency in turn was adopted by the Tibetan philo¬ 
sophical tradition and has continued as one of the notable features of 
Tibetan Buddhism until this day. 

Nagaijuna was very suspicious of attempts to establish the traditional 
foundations of knowledge. Despite his implicit acceptance of some 
canons of rationality, such as the tetralemma (which itself implied an 
Indian equivalent of the law of the excluded middle), he avoided argu¬ 
mentation in syllogistic modes and devoted himself primarily to apply¬ 
ing a critical, deconstructive dialectic to the propositions of other 
schools. This approach was adopted and defended by one of the two 
Madhyamika traditions that developed in the centuries after Nagaijuna, 
the Prasangika, whose most important representatives were Buddhapal- 
ita and Candraklrti. A second group of Madhyamikas, however, the Sva- 
tantrikas, saw the value (and perhaps the necessity) of arguing more 
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constructively, and thus concerned themselves not only with the dialec¬ 
tics of emptiness, but with the attempt to establish and build upon epis¬ 
temological foundations—perhaps in an attempt to secure a solid and 
specific grounding for conventional truth. After all, Nagatjuna himself 
had said (MdJhyamakakdrikd 24:10) that conventional truth was a neces¬ 
sary prerequisite to ultimate truth, but he had said little about the partic¬ 
ulars of that conventional truth. If the conventional truth was so 
important, it needed to be established firmly, and the writings of the 
members of the pramana tradition provided the most promising grounds 
for such establishment. '. 

Thus, beginning with Bhavaviveka in the sixth century, and continu¬ 
ing down through‘such figures and Jhanagarbha, Santaraksita and 
Kamalaslla, Svatantrika Madhyamikas deliberately attempted to com¬ 
bine, on the one hand, the Madhyamika concern to establish emptiness 
as the ultimate mode of existence of all phenomena and, on the other 
hand, the pramana tradition’s concern with epistemic authority and its 
extension into rational argumentation and philosophical constniction. 
The Svatantrikas themselves evinced at least two different tendencies in 
their analysis of conventional reality, leading to a later Tibetan division 
of the tradition into “Yogacara” and “Sautrantika" sub-schools,20 but 
the main lines of the Svatantrika approach are common to both, and 
involve “a tendency to reconceive traditional ontological questions in 
the epistemological form made popular by Dignaga and his successors” || 
(Eckel: 51). Thus, not only might formal inference be applied to the— 
demonstration of the ultimate truth that all entities are empty of sub-.^ 
stantial existence, but questions of conventional truth would be framed 
primarily in terms of concepts and issues that had come to the fore in 
the pramana tradition, such as the nature and types of authority, 
momentariness, causal efficiency, universal and particulars, etc. Fur¬ 
ther, many Svatantrikas applied themselves not only to the critique of 
other schools, but also—very much in the spirit of Dharmaklrti—to the 
positive establishment of a variety of Buddhist philosophical and reli¬ 
gious ideas, i.e., to proving Buddhism true through rational argumenta¬ 
tion.21 Whatever their success or failure in balancing two such 
fundamentally contrasting trends in Buddhist thought, the important,^, 
point remains that the Svatantrikas attempted to do so, and thus, implic-g 

-See, e g., Sopa and Hopkins (122-145), and Lopez (299-386). 

21 Especially notable in this regard was Santaraksita, in his Tatt 
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itly, accepted that deconstruction and found2tionalism weie approaches 
to knowledge and the world that were not fundamentally at odds. 

Buddhism died out in India during the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, but not before the majority of its latter-day systems of theory 
and praxis had been transplanted to Tibet. Consequently, Svatantrika 
Madhyamaka was very influential in the formation of Tibetan philo¬ 
sophical attitudes, especially in the early period of Buddhism’s spread, 
during the eighth and ninth centuries. During the later period of Bud¬ 
dhism’s spread, from the eleventh century onward, Tibetans increas¬ 
ingly—though not exclusively—tended to consider themselves 
Prasangika rather than Svatantrika Madhyamikas. However, this did not 
mean an abandonment of the Svatantrikas’ epistemological concerns. 
The study of Madhyamaka and pramana developed simultaneously in 
the Tibetan lineages, and their lines of development tended to con¬ 
verge,22 to the point where, in the fifteenth-century founder of the dGe 
lugs, Tsong kha pa, they have become fused into a single intellectual 
enterprise. That enterprise is nominally Prasangika, and therefore tech¬ 
nically avoids defining conventional truth in terms derived from the 
pramana tradition. In fact, however, the dGe lugs account of conven¬ 
tional reality is rooted precisely in that tradition. Study of the works of 
Dignaga and, especially, Dharmaklrti is a cornerstone of dGe lugs philo¬ 
sophical training, nearly as important'as the study of Madhyamaka itself. 
This, in fact, is the case for all of the major Tibetan schools. They may 
disagree among themselves over the strength of the connection between 
conventional and ultimate cognitions, and thus over the importance of 
rationality for soteriology—to this extent they may be characterized as 
more or less deconstructive or foundationalisc23—but they all agree that 
any substance ontology must ultimately be deconstructed and that 
secure foundations are available for the establishment of conventional 
objects and modes of knowledge. Thus, their monastic curricula all 
include the study of both Nagatjuna and Dharmaklrti. 

At least one very important line of Buddhist thought, beginning in 
India and extending into Tibet, explicitly attempted to balance the tradi¬ 
tion’s contrary tendencies toward deconstruction and foundationalism. 
Whether this resulted in a sublime harmony of the fundamental poles of 
philosophical thought or was an ill-conceived attempt to eat one’s cake 

220n this, see, e.g., van der Kuijp 
23From this perspective, ih< dGe lugs pas would be the most strongly foundationalisc, the rNying 

ma pas the most decdfhstwlpuve, with the Sa skya p&s and bka’brgyud pas somewhere 
All kAU/OKOr ^nxiin ylf Urt*'', 
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and have it too, is not for us to determine here; what is important is| 
simply the fact that a major segment of the Buddhist philosophical tradn 
tion saw the indispensibility of both deconstruction and foundational-j 
ism, and the consequent necessity to include both in any serious 
intellectual enterprise. •••J 

DECONSTRUCTION, FOUNDATIONALISM AND THE 
MIDDLE WAY 2 

Deconstruction and foundationalism form an important, if implicit; 

polarity in Buddhist thought, and almost any Buddhist system of philosS 

ophy or meditation may be placed at some point on the spectrum thi 

runs between the two poles. Of the thinkers and schools that we havt 

examined in detail, Nagatjuna would be found very close to the deconj 

structive pole, Dharmaklrti very close to the foundationalist pole, anV 

such traditions as early Buddhism, Svatantrika Madhyamaka and the 

Tibetan dGe lugs somewhere in the middle. The close identification 6 
a thinker or movement with one or another of the poles does not mea 

the exclusion of the other pole. Even predominantly deconstructs 
enterprises like Nagarjuna’s have foundationalist elements, and founds 
tionalisms as apparently thoroughgoing as Dharmaklrti’s have importan 

deconstructive tendencies built into them. There is no system that doe 

not include both poles. It might well be argued that the Buddhist “mid 

die way” is to be found precisely in any given system’s negotiation 

between deconstruction and foundationalism. 

In terms of our other metaphor, that of frames, the innermost frank 
in a Buddhist system tends to be the “strong foundationalist" assertion! 
of worldly and religious conventionalities. (In the case of, e.g3 
Dharmaklrti, this is the frame on which our attention focuses.) Than 
frame is surrounded and sublated by a wider frame that involves, in one 
way or another, the ultimate deconstruction of those conventionalities 
(In the case of, e.g., Nagaijuna, this is our focus.) That deconstructive 
frame, however, is in turn surrounded by the still wider “weak foundaj 
tionalist” frame of the essential Buddhist values, which structure the 
very enterprise of distinguishing between the conventional and the ultfj 
mate. The frame metaphor might seem to imply that Buddhism is in die 
final analysis a type of foundationalism, albeit a “weak” one, but that 
“outermost” foundationalist frame is itself still subject to further decontj 
struction. We may imagine that outermost frame corroded by the 
deconstructive element within it, or we may imagine its being sur; 
rounded by still another deconstructive frame. a 
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Regardless of which metaphor we employ, the relationship between 
deconstruction and foundationalism in Buddhism is not static, and 
neither one can finally seal off or exclude the other. Any foundationalist 
assertion is subject to ultimate deconstruction from a variety of view¬ 
points; no-self, emptiness, mind-only, and so on. Conversely, any 
deconstruction presupposes that some conventionalities have enough of 
a foundation in reality that both the ordinary world and the deconstruc¬ 
tive enterprise itself can make some sense. Those foundations are them¬ 
selves open to further deconstruction, but the_deconstruction of them, in 
turn, involves certain conventional foundations that may themselves be 
deconstructed, and so on, ad infinitum. It would seem that Buddhism 
issues in an aporeitic dialectic of endless sublation that only will lead to 
philosophical and spiritual frustration. However, it may well be that the 
real source of philosophical and spiritual failure is precisely the attitude 
that would seek finally to resolve the deconstruction-foundationalism 
polarity in favor of one or the other. From the Buddhist point of view, 
this would be a fall to one extreme or the other—and we must recall 
that one of Buddhism’s most basic metaphors is that of holding to a 
middle between extremes,, whether of hedonism and asceticism, etemal- 
ism and annihilationism, or, simply, “is" and “is not.” The spiritually 
agile Buddhist walks a difficult tightrope, balancing two truths, holding 
a pole weighted deconstructively on one end and foundationally on the 
other, knowing that if her equilibrium is lost,'the fall will be a long 
one.*4 As long as both are under her control, however, passage will be 
possible and the goal—which is no goal, but a goal nevertheless—will 
be attainable.25 

4U might be noted that in many Mahayana traditions, a buddha is defined cognitively by his or her 

ability to know simultaneously ail conventional and ultimate phenomena, i.e., the two truths; this is 

an ability that sentient beings, even high-level bodhisattvas, lack; they are capable of cognizing onlv 
one or the other. 6 5. 

25An earlier version of this paper was presented at a symposium on Buddhist Thought and Culture 

graciously organized in April, 1988 at the University of Montevallo, Montevallo, Alabama, by Prof. 

Frank Hoffman. I would like to thank Mr. Patrick Pranke of The University of Michigan for first 

articulating for me the tension in Buddhist thought explored here; Drs. John E. Thiel. Janet Gyatso 

and Lynn Stephens for their helpful comments and criticism of that earlier version; and Dr. Nancy 

McCagney and JAAR's anonymous reader for suggestions regarding a later draft. 
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U2.KS IW, 
THE SKANDHAKA OF THE VINAYA PITAKA 

AND ITS HISTORICAL VALUE 

By Torkel BrekJce, Oxford* 

In the first twenty-four chapters of the Khandhaka section of the 

Pali Vinaya Pitaka we find the account cf the enlightenment of the 

Buddha and the foundation of the Buddhist Saftgha. This account is 
undoubtedly old. However, in his book on the original Skandhaka - of 

which the Pali Khandhaka is one version - Erich Frauwallner (1956) 

believed that the time-span between the.death of the Buddha and the 

composition of the text was at least 150 years. If Frauwallner was 

right, the author of the Skandhaka would have described events of the 

distant past. I want to show that the time separating the origins of the 

Skandhaka from the events that it describes may be considerably 

shorter than previously assumed. Thus, the historical value of the 

work is greater than believed by Frauwallner and by historians who 

have relied on his work. It seems to me that the Skandhaka deserves 

more attention from scholars who work with early Buddhism. 

When I use the term ‘Skandhaka* or ‘Original Skandhaka’ without 

further specification I refer to a literary work that was composed more 

than two thousand years ago. I refer to the original form of the text. 
The term ‘Skandhaka’, then, is not used for the Skandhaka of any 
particular Buddhist school. The Skandhaka was composed at a time 

when there were no Buddhist schools. We know this because the 
Mah&sSrhghikas include this text in their canon. It must have been 

composed before the first schism at the Council of Pataliputra where 

the greater part of the Sangha broke away from the Sthaviras, the 

elders. The Vinayas of six Buddhist schools are preserved. They are 
the Vinayas of the Sarvastiv&dins, the Dharmaguptakas, the MahTsas- 

akas, the Pali school, the Malasarvastivadins and the Mahasanghikas.1 
The Skandhakas of the different schools are very similar in content. 

* This article was written while the author was funded by the Norwegian 
Research Council. 

1 Cf. Frauwallner 1956: Iff. Following Frauwallner I use the term 
‘Pali school’ for the school by which Buddhism was introduced into Ceylon. 
For an overview of the literature on Vinaya see Ch. Pkebish, Recent Progress 
in Vinaya Studies.. In: Studies in Pali and Buddhism. A Memorial Volume in 
Honor of Bhikkhii Jagdish Kashyap, ed. A.K. Narain. Delhi 1979, p. 302, 
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The greatest degree of congruence is found between the Skandhakas of 

the Sarvastivadins, the Dharmaguptakas, the Pali school and the 

Mahfsasakas.2 There is no reason to doubt that these Skandhakas have 

a common ancestor. Frauwallner believed that the Vinayas of these 

four schools are so similar because they are the products of one mis¬ 

sionary enterprise, and that their Vinayas therefore can be traced back 
to the same text which was current at the starting-point of the mis- * 

sions, i.e. Vidisa.3 What the Vinayas of these schools have in common, 'g 

then, can be taken as the original content of this Vinaya of Vidisa. 

According to the Dlpavamsa4 and the Mahftvamsa5, Tissa Moggali- ® 

putta, after the third council, sent missionaries to several places. In Jf 

rock edict XIII, Asoka says that he has sent his envoys to different jt 

peoples. Are the missionary enterprises which are mentioned in the 

Sinhalese tradition the same as the ones of A£oka*s XIII rock edict? 7 

Frauwallner identifies the peoples mentioned in Anoka’s edict with < 
the countries in the Sinhalese tradition and concludes that Adoka must 1 

have sent the missionaries, and that this enterprise was the origin of 3 

the four schools whose Skandhakas are most similar.® However, Frau- 

wallner’s theory has been criticized. Firstly, one could doubt Frau- 

wallner’s arguments for Vidisa, as the origin of the missions. His ..■■j 
arguments are the following: Vj 
(1) Mahinda’s mother was from Vidi§a, and Mahinda set out from 

Vidisa on his mission to Ceylon. 
(2) Vidisa was an important religious center at the time of A£oka. ;1 

2 Cf. Frauwallner 1956: 2. 
3 See Frauwallner 1956: 1-23. 
4 Dv. VIII (p. 53f. = tr. p. 159f.) it is related that Moggaiiputta sent 

Maj jhantika to Gandhara and Mahadeva to Mahisa; Rakkhita is said to have 
preached the Anamataggiya (i.e. a group of ten suttas in the Saipyutta Nika- 
ya), and Yonakadhammarakkhita another discourse in Aparanta, Maha- 
dhammarakkhita in Maharattha, Maharakkhita in Yonaka country, Majjhi- 
ma, Durabhisara, Sah&deva and Mfllakadeva in Himavanta, Sona and Uttara 
in Suvannabhumi, and Mahinda on the island of Lafika, thereby converting 

various peoples to Buddhism. 
Mv. XII (p. 94ff. = tr. p. 82ff.) gives the account of the misSion in 

greater detail than the Dv. However, the tkcras who are dispatched by Mog¬ 
galiputta are more or less the same and the places are the same except that 
Maj jhantika preaches in KasmTr as well as in Gandhara. The Mv. also says 
that Rakkhita, whose area of mission is not specified in Dv. VIII, is sent to 
Vanavasa (southern India?). Moreover, Mahinda’s companions to Lanka are 

specified. 
rt “If we compare with these data the account of the missions in the 

Singhalese chronicles, we must at once state that the two sources look at the 
same things from different points of view. Asok* speaks of peoples, the 
missionary account speaks of countries.” ' ff^uwALLNBlS 16). 
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(3) Relics of three of the missionaries have been found in stupas near 
Vidi§a. 
Secondly, the idea that a single missionary enterprise converted all 

these countries and peoples to Buddhism seems to be an oversimplifi¬ 
cation7. 

Having identified a Vinaya of VidiSa,. Frauwallner’s next step is 

to clarify the relationship between this and the Vinaya of the Mfila¬ 
sarvastivadins. The Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivadins differs from the 
other Vinayas in that it contains a large quantity of fables. Frauwall¬ 

ner points to a passage in the Mahaprajflaparamitopadesa which men¬ 

tions two Vinayas. One is the Vinaya of Mathura which includes also 

the Avadana and Jataka. The second is the Vinaya of KasmTr which 

has rejected the Avadana and Jataka and contains only the essentials.8 

On the basis of the passage in the Mahaprajfiaparamitopadesa he iden¬ 
tifies the Vinaya of the Mfilasarvastivadins with the Vinaya of Mathu¬ 

ra and the Vinaya of the Sarvastivadins with the Vinaya of KaSmlr.® 

Having linked the Malasarvastivadins with Mathura, Frauwallner 

goes on to argue for the independence of this school and its Vinaya from 

the schools that were the results of the missions, among them the 

Sarvastivadins. He also argues that the Mfilasarvastivadins were a 

very early school, and that the Vinaya of Mathura was existing side by 
side and independently with the Vinaya of Vidisa10. 

But do the Mfilasarvastivadins not belong to the same dogmatic 
tradition as the Sarvastivadins? Frauwallner has foreseen this ob¬ 

jection and argues that the foundation of communities based on the 

Vinaya and the rise of dogmatic schools are two completely different 

things.11 Therefore, the Mfilasarvastivadins can well be a part of a 

larger school and at the same time be independent in terms of the 
Vinaya. 

7 Lamotte says (1958: 339): “La chronique singhalaise simplifie les faits a 
I’extrSme en attribuant la conversion generate de lTnde a Taction d’une 
poign^e de missionnaires mandates par Moggaliputtatissa et en fixant a cet 
6v6nement memorable la date precise de 236 p.N. ... II va sans dire que 
Tinitiative priv6e joua son role dans le mouvement missionnaire; mais Teffort 
des individus s’estompe devant la force intrinseque d’expansion de la Bonne 
Loi qui, pour se manifester, ne demandait que des circonstances politiques 
favorables. Celles-ci furent realisees par la creation de Tempire Maurya et la 
conversion du grand empereur Asoka. Tous les obstacles 6tant lev^s, la Bonne 
Loi fit en quelque sorte tache d’huile, gagnant de proche en proche presque 
toutes les regions du continent et attendant jusqu’ a Ceylan.” (* 1988: 310). 

8 Cf. Frauwallner 1956: 26. 
lb. p. 27. 

U) “On the other side, the K.--'Uira community had nothing to do with 
these missions. It is an old community, much earlier than Asoka, and plays an 
important role already at the time of the council of Vai^ll.” (ib. p. 37). 

u Ib. p. 38. 
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Lamotte does not agree that the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastiv&dins 

is the Vinaya of Mathura mentioned by Kumarajlva.12 He says that 

the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadins was closed much later, offering 

three arguments: 
(1) The Mulasarvastivada Vinaya contains a prediction about Kanis- 

ka. The way in which the text treats the great king proves that the 
text is considerably later than Kaniska who, as Lamotte suggests, 

reigned some time during the second century. 
(2) The person of Sakyamuni in the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya is not 

the sage of Kapilavastu but rather a superior god. 
(3) Fa-hsien who visited India in 402 and 411 in search for copies of the 

Vinaya, does not seem to have had any knowledge of this Vinaya. 
“Pour toutes ces raisons, on ne peut attribuer a cet ouvrage une date 

ant6rieure aux IVe-Ve si&cles de notre &re”13. 
Raniero Gnoli adopts a middle position between Frauwallner’s 

view of an early date and Lamotte’s opinion of the fourth-fifth century 
as a terminus post quern for the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadins.14 On 
the basis of the text’s prediction concerning Kaniska and its tales 
concerning KaSmlr he believes that the date of the text must be taken 

back to the time of Kaniska15. 
In his analysis of the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadins, J.L. Pang- 

lung does not introduce an independent view concerning the dating of 

the text, but, like Gnoli (1977: XX), he quotes Waldschmidt to show 

that this Vinaya is a very heterogenous work.16 The period of compila¬ 

tion was long; the texts which constitute the extant Vinaya were “laid 

down in different epochs, and subsequently patched up together”17. 

The next step for Frauwallner is to push the origin of the Skan- 

dhaka another step back by comparing the Skandhaka of the 

Sarvastivadins, Dharmaguptakas, Mahtsasakas, the Pali school and 

12 “Quant au Vin. desMMasarv. qui consacre deux Skandhaka a la biogra- 
phie complete et suivie du Buddha, il ne provient pas d’une ancienne commu- 
naute bouddhique fix6e a Mathura des le premier sidcle du bouddhisme - 
comme le voudrait M. Frauwallner (p. 37) - mais d’une immense somme de 
discipline close tres tardivement et tr£s probablement redigee au Ka£mlr pour 
completer le Vinaya des Sarv&stivddin. Lorsque, dans le passage 6tudi6 plus 
haut, KumftrajTva parle du «Vinaya du pays de Mathura en 80 sections* il a en 
vue, non pas le Vin. des MMasarvmais l’antique Vinaya d’Upali detenu en 
dernier lieu a Mathura par le patriarche Upagupta.” (Lamotte 1958: 196 [« 

1988: 178]). 
12 Lamotte 1958: 727 (» 1988: 657). 
14 Cf. Gnoli 1977: XVIff. 
15 lb. p. XIX 
ltt Cf. Jampa Losang Panolung, Die Erzahlstoffe des Malasarv&ativada- 

Vinaya analysiert auf Grund der tibetisohen Obersetzung. Tokyo 1981, p. xii. 
17 Gnoli 1977: XX. - 
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the Mulasarvastivadins with the Skandhaka of the Mahasahghikas. 

First, he observes that the account of the two first councils is found in 

all these works. This shows that these accounts were part of the 

original Skandhaka. Frauwallner suggests that also the story of the 

Buddha’s Parinirvana was a part of the original work. What about the 

story of the illumination and the founding of the order? In the case of 

the Pali school, the Dharmaguptakas and the Mahls&sakas we find this 

tale in the beginning of the Skandhakas, and in the case of the Mula¬ 

sarvastivadins there is a corresponding section in the Sanghabheda- 

vastu. But Frauwallner is faced with the problem that the story of 

the illumination and the early history of the Sangha seems to be 

lacking in the Skandhakas of the Sarvastivadins and the Maha¬ 
sahghikas; in Lamotte’s words: 

“Dans les deux Vinaya que les traditions indigenes examinees plus 

haut pr6sentent comme les plus proches de l’antique Vinaya d’Upali - 
a savqir les Vin, des Sarvastivddin et desMahdsdnghiJca - il n’y a pas de 

traces de la biographic initials du Buddha”18. 

The solution to this is quite simple. The Sarvastivadins did have an 
account of these things, but by later tradition it was not regarded as a 

part of the Vinaya. In the case of the Sarvastivadins, the Catuspari- 
satsQtra, the story of the origin of the four assemblies - i.e. the monks, 

the nuns and the male and female lay-supportersbelongs to the 

Dlrghagama of the Sdtra Pitaka. Frauwallner believes that it origi¬ 

nally belonged to the Skandhaka. The correspondence between the 
Catu§pari$atsatra and Mahavagga 1-24 of the Khandhaka of the Pali 

school is nearly complete. It seems that also the Mahasahghikas had 

the Buddha biography and the story of the early Sangha. Frauwall¬ 

ner points to a passage of a biography in Chinese which says that the 

Mahasahghikas had a biography of the Buddha called ta shiK i.e. 
mahdvastu.l# He believes that it originally belonged to the Skandhaka. 

The important point is that the Mahasahghikas actually had this text 
like the other schools, because this supposition moves the composition 

of the biography of the Buddha and the history of the first Sangha 

furthei back: to the time before the schismatic council of Pataliputra. 

The Historical Value of the Skandhaka 

Waldschmidt (1951) has done a comparative analysis of the most 

important part of the Skandhaka, the Catusparisatsutra. About the 

comparison of this account in the extant versions belonging to differ- 

18 Lamotte 1958: 195 (* 1988: 178). 
18 See Frauwallner 1956: 50. 
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ent Buddhist schools he said the following: “Damit kann die wissen- 
schaftliche Betrachtung der Begriindung der buddhistischen Ge- 

meinde auf ein Fundament tieferer Schicht als bisher erreichbar 

gestellt werden”20. 
AndrE Bareau, who, besides Frauwallner, has done the most 

thorough analysis of the material of the Buddha-biography and the 
account of the early Sangha as it is contained in the Skandhaka and in 

passages of the Dlghanikaya, had a more pessimistic view of the value 

of this material: “L’anciennetS et la diversity de nos sources met en 

relief cette heterogeneity et cet 6miettement des elements qui ont servi 

a composer la biographie du Buddha, et ce double caractdrc conduit & 

douter fortement de Thistoricite des donnSes qui nous sont ainsi four* 

nies”21. 

Oldenberg said about the stories connected with the P&timokkha 

rules: “That the histories, which have in this manner been added to the 
several rules of the P&timokkha, have for the most part been invented, 

and, moreover, invented in an extremely awkward and conventional 
way, will be perfectly evident to every one who reads a series of them 

one after the other”22. 
It should be noted, however, that the P&timokkha rules themselves 

were laid down very early, supplying us, according to Pachow23, with 

invaluable data for framing a picture of the economic and social con¬ 

ditions of their times. 
The accounts of the Mah&vagga and Cullavagga are given the same 

status as mere inventions as those of the Vibhahga by Olb&nberg, but 
he expresses ambivalence when it comes to the historical value of these 

texts: “The histories, as a whole, are as undoubtedly pure inventions 
as those in the Vibhaflga; this does not, of course, prevent their belong¬ 
ing to the most valuable sources for our knowledge of the life of the 

ancient Buddhist community”24. 
But if the stories of the Skandhaka are generally inventions like 

those of the Vibhanga, why should the historical value of the former be 

greater than that of the latter? Now, the essential difference between 
the Mah&vagga and Cullavagga on the one hand and the Vibhahga on 

the other is, according to Oldenberg (ib.) that the stories of the latter 

were added to an original basis of ecclesiastical regulations that had 

existed for 3ome time, whereas most of the stories of the Mah&vagga 

20 Waldschmidt 1951: 122 (= 202). 

21 Bareau 1963: 373. 
22 Oldenberg 1879: XXII. 
** W. Pachow, A Comparative Study of the Pratimoksa. Santiniketan 

1955, p. 68. 
24 Oldenberg 1879: XXIII. 

and the Cullavagga were fixed in their context at the same time as the 
precepts they explain. 

Although Oldenberg was of the opinion that the picture of a point 

of time in the history of the Sahgha given by the material of the 

Skandhaka is more authentic than that given in the Vibhanga, he 
assumes a quite considerable gap of time separating the composition of 

the Skandhaka from the life of the earliest Sangha. Thus, it is hard to 

see how this material can be of truly great value from Oldenberg’s 

point of view. 

A judgement very similar to that of Oldenberg on the stories of 

the Pratimoksasutra was uttered by Dieter Schlingloff25: “In einer 

oder der anderen Geschichte mUgen sich Ermnerungeh an tats&chliche 

Vorkommnisse in der Gemeinde niedergeschlagen haben, meist sind 

die Erz&hlungen jedoch reine Zweckerfindungen, urn die Verordnun- 
gen zu motivieren”. 

Schlingloff takes the awkward relationship between rules and stories 
in the Pr&timoksasatra and the Vibhafiga as a proof of the consider¬ 

able distance in time and spirit (“zeitlichen und geistigen Abstand”) 

between the disciplinary codes and the accounts connected with them. 
However, in the case of the Skandhaka both the uninspired - and 

sometimes even misunderstood - stories and the valuable legends seem 
to have some historical value. 

As suggested by Oldenberg’s statements, the case of the Skandha¬ 
ka is different from that of the Pratimoksasutra and the Vibhanga. 
Substantial parts of the account give the reader a feeling of authenti¬ 

city. As opposed to the Vibhafiga, many stories contained in the Pali 

Khandhaka and the Catusparisatsutra do not appear awkward, nor do 
they seem to be mere “Zweckerfindungen”. I.B. Horner said that “the 
beginning of the Mah&vagga gives not only an impression but an 
account of an Order expanding and taking shape”2”. 

Frauwallner did emphasize the value of the Skandhaka both for 
the history of the Vinaya and for the history of Buddhism in general.27 

According to him this “text is an inexhaustible mine for the history of 

Indian culture”. But Frauwallner’s enthusiasm for the Skandhaka as 
a historical source is hard to understand in the light of his opinions on 

the composition of the text. With only one example taken from the 

Mahaparinirv&nasatra he claims that he has proved all biographical 

25 Zur Interpretation des Pratimoksasfitra. ZDMG 113 (1963) 536-551, p. 
538. 

2<$ The Book of the Discipline, tr. I.B. Horner. Ft. 4: The Mahflvagga. 
London 1951, p. XX. 

27 Of. Frauwallner f0&6: 131. 
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accounts of the Buddha contained in the Skandhaka to be pure fic¬ 

tion.28 His conclusion is the following (1956: 163f.): 

“The biography of the Buddha, which forms the framework of the old 

Skandhaka text, is not authentic old tradition, but a legendary tale, 

the work of the author of the Skandhaka. This gives rise to important 

inferences. As seen above, this biography is the basis of the most 

famous later biographies of the Buddha, and authoritative texts such 
as the Mah&parinirv&nasatra and the Catusparisatsatra are- drawn 

from it. But these are the most important sources, upon which we have 

hitherto based our knowledge of the life of the Buddha. Once we have 
recognized that they all go back to a legendary tale, which was created 
only in the 4th century B.C. about one hundred years after the Nir¬ 
vana, they cease to represent primary sources. They may in future be 
utilized only in as far as we can recognize in them borrowings from 

earlier traditions.” ^ 
If we were to accept this view, the use of the Skandhaka as a source 

of history would be problematic. Indeed, if the accounts of the life of 
the Buddha and the early Sangha have no foundation in reality, there 

would be no reason to believe that the Buddha was a historical figure. 

If the stories of the Buddha lack any reference to actual events, 
Frauwallner might as well regard these accounts as purely mythical 

constructions. But there are two arguments against such a dismissal: 

(1) The view that the original Skandhaka was the work of one author 
who created a tale about the Buddha in order to embellish the rules of 

the Sangha is doubtful. 
(2) The date of the Skandhaka’s composition was probably consider¬ 

ably closer to the life of the Buddha than Frauwallner believed. 
Therefore, there is no need to assume that the author(s) lacked knowl¬ 
edge of the early Sangha and its founder, creating a fictionary biogra¬ 

phy instead. 
r 

The Date and Composition of the 
Original Skandhaka 

According to Frauwallner the composition of the Skandhaka 

took place between 100 and 160 years after the Nirvana. In the light of 

more recent research on the date of the Buddha it i3 difficult to agree 

with him. Its formation may have taken place so close to the life of the 

first Sangha that the author could have had his information about the 

subject of his text from the direct disciples of the Buddha. In fact, it 

2H Cf. ib. p. I55ff. 
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cannot be totally ruled out that the author(s) of the Skandhaka met 

the Buddha himself. 

Let us sum up Frauwallner’s line of argument in his attempt to 

date the composition of the oldest Skandhaka work20: 

Firstly, he says, the Skandhaka must have come into being after the 

Council of VaiSall because all the traditions have the account of this 

assembly as part of the text. Secondly, it must have been composed 

before ASoka because the Vinayas of the different schools resulting 

from Anoka’s missions clearly go back to a common source. Thirdly, 

the text must have been made before the first schism occurred, be¬ 

cause the Mahasahghikas have relied on it. Frauwallner concludes 
(p. 54): “And thus, if we stick to the most usual traditional dates, its 
rise belongs to the period between 100 and 160 after the Nirvana”. 

Obviously, the natural and relevant reference point in the dating of 
the Skandhaka is the date of the Buddha. When was the Parinirvana? 

According to the Dlpavamsa and the Mah&vamsa, 218 years elapsed 
between the death of the Buddha and the accession of ASoka.30 With 
the date of ASoka provided by this tradition one arrives at 544/543 

B.C. as the date of the Buddha's Parinirvana. When it was realized 

that there was a discrepancy between the Greek and the Ceylonese 

sources, the date of the Buddha's death was corrected to 486^177 B.C., 
and this ‘corrected long chronology’ was accepted by most modern 

scholars for a long time.31 A different tradition met with in earlier 

Buddhist Sanskrit works and their Tibetan and Chinese translations 
gives only a hundred years as the time separating the Buddha’s der th 
from the consecration of A&oka. 

In 1980 Heinz Bechert (1982) showed that the corrected Ceylonese 
chronology could not be maintained. Neither can we, according to 

Bechert, accept the shorter chronology suggested by the Indian 

sources and its Chinese and Tibetan translations. Bechert chooses 

instead to calculate the date of the Nirvana on the basis of the lists of 

patriarchs and arrives at a period about 85 to 105 years before Asoka’s 
consecration. He goes on to place the Covncil of VaiSali 40 to 50 years 
after the Nirvana. In moving the date of the Buddha’s Nirvana to 

some time between 353 and 373 B.C. (taking 268 B.C. as the year of* 

20 Cf. Frauwallner 1956: 42-67, esp. p. 54. 
30 Dv. VI 1: dve satdni ca vass&ni aUhdrasa vassani ca / sambuddhe pari- 

nibbute abhisilto piyadassano //. Moreover, in Dv. VI 19f. we a^e told that the 
time separating the birth of Anoka’s son Mahinda from the parinirvana of the 
Buddha was 204 years. — Mv. V 21: jinanibbdnato paccha pure, tassabhmkato 
I sdtthdrasam vassasatadvayam evam vijdniyam //. 

31 See H. Bechert, The Problem of the Determination of the Date of the 
Historical Buddha. VVZKS 33 (1989) 93-120 and his ‘Introductory Essay* to 
the ‘Symposien zur Buddhismusforschung IV’ (DHB I/t-21). 
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Asoka’s consecration) Bechert feels himself reaffirmed by the works 

of G.C. Mkndis, E. Lamotte, and P.H.L. Eggermont, a “careful read¬ 

ing” of which “should already have shown to the world of scholars that 

the usually accepted chronology of the Buddha does not stand a 
critical examination”32. In a later article33, Bechert slightly modifies 

his dating, giving 80-130 years before Asoka’s coronation as the period 

within which the Buddha’s Nirvana most probably took place. Here 

he takes Alexander’s Indian campaign as the definitive terminus ante 

quern. 

The papers from the Fourth Symposium on Buddhist Studies edi¬ 

ted by Bechert are more or less concurrent in the view that the date of 
the Buddha must be moved forward. However, complete unanimity is 

not reached on the question of how much the date should be altered or 

what methods should be used in the search for the correct year of the 

Nirvana. If one tries to extract one acceptable date of the Buddha’s 
death from the different methods and respective results in the papers 

of the symposium, it seems to me that 400 B.C. is the best approxima¬ 
tion. This is the date which has the highest degree of compatibility 

with the estimations of R. Gombrich34, H. Bechert35, A^Bareau36, G. 

von Simson37, H. Hartel*8, L. Schmithausen39 and A.H1RAKAWA40. 

What is the significance of the later date of the Buddha on the 

historical value of the Skandhaka? The later date for the Nirvana has 

an impact both on our knowledge of the history of North India and on 
the concept of an ‘Axial Age’ in the context of World History, Her¬ 

mann Kulke says. He continues: “Third, we have to reassess the 

historiographical value of early Buddhist literature in view of Bud¬ 

dha’s probable date around 400 B.C.”, and “It is self-evident that such 

“ Bechert 1982: 36. On p. 13-15 (* p. 13f.) Lamotte (1958/88) says that 
the modern historian could opt indifferently for the long or the short chrono¬ 
logy. However, DHB 1/7 (= Bhchkrt 1995: 18) Bechert refers to a personal 
communication of E. Lamotte modifying this view. 

3.1 The Date of the Buddha - an Open Question of Ancient Indian History. 

In: DHB 1/222-236. 
« Dating the Buddha: A Red Herring Revealed. In: DHB 11/237-259. 

35 See n. 33. 
Quelques considerations sur le probl&me pos6 par la date du ParinirvA- 

na du Buddha. In: DHB 1/211-221. 
37 Der zeitgeschichtliche Hintergrund der Entstehung des Buddhismus 

und seine Bedeutung ftlr die Datierungsfrage. In: DHB 1/90-99. 
Archaeological Research on Ancient Buddhist Sites. In: DHB 1/61—89. 

*» An Attempt to Estimate the Distance in Time between AAoka and the 
Buddha in Terms of Doctrinal History. In: DHB ll/UO-147. 

40 An Evaluation of the Sources on the Date of the Buddha. In: DHB I/ 
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a late date of early Buddhist literature changes considerably its histo¬ 
riographical significance and relevance”41. For my concern the most 

important implication of the later dating of the Buddha is that we 

must place the composition of the original Skandhaka closer to the 
events it describes. The reason is simple: This work cannot have been 

composed 100 to 160 years after the Nirvana, and at the same time 

well before Asoka. It is equally impossible to maintain the period of 

100 to 160 years between the Nirvana and the composition of the 

Skandhaka, and at the same time hold on to the view that the text was 

composed before the schism at Pataliputra. However, it is reasonable 

to maintain Anoka’s time as the terminus ante quern for the Skandhaka. 

Frauwallner chose the period between 100 and 160 A.N. as the 
time for.the composition of the Skandhaka. He adopted 100 A.N. as 

the earliest possible date for the Council of VaiSalT as mentioned in the 

Ceylonese chronicles and the Skandhaka itself, taking 160 A.N. as the 

latest possible date for the schism which split the Buddhist communi¬ 

ty into Sthaviras and Mahfis&hghikas, traditionally the Council of 
Pataliputra. 

To throw some light on the dating of the Council of Pataliputra, 

which is Frauwallner’s terminus ante quern for the composition of the 
Skandhaka, one can consult A. Bareau42. In considering the different 

traditions concerning this council, he confronts us with four possible 
dates: 100 A.N., 116 A.N., 137 A.N. apd 160 A.N43, immediately 

rejecting the two extremes. In the same way as in his article referred to 
above (n. 36), Bareau makes his choice among the diverging dates 

offered by the different textual traditions after reflecting on the prob¬ 

ability of the time-span separating the Council of Pataliputra from the 
Council of Vaisall: 

“Si nous considerons la dur6e de 1’intervalle qu’implique chacune de 

ces deux dates precises, 116 ou 137 E.N., entre le concile de VaiSalT et 
celui de Pataliputra dans la tradition qui nous l’a transmise, e’est-a- 
dire six ans ou trente-sept ans, e’est bien la seconde qui paralt de 
beaucoup la plus vraisemblable” (p. 89). 

If Bareau is right, Frauwallner could have narrowed his time- 
span to the period between 100 and 137 A.N., which is Bareau’s most 

probable date for the Council of Pataliputra. Although Bareau is 

sceptical about the exactness of his sources, he does not seem to 

question these two dates on which his calculations are based. He 
concludes: 

41 DHB I/I00f. 
42 Barkau 1955; S-llL 
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“Pourtant, rien ne nous assure par ailleurs de l’exactitude de cette 

derniere date et nous devons done nous contenter de penser que le 

schisme eut lieu dans la premiere moitie, plus pr^cisement dans le 

second quart du II® siecle apres le Nirvana” (ib.). 
More important is the date of the Council of Vai65.lT as this was the 

terminus post quern for Frauwallner. There is no complete agreement 

regarding the date of this council in the different textual traditions: 

The Vinayas of the Theravadins, Mahl6&sakas, Dharmaguptakas and 
Haimavatas speak of 100 years after the Nirvana, whereas the Sarvas- 
tivada and Mulasarvastivada Vinayas give 110; in other sources one of 

these two dates turns up. Should we trust these dates as Frauwallner 

does? 
A passage in the Cullavagga can be taken as an indication that the 

time separating the Buddha from the participants of the Council of 
VaisalT was not several generations as stated by both traditions.44 It 
says that in Vai£a,U there lived a thera called Sabbakamin who had 
received ordination 120 years earlier, sharing his ‘cell’ (saddhiviharika) 

with Ananda45. 
Obviously, we cannot accept the statement that Sabbakamin had 

received ordination 120 years before the council, because then he 

should have been at least 140 years old.46 On the other hand there is 

nothing incongruous about the tradition of his sharing his ceil with the 

venerable Ananda if we shorten the time-span between the Buddha 

and the Council of VaisalT. This Council might have taken place, say, 

forty years after the Buddha's Nirvana. When in the later tradition a 

lapse of one century was introduced between the Nirvana and the 

Council of VaisalT,47 the redactors of the Vinaya had to manipulate 

Sabbakamin's age in order to get things right. 
Commenting on the age of Ananda’s disciples who were present at 

the Council of VaisalT, A. Hirakawa notes: “If his oldest disciples lived 
to be over a hundred years old, it is not impossible that some would 

still be alive a century after the Buddha's death. It seems that it was 

44 See Cullavagga XII 2,4: Una kho pana samayena aabbakdmi narm 
paihavyd sanghathero visamvassasatiko upasampaddya dyasmato dnandassa 

saddhivihariko vesdliyam pativasati. 
48 Dv. IV 49f. the same is told of Sa]ha, Revata, Khujjasobhita, Yasa and 

Sanasambhuta who together with Sabbakamin were aaddhiviharikd thera 

anandatherassa. 
4tt Twenty years is the minimum age for ordination as laid down in the 

MahAvagga (I 49) and parallel texts. 
47 In their contributions to DHB, both A. Hirakawa (cf. n. 40) and G. 

Obkyksekere (Myth, History and Numerology in the Buddhist Chronicles. 
In: DHB 1/152-182) have discussed the tendency in the oral transmission of 
RmLlhist texts to call every long period of time a century. 
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not unusual for a bhiksu who lived a regulated existence away from 
secular life to survive more than a hundred years”48. This sounds 

rather incredible. Moreover, according to Mv. IV 57-59, the elders of 

' the council - Sabbakamin, Salha, Revata, Khujjasobhita, Yasa, 

Sambhuta of Sana, Sumana and Vasabhagamika - had previously seen 

the Tathagata (ditthapubbd taihdgatam). Again we must reject the 

possibility that all these theras actually were 140 years old, and again 
we are confronted with two solutions to the problem: 

(1) The elders did not know the Buddha. This tradition could have 
been invented, e.g., to increase the authority of the participants of the 
council. 

(2) The Council of Vai6alT took place at a time when direct disciples of 

the Buddha were still alive, say 40 years after the Nirvana. Later, 

when it was decided .that the council had taken place 100 years or more 
after the death of the master, the redactors had to manipulate the age 
of the elders to make the numbers go together. 

Bechert puts the question of the date of the Council of VaisalT 
into the context of the later date of the Buddha: “The Council of 
Vai§all may be dated about 40 to 50 p.N. The tradition that SanavasT, 

one of the great authorities of this convocation, was a personal pupil 
of Ananda, becomes now credible” (1982: 36). However, there is no 

complete agreement among scholars about how to treat the councils. 

R.O. Franke, for instance, having rejected the historicity of the First 

Council49, states: “We may confront the chronicle of the ‘Second 

Council' with even greater indifference. This is not only a merely 

literary construction; it does not even possess any relevant subject 
matter”50. 

In his clear rejection of the credibility of the account of both of the 

first councils Franke is more or less alone. According to M. Hoeing kr 

“on peut tenir pour assurSe 1'historicite du concile de VaisalT”51. 
Lamotte, on the other hand, concludes his treatment of the subject of 

the two first councils with some reservation: “Le peu qu’on en a dit 
suffit a montrer qu’il serait imprudent de se prononcer pour ou eontre 

1’historicite des conciles”82. According to Barkau the indigenous tradi- 

48 DHB 1/269. 

49 See R. Otto Franke, The Buddhist Councils at Rajagaha and VesalT, as 
alleged in Cullavagga XI., XII. JPTS 1908, p.1-80 (= Kleine Schriften, ed. O. 
von HinCber. Wiesbaden 1978, 11/1381-1460). On p. 69 (= 1449), Franke 

says: “Herewith we are rid of the whole question as to its credibility”. 
30 Op. cit., p. 70 (= 1450). 

41 See M. Hofingkr, fitude sur le concile de VaisalT. [Biblioth^que du 
Museon, Vol. 20]. Louvain 1946, p. 159. 

5* Lamotte 1958: 153 (» 1988: 140). 
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tion is not to be trusted*3,'and all we can say is that the council took 
place between the Buddha’s Nirvana and the first schism. Neverthe¬ 

less, he dares to conjecture: “Nous sommes done amends, sur la foi de 

ces indices, a placer le concile de VaiSSlI vers la fin du Ier si&cle E.N., 
par consequent a une date assez proche de Tan 100 E.N. qui est donn6 

par les traditions des Sthavira” (ib.). 
To sum up, Frauwallner’s dating of the Skandhaka cannot be 

accepted since neither the traditional dating of the Nirvana nor the 

period of 100 or 110 years between the Nirvfina and the Council of 
Vais all can be retained. Generally speaking, in accepting a later date 

for the Buddha’s death we cannot at the same time uncritically move 

all events whose dates have been fixed in relation to the Nirvana for 
the simple reason that they will crash with dates th6 authenticity of 
which we are more certain of. On the contrary, when we move the 

Nirvana closer to A6oka we also move the life of the Buddha and the 
foundation of the Safigha closer to the composition of the Skandhaka. 

If Bechert is right in placing the Council of Vai§all between 40 and 50 

A.N., the period separating the Nirvana and the composition of the 

Skandhaka may be not longer than 40 years. This in all probability 

means that direct disciples of the Buddha lived at the time when the 

original Skandhaka was composed, so that we cannot completely rule 

out the possibility that the author(s) of the Skandhaka met the Bud¬ 

dha himself. 
So far we have presupposed that the Skandhaka originated after 

the Council of Vaisall. As long as the date of this council has been 

thought of as settled, the author(s) of the Skandhaka has/have been 

separated from his/their subject matter by more than a century. We 
have already seen, that Frauwallner’s opinion about its date could 
not be supported. Can we agree with him when he says that the 
Skandhaka was composed after the Council of Vai&Ul? I see two rea¬ 
sons for not accepting Frauwallner’s view without hesitation: 
The first and weaker objection that could be made against it is to 

refuse to believe, like E.O. Franke, in the historicity of the Council of 
Vaisall, suggesting that the fictitious tradition about this council orig¬ 

inated very early. The fact that its story is found in the Skandhaka 

would consequently not entail any certain limit of time for the compo¬ 

sition of the work. 
A second and stronger argument could be made by pointing to the 

uncertainty surrounding the conjectures on which E. Frauwallner 

founded his view. A necessary condition for concluding, like he has 
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done, that the Skandhaka was composed after the Council of Vaisall is 

that the work was made by one person within a limited period of time. 
If one admits the possibility that the Skandhaka was fashioned by 

different authors over a longer period of time, one must acknowledge 

the chance that the sections of the Skandhaka dealing with the coun¬ 
cils were added after the other parts of the work were finished. Con¬ 

versely, if one takes the narration of the councils as a proof that the 

whole of the Skandhaka was composed after the councils, one must 
accept the condition that the work was composed at a certain point of 
time, most likely by one author. 

Oldenberg’s views were not harmonious with those of Frauwall¬ 

ner. In the introduction to his edition of the MahSvagga he writes: 

“The account of the Councils follows upon the actual closing chap¬ 
ter of the Vinaya, containing the laws for the Bhikkhunls. It is 
evident that this account is written as the conclusion or an appen¬ 
dix to the Vinaya, and that, accordingly, the main substance of the 

Vinaya laws was not composed later. It remains to be considered 

whether, at the time the closing chapter was composed, the princi¬ 

pal part of the work did already exist as a complete whole, or 

whether the closing chapter and the other portions of the Vinaya 

were composed at one and the same time. It seems to me that the 

first of these alternatives possesses by far the greater amount of 
probability, not to say certainty.”*4 

Oldenberg goes on to give the reasons for his opinion that the main 

body of the Skandhaka was composed before the sections dealing with 

the councils: (1) the redaction of the whole Vinaya is said in the closing 

chapter to have been made immediately after the death of the Bud¬ 

dha, and (2) the subjects of discussion at the second council are not 

mentioned in other parts of the Vinaya. After further argumentation 
Oldenberg concludes (p. XXXVII): 

“The discussion of the ten propositions is given in the form of an 
account of the Council at Vesall,.as an appendix at the end of the 

Vinaya; this, I think, is the best proof of the fact that when the 

dispute concerning the ten propositions was being carried on, the 
Vinaya itself already existed, that it is older than the Council op 

VesAlI.” 

Of course, it is Frauwallner’s and Oldenbero’s fundamentally differ¬ 
ent view on the nature of the Skandhaka and the whole of the Vinaya, 

which is the source of this radical disagreement. Where do the latter’s 

opinions leave us regarding the question of dating the original Skan¬ 

dhaka and its usefulness for the study of the earliest Sangha? 
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According to Oldenberg its style of composition corresponds so 

exactly to that of the later written parts of the Vibhariga “that it may 

be assumed with certainty that these texts were composed almost 

contemporaneously” (1879: XXIIf.). The Skandhaka, then, would not 

belong to the earliest parts of Buddhist literature, as they would 

presuppose the existence of the Pratimoksa rules.55 However, Olden¬ 

berg bases himself on the chronological system of the Mah&vamsa and 
the Dipavamsa when suggesting a date for the composition of the 

Skandhaka. He arrives at 383 B.C. as the approximate date of the 

Council of Vaisall and 400 B.C. for the revision of the Vinaya including 

the Skandhaka (1879: XXXVIIIf.). 
Frauwallner’s hypothesis concerning the relationship between 

the Skandhaka and the account of the council is opposed by Lamotte 

(1958: 196 [» 1988: 179]): “Et si le r6cit des conciles se rattacha 
momentanement a la tradition du Vinaya, il demeure Evident, comme 
le constatait d£ja M. Demievilie, que ses r6dacteurs n’6taient pas ies 

memes que ceux des Vinaya auxquels ce r6cit est adjoint”. 

Summing up the above discussion, it is clear that Frauwallner’s 

conjectures concerning the dating of the original Skandhaka are to a 

large degree invalidated. If one accepts the Council of Vai6&ll as the 

terminus post quern for the composition of the work, its author(s) may 

have lived 40 years after the Nirv&na. Thus, it is not impossible that 

they were contemporaries of the Buddha. This goes well with the 

statements in the canonical sources that the participants of this coun¬ 

cil knew the Buddha and Ananda. On the other hand, if one does not 

accept the Council of Vaisall as such a terminus, the time between the 

author(s) of the Skandhaka, the Buddha and the earliest Safcgha is 
undetermined. We may conclude that by these considerations alone 

the value of this text as a source in the study of the earliest Sangha will 
not be diminished. The trustworthiness of the textual transmission of 

later centuries is, of course, another problem. 

56 Indeed, if we accept Oldenberg’s general view of the documents of 
history, we should be able to infer the relative lateness of the Skandhaka from 
the love of details inherent in its precepts: “This is not the only instance in the 
history of Buddhism, as of history in general, that the further removed, with 
respect to time, documents, or pretended documents, are, from the events 
themselves, the more accurate becomes the knowledge they pretend to con¬ 

tain of them” (1879: XXIf.). , 
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VAKPATIRAJA’S GAUDAVAHA 

By HenJc W. Bodewitz (- Leendert A. van Daaleri'f), Leiden* 

I 

Though the Gaudavaha of Vakpatiraja (Gv.) was already pub¬ 

lished in 1887 by Pandit, reprinted by Utgikar in 1927 and again 
edited by Suru in 1975 (without the support of more than the four 

manuscripts used in 1887), the text and its author do not receive much 

attention in most of the handbooks of Indian literature. The only 
translation made so far is by Suru (1975), 

Still the greatness of work and author were rightly emphasized in 

the mentioned editions; see e.g. Vaidya's foreword to Suru’s edition 
and translation (p. viii): “Vakpati, no doubt, is a gifted poet, worthy 

of being ranked with Magha and Bharavi. ... He often rises above the 

usual conventions of classical poets and has something characteristic 

of his own in delineating natural scenes, countryside, and village folk 

etc. There is a touch of personal experience in his descriptions”. 

After its first publication there was some discussion by scholars on 

particular problems of the text (its missing a subdivision into sargas; 

the absence of clear historical data in the text, e.g. on the events which 

should have occasioned its name; the puzzling end of the text) which 

has been very superficially summarized in the handbooks (especially in 
the smaller ones). 

The only extensive treatment is found in Warder (1983: 401-413) 
who rather elaborately summarizes the contents and cites quotations 
from later authors. On the essential problems his comments are very 

concise, e.g. on the much discussed end of the text which looks like an 
actual beginning: ”... and invites the world to hear. To know what was 

heard we have simply to turn back to the beginning” (p. 403). 

* This article was originally planned to be my introduction to L. A. van 

Daalen’s translation of the Gaudavaha. Since the manuscript of this annota¬ 
ted translation in its present form is not ready for publication, I have decided 
to publish van Daalen’s views on the contents, structure and purpose of this 
text. Lengthy quotations from his articles and unpublished not$R have been 
eomWbbdI with my own summaries of the issues and with person#'remarks. 
For mv obituary of Leen van Daalen see IIJ 37 (1994) 93f. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF WRITING IN INDIA AND ITS 

EFFECT UPON THE PALI CANON 

By Kenneth R. Norman, Cambridge 

1. The writing of single and double consonants 

1.1. As is well known, the earliest form of the B rah ml script found in 

India, that of the Asokan inscriptions, does not mark double 

consonants. There are, in the Pali canon,1, a number of textual 

variations showing forms with single or double consonants, which are 

most easily explained as having been written at some time in such a 

script. When, in a later form of the Br&hmT script, the facility of writing 

double consonants was adopted, in places where the metre was of no 

help in determining the length of a vowel, e.g. in prose or in metrically 

doubtful positions, a scribe had to decide whether the single consonant 

in the exemplar, which he was copying, stood for a single or a double 

consonant. In most cases the context would make this clear, but in 

passages where both forms could be considered to yield some sort of 

sense, it was a matter of personal preference which he chose to write or 

how he chose to interpret. The tradition sometimes remained 

ambivalent, with both possibilities being handed down to us. 

1.2. The writing of single consonants after vowels in metrically doubtful 

positions would explain how such doublets as uppacca and upecca2 

could arise.3 Here we can postulate the existence of an earlier form 

with single consonants, i.e. *upaca, which could be palatalised to 

*upeca. When the possibility of writing double consonants arose, the 

tradition interpreted *upaca as uppacca (< Sanskrit utpatya) and 

*upeca as upecca (< Sanskrit upetya). 
1.3. In a prose passage in the Niddesa4 we find a long list of adjectives 

describing ascetic practices, e.g. hatthivaUika “following the practice of 

1 The abbreviations of titles of texts are those adopted by the Critical Pali 
Dictionary. Other abbreviations: AMg» Ardha-MagadhI; BHS = Buddhist 

Hybrid Sanskrit; GDhp * GSndhSrI Dharmapida. 
2 Showing the palatalisation of -a- > before -c-. See K. R. NORM AX. 

Middle Indo-Aryan Studies XIII: the palatalisation of vowels in Middle Indo- 

Aryan, JOIB XXV (1975/76), pp. 328-42. 
3 See K. R. NORMAN, Elders’ Verses ( * EV) II, p. 109 (on Thl 248). 

4 Nidd I 89,17-29. 
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elephants”. There are variant readings for each epithet, with a single -t 

e.g. hatlhivatikc. “taking the elephant vow”. In Sanskrit we find -vratika 

in such contexts,5 but since the difference in meaning between vratika 

and vrttika is very small, a scribe faced with a writing system where 

single -l- was written for both vatika and vattika might have difficulty 

in deciding which was the correct spelling. 
1.4. Where the word vivattachadda with double dental -tt-, or 

vivattachadda with double retroflex occurs in Tri^tubh, JagatT, and 

Aupacchandasaka Padas in Pali, the metre guarantees that the second 

syllable is long, which confirms the spelling with the double consonant. 

In Sloka Padas, in non-metrically determined places, we find that the 

word has the spelling vivatacchadda with single retroflex -f-. These 
alternatives could remain because both vivatta (< Sanskrit vivftta) and 

vivata (< Sanskrit vivrta) seemed to make sense in the context.6. T3a 

1.5. Sometimes we find a variation for a word actually appearing in the 

scribal tradition, e.g. at Th 32,7 where the Pali Text Society editioxj 

roads nimmissai71, with a variant reading nimissam. The first syllabi^, 

being the first syllable of the Pada, is in a metrically doubtful position. 

In Pali niminati “exchange” and nimmindti “construct” are sometimes 

confused, possibly for metrical reasons. The same confusion is found in 

BHS,8 e.g. at Mvu II 176,12 where JONES emends9 nimmin- to 

nimin-, because Ja III 63,9,10 has nimini and nimineyya. At Th 32 it 

seems preferable to read nimissarp, since “exchange” gives better sense 

in the context. The word was presumably written as *nimisarp in an 

earlier version, and since the first syllable is in the uncertain anceps 

position, either rum- or nimm- was possible as an interpretation. v> 

1.6. At Sn 763 we find: santike na vijdnanti magd dhammass* akovida ti; 

“(Although it is) in their presence, those not proficient in the doctrine 

do not understand it, like animals”. This is explained (Pj II 510,5-10): 
yam attano sarlre tacapancakamattam paricchinditvd anantaram eva 

adhigantabbato attano khandhdnam vd nirodhamattato santike nibbdnarfi, 

tarn evam santike santam pi na vijdnanti magabhutd jand maggdmagga- 

dhammassa sabbadhammassa vd akovidd. The explanation given Ly the 

commentary is interesting in that it seems to be taking magd both as a 

5 Cf. Skt. govratika, biddlavratika, candravratika. 
0 The Jain equivalent viyat\achauma, in prose, confirms double See 

K. R. Norman, The influence of the Pali commentators and grammarians upon 
the Theravadin tradition, Buddhist Studies (Bukkyo Kenkyfi) XV, pp. 109-23 

(p. HO). 
7 Sec Norm ax. EV I. p. 128 (on Th 32). 
's See F. EDOKRT0N,*BHS Dictionary, s. vv. niminati and nirminoti. 

0 J. J. JONES, The Mahavastu, Vol. II, London 1952. p. 170, note 3. 
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separate word and also as the equivalent oimagga in a compound with 

dhammassa. The latter interpretation depends upon the -g-l-gg- 

alternation which is only possible in the initial (anceps) position in the 

P5da, and is most likely due to a misinterpretation of -g- written at a 

time when double consonants and long -a- were not written. The second 

explanation was probably helped by the fact that the commentary was 

uncertain about the metaphorical usage of magd. It can, however, be 

paralleled in AMg, where we find the same idea of ignorant animals, cf. 
miyd ayanarjitd, Uttarajjhayanasutta 8.7. 

2. The shortening of long vowels 

2.1. In the Pali canon we sometimes find forms where an original long 

vowel has been shortened.10 The reasons for this are not always obvious, 

but some occurrences can probably be explained by stress, accent, or 

the workings of analogy. Since the failure to mark long vowels is a 

characteristic of the North-Western Kharo§thT script, it has sometimes 

been suggested that such forms have been borrowed into Pali via that 

script. When in my survey of Pali literature I dealt with the title of the 

Mahasamayasutta of the Dtghanikaya, I considered the relationship 

between the Pali form of the title and the Sanskrit title 

Mahasamajasutra. I noted that samaya and samdja might simply 

represent a variation of vocabulary,11 It seemed to me that the 

suggestion that Pali samaya is to be derived from Sanskrit samdja was 

unlikely, since it appeared that it could only have been transmitted 

through a written North-Western Prakrit form,12 and I thought it more 

likely that the Sanskrit version was an incorrect back-formation from 

Prakrit. A reviewer,13 however, pointed out that my suggestion of a 

change of vocabulary was improbable, and he concluded that it 

followed that samaya in the DTghanikSya must indeed “rest on a 
Kharo§thl written form of samdja”. 

2.2.1 accept the inadequacy of the evidence for the existence of samaya 

in the desired meaning in Sanskrit, but I am still reluctant to accept 

that this particular word in Pali, and others which show shortening of 

vowels, must be supposed to depend upon a written form in the 
Kharo§thT script. This would require a belief that the tradition of the 

10 See W. Geiger, Pali Literatur und Sprache, Strassburg 1916, § 23. 

11 K. R. Norman, Pali Literature, Wiesbaden 1983, p. 39. 

12 Norman, ibid., p, 39 note 52. We find samdja with the spelling samaya in 
the ShahbazgarhT version of the Asokan inscriptions. See E. HULTZSCH, Inscrip¬ 
tions of Asoka, Oxford 1925, Index s.v. samaya. 

13 J. G. Wright, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol. 
48 (1985), p. 154. 
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Theravadin texts was taken from the Magadha area where it 

presumably originated, to the North-West, where it was written down 

in Kharosthl. From there it was taken to Ceylon. This seems to make 

little sense, in the light of our knowledge about the way in which the 

Theravadin tradition reached that country. 

3. The pronunciation of long vowels 

3.1. One problem which requires solution is the question whether the 

original metrical length is kept in pronunciation, if a script does not 

mark long vowels. GEIGER pointed out14 that although long vowels 

occur only exceptionally in the Brahmi inscriptions of Ceylon, the 

shortening of the vowels is merely graphic. This is proved by the fact' 

that there is a difference of development in Sinhalese between; 

historically long and short vowels, despite the fact that they were all 

written as short in the early Brahmi script. *; 
3.2. The problem about the length of vowels is complicated by the fact: 

that we cannot be certain whether a vowel is genuinely long or short' 

unless it appears in a metrical text in a position where the metre 

guarantees the length. Unfortunately, even in these circumstances, we| 

can never exclude the possibility that the lengthening or shortening is*' 

for metrical reasons, and in the Pali canon it is possible to point to* 

examples of a historically short vowel being written as short in a* 

position where a long vowel is required by the metre,15 as well as to* 

many examples where a vowel which is short historically is actually' 

written as long metri causa.16 
3.3. It has been pointed out17 that, in a verse which occurs in Pali in1 

both the DTghanikaya and the Samyuttanikaya,18 the word samaya' 

occurs in a position where the metre requires the second -a- to be* 

lengthened to but the manuscript tradition has preserved a short 

-a-. Even if the metre does require a long vowel, it must be emphasised* 

this does not prove conclusively that the word had a genuine long"* 

vowel. It is possible that the earliest version of this verse had -samayai' 

__ ' ! 

u W. Geiger , A Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, Colombo 1938, § 8 (p.? 

14). 
15 See Norman, EV I, § 47 and EV II, § 70. 
18 See Norman, EV I, § 46 and EV II, § 69. 
17 0. VON HinOber, Pali samaya and Sanskrit samdja, IIJ 29 (1986), pp* 

201-2. 
18 DII 254,7* * S126,24*. It is in the proto-SvAgatS metre. See H. SMITH, 

SaddanTti § 8.7.2,15 (p. 1169). The compound mahdsamaya occurs in the same 

two texts (D II 254,6* * SI 26,23*) and also in Sanskrit, but in a Sloka Pada 

in a position where the metre is not decisive. 
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which was pronounced and then subsequently written in some non-Pali 
tradition as *-samdya for metrical reasons. 

3.4. The Kharo§thI script is not the only Indian script in which long 

vowels were not written. The same is true, as a general rule, of the early 

Sinhalese Brahmi ^cript. The belief that -samaya stands for *-samdya 

(< Sanskrit samdja) has led to the suggestion that the form could be 

due to the fact that it was written in that script. Clearly, this suggestion 

is theoretically possible. The Sinhalese Prakrit, however, did not turn 

•j~ into -y-, and if we accept this suggestion we should have to assume 

that that particular change occurred in a dialect other than Sinhalese 

Prakrit. We should, therefore, have to imagine that the word samdja 

was changed to * samaya in Northern India, probably in Magadha, since 

we find samaya in Ardha-M&gadhl, and was then taken to Ceylon in that 

form. There it was written down as samaya, because the Sinhalese 

Brahmi script did not write long vowels, and in the particular context 

we are examining it continued to be transmitted as samaya, even 
though the metre demanded samdya. 

3.5. I find this development in two stages hard to accept, and (if the 

derivation really is from samdja, about which I still have doubts), I 

would rather suggest that this miswriting occurred in the same region 

where the change of -j- > -y- took place, i.e. in North India. It is 

noteworthy that the change of samaja to samaya, if we accept that this 

was the direction of the development, is one which pre-supposes a 

written tradition. This is the reason why the Kharo^hl and Sinhalese 

Brahmi theories have been suggested, since they are the only Indian 

scripts known to us which consistently fail to mark long vowels. It 

seems to me, however, that there is an alternative solution to this 

problem, namely the possibility that there was a script in use in the 

Magadha area in pre-Asokan times, which also failed to mark long 

vowels. In the Brahmi script of the Asokan inscriptions we find that the 

writing of long vowels, especially -X- and is sporadic or inconsistent 

in some areas, and it is possible that in pre-Asokan times the earlier 

form of the Brahmi script was like Kharo^hl and did not write long 

vowels at all. The way in which long vowels are marked in the Brahmi 

script, by adding an extra stroke to the short vowel or short diphthong 

ak$ara, also suggests that the writing of long vowels was a later addition 
to the system. 

4. The.writing of long and short vowels 

4.1. There is some evidence to support the view that in the early form 

of the Brahmi script long vowels were not written. For example, when 

we try to interpret the readings kamaradu and Icamaramu in the 
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GandharT Dharmapada (GDhp 63), we are unable, because of the nature 

of the Kharo§thI script, to decide whether the first part of these 

compounds stands for kdma- or kammaIf we look for parallel or 

near-parallel passages in Pali we find that both k&marata and 

kammarata occur.19 The occurrence of the two forms would seem to be 

a clear indication that at one time the TheravSdin tradition was 

transmitted through a script which did not write either double 

consonants or long vowels. Consequently the first part of the compound 

was written as *kama-t which could be variously interpreted. 

4.2. There is a Pada in the Pali canon where the PTS edition reads 

sotatto sostno and the Burmese edition reads sotatto sosinno.*** That is to 

say there is an alternation between -stno and -sinnoy between a short 

vowel with double consonant and a long vowel with single consonant, 
preserving the length of the syllable. We may assume that the original 
reading was *sinay written in a script where double consonants and long 

vowels were not written. The commentarial tradition includes the word 

himodakena, which gives the possibility of interpreting *sina as both 

“wet” (sinnc) and “cold” (sTna). ^ 

5. The writing of anusv&ra 

5.1. It is possible that the so-called ablatives in -arp in Middle 

Indo-Aryan may provide additional evidence about early writing 

systems. It has been pointed out21 that they may be due to a 

transmission through manuscripts which, like the script of the 

GandharT Dharmapada, did not mark vowel length or nasalisation or, 

like the BrahmT script of the Asokan inscriptions, did not do so 

consistently, so that from the point of view of the written form an 

accusative and an ablative of a short -a stem noun would be identical. 

It would have been expected that, when a text written in such a manner 

was rendered into a full orthography, whether at the time of translation 

into Pali or subsequently, this would for the most part be done 

correctly, since the scribe's knowledge of the language would enable him 

to interpret from the context. Equally, however, it is to be expected 

that from time to time, either because his attention was wandering, or 

because the passage was genuinely difficult or ambiguous, the scribe 

19 k&marata at A IV 438,19 and kammarata at It 71,16. 
20 We find a Pada occurring at Ja I 390,31* where Ee leads: sotatto sosito, 

and Be reads sotatto sosinno c’ eva. The same Pada occurs at M179,29-30. There 

the Pada reads: .so tatto so sino (Ee Ce m\ Se sosino; Be sosinno c’ eva). 
-1 John Brough, The G&ndh&rl Dharmapada. London 1962, p. 79. 
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would misinterpret his exemplar, and write -arpwhere he should have 
written -S.22 

6. The development of writing 

6.1. It is accepted by many scholars that the BrahmT script was adapted 

from a Semitic script, at some unknown date, but perhaps as early as 

the 9th century B.C., according to some,23 although such an early date 

presents problems, since little is known about the relationship between 

India and the Near East at that time. According to this view, as the use 

of the BrahmT script spread further to the East across India, the script 

which we call Kharo$thI was also adapted from Aramaic at a later date. 

Other scholars, relying on the Greek historians, accept that writing, 

presumably the Kharo$t>hf script, was in use in North-West India at the 

time of Alexander, but follow Megasthenes in believing that writing was 

not used in Magadha in his time. They assume that BrahmT was the 

invention of Candragupta’s administration, and was devised as a 

counterpart to Kharo^hl.24 Against this late date of the invention of 

writing in India we have to put the suggestion that the PadapStha was 

written down from its beginning,25 which can hardly be later than the 

sixth century B.C.,26 and was probably rather earlier, 

6.2. From the point of view of this paper it does not matter whether 

Kharo^hl is older than BrahmT. My own view is that it is difficult to 

accept that BrahmT was devised as a single complete writing system at 

one and the same time during the reign of Candragupta. The 

appearance of the Asokan BrShml script suggests to me that it evolved 

in a haphazard way, with some of its ak$aras being borrowed from some 

other source. Other ak§aras were, I think, invented, presumably by the 

scribes or grammarians, to serve particular needs. 

6.3. If the entire BrahmT script was the product of the grammarians’ 

theorising about language,27 then we might have expected that there 

would have been a greater similarity in the appearance of the characters 

for sounds of the same class, or a consistent method of marking 

differences between classes. The $ha akqara seems to be a (a ak$ara 

joined to its mirror image; the aspirate cha appears to be two ca ak?aras 

22 Brough, GDhp, pp, 266-67 (on verse 292). 

23 See L.D. Barnett, Antiquities of India, London 1913, p. 225. 

24 See G. FUSSMAN, Annuaire du College de France, 1988-89, p. 513. 

26 See J. Bronkhorst, Some observations on the PadapS^ha of the Bgveda, 
IIJ 24 (1982), pp. 181-89 (p. 184). 

26 See J. Bronkhorst, ibid., p. 18$. 

27 It is, however, arguable that the grammatical analysis of Sanskrit pho¬ 
nemes, far from producing a writing system, was only possible if a writing 
system already existed. 
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joined back to back; the pha ak$ara is clearly based on pa with a curly 

tail addition. Other aspirate consonant ak$aras, however, are not made 

in the same way. The fact that some aspirate ak§aras seem to be derived 

from their non-aspirate partner suggests to me that the source script did 

not have, or the language using that script did not differentiate 

between, aspirate and non-aspirate, and the ‘derived* forms were 

invented because there was a need for them, either immediately upon 

the adoption of the script or at some later date. 

6.4. If tha is distinguished from (ha by the fact that the former has a dot 

in the middle of the circle which constitutes the latter, then other dental 

ak$aras might be expected to be differentiated from retroflex ak$ara$ in 

a comparable way. The way in which the tha and (ha ak$aras are 

distinguished suggests to me that one was derived from the other when 

the need came to differentiate them. At an earlier stage, the same 

ak§ara, i.e. tha, was probably used to denote both sounds, which were 

differentiated dialectally, so that we might have had the aorist endings 

-ittha and 4(tha or the various MIA forms of the root stha - thdna and 

thana, thita and thita - represented by the same ak$ara. Similarly, the 

ak$ara for na seems to be a secondary form of na, which suggests that 

the na ak$ara was earlier used for both na and na. 

6.5. It seems to me even less likely that BrUhmT was invented at the 

time of Asoka for the specific purpose of writing his inscriptions.28 The 

variations in the form of a number of ak$aras in the Asokan inscriptions 

persuade me that the script had already been in existence for some time 

to allow time for such variations to have come into existence. If a 

brand-new script had been invented at the time of Asoka and circulated 

through his secretariat to all scribes at all sites, such departures from 

the circulated norm are unlikely to have arisen so quickly. I would 

assume that BrahmT was in the form in which we know it not later than 

the end of the fourth century B.C. 
6.6. The Kharo?$hI script does not write long vowels, with a few possible 

exceptions, when used for Prakrit, but the facility was invented for 

writing them, and they are found in Sanskrit words in the Niya 

Documents.29 Here a curving line was added underneath, sloping to the 

right, which turned short -a-, -i- and -u- into long -a-, -I- and and 

-e- > -ai-. Doubtless a comparable line would have changed -o- > -au 

although no word with this character occurs in the Niya Documents. 

28 Those who claim that BrahmT was invented to denote Prakrit, and not 

Sanskrit, must explain how the retroflex 9a evolved, and why it is found in the 

Asokan inscriptions. 
29 See No. 511 in Kharo§thT Inscriptions (ed. A. M. BOYER et ai.), Oxford 

1929, pp. 185-87. 
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The resemblance to the way in which long vowels are written in the 

BrahmT script is very obvious. 

7. The Sinhalese BrahmT script 

7.1. The Sinhalese BrahmT script, as already noted, does not usually 

write long vowels when it is used for Sinhalese Prakrit, and there is 

evidence that that form of BrahmT is an early version of the script, 

perhaps dating from the time when the use of the extra stroke for 

indicating long vowels had not yet been devised. It seems not to be 

derived directly from the Asokan BrahmT script, and was probably 

developed from a version of BrahmT which was not identical with, and 

possibly earlier than, the Asokan variety. For example, the form of the 

initial i-matrH found in Sinhalese Prakrit inscriptions of the 2nd century 

B.C. is without Mauryan counterpart,30 and was replaced by the 

Mauryan form at some date after the introduction of Buddhism to 

Ceylon. The earlier form of the script was probably introduced into 

Ceylon at some date before the time of Asoka, perhaps when the 

Indo-Aryans arrived. 

7.2. This view of the early introduction of the BrahmT script into Ceylon 

would be supported by the recently announced radiocarbon dating of 

early BrahmT script in Sri Lanka,31 which has produced possible dates 

of600-500 B.C. for the layer in which sherds inscribed with what appear 

to be Brahml ak$aras have been found at Anuradhapura. Since, 

however, the inscribed sherds are few in number, and intrusion from 

other layers cannot be entirely ruled out, it would probably be unwise 

to accept these dates as definitive until either more examples have been 

found, or an alternative method of dating, e.g/ thermo-luminescence, 

confirms the results. Further systematic enquiry is clearly required. 

7.3. The changes which appear in the form of the Sinhalese BrahmT 

script from the 1st century B.C. onwards32 suggest that it was 

influenced about that time by something more closely resembling the 

Asokan type of BrShmT. It is certain that there must have been a 

30 For the Asokan variety oft- see C. S. UPASAK, The history and palaeogra¬ 

phy of Mauryan BrahmT script, Nalanda 1960, pp. 204-5. The Sinhalese variety 
consists of a vertical stroke with a dot on either side (see K. R. Nokman, The 

role of P5li in early Sinhalese Buddhism, in: Buddhism in Ceylon and Studies 

on Religious Syncretism in Buddhist Countries [ed. H. Bechert], Gbttingen 
1978, pp. 28-47 [p. 31]). 

31 S. U. DeraNIYAGALA, Radiocarbon dating of early Brahmi script in Sri 

Lanka, Ancient Ceylon 11 (1990), pp. 149-68; The proto- and early historic 

radiocarbon chronology of Sri Lanka, Ancient Ceylon 12 (1990), pp. 251-92. 

32 E.g. the change in the form of the i’nUUrd, and the replacement of jh by 

j, and of s by s. See Norman, op. cit. (in note 30), p. 31. 
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distinction between the script used for Sinhalese Prakrit, which did not 

write long vowels, and the script used for Pali texts, which clearly did, 

at least by the 5th century A.D., as we can tell from Buddhaghos&’s 

comments about pronunciation, which would have been unintelligible 

if the script he was using could not write long vowels.33 

7.4. This distinction between the two versions of the Brahml script 

probably arose at some time after the introduction of Buddhism into 

Ceylon. It would seem likely that when the Buddhist missionaries 

arrived in Ceylon they found in use there an earlier version of the 

Brahml script, which did not write long vowels and which was perhaps 

a development of the earlier form of the mainland Brahml script whose 

existence I have postulated. After the arrival of the missionaries a later 

version of the script, which did have long vowel signs, was introduced 

into Ceylon, and this was used for writing Pali texts. It was when the 

canon was being written down in this later form of the script that there 

arose the problems of interpretation which I have already mentioned as 

being due to the deficiencies of the earlier mainland Brahml, and 

doublets such as kama- and kamma- came into existence. 

8. The adoption of writing for religious purposes 

8.1. It might be thought that, since the adoption of writing for sacred 

texts in India is generally dated rather late, the phenomena I am 

talking about would in fact have been fixed before that time, and 

writing is unlikely to be the cause of the variants I have mentioned. It 

has, however, been pointed out that there is evidence for the writing 

down of Buddhist texts34 at a time somewhat earlier than that given in 

the Pali chronicles,35 where it is stated that the canon was written down 

in Ceylon during the reign of Vattag&minT Abhaya in the first century 

B.C. The possibility of an early date for the writing down of Buddhist 

texts is perhaps supported by the suggestion, mentioned above (§ 6.1), 

that the Padapatha was written down not later than the sixth century 

B.C. 
8.2. To return to the specific example of the title of the DTghanikSya 

suttanta. We could assume that in an early form of writing the title was 

given ?s *Mahasamaya. If the tradition transmitting the text used a 

33 See Sp 1399,16 foil. 
34 Brough (GDhp, p. 218) refers to the appearance of va aayati at Ja IV 

494,2*, and compares it with so vayati at GDhp 144 and sa vrajaii at UdSna-v 

1.26. He maintains that the idea of movement is essential to the verse, which 

makes it certain that the verb vray is to be read in this passage. The alternation 

between sa va and va sa is more likely to be due to an error in writing rather 

than to a mistake in an oral tradition, 

35 See Dtp XX 20-21. 
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dialect which reduced intervocalic consonants > -y-, and employed a 

script which did not write long -d-, this form of the name was 

ambiguous. When it was sanskritised, in the North Indian tradition it 

was interpreted (rightly or wrongly) as standing for Mahdsamaja, 

possibly because the North Indian recensionists were in contact with 

Middle Indo-Aryan dialects which showed the change of intervocalic 

consonants > -y-, and were therefore well acquainted with it. It is 

possible that for metrical reasons the word was being pronounced as 

*samd,ya. It was accordingly back-formed (perhaps incorrectly) into 

Sanskrit as samdja. Faced with the word samaya the Sinhalese monks, 

however, living far away from dialects which changed -j- into -y-, saw 

no reason to change the form of the word (which etymologically made 

some sort of sense36 in the contexts in which it occurred), and they 

therefore retained -samaya in the texts which they were transmitting. 

9. Conclusions 

9.1.1 would therefore conclude by suggesting that the earliest form of 

the Brahml script did not write long vowels or double consonants or 

anusvara. A form of this script was probably introduced into Ceylon at 

some time before the reign of Asoka. It was also used by the Buddhists 

in North India for writing down some, at least, of their texts at a time 

earlier than is generally accepted. Later on, the facility for writing long 

vowels and double consonants was invented, and it was this later form 

which after its introduction into Ceylon was used for writing down the 

Theravadin canon. During the course of this writing down, problems of 

interpretation arose because of the ambiguity of the script, so that 

scribes were forced to make decisions about the way in which certain 

forms should be interpreted. Similar problems must have occurred in 

North India when the early Buddhist texts were being rendered into 

Sanskrit, and it is not surprising that some of the solutions arrived at 

by the Northern recensionists differed from those adopted by their 

Southern co-religionists. 

36 There is no reason why the word samaya should not have existed in its 

own right in Pali with she meaning “moling”. It u possible that it was chance 

alone which prevented it being adequately attested in this meaning in Sanskrit. 
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Volume 75 (1987) 
Journal of The Siam Society 

Brohm worked not only with Asians needing advice about American 

schools, but also with Americans needing advice about what sorts of Asian 

applicants to accept for what sorts of educational programs. Increasingly, American 

educational institutions requested Asian applicants to consult with HE staff members 

and obtain from them IIE’s evaluative report on their qualification, and often also 

on the quality of the schools where they had been trained. Such requests led Brohm 

and his associates to a second major achievement: the development of rigorous 

evaluations of many Asian colleges, their varied curricula, grading systems, scholarly 

standards, language teaching proficiency, strong and weak departments. Brohm 

periodically published scrupulously honest, impartial, culturally informed 

evaluations which enabled American admissions officers to make much more sease 

of the varient records of Asian institutions, and helped prevent thousands of 

inappropriate or even disastrous admissions decisions. 

The sheer productivity of Brohm’s operation was staggering. Although 

precise records are not available, it is clear that he and his staff conducted well over 

10,000 in-depth, searching interviews of Asian applicants to American universities, 

in addition to offering less formal services to many times that number. During this 

same period, Brohm conducted or supervised the publication of 135 detailed 

“institutional profiles”' of institutions of higher education in Hong Kong and 

Southeast Asia - especially Thailand. 

Because of these pioneering efforts, the interaction of American colleges 

and universities with those of Southeast Asia has been placed on a much more 

sophisticated level. Because of Brohm’s keen interest in the changing needs of 

Asians, his vast knowledge of Asia’s varied human resources, and his utter 

dedication to helping the right Asian find the right education at the right institution, 

the lives of countless Asians have been enriched. 

Fortunately, much of what John Brohm accomplished was recognized and 

appreciated during his lifetime. Literally hundreds of Asian intellectuals remember 

his genuine kindness and reliable assistance with deep gratitude, and found ways to 

let him know this while he was still alive. But beyond this, his work benefited 

thousands of others in ways they are not aware of, and could not be. 

His was a life well spent. 

Lauriston Sharp, Cornell University 

Roberta. Textor, Stanford University 

John Blofeld 

Among the rarities from whom the Siam Society has benefitted over the years is an 

English Chinese Buddhist of the Vajarayana school whose passing at the age of 74 

bn 17 June 1987 is the occasion for this memorial. 

John Calthorpe Blofeld also known by his Chinese name, P'u Lutao, was born in 

England on 2 April 1913. Responding to his calling, he left Cambridge University in 

1933 before finishing to begin a total immersion in Chinese ways interrupted when 

the Second World War broke out in 1939. He then joined the British Army with the 

rank of captain but at the time there were so few Englishmen who knew Mandarin 

he was moved from the War Office to the diplomatic^ service to serve as Cultural 

Attach^ in Chungking from 1942 to 1945. He returned to Cambridge University in 

1945-6 to -obtain his degree and immediately afterwards returned to China until the 

victory of the Communists in 1949 led him to leave for Hongkong where he taught at 

a high school until 1951. 

Mr. Blofeld was then persuaded to seek the more congenial Buddhist atmosphere of 

Thailand and he settled here in 1951. In Thailand, he taught English language and 

literature at Chulalongkom University from 1951 to 1961, was Chief of-Editorial 

Services with ECAFE, now ESCAP,from 1961 to 1974 and for the next five years 

again taught English at Kasetsart and Chulalongkom Universities. Then free of the 

need to make a living, Mr. Blofeld devoted himself entirely to his Chinese studies, to 

lecturing in the United States and Canada and giving seminars on Taoism and 

Buddhism and to writing. Shortly before his death he completed his autobiography 

in Chinese now being published in Hongkong and was, until almost the last day, 

working in Chinese on a collection of old tales recalled from his early days in China. 

The Siam Society had the privilege of the membership of Mr. Blofeld in December 

1978. Even before joining he had led the Society on a tour of Chinese temples in 

Bangkok followed by a Chinese lunch reflecting two of his many Chinese interests: 

religion and food, and had lectured on 8 November 1977 on TAOISM, THE 

WISDOM OF INACTIVITY. Subsequently, from time to time, he led the Society 

on tours of Chinese temples in the provinces and in Bangkok. 

Mr. Blofeld's achievements, spiritual and cultural, are reflected in the many books 

he has written, most of them while he was in Thailand. The major works are listed 

below. In the second edition of his spiritual autobiography THE WHEEL OF LIFE 

written when he was 59-he summarized as follows the great experiences of his life 

which in their content and the felicitous manner of their expression give an insight 

into the warmth of character and sincerity of this extraordinary person:- 
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My friendship with Tahai and all that emerged from it, including 

my first initiation at the hands of the Lama we used to call in 

Chinese Dorje Joonjay; 

My holiday on Mount Wu T'ai with its fantastic peaks and flower 

carpeted plateau where stood a whole galaxy of temples and 

monasteries inhabited by colourful throngs of recluses belonging 

to an age gone by; 
The months of ardent meditation spent in the palaiial halk of 

Hua T'ing Ssu which, standing amidst the forests of the Western 

Hills, looked out across the lake to the mediaeval walls and 

towers of .the city of Kunming; 

The ceremony in the gloomy Temple of the War God during 

which I took the oath of blood-brotherhood to Chin P'eishan of 

the Imperial Clan of Ai-hsin-chieh-lu; 

My pilgrimage to the conical mountain of Tashiding, where the 

roar of the waters and reverberations of the lama's drums merged 

in the mantra of never-ending sound; 

The winter spent in Kalimpong with the Nyingma Lamas and 

with John Driver, King Punchok and a nearly invisible dog; 

My glimpse of Mongolia's lovely land, where Buddhist herdsmen 

still dwell amidst their herds of yak and horses on the limitless 

plains of Central Asia, still largely undisturbed by the crudeness 

of modern man; 

My reception by the Dalai Lama, his warmth and sweetness, the 

scenic grandeur of the mountains and noble courage of the 

Tibetan exiles. 

Towards the end of his life Mr. Btofeld became noticeably more Chinese. His maner 

became even more courtly and courteous, he dressed nearly always in Chinese 

fashion and his sparse white beard grew wispy and with his good humour and ready 

laugh he gave the impression of a sage rather far along the road to spiritual 

enlightenment. Except for his felicity of expression in English and fondness for an 

occasional European meal, there was not much of the Englishman left. By then he 

was spending hours a night studying old Chinese texts and working on his last two 

works in Chinese. As a Buddhist, death held no fear for him. He was sceptical of 

what the next life would bring but thought as so many of the Buddhist insights 

turned out in his experience to be true, those on death and what comes afterwards 

mm 
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are likely to be true as well. Having had a full Hfe and having known the 

inconveniences of old age he accepted the end with equanimity, ready to make the 

dash for nirvana. John Blofeld was cremated at Wat Hualampong after 7 days of 

Thai, Chinese and Tibetan rites on 25 July 1987. 

' Damnern Garden 

Bangkok 
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13. BcyondtheCods • Allen & Unwin,London;and Dutton,USA 1974 

Taoist and Buddhist ways of living 

14. Mantras- Allen & Unwin,London;andShambhala,USA 1976 

15. Compassionate Yoga - Allen & Unwin. London; and Shambhala, USA I97H 

A story of Kuan Yin (Chinese ‘Goddess of Mercy’) 

16. Taoism. .'Quest for Immortality - Allen & Unwin, London; Shambhala. USA 1979 

All aspects of Taoism 

17. Gateway to Wisdom - Allen & Unwin, London; and Shambhala, USA 1980 

Taoist and Buddhist meditation practices 
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BUDDHIST AND DAOIST MYSTICISM IN KODA ROHAN’S WORKS 

. Diana Donath, Koln1 

Although the well-known Meiji author Kdda Rohan EH J? #■ (1867- 

1947) made several successful attempts to join Realism as the main literary 

trend of his time, the vast majority of his work has to be assigned to the 

current of Literary Idealism, which means in his case Neoromaniticism 

and, strictly speeking, Romantic Mysticism, 

Japanese literature experts classify Rohan, and particularly his impor¬ 

tant early work, as belonging to Early Romanticism (shoki-rdmanshu~i W 

They stress the visionary character2 3 of his statements, and 

they use the special term Literature of Enlightenment (godd no bungaku '(g 

.0 describe parts of Rohan’s body of work, a term which, as 

one of the following examples will demonstrate, is quite appropriate. 

Rohan looked at himself as a Realist writer, though. He wrote: “Prose 

(shdsetsu) is fiction, but good prose consists of the collected shadows of 

reality.”4 Rohan, who himself was an individual in every regard, resisted 

classification in literary categories, and culled his literary principle “the 

1 A shortened version of this essay served as a model for my paper of the same title 

held at the 8th Conference of the European Association for Japanese Studies 

(EAJS) in Budapest, Aug. 27-30, 1997. 

2 E.g. Kawaraura Jird (in “Kansatsu kara genshi e: K6da Rohan ron”, in: 

Nihon-bungaku-kenkytlshiryd-kankdkai (ed.): Kdda Rohan /Higuchi Ichiyd, Ytisei- 

dd 1982, 3. ed. 1987, pp. 16 and 20) says: “Rohan looks at the world realistically, 

but he advances to vision ... He describes current affairs realistically, but he leads 

the reader into a space of free imagination ... into the dimension of infinity ... into 

the sensation of bodyiessness. * 

3 E.g. Sasabuchi YCtichi 3:, quoted by Ikari Akira , Kdda Rohan to 

Higuchi Ichiyd, Kydiku-shuppan-sentl 1983/1, pp. 148. 

4 In his article “Kakusha-zappitsu* (in Yomiuri-shinbun 1890/2), quoted by Sugizaki 

Toshio # (£ $£ “Farytibutsu-shiron", in: Taishd-daigaku kenkyd-kiyd 61, 

1975/11, p. 359. 
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description of the interesting” or of “the inspiring” (kankydshugi 

^)-5 
Throughout his whole life, Rohan was looking for the truth behind 

appearences. His intended aim was to transcend the borders of the narrow, 

petty, and limited real world and to advance into the universal and the 

eternal. Particularly in the endings of his novels, his plot often leaves the 

realm of realism and ends in a seemingly fairytale-like and fantastic 

miracle, which is full of symbolic and philosophical meaning. In this 

regard, Rohan is a master of employing nearly imperceptible transitions 

from realism and everyday-life into fantasy and mystery. 

In many cases Rohan’s mysticism has religious and philosophical 

roots: it is sometimes based on or combined with Buddhist or especially 

Zen-Buddhist themes, and in many other cases it incorporates Daoist 

thinking. In terms of Buddhism, Rohan received a strongly Buddhist 

education, and deepened his knowledge of philosophical Buddhism through 

extensive studies of the siltras.^ Also, despite the fact that his family, 

which had belonged to the Nichiren-sect for centuries, converted to 

Protestant Christianity (by 1889) when Rohan was nineteen years old, and 

that Rohan married a Christian intellectual7 in his second marriage (in 

1912) and accepted a Christian church wedding ceremony,8 Rohan himself 

remained a Buddhist and practiced Zazen throughout his life.9 Many of his 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Quotations from Katanuma Seiji » SSfcn, “Kdda Rohan kenkyO josetu: Shoki 

sakuhin o kaidoko suru”, O.fOsha 1989 p. 129.. 

Apart from the Lotos-Sutra (Hokkekyd, Skr. Saddharma-pundanka-siltra) and the 

group of the Prajhapdramid-SGtras (esp. the Diamond-SGtra Kongokyd, Skr. 

Vajracchedikd-prajfldpdramitd-sdtra, and the Heart-SGtra Hannyashingyd, Skr. 

Prajndpdramitd - hrdaya-sutra), these were especially the Kegonkyd (Skr. 

Avatcuiisaka-sutra) and the Rydgonkyd (Skr. Sura/igama-sOtra). Rohan wrote a 

commentary on the Hannyashingyd titled “Hannyashingyd daini-gichG” in 1890. - 

See Diana Donath, “Kdda Rohan und sein representatives Fruhwerk FGryGbutsu - 

Ein Beitrag zur Rohan-Forschung”, ed. Dieter Bom, Bonn 1997, pp. 54, with 

notes on further literature. 

Kodama Yayoko *PP- 1872-1945. 

By the famous Protestant preacher Uemura Masahisa til tif IE X (1857-1925), 

professor at Meiji-gakuin, minister, founder of several churches etc. 

See D. Donath, “Kdda Rohan”, p. 28 and p. 33. 
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novels deal with Buddhist themes, as sometimes hinted at in such titles as 

Ifdna's Garden (Ifdna no sono&i£%$cr) g, 1915), Prakrtf (Purakurichi 

7*7 ? ]) > 1932), 10 and others. 

But Rohan was also one of the most reputable Meijf experts on 

Daoism. He was a very knowledgable kangakusha, and had a special 

affection for his large neighbouring country China and its culture, and 

particularly Chinese Daoism matched his own inclination towards mysti¬ 

cism. In his extensive studies he devoted attention to the Daoist classics 

and standard works,H which was unusual at the time. Japanese literature 

experts call Rohan “a pioneer who japonised Chinese Daoism.”!2 There 

are many novels and scientific or semi-scientific works of his which have 

titles containing the word Daoism itself, 13 the names of well-known 

Chinese Daoist saints14 or the term “saint” (sennin fill A)15, or Daoist 

keywords like “mystic” (gen £}), “dark” (yd ffi), or “strange” (kai g).16 

A few examples may illustrate the synthesis of Rohan’s mysticism 

with Buddhist thought. The novel Clay Doll, Wooden Doll (Dogtt-mokugd 

±fH Afp§, 1905)is one example, being based on the Indian-Buddhist 

conception of the circle of rebirths (Skr. samsdra). Rohan expresses his 

conviction in the existence of intuitive memories where it is possible to 

recall a former existence: for a few short moments, with the flashing of 

one’s conscience, or as a ddjh-vue experience, or with the eerie sensation 

of a delicate touch from a different world. The plot describes dreamlike 

events. The protagonist, called Gen’ichird — £§ (the name containing 

10 See D. Donath, ibid., p. 89 resp. p. 93; with notes on further literature. 

11 As Laozi, Zhuangzi, Liezi, Hanfeizi, Guiguzi, Baopuzi, Lu Buwei, and many 

others. See D. Donath, ibid., p. 25 fn. 54. 

12 See Ikari Akira, Kdda Rohan to Higuchi Ichiyd, p. 88, 

13 E.g. Ddkyd ni tsuite (1933), DokyO-shisd (1936). For these and the following titles 

see D. Donath, “Kdda Rohan", p. 94. 

14 Like Roddhin (Lu Dongbin; in Sennin Rodohin, 1922), Hakukeshi (Bai Jiezi;.in 

Hakukeshi-kuko, 1921), OgaifG (Wang Haifeng; in Katsushinin Ogaifd, 1926), and 

others. 

15 E.g. Sennin no hanashi (1922), and others. 

16 E.g. Gendan (1938), Ydhiki (1925), Ybgendd-zappitsu (appr. 1883-1887), Kaidan 

(1928), and others. 

17 See D. Donath, “Kdda Rohan”, pp. 85; with notes on further literature. 
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the above mentioned Daoist term “mystic” gen), reaches the surroundings 

of Kydto in an aimless journey and visits an antique store. He buys the old 

fragment of a letter, which is attached to a lady’s kimono cloth. Back at his 

inn, he tries to read the faded script of the letter, but a fire suddenly breaks 

out and the letter bums. Sensing this letter to have been a message from 

his former life, Gen’ichirft is paralysed with shock. He moves on, and in 

the dark of night runs into a woman who asks for help against her pursu¬ 

ers. He t»in* up the fight, only to be defeated and hit unconscious. When 

he awakes, the woman takes him to her home, where the furniture, as well 

as the woman herself and her servant, seem increasingly femiliar to him. 

Finally, he realizes that this is his own home from a former existence, and 

that the lady is his former geisha-mistress who had been separated from 

him before their planned wedding. She is also the writer of the burned 

letter. Her identity is proved by a birthmark on her left ring finger.1 The 

geisha, obviously the clay doll referred to in the title, promises hi id a 

reunion in their next life. ^ 
The next morning, the house his disappeared and Gen’ichird awakes 

in a meadow under a tree. A shabbily dressed girl, who is deaf and dumb 

but the image of his former love, looks at him. Obviously the wooden doll, 

she has the same birthmark. He takes her back to Tdkyd as his wife; and 

she recovers from her deaf-muteness. One day, however, they leave their 

house together never to return. 
In an epilogue, Rohan explains in the form of the protagonist’s I- • 

narration that the girl’s deaf-muteness indicates a half-clear state of- 

consciousness, which is a result of the grief Of her former life, which the 

geisha had ended by comitting suicide after being separated from" 

Gen’ichird. Rohan explains his notion that the three worlds (the past, the; 

present and the future) do not take place one after another, but exist next to 

each other as parallel worlds, whose borders are permeable for parapsy-.. 

chologically gifted, people. Rohan uses the Buddhist terms three worlds - 

(sanze = IS; Skr. triloka) and “three spheres” (sangai = ft; Skr. traidhd-j 

tuka), which depict the circle of rebirths. In Japan, according to the popuH 

lar Buddhist view, these terms contain the “three ages present, past and- 

18 Here we can see Rohan’s influence on Mishima, who makes this motive the basic- 

idea of his novel-tetralogy H6J6 no umi. * 

19 A well-known topos in Japanese literature. '1 
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future. But of course Rohan knew the original Buddhist meanings of the 

three worlds or spheres as “the sphere of desires” (Skr. kdmadhdtu), “the 

sphere of forms” (Skr. rdpadMtu), and “the sphere of formlessness” (Skr. 

artipadhdtu); and in the case of these “three worlds" no temporal order is 

to be assumed. Therefore, Rohan understands the “three ages” as being 

parallel, and hence questions the idea of time itself. Such philosophical 
thoughts as these are also addressed in other works of his. 

Rohan further incorporates Buddhist thought, in this case Zen- 

Buddhist thought, in his novel The Contemplation of a Picture (Kangadan 

Mfflifc)-20 Rohan, who was fifty-eight years old at the time, succeeds in 

depicting a doubled and enhanced experience of enlightenment, that means 

an enlightenment in two steps. The protagonist nicknamed “Master Late 

Bloomer Taikibansei-sensei after having worked hard 

and saved money for many years, takes up his planned and much longed- 

for studies, which ultimately, however, cause him to have a mental crisis. 

Seeking recovery, he sets out on a hiking tour in the mountains, and during 

a fierce rain, he spends a night in a remote mountain temple. At the sound 

of the felling rain he realizes that this monotonous roaring contains all 

sounds in the world, including men’s and animals’ voices as well as those 

mechanically produced, all sounds audible once und now. This intuitive 

experience of entity fills him with joy and relief, and he falls asleep. 

After being awoken, he is brought to a hut higher in the mountains to 

escape the rising flood of the rain. In the hut, he finds a large painting cov¬ 

ering a whole wall, which depicts an idyllic landscape: a city surrounded 

by mountains, with a river running through it, and with houses and people 

(PerhaPS a symbol of paradise, as the depiction cf Heavenly Jerusalem in 

Christianity). He immerses himself into the picture by meditation and goes 

into it - a way that is common in East Asian painting - and the picture then 

begins to live. He hears the ferryman cry out “The last call", but before he 

can answer, the candle in the hut flickers in a draft of cold air, and the 

lively scene becomes inanimate and turns into a flat painting again. For 

one brief moment, which contained the essence of his whole existence, he 

had access to eternity. Through this experience of enlightenment, he re¬ 

covers mentally and later on, living as a simple farmer, achieves a state of 

20 See D. Donath, “Kdda Rohan”, p. 93; with notes on further literature. 
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calmness in which it no longer matters to him whether his talents bloom 

late in life or don’t bloom at all. 
This spontaneous and brief Zen-Buddhist enlightenment occurs in two 

steps: at first partially, appealing to the sense of hearing and caused by a 

weather phenomenon. Then, it takes place on a higher level (figuratively 

shown, as a place higher in the mountains), appealing to the visual sense 

and caused by a work of art. This conforms to the traditional value system 

which places seeing above hearing and art above nature. His return to life 

as a farmer is equivalent to the Zen-Buddhist thesis2^ that, after the expe¬ 

rience of enlightenment, it is possible to renounce entry into Nirvana, and 

instead to return to everday-life and to be able to repeat the experiences of 

enlightenment. 
As a tiiird example of Rohan’s Buddhist founded mysticism I would 

like to refer to his early work Fdrydbutsu JESSIE (1889),22 which I have 

interpreted as The Kannon Statue Created out of Love. The novel, which I 

have translated into German, describes how the young wood carver Shuun 

awakes to love, but is jilted by his beloved. It takes Shuun months of 

suffering before he is able to transform his pain into creative energy. And 

then he creates a statue, of the Kannon goddess as a naked image of his 

beloved, and through his strong mental energy he brings the statue to a 

mystic life, where it seems to speak and move. When Shuun hears that his 

beloved is going to marry a rich nobleman and will be lost to him forever, 

he tries to free himself from his unbreakable love by smashing the statue as, 

his beloved’s portrait. But he isn’t capable of doing so, and tumbles to the. 

floor. At this moment a miracle occurs: the girl appears, embracing him, 

and he then envisions walking hand in hand with her in a heavenly, 

wedding ceremony above the clouds. The model.for this miracle, whic^ 

surfaces from the earth, is obviously the well-known treasure-pagoda| 

depicted in the Lotos-Stitra:23 the treasure-pagoda surfaces from the earthj 

21 As it is expressed in the well-known parable of “Taming the BeeP. 

22 See D. Donath, “K6da Rohan”; notes on further literature see p. 98 fit. 

translation of the novel pp. 251-328. 

23 Chapter 21; see the translation of the SOtra by Margarets von Borsig, Lotos-S\ 

ed. Lambert Schneider, Gerlingen 1992, pp. 333. 
W 
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with a pair24 sitting inside, consisting of the historical Buddha Sikyamuni 

(who corresponds to the sun), and the so-called “Many-Treasure-Buddha” 

Taho ^-3? (Skr. PrabhQtaratna; who corresponds to the moon). This cor¬ 

respondence to the sun and the moon refers to the pair of yin-yang (inyd 

&§).25 This duality is symbolic of the fact that in the end of the novel 

Shuun and his beloved mystically emerge as a pair, defying and over- 
coming reality, where they remain separated. 

In the epilogue of the novel the Buddhist ideology is shown even more 

distinctly: the carved Kannon statue, endowed with magic and religious 

energy, now starts her activity as a goddess. She is depicted naked, but 

according to the statement of the Kannon’s thirty-three bodies in the Lotos- 

SOtra,26 every worshipper can see her in the clothing that matches their 

own social status and local customs. This means that anyone can address 

her, and that she is available for everybody. This also alludes to the 

Buddhist way of visualizing the goddess through meditation. 

Typical for Rohan, who is known for his syncretism, is the ironic 

combination of a Buddhist subject with Daoist adornment: the Kannon 

goddess, while exercising her religious and magical power, is standing on 
a white cloud, which is a prominent Daoist symbol.22 

Concerning Daoist mysticism in Rohan’s works, there are numerous 

examples, for Daoist influenced works run through Rohan’s creative time 

virtually from the first to the last work. Rohan’s first preserved work 

(written between 1883 and 1887) with the title Mystery of the Magic 

Square (Hdjin hisetsu-ft i£)28 is based on the Daoist magic of the 

24 In Buddhist iconography with its eminent predominance of triads, a portrayal of a 
couple is very rare. 

25 This means that Tahd can be intespreted as a woman. 

26 Chapter 25; see the translation by M. v. Borsig, Lotos-SOtra, pp. 364; see D. 

Donath, “Kdda Rohan”, p. 328 fn. 249. - Among the thirty-three bodies of the 

Kannon the Lotos-SOtra also lists her body as a Buddha, hence the term “Buddha" 

(butsu) in the title of the novel is not incorrect for the Bodhisattva (bosatsu) 

Kannon (Skr. AvalokiteSvara). 

27 Originally it was a sign of the victory of Daoism over Buddhism at the prosecution 

of Buddhists in China in 845. The main Daoist shrines in Chinese cities are often 

named Baiyunguan £ gR after the White Cloud (Chin, baiyun. Jap. by ahum). 

28 See D. Donath, “K6da Rohan”, p. 48; with notes on further literature. 
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motive of the double. With great effort, Jird manages to visualize the 

Demon King or Satan from within himself, that means he makes him 

appear. In response to Jird’s request for help, the Demon King splits him 

into two halves. From this point on Jiro has a double called “Same Kind” 

Doshu [§] gi, who is an omnipotent servant for him. This servant, as his 

evil, devilish part, fulfills all his wishes for luxury and sex through 

brutality and crime. Jiro, as his good, human part, is plagued by his 

conscience and gives D6shu the last order: to petrify him. 

In Rohan’s novel the contrast between good and bad, as established in 

the yin-yang-principle, is applied to the divided soul of man, and, with a 

literary description of schizophrenia, it is drawn close to modern psy¬ 

chiatry. In this novel, Daoist and Shingon-Buddhist mysticism is combined 

with the Buddhist theory of causality (that means the idea of guilt) and the 

demand that Buddhism’s main evil “greed” (Skr. trsna) - the striving for 

posession and sex - has to be extinguished, which happens in this case 

through petrification, that means the killing of all desires, 
I hope these examples have shown to what extent Rohan’s abundant i 

literary fantasy with its inclination towards Romantic Mysticism is rooted » 

in East Asian thought. t 

VIEWS OF THE COUNTRY, VISIONS OF SELF 

Chosdn Dynasty Travel Records on Chiri-san and Paektu-san 

Marion Eggert, University of Munich 

Introduction 

During the Chos&n dynasty educated Koreans seem to have lived in a 

divided space. A cleavage opens between the space they inhabited 

culturally and the space they inhabited physically. This does not merely 

point at the pervasiveness of Chinese influence, but, more specifically, at a 

seeming lack of significance of Korean places in literary contexts. I shall 

use here two examples. One is from my readings of Chos5n dynasty 

writings c.i dreams. The whole philosophical tradition of these writers was 

Chinese, including the basic notions on what a dream should mean or what 

the activity of dreaming means. It is surprising, however, that even the 

physical background of the dreams told often is situated in China. Given 

the literary and sometimes allegorical nature of these dream stories, this 

does not mean, of course, that the hightly dreams of Korean literati 

commonly led them to China. But obviously a Chinese background is one 

of the elements that can add significance to a dream story. The second 

example is the novel Kuunmong A SI?. When I first read it as a student, 

it struck me as very strange that this novel hailed as the Korean 

masterpiece of all ages is set in China. 1 But it seemed to me even stranger 

that the China the novel depicts was so different from the China I had 

experienced: the distances between places seemed to be much shorter. It 

was obviously a koreanized China. In reports on travels inside Korea, 

Korean literati respond to Korean physical space with exactly the same 

literary tools and the same mind-frame that refer them back to China in 

1 This is of course true for other fictional texts as well. Wei Xusheng in his study of 

“Chinese literature in Korea” points out that it will be hard to find another “na¬ 

tional literature” with a similarly great percentage of works using a foreign back¬ 

ground (Zhongguo wenxue zai Chaoxian, Guangzhou 1990, p.287). Needless to 

say, the terms “national literature” and “foreign” may not be fully appropriate in 

this case. 

■ 



color plates as well. Beguin’s iconographic and stylistic analyses are 
complemented by substantial bibliography which concludes the catalogue. 
An appendix with transcription of at least some of the historically 
significant Tibetan inscriptions on the paintings would have been ideal, alas 

it is lacking. 
These three volumes, so very different in their philosophy, raison 

d’etre and subject, all represent considerable advances in the field of 

Tibetan art history. 

Amy Heller 

Kathryn R. BLACKSTONE, Women in the Footsteps of the Buddha: 

Struggle for Liberation in the Therigatha. Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 
1998. xiii + 185pp. £40.-. ISBN 0-7007-0962-2. 

Kathryn R. Blackstone has written a quite outstanding, highly perceptive 
book. She calls the Therigatha “an exciting and provocative text,because, it 
is the only canonical text in the world’s religions that focuses exclusively 
on women’s experiences,” (p. 1) and further, that it and the Theragdtha 

“are unique in the Pali Canon as descriptions of the quest for liberation of 
the Buddha’s followers.” (p.6) She describes them as “liberation manuals, 
... models of the successful quest for liberation that anyone can follow.” 

These are important observations. 
The Introduction describes the historical setting of Therigatha and 

Theragdtha and the methodology of the study which is “to uncover the atti¬ 
tudes and assumptions that underly the Therigatha’s characteristic use of 
terms, images, events, and situations,” and to discern “the specifically femi¬ 
nine perspective the text claims to reflect.” (p.l) Therigatha and 
Theragdtha are to be systematically compared both qualitatively and 

quantitatively to achieve this goal. 
The first chapter, The Language of Liberation, concerns how the texts 

use technical terminology to define nibbdna. Blackstone compares the 
liberation refrains and comes up with many fascinating observations. She 
finds that while 76.7% of the Therigatha refer to the author, only 36.7% of 
the Theragdtha do so. The theris are more likely to talk about their own 
experiences, while the theras are more likely to speak in the abstract. 
(p.24) The theris emphasise the conquest aspect of liberation, while the 
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theras emphasise the attainment aspect. The texts are also different “in their 
characteristic attitudes towards the religious capabilities of others.” The 
theras are more likely to talk in an abstract way about “fools” in poems that 
generally compare them with the enlightened, while the theris use of this 
term is more concrete: in conversation or confrontation they use this term 
to explain that it is foolish not to follow the dhamma. Theras use this term 
more frequently. Rather than convert fools, the theras condemn them 
(P-33) 

Chapter II, Looking Backward: Attitudes Towards Renunciation com¬ 
pares the different meaning of renunciation for women and for men: 
because of women’s social situation they had to cope with conflict when 
they wished to go forth. They also had to cope with being discriminated 
against once :n the sangha. In their poems, the theris are more likely to 
report personal details regarding their previous lifestyle. They provide 
details of complex social interactions and compassionate relationships with 
family members. The theras are abstract and their accounts are “practically 
devoid of emotion.” (p.42) Theris report a greater proportion of 
conversions as part of social interactions, theras through being in the 
Buddha’s presence. The theris have a close network of friendship; the 
theras speak in “abstract axioms of how bhikkhus should associate with 
‘good companions’ and avoid bad.” (p. 56) For the theras renunciation is a 
break with the past, for the theris it is a transformation, (p. 51) 

The theras often accuse women of being temptresses, but there is only 
one case in their verses. As Blackstone points out, “the temptation is found 
only in the theras’ minds,” (p. 53) while there are many more cases of the 
theris being confronted by men attempting to seduce them. 

Chapter III, Looking Inwards: Attitudes Towards the Body, shows how 
in the mediations on the disgusting nature of the body, the theras objectify 
images of the body and project them onto others, namely women. “All of 
the disgusting bodies contemplated by the theras are female” (p. 68) - they 
are externalised and “other”- while the theris internalise this meditation, 
and contemplate their own bodies. Men’s bodies are never referred to as an 
attractive snare. Theras report the achievement of enlightenment through 
contemplating a female body, dead, ill and alive; “none of the theris report 
their attainments as the result of seeing a man, alive or dead.” (p. 78) 

Chapter IV, Looking Outward: Attitudes Towards the Physical 

Environment, discusses the environment both as a setting and as a symbol, 
here comparing whether images are used positively, negatively or neutrally. 
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Blackstone shows a different useofsuch symbols as the forest that reflect 

different opportunities: the forest was naturally a more dangerous place for 

t her is to meditate in because as well as the other dangers and difficulties 

also encountered there by the theras, the women might be threatened by 

lecherous men. 
Finally, in Chapter V, Struggle for Liberation in the Therigathd, 

Blackstone draws together the information she has so richly compared and 

contrasted into three categories, “the authors’ attitudes towards 

relationships; the degree of personalization or abstraction they display; and 

their experiences of, and responses to, conflict.” (p. 108) She takes up the 

point whether the authorship of the Therigathd is genuinely feminine, and 

comes to a positive conclusion. Finally she explains that the theme of 

struggle is more present in the Therigathd because the decision to be 

celibate inverted the gender-stereotype. “Instead of being content with the 

life of a married woman, brightened by the births of sons and 

overshadowed by the possibility of childless widowhood, these women 

chose to follow the path of religious renunciation. Instead of centering their 

lives on the needs of others, they concentrated on their own self- 

fulfillment.” (p. 117) 
This book is well served with many tables which make its quantitative 

aspect easy to assimilate. The table in appendix B, pp. 133-140 is wrongly 

headed Therigathd and refers instead to the Theragdtha. 

In her introduction, Blackstone says, “My central focus ... is literally 

‘liberation’: in the Buddhist sense of the term as nibbdna, liberation from 

the cycle of samsara and the suffering concomitant with it; and, in the 

feminist sense, as women’s liberation from gender constraints and the 

oppression they bring.” (p. 11) She has admirably fulfilled her goal, and 

because the tone of the book is always so gentle and modest, the women’s 

appalling additional suffering simply because of their gender comes across 

with great effect. This is an excellent contribution both to Buddhist studies 

and to women’s studies. 

Joy Manne 

Lars Martin FOSSE: The Crux of Chronology in Sanskrit Literature. 

Statistics and Indology. A Study of Method. Oslo: Skandinavian University 

Press, 1997. 413 S. (Acta Humaniora ; 21). 

Mit Lars Marin Fosses Dissertation wird eine- Arbeit dem breiteren indo- 

logischen Publikum zuganglich gemacht, die sich im Ruckblick wohl als 

ein Meilenstein in der Indologie erweisen wird. Fosse geht von einem 

uralten Problem der Indologie aus, namlich der Frage nach der relativen 

und absoluten Datierung der Texte der indischen Literatur. Er versucht, 

aufgrund des Stils der einzelnen Texte diese chronologisch zueinander in 

Beziehung zu setzen. Stil definiert Fosse als typische {Combination einer 

grossen Anzahl grammatikalischer Erscheinungen, deren Haufigkeit 

gemessen und mit den Methoden der Statistik bearbeitet wird. 

Diese Fragestellung nutzt Fosse nun aber nicht, urn vorzugeben, das 

Problem der Datierung ein fur allemal gelost zu haben, sondem er benutzt 

sie als Vehikel, um den Leser sorgfaltig in die Moglichkeiten und Grenzen 

der statistischen Methoden im Bereich der Indologie einzufiihren. 

Gerade in diesem Gebiet steckt die Indologie noch in den 

Kinderschuhen, wie Fosse im ersten Teil seiner Arbeit vorfuhrt: In diesem 

Teil geht er auf seine Vorganger auf dem Gebiet der indologischen Statistik 

ein. Das Vorgehen von Arnold, Wust, Morton Smith, Trautmann, Yardi 

und Pandit (um nur die Wichtigsten zu nennen) wird detailliert geschildert 

und die Starken und Schwachen ihrer Arbeiten aufgezeigt. 

Im zweiten Teil entwickelt Fosse seine Konzepte von Stil, 

Sprachentwicklung und Textuberlieferung. Oberzeugend stellt er dar, wie 

sich im Stil oines Textes verschiedene Einflusse uberlagem konnen: 

Sprachgeschichte, Textgenre, {Compilation von Texten verschiedenen Stils 

und Veranderung des Stils durch die Abschreiber machen es schwer, einen 

Text aufgrund stilistischer Kriterien genau zu datieren. Fosse geht darum 

zum Vomherein davon aus, dass sich seine Texte nicht prazis datieren 

iassen. Er spricht von einem age slot (Zeitraum), in dem der Text 

entstanden ist und der durch zwei Daten, dem friihest und dem spatest 
moglichen, festgelegt ist. 

Mit dieser theoretischen Vorgabe wendet sich Fosse im dritten Teil der 

eigentlichen Statistik zu. Fosse hat fur seine Arbeit 66 verschiedene 

Beispiele (sog. Samples) aus 23 verschiedenen Werken zusammengestellt. 

Alle diese Samples sind genau 1000 Wdrter lang (auch wenn sie damit 

mitten im Satz beginnen oder enden). Dialogpassagen, Stotras und Zitate 



become full members of the community. The number of renouncers being scarce, nothing 

prevented the Kdmad bhekh of householders from appearing as a true sub-caste ozjdtu 

Recently, in order to sustain their claims, the Kama<j have founded an association called 

Kamad samdj sansthan.94 Social concerns aside, the aim of this association is also to try to 

bring back to life the cultural and religious heritage of their ancestors. This ambitious 

project has, so to speak, forced out of their retreat many of those who had preferred - at 

various periods of history - to conceal their identity under the better sounding titles of Nath 

or Gosdin. Sharing a number of customs, rituals, beliefs and myths with Shaiva ascetics, 

Kamad claimed that they originated from the Nath tradition, a separate branch of which 

they formed. The question was how their originality should have been defined and what 

was the “historical” reason for this rupture with the Nath panth. 

As a Kamad informant confessed to us one day: “after all, we do not know where we 

come from..However, contemplating the erection of an imposing shrine which would 

be a token of the revival of his tradition, he wondered what could be the main symbol of 

this temple - a symbol which would distinguish the religious heritage of the Kamad from 

that of other communities, including the Meghwal. It could not be Ramdeo’s footprints or 

image, since the cult of the PIr of Runicha was no longer their privilege. So what? After a 

short silence, it is not without emotion that we heard him declare what appeared indeed as a 

luminous revelation: .. but of course! Kalki ... the image of the Nikalank avatar*”. 

Note on Transliteration 

When not specified words have been used in their Hindi form which is nowadays the most 

frequent; Rajasthani terms are marked -r.- and Sanskrit words -s.- 

All these words have been transliterated as follows: 

- long vowels bear a horizontal line; 

- a dot indicates retroflcxal consonants; 

- u = short oo. 

- Hindi nasal vowels are indicated as an, on ... 

- other letters as in English. 

- the diphthong ev has been transcribed as eo (as in Rao, Deo). 

To simplify the system no distinction has been made between the different “$h” sound, 

as in shishya and shatkon, nor between the sounds “ri” in Rishi and riivaz, marked in 

Sanskrit (Hindi and Rajasthani) by different letters. 

Arabic and Persian words are spelled as in the sources we are quoting. 

Lcl/« 
A Review Article* 

Founded in July 1990, its seat is located at Bhilwara (Rajasthan). 

Dechny <J=f fhz. (4l${o('i (Lctj doM^ k L. S. COUSINS 

e fifteenth century the author of the Blue Annals wrote: “In general (it must be 

■ved) that there exists a great disagreement in the statements of scholars regarding the 

of the Birth and Nirvana of the Teacher.”1 Presented with well over a thousand pages 

ie subject in two volumes (with a third to come), one might be excused for supposing 

&ot much has changed in the last half millennium. In fact that would be somewhat 

try. Even if we have not yet been able to fix the exact dates of the Buddha and 

ivira, considerable progress has of course been made, as even a cursory look at the 

donal dates of the past makes quite clear. 

ithin the Eastern Buddhist tradition of China, Vietnam, Korea and Japan (especially 

atter two countries) the traditional date for the Mahaparinibbana (death) of the Is* - idha was 949 B.C., although a variant giving 878 b.c. is also possible. Earlier and down 

he fifth century a.d. a date of 686 B.C. seems to have been fairly common. Although 

y may in part have been motivated by a desire to place the Buddha earlier in time than 

Ktse, these and other such dates were created by relating such events in the life-story 

the Buddha as the earthquakes mentioned in various texts to phenomena found in 

inese records - a clear enough testimony that no very definite chronological information 

i brought to China by the early Buddhist missionaries. 

n the Northern Buddhism of the Tibeto-Mongolian cultural area the Mahaparinibbana 

5 officially dated to 881 B.C., although other ninth-century dates are also known. This is 

ed upon the, probably mythical, chronology of Shambhala associated with the Kala- 

xa system. At an earlier stage Tibetan authorities seem to have tended to dates in the 

mty-second century b.c., the origin of which is not clear. Both Chinese and Tibetan 

olars were, however, well aware that many other dates had been advanced. This is in 

rp contrast to the Southern Buddhist tradition, which has retained no memory of any 

igreement over the basic chronology of events since the Buddha’s lifetime. (There have 

:ourse been slight differences as to the exact moment at which the .year one commences.) 

Hie era they preserve places the Buddha’s Mahaparinibbana in 543 b.c. This is certainly 

ich closer than the more widely accepted of the alternatives; so it is not surprising 

haps t1 at it has tended to spread in modem times: it seems to have been adopted in 

* A review article of The Dating of the Historical Buddha. Die Datierung des Historiuhen Buddha. Edited by Heinz 
hert. 2 Vols (of 3). (Svmposium zur Buddhismusforschung, IV, 1-2) pp. xv + 525; x + 530. Gottingen, 

idenhocck & Ruprccht, 1991-2. DM 310, 256. 
1 Blue Annals, p. 22 (cited Symp. IV, 1, p. 399). 

JRAS. Strict). 6. 1 (1996). PP- S7-0} 



Vietnam and Indonesia as well as by such modem organizations as the World Fellowship of 

Buddhists. There is some evidence also to suggest that it had been widely accepted in 

Kashmir, India and Nepal in the last period ofBucdhism there (after the twelfth century or 

earlier).2 

The volumes reviewed here stem from a conference held near Gottingen in 1988 under 

the auspices of Heinz Bechert. Indeed the modem revival of interest in this topic is very 

much to the credit of Bechert who wrote a number of articles on this subject prior to the 

conference.3 Undoubtedly, even without the further source materials promised for the final 

volume, this is a major contribution to research in the field and for a long time to come will 

be essential for any serious study of pre-Mauryan chronology or early Buddhist history. 

In fact these volumes are not limited to the specific question of the date of the Buddha. A 

proportion (over 120 pages) is devoted to the history of research while another large section 

(about 60 pages) reprints a number of relevant sources, some of them not otherwise 

conveniently accessible. A considerable space is in effect devoted to the history of the use of 

the various chronological systems in particular Buddhist countries. This is certainly of great 

interest for the history of Buddhism in various areas, but no doubt the greatest interest lies 

in the papers which relate directly to the dating of the Buddha. 

The history of research 

A valuable and detailed paper by Sieglinde Dietz surveys the history of research (Symp. II, 

2, pp. 11-83). It is clear that from 1687 (Couplet) onwards scholars gradually became aware 

of the main traditionally-espoused dates and by the beginning of the nineteenth century 

had, not surprisingly, begun to favour the seemingly more reasonable dating found in the 

Pali sources which underlie the Southern Buddhist tradition. As these became better 

known and as the Greek synchronisms which fix the dates of the Mauryan Emperors 

Candragupta and Asoka to within a decade or two became more firmly established* 

problems appeared. Indeed, already in 1836 G. Tumour, the translator of the Mahavatpsa, 

recognized that the Pali sources place the Mauryan rulers some sixty years too early. 

Subsequently in the course of the nineteenth century a number of dates in the fourth and 

fifth centuries b.c. were advocated by various scholars, notably a date proposed by T. W. 

Rhys Davids of “within a few years of‘412 B.c.” to which we will return. In the last decades 

of the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth century, however, a 

consensus gradually formed that the Buddha died towards the beginning of the fifth 

century b.c. - the dates most often cited are 483 or 486 b.c. In part this was because it 

became clear that the longer dating could be supported by data from the Purdnas and by 

Jacobi’s evaluation of the Jain evidence. 

Also important here was a Chinese source: the so-called “Dotted Record” of the fifth 

century a.d. which seemed to present an independent dating for the Mahaparinibbana 

2 In the present volumes see: Symp(osium) IV, 1, pp. 344-57; 35S>-6i; 398-9: 409-11; Symp. IV, 2, pp. 266-8 
(nn. 15 and 17); 271 n. 42. 

3 Bechert, H., “The date of the Buddha reconsidered”, IT{igSi)t pp. 29-36; ‘‘A remark on the problem of the 
date of Mahavira”, IT (1983), pp. 287-90; Die Lebenszeit des Buddha - das diteste Jeststehende Datum der indischen 
Geschichte? (Gottingen, 1986); “Remarks on the date of the Historical Buddha”, Buddhist Studies (1988), pp. 

97-117. 

ind '486 b.c. Already, as is made clear in Hubert Durt’s survey of the Japanese and 

data, some Japanese scholars had from the eighteenth century onwards begun to 

a date based upon the Dotted Record and information about the Record was 

municated to Max Muller as early as 1884 by B. Nanjio. Another paper by Erhard 

ner refers to Yu Cheng-hsieh who in 1813 put forward the first century b.c. for the 

of the Buddha, erroneous no doubt but a clear enough indication of the critical trend 

/doping. 

[At all events the consensus developed above was to remain overwhelmingly dominant in 

>pean4 and South Asian scholarship for the first half of the twentieth century. I exclude 

consideration the more fantastic Indian chronological speculations documented in 

interesting papers by Jens-Uwe Hartmann and Gustav Roth. (There are equally 

itic pseudo-historical works in European literature too - e.g. the entertaining books 

^Atlantis, Mu, etc. by such writers as Donnelly, Churchward, Scott-Elliot and the like - 

:^don*t usually treat them in a survey of serious scholarship!) There has been perhaps 

hdy more variety in Japanese scholarship (surveyed by Hajime Nakamura), hut there 

io the dating of the Buddha’s death to the first quarter of the fifth century remained fairly 

idiard. 

■“More recently, doubts have gradually increased. Three reasons may be adduced for this: 

)Ta growing sense that such an early date does not fit well with the archaeological data; 2) a 

tdual recognition that the Dotted Record may be of Sinhalese origin and hence not fully 

lent from, the Southern tradition; 3) a fuller awareness of the existence of a 

iderable number of largely Sarvastivadin sources which date the accession of Asoka 

round one hundred years after the Mahaparinibbana as opposed to the 218 years of the Pali 

•ces. This was first perhaps expressed by Etienne Lamotte who in his highly influential 

|history placed the previous consensus and the Sarvastivadin sources on an almost equal 

^footing, distinguishing between the long chronology (i.e. the corrected version of the 

|Southem Buddhist tradition) which places the death of the Buddha in c. 486 b.c. and the 

short chronology i.e. the Sarvastivadin which places the same event in c. 368 a.d. In fact, 

feamotte does then adopt the long chronology: “comme hypothese de travail,”5 although 

[lie may have favoured a later dating in his last years. 

||V The chronological systems in use in Buddhist countries 

iSpace obviously would not permit a full review of the wide range of papers included in 

|the$c volumes. Let us then simply note that the Tibeto-Mongolian data is thoroughly 

ved in articles by Gunter Gronbold, Claus Vogel, Per Kvaeme, Klaus Sagaster, 

t Zabel, Champa Thupten Zongtse (in Tibetan) and a rather fully annotated paper by 

Seyfort Ruegg. Central Asian and Iranian data is looked at by Klaus Rohrbom, Werner 

Bundermann (two papers) and Klaus Schmidt. In addition to the papers already mentioned. 

There were a few hold-ouu, notably E. J. Thomas. 
Lamotte, R, Histoire du houddhisme Indien, des origin** d l*ire Saka, Bibliothcque du Museon, vol. 43 (Louvain, 

p. l$. The origin of the expression “working hypothesis” in this context is usually attributed to Max 
«Mdller. (He applied it to the date of Samudragupta). However, the OED attributes its first use in English to R. H. 

Bteooin 1871. 
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Eastern Buddhist matters are covered by Herbert Franke, Lewis Lancaster and Bhikkhu 

Pasadika (Vietnam). . ■ 'V-: 

There are also two papers concerned .with the “Axial Age Theory” derived from the 

ideas of Karl Jaspers and a comparative paper concerned with parallel issues in early Greek 

history. Most of the above contributions represent a high standard of scholarship. I have 

more doubt in the case of some others. Let us simply note the over fifty pages devoted to 

the rather improbable* if erudite* speculations of P. H. L. Eggermont and the doubtful 

attempt of A. K. Narain to revive the old theory that there is a date in one of the 

inscriptions of Asoka (MRJE I). 

The conclusions of these volumes on the date of the Buddha 

A number of contributors attempt to assess the most likely date for the Buddha by the use 

of indirect evidence as to Indian cultural history. Bechert has placed thirteen contributions 

under this section heading and sums up the result as follows: 

... the conclusion seems unavoidable that all major sources of indirect evidence point to later dates of 

the Buddha than those suggested by the corrected long chronology. (Symp. IV, i, p. n) 

This seems to slightly overstate the case as not all the contributors propose any dating and 

others have worded their position very cautiously. It might be better to say that the overall 

tendency is to conclude that there is at minimum no objection to a later date. Undoubtedly 

the archaeological evidence as presented here by Herbert Hartel and in part by Hermann 

Kulke is the major factor tending to support a later date. It is not however clear whether it 

is as yet overwhelming. The other contributions which seem to support a late date are those 

by; Georg von Simson, Oskar von Hinuber, Siegfried Lienhard (around 400 B.C. with a 

margin of about twenty years), Wilhelm Haibfass and, rather cautiously, Lambert Schmit- 

hausen. 

Turning to the ten papers which Bechert classes as dealing directly with the evaluation of 

the Indian tradition, seven seem to present a viable case. At the extremes: Gen ichi 

Yamazaki defends the long chronology, while none of the other contributions in this 

section envisage a date before 420 b.C. Akira Hirakawa defends the short chronology and 

Heinz Bechert himself sets a range from 400 B.C. to 350 b.c. but a “somewhat later date is 

not inconceivable.” (Symp. IV, 1, p. 236); no other contributor (except Eggermont) seems 

to propose a date after 380 B.c. Hajime Nakamura, K. R. Norman, and Richard 

Gombrich all propose dates within the range suggested by Andre Bareau: around 400 B.C. 

with a margin of twenty years on either side. Expressing this in other terms, the Buddha’s, 

period of teaching activity was in the second half of the fifth century B.C., perhaps 

extending into the first quarter of the fourth century. 

It is worth noting that this is quite close to being a “median chronology” i.e. halfway, 

between the short and the long chronology. Perhaps after all the difference between the, 

short and the long chronology may in origin have simply amounted to whether 150 years; 

was rounded down to a hundred or up to two hundred i.e. a difference in literary 

conventions. 

The Dating of the Historical Buddha 

I 
The Rhys Davids-Gombrich thesis 

:■$ 

a paper read to the Royal Asiatic Society in 1874 and subsequently published in his On 

Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon, T. W. Rhys Davids put forward an argument on 

ther different lines, as mentioned above. He interprets some of the information given in 

oldest of the Ceylon chronicles in Pali, the Dipavamsa in a way different both to the 

ition of the chronicles and to the understanding of later scholarship. Partly because of 

development of the consensus mentioned above and partly also because his interpreta¬ 

tion of the Dtpauaqtsa was based upon manuscript materials and seemed to be superseded by 

the editions and translations of Wilhelm Geiger, the views of Rhys Davids were sub¬ 

sequently disregarded. 

His position depends upon the interpretation of the list of five Vinaya authorities prior to 

da in the third century b.c. as giving data on their ages at death rather than on their 

limber of years as a monk. The latter interpretation gives the traditional 218 years down 

to the accession of Asoka i.e. the long chronology, but contains a number of problems. 

eed it has been generally recognized that a succession of five is too short for the long 

ghronology. The alternative gives a shorter period of about 150 years. 

Richard Gombrich has now developed a similar theory, based upon the same propo¬ 

tion but with a more detailed and somewhat modified argumentation. In his version the 

on of Asoka took place after 136 years. (I have elsewhere suggested some further 

■rwi 

or changes.6) Gombrich’s arguments have undoubtedly shown that the data 

ipavamsa on the lineage of the teachers is impressively consistent when interpreted in this 

y. He is certainly right to argue that the lineage is a succession of teachers expert in the 

i^naya and not a succession of individuals with some institutional authority. No doubt too 

Be'is correct in pointing out that the existence of other lists of such teachers with different 

paines, as found in various non-Pali sources, is in no way in contradiction. There would 

nave been many such pedigrees for different pupil-teacher lines. 

|If the general arguments of the Rhys Davids-Gombrich thesis arc correct, and they may 

ell be, then the overall picture must be something like the following: when the creators of 

Sihhala chronide tradition attempted to work out a chronology, they had basically two 

rces of information for the period prior to Asoka. One was a lineage of teachers with 

ages at ordination and death. They must also have had some kind of brahmanical king-list, 

£thc sort preserved for us in various Purdnas, perhaps derived from diplomatic links with 

torth India. (We know from Megasthenes that such lists were current in Mauryan 

oveming circles.) The long chronology as we have it is the result of combining the two 

ces with adjustments to make them fit. 

lausibly, then, the oldest Sinhala tradition is that of the lineage of teachers. How old is 

? It may of course go back to the arrival of Buddhism in Ceylon in the third century 

grand have then been compiled on the basis of information handed down intact from the 

ic of the Buddha. Unfortunately, there is no way of proving that at present. Since the 

^ok of the Vinaya-pitaka the Parivdra or “Appendix” already gives the list of the M 
•.to 

Cousins, L. S., “The ‘Five Points* and the origins of the Buddhist schools", in The Buddhist Forum, cd. T. 
pdei, ii (London, 1991), p. 59f. 
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teachers together with a list of subsequent Vinaya authorities in Ceylon which terminates 

around the first century b.c., it must be relatively early and may well have been current by 

that date i.e. by the time at which the Pali Canon was set into writing. 

Most probably then it represents the oldest attempt at a dating known to us. It seems 

quite possible that Ceylon which was a major trading area around this period may have 

been one of the main centres of South Asian Buddhism during some periods after the end 

of the Mauryan dynasty. Indeed prior to the Kusanas Anuradhapura and the Suhga and 

Satavahana capital of Vidisa (with which the Buddhism of Ceylon appears to have had 

some links) were quite possibly the two chief focal points of Buddhist activity for a while. 

If so, it is not at all surprising that the Sinhala texts should preserve earlier Buddhist 

traditions linked to the dynasties of North and Central India. Heinz Bechert, however, 

takes a rather different view. 

Bechert’s arguments 

These two volumes contain around 66 pages of editorial material and substantial contri¬ 

butions from Bechert; so his views are quite well represented. A part of his argument is 

simply to make the point that the former general acceptance of the (revised) long 

chronology is a thing of the past. This is clearly the case. 

In a different area, however, it seems to me that his position is more debatable. He writes: 

I am also convinced that the ‘‘short chronology*’ represents the earliest Buddhist chronology found in 

our sources. This does not, however, imply that it represents reliable chronological information. 

(Symp. IV, 1, 8) >' 

On the face of it this seems much more doubtful. Lewis Lancaster in his contribution points 

out that short chronology sources appear in Chinese translation from a.d. 306, while the 

long chronology appears first in a text translated between 265-317. (Symp. IV, 1, 4-550 

Short chronology sources are more numerous, but since this simply reflects Sarvisttvadin 

influence it does not take us much further. 

The primary reason for Bechert’s belief does appear to be his acceptance of the claim that 

there is evidence for the presence of the short chronology in ancient Ceylon, specifically in 

the Dipauamsa. I have elsewhere7 argued that this is mistaken and must refer the reader there 

for the full arguments. In brief there are two passages which can be taken as supporting the 

short chronology (and many that do not.) The second of these (Dip V 55-9) concerns the 

prophecy of the arising of Moggaliputta Tissa “in the future, in 118 years’*. Bechert, and 

several predecessors, take the prophecy as by the Buddha. However, he does not take 

account of the parallel passages (Dhs-a 3-4; 6; Sp 35ff.) which make it clear that it is a 

prophecy given by the Elders of die Second Council. Indeed the fact that immediately after 

the prophecy the Dipavamsa itself refers to the death of those elders (V 60) makes it , 

sufficiently certain that it is recounting the same story. The problem is perhaps a result of ^ 

the insertion of a section on the history of the eighteen schools at the beginning of chapter 

five (i.e. w. 1-54) immediately before the prophecy. This has separated verse 55 from the 

description of the second council at the end of chapter four. 

7 Op. cit„ PP. 55-7. 

iBechert is clearly mistaken in this case, but his second example is little more plausible. In 

JTprophecy of the Buddha concerning the Third Council and the advent of Mahinda we 

t the same figure of 118 years immediately after a mention of the First Council (Dip I 

-5). Most scholars have taken the view that there is a lacuna of some sort here and lines 

ng to the Second Council have dropped out.8 This seems likely to be the case, since 

|&ere is specific reference to the third council (tatiyo samgaho) - it does not seem very 

obable that anyone argued that the Third Council was only eighteen years after the 

ond which is traditionally dated to 100 b.c. or slightly later. 

JaLln any case, even if the text is taken as it stands, it would not prove Bechert's contention 

fin the sense intended. He suggests that the passage in question will originate from a 

rMahavihara tradition (Symp. IV, 1, 344). However, the non-Mahavihara schools, 

Kbtably that of the Abhayagiri monastery, were precisely those most influenced by North 

|lndian traditions and the passage in question could then derive from Sarvastivadin sources 

|Te. it would not be evidence of an independent Sinhala version of the short chronology. 

In conclusion 

t is dear that if the objective of these volumes was to find absolute proof as to the exact 

i of the Buddha, then they would have failed. No method or evidence we have at the 

^ nt is suffident to establish that to the strictest standards of evidence. What certainly has 

Kbeen done is to firmly dethrone the old consensus - it is not impossible that the long 

(chronology may yet be rehabilitated, but someone will have to undertake the task. From 

|&e point of view of reasonable probability the evidence seems to favour some kind of 

i chronology and we should no doubt speak of a date for the Buddha’s Mahaparinib- 

Ibana of c 400 b.C. -1 choose the round number deliberately to indicate that the margins are 

leather loose. 

follows that the date of Mahavira and of kings such as Pasenadi or Bimbisara must be 

|prrespondingly brought down, as they are part of the same historical context. Probably 

) the date of the Upani$ad$ must be later and possible connexions with the Greek world 

fjhust be rethought. 

dearly expressed by Gombrich: Symp. IV, a, p. 339 n. 12. 
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autumn leaves” in her own travel poems—like him, she will pursue the 
discipline of poetry even after taking vows. Moreover, Nijo claims that the 
scroll she saw provided at least part of the inspiration for her memoir; it 

was the impetus for her to leave behind a record of her travels, as a model 

for others to observe. The scroll’s impact was thus not only personal but 
also literary: the “text” of the scroll (its words and images) shaped the 
“text” created by Nijo, which in turn informed subsequent “readings” of 

the recluse ideal, including our own. 

Berkeley, California 

/N| 

JOSEPH D. PARKER 

The Hermit at Court: Reclusion in 
Early Fifteenth-Century Japanese Zen Buddhism 

The decades around the year 1400 saw a rapid increase in recluse poetry 
and painting by Japanese Zen (C. Ch’an) Buddhist monks active in the 
large complexes of the gozan or Five Mountain temple system, which 
comprised one of the central cultural and social institutions of the Iviuro- 

-machi period.1 Contrary to what we might expect, however, virtually all 
of the producers of this recluse literature* and art did not reside in mountain 
hermitages far from court society, but lived in the gozan monasteries right 

"in the capital. If these monks were so devoted to the life of reclusion seen 
in-their art, why did their lives center on the cultural, social, administra¬ 
tive, and even economic business of the large metropolitan monasteries at 
the pinnacle of the gozan system? 

One answer to this question can be found in the secondary scholarship 

on Japanese gozan monks, which often contrasts them with those Zen 
■ monks who practiced a “pure” form of Zen.2 In this scholarship, the lit¬ 
erary, artistic, social, and other advisory activities of the gozan monks at 

• the shogunal and imperial courts are generally characterized as secularized 
*and corrupt. These activities were then contrasted with the practices of 

:;_“puie” monks who diligently practiced meditation while living in huts or 
small temples secluded in the mountains far from Japanese court society. 

: Rather than reviewing this familiar if simplistic description of Japanese 

-a 
r. 1. An excellent introduction to the history of and life in the Japanese gozan temples can 
^be found in Martin Collcutt, Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic Institution in Medi¬ 

eval Japan (Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1981). 
- , 2. This distinction is surprisingly widespread in twentieth-century Japanese scholarship 
pn Zen, where it is defined differently by different scholars and has had a pervasive influence 
<>n Western-language scholarship. See, for example, TamamuraTakeji, Gozan bungaku, rev. 

I(Tokyo: Shibundo, 1966), pp. 198-200, and Imaeda Aishin, “Chusei Bukkyo no tenkai 
.(spno ni),” in Akamatsu Toshihide, ed,, Nihon Bukkydshi II, chuseihen (Tokyo; Hozokan, 
‘1967), p. 167. 
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Zen, to which I will return later, I will only point out here that these 
“pure” Zen monks included perhaps most if not all Chinese Zen monks 
and only those Japanese monks working outside of the gozan temples, 
except for a few monks associated with Daitoku-ji which eventually left 

the gozan system. 
This dualistic contrast of the pure and the corrupt among late medieval 

Zen monk recluses is in many ways comparable to models and patterns of 

reclusion in other periods of Japanese history. Mezaki Tokue’s distinction 

between shukke and tonsei, to choose one influential definition, describes 

the recluse or tonseisha as an individual who sheds the bonds of secular 

society and yet does not enter the Buddhist institution for specialized study 

or administrative duties.3 In this conception of reclusion, the “true” re¬ 

cluse is identified in terms of a rejection not only of society at large but 
also the Buddhist institution itself, an institution Mezaki associates not 
with the realization of enlightenment but with such activities as specialized 

textual study and temple administration. 
Implicit in both Mezaki’s conception of reclusion and in the scholarship 

that contrasts “pure” Zen with gozan Zen is a particular model of Buddhist 
and possibly also Taoist conceptions of the sacred. This conception of 
the sacred locates reclusion, which is closely associated with the highest 
ideals of the religious tradition, in a sacred realm transcendent to the pro¬ 
fane world constituted by the major institutions that made up Japanese 
society, such as the imperial court, the shogunate, and also the Buddhist 

church. According to this model, Buddhist insight is best found by leav¬ 
ing these institutions and engaging in religious practice outside of the 

secular world of ordinary society, including even the Buddhist monastic 

order. 
As we shall see, however, many of the gozan Zen monks from the late 

fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries explicitly rejected any conception 
of reclusion that contrasted a sacred realm of transcendence with ordinary 
life in society. While they discussed conceptions of the sacred and of Bud¬ 
dhist religious ideals, conceptions that closely resemble the map of the 
sacred implicit in the work of Mezaki and others on reclusion, the gozan 
monks explicitly disagreed with it. This raises an important interpretive 
problem: how to respond when we find we are employing a conception of 

the sacred that is explicitly rejected by the individuals we are studying. 

While I do not expect to answer this larger problem here, I would like to 

examine it in relation to our thinking about medieval Japanese reclusion, 

3. Sec Mezaki’s article, “Aesthete-Recluses During the Transition from Ancient to Me¬ 
dieval Japan,” translated by Matthew Mizenko, in Earl Miner, ed., Principles of Classical 

Japanese Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), pp. 152-53. Mezaki’s 
views are further developed in his Shukke Tonsei (Tokyo: Chuo Kdronsha, 1976), pp, 6—9, 
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and in the context of the religious ideals and conceptions of the sacred that 
are implicit in that theme. 

The Gozan Zen Conception of Reclusion 

An important example of early Muromachi period (1333-1573) Japa¬ 

nese interpretations of reclusion can be found in the writings of Taihaku 

Shingen (1357-1415), one of the most important Japanese gozan Zen 
monks of the first two decades of the fifteenth century. Some of the clearest 

examples of his thinking about the life of the hermit-recluse can be found 

in prefaces he inscribed on many of the earliest extant ink paintings done 
in Japan on the topic of the recluse’s hut. Some of the more important 

extant paintings of recluse hermitages that Taihaku inscribed include “New 

Moon over a Brushwood Gate” in the Fujita Museum (Fig. 1) and “Small 

Cottage by a Mountain Stream” in the Konchi-in subtemple of Nanzen-ji 
(discussed below), and “Plantain in Evening Rain” in a private collection.4 
In a preface written on a no longer extant landscape painting, entitled 
“Preface to [a Painting of] a Place Surrounded by Screens of Verdure,”5 
Taihaku describes the experiences of a now virtually unknown fellow 
monk, Muro Yusho (active c. 1415-50).6 Taihaku tells us that when Muro 
retired to a retreat in a crowded area of the capital below Kiyomizu, he had 
the name “Place Surrounded by Screens of Verdure” inscribed on a plaque 
and hung under the eaves. 

Taihaku*s preface records that one day an unidentified visitor dropped 
by the retreat and complained about the name Muro had given his retreat, 

a name taken from the Chinese recluse poet tradition. The visitor pointed 

out that while Muro was indeed living near a mountain, just outside his 

gate the dust rose from the busy roads, the residences of commoners cov¬ 
ered the ground, and innumerable eaves of pavilions and towers could be 
seen. The visitor then argued that this could not be the residence of a 
“person of the mountains” (J. sanjin), and suggested that Muro was 
“stealing the name of a recluse.” In the visitor’s criticism we see the con¬ 
temporary conception of a recluse as one who lives far from the wealth, 

. 4. These paintings and their inscriptions are translated into modem Japanese and dis¬ 
cussed in Shimada Shujiro and Iriya Yoshitaka, eds., Zenrin gasan: chusei suibokuga o yornu 

(Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbunsha, 1988). 

5. Uemura Kanko, ed., Gozan bungaku zenshu (Tokyo: Sfcokabd Shoten, 1906), Vol. 
3, p. 2233. Hereafter this work will be cited as GBZ. For a complete annotated translation of 
this preface, see Joseph D. Parker, “Playful Nonduality: Japanese Zen Interpretations of 
Landscape Paintings from the Oei Era (1394-1427)“ (Ph.D. diss.. Harvard University, 
1989), pp. 315-20. 

£ . 6. Virtually all that is now known about Mur6, who later went by the name of Daiyu 
Yfisho, is that he was abbot of Kennin-ji and Nanzen-ji sometime between the years 1430 
and 1450, and subsequently retired to the Unmon-an tatchu subtemple at Nanzen-ji. 
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Figure 1. New Moon Over a Brushwood Gate 
Dated 1405. National Treasure. 129.2 x 31.0 cm 

Fujita Museum, Osaka. 
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power, and busy affairs of life in the capital, an image of reclusion that is 

perhaps comparable to the conception underlying Mezaki’s modem distinc¬ 

tion between shukke and tonsei discussed above. 

In Muro’s reply we find a conception of reclusion that is quite different 

| from that of Mezaki, Tamamura, Imaeda, or other modem interpreters of 
Japanese culture. Muro begins by distinguishing between “traces” (shaku) 
and the “mind” (shin) and arguing that his visitor is only interested in 
traces while Muro’s own reclusion is of the mind. Through allusions to 

several hermits in Chinese history he then points out that, while some 
individuals have indeed made pretense to the life of a recluse for their own 
advancement in prestige or even political office, there is also precedent for 
being a genuine hermit even while living in the capital, examples of which 
he names “the recluses of the mind.” Muro then goes on to describe the 
natural scenery of his own travels throughout Japan and to claim that he 
has “attained [these beautiful places] in his mind.” Having internalized the 

|S natural world, Muro claims that he can then sit silently in his new retreat 

even while surrounded by scenes from the bustling capital, and yet they 

will not hinder his Buddhist insight by becoming sensory afflictions. Muro 

counters his visitor’s complaints, then, with a conception of reclusion 
based not on the location of the hermitage in some sacred space, but on an 
internal state of mind that preserves the Buddhist religious values of the 

natural world for an individual even when physically living in the midst of 
secular society. 

Muro’s conception of the recluse calls into question the clear distinction 
made by both his visitor and by many modem scholars between the secular 
world of ordinary society and the sacred realm of the pure, secluded life 
in the natural world. The relationship between sacred and profane seen in 
Muro’s conception of reclusion has a distinguished heritage in both the 

Buddhist religious tradition and in Chinese religious and intellectual his¬ 
tory. Moreover, the Japanese gozan monks were clearly aware of this heri¬ 
tage and took these orthodox models as a foundation for building their 

own conceptions of the recluse. Two central examples from this heritage 
were particularly important to the Japanese gozan monks: the Chinese 
conception of the “hermit at court” and the Mahayana Buddhist theory 
of nondualism. A brief look at these two themes will help us develop 
some implications of the early fifteenth-century Japanese conception of 
the recluse. 

V The “Hermit at Court“ Theme in China and Japan 

r The first important model used by the Japanese gozan monks to inte¬ 
grate secular society with the sacred realm of the natural world centers on 
the theme of “the hermit at court.” The notion of a hermit who lives in the 
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capital and participates actively in court society and politics has deep roots 
in Chinese religious and intellectual history, an area that has received rela¬ 
tively little attention in the twentieth-century study of the Japanese recluse 

tradition. While there may have been little awareness of the Chinese re- ' 

cluse tradition in some periods of Japanese cultural history, the Muromachi 
gozan monks clearly took China as the primary if not the sole focus for 

their own thinking on reclusion. The earliest examples in Chinese intellec¬ 

tual history of this conception of reclusion can be found in the Tao-te 
Ching and the Chuang-tzu,7 8 two texts studied widely in the Japanese gozan 
temples. For example, the Tao-te Ching states, “Cultivate it in the hamlet/ 

And its virtue will endure;/ Cultivate it in the state/ And its virtue will 
abound;/ Cultivate it in the empire/ And its virtue will be pervasive.”* 

The notion of the “hermit at court” first become widely influential in 
late third and early fourth-century China, when it centered on a reinterpre¬ 

tation by Kuo Hsiang (d. 312) and Wang Pi (226-49) of the concept of 
the recluse in the Chuang-tzu. These thinkers reversed the praise in the 
Chuang-tzu for the man who left government service and held up as their 

ideal individuals who no longer distinguished between the mundane world 
and the realm of transcendence.9 For example, Kuo Hsiang commented on 
a passage in the Chuang-tzu about a man who “embraces the ten-thousand 
things” by describing his own sagely ideal: “Although the sage is in the 
midst of government, his mind seems to be in the mountain forest. . . . 
His abode is in the myriad things, but it does not mean that he does not 
wander freely.”10 This description of the sage as active in government 

would echo throughout Chinese intellectual history. 
A revival of the “recluse at court” theme that was more important for 

the Muromachi Japanese gozan monks, however, centered on Chao Meng- 
fu (1254-1322) and his contemporaries in the early Yuan dynasty 

(1279-1367), who were faced with the difficult question of service in the 
government of a non-Han Chinese people. As a member of the Sung Im¬ 

perial family, Chao received much criticism for his willingness to serve 

under the Mongols. As a result, Chao seems to have felt the need to affirm 

7. See Ishida Yoshisada, Chusei soan no bungaku, rev. ed. (Tokyo: Kitazawa Tosho 

Shuppan, 1976 [1970]), p. 90. 
8. Tao-te Ching 54, cited in ibid., note 8, p. 266; translation by D. C. Lau, Lao Tzu: 

Tao Te Ching (New York: Penguin Books, 1963), p. 115. 
9. Feng Yu-lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy, translated by Derk Bodde (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1953), Vol. 2, pp. 234-36. 
10. Wing-tsit Chan’s translation cited in Tu Wei-ming, “Profound Learning, Personal 

Knowledge, and Poetic Vision,” in Shuen-fu Lin and Stephen Owen, eds.. The Vitality of 

the Lyric Voice: Shih Poetry from the Late Han to the Tang (Princeton; Princeton University 
Press, 1986), pp. 8-10. See also Shou-chien Shih, “The Mind Landscape of Hsieh Yu-yu 
by Chao Meng-fu,” in Wen Fong et al.. Images of the Mind (Princeton: The Art Museum, 

Princeton University, 1984), pp. 239-40. 
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his sense of morality during his own lifetime through recourse to the “her- 
i mit at court” motif in a painting of Hsieh K’un (280-322), a recluse, high- 
| ranking official, and contemporary of Kuo Hsiang.11 Chao’s own attitude 

jF toward his decision is expressed in a later eulogy for an unknown friend, 
| “In order to feel content in your own mind remain unperturbed, without 

desire for riches and glory, and your neighbors will praise your goodness, 

t This is what ‘reputation* means. Why must one seclude himself in craggy 
; caves, conceal his footsteps in forest and mountain, in order to achieve 
;■ purity?”12 * * The colophons written by his immediate contemporaries, and 

r by Ni Tsan (1301—74) and other scholars of the mid- and late fourteenth 

j- century, show a sympathy and understanding of Chao’s response to the call 
to government office. 

| The most important inscription for understanding Yuan interpretations 
|?of the “recluse at court” is one written by Wang Ch’i (fi.c. 1290-1310), 
? a scholar-poet who may have also been friends with Chao. Like the colo- 
l; phon by Chao’s longtime close friend, Yao Shih (d.c. 1318), Wang empha¬ 
sized the parallel between Chao and the high-ranking fourth-century offi- 
fccial, Hsieh K’un, in his inscription: 

^ When Ku [K’ai-chih] painted Hsieh [K’un’s] portrait, he positioned him 

| among crags and rocks. People asked him the reason, and he replied, 

“[Hsieh K’un] himself claimed that his ‘single hill’ and ‘single stream’ 

were superior [to another minister’s]; therefore this gentleman should be 

placed among hills and streams.” When contemplating his excellence in 
purity and elegance, it deserves to be admired, but he could also remain 

faithful as a minister. . . . Several hundred years later, it is the old gentle¬ 

man of the Snowy Pine Studio [Chao Meng-fu] whose mind understood 
and whose spirit communed with [Hsieh’s].15 

For them, as for Chao Meng-fu, the spiritual purity associated with the 
landscape could be preserved even while serving in government office. 

We find the Japanese references to the notion of the “recluse at court” 
■scattered through gozan Zen writings of the late fourteenth and early fif¬ 

teenth centuries. Gidb Shushin (1326—89), who was perhaps the most im¬ 
portant Japanese gozan monk of the second half of the fourteenth century 
and one of Taihaku’s teachers, frequently used the theme “hermit at 
court,” together with closely related themes such as “the hermit in the 

1 •• This figure painting is now in the Elliott collection at Princeton University and de- 
' P‘cts Hsieh K’un in an archaic landscape setting. (Published with English translations of 
(. several of the colophons by Shih, “The Mind Landscape of Hsieh Yu-yu by Chao Meng-fu,” 
;Tpp. 238- 54 and cat. no. 6, pp. 280-83.) 

r- * 12- Manuscript from the Taipei National Palace Museum; translated by Shih, “The 
; Mind Landscape," pp. 238-39. 

13. My translation modifies Shih’s in “The Mind Landscape,” p. 242. 
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marketplace [or city].”14 We also see in his poetry and painting inscrip¬ 

tions such statements as “forested mountains are not always far from the 

human world” and “Where in human society can we not make our hut?”15 

We find reference to the case of Chao Meng-fu’s willingness to serve 

in government in a preface written by Isho Tokugan (1359-1437), a close 
friend of Taihaku Shingen, on a no-longer-extant painting attributed to 

Chao.16 In his preface, Isho describes how a friend of his had named his 
study using a line from T’ao Ch’ien’s (365—427) poem “On Drinking 

Wine,” and how this image of reclusion had been praised in poems by a 
number of visitors. Isho then argues that even though Chao Meng-fu stayed 
in office, he too was someone who could live a life of reclusion as depicted 
in T’ao’s poem, based on their common interest in study and the expression 
of the fruits of their study in the arts. Through this study, Ishd indicates, 
people like Chao Meng-fu were able to express themselves in the arts with¬ 

out falling into error, and so could achieve the high spiritual status of the 
recluse T’ao Ch’ien even while holding official office. Taihaku Shingen 

and his friend Muro Yusho, then, are joined by Gidd Shushin and Isho 
Tokugan in arguing that it is possible to live the pure life of a recluse, 

comparable in virtue to even that of the famous recluse poet T’ao Ch’ien, 

while remaining active in human society. 

Two Buddhist Models of Sacred!Profane Nonduality 

In contrast to the theme of “the hermit at court,” two other important 
models used by the Japanese gozan monks to integrate secular society with 
the sacred are found not in the Chinese classics and political theory, but in. 
the Mahayana Buddhist tradition. One formative Mahayana discussion of 
the movement beyond discrimination of the sacred and profane, a discus¬ 
sion well known in the Muromachi Japanese gozan temples, is the 
“Dharma Gate of Nonduality” chapter of the Vimalakirti Sutra.17 In this 

chapter, Vimalakirti debated the meaning of nonduality with Manju&I and 

other bodhisattvas, and the various bodhisattvas each in turn gave an inter- 

14. See, e.g., his “Preface to Collected Poems and Songs on the Eight Views of Great 

Compassion,” GBZ, Yol. 2, p. 1710. 
15. From his poem on “White Clouds and Cinnabar Canyons,” GBZ, Vol. 2, p. 1610; 

modem Japanese translation by Tamamura Takeji, Gozan shisd, Vol. 8 of Nihon no Zen 

goroku (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1978), pp. 214-16; English translation in Parker, “Playful Non¬ 

duality,” p. 308. 
16. The preface was originally inscribed on a no-longer-extant painting attributed to 

Chao, though Isho questions the attribution in his preface. See Tamamura Takeji, comp., 
Gozan bungaku shinshQ (Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 1967-72), Vol. 2, 

pp. 779-80. 
17. Robert Thurman, trans., The Holy Teaching of Vimalakirti; A Mahayana Scripture 

(University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1976), pp. 73-83. 
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pretadon of this teaching. One characterization of nondualism is given by 
: the bodhisattva Narayana: “To say, ‘This is mundane’ and That is tran- 

scendentaT is dualism. This world has the nature of voidness, so there is 

neither transcendence nor involvement. . . . Thus neither to transcend nor 

to be involved, ... this is the entrance into nonduality.”18 Later on in the 

chapter, the bodhisattva Ratnamudrahasta characterized his insight, “It is 

dualistic to detest the world and to rejoice in liberation. . . . Liberation can 

be found where there is bondage, but where there is ultimately no bondage, 
where is there need for liberation?”19 

These two bodhisattvas explicitly reject characterizations of the sacred 
as transcendent, or as something that can be separated from the profane. 
In this text we find that only through this nondualism can the highest Bud- 

• dhist truth be realized, an ideal exemplified through Vimalaklrti’s own life¬ 
style as a merchant, political leader, and regular participant in other insti¬ 
tutions central to the secular world. However, in a manner that closely 
parallels that of the hermit at court theme discussed above, this Mahayana 

Buddhist characterization of religious insight does not differentiate the sa¬ 
cred and secular, as do many modern Japanese and Western scholars, but 

explicitly associates the two realms as both essential to the highest levels 
of religious insight. 

Buddhist nondualism of the sacred and profane is of course not peculiar 
to the Vimalakirti Sutra and can be found in a number of other Mahayana 

texts and schools.20 In the Zen sect, the-nonduality of the transcendent and 
mundane is found in several texts from both its earliest and classical T’ang 
periods, including the so-called Collected Sayings of Bodhidharma, the 
trhfu ssu-hsing lun, and the classical Record of Un-chi.21 This theme 

finds its most important early Zen sectarian development in the teaching of 
enlightenment as the “ordinary mind” (0. p’ing-chang hsin, J. heijo shin), 
developed by Ma-tsu Tao-i (709-88). This tradition of identifying the 

•highest religious ideal with the mundane world of ordinary life explicitly 
rejects any attempts to locate experience of the sacred anywhere outside of 
ordinary experience. 

Taihaku Shingen and his contemporary gozan monks used this theory 

•*1 

18. Ibid., p. 74. 
19. Ibid., p. 76. 
20. The terms I have been translating as “sacred” (shin or sho) and "profane" or "mun¬ 

dane” (zoku) of course have a long history in the Buddhist tradition and do not always carry 
■ ^ connotation of sacred and profane as they do here. For a good sense of the range of 
meanings of these terms, see Nakamura Hajime, BukkyOgo daijiten (Tokyo: Tokyo Shokan, 

; 1981), pp. 784c-85a. 
21. See for example Yanagida Seizan, ed., Daruma no goroku, Vol. 2, in Vol. I of Zen 

l no goroku (Tokyo: Tsukuma Shobo, 1968), p. 31, and Ruth Fuller Sasaki et al., trans.. The 

*. ^corded Sayings of Ch'an Master Lin-chi Hui-chao (Kyoto: The Institute for Zen Studies, 
1975), e.g., pp. 9-11. 
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of nondualism widely. Taihaku himself used the phrase “dharma gate of 
nonduality” in a eulogy in which he described the deceased individual as 

having “awakened to the nondifferentiation of the principle of the sacred 
and the profane, and known of the fundamental identity of birth and death, 

the gate of nonduality.”22 The name “nondualism” (J. funi) was also taken 

as a Buddhist name by the monk Kiyo Hoshu (c. 1361-1424), a close 

contemporary of Taihaku's and fellow student of Gido Shushin’s, who 

became the teacher of such important figures as Zeami Motokiyo 
(1363-1443) and Ichijo Kanera (1402-81), and editor of influential edi¬ 
tions of The Blue Cliff Record (C. Pi-yen Lu; J. Hekiganroku) and Chu 

Hsi’s (1130-1200) commentaries on the Four Books. For Taihaku and 
other gozan monks in the early Muromachi period, nonduality included 
the nonduality of birth and death, as well as die sacred (shin or sho) and 

the mundane (zoku). 
Buddhist nondualism and the teachings of Vimalaklrti were of interest 

to Taihaku and his contemporaries for some of the same reasons that had 

made the sutra appeal to centuries of Buddhist laity, monks, and nuns in 
both China and Japan: Vimalakirti’s activity in the samsaric world of suf¬ 

fering, sentient beings. The ability to live in the mundane, samsaric world 

while practicing correct Buddhist insight would have been of great interest 
to the Japanese gozan monks, and would have been essential to them in 

their relations with lay patrons and other disciples who were also powerful 

figures in the secular world. J 
The final theme important in the Japanese gozan monks' thinking about 

the identity of the highest levels of religious practice with ordinary reality 
is seen in their image of the eccentric Pu-tai (J. Hotei). Pu-tai was known 
to the Japanese Zen monks through the popular series of the “Ten Oxherd- ; 
ing Pictures,” which are a set of drawings and explanatory inscriptions ,] 

describing the ten stages of spiritual progress for the Zen mendicant. The i 

inscriptions to one of the earliest extant Japanese examples of a complete " 
group of the Oxherding series have been preserved in the calligraphic hand j 

of Zekkai Chushin (1336-1405), an important leader in gozan circles and :J 

another of Taihaku's teachers.23 The final stage in the series by Zekkai | 
follows the traditional text closely in depicting Pu-tai as an enlightened j 
sage who, after passing through the various levels of religious progress 

beyond the ordinary world returns to the bustling marketplace, dressed in i 

ragged clothes and laughing wholeheartedly. This conception of the sacred ■ 
as ultimately realized in the mundane world of ordinary society was widely s 
influential not only among the gozan monks, but also among their influ- 

22. Taihaku oshd goroku, pp. 39b-40a, undated manuscript. National Diet Library. 1 
23. The Zekkai inscriptions are preserved in the collection at Shokoku-ji, though the I 

original paintings are not extant, and his inscriptions are now paired with a series of iHustra- J 
tions possibly from the fifteenth century. j 

Figures 2 and 3. Ten Oxherding Pictures (Nos. 7 and 10). Fifteenth Century. 14.0 x 
14,0 cm. Shokoku-ji, Kyoto. 

ential patrons, the Ashikaga shoguns themselves.24 For both the Japanese 
gozan monks and their influential patrons, Pu-tai was an image of the 

highest level of spiritual practice, in which the practitioner returns from 
seclusion in the mountains to the world of human society. 

The significance of the Oxherding series for understanding Japanese 
reclusion and Buddhist conceptions of the sacred is seen when the mendi¬ 
cant in the pictures passes through several intermediate stages where he is 
shown residing in a thatched hut secluded in the mountains (Fig. 2). These 
stages correspond to conceptions of the sacred as outside the profane realm 
of human society held by other members of Japanese culture, as well as 
conceptions shared by a large number of modem students of Japanese and 

24. An extant painting of Hotei by the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimochi (1386-1428) ts 
reproduced in Matsushita Takaaki and Tamamura Takeji, eds., Josetsu, Shubun, San'ami, 

Vol. 6 of Suiboku bijutsu taikei (Tokyo: Kddansha, 1978), pi. 1. 



Figure 3. See Figure 2. 

also Chinese culture. Yet in the final stage of these pictures the mendicant 

does not remain secluded in his mountain retreat, but instead returns to the 

busy world of mundane human affairs (Fig. 3). Here we find a conception 
of Zen practice central to the Mahayana Buddhist tradition that suggests 
the monks should go beyond a life of reclusion far from human society and 

return to the busy, dusty world of the court. 

Reclusion and Gozan Life in the Capital 

Their interest in the Pu-tai cycle of religious practice was for the Japa¬ 
nese gozan Zen monks of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries only one 
aspect of the larger issue of the most appropriate attitude to take for the 
Zen practitioner while active in the samsaric realm of contemporary politi¬ 

cal and social relationships. For the Japanese gozan monks, such activity 
was grounded in the nondualism of the sacred and profane. This is the. 

conception of reclusions that formed the basis for the early Muromachi 
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monks’ vision of the natural landscape in their poetry, prose, and inscrip¬ 

tions on paintings. It was also the basis for their appropriation of the theme 
of the “hermit at court" from Chinese intellectual history that 1 discussed 

above. 
We can see the close relationship of the “hermit at court” theme to the 

Zen use of Mahayana nondualism in another preface inscribed by Taihaku 
Shingen in 1413 on an extant landscape painting in the Konchi-in subtem¬ 
ple of Nanzen-ji, “Small Cottage by a Mountain Stream”25 (Fig. 4). In the 
inscription Taihaku alludes to two famous recluses from the Chinese poetic 
tradition, T’ao Ch’ien and Wang Wei (701-61).26 He asks rhetorically 
whether there was any difference between the viewer and these two re¬ 
cluses, conclude that they are only as distant from each other as lips are 
from teeth. Using an argument identical to the one his friend Muro used in 
the passage discussed earlier, Taihaku indicated how the seeming distance 

from the sages of the Chinese past was to be overcome: “This is to be 

attained in the mind, and not objectified externally.”27 Earlier in the pref¬ 
ace Taihaku had explained what he means by “attain in the mind and not 

objectify externally” by referring to the concrete context in which the 

painting was produced, 
Taihaku tells his readers that a fellow Zen monk from Nanzen-ji by the 

name of Junshi Haku (complete name unknown) (d.u.) had named his 

study “[Small Cottage] by a Mountain Stream,” even though he lived at 
the major gozan temple, Nanzen-ji, in the Japanese capital. He character¬ 
izes this “attaining in the mind” with “a gate like the marketplace, but a 

mind like water.” Through resisting the common-sense impulse to objec¬ 
tify the Chinese recluses outside the mind or see them as different from the 
self, Taihaku argues, the Japanese gozan monks could themselves join in 
the spiritual freedom of reclusion while still residing in the capital. If the 

t painting was understood in terms of “attaining in the mind,” Taihaku con¬ 
cluded, “is it only [the recluses of] the bamboo hermit [Wang Wei] or 

! peach blossom spring [T’ao Ch’ien]?” Through his rhetorical questioning 
Taihaku raised the possibility for his readers that they could achieve the 
spiritual freedom of the great recluses , while remaining active in contem¬ 
porary society, politics, and culture. 

If they were to attain such heights of religious insight and cultural ex¬ 
pression v/hile living in the metropolitan gozan temples, Taihaku argues, 

25. This preface is not found in Taihaku’s extant literary collection, but is transcribed 
and translated into modem Japanese by Onishi Hiroshi in Shimada and Iriya, eds., Zenrin 

gasan, p. 2l6ff. A modem English translation can be found in Parker, “Playful Nonduality,” 
p. 309ff. 

26. While it is not clear if Taihaku’s allusion was to Wang Wei, since he simply said 
“the bamboo hermit of the T’ang,” he was clearly alluding to some hermit. 

27. Shimada and Iriya, eds., Zenrin gasan, p, 216fT. 



Figure 4. Small Cottage by a 
Mountain Stream. Dated 1413. 
National Treasure. 101.5 X 
34.5 cm. Konchi-in, Kyoto. 

it would be through Zen practice which attained this subjectively in the 

mind and did not objectify anything outside the self. When dualistic dis¬ 

tinctions of the sacred and profane were avoided, Taihaku believed that the 

gozan monks could realize the sacred realm of the Chinese recluses even 

while living in the mundane world of the Japanese capital. The importance 

of this nondualism for the monks can be seen when considering the con¬ 

crete context in which they produced paintings and inscriptions, where 

they lived as abbots of the metropolitan gozan Zen temples in the capital 

and as central figures in the artistic and social circles that included the most 

powerful individuals in the country. 

Since twentieth-century discussions of the recluse have tended to focus 

on biography at the expense of interpretations of the theme, it may be 

useful before concluding to introduce the known biographical information 

of the monk on which we have centered our discussion so far, Taihaku 

Shingen.24 The first information we have of Taihaku’s life is that he served 

in the Unmon-an subtemple of Nanzen-ji as an attendant to Taishin Soi 

(1321-91),’ who in turn was a disciple of the greatly learned Japanese poet- 

monk Sesson Yubai (1290-1346). Unlike his teacher Sesson, Taishin had 

not traveled to the mainland, but he had studied widely with the leading 

gozan intellects of his day and also with the Chinese monk Tung-1 ing 

Yung-hsing (d. 1365; arr. J. 1351). 

We also know that Taihaku later studied under two of the most impor¬ 

tant Japanese gozan monks of the second half of the fourteenth century: 

Gido Shushin, teacher and advisor to the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu 

(1358-1408) and to the linked verse poet and author of important aesthetic 

treatises Nijo Yoshimoto (1320-88); and Zekkai Chushin, the influential 

poet who had spent a decade on the mainland with contacts at the highest 

levels of early Ming (1368-1661) religious and cultural circles. Together 

Gido and Zekkai were the most important teachers in Zen Buddhism and 

in things Chinese of the leading figures of the next generation of Japanese 

gozan Zen monks. It may have been when studying under Gido in Kama¬ 

kura in the early 1380s that Gido wrote a painting inscription to Taihaku 

that praised his literary talent.29 What we can glean from this information 

suggests that Taihaku was educated in the major gozan temples by the very 

best available Japanese and also Chinese teachers of his day. 

28. My sources for the biography below are, unless otherwise noted, the entry on Tai¬ 
haku in Tamamura Takeji’s Gozan Zenso denki shusei (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1983), p. 400, and 
Taihaku’s own writings in his Gabi ashushu, in GBZ, Vol. 3, pp. 2217-66, and in Taihaku 

oshd goroku, undated manuscript. National Diet Library, passim. 

29. One of the earliest shigajiku poem and painting scrolls, “The Small Hermitage of 
Hidden Orchids," includes an inscription written by Gido for Taihaku. The date suggested 
by Shimao Arata for this scroll is the early 1380s in his article, “Shoki shigajiku no 
yoso—Kugeshu ni micro Unjuzu shigajiku o chushin to shite—,” Bijutsushi, Vol. 1 M (May 
1983), p. 101. 
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There do not seern to be any other datable records of Taihaku’s activi¬ 

ties until 1405 when, in an unusual appointment for a monk who had not 

yet held any significant gozan temple office, Taihaku became the head of 

the Nanzen-ji subtemple Unmcn-an where he had studied under Taishin.30 

The following year marked the beginning of a series of appointments Tai¬ 

haku received as an abbot in the gozan temple hierarchy. The first was as 

abbot of Horin-ji, a shosan-level temple in Harima whose first abbot Ses- 

son Yubai had been appointed by the influential Ashikaga supporter Aka- 

matsu Norisuke (1311-71), Then only two years later Taihaku was pro¬ 

moted to the abbacy of the nearby jissatsu temple, Houn-ji. Finally, in the 

year 1411 Taihaku was appointed abbot of one of the most important tem¬ 

ples in the nation, the gozan temple Kennin-ji. After presumably a brief 

tenure in this position Taihaku returned again to the Nanzen-ji subtemple 

Unmon-an to retire and eventually die at his retreat Daido-ken in the eighth 

month of 1415. 

The official career of this monk is fairly typical of his gozan contem¬ 

poraries.31 The monk began his religious training in the large Kyoto gozan 

monasteries. This early period was followed by abbacies often during the 

monk’s mid- to late 40s in the shosan- and jissatsu- level temples, temples 

generally located in regions relatively far from the capital but many times 

associated with a regional warrior important to the Ashikaga government. 

The height of the monks’ careers as religious leaders and temple adminis¬ 

trators often came during their early to mid-50s when they received ap¬ 

pointments as abbots in the most important of the metropolitan gozan mon¬ 

asteries. i.e., those temples at the top of the official ranks of the gozan 
temple system.32 

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Taihaku died relatively young, 

however, and as a result was appointed as abbot of only one of the major 

gozan monasteries and was able to remain active at the highest level in the 

social, cultural, and religious circles of the capital for only a relatively 

brief period. Some of his contemporaries retired after a series of usually 

brief appointments33 as abbots of the highest-ranked gozan monasteries, 

and then were able to enjoy several decades of quiet study, meditation, and 

social, political, and cultural activity at the highest levels of contemporary 

30. Kageki Hideo, Gozan shishi no kenkyu (Tokyo: Kasama Shorn, 1979), p. 335. 
31. A sense of the biographies of a large number of Japanese gozan monks can be gained 

by reading in Tamamura’s biographical dictionary, Gozan Zensd denki shusei. 

32. A discussion of the evolution of this temple system and its relation to the Ashikaga 
bakufu may be found in Colcutt’s Five Mountains, esp. pp. 109-15. 

33. An indication of die length of these appointments can be gained from the time be¬ 
tween the appointment of the eighty-first (in the third month of 1409) and ninetieth abbots 
(Taihaku, in the eighth month of 1411) of Kennin-ji; in this fifteen-month period, eight dif¬ 
ferent abbots were appointed, ior an average term of less than two months each. 
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court and shogunal society while residing in a retreat located in a subtem¬ 
ple of one of the major metropolitan gozan temples. 

During his lifetime Taihaku distinguished himself in the eyes of his 

later contemporaries through his mastery of Chinese parallel prose and 
most notably a highly sophisticated aesthetic theory, surpassing even 

Gido’s learning in this respect.34 His collected writings reveal wide learn¬ 

ing in Buddhist and Neo-Confucian texts, as well as in Yi dung studies 
and the writings of the Sung and Yuan dynasty Chinese literati. Taihaku 
was also quite active culturally, participating in linked verse meetings and 
joining his fellow monks at Chinese poetry meetings to inscribe prefaces 
and poems on a substantial number of ink paintings of flowers, figure sub¬ 
jects, and landscapes. Perhaps only his early death prevented him from 

possibly going on to more extensive contact with the shogun and other 

influential individuals in contemporary Japanese society and politics. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, I would like to return to the issue raised at the beginning 

of the article; How do we understand medieval Japanese reclusion, particu¬ 

larly when our modem interpretive categories seem to contradict those of 
the texts we are reading, or when they were explicitly rejected by the in¬ 

dividuals we are studying? As we have seen, Taihaku and his contemporary 
gozan Zen monks clearly rejected the conception of the recluse as one who 
lived outside of the capital, a conception that is quite influential in modern 
Japanese and Western-language scholarship on reclusion. In place of this 
model for the recluse, Taihaku suggests a model where the recluse ulti¬ 
mately returns from the sacred realm of the natural world to the secular 

realm of society, a model derived from the two honorable traditions of the 
Mahayana Buddhist theory of nondualism and the Chinese theme of the 
hermit at court. Fourteenth- and fifteenth-century gozan Zen interest in this 

particular model of reclusion clearly grew out of the lives they were leading 
in the metropolitan gozan monasteries, lives that inevitably entailed con¬ 
siderable involvement in secular society. Although this conception of the 
recluse clearly differs from the notion of reclusion we may be accustomed 
to using, we must be careful that this difference does not lead us too 
quickly or too easily to privilege one conception of reclusion over another. 

There are several possible conclusions we can draw from the tension 
between differing models of reclusion. First, we can reject one in order to 
affirm another as somehow closer to Buddhist truth. However, this alter¬ 

native is problematic, since choosing to favor one position over another 

forces us to side with one group of Buddhist thinkers and oppose another, 

34. I am indebted to Shimada Shujiro for pointing this out to me in a personal conver¬ 

sation in 1987. 
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and cannot lead to an even-handed reading of Buddhist history. Instead, I 

would suggest that we consider modifying the conception of reclusion that 
we have been working with to guide our thinking and reading of medieval 
Japanese texts. Such a revised conception of reclusion would include a 

plurality of different and perhaps even conflicting conceptions of reclusion 

and of the sacred, and a plurality of possible alternative paths leading to 
Buddhist insight that were found in Muromachi Japan. An awareness of 

these different models can help us as modem readers of these texts to 
recognize the complexity of the tradition presented to us by the medieval 

Japanese thinkers and poets through their writings. The subsequent move¬ 

ment away from perceptions of medieval Japanese reclusion as forming a 
unified tradition may also lead us to further questioning of our own analytic 

categories in ordersee whether they are appropriate to the texts we are 
reading. 
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Postwar Japan as History. Edited by Andrew Gordon. University of Cali¬ 

fornia Press, Berkeley, 1993. xii, 496 pages. $60.00, cloth; $17.00, 

paper. 

Reviewed by 
James R, Bartholomew 

Ohio State University 

This is a big, important book. It is one of the first historical—as opposed 
to social scientific—treatments of postwar Japan in English, even counting 

books conceived and marketed as textbooks. It has 16 substantive chapters, 
one jointly authored, together with an introduction and a conclusion by the 
editor; and the 17 contributors include a number of the leading American 
scholars in Japanese studies today. It is not without some lacunae and a 
few faults. But taken as a whole, it is an impressive scholarly achievement 
and merits close attention by anyone who teaches anything about, or main¬ 
tains a serious interest in Japanese history and society since 1945. 

Essays by John Dower, Bruce Cumings, and Carol Gluck seek to pro¬ 
vide historical context for the topical essays that follow. Dower emphasizes 
the defining roles in postwar history of the San Francisco System (referring 

. to the 1952 peace treaty terminating the Occupation and establishing the 
Japan-U.S. Security Treaty) in Japan's foreign relations and the 1955 Sys¬ 
tem (the merger of two parties to create the Liberal Democratic Party 
[LDP] which was still dominating domestic politics at the time this book 

appeared). He reminds us that almost no one in the early 1950s expected 
Japan even to find significant markets in major Western countries, let alone 

emerge as a global economic power. And he offers perhaps the most suc¬ 
cinct explanation in the book for the extended hegemony of the LDP, 
namely that the “consolidation of [its] conservative power coincided with 

full recovery from the war and the onset of commercialized mass culture” 

(p. 18). 
Cumings and Gluck both address an important, common issue, even 
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G. VICTOR SOGEN HORI 

^Teaching and Learning in the Rinzai Zen Monastery gjWJLWVI 

4$^- -• 

^Popular images of Japan tend to cluster around two conflicting cultural 
Stereotypes. One depicts Japan as a ritualistic, rule-governed, hierarchical 

Society where obsession with preserving traditional form and with con¬ 
formity to group goals stifles individual creativity. The other pictures Ja- 

£pan as the repository of a mystical culture that produces gentle, creative, 
^slightly foolish sages. These two stereotypes clash. How can one society 
<be both? A closer look at teaching and learning in the Japanese Zen mon- 

fastery allows us to see how ritual formalism coexists v/ith mystical insight. 
propose to divide the spectrum of human learning into three domains: 

c(l) ritual formalism, (2) rational teaching and learning, and (3) mystical 

^insight. In modem Western society, we have focused upon, and greatly 
^developed, what I have labeled rational teaching and learning, but we seem 
ito have less interest in, or confidence about, the two ends of the spectrum. 
A Japanese Zen monastery, on the other hand, substantially discounts ra¬ 
tional teaching and learning and teaches both ritual formalism and mystical 
insight. In fact, it teaches mystical insight by means of ritual formalism. 

*p>:By “ritual formalism,” I am stretching one term to cover several kinds 
^of behavior: repetition, rote memorization, behaving according to tradi- 
^tional prescription. In ritual formalism, students imitate form without nec- 

^essarily understanding content or rationale. They are instructed in “what” 
to do, but given very little instruction in “why” and “how” to do it. 

• By “rational teaching and learning,” I refer to that pattern of education 
’which a teacher of a body of knowledge and/or skills usually formulates 

^ 1 wish to express my appreciation to the following people: to Thomas Rohlen of the 

School of Education, Stanford University, both for inviung me to the Conference on Teaching 

»nd Learning in Japan and for very helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper; to the 

other conference participants for several days of rewarding intellectual discussion and good 

fellowship; to the Department of East Asian Studies at Brown University for inviting me to 

jive a presentation of some of the ideas in this paper; and to the referees and editors of The 

Journal of Japanese Studies for very helpful criticism. 

Journal of Japanese Studies, 20:1 
© 1994 Society for Japanese Studies 
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its general principles, even if crudely, and then through instruction seeks 
to transmit an understanding of those general principles to the students. 

Instruction is usually by verbal explanation, demonstration, conducting 

drills, or some combination of these and other techniques. It is not part of 

rational teaching and learning to teach students to perform tasks without 

an understanding of general principles (the “reason why”), nor is it part 

of rational teaching and learning to expect the student to perform the re¬ 

quired particular tasks without prior instruction, 
I am using the term “mystical experience” to refer to that moment 

when one experiences oneself as no longer fundamentally distinct from the 

objective world, when there occurs a breakdown in the usual distinction 
we make in ordinary life between the self as subject of experience and the 
world about us as the object of experience. I make no judgment about 
whether that experience is in some sense genuine or false. My description 

of mystical experience in these terms no doubt presupposes some hidden 
assumptions to which someone will object. If this essay stimulates such 
criticism, it may then be necessary to rethink this definition.1 

I was first struck by the connection between the formalism of rote 
learning and the spontaneity of insight long before I entered the Zen mon¬ 
astery. As a graduate student in philosophy, I taught propositional logic to 
first- and second-year university students and noticed that the class divided 
into two groups, those who could solve the logic problems and those who 
could not. Those who could solve them started by memorizing the basic 

transformation formulae of propositional logic. These formulae are to 

propositional logic what multiplication tables are to arithmetic or the basic 

equivalence equations are to algebra. Having committed these formulae to 

memory, these students were thereby able to solve the logic problems be¬ 

cause they could “just see” common factors in the equations and then 

1. Part of my purpose in this paper is to demystify the notion of “mystical insight.” The 

rhetoric of both the Rinzai Zen monastery and Western language descriptions of Zen describe 

kensho, the Zen experience, as if it were totally transformative of the human experience, as 

if its genesis were completely indescribable in words. There is a point to this rhetoric, but 

one should not gel carried away by it. The entire monastery kdan curriculum operates on the 

assumption that beginning monks start with a slight insight which further training systemati¬ 

cally deepens and makes intelligible. The training system presupposes, although this is never 

expressed in so many words, that Zen mystical insight is in some sense connected to ordinary 

experience (negation is a kind of connection) and that there is a logic to its development. I 

have not considered what bearing my description of Rinzai monastic life has on any of the 

issues raised in the recent scholarly debates over the nature and existence of mystical experi¬ 

ence. See Wayne Proudfoot, Religious Experience (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1985); Steven Katz, cd., Mysticism and Philosophical Analysis (New York: Oxford Univer¬ 

sity Press, 1978); Steven Katz, ed., Mysticism and Religious Traditions (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1983); Robert Forman, ed., The Problem of Pure Consciousness (New 

York: Oxford University Press, ibOQ). 

cancel them out, or could “just see” logical equivalences. However, the 
other students, those who had not committed the transformation formulae 
to memory, were more or less mystified by the problems though many 

made serious attempts to “reason” their way througn. Some of these latter 
students said that the ability to solve such problems was like musical 

ability, that successful problem solvers had a special ability to “just see” 

the answer to the logic problems just as people with musical ability can 

“just hear” when a note is flat or sharp. And they excused themselves by 

saying that they had not been bom with that particular gene. But in fact, 

those who had done the rote memory work had developed logical insight, 
while those who had not developed logical insight were the ones who had 
skipped the rote memory work thinking they could reason their way 
through the logic problems. 

If you can calculate in your head 

25 x 500 

50 x 10 25 

you can do so because you have already memorized the multiplication 
tables and can “just see” that 50 x 10 is the equivalent of 500 and that 
therefore 500 and 50 x 10 can be cancelled out of the top and bottom of 
the fraction. Without this piece of rote memory, the insight in **just see¬ 
ing” would not be possible. To one who has not memorized the multipli¬ 
cation tables, the ability to “just see” the answer here must seem exceed¬ 

ingly. mysterious, something like mystical insight. Much the same can be 
said for the ability to “see” a solution in algebra and all other forms of 

mathematics and, indeed, in many other forms of organized learnins. 

Spontaneous insight is built on rote learning. Chains of logical reasoning 

in turn are made up of links, connections, which were first seen in small 
moments of insight but which over time have become the “just obvious.” 

It is a long way from logic problems in a philosophy classroom to the 
Zen Buddhist monastery. Teaching and learning occur in both places but 
they are directed toward quite different goals. Education in the school 

classroom is directed toward giving students knowledge and skills, but it 
is not primarily concerned with developing a certain kind of personal char¬ 
acter or religious outlook. A monastery, on the other hand, is deliberately 
trying to develop a certain kind of religious person and transmits a body 
of knowledge and skills as a means to that end. Yet despite the distance 
between these two kinds of teaching and learning, I believe there is a con¬ 
nection. Rote repetition and memorizing on a larger and institutional scale 
grows into ritual formalism in the Zen Buddhist monastery, while the logi¬ 

cal insight of the philosophy classroom expands into what I call mystical 
insight. 

Thus, the connection between ritual formalism and mystical insight. 
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which I v/i!l attempt to describe in this paper, is matched by a connection 

between rote memorizing and logical insight in the academic classroom: 

Ritual Formalism Rational Teaching Mystical Insight 
and Learning 

Rote Memorizing Reasoning Logical Insight 

In the “just seeing” of logical insight, a logical formula shifts position 

across the subject-object line in experience. At first, the logic formula is 

the object of my attention, a piece of information I try to memorize just as 
I do a line from the multiplication tables. But in the experience of “just 
seeing,” the logic formula is no longer the object I am attending to; it 
becomes part of what I, as subject of experience, am attending with. The 
logic formula becomes, so to speak, part of the conceptual lens through 
which I now look at the objects to which I am attending. Logical insight is 
not mystical insight, of course, but the two share family resemblances: 
what was once an object of experience becomes (part of) the subject of 
experience. And in this paper, I hope to show a further resemblance: that 
both the logical insight of the philosophy classroom and the mystical in¬ 
sight of the Rinzai monastery are taught through ritual formalism. 

Right from the beginning, some people will not want to agree with this 

thesis, not because they have data and survey results that support a differ¬ 

ent conclusion, but because the very idea of teaching by rote repetition 

offends their moral sensibilities. Those who advocate rational teaching and 

learning affirm that schools should not teach students to memorize facts 

merely to regurgitate them on tests. The educational mission must be to 
teach students to “analyze,” “explain,” “articulate,” “generalize,” “con¬ 
textualize,” and “apply to concrete situations.” Education should treat 
students not as mere recorders of data but as creative, rational beings and 
autonomous individuals. Rote methods are blamed for making classroom 
education boring for children and for deadening their innate creativity. 
Given freedom, children will find the learning process intrinsically inter¬ 
esting and will enthusiastically teach themselves, so it is said. I remember 
a traditional Japanese tea ceremony teacher saying, “Don’t ask questions. 
Just do it this way for three years and you will know.” Many educators are 
offended by such ritual methods which seem to demean the students* sense 
of self-esteem and belittle students’ confidence in their own ability to un¬ 
derstand. The moral vision of the student as an autonomous individual full 
of rational and creative potential continues to propel educational theory. 

But when this moral vision causes people to reject rote teaching methods 

out of hand, then moral vision blinds rather than illuminates. 
These are dangerous waters, I realize, for I am talking about what 

distinguishes the culture of Japan from that of the West. In recent years, 
the ideas of “culture” and “cultural difference” have been considered in- 
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tellectually suspect. Critics say either explanations in terms of culture re- 
t;- ally exnlain nothing at all (“Such and such way of doing things is typically 

Japanese”), or such explanations reify culture, creating the illusion of an 
£ “ethno-centric, culture-bound notion of common moral impulses, com- 

£ mon values, located like a little pacemaker in each person’s heart”2 in a 

society. In addition, these days, any item of cultural difference is liable to 

; be taken by Nihonjinron theorists as further evidence of the uniqueness of 

the Japanese race. Not surprisingly, in reaction, there are now many people 

V. who are impatient with discussions of how different Japanese culture is. 
1 Nevertheless, everyone who has lived and worked in a Japanese group 

knows without a doubt that the Japanese group does function differently. I 
write this description of monastery life to try to describe that difference, 

A- but I realize that many will find “naive” or “implicit” theories here and 
take me to task for taking sides in these intellectual and ideological dis- 

? putes. Here, let me just make a small defensive move against possible 
critics. 

2. Negative characterizations of Japanese culture are subject to accusa¬ 
tions of “Orientalism” or “Japan-bashing,” and positive characterizations 

. to accusations of playing into the hands of Nihonjinron theorists. But let 
us draw a distinction between the truth of a statement and its ideological 

£\use. The statement “What’s good for General Motors is good for the 

S United States” is ideological; it is uttered to enhance the economic and 
political position of General Motors. But just because such a statement is 

’ patently ideological does not mean it is false. As a matter of economic 

f feet, it may just be true that what is good for General Motors is, at a certain 

Z historical period, good for the American economy. My overall conclusion 

\ in this paper is that the Japanese Zen monastery employs a style of teaching 
and learning not found, to the best of my knowledge, in the West. While 

recognizing that such a conclusion can be used ideologically, I would hope 

that ideological argument does not prevent us from first trying to assess its 
truth. 

In 1976 I was ordained as a Zen Buddhist monk and for 13 years from 
1977 to 1990 lived, worked, and practiced in Rinzai Zen Buddhist mon¬ 
asteries and training halls in Japan. In this essay, I write not as a scholar- 
observer bent upon maintaining “objectivity” (I do not believe such a thing 
exists) but as a practitioner speaking from within the tradition. Please par¬ 

don my use of very general words like “the Japanese” and “Westerners” 
>as if there were no individual differences among the members of these 

'groups. Each instance of these terms should be prefaced by some quantifier 

}'*f' 2’ Eric Wolf, “Inventing Society/* American Ethnologist, Vol. 15, No. 4 (1988), 
^P-755, quoted in Robert J. Smith, “Something Old, Something New—Tradition and Culture 

Study of Japan,” Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 48, No. 4 (Nov, 1989), p. 722. 
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like “a few,” “many/1 or “most.** But to do this could invite a challenge 

to show statistical evidence—evidence that does not exist. 
Also, I use male pronouns throughout and write as if only men engage 

in Buddhist practice. It is manifestly not true that only men engage in 

Buddhist practice; it has not been true of Buddhist practice in Japanese 
history and especially it is not true now of Buddhist practice in the West. 
But Rinzai Zen monasteries for women no longer exist in Japan. Sdtd Zen 
nuns have reestablished monastic practice for women but, according to a 

recent study, theirs is a very different style of teaching and learning.3 Un¬ 
fortunately, it does seem that at present only men engage in the style of 

teaching and learning depicted in this paper. 

Temples and Monasteries4 

Japanese Zen Buddhism divides into three schools, the Soto School, 

the Rinzai School, and the Obaku School. Soto Zen is by far the largest 
school with almost 15,000 temples spread across the country. Rinzai has 
fewer than 6,000 temples and Obaku has fewer than 500. There is conse¬ 
quently no single temple which represents all of Japanese Zen nor is there 
any single priest who heads up the entire priesthood. The Rinzai Zen tem¬ 
ples are further divided into 16 lineages, each led by a head temple called 
a honzan (literally “main mountain") which is usually a large temple with 
a prestigious history. The local Zen temple is normally a branch temple 
(matsuji) of a honzan. The larger honzan maintain monasteries (semmon 
dojo, “halls dedicated to training," or sodo, “monks’ halls") where the 
next generation of priests receives its training. A few honzan are large 

enough to support more than one monastery. 
In order to become the resident priest of a temple, a monk is required 

to spend some time in training at a monastery, the exact duration to be 

determined by local tradition and honzan regulations. Most monks prob¬ 
ably spend between one and three years at a monastery but some manage 
to get away with shorter stays. On the other hand, a priest of one of the 

Daitokuji honzan temples is required to have at least five years of monas¬ 
tery training behind him. A Rinzai Zen monastery then functions some¬ 
what like a Christian theological seminary by training monks for parish 

priesthood. However, the ethos and style of training make it a very differ¬ 

3. I would like to thank Paula Arai Wang for several conversations regarding S6t6 Zen 

monasticism for nuns and for letting me preview several chapters from her dissertation, “In¬ 

novators for the Sake of Tradition: Zen Monastic Women in Modem Japan” (Ph.D. diss., 

Harvard University, 1993). 
4. For a fuller description, see T. Griffith Foulk, “The Zen Institution in Modem Ja¬ 

pan,” in Kenneth Kraft, ed., Zen: Tradition and Transition (New York: Grove Press, 1988), 
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ent place. The Zen monastery has a reputation for fierce discipline. For 
those associated with it, it embodies the essence of Japanese manhood, 

fierce samurai loyalty, unswerving dedication, and strength of character. 

The monastery itself is under the sole direction of the Zen Master, 
called rdshi (literally “aged teacher"). Under him are the monks, who are 

divided Into two unequal halves. The larger half, called the donai (“within 
the [meditation] hall") includes all monks who for that term have no office, 
along with a few officer monks associated with the donai. Chief of these 
is the jikijitsu, head of training. The smaller half is the officers’ quar¬ 
ters called the joju (literally “permanently resident") which includes the 
cooks, attendants to the rdshi, and other officers. 

In Rinzai Zen, monastic practice is centered around zazen (meditation) 
and the kdan, a paradoxical problem assigned by the roshi to the monk to 

be used as the focus of concentration during meditation. The monks meet 
daily with the roshi, in a one-to-one meeting called the sanzen to present 

their response to the kdan. Other formal teaching includes the rdshi* s regu¬ 
lar lectures. Although there is a great deal of rhetoric about Zen under¬ 
standing being beyond books and texts, right from their first year Zen 
monks are studying a text called the Zenrin kushu (Zen phrase collection) 
as part of their kdan practice. In the advanced stages of kdan practice 

(which most monks do not experience because they leave at less advanced 
stages), monks spend a great deal of time researching Zen and other texts 
in order to compose essays in Japanese and poetry in classical Chinese 
which they write in brush and submit for approval to the rdshi. 

This description so far may give the impression that the monks are 
engaged in a quite ordinary style of teaching and learning, but it is not so. 

Teaching Without Teaching5 

A new monk arriving at the gate of a Japanese Zen monastery is called 
a shinto (new arrival). Once admitted to the monastery, the shinto has 
much to learn. Immediately, he must learn monastery routine: where things 
are kept, what happens when, who is responsible for what. He must learn 

proper language, deportment, attitude, and pace. He must memorize sutras 
and ceremonial procedure. He must learn how to do zazen and how to 

penetrate the Zen kdan. After an initial period of six months to a year, he 

will be assigned to one of the offices such as tenzo (cook), enzu (vegetable 

gardener), densu (keeper of the shrine), or perhaps even sanno (attendant 

5. For descriptions of Zen monastic life, one may consult D. T. Suzuki, The Training 

of the Zen Buddhist Monk (New York: University Books, 1965), and Sato Giei (drawings) 

and Nishimura Eshin (text), Vnsui: A Dairy of Zen Monastic Life (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1973). Suzuki's description of Zen monastic life, however, is so idealistic as 
to be misrepresemative. 
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to the roshi). If he remains at the monastery for many years, he may in 
time become a yakui (senior officer), one of the group of head monks who 
hold the positions of senior responsibility, which include jikijitsu or leader 
of training in the zendo (meditation hall),/urn (administrator), and daiten 

(head cook). A monk constantly moves back and forth between the offi¬ 
cers’ quarters and the communal donai, usually spending one term (a half 
year) in office and then one term in the donai concentrating on meditation. 
During his entire career, the monk is constantly learning. 

Ancient tradition rests heavily upon new monks. The roshi and older 
monks remind the new arrivals that the robes, rituals, sutras, language, 
personal relations, and the entire life of Zen training itself date back to the 
ancient past and that the new monks must do their share in preserving this 
ancient tradition against the encroachments of modem life. Much of a 
monk’s life consists of committing sutras and Zen texts to rote memory, 
practicing traditional forms of ceremony and ritual, and in general eating, 
dressing, speaking, and living in a style reminiscent of medieval Japan. 
One could then be pardoned for thinking that teaching and learning in a 
Buddhist temple consists of nothing more than exercises in rote memory 
and formalized ritual. But in the Rinzai Zen monastery, Zen monks are 
expected to learn the ancient tradition without really being taught. 

Twice a year offices change. At seven o’clock on the evening before 
the day of the change, the names of the new officers are announced. At 
eleven o’clock the following morning, the new officers take over and from 
that moment forward are on their own. The brand new cook must prepare 
nourishing and tasty meals for 20 monks every day; the brand new keeper 
of the shrine must perform all the detailed ritual and ceremony for the 
many sutra services; the brand new attendant to the roshi must heat the 
roshi's bath to just the right temperature and iron his laundry just so. But 
there is no break-in period when the old officer shows the new officer what 
to do; the incoming officer cannot apprentice himself to the outgoing offi¬ 
cer to leam the ropes. The new officer must perform his duties without 
receiving prior instruction. 

If the new tenzo, or cook, makes a mistake in the ringing of the gong 
which calls everyone to meals, a senior monk will surely give him a 
tongue-lashing in front of everyone. The cook will be criticized if the rice 
is too hard, the soup is too salty, the vegetables have been cut too small, 
the tea is lukewarm, the faucet is left dripping. If the monks eat up all the 
food he has served, he must scurry around and cook more food while the 
monks wait impatiently at table. If he makes too much food, he is forced 
to eat all the leftovers. After the meal is over, one of the head monks may 
further criticize him for not using the heaps of cabbage sitting ripe in the 
fields, or for overcooking the squash, or for always making the same few 
dishes. He may choose to criticize the cook in private or to humiliate him 
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in public. The new cook suffers this constant harassment until he can cook 
properly, manage the kitchen without making mistakes, and use all the 

temple’s food supplies resourcefully. He is greatly motivated to learn all 
this as soon as possible. 

Let us call this method of teaching “Teaching Without Teaching.” At 
first glance, this may not seem to be a teaching method at all. Some ob¬ 

servers here will only see a form of hazing, an initiation ritual for inducting 
new members into a group. If the goal is to teach the new cook how to do 
his job, there seem to be much more direct and efficient methods of teach¬ 
ing. For example, if we were teaching a new officer “rationally,” perhaps 
a week or so before the change of office, we would have the incoming 

officer apprentice himself to the outgoing officer. The outgoing officer 
would explain in careful detail the various tasks as he performed them on 
the job and gradually during the week would allow the new officer to try 

his hand at each task. By week’s end, under the watchful eye of the out¬ 
going'officer, the new officer would be trying to do all the jobs by himself. 
Here emotional tone is a factor. A skillful instructor would try not to em¬ 
barrass or humiliate the new officer since he believes that students learn 
better in a supportive atmosphere where they feel accepted and can main¬ 
tain self-dignity. Most certainly, the outgoing officer would not engage in 
any deliberate verbal and physical abuse of the new officer. Let us call this 
rational, reasonable way of teaching “Teaching By Teaching.” 

Opposite or Complementary? 

These two styles of teaching, Teaching By Teaching and Teaching 

Without Teaching, are not so much opposite as complementary. Similar 
elements person and task—are present in both teaching situations. But 
what one teaching method emphasizes the other ignores. Teaching By 
Teaching is task-oriented, aiming to get the task done in the most efficient 
way possible; it trains the person only as much as is required by the task. 
On the other hand, Teaching Without Teaching is the opposite, or shall we 
say, complementary. It takes as its ultimate goal the training of the person. 
It is person-oriented; teaching how to do the task is only a means to the 
goal of the spiritual training of the person. 

In the Rinzai Zen monastery, the daily meditation and meetings with 
the roshi over the Zen koan provide the main focus for this training, but 
all activities in the daily life of the monastery—chanting the sutras, grow¬ 
ing vegetables, sweeping the garden, cooking, etc.—-are nevertheless sys¬ 
tematically used as arenas of Zen practice. The entire regime of monastery 
life is not task-oriented but person-oriented, done not just to get the work 
done, but to help monks test and train their powers of egoless concentra¬ 
tion, so that they may eventually achieve awakening or enlightenment. 
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Monastery-style Teaching Without Teaching thus does not, on the sur¬ 

face, seek to find the most efficient or convenient way of doing the job. In 

fact, in order to test the monk, Teaching Without Teaching deliberately 

requires that the jobs be done in what appear to be inefficient or inconve¬ 

nient ways. Thus the cook has no budget for shopping and is expected to 

make his meals entirely from the vegetables that grow in the garden and 
from whatever donations of food the monastery has received. He may not 
use the conveniences of electricity or gas but instead must cook everything 
over a wood fire.* If he wants hot water, he first brings water from the well 
in a bucket, pours it into a cauldron, and lights a fire under it; 20 minutes 
later he has hot water. Some few concessions to modernity have been 
made. A pump and faucet have been attached to the well so that hauling 

up water by rope is no longer necessary. Most monasteries probably have 
refrigerators now and vacuum cleaners as well. But nevertheless monastery 

life is still deliberately kept at a fairly primitive level: no heat in the winter, 
no chairs to sit on, no money to spend, no flush toilets, no creature com- 
forts—an this creates an appropriate ascetic environment and gives the 

monks more room to use their ingenuity in resourceful ways. 
In rational Teaching By Teaching, on the other hand, once a person is 

designated to do a job, that person is encouraged to do it in the most 
convenient and efficient way possible. Thus the modem cook uses not only 
gas and electricity but also microwave ovens, refrigerators, automatic po¬ 

tato peelers, electric vegetable choppers, dishwashers, and, of course, 
the cook also submits an ever-increasing budget to maintain all this me¬ 

chanical support. Little thought is given to what effect such mechanized 
convenience has on the cook as a person, his resourcefulness and self- 

discipline when using scarce ingredients, his respect for the tools he uses 

daily, his awareness of the farmers who grew his produce, his attitude 
toward the people whose food he prepares, or his mindfulness as he chops 

carrots. 
Although Teaching Without Teaching offers no advance instruction and 

leaves the monk on his own, the monk cannot do anything he wishes. He 
must maintain the traditional formalized ritual life of the monastery. The 
monastery system prescribes precisely what the monk is required to do but 

gives little direction on why or how to do it. Since he receives no instruc¬ 
tion, the monk must constantly use his own insight and intuition, be origi¬ 
nal and resourceful, in maintaining that prescribed form. How does one 
get both the spinach and the noodles cooked ready to be served at exactly 
10:20 a.m. A novice would cook one, wash out the cauldron, and then 
cook the other. But under the pressure of a tight schedule, the monk sud¬ 
denly realizes that he can cook the spinach in the still hot, leftover water 
from the noodles and save himself 20 minutes. Every monk who has spent 
time as cook will have tried and abandoned the standard cookbook way of 

m 

slicing radishes. The cookbook says to first cut off the leaf and stem and 
Tthen slice thinly. But it is impossible to slice the entire radish this way 

- since one cannot slice the part held by the fingers of the left hand. Before 

the monk gets scolded for serving radishes sloppily sliced, he will have 

seen some better way of slicing radishes (retain the leaf and stem and use 

it as a handle) which will slice the radishes thinly as required by tradition, 
use the radishes more efficiently, and get the food on the table on time. 

Despite the ritualized form of monastery life, efficiency thus is very 
highly valued. And every cook is under great pressure to devise ever more 
efficient ways of work. Constantly he is scrutinizing every step of his ac¬ 
tions, asking is it faster to reverse the order of these two jobs, can I use the 

‘ residual heat from this fire for some other task, do I get a better cut if I 

; hold the blade of my knife this way, and so on. Although "what’’ he is 

required to do is prescribed for him, the cook subjects every detail of 
how he does the task to minute examination in a constant search for 

improvement. 

The term I am using, ritual formalism, includes a variety of activities: 
repetition, rote memorization, behaving according to traditional prescrip¬ 
tion, and more. Common to these various activities is the idea that the 

performers are imitating form without first learning why or how those ac¬ 
tivities are to be done. But although the very notion of ritual seems to 
imply the unthinking repetition of tradition, the Zen monastery requires its 
monks to carry on that tradition while at the same time refusing to teach it 
to them. The monastery deliberately does so intending to create monks 
who are innovative and resourceful. The monastery teaching tradition ridi¬ 
cules the tanpankan, "the fellow carrying a board” on his shoulder who 

thus can see only one side of things, and instead urges monks to develop 

rinki dhen, on the spot adaptability.” Under this system of training, each 

monk develops his own untraditional solution to maintaining the tradi- 
! tional, his own original way of continuing the established convention. Ne¬ 

cessity is the mother of invention, but in a Japanese Zen monastery, main¬ 
taining ritual form is the unexpected father of insight. 

Confucianism!: Motivation 

Few Zen monks question why Zen monasteries teach in this way. For 
them, it is just the tradition. But I have met two older priests who have 
reflected on the matter. They quote Confucius: 

' The Master ^d, Only one who bursts with eagerness do I instruct; only 
one who bubbles with excitement do I enlighten. If I hold up one corner 
and a man cannot come back to me with the other three, I do not continue 
the lesson. (Analects, VII, 8)6 

%■' 

6. Arthur Waley, trans.. Analects of Confucius (London: Allen and Unwin, 1938), 
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In this passage Confucius is teaching a student how to lay out a field plot 
and insists that having shown the student where to lay out the first comer, 
the student should have enough initiative and resourcefulness to determine 
the other three on his own. Older Zen priests who are familiar with the 
Confucian classics go on to quote further passages such as: 

He hears one part and understands all ten. (Analects; V, 8) 

In the Zen temple, colorful traditional verses are often quoted to express 

the same point: 
With a good horse, does one need to use even the shadow of a whip? 

Seeing just the shadow or hearing just the sound of the whip, a good horse 
will at once know the rider’s wishes and begin to gallop. 

In other words, the key factor in successful teaching and learning is not 
so much the ability of the teacher. It is whether or not the student is 
strongly motivated and has initiative. 

The Master said. If a man does not continually ask himself ‘What am I to 

do about this?, what am I to do about this?’ there is no possibility of my 

doing anything about him. (Analects, XV, 15) 

I once heard the priest of a Zen temple say, “That new disciple is no good. 
You have to tell him everything.” 

Here one may object that only a few students are clever enough, in the 
manner of Sherlock Holmes, to deduce the entire plot in the teacher’s mind 
after detecting one clue. Most students just simply are not that intelligent, 
it will be said. But Teaching Without Teaching insists that the ability or 
inability of the student to understand all ten parts from seeing only one 
part is not merely a matter of native intelligence, about which nothing can 
be done; it is also a matter of motivation, and there is much that we can do 
to motivate the student. Thus, the fundamental problem facing a teacher is 
not in teaching the content of any lesson but in motivating the student to 
seek for himself. The entire discipline of monastery teaching and learning 
is constructed upon this assumption, that true teaching and learning cannot 
occur while the student remains a passive recipient of the teacher’s instruc¬ 
tion but occurs only when the student is actively motivated to learn. 

An American friend of mine in Japan took lessons to learn how to 
dance and chant no. She found that when she did not practice and walked 
mechanically through the steps and movements, the teacher merely said, 
“Fine, fine,” with no further comment. But when she put effort into her 
chanting and danced with intensity, then the teacher suddenly came for¬ 
ward full of criticisms, “This is wrong, that is no good, do that again but 
slower,” and so on. In very similar fashion, the roshi, like the no teacher, 
reserves his criticisms only for those of his monks who make effort, but 
that is because for him the other, passive, students present him with no 

opportunity to teach. 
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The learning process is student-initiated not only when senior monks 
teach junior monks the concrete tasks of monastery life, but also when the 

rdshi trains the monks in the koan, the practice which is often thought to 

be the mystical heart of Zen. By the nature of the case, the roshi cannot 

teach the point of the koan to a monk. He could of course merely tell the 

monk the traditional answer to the koan, in the same way that a tax ac¬ 

countant informs his client that his total tax for the year is $5,231. But just 
as the tax client does not know why his tax is $5,231, so also the monk 

would not understand why that answer was a correct response to the koan. 
He must see for himself the connection between koan and answer. If the 
monk makes no effort and listlessly proffers only “I don’t know” at his 
encounters with the roshi, the roshi cannot direct him in any way. Only 
when the monk first makes great effort, and concomitantly makes many 
mistakes, does the roshi have any opportunity to teach the monk. The 
roshi is likened to a bell. First one must strike it. 

The roshi*s teaching consists primarily in motivating the student and 
very little in teaching the content of the koan. He assigns the monk a koan 
such as ”Two hands clap and there is a sound; now, what is the sound of 
the single hand?” and gives no hints about how this question is to be 
answered. The monk usually meets the roshi over the koan twice a day; 
during intensive retreats they meet three, four, and even five times a day. 
Very quickly the monk exhausts his list of possible replies. The roshi con¬ 
tinues to pressure the monk to bring an answer. He sometimes ridicules the 
monk, sometimes presents a stony face, sometimes ignores the monk. He 
scowls, he jeers, he feigns astonishment at the stupidity of the monk. But 
he is relentless in demanding an answer. The monk feels cornered and 
helpless; he is confused; he vows to make a great effort and when his 

efforts yield nothing, he may fall into great disappointment or even depres¬ 
sion. But he is desperate to know what that koan means and would give 

anything to be able to penetrate it. There is no better student than one so 
desperate to learn. 

Confucianism II: Mutual Polishing 

Though Teaching Without Teaching can work in one-to-one situations, 
it develops a special dynamic in groups. Monks do not reserve their criti¬ 
cism and admonishments just for the new monk. Teaching Without Teach¬ 
ing is not merely hazing, an initiation ritual for newcomers. Long after 
initiation is over, monks continue to constantly admonish, warn, repri¬ 
mand, and lecture each other: 

The seam of your robe is crooked. Fix it! 
Your collar is dirty. Wash it! 
Chant louder. Put more guts into your voice! 
The floors are dirty. Are you sure you mopped them today? 
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Walk quietly. Make no noise when walking! 

Shut up! No talking! ■ 
Your sitting cushions aren’t in line. Fix them! 

If you have so much time on your hands, go sit! 
Your attitude is wrong. Be grateful when someone corrects you! 

No running away! 

Whether or not he has experienced awakening, every Zen monk is ex- 

pected to lead the life of enlightened action in all his daily behavior. A 
monk may not know the enlightened way to act in any given situation, but 

if he does anything clumsy or mistaken or selfish or in any way unenlight¬ 

ened, some monk senior to him will be sure to chastise him. 
In a large community of course, a single roshi cannot monitor the daily 

behavior of all his monks. The community of monks thus monitors itself. 
This self-disciplining action is called sessa takuma, another Confucian 
phrase (Analects, 1,15), which means, literally, “cutting, chipping, filing, 
polishing” but which I translate here as “mutual polishing.” The image is 

of a pile of rough stones all placed into a stone mortar and constantly 
stirred. The rough edges of the stones cut and chip each other away, rub¬ 
bing against each other in constant friction until they become round, 
smoothly polished gems. No one stone is superior to any other but through 
mutual friction all become gems together revealing the unique individual 
nature of each. Through the constant abrasive action of their criticism upon 

each other, all monks learn though no single teacher teaches. Through 

mutual polishing, each attains an individual uniqueness. 
In Teaching Without Teaching, the process must be initiated by the 

student, not by the teacher. Despite the very great authority of the roshi, 
fundamentally the learning process is student-dependent not teacher- 
dependent. However, the monastery does not make the naive assumption 
that monks left on their own will spontaneously teach themselves in a burst 
of creative self-education. It realizes that although some few monks need 
no external motivation, most monks are all too human and will make little 

effort unless pushed to do so. In mutual polishing, monks constantly push 
each other to leam. The dynamic works without a specific teacher in charge 

because every person is charged with the responsibility of being teacher. 

By teaching, one deepens one's learning. 

Generalizability and Genuineness 

In defense of traditional monastery-style teaching, I have heard Zen 

roshi offer two arguments: (1) a monk taught the traditional way general¬ 
izes his ability to leam beyond the original context while a student taught 
by the new rational methods must be retaught for each new task; and (2) a 

student taught the traditional way genuinely knows for himself why he is 
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doing what he is doing, while a student taught the rational way is merely 
following someone else’s example. 

After a monk has survived his first assignment to office, usually he 
returns to the communal dOnai to spend a term without office. But he 
knows that in the following term, he may very likely be appointed cook or 

attendant to the roshi. In his off-term, he watches every move those offi¬ 

cers make, remembers the stories that older monks tell of their terms in 
those offices, and every now and then will ask them what the cook is 
normally doing at 7:30 in the morning or what is the roshi's favorite food 
and how is it to be prepared. If the monk happens to be near the kitchen, 

he will observe where all the kitchen utensils are kept, the order in which 

the cook does his many jobs, the way the cook works together with the 
rdshi's attendant, and so on, trying* to deduce the overall pattern of the 

cook s job from a few observations. Long before he actually gets appointed 

cook or roshi's attendant, he tries to build up a picture of the daily routine 
of these jobs. He is learning without being taught in a situation outside his 
first learning experience. He is generalizing. 

- v during my time in the Zen monastery, we were told stories of how 

model students learned without being taught. In the traditional carpenter’s 
shop, we were told, a new apprentice would spend his first three years 
doing nothing but drudge work. He would arrive first at the shop in the 
early morning to light the fire, bring in the water, wash the toilets, make 
tea, and do all the other little tasks of getting the shop started. During the 

day he would not be allowed to touch a tool. Instead he would have to haul 

l tonfoct* clean up cuttings, deliver a cabinet to Mr. So-and-So, and so on. 
In the evening, when everyone had left, he would do a final sweep of the 
floor. During this initial period, no one would actually teach him any car- 

}■; pentry. But after three years when his formal training began, the older 
: carpenters would expect him to know already what wood to use for what 

S: of job, how that wood is cured, where that wood is kept, etc. Though 
, no one would have taught him, he would be expected to know the names 
and uses of all the tools, all the language and terminology used to describe 

joints, types of construction, methods of finishing, etc., as well as the 
names of all the customers and suppliers of the shop. Like a carpenters 
apprentice, a Zen monk is urged to be always observant, to be able to 
understand the entire task long before he is required to do it. 

In Teaching Without Teaching, the student genuinely learns. In using 
the English word “genuine,” I am constructing a concept to correspond to 

* to* casual, everyday Japanese phrase homo ni as in honto ni wakaru, 
which normally is translatable as “truly understand.” Let me try to explain 
what this ordinary-sounding phrase implies in the monastery. When a stu¬ 
dent is told in advance and in detail what to do and how to do it, he has no 
opportunity to test out different ways of doing the task and to discover 
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through his own exploration which methods work and which fail. Probably 

the rationale for this procedure would be efficiency: why ask the student to 

reinvent the wheel? But if asked how the method he has learned from the 
teacher or textbook compares with other methods, the student cannot an¬ 

swer from his own experience of those other methods. He has never tried 

the other methods and failed; he has only succeeded at the one method 
which he has been taught is successful. In that sense, he does not really 
know why he is doing what he is doing; his understanding is not entirely 

first-hand, not based on personal experience, not entirely genuine. 

Power and Hierarchy 

To some, the Rinzai monastery’s method of teaching may appear to be 
nothing more than indoctrination or brain-washing, especially since the 
teaching method is imbedded in a hierarchical social structure. Here it is 

necessary to make a few comments about power and hierarchy in the 

monastery. 
The monastery has an explicit hierarchy. The roshi warns the head 

monk who will afterward scold one of the middle-ranking monks; the 
middle-ranking monk in turn will deliver a blistering lecture to the shinto. 

Except for the single monks at the very top and very bottom of the hierar¬ 
chy, every monk is simultaneously subject to discipline by higher-ranking 

monks and in turn responsible for disciplining lower-ranking monks. An 

outside observer may object, first, that since the monastery is a hierarchi¬ 

cal system, teaching and learning are not truly reciprocal since younger 
monks may not criticize senior monks, and second, that such a system of 

hierarchy must inevitably encourage senior monks to abuse the power of 

their position. 
Criticism is not traded reciprocally, of course; junior monks do not 

criticize senior monks. Nevertheless, like the junior members of all groups 
in Japanese society at large, the younger monks have their own techniques 
for managing senior monks. The general literature on Japanese groups and 
on the practice of amae has made us familiar with this phenomenon. But 
more specifically, in an indirect but very real sense, older monks truly are 
taught by the younger monks. With superiors, a monk can be dependent 
and concede authority, but when he himself occupies the role of senior 
monk, the responsibility connected with senior position demands that he 
lead, direct, and teach. It is the duty of senior monks to be severe, critical, 
and demanding of their junior brethren. The roshi has two attendants, one 

junior monk serving his first term in the office, and one senior monk serv¬ 
ing his second term. When I was senior attendant, the roshi told me to 

order the junior attendant to make a certain dish rather difficult to make. I 
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myself could not make that dish and when after a few days, the ordered 
food had not appeared, the roshi asked why. When I told him that I did 

not feel right ordering other people to do what I myself could not do, he 

; scolded me severely for my self-centcredness. Many younger monks will 
not learn how to cook difficult dishus or learn to do difficult tasks unless 

■ they are pressured to do so, he said; not everyone is like this, of course, 
,v but monks are only human. When they are resistant, it is the responsibility 
H of the older monks to push them into these difficult tasks for their own 
“jgood; only in this way will they grow and gain in competence. Then he 

pointed to himself and said, 44Look at me. I cannot do anything and yet 1 
must order everybody else around” (the humility of arrogance!). The cour- 

, age to take authority, the humility proper to authority, responsibility for 
iothers—some aspects of these lessons cannot be learned until one is cast 

into the role of teacher. In this indirect but very real sense, the student 
/teaches the teacher. 

Against the charge that the monastery hierarchy encourages abuse of 
|power apd that younger monks surely must suffer, I can say that in my 
^experience, this did not happen often. There were occasions in which a 
^senior monk would try to use his position to personal advantage but this 
l did not happen enough times to be a problem. There was one monk, how- 

lever, who consistently disregarded monastery rule and very often took ad- 
|vantage of others. He was detested by many but, strangely, he was also 
fadmired by others. Eventually after many years, he was expelled from the 

^monastery. But this charge raises the question of what we mean by “abuse 

|of power and here I believe different cultural perspectives produce quite 
|different expectations and divergent- moral evaluations. When a young 

|monk enters a monastery, he expects to be ordered around in very rough 
language, to be humiliated in public, to be slapped, cuffed, and hit with a 
|sdck quite often. Yet he does not consider himself “abused” or think him- 

v*ct*m injustice. In fact, he may very well look back upon this 
fexperience with great gratitude, as I do. 

Spiv A sesshin is a week devoted to intensive practice. In the yearly calen- 
gdar, rohatsu is the most intense sesshin because it commemorates the Bud- 
Idha’s own enlightenment celebrated on December 8. In my second year, I 
ffwent through the entire week of rohatsu without once passing my koan. 
|Since first- and second-year monks are required to announce after every 
^meeting with the roshi whether or not they have passed their koan, my 
I failure to progress was public knowledge. As encouragement, the jikijitsu, 
|head of the zendo, hit me with the stick with increasing frequency each 

isucceeding day. At first, I attempted to keep count of how many times I 
£Wa® bit with the stick. By the fourth day, my count had risen to more than 
p500 times. During the second half of the sesshin, the jikijitsu was even 
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more ferocious with the stick and although I lost count, I estimate that I 

received well over a thousand hits with the stick by the end of the week. 
At the end of sesshin, the jikijitsu showed me a blister on his right hand 
and said, “You gave that to me, I had to hit you so often I got a blister on 

my hand.” We laughed and I thanked him for his efforts on my behalf.. 
Such use of force and apparent punishment is not considered physical 

abuse. In fact, it is called ten no shinsetsusa, “Zsn kindness.*’ What ex¬ 

planation could justify calling this “kindness”? 
Zen monastic practice is essentially directed at spiritual freedom or 

liberation. In our ordinary understanding of freedom, to be free is to be 
able to do whatever one wants or desires; to be forced to do otherwise is 
compulsion or bondage. But in Buddhism, one finds a different conception 

of freedom. It contains the notion that our wants and desires themselves 

are not freely chosen nor maintained, and that our wants and desires are 
various masks for attachment to self. The constant need to protect and 

enhance the self is what makes us unfree. Freedom is not conceived of as 
being able to follow one’s wants and desires without hindrance. Instead it 
is conceived of as freedom from attachment to one’s wants and desires. For 
ultimately, in addition to external sources like oppressive society and au¬ 

thoritarian government, the original agent of compulsion is the self. 
These ideas are not the exclusive cultural property of Japan, of course. 

Most educators have probably criticized the idea that “to be free is to do 
as one wants” in confronting the practical problem of how to help students 
who imprison themselves by wanting very little for themselves. Also, 

Christian monasticism, psychotherapy, and other sources share the insight 

that when we are doing what we want or desire, the surface feeling of 
freedom may really mask a form of compulsion at a deeper level. But while 

the modem secular'teacher may use as many enticing carrots as desired, 

the teacher may not use the stick. The use of force or compulsion violates 

modem notions of the autonomy and dignity of the individual and is 
thought to damage the student’s self-esteem. In addition, a stick-wielding 
teacher will probably be perceived as requiring psychological treatment. 
Corporal punishment and coercion were formerly part of school education 
in both Japan and the West but since World War II, modem Japanese 
schools follow Western example and actively discourage their use. But the 
Zen monastery does not. According to traditional Buddhist and Confucian 
notions of discipline and self-cultivation, one seeks to overcome the at¬ 

tachments to self by living in a wholesome environment with good role 
models and then imitating them until one has eradicated self-centered 
wants and desires. In addition to providing such an environment, the Zen 
monastery also has other more direct methods. If self-attachment is the 
cause of why one is not free, then the quickest way to liberation is to cut 
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.one s attachment to self. The use of force and coercion is justified on the 

ground that to do otherwise is to allow the monk to indulge the self.7 

Back and Front 

- Despite the hierarchical social structure and the "authoritarian” teach¬ 
ing style of the monastery, the life of the monk has an informal, more 

relaxed side. Again, although it would take this paper off on a tangent to 
go into detail, a short description might help to balance the picture of 
monastery life presented so far. 

To the outside world, the Rinzai Zen monastery appears to be a disci¬ 

plined group of dedicated and sincere monks all committed to maintaining 
the punty and severity of the monastic institution. Behind this facade' 
however, the monks carry on an active life not revealed to the public. 

Monks look forward to tdkuhatsu (begging) days since they have a chance 

to leave the monastery for the morning and remove themselves from the 

watchful eye of the head monk. Sometimes they enjoy themselves so much 

they come back from begging rounds ^slightly drunk. Late at night after the 

last zazen (meditation) is over, some of the monks may gather for a ciga¬ 

rette behind the woodshed where the firewood is stacked. Carefully pullin« 
a thick piece of firewood from the stack, one of the monks will reach into 

the open space and pull out a bottle of whiskey. Suddenly everyone has a 

§. *eacttP in hand and little pieces of dried fish are being passed around, in 
monastery language, this is sarei, “tea ceremony,” and on a winter’s 

night, after sitting out in the open until almost midnight, a little drink is 

most welcome before crawling into a very cold mattress. Other monks mav 

chmb over the wall to go to the local public bath and afterward enjoy a 

howl of noodles. Some of the more adventurous cnes may even head 

^owntown to sing in the karaoke bars, always mindful that wake-up is 

3 : 30 or 4 a.m. Of course, in the monastery there will be one or two monks 

yho are very fussy about keeping all the rules, and they will receive their 

share of good-natured kidding, perhaps even be dragged against their will 
on some outrageous escapade. 

7. I realize this discussion leaves many questions unanswered. In the wake of several 
scandals in which Buddhist teachers have engaged in sexual liaison with their students 
women members of Buddhist practice centers in the West have argued that the traditional 
monasuc hierarchical system does encourage abuse of power. I stand by my statement that in 
ttehpanese Zen monastery in Japan, there is little abuse of power. But Zen instruction in 

T „ C become Westernized and is now quite different from traditional monastic prac- 
hce. Part of the evidence for saying this is that the problems of authority and power in Zen 
tocher-student relations in the West are the same as teacher-student relations elsewhere in 
’ftotomculture in general. I am sorry that I cannot here discuss this very complicated ques- 
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The formal life of disciplined obedience masks an informal life of 

pranks, deceptions, and even betrayals. The densu is responsible for wak¬ 
ing everyone up at 3:30 (summer) or 4 a.m. (winter) every morning. If he 

fails to get up, everyone sleeps in late, an event appreciated by all. To 
make that much-appreciated event occur more often, monks are not above 

sabotage. A careless densu who leaves his alarm clock near a window will 

likely find that during the night a hand from outside the window has 
reached in and turned off the alarm. The next morning as the head monk 
chastises the densu for his idleness, everyone will sympathetically agree 
that the densu certainly has a difficult office. Slipping back and forth be¬ 
tween the formal life of strict discipline and the informal life of play, 
monks constantly slide in and out of inconsistent, and sometimes contra¬ 

dictory, relations with each other. 
To outside observers, such behavior may seem to be the epitome of 

hypocrisy, but in the monastery not only is it tolerated, it is considered 
quite necessary. Few people can live entirely and completely in the abra¬ 
sive world of strict discipline. In fact, one might even argue that monks 
can practice with such strict discipline only because they play so hard on 
the shadow side. But although the shadow life of pranks and play is a break 

from the strict discipline, it is still considered an integral part of monastery 
practice. Monks are required to make great effort in both the formal and 
informal sides of monastery life. Because the rohatsu ozesshin commemo¬ 
rates the Buddha’s own enlightenment, all other activities are cancelled so 

that the monks can devote all their energy to zazen and sanzen. As the 
daily 22-hour schedule begins with wake-up at 2:00 a.m. and ends after 
midnight, a late-night snack of hot noodles is served at about 10:00 every 

evening. The jikijitsu, of course, wants to get his monks finished with 
eating as quickly as possible in order to return to the zendo to continue 
sitting. But the monks deliberately eat as slowly and as much as possible 
in order to extend the eating time to a maximum. With effort, they will be 
able to cut off an entire half-hour, a full period of zazen, from the time 
they spend afterward sitting in the cold zendo under the stick. The jikijitsu 
cannot complain since the rule is that everyone may have as many second 
helpings as desired. In this way, the monks silently and playfully resist the 

jikijitsu. 
However, one year an interesting incident occurred. During this par¬ 

ticular rohatsu ozesshin, the monks were not eating much; the evening 
noodles were quickly eaten and within 15 minutes, everyone was back in 

the zendo for further zazen. This attitude was symptomatic of the entire 
sesshin that year for the monks in general moved and sat with an air of 

tired lassitude. After noodles one night, the jikijitsu gave us a furious 

scolding for failing to eat more noodles, criticizing us for not making ef- 

m- 
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Spit, for being passive, for not arousing fighting spirit. Later that night, as 
^brushed our teeth, we all agreed our performance at noodle-eating had 
jeen shameful. From the next day on, everyone ordered second and third 
lelpings and the general air of lassitude lifted from the entire sesshin. With 

phat, the jikijitsu told us that we had finally worked up some of the fighting 
^spirit required for the most important sesshin of the year, 

gfe Much more can be said about this aspect of monastery life, but here it 
fis worthwhile only to make two points. First, in addition to allowing the 

'monks tire and space for rest and relaxation, the behind-the-scenes life of 
play teaches monks not to make a religion out of Zen practice, not to treat 
monastery practice as something holy. A beginning shinto quite naturally 

rigid about trying to maintain as strictly as possible all the rules and 
regulations of monastery life. But in time he soon learns the concrete 

neaning of the teaching that the samadhi (state of consciousness attained 
pn deep meditation) of the advanced Zen practitioner is yuge zammai, “the 
^samadhi ,oi play.” Second, while the formal life of monastery discipline 

pften isolates a monk and tests his individual personal resources, the 
‘Kadow life affirms that beyond distinctions of rank and office, all monks 
hare common social bonds and a fundamental humanity. This sense of 
hared life is often expressed in the traditional Japanese way by taking a 

bath together and sharing a drink. 

IgrAll social organizations have a formal and an informal aspect. But in 
rther contexts, while the informal behavior is often thought to be antitheti¬ 

cal to the formal, perhaps even a degeneration or corruption of an ideal, in 
EHK Zei. monastery, both the formal and the informal life of the monastery 

“re.thought to be equally important arenas of Zen practice. The informal 
tfe is neither antithetical to, nor a corruption of, the formal; it is the part- 
“T£or complement of the formal. 

WAmerican Mysticism 

the Rinzai Zen monastery, all aspects of monastic discipline direct 
te.tnonk toward the attaining of Buddhist enlightenment through the use 

“jptual formalism. I have sometimes described this by saying that enlight- 
J“nt is just as much impressed from the outside as expressed from the 

sfu * description of how one reaches enlightenment is not easily 
^pted in North America. For despite their unfamiliarity with the Zen 

‘'Stic tradition. Westerners do have a preconception of what ought to 

;n in mystical insight and in the attainment of enlightenment. True 
ystical insight, they will object, is not something that can be imposed 

W* outside by a social system; instead it is a welling up of psychic energy 

m within, a breakthrough in which the true self erupts through the shell 
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imposed by intellect, self-images, and socialization. From this point of 
view, the Zen moiiastery’s imposition of ritual form must seem to be just 

the opposite of mystical insight. 
This conception of mystical enlightenment—as the inner inarticulate 

self breaking through the shell of externally imposed self-images, morality, 

and conventional understanding—is just what one would expect to find in 

American culture, the culture of romantic individualism. The culture he¬ 

roes of the West are heroes precisely to the extent that they assert their 

individuality against a dehumanizing society. In America, from an early 
age, children are urged to stand on their own feet and assert their individu¬ 

ality, to not be swayed by society or get lost in the crowd. In the images 
that define American identity, the Pilgrim fathers assert their right to indi¬ 
vidual worship against an oppressive church, and action heroes single- 
handedly defy society to defeat the authoritarian mastermind who would 
destroy the world. It is not surprising that in America, one associates to 
be an individual’' with resisting the group, rejecting tradition and institu¬ 
tion, opposing authority. Translate this culture legend into psychological 
terms and at once the outlines of the Western conception of mystical ex¬ 

perience appear.8 
Of course, intertwined with this culture of romantic individualism is 

another culture of pious work, Puritan self-denial, self-righteousness, 

and repression of sexuality. We cannot take time out here to follow these 
different strands in American culture in detail. Suffice it to say that for 
romantic individualism, the culture of pious work, Puritan self-denial, re¬ 
pression of sexuality, etc. represents the conventional culture that tradi¬ 
tional society has programmed into the individual and against which the 

individual must rebel. 
Individualism, antiauthoritarianism, the self of feeling, rejection of in¬ 

stitution, etc. are the themes that Western interpreters of Zen have wanted 
to find in Zen. Of course, they have succeeded just as they were preor¬ 
dained to do. One then should not be surprised at how American-like (how 
Protestant) the chorus of claims made about Zen sound: Zen is not a reli¬ 
gion, Zen is individualism, Zen is iconoclastic, Zen is antiritualistic. But 

in this American interpretation of Zen, ritual formalism and mystical in¬ 

sight are diametrically opposed. Ritual formalism is thought to be the very 
agent of that suffocating, moralizing, self-image that prevents the true self 

from free expression. One who has only these conceptions will not under- 

8. Though the authors make no mention of mysticism, I have profited from reading 

Robert N. Bellah, Richard Madsen, William M. Sullivan, Ann Swidler, and Steven M. Tip- 

ton Habits of the Heart: Individualism and Commitment in American Life (San Francisco: 

Harper and Row, 1985) and also Robert N. Bellah. “The Meaning of Dfigen Today," in 

William R. La Fleur, ed., Dtgen Studies (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1985), 

pp. 150-58. 
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Bind teaching and learning in a Japanese Zen monastery, where in Teach- 
Ig,Without Teaching, ritual formalism is the means by which one gains 
rystical insight. 

J 

r-r- 

Development or Self-Discovery? 

•In thinking about how we conceptualize personal development and how 

attempt to understand other cultures, I have found it useful to use a 

>logy of models: a Development model and a Self-Discovery model.1' 

The Development model presupposes that the learner has a set of innate 
positions to develop in a certain way. The process of learning is a 

gradual response to external stimuli in the learner’s environment. If there 
no. traumatic occurrences to impair or truncate development, the learner 

develop naturally, actualizing all innate dispositions in a sequential 
ivelopment. Biological metaphors, expressed in language such as “nur- 

-ring. organic, and * blooming,” come easily to mind. The process 
^learning is depicted as systematic and reasonable; innate dispositions 

work their way out according to their own internal logic. The learner in the 
ginning is the passive receiver of nurturing from the physical and social 
yironment, and the self comes to full form only through interaction with 
e environment. 

AOn the other hand, the Self-Discovery model presupposes that buried 
within the learner is a fundamentally pure, true self. But from earliest 

dhooc’, we are socialized to accept a self-image imposed by our par- 
Mts,' a morality imposed by society, a set of conventional beliefs about 

fcOur place in the world sanctified by tradition. It is only when the true 

If breaks free of this false consciousness that a person attains true self- 

owledge, maturity as a person, and individual creativity. The Self- 
covery model therefore depicts learning and personal development as 
destruction of the encrusted, unnatural shell around the self, a struggle 

fien .described as traumatic, liberating, and very sudden. Mythic meta- 

ore of quest,” “ultimate ordeal,” and “rebirth” come easily to mind, 
though one may encounter guides along the way in one’s journey, in 
ntrast to the rational and interactive learning of the Development model, 
iriiing in the Self-Discovery model is fundamentally solitary; the lonely 

telf wells up from inside, breaking through its environment in an irrational 
gnist to come to the light. 

Zen has appealed strongly to Westerners because it seems to be one of 
few areas of Japanese culture that embodies Self-Discovery. However, 

<3 
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m 

9. I do not know who first coined these terms. They are used by lee H. Yearley in 

"ciusand Aquinas (Albany: SUNY Press, 1990), pp. 59-60. However, l have extended 

.amplified these terms in my own way. I would like to thank Harold Roth of Brown 
vereity for pointing me to this text. 
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in this paper, I am questioning whether the Self-Discovery so often asso¬ 
ciated with Zen is truly part of actual traditional monastery practice. Is the 
attainment of mystical insight in the Rinzai Zen monastery Self-Discovery 

or Development? 

Ritual Practice 

We are now starting to close in on the problem of how ritual formalism 
can reside together with mystical insight. Let us start by pointing out that 
this is not a problem for Japanese people, who are quite used to the idea 
that one goes to a Zen monastery to engage in a highly ritualized form of 
life in order to gain spiritual enlightenment. It is in the secular West that a 

conjunction of ritual formalism and mystical insight is difficult to grasp. 
Traditional Buddhism and Confucianism employ ritual in many ways. 

Actions are ritualized to endow them with special or sacred meaning, ritual 
acts function as symbols; ritual is done for cathartic effect; and so on. 
There is also an educational use of ritual formalism: it trains conscious- 
ness Each particular ritual act in Confucianism has not only a prescribed 
behavioral form but also a prescribed attitude, emotion, or state of mind. 
The making of prostrations or the offering of food to deceased ancestors, 
for example, is to be done with an attitude of repentance or devotion. The 
ritual fails if not done with sincerity. Meditation, one of the central ritual 
practices of Buddhism, similarly is often explicitly directed toward the 

cultivation of feelings, emotions, and attitudes such as loving kindness, 
compassion, or sympathetic joy. Other ritual practices aim at the eradica¬ 

tion of the attachments found in ordinary consciousness. One repeats and 

repeats the prescribed act with the prescribed state of mind until one no 

longer has to will them consciously, until one can act naturally with sin¬ 

cerity, or devotion, or loving kindness. 
Buddhist meditation practices here exemplify the simplest form of rote 

repetition. In many sects, the beginning student repeats again and again 
the mere watching or counting of the breath going in and out of the body. 
In some forms of Tibetan Buddhist practice, the beginner starts off with 
100,000 full-body prostrations, 100,000 repetitions of a short mantra, 
100,000 creations (and destructions) of a mandala, and 100,000 repetitions 
of a longer mantra. These practices are merely repeated again and again 

with little attempt made to understand why or how one is to do them. In 
fact often students are cautioned that too much thinking about the practice 
inhibits the practice. All of these are ritual practices performed with the 

explicit intention of disciplining consciousness. . . 
Practitioners perform these meditation exercises, at least in the begin¬ 

ning in the belief that to do so leads eventually to Buddhist enlightenment. 

But Zen priests also teach that wanting enlightenment is itself a form ot 
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attachment and thus a hindrance to the attainment of the non-attachment of 
jjenlightenment. This makes enlightenment seem especially mysterious, for 
fwhat, then, can one do to gain enlightenment if the very attempt to gain 
|enlightenment is what prevents it? Despite this rhetoric about the apparent 

^futility of practice, the very existence of monasteries and of monastic dis¬ 

cipline presupposes that one can engage in concrete practices that advance 

•one toward the goal of enlightenment. And the concrete practices that form 
jtoe path to that spiritual insight consist of ritually performed acts. 

The Zen Koan 

pjj^In the Rinzai Zen monastery, monks are given koan upon which they 

ffocus their attention during long periods of zazen, sitting meditation. The 

teaditional beginning koan include, for example, Hakuin’s famous, “Two 
piands clap and there is a sound. What is the sound of the one hand ?” and 

•Jdshu’s Mu; “A monk asked Joshu, ‘Does a dog have Buddha-nature?’- 
jJOshu replied ‘No!’ ” (pronounced mu in Japanese). Sitting in meditation,’ 
fcjbe monk blindly repeats the koan, posing the problem of the koan to 

ytimself again and again. The koan has a correct response—a single re¬ 
sponse, which that monastery’s lineage considers correct—and the monk 
£S under enormous pressure to produce it. The remarkable point of the koan 

^method is that with concentrated effort, monks regularly do start to pene- 
£ate the koan usually within six months of their arrival in the monastery. 

S“. Some critics have charged that the koan question and answer is mere 
P, ’ t*lat monk merely presents a set response which the roshi ritually 
tpproves. If the monk is too dull-witted to come up with the appropriate 

answer on his own, then the roshi will just tell the monk the answer, so it 

thought. In fact, a “crib” of set answers to koan has been published in 

.... Japanese and English and the existence of this book leads many 
°P e t0 believe that the encounter between roshi and monk is little more 
an & pro forma stage play. But the fact that a crib exists proves nothing 

Jugh school algebra crib will provide all the answers to the algebra prob- 
am. but the student who wants to pass the final test in algebra must not 

rSly “ow final answer but also understand the reasoning that leads 
»m the problem to the answer and be able to perform the necessary inter¬ 
vale calculations correctly. Similarly, giving the correct response in 
n trairmg can degenerate into merely an exercise in rote memory, but 
rstanding the connection between the koan and the correct response 

turns insight. In order to test whether the monk has true insight into the 

7r!’ ^ roshi asks numerous “checking questions" called sassho. For 
kdan. The Sound of One Hand,” the checking questions include "Cut 
sound of one hand into two with one slash of the sword,” “Did you 

1 ** sound of one hand from behind or from the front?” “The sound 
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of one hand—let me hear it too,” and many more. If the monk has true 
insight into the koan, he will be able to answer these checking questions 

as well. If he is merely a parrot repeating a set phrase, he will not. 
Nothing is more mysterious than the way in which rote repetition of 

the koan triggers the mystical insight called awakening or enlightenment. 

The monk repeats to himself over and over again, “What is the sound of 

one hand?” constantly posing anew the question to himself. The repetition 
. . • _ C£ 1 n 1 limur riCAC 

U1IL uauui vevs*I-C?- * , 

becomes so ingrained that without conscious effort the koan always nses 
to consciousness whenever attention is not fixed on anything else. As he 

drifts off to sleep at the end of the day, the last thing involuntarily drifting 
through his mind is the koan endlessly repeating itself. And on arising in 
the morning, the first conscious thought is again the koan continuing its 

ceaseless repetition from the night before. 
In the beginning, the monk seeks for the answer to the koan expecting 

that the answer will arise someday in his consciousness like an object il¬ 
luminated by a spotlight. But as he continues to work on the koan and yet 
still fails to penetrate it, he starts to react to his own inability. He begins 
to have doubts about the koan practice. He will doubt his own abilities. He 
may fall into a deep disappointment or depression. He challenges himself 
to have faith and pushes himself beyond what he thought were the normal 
limits of endurance and willpower. In this region beyond his normal limits, 
he panics, turns desperate, becomes frantic. Here all self-consciousness is 

gone. No longer is there a self constantly watching the self. By such force¬ 

ful techniques, the Rinzai Zen monastery pushes monks into a state of 

mind beyond the dualism of ordinary consciousness. 
At the extremity of his great doubt, there will come an interesting mo¬ 

ment. This moment is hard to describe but on reflection afterward we might 

say that there comes a point when the monk realizes that he himself and 

the way he is reacting to his inability to penetrate the koan are themselves 

the activity of the koan working within him. The koan no longer appears 
as an inert object in the spotlight of consciousness but has become part of 
the searching movement of the illuminating spotlight itself. His seeking to 

penetrate the koan, he realizes, is itself the action of the koan which has 
invaded his consciousness. It has become part of the very consciousness 
that seeks to penetrate itself. He himself is the koan. Realization of this is 

the response to the koan, 
The Zen Buddhist term for enlightenment or awakening is kensho, of- 

ten translated in English as “seeing one’s nature.” This translation and the 
usage of this term in English is extremely misleading for several reasons. 

It suggests that there is seeing, on the one hand, and an object of seeing, 

called “one’s nature," on the other. This is misleading because awakening 
occurs at the breakdown of the subject-object distinction expressed in 
“seeing” (subject of experience) and “one’s nature” (object of experi- 
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Kr- 
g; ence). Further, kensho in Japanese is as much verb as noun: “How do you 
t ite/u/id this?” is a typical Zen challenge.10 Finally, in Japanese kensho is 

, used to cover anything from a slight insight to a total spiritual transforma- 

fe.tion of character and personality, unlike the English usage which tends to 
if use it only to label something total and absolute, 

p In kton training, the insight comes precisely in the fact that the tradi¬ 

tional distinction between a subject of consciousness and an object of con- 

Ssciousness (“two hands clapping”) has broken down. The subject seeing I,,’ and the object seen are not independent and different. “One’s nature” and 
|p‘‘seeing” are not two. To realize, in both senses of “realize,” this funda- 

rt-menta] non-duality is the point of koar. practice and what makes it mystical 
jpinsight.' One gets to this fundamental realization not through the rational 
punderstanding of a conceptual truth, but through the constant repetition of 

^.ihe koan. One merely repeats the koan without being given any instruction 

11 

m 
^on why or how. Ritual formalism leads to mystical insight. 

Does monastery Zen practice fit the model of Self-Discovery or of 
iDevelopment? The more prominent elements of Zen practice—it is cha- 
|Otic, full of anguish, capped by kensho (“seeing one’s nature," a trans¬ 
lation that suggests a pure original self)—fit the Self-Discovery model 
juroely. These are the elements emphasized both in the rhetoric of native 

gen practitioners and in descriptions by outside observers. But there is an 

important point that does not fit the model nicely. Whereas the Self- 

Discovery model attributes the false consciousness that obstructs our self- 

jjwareness to the conditioning that our parents, schools, and society in 

general forced upon us, Zen follows traditional Buddhism in attributing 
gat false consciousness not to society and external forces but to us our- 
glves. Not “them” but the self’s own attachments, its own anger, greed, 

andignorance, are responsible for the distorted way it perceives the "world 
•pd for its own alienation from itself. For those who thought Zen justified 
rebellion against society, this is not good news. 

KP.Rinzai Zen monastery practice, however, brings monks to the point of 
pight through practices that fit only into the Development model. Despite 
Jge emphasis on sudden enlightenment in Zen literature, the Rinzai Zen 
monastery creates a ritualized environment that encompasses all daily ac- 

formal and informal. Far from playing the role of the suffocating 
ironment that prevents the self from true self-awareness, as depicted by 

10. This point will be of interest to those who are interested in whether mystical con- 
“sness has intentional content. The form of this question, “How do you kensho that?" is 
«r to "How do you interpret that?" and other questions that clearly imply that the state 
and in question has intentional content. 
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the Self-Discovery model, monastery life provides a complete environment 

structured to stimulate the personal growth of the monk through an organic 

sequential development, as depicted by the Development model. The very 

existence of the Zen monastery as an institution presupposes the belief that 

the social environment is not a barrier, but rather an aid, to the monk in 

his quest to attain enlightenment. 
Behind these two models are two different conceptions of self. The 

Self-Discovery model describes personal growth and development as get¬ 

ting in touch with the independent self buned beneath the obstructing lay¬ 

ers of false consciousness created by the social environment. The Devel¬ 
opment model rests on the assumption that the self does not exist fully 
formed prior to its contact with its environment and that personal growth 
occurs through the self interacting with it. The rhetoric of Zen, with its 
dramatic accounts of the struggle for self-awareness, would lead one to 
believe that Zen monastery practice is a pure form of Self-Discovery, but 
actual monastery practice with its ritualized environment more closely fits 
the Development model. The Zen phrase that denotes enlightenment, see¬ 
ing one’s nature,” seems to invoke an independent autonomous self, but in 
fact, ‘‘seeing one’s nature” refers to the collapse of subject and object of 
experience. Self-Discovery in Zen is discovery that the autonomous self is 

not real (although neither is it unreal). 

Reflections 

At the end of this essay, there are many loose ends. 
Against the dominant attitude in education, I have argued that ritual 

and rote methods are necessary in teaching and learning. The ability and 
disposition to imitate is both primitive and widespread. Young animals, 
soon after they are bom, begin to imitate the adults of their species, the 
behavior they learn is said to be “imprinted.” Children imitate their par¬ 
ents and also other people around them including other children. Teenagers 
imitate popular idols and students take professors as role models. A great 
deal of learning goes on outside the classroom and some huge portion of it 
is accomplished through imitation without any accompanying rational ex¬ 
planation.11 Yet in the classroom, rote repetition is not highly valued as a 
method of teaching. In this paper, I have tried to show that there is a 
connection between ritual formalism and insight, that there is a connection 

between instructing a student merely to imitate and repeat without explain¬ 
ing “why” or “how” and the student’s development of insight later. From 
the point of view of specialists in psychology or philosophy of education, 

11. At the Teaching and Learning in Japan Conference, April 9-12, 1992, Thomas Hare 

of Stanford University pointed out that the original meaning of the Japanese work manabu is 

“to imitate.” 
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l have probably made several blunders in trying to argue for this. The ideas 
; in this paper would benefit from their criticism. 

This essay tries to describe some phases of the actual koan practice as 
it is conducted in the Rinzai monastery. I am afraid however that this essay 

.. gives the mistaken impression that the koan is merely a means, a clever 

; irrational instrument, to induce the experience of kenshd. The koan how¬ 

ever has more than one function, as Hee-Jin Kim points out.12 The koan as 

instrument may be non-rational but the koan as realization is discursive 

and says something. Furthermore, different koan have different things to 

say. The entire koan curriculum takes more than ten years to complete, 
each koan expressing some new facet in the total Zen teaching. It would 
be unfortunate if readers took away the impression that a koan is merely 

an irrational paradox whose function is to create a psychological crisis as 
* precedent to Buddhist enlightenment. To explain this would, however, 
require another essay. 

Scholars interested in the contemporary debate about mystical experi¬ 
ence and pure consciousness will probably feel that the account in this 
essay supports the claims that mystical experience is reconditioning not 
deconditioning, that there is no pure consciousness shorn of all intentional 
content, that mystical experience is not autonomous from its conceptual, 
historical, and religious context. I myself am not so sure about any of these 
claims. 

An unintended but relevant consequence is that my description of the 

.operation of the Zen monastery reveals features of the monastery that re¬ 

semble what has been called the Japanese managerial style. The work¬ 

group autonomy of the Japanese corporation corresponds to the autonomy 

given to a monk newly appointed to office. The explicit vertical structure 
()f tile corporation is paralleled by the explicit hierarchy of the monastery. 
Both the corporation and the monastery give a great deal of attention to 

detail. Kaizen, the constant step-by-step analysis, standardization, and im¬ 

provement of tasks in, for example, a Japanese automobile factory nicely 

parallels the monk’s constant attempt to make his way of working more 
and more efficient.13 Corporation hansei, “reflection,” is paralleled by the 

criticism of mutual polishing in the monastery, and both are institutional¬ 

ized ways of learning from failure. In her study of the Japanese Red Army, 
IJatricia G. Steinhoff discovered that despite their revolutionary stance 

12. Hee-Jin Kim, “Introductory Essay: Language in Dogen’s Zen,” in Flowers of Emp- 

Seleaions ^om D6&*n's Shobdgenzo (Lewiston/Queenston: Edwin Me lien Press, 
V*—'’ pp, 1-47. Reprinted as Hee-Jin Kim, “‘The Reason of Words and Letters’: Dogen 

Kdan Language,” in LaFleur, ed., Ddgen Studies, pp. 54-82. 

13. See Paul S. Adler, “Time and Motion Regained,” Harvard Business Review. Jan.- 

‘ -1993, pp. 97-108, Reprint 93101. Adler’s paper, in several ways, is similar in purpose 
this one. 
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against the mainstream values of Japanese society, over the years the mem¬ 

bers of the Japanese Red Army developed through trial and error a working 
style that spontaneously reinvented several features of the Japanese mana¬ 

gerial style.14 
What is the significance of the fact that such diverse organizations— 

the business corporation, the Zen monastery, and the Red Army—should 
share such a resemblance? Do all Japanese, by virtue of the fact that they 
are Japanese, carry a genetically determined template that causes them to 

create very similar social organizations wherever they find themselves? Or 
is there some other explanation? Patricia Steinhoff speculates that the 
source of “this quintessentially Japanese style of organization can be lo¬ 
cated explicitly in the culture of the postwar Japanese elementary school.”15 
Her point is that Japanese children, including those who later went on to 
become members of the Red Army, learned non-traditional decision- 
making procedures introduced by the American educational reformers dur¬ 
ing the postwar occupation period. In similar fashion, Paul Adler in his 

study of the Toyota automobile production system shows that it was origi¬ 

nally inspired by the time and motion studies of the American, Frederick 
Winslow Taylor, the original efficiency expert. Is the present social orga¬ 

nization of the Rinzai monastery similar? Is the social organization of the 

Rinzai Zen monastery a recent, postwar creation, too? Is there some 
non-traditional influence in its formation?16 These questions need further 

investigation. 
Many Buddhist practitioners in the West are attempting to distinguish 

what in Zen is Buddhist and what is merely Japanese culture. I hope that 

this essay does not leave them with the mistaken impression that the entire 
monastic system is one more variant of a standard Japanese cultural pattern 

14. Patricia G. Steinhoff, “Hijackers, Bombers, and Bank Robbers: Managerial Style 

in the Japanese Red Army,” Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 48, No. 4 (Nov, 1989), 

pp. 724-40, This study also describes how in a crisis in 1972, the group mechanisms of 

vertical authority, i>eer pressure, and self-criticism combined to create an uncontrollable 

purge which after six weeks left twelve members dead. This raises the question, under what 

conditions does this style of social organization break down? 

15. Ibid., p. 733. 
16. The 86-year-old Rinzai roshi, Sasaki Joshu, says that some important monastery 

vocabulary changed after World War II. Before the war,' the standard word for Zen enlight¬ 

enment was not satori but taitoku (“bodily attainment”). Satori became popular with the 

younger generation of monastery rdshi after the war because of the influence of D. T. Suzuki 

and the philosopher Nishida Kitaro who psychologized enlightenment. Nishida’s first and 

most popular book was Zen no kenkyu (translated into English by Masao Abe and Christopher 

Ives as An Enquiry into the Good [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990]) which ex¬ 

pounded the notion of junsui keiken or “pure consciousness." Nishida’s footnotes to Zen no 

kenkyu show that lie was inspired by both Wilhelm Wundt and William James, There is, of 

course, the question of whether Nishida used the notion of pure experience in the same way 

that Wundt and James did. 
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4 very little of il >s Buddhist. My own feeling is that the question, 
pi$~ it really Buddhist or is it just Japanese culture?” is another one of 

nhose iither-or questions whose very asking mistakenly creates a false 

pfe Finally, my overall conclusion is that the Rinzai Zen monastery in Ja- 

fpan employs a unique style of teaching and learning in which ritual for¬ 
malism leads to mystical insight. One might well ask, does the Christian 
monastery in the West not employ ritual formalism and does it not lead to 
mystical insight as well? There is a great opportunity and need here for a 

Study of comparative monasticism. However, my initial impression is that 
ptithough Rinzai Zen and Catholic monasteries are both ritualized training 
palters whose common goal is mystical insight, nevertheless there is a 
raistinct difference in style. The Zen monastery is person-foe used, the daily 
pchedule and the methods of training all designed to focus great pressure 
pB the individual person and bring him quickly to a moment of awakening, 

|By contrast, the Catholic monastery is place-focused, the emphasis being 
^create a total time and place environment that perpetually reminds the 
tmonk of his vocation to God. Such a monastic style does not systematically 

^onfront him with a daily challenge to demonstrate his spiritual under¬ 

lining and is not designed to induce sudden moments of insight. While 

^te.Zen monk progresses in sharp bursts, it seems, the Catholic monk's 

progress is more smoothly graduated. I do not wish to speculate on differ¬ 
ences in spiritual maturity measured over the years, 

jjp. Finally, in order to show how teaching and learning function in the 

jjgnzai Zen monastery, I have also had to describe some monastic teaching 
practices and sketch the different cultural assumptions that underlie them. 

KUhout this exploration into cultural assumptions, I fear that a mere sur- 

J^^escription of monastic practices will be misunderstood. To point out 

differences almost inevitably leads to comparisons which in turn 

fip^.evitably cause someone offense. Critics of earlier versions of this 
gper justly criticized me severely for making invidious cultural compari- 

stand chastised. Nevertheless, it is a legitimate problem for intel- 
gjCtoa1 study to ask why people in one culture construct and reconstruct 
ptain fixed images of other cultures. 

McGill University 
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pularimagcs of Japan tend to cluster around two conflicting cultural 
tereotypes. One depicts Japan as a ritualistic, rule-governed, hierarchical 

ty where obsession with preserving traditional form and with con- 
Ipniaty to group goals stifles individual creativity. The other pictures Ja- 

the repository of a mystical culture that produces gentle, creative, 
ightly foolish sages. These two stereotypes clash. How can one society 

th? A closer look at teaching and learning in the Japanese Zen mon- 
tery allows us to see how ritual formalism coexists with mystical insight. 

1 propose to divide the spectrum of human learning into three domains: 
tritual formalism, (2) rational teaching and learning, and (3) mystical 

$it.:In modem Western society, we have focused upon, and greatly 

Feloped, what 1 have labeled rational teaching and learning, but we seem 

‘ ve less interest in, or confidence about, the two ends of the spectrum. 
Japanese Zen monastery, on the other hand, substantially discounts ra- 

Onal teaching and learning and teaches both ritual formalism and mystical 
ightJ In fact, it teaches mystical insight by means of ritual formalism. 

m ^ritual formalism,” I am stretching one term to cover several kinds 

^havionrepetition, rote memorization, behaving according to tradi- 
prescription. In ritual formalism, students imitate form without nec- 

wrily understanding content or rationale. They are instructed in “what” 
given very little instruction in “why” and “how” to do it. 

^“rational teaching and learning,” I refer to that pattern of education 
[fcwfacha teacher of a body of knowledge and/or skills usually formulates 

feCv*. - 

Wsh' to express my appreciation to the following people: to Thomas Rohlen of the 

l of Education, Stanford University, both for inviting me to the Conference on Teaching 

turning in Japan and for very helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper; to the 

“inference participants for several days of rewarding intellectual discussion and good 

[ihip; to the Department of East Asian Studies at Brown University for inviting me to 

* presentation of some of the ideas in this paper, and to the referees and editors of The 

of Japanese Studies for very helpful criticism. 
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in such a way that the resuMhr* na^ern is simpler than what would result 
from straightforward concatenation of tones. 

It was also seen that different, types of interaction between two ’cxical 
melodies may occur if words arc conjoined into compounds, or into phrases 
and clauses. Here, too, the interaction proceeds in the direction of simplifica¬ 
tion. It was observed that simplification of tone patterns in Kalam Kohistani 
is brought about by the assimilation of an H tone to a preceding L tone. 

Tones in Kalam Kohistani not only interact with each other, but also with 
aspects of segmental structure. In particular a process of vowel lengthening 
was described in which tone appears to play a conditioning role. 

Furthermore, it was suggested that a number of phenomena (floating L 
tone, utterance-final glottal stop, the absence of inflectional L tone on some 
words, and the immunity of these same words with regard to vowel lengthening) 
have derived from a single source, namely the diachronic loss of a word-final 
vowel. This hypothesis needs to be confirmed by historical and comparative 
research, a task which is outside the scope of the current paper. 
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s there a Chinese word tork Confucius ’? 
A review article 

T. H. BARRETT 

School of Oriental and African Studies, London 

The dissolution of ideological identities that had seemed since the middle of 
this century fairly stable would appear to be one of the characteristics of our 
times. In place of the struggle between Capitalism and Communism, Samuel 
Huntingdon would wish to erect a more fragmented competition between 
civilizational blocs, bearing such labels as the Confucian East and the World 
of Islam.1 Yet even such an analysis seems already distinctly old-fashioned, 
imposing a questionable cultural stability on more labile phenomena. As an 
alternative Lionel Jensen suggests that the first of these labels, at any rate, is 
in no small measure the creation of early European observers, and that far 
from basking in any unproblematic sense of identity, some of the best minds 
of twentieth-century China actually expended much of their ink on a highly 
problematic search for the origins of an identifiable Confucian group in the 
early Chinese past.2 

Jensen’s findings will, of course, come as less of a surprise to those who 
have had the leisure or (more probably) the professional obligation to read 
books on the history of China and the West, which after all have been clashing 
away with greater or lesser vigour for something over four centuries by now. 
Paul Rule, for example, posed one of the key questions addressed by Jensen 
in a work entitled K‘ung-tzu or Confucius? over a decade ago, pitting the 
Latinized term by which we Westerners refer to China’s best-known thinker 
against a romanization of his name (in Wade-Giles; the pinyin would be 
Kongzi) in the form most familiar to Chinese speakers.3 To point this out, 
however, is not to detract in the slightest from Jensen’s achievement in making 
us think much more carefully about the degree to* which our assumptions 
about something called * Confucianism ’ can be traced back no further than 
those heady days in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries when 
the outstanding Jesuit leader Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) and his associates 
attempted for the first time to interpret China’s intellectual traditions to their 
European contemporaries. He makes, it Inust be said, some dramatic points, 
reproducing the page of Ricci’s manuscript where a Jesuit editor has deleted 
an entire passage concerning the use of animal sacrifices in the cult of 
Confucius, literally at a stroke reducing a dangerous gap between Christianity 
and the Chinese tradition which he had selected as his * praepar at io evangelii\ 
His chapters on Zhang Binglin (1868-1936) and Hu Shi (1891-1962) also take 
research into the construction of Confucianism in modern times into new 
areas, while doubtless many reviewers will’ respond, too, to his incisive observa¬ 
tions on such timely topics as * Confucius, Confucianism and the politics of 
scholarship* (pp. 14—18). 

It is, in short, easy to see the merits of this book, harder to detect the ways 
in which it falls short, and to discuss them—certainly to discuss them without 

‘Samuel P. Huntingdon, ‘The clash of civilisations?Foreign Affairs, 72 (Summer. 1993). 
22-49. 

2 Lionel M. Jensen, Manufacturing Confucianism: Chinese traditions and universal civilization, 
xix, 444 pp. Durham, NC and London: Duke University Press, 1997 [pub. 19981. £56.95 
(paper £18.95). 

2 Paul Rule, Kung-tzu or Confucius? The Jesuit interpretation of Confucianism (Sydney: Allen 
and Unwin Australia), 1986. 

© School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 1999 



seeming captious and ungrateful for the work that has been expended on it. 
But on the assumption that most reviewers will opt for the easier course, the 

; following remarks will concentrate on one or two identifiable problems, and 
if that assumption is wrong, I can only apologise to the author for not giving 
him his due, but assure him that his efforts are bound to stimulate many 
students to more careful thought, and that in itself should outweigh any 
number of reviews dedicated to attempting to expose his shortcomings. 

The most direct way to .highlight where those shortcomings lie is to point 
out that were it not that his ‘Acknowledgements’ (p. xiv) reveal that he has 
been working with an editor for four years, there are passages in this book 
which might be mistaken for signs of haste. The medieval period, for example, 
is passed over with a judicious lightness—for anyone who works on that 
period will know that * Confucianism ’ is an analytical construct of limited 
usefulness when trying to untangle the Tang mind—but out of the four sen¬ 
tences devoted to this phase, at least two lead us back through their footnotes 
to information which seems at a significant variance with the text. First, ‘Thus 
Kongzi appeared, as Arthur Waley has shown, as a protagonist in satirical 
and even pornographic popular ballads, some of which have been preserved 
in the grottoes of Dunhuang’ (p. 21). Footnote 37 at this point leads us to 
Waley’s Ballads and stories from Tun-huang.4 But here we find but one prose 
story and one appended ballad about the confounding of Confucius by a mere 
lad, and as far as I can see nothing remotely pornographic at all. Yet more 
bafflingly, we are next informed that ‘ In his study of Chinese scholars and the 
state in the Tang, David McMullen notes that Kongzi was the focus of “ an 
official cult of satire and ribaldry ” associated with court entertainment by the 
mid-ninth century.’ Footnote 38 then directs us to the following passage by 
the scholar named: ‘Nor, understandably, is there any hint in the sources for 
the official cult of the satire and ribaldry to which Confucius was subjected in 
such widely different contexts as a court entertainment in the mid-ninth century 
and in popular ballads preserved at Tun-huang in modem Kansu.’5 Two 
footnotes in this source direct us first to an edict from a mid-ninth century 
emperor criticizing the impersonation of Confucius in an informal court enter¬ 
tainment, and then to the translation by Waley already noted. The point which 
is being made is precisely the opposite of that suggested by Jensen’s truncated 
quotation: the official cult in medieval times gives a misleading impression of 
reverence and must be balanced against the occasional levity with which society 
as a whole regarded the sage at this time. 

Of course, making medieval China a more entertaining place than it really 
was can only be regarded most indulgently, but it is precisely because Jensen 
is forcing us to look closely at the realities beyond our stereotypes that any 
imprecision jars in a way that might otherwise be overlooked. One of his 
greatest strengths (as we shall see) is his insistence on close attention to some 
key etymologies, yet in the very midst of this discussion we read (p. 91) ‘And 
without the native referent, “Confutio”, “Confutius”, or “Confucio” was 
similar to many other Chinese words like “mandarin”, “bonze”, and 
“ Cantao ” or “ Canton ” that were adopted into the European lexicon through 
derivative forms in the sixteenth century ’—where in fact ‘ mandarin * derives 
ultimately from Sanskrit and ‘bonze’ from Japanese, as any dictionary listing 
etymologies will reveal. We must, therefore, construe ‘Chinese words’ as 

4 Specifically, Arthur Waley, Ballads and stories from Tun-Huang (London: George Allen and 
Unwin, 1960), 89-96. 

5 Thus David McMullen, State end scholar in Tang China (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1988), 34. 
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meaning ‘words about China’, but the unwary, I fear, will have already been 
lured astray. 

Thus forewarned, we are obliged to approach Jensen’s most telling claim— 
that ‘Kong Fuzi\ the Chinese term underlying Latin ‘Confucius’, is actually 
a non-standard form—with due respect for the force of his arguments, but 
also with a critical eye to the evidence adduced. This topic is first adumbrated 
in the ‘Introduction’ (p. 7), where it is remarked that ‘In fact, “Confucius” 
was invented as a Latinized equivalent for “ Kong Fuzi ”, a rare, respectful 
title for the Chinese sage Kongzi that could only be found on the spirit tablets 
[shenwei] of certain regional temples devoted to worship of this hallowed figure 
and his extended apostolic lineage.’ Note 4 at this point, however, leads us 
not (as far as I have been able to tell) to any precise documentation of the 
assertion contained in the first portion of this sentence, but rather to whole 
books by Herbert Giles and Henri Dore covering in their ample pagination 
general descriptions of the temples and tablets mentioned in its latter part. 

No matter: we return to the topic once more in what seems at first to be 
a definitive way on pp. 85-6, though the first of these pages is actually solely 
concerned with listing the absence of the term ‘ Kong Fuzi ’ from every text 
likely to have been read by the Jesuits. Turning over, we find the following: 

In admitting that ‘ Kong Fuzi * was a distance marker, it is interesting that 
the only native evidence of Kong Fuzi preceding Jesuit entrance into China 
appears to be from an inscriptional record of a state ceremony held during 
the Yuan dynasty on the occasion of Temiir’s (1265-1307 c.E.) adoption of 
a second reign title. At the time of the renomination, the emperor (huangdi) 

Chengzong received a memorial from his cabinet ministers wherein he is 
addressed as ‘zhisheng wenxuanwang Kong Fuzi zhi disun’, ‘legitimate 
descendant of the most holy, literary king, Kong Fuzi ’. 

Note 22 at the end of this passage then directs us to p. 327, where we read: 

Tmtfir ascended the throne as ‘Chengzong’ in 1294, designating his era 
‘ Yuan-zhen’ [the Source of Truth]. Two years later this nianhao [era name] 
was superseded by the appellation of the new era, ‘Dade’ [Great Virtue], 
See Zhongwen dacidian, vol. 3, p. 3744. A search of the chronicle of 
Chengzu’s reign and of the invocations of and sacrifices to Kongzi in the 
Yuan shi turned up no additional evidence other than that cited here from 
the Zhongwen dacidian. Yuan shi [reprint; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1976]. 

No other source on this crucial question is cited either here, or (as far as 
I have been able to tell) anywhere else in Jensen’s study, so for all its virtues 
or vices we must leave his monograph aside and push on to confirm or deny 
the usage he cites as best we may. 

Now the Zhongwen dacidian need not long detain us. As is well known, 
this multi-volume dictionary depends in large measure on the first edition of 
the famous Dai Kan- Wa jiten of Morohashi Tetsuji, which itself was largely 
compiled on the basis of the holdings of one particularly outstanding Japanese 
library.6 Consulting vol. 4, 814, of this work, we find two references to ‘ Kong 
Fuzi’. One is clearly a ‘back-formation’ from the European word, since it 
refers to a ‘Kong Fuzi Canal’, named after a Western steamship evidently 
called the *Confucius'. The other entry, slightly mispunctuated at the start even 
in the most recent revised edition, contains a passage assigned to a Chinese 

6 See Harrie T. Zumdorfer, China bibliography: a research guide to reference works about 
China past and present (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995), 53-4, n. 134, and 216-17. First edition, 1955-60; 
I have used the reduced format 1969-71 reprint by the Taishukan shoten, Tokyo. 



author, one Cai Wenyuan & X S3, which is clearly the source of Jensen’s 
assertions. ^ 

Once Cai’s original personal name is substituted for that used here, he 
turns out to be a minor scholar-official of the early nineteenth century from 
Shunde Nl B in Guangdong, Cai Jinquan M £$ JR, who gained his jinshi degree 
in 1832, but whose exact dates are not given in any of the biographies I have 
so far unearthed for him.7 Given Cai’s time and place, it may be that his use 
of the term ‘Kong Fuzi’ also represents a deliberate, subtle barbarism, a 
Western term placed slyly in the mouth of a Mongol, since we know that 
Chinese scholars under the Qing saw many analogies between rule by Manchus 
and rule by Mongols, though the Manchus knew well enough how to suppress 
any too overt criticism of their own foreign origins.8 At any rate his earliest 
biography in the 1853 local history of Shunde shows that he was for a while 
a junior associate of Lin Zexu (1785-1850), the famous opponent of the British 
in the first Opium War, so doubtless Cai possessed a certain level of awareness 
of Europeans and their ways.9 Unfortunately, it is impossible to grasp the 
entire context of Cai’s piece of writing, since although it is summarized— 
without reference to the particular passage in question—by one contemporary 
to provide a biography of its subject, I have yet to find a copy of the full text 
excerpted by Morohashi. Indeed, I have so far not even succeeded in finding 
where it was published at all.10 

The title and topic of the piece are, even so, quite clear. It is a memorial 
inscription (technically, a ‘ spirit road stele ’) for a descendant of Confucius 
named Kong Zhi 71 Tp (1236-1307), who was in 1295 awarded by Temfir the 
title ‘ Duke Yansheng’ ftj M &, which the Jurchens had earlier introduced as 
hereditary for the leader of the Kong family in each generation. In fact, the 
division of China between the Jurchen and the Southern Song had divided the 
descendants of Confucius also, so for a while there were two claimants to 
leadership in each generation, causing much historiographic confusion, the 
details of which are now not easy to sort out, since both the archives of the 

7 Cai’s fame as a painter stimulated the production of a number of brief notices on him in 
collections devoted to artists’ lives: the most detailed of these is in Wang Zhaoyong IxjIbM 

Ungbiao hua zhenglue SE HE (n.p., 1928) 8.5b—the Hong Kong, Commercial Press 
reprint of 1961 with further dates of artists determined in an appendix has not been available to 
me; two more brief biographies may be found through the Haryard-Yenching index to Qmg 
biographies, though unfortunately I have not had access to the earliest of these. The fullest listing 
of materials on or by Cai may be found in the brief note on him in the Zhongguo meishujia 
renming cidian, second edition (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin meishu chubanshe, 1987), 1374b: two 
of the biographical sources named there I have also found impossible to locate so far. 

8 Of course it cannot be taken as axiomatic that an official from Guangdong in the early to 
mid-nineteenth century would be part of a solid bloc opposed to an equally solid Manchu 
dominant elite: Pamela Kyle Crossley, in an eloquent review of James Polachek, The Inner upturn 
War (Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard University, 1992), has argued 
at length against such an interpretation, in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Third Senes, 
3/2, 307-11, But at any rate the ‘Yuan analogy’ seems to have cast a long shadow, making it an 
area where Chinese writers tended to tread warily until very late in the nineteenth century: note 
that it was not until that point, for example, that they felt free to support for the legitimacy ol 
Japanese resistance against the Mongols: see D. R. Howland, Borders of Chinese civilisation: 
geography and history at empire's end (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1996), 37. 

9 Shunde xianzhi JS4i J&& 27.26a-27a, in edition of 1853 as reprinted in Zhongguo 
difmgzhi congshu (Taibei: Chengwen chubanshe, 1974). Lin’s activities have been described many 
times, most recently by James Polachek’s book, cited in the^preceding note. 

10 For the summary, see Song- Yuan xuean buyi 7t* ^ *n Zoning f 
shu 0 0MI, series 5, Ningbo, 1938), 78.42a, and for this work (originally compiled m 842) 
and its authors, Arthur W. Hummel (ed.), Eminent Chinese of the Ch ing period (1644-1912) 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1943-44), 353-4.1 have found no trace of the published 
* Collected works ’ by Cai that might have been consulted by Morohashi—if indeed it pnnted ms 
prose, since it appears to have been solely a poetry collection—nor indeed of any anthology likely 

to contain the piece. 

central government in China and of the family of Confucius, though now 
much more accessible to scholars, do not go back as far as the Mongol period. 
That Kong Zhi did receive the title indicated is, however, beyond ail doubt, 
since the matter is mentioned in a record by a contemporary, Yan Fu 
(1236-13I2).11 But, most unfortunately, we seem to have no early record of 
the court memorial promoting the award of the title, which is what Cai appears 
to be quoting. We can only assume, I would think, .that he did so not from 
archival materials, but at second hand. 

Yet whatever Cai’s own proximate source, there are at least two other 
quotations from the same court memorial which are earlier than the nineteenth 
century, and there may be more, though in general Ming sources on Kong Zhi 
and his line do not dwell on their contacts with the Jurchens or the Mongols.12 
The reasons for this are not far to seek: even in our own times the topic of 
Confucians who remained in the Jurchen-held territory after its conquest has 
been a touchy one, and Hoyt Cleveland Tillman reports a 1982 conversation 
with a Chinese scholar in Beijing in which he was told that all Confucians left 
the northern, Jin dynasty territory and fled to the surviving Chinese 
Southern Song.13 

At any rate, of the two quotations from the memorial that I have seen, 
one is in an institutional encyclopedia compiled under government auspices in 
the eighteenth century which is regrettably not known for its faithful citation 
of original documents.14 The other, however, is in a study of the Kong family 
heritage published in 1762 by Kong Jifen 7L M (17257-1786), a leadina 
scholar and head of the main Kong line of descent, who claims that he went 
to particular lengths to sort out on the basis of the best materials to hand the 
history of the period when the family was divided.15 Both works at any rate 
agree (so far as I am aware, independently) in citing the description of Kong 
Zhi in the text of the memorial as reading not (as Cai’s piece apparently would 
have it) ‘a descendant of Kong Fuzi’, but simply ‘of Kongzi’.16 This, then, 
leaves for the moment the number of incontestably documented sources for 
the former term prior to the Jesuit missions at zero. . 

-- -»-'7* UI luc acucs wuMung iingsnt -+W H ^r ip. 

ed. Miao Quansun (1844-1919), in 1895. 
121 have checked all the Ming period sources on Kong Zhi (including the references in rare 

gazetteers, available to me on microfilm) listed in Wang Deyi, et a/., Yuanren zhuanji ziliao suovin 
Vd i (Taibei: Xmwenfeng, 1979), 40, without being able to find any mention of the memorial', 
o Cleveland Tillman and Stephen H. West, China under Jurchen rule (Albany. NY' 
State University of New York Press, 1995), 113. * 
_ “Compare the remarks on the original Xu Wenxian tongkao X J@UI ^ of Wang 
Q1 X. J/T> preface dated 1586 (which regrettably mentions Kong Zb* without citing the memorial, 

58.4b in the first edition) and on the Qinding a& Xu wenxian tongkao compiled in 1747 in 
Ssu-yfi Teng and Knight Biggerstaff, An annotated bibliography of select Chinese reference works 
3rd ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), 111-12. 

15 Cf. his remarks in this study, Queli wenxian kao B9 ® X JSfc 8.5a-6a, as reprinted in 

the series (ed. Miao Fenglin, et at) Kongzi wenhua daquan 71 ■? X VC it Jinan: Shandong 
youyi shushe, 1989. For Kong Jifen, cf, Hummel, Eminent Chinese of the Ch‘ ing period, 4.34. Ming 

works reprinted in the Kongzi wenhua daquan series (e.g. the Shengmen zhi H n/£s of 1627, 
3B.6a) tend to demote the northern line of Kongs to which Kong Zhi belonged, doubtless (as 
already explained) because they were seen as collaborators with the barbarians, so Kong Jifen for 
his part may be read as trying to rescue that line from Chinese historiographic prejudice from his 

own position as a collaborator with the Manchus. I note, however, that Yu Yue IkT ttS (1821- 
1906) finds Kong’s treatment of the Five Dynasties period unsatisfactory, but that neither he nor 
any other scholar known to me so far comments on his treatment of the Jin and Yuan era: cf. 

Yu Chunzaitang suibi ^ S Bfi 1$ 10 (Naming: Jiangsu renmin chubanshe, 1984), 180. 
Kong, Queli wenxian tongkao, 8.4b; Qinding Xu wenxian tongkao, 536.14a (in edition of 

Siku quanshu). 
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It may well be, of course, that ‘Kong Fuzi’ was a local colloquial term 
picked up by Ricci and his colleagues when they were settling in and learning 
Chinese in their first Guangdong home; it may even be that in future local 
historians will be able to find it in surviving manusenpts or epigraphic sources 
from that time and place. But all of us would do well to be guided by the 
famous advice to a young scholar (variously phrased, it mu*t 
different reference works) given by the great Martin Joseph Routh (1755-1854) 
to the effect that ‘ I think, Sir, you will find it a very good practice always to 
verify your references.’ Until that process is complete—and the foregoing 
observations will have shown that neither the reference works nor the reference 
libraries immediately available to the average British scholar allow for any 
swift resolution of the question—the name ‘Confucius’ must be placed, at 
least provisionally, in the same category of Sino-Western cultural synthesis as 
‘chop suey’, a product perhaps serving an immediate purpose, but open to 
the severest criticisms on the grounds of authenticity. 

1 Jl 
Notes and communications 

Puzzling words and spellings in Babylonian 
Aramaic magic bowls 

Through work on the large collection of Mandaic lead rolls in the British 
Museum and collations of incantation bowls in various museums and libraries, 
it appears that Mandaic gnostic incantation formulas were often translated 
into Babylonian Aramaic and Syriac, but not the reverse.1 In Late Antiquity, 
Mandaic Vorlagen seem to have dominated the field of magic in Mesopotamia. 
Although, only a scanty amount of pre-Islamic Mandaic incantation material 
has been published so far, classical Mandaic literature already gives many 
hints of this fact.2 It turns out that many solutions to puzzling words or 
spellings in Babylonian Aramaic incantation bowls can be explained in the 
light of a Mandaic Vorlage. 

Another surprising fact is that up to now hardly any work has been invested 
in the re-study of the already published material. Although many of the hitherto 
published incantation formulas have been inadequately published with unsatis¬ 
factory explanations for the interpretation of unclear contexts, it seems that 
scholars prefer to publish new text material. Unfortunately, the new material 
does not often add to the corpus of formulas, but the previously known 
formulas turn up in numerous and varied versions. 

A good example of such texts is the Babylonian Aramaic incantation bowl 
in the Allard Pierson Museum,3 in which one can detect a variety of Mandaic 
gnostic features. The whole incantation is worked into a demon story which 
centres (like many other Mandaic demonic tales) around an anonymous higher 
being or a higher demon speaking and acting. This anonymous speaker uses 
the hair, the skin and the blood of demons to make threads to bind the evil 
elements. The idea that demons feed on the flesh and blood of human beings 
and that a thread is prepared to be used with the amulet occurs frequently in 
Mandaic incantations as well in the Ginza yanuria.4 

Smelik was on the right track by connecting ywkbr zmy' with the Mandaic 
spirit of light ywkbr zyw\ except that the spelling of zmy’ became corrupted 
as one would expect a form *zym’<zyw’.5 Another three Babylonian Aramaic 
incantation bowls show correctly ywkbr zyw’ in similar passages.6 The idea 
that the Vorlage of this incantation derives from Mandaic is suggested in line 

1 See Ch. Mailer-Kessler, * Aram&ische Koine. Ein Beschworungsformular aus Mesopotamia \ 
Baghdader Mitteilungen, 29, 1998, 337-52. 

2 As one has to work with late copies of that material scholars in the field of Mesopotamian magic 
of Late Antiquity have hesitated to use these sources as evidence. 

3 K. A. D. Smelik, ‘An Aramaic incantation bowl in the Allard Pierson Museum’, Bibliotheca 
Orienlalis, 35, 1978, 175-7. 

4For similar passages cf. J. Naveh, ‘Another Mandaic lead roll’, Israel Oriental Studies, 5, 
1975,47-63 and Ch. Milller-Kessler, ‘The story of Bguzan-Lilit, daughter of Zanay-Lilit Journal 
of the American Oriental Society, 116, 1996, 185-95. On another unpublished lead sheet (BM 
1357931) a ritual is described in which a thread has to be made from the hair of seven different 
animals, dyed with seven dyes and then knotted into seven knots. Later the thread is to be put 
on the amulet which should be worn by night and day. 

5 Smelik, art. cit., 176, n. 3. 
6See C. H. Gordon, ‘Aramaic magical bowls in the Istanbul and Baghdad Museums’ Archiv 

Orientblni, 6, 1934, 331-4. 
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A new publication3 on the date and 
historiography of the Buddha’s decease {nirvana): 

a review article 

D. SEYFOKT RUEGG 

The date of the demise, or (Mahapari)Nirvana, of the historical Buddha 
Sakyamuni is one of the key chronological markers in early Indian history, 
one which has therefore been of pivotal importance to modem scholarship on 
ancient India. Whilst the dates of the conquest of Gandhaara and Sindh by 
the Achaemenid empire and the dates of Alexander’s campaigns in the subcon¬ 
tinent are among the very oldest established for the history of north-western 
India, that of the Nirvana of the Buddha has long been regarded as the oldest 
more or less fixed chronological value in the history of north-eastern India. 
The dating of the Buddha has a crucial significance for the dates of certain 
ancient Indian kings—Bimbisara of Magadha and Prasenajit (Pasenadi) of 
Kosala—and for that of the Jain TTrthankara Mahavlra, for the development 
of Jainism and the Sramana movement, and for the earlier history of the 
Brahmanical religion and the oldest Indian philosophy, including the thought 
of the Upanisads. Moreover, quite apart from its importance for South Asia 
alone, the consensus (apparently) obtaining among scholars about the time of 
the Buddha contributed to the elaboration by Karl Jaspers, in his book of 
1955 entitled Vom Ur sprung und Ziel der Geschichte, of the concept of an Axial 
Age (‘Achsenzeit’) around 500 b.c. when a number of epoch-making events 
are thought to have taken place in the ancient Eurasian world. On the other 
hand, the chronological and factual uncertainties surrounding the biography 
of the Buddha have in the past led the occasional sceptical writer to the view 
that the Buddha was not a historical person at all but, rather, a more or less 
mythical figure (perhaps a solar symbol)—something that in some respects 
recalls discussions that have turned round the historicity and the mythologiz¬ 
ation of another famous personage sometimes dated to a time perhaps a 
century (?) before what has so often been regarded as the date of the Buddha: 
the Iranian Zarathustra (not to speak of Lao-tzu in China). 

Until recently, then, by either the explicit or the tacit consensus of numerous 
scholars, the date of the Nirvana was generally (though certainly not univer¬ 
sally) placed in the range between 544/543 b.c. (in accordance with the 
[Uncorrected] Long Chronology) and around 480 b.c. (in the Corrected Long 
Chronology, and in conformity with the Cantonese 1 Dotted Record ’ which 
yields a dating of c. 486). These historians’ working hypotheses (for in effect 
they are nothing more than this) placed the Buddha significantly more than 
two centuries before the reign of the Mauryan emperor Asoka, i.e. Priyadarsin, 
whose rock and pillar edicts are still extant and constitute the earliest epigraphic 
documentation for Indian history. But much of the chronology constructed 
for the life of the Buddha and the early history of India in virtue of this 
communis opinio of many historians is in fact open to very serious question. 
And it cannot be overlooked that Buddhist tradition has itself preserved the 
so-called Short Chronology which places the Buddha’s Nirvana about a century 

1 Heinz Bechert (cd.), The dating of the historical Buddha/Die Dalierung des historischen Buddha. 
Parts 1-3. (Symposicn zur Buddhismusforschung, iv/1-3.) (Abhandlungcn der Akadcmie der 
Wissenschaften in Gditingen, Philologisch-Historische KJasse, Drit!’i colge. Nr. 189, 194, 222.) 
xv, 525; x, 530; vii, 171 pp. Gottingen, Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1991, 1992 and 1997. 

J^/M 
• (‘100 years’) before Asoka, the figures of 116 and 160 years (Vasumitra and 

Bhavya), as well as of 120 years (Mahdmeghasutra), being also given in our 
sources. The two long chronologies in question are most closely associated 
with Theravadin traditions, and the short chronologies of about a century 
before Asoka are connected in particular with Sarvastivadins and Mahayanists. 
Often the Long and the Short Chronology have been described as those of the 
Southern and Northern Buddhists respectively, but these latter designations 
are approximate since longer and shorter reckonings of the Nirvana are in Tact 
both to be found in many parts of the Buddhist world, ‘northern’ (China, 
Tibet, etc.) and ‘ southern ’ (Sri Lanka) equally. 

In 1982 Professor Heinz Bechert published an important, but still prelimin¬ 
ary, article in which he marshalled weighty evidence and arguments against 
the earlier datings of the Buddha following either the Long Chronology or the 
Corrected Long Chronology (see ‘The date of the Buddha reconsidered’, 
Indologica Taurinensia, 10: 29-36). And in April of 1988, under the auspices 
of the Gdttingen Academy of Sciences, a large Symposium was organized by 
him at Hedemtinden near Gottingen which was devoted to the discussion of 
the date of the Nirvana and, more generally, to the question of the Buddha’s 
time in the frame of ancient Indian and Buddhist history and culture. In the 
three volumes under review are published revised versions of the papers 
delivered at this Symposium together with much additional documentation 
and editorial comment. Since the Symposium Bechert has returned to the 
problem in a number of papers published in Europe, India, Japan and the 
United States, notably in his extended interim report on the Symposium 
published under the title ‘The problem of the determination of the date of the 
Historical Buddha’, WZKS> 33, 1989, 93-120. He has also publicized the 
issues raised in a paper presented at the Conference of the International 
Association of Buddhist Studies in Paris in the summer of 1991 (‘A note on 
the International Symposium on the Dates of the Historical Buddha ’, in A. 
Guruge ed., Tenth International Conference of the International Association of 
Buddhist Studies, Paris, 1992,221-6), as well as in a volume of essays he edited 
in India under the title When did the Buddha live? The controversy on the dating 
of the Historical Buddha (Delhi, 1995). Part I of the present publication contains 
Bechert’s general ‘Introductory essay’ in English in which he reviewed the 
multiple problems involved and the results achieved at the Symposium. And 
Part III now contains a final introduction .in German in which Bechert briefly 
summarizes the latest state of discussion eight years after the Symposium 
of 1988. 

As originally conceived, the question of the date of the Buddha was perhaps 
seen in the first place purely as one of chronology and of history in the strictest 
sense. The expression ‘Historical Buddha’ appears in several of Bechert’s 
publications. In the course of both the preparations for the Symposium and 
the discussions taking place during it, it then emerged ever more clearly that 
the problem of the Buddha’s dating was at the same time one of Buddhist 
chronography and historiography, that is, of how Buddhist traditions have 
themselves treated the date of the Nirvana and other crucial events in his life 
such as his birth, his Awakening (sambodhi) and his preaching of particular 
teachings. In addition, the way modern researchers in the history of India and 
Buddhism have handled the problem of the Buddha’s dates, and the methods 
and presuppositions of modern historical and philological scholarship in South, 
East and Central Asian studies, also possess an unmistakable historiographical 
dimension. All these aspects of the problem of the dating of the Buddha receive 
attention in the present publication. 
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Pivotal to the discussion is the d* te of accession, or consecration (abhiseka), 
of the Emperor Asoka. This is because of the above-mentioned fact that 
Buddhist sources have themselves dared the Nirvana as taking place a given 
number of years before Asoka’s reign: 100 years (meaning, probably, a century 
approximately) according to a computation represented by Buddhist traditions 
grouped together under the”designation ‘Short Chronology’ and found in the 
Sanskrit sources of Buddhism and in their translations into Chinese and 
Tibetan, and 218 years according to a computation known as the Long 
Chronology found mainly in Pali sources (and also known in Tibet). The 
discrepancy between these two Buddhist traditions on this point alone is 
accordingly of more than a century. This disagreement is further aggravated 
by the fact that additional calculations of the date of the Nirvana, etc., made 
by various Buddhist authorities at known times over the centuries have differed 
from these two traditions by very much more than just a century. As a 
consequence, with regard to the dating of events in the Buddha’s life, some 
sections at least of Buddhist tradition have adopted what can be described as 
a relativistic position, acknowledging that there indeed exist divergent computa¬ 
tions in various recognized, and ‘ authoritative ’, sources, scriptural or other¬ 
wise. Dating has thus sometimes come to be regarded as, so to say, context- 
bound; and we even find expressed (in several Tibetan sources at least) the 
view that some calculations are provisional in sense (ney art ha — dr an don) 
whereas others are definitive in sense (mtartha — ties don). For these authorities 
as well as for the modem scholar the question of course remains as to which 
calculation is in fact to be regarded as provisional and which is on the contrary 
definitive, but on this point many of our sources were themselves unable to 
arrive at a final conclusion, Bechert (m, 6) has described as * speculations ’ the 
Tibetan reckonings which place the Nirvana at widely separated dates; actually, 
in most such cases, it would probably be correct to speak of (attempted) 
calculations, most of which were in fact based on Indian written sources or 
on traditions of Indian or Ceylonese origin introduced to Tibet by either Indian 
(e.g. DIpamkara-sffjnana Atisa and Sakyasribhadra) or Tibetan masters. On 
this matter of dating, accordingly, some Buddhist sources, recognizing the 
existence of a sort of non liquet because of the existence of diverging, and 
evidently irreconcilable, written and oral traditions, have been compelled to 
adopt a virtually agnostic position. And this attitude of theirs has been regarded 
as just another symptom of a disregard for history and time attributed to 
Indians and Buddhists. Yet, for Buddhists, time has not always been a matter 
of complete indifference. The chronological succession of ‘ Patriarchs ’ has been 
calculated in relation to the Nirvana, as has been the future duration of the 
Buddha’s Teaching or Dispensation (sasana). On it can also depend the reckon¬ 
ing of the precise time of a monk’s ordination, which in turn determines his 
seniority in the Order or Samgha. (In Tibet, the function of time-keeper, or 
dus sgo ba, has been an important one at the time of monastic ordination. 
And there of course exist countless Tibetan chronicles and dated histories of 
the Dharma.) It cannot, therefore, be accurately said that time and dating 
have been of no significance in Buddhism. While clearly not a matter of mere 
antiquarian curiosity for the Buddhist, it possesses a very considerable histori¬ 
ographical importance for the Buddhist traditions. And at least some traditions 
of Buddhism have been keenly aware of the divergences between various 
literary and oral sources, and of the impact of these discrepancies on the 
history of Buddhism and on its eschatology. 

Most of the above-mentioned points have been addressed in some detail 
or at least touched upon in the publication under review. In its three volumes, 

in addition to Bechert’s introduction to each volume, there are more than 50 
contributions by almost as many authors, only a few of whom have contributed 
more than one article. It is impossible to summarize or even list all these 
contributions in the space available for a review. As enumerated in Parts I and 
II, the areas investigated are: I. ‘History of research’; II. ‘The date of the 
Buddha in the context of Indian cultural history’; III. ‘The chronology of the 
Buddha: the Indian tradition evaluated*; IV. ‘The spread of the Th' ravada 
chronology and its implication*; V. ‘Traditions of late Indian and Tibetan 
Buddhism*; VI. ‘Central Asian traditions*; VII. ‘East Asian traditions’; and 
VIII. ‘The Axial Age theory and the dates of the Buddha/Comparative studies ’. 
Between these sections there is inevitably some overlap, and the assignment of 
an article to one section rather than another had sometimes to be determined 
by considerations of convenience. In Parts II and III there are in addition 
reprints of many ‘ Documents concerning the history of research ’ going as far 
back as parts of Bumouf and Lassen’s Essai sur le pali of 1826 and 
Westergaard’s Uber Buddha s Todesjahr of } 862. Beside several further articles, 
Part III also contains Bechert’s very useful4 Selected bibliography of secondary 
literature concerning the dates of the historical Buddha and Buddhist chronolo¬ 
gies up to 1995’, as well as nine pages of Addenda and Corrigenda to Parts I 
and II. 

Many articles are naturally concerned with chronology and history in the 
strictest sense. But, as already mentioned, a number of others deal with the 
chronographical and historiographical treatment of the issues in relevant 
sources of Indian (Buddhist and also non-Buddhist such as the Puranas), East 
Asian (Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean and Japanese) and Central Asian 
(Tocharian, Uigur, Iranian, Tibetan, and Mongolian) origin. Other articles 
relate to modern studies on the dating of the Buddha in Western, Indian and 
East Asian scholarship. Still further topics investigated are the glottochronolog- 
ical rate of linguistic development (Haebler and v. Hiniiber), developments in 
earlier Indian cultural history that might have a bearing on the time of the 
Buddha (Kulke, v. Simson) and the likely time-frame within which certain 
relevant philosophical developments may be supposed to have taken place in 
the period between the Buddha and Asoka (Schmithausen). Matters connected 
with Indian archaeology (H&rtel) and with the world-historical perspective 
(‘Weltgeschichte’ and the ‘Axial Age*) have not been neglected (Eisenstadt, 
Wenskus). Nor have non-Buddhist sources such as the Greek (Halbfass) and 
the Iranian—Zoroastrian and Manichaean—materials (Sundermann) been for¬ 
gotten. The topics and issues thus treated in such a comprehensive publication 
are necessarily very numerous, and inevitably they are also heterogeneous. 
Rather than some simple (and hence more or less simplified or simplistic) 
picture being placed before the reader, the subject is thus revealed in its full 
historical, archaeological and historiographical complexity and implications. 

From the investigations and analyses in these volumes it appears that 
much of the evidence, literary and also archaeological, favours a dating of 
the Nirvana revised downwards to a range between the last two decades of 
the fifth century and the first half of the fourth century before the common 
era. As for the considerable body of remaining evidence that is more or less 
inconclusive, very much of it is not incompatible with—or at least yields no 
decisive argument against—this revised dating. A compatible dating of the 
Nirvana to c. 404 (or, taking account of a margin of error, to a range 
between 422 and 399: ii, 244, n, 26) has been arrived at by a different route 
by R. Gombrich in his article on the Djpavamsa, a text belonging to the 
Theravada tradition which has usually been thought to represent exclusively 
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the (uncorrected) Long Chronology. Already in the 1870s, T. W. Rhys Davids 
had indeed published, also on the basis of the DTpavamsa, an almost identical 
dating of between 423 and 400 (a dating which he seems, however, to have 
later given up). The coverage in this publication of the Indian Mahayanist 
sources is more piecemeal than systematic (and the Mahdmeghasutra's curious 
figure of 120 years, alluded to at i, 294 and ii, 290, has, for instance, been 
merely registered in hi, 50 in a list of data relating to the Buddha’s lifetime to 
be found in the Chinese Buddhist canon). A separate article is, however, 
devoted to the Indian Vajrayana. From the admittedly almost unsurveyably 
vast literature of the Mahayana, Bechert’s summaries deal with selected datings 
(all of which are not automatically late Indian just because they are located in 
Mahayanist sources). The uneven coverage accorded to chronologies found in 
the Mahayanist sources is no doubt attributable, at least in part, to the fact 
that (as far as could be discerned) their testimony did not seem to advance the 
study of the precise dating of the Buddha. None the less these chronologies 
are of not negligible interest for Buddhist chronography and historiography, 
and in the future they are likely to call for further study from this standpoint 
(on some East Asian traditions sec recently H. Durt, Problems of chronology 
and eschatology, Kyoto, 1994). 

In sum, on the balance of the literary, archaeological, epigraphical and 
cultural-historical evidence at present available, the dating of the historical 
Buddha’s Nirvana in a time-frame between 420 and 350 b.c. emerges as most 
likely (even if it cannot yet be definitively pronounced to be beyond all possible 
doubt). A more precise dating to a particular year or even decade remains 
impossible. A. Bareau, previously an advocate of the Corrected Long 
Chronology, now rejects both Long Chronologies because he deems them 
incompatible with the archaeological evidence (i, 219) and suggests 400 for the 
Nirvana, giving c. 380 as its lowest date. Bechert (m, 13) considers most likely 
a dating in the first half of the fourth century. From among the dates of the 
Nirvana known from Buddhist traditions, this conclusion is of course closer 
(though not identical) to the Buddhists’ own Short Chronology based on the 
passage of a century before the consecration as king of Aioka. The Corrected 
Long Chronology of c. 480 as well as the Uncorrected Long Chronology of 
544/543 are on the contrary considerably more distant from the revised dating 
span emerging from the present publication. Only two contributors to these 
volumes—G. Yamazaki and A. K. Narain—seem in fact still to adhere to the 
earlier dating of the Buddha according to the Corrected Long Chronology. In 
his treatment of Puranic chronologies, H. von Stietencron points out conver¬ 
gences between their datings and those of the Corrected as well as the 
Uncorrected Long Chronologies; but in his final summary (m, 9-12) Bechert 
indicates how inconclusive these coincidences are. In India, and also in some 
countries of South and South-East Asia that follow the Theravada tradition, 
several (but not all) scholars continue to maintain the Uncorrected Long 
Chronology, and in India the BuddhajayantT was of course celebrated in 1956 
to commemorate the 2500th anniversary of the Nirvana. In the volumes under 
review, however, there is to be found no advocate of this early dating. At the 
other extreme, Eggermont argues for placing the Nirvana as late as 261 b.c. 
(i, p. 245, and for placing the Mahavira’s Kevala in 267 and his death in 252: 
i, p. 151). 

With regard to the use of archaeological evidence, it is perhaps not always 
perfectly clear just how it is to be correlated with the testimony of the texts; 
for the mise en scene, narrative frame and material * furniture * of texts referring, 
for instance, to towns and a developing urban culture (and even to individual 

kings, etc.) might belong not to the time of the Buddha himself but, rather, to 
a later period when the relevant texts were being redacted. Concerning the 
historv of ideas, in future it will be necessary for Indologists once again to 
investigate the question of the extent to which some Upanisads show familiarity 
with Buddhism and, in particular, to address the still vexed problem as to 
whether the earlier canonical sources of Buddhism demonstrate a knowledge 
of specific Upauisadic doctrines. In 1968, in a study whose arguments have 
been passed over in silence even in much more recent discussions of the matter, 
P. Horsch answered the latter question in the negative (see his ‘ Buddhism us 
und Upanisaden’, in: Pratiddnam [F. B. J. Kuiper Felicitation Volume, The 
Hague, 1968], pp. 462-77). 

These volumes have been clearly, accurately and beautifully printed. And 
it is good to see that, in Bechert’s summing up in Part III, the practice of 
italicizing the titles of sources has now been adopted. To the detriment of 
readability and ready reference, however, none of the other articles in this 
publication has appeared with this very useful typographical device so conveni¬ 
ent for the reader’s eye. An index locorum covers the Pali works cited, and 
there is a conspectus of Mahayanist sources in the Chinese canon. But works 
in Sanskrit, Tibetan, etc., are not similarly served. And there is no way of 
readily retrieving the vast amount of information contained in these three 
volumes since there is no general or analytical index. Although the third 
volume is presented in its preface as completing the work, it may perhaps in 
the future still be possible to publish such an index which is much needed in 
order for these large volumes to serve theii* purpose fully and conveniently. 

'■*#**•- 
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William Glen, Mitchell, and Robert R'vw rrr'v.‘jnent, and at some joints coincide verbatim 

with the text of Brown’s account, vr'.^r/r.'v a use of common sources. Toe u-r-'.r also 

contains documents, including the text (or EndUh version) of Prince Gol’itsin’s reply authorizing 

the conversion, and a literal English trcirslction of Mohammed Ali’s letter to the QadT of 

Khiva, which exactly follows the convention; ! of an Arabic epistle (see appendix, above). 

This evidently exact English translation suggests that William Glen may have been the compiler 

of the narrative. 
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P RAMANABHUTA, * PRAM AN A (BHUTA)-P UR USA, 
PRATYAKSADHARMAN AND 

SAKSATKRTADHARMAN AS EPITHETS OF THE RSI, 
ACARYA AND TATHAGATA IN GRAMMATICAL, 

EPISTEMOLOGICAL AND MADHYAMAKA TEXTS 

By D. Seyfort Ruegg B>SOf)S \JoL £7 • 

1. The expression pramOnabhuta is attested in a number of Indian gramma¬ 
tical and philosophical texts, Buddhist and non-Buddhist, its existence in texts 
no longer accessible in Sanskrit being inferable from their translations in 
Tibetan where we find its standard equivalent tshad mar gyur pa. But the 
grammatical correctness and the interpretation of the term have given rise to 
a good deal of discussion and exegesis. Some commentators have taken up the 
grammatical question as to why we have the form pramQnabhuta rather than 
the at first sight perhaps more normal form prarndnlbhata} And in the Buddhist 
Pramana-school a problem arises as to the precise meaning of the expression 
pramClnabhQta employed as an epithet of a person. For by Dignaga and 
Dhannaklrti prarndna has been exhaustively divided into pratyaksa ‘(direct) 
perceptual knowledge* and anumOna ‘inferential knowledge*,2 so that in the 
usage of their school at least a person (purusa, pudgala)—as opposed to 
knowledge or a cognition (JHdna^Ses pa, or dhf/buddhi—blo)—would not 
strictly speaking be considered in the first instance as a pramdna} 

We can thus observe how a question of language discussed by grammarians 
becomes linked in an interesting way with problems of both epistemology and 
philosophical and religious semantics. 

2. In Candraklrti’s MadhyamakavatQrabhdsya (seventh century) vi.2, we 
find the expression tshad mar gyur pa = pramQnabhuta used to modify skyes 
bu—purusa in the sentence bstan bcos tshad mar gyur pai skyes bus by as sin 
lun phyin ci ma log par 'chad pa mthofi ba las lun gi dgotis pa nes pas ... 

1 Panini, V.iv.50: kr-bhv-asti-yoge sampadyakartari evih. Iu his La grammaire de Pd n ini (Paris, 
1966), L. Renou translated the Kdiikd version of this Satra, which prefixes to the word 
abkatatadbhave ‘becoming that which did not exist’ (see Katyayana’s varttika 1), by: * Le suffixe 
secondaire invariant ucvr ( = v avec ton sur la finale; amui par VI. 1,67) est valable (apres un mot 
ind6termin£) pour signifier: le fait de devenir quelque chose qui n ’6tait pas, (le nouvel etat) obtenu 
etant celui de I’agent, quand il y a jonction (subsequente) avec les racines kr- “faire” dukrn 
VIII.10, bha- ‘devenir” bha LI et as- “etre” dsa 11.56.’ 

See also Cdndravydkarana IV.iv.35: abhdtatadbhdve kr-bhv-astiyoge vikdrdc cvihjj, with Vrtti: 
avast hdvato ''vasthdntarendbhdtasya taddtmand bhdve kr-bhv-astibhih sambandhe sati vikdravdeinas 
evir bhavatif... aswdah fuklo bhavati fukllbhavati/... obhatatadbhdva iti kirn/ ghat am karoti, ghatam 
bhavatij... yat punahprayatnendpi fuklam na sampadyate tatrdbhUiatadbhdvdbhdvdd na bhavisyatii 

2 See Dignaga, Pramdnasamuccaya i.2ab: pratyaksam anumdnani ca pramdne; Dharmaklrti, 
Pramdnavdrttika, Pratyaksa chapter, k. 63 f. (pramdtiadvitva). Cf. Dharmaklrti, Nydyabindu i.2-3: 
dvividkam samyagjhdnamj pratyaksam anumdnam caf 

These two forms of pramdna correspond respectively to the svalaksana. the efficient (arthakriyds- 
amartha) and paramdrthasat, and to the sdmdnyalaksana and samvrtisat {Pramdnavdrttika, 
Pratyaksa chapter, k. 3). 

3 In his Pramdnavdrttikdlamkdra i.7 concerned with the Bhagavant’s being (a means of) 
correct knowledge (prdmdnya)—i.e. his cognitive ‘ normality *—, Prajfiakaragupta has called 
attention to the difficulty caused by the fact that, in terms of usage as such, pratyaksa and 
anumdna have prdmdnya, but not the Bhagavant (ed. Rahula Sankrtyayana, 32: bhagavatas tar hi 
katham prdmdnyam/ pratyaksdnwndnayor hi vya vahdramdtrena prdmdnyam, na bha ga vat ah/ tad 
dhi param praittdnamf, P, f, 3ib » D, f. 27b reads: *o na ci Itar bcom Idan ‘das tshad ma yinj mhon 
sum dah rjes su dpag pa dag ni tha shad tsam du tshad ma yin gyi/ bcon Idan 'das ni ma yin te/ de 
ni tshad ma dam pa yin pai phyir ro te na). And in his Bhdsya i.4ab, Prajfiakaragupta observed: 
dhiya eva prdmdnyam ndnyasya. 
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‘Through perusing the Sastra fr*r:r<^?d by a person who is Hike4) (a means 
of) correct knowledge, anc! which correctly explains scripture (agama), the 
intention of srrintnre i*: j»err*rtmrw»ri 5 5 intention of scripture is ascertained ,./,s 

Since the intention (abhiprdya) of agama, which it is difficult to know, is 
thus ascertained as a result of looking at a commentarial Sastra composed by 
a person (purusa) described as pramrinabhuta, the author of Qgama and the 
composer of an exegetical sastra (such as, according to Jayananda’s comment¬ 
ary on the MadhyamakdvatQra, NagSijuna as author of the 
Mulamadhyomakakarikas) are evidently to be distinguished. And agama (or 
Sfltra) may be subsumed under buddhavacana, whilst a Sastra is the composition 
of an acarya who is competent and reliable.6 In this passage of Candraklrti*s 
MadhyamakamtarabhOsya; then, the person referred to as tshad mar gyur pai 
skyes bu=*pramdnabhQta-purusa is not the Buddha, the proclaimer of Sutra 
9r Agama, but a reliable commentator and Acarya (who, as the author of a 
Sastra, is also an auctor in both senses of this word: authority and author). 

Later, in the Buddhist tradition of Tibet, the expression tshad mai skyes 
bu (*pramana-purusa) is known as the epithet of a teacher of Bu ston Rin 
chen grub (i290—1364) named bSod nams mgon.7 

3. With this use of tshad mar gyur pa—pramCLnabhuta by Candraklrti to 
refer to an expert and reliable person who is the author of Sastra we may 
compare pramanabhuta as an epithet used specifically of the Bhagavant or 
Buddha ( = Tathagata) to be found in the introductory sloka of Dignaga’s 
Pramdriasamuccaya (early sixth century): 

pramdnabhQtaya jagaddhitaisine pranamya sastre sugatdya tdyine/ 
pramanasiddhyai svamatdt samuccayah karisyate viprasrtad ihdikatah// 

‘ Having paid respect to [the Bhagavant] who is (like4) a (means of) correct 
knowledge—the Seeker for the well-being of people [1], the Teacher [2], the 
Sugata [3] and the Protector [4]—, with the purpose of establishing (the means 
of) correct knowledge I shall bring together i* Compendium [i.e. the 
Pramdnasamuccaya] from my widely spread doctrine/® 

4 For the translation of bhata by * like * see below. 
5 In his ftkd (D, f. 112a), Jayananda (late 11th to early 12th century) explains the compound 

*pramdnabhdta-purusa as follows: ... tshad mar gyur pa yah yin la/ skyes bu yah yin pas na tshad 
mar gyur pa'i skyes bu stej 'phags pa klu sgrub tabs la sogs pa'o/ /de rnams kyis by as pal bstan 
bcos te/ dbu ma rtsa ba’i Ses rab la sogs pao// 

Here dgohs pa (the Tib. honorific form for bsam pa) probably translates Skt obhipraya (on 
which cf. D. Seyfort Ruegg, JIP, 13, 1985, 309-25, and 16, 1988, 1-4). And for speaker’s 
abhipraya (= bsam pa, mhon par ‘dod pa) in connexion with iabda and sdbdajhdna according to 
Dharmaklrti, see Pramdnavdrttika, Pramapasiddhi chapter, k, 1 and Svarthanuroana chapter, k. 
213. Tib. bsam pa can also translate Skt. dsaya. 

6 On agama as a pramdna according to Candraklrti, see his Prasannapadd i.l (ed. La Vall6e 
Poussin, 75.7). * 

7 See sGra tshad pa Rin chen nmm rgyal, Bu ston mam thar, ff. 6b and 8a (and cf. f. 32b). 
On the expression tshad ma’i skyes bu, see below, § 12.3. 

8 The Sanskrit of this verse of the Pramdnasamuccaya is found in Vibhoticandra’s notes on 
Manorathanandin’s Vrtti on the Pramdnavdritika, ed. R. Sahkrtyayana, JBORS, 26, 1940, 518 
(cf. p.108); and the first hemistich is quoted by Prajfiakaragupta, Pramdnavdrttikdlamkdra, 3, and 
by YaSomitra, Abhidharmakoiavydkhyd, 7. For Jinendrabuddhi’s explanation of this verse in his 
Vilaldmalavatl; see below, § 10. In both Tibetan versions this verse reads: ViSaldmalavatl; see below, § 10. In both Tibetan versions this verse reads: 

tshad mar gyur pa ‘gro la phan par bted/( 
ston pa bde gSegs skyob la phyag 'tshal nasjj 
tshad ma (b)sgrub phyir rah gi gtuh km las // 
btus te sna tshogs *thar mams ’air geig bya/j 

The epithet pramdnabhdta has been translated as ‘ who is the personification of the means of 

(ed.), Sanskrit and Indian studies [Essays in honour of Darnel H. H. Ingalls], (Dordrecht, 1980), 
245. E. Steinkellner then rendered it by ‘who has become a means of valid cognition* in his 
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4, This concept of the Buddha as pramdna was further developed by 
Dharmaklrti in the PramSnasiddhi chapter of his Pramdnavdrttika (k. 7): 

tadvat pramdnam bhagavdn abhiUavinivrttaye/ 
bhatoktih, sddhandpeksd tato yuktd pramdnatd// 
(de Idem bcom Idem tshad ma hid/ /ma skyes pa ni bzlog don du// 
gyur pa hid gsuhs de yi phyir/ /sgrub byed la Itos tshad yin rigs/D. 

‘So [in view of what is stated in verses 1-6] the Lord [being] (a means of) 
correct/efficacious knowledge {pramdna)? the mention of bhuta [in Dignaga’s 
use of the epithet pramdna-bhuta] serves to avert [the wrong supposition of] 
non-origination; hence, being dependent on the instruments [of realization that 
the Lord has cultivated, his] quality of being a pramdna is justified.’10 

Thus bhuta has clearly been interpreted by Dharmaklrti as indicating that 
the Buddha and his pramdnatva are not unproduced {abhata) and permanent 

article ‘The spiritual place of the epistemological tradition in Buddhism’, in Nanto bukkyo, 49, 

T. Vetter has translated it by ‘der Erkenntnismittel ist ’. Cf. also M. Inami and T. Tillemans, 
WZKS, 30, 1986, 124 f. (‘who has become a means of valid cognition’); R. Jackson, JIP, 16, 
1988, 335 (‘who has become authoritative’); E. Franco, JIP, 17, 1989, 84; V. van Bijlert, 
Epistemology and spiritual authority (Vienna, 1989), 115 (‘who is a means of valid cognition’); 

1991), 29 (*der zum Erkenntnismittel geworden ist’) [and now T. Tillemans, Persons of authority, 
Stuttgart, 19931. 

On the epithet tdyin=skyob (pa) and its etymology see below, n. 65. And for the Buddha’s 
function of ‘ protection ’ (tdya** skyob pa), see PV, Pramanasiddhi chapter, k. 145 f. and k. 280. 

9 For this double translation ‘correct/efficacious see Pramdnavdrttitca, Pramanasiddhi chapter, 
k, 1. There pramdna is defined in terms of being non-disappointing, unfailing (non-defaulting and 
indefeasible) and congruent (avisamvddin^mi fbjslu 6a}—that is, as veridical in relation to a 
cognition and as non-delusive in relation to an object of cognition. And avisamvedana is described 
as being setUed in the production of an effect (arthakriyOsthiti^don byed nus par gnas pa), that 
is, efficaciousness. See below, n. 56. Dharmaklrti’s concept of cognitive correctness is thus linked 
with the pragmatic criterion of cognitive efficaciousness (rather than with the logical or legal, and 
hence formal, ones of validity). See also PV, Pramanasiddhi ehapter, k. 4d-5a on prdmdnya 
existing in virtue of vyavahdra or pragmatic transactional usage. 

On avisamvddakam jhdnam**samyagjfUina as bringing about the attainment of the apprehended 
object (grhltavastuprdpana), see Dharmottara’s comment on Dharmaklrti’s Pramdnaviniscaya, ed. 
E. Steinkellner and H. Kjasser, Dharmottaras Exkurs zur Definition giiltiger Erkemthis im 
Pramdriavmiicaya (Vienna, 1989), 24-7 with 74-6, where the link with arthakriyd is made explicit; 
and Nydyabinduttkd (ed. Malvania, Patna, 1955), 17: loke ca pQrvam upadarsitam art ham prdpayan 
samvddaka ucyatej tadvaj jhdnam api svayam pradarsitam artham pr a Day at sanivddakam ucyate. 
Cf. Durvekam&ra, Dharmottarapradtpa (ea. Malvania), 17: avisamvadakam pravrttivisayavastuprti- 
pakam samyagjfWTam. 

The word (a)visamvoda is found already with Dignaga (Pramdriasamuccaya ii.5: dptavdkydvi- 
samvddasdmdnyddanumdnatd), and also with Kumarila (Slokavdrttifca, Codana9 80: tasmdd drdham 
yad utpannam na visamvddam [?} rcchati/ jft&ndntarena vijfiOnam tat pramdnam praityatdmjf). And 
the word samvdda is* cited from Kumanla’s Brhatttkd (see E. Frauwallher, WZKSO, 6, 1962, 
85-6; cf. Santarak$ita, Tattvasamgraha 2853). 

In recent works avisamvddin has frequently b^en rendered as ‘ reliable ’ or * trustworthy ’ (cf. 
V. van Bijlert, op. dL,* 174, n. 12). But in Santaraksita’s Tattvasamgraha 2958 we-read 
vastusamvddah prdmdnyam abhidhtyate ‘congruence with a real is termed prdmdnya'\ here the 
translation * thistworthy ’ would hardly seem to be appropriate. 

10 cf. recently V. van Bijlert, Epistemology and spiritual authority, 157 ff. (who on pp. 119-20 
translates pramdnabhQta by ‘who has become a means of valid knowledge ’). In WZKS, 33, 1989, 
180-1, E. Steinkdiner has suggested distinguishing between ‘who is a pramdna ’ (in Dignaga) and 
* who has become a pramdrur{ in Dharmaklrti), rendering pramdna by * authority 

The instruments of realization (sddhana, updya) in question in Pramdnavdrttika ii,7c that 
establish the Buddha as pramdna are cultivating compassion (karundbhydsa) and engaging in 

ting {Jdstftva). ... 
also Prajfiakaragupta, Pramanavdrttikaiamkdra, L34 (p. 53); and Manorathanandin ad PV, 
Pmmannviddhi chapter, k. 36, and k. 284 {jagaddhitaisitvasya sugatatvasdstrtvatdyitvasahitasya 
prdmdnyam aha—yato dayayd jagaddhitaisitvena ireya dcaste...).—Compare Dignaga’s comment 
on Pramdnasamuccaya i.l concerning the Buddha’s hetusampadviz. oSaya»jagaddhitaisitd (cf. 
PKii.34—131ab) and prayoga** (jagacchdsandc) chdstrtvam (cf. PVii. 13led—139ab). (A comparable 
idea is to be found in different form already in the treatment of dptaprdmdnya in Paksilasvamin ’$ 
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(wfya), in the manner of God ( according to the theists or of the Veda 
according to the Mlmarn^aicas.; etc.1* In his Pramdnavarttikdlamkdra 
Prajfiakaragupta has, however, onbred 'proclaiming the real’ (by the 
Omniscient One, sarvajfia) as an alternative interpretation of bhdtokti; and 
abhutavinivrtti is then understood in the sense of ‘ excluding the unreal i.e. 
error (bhrdnti). Prajfiakaragupta has moreover employed the expression pra- 
mdnabhdva in his Pramdnavdrttikdlamkdra i,283cd-284ab (ed. Rahula 
Sankrtyayana, 165); and this usage where °bhdva replaces °bhata would seem 
to preclude the interpretation that *bhuta expresses likeness (sddrsya). Pramdna 
has been described as the supreme quality of the Bhagavant by Prajhakaragupta 
(pramdnam eva bhagavalo gunah paramah, 166). 

For the Buddhist PramSna-school the question thus arises as to how exactly 
the Bhagavant or Buddha is to be regarded as a pramdna in view of the fact 
that according to both DignSga and Dharmaklrti pramdna is exhaustively 
subdivided into pratyaksa and anutndna only.12 

5. The term pramdnabhuta referring to the Bhagavant is further attested, 
in parallel with paramasdkslbhnta 4 being a direct witness/realizer to the highest 
degree’, in the Lalitavistara, ch. xxi (ed. Lefmann, 319.9): yathd tvaydbhihitam 
vayam atra pratyaksdh/ api tu bhagaxams tv am eva sadevakasya lokasya parama- 
sdksxbhutah pramdnabhutas ca! Here pramdna may have the meaning of4 meas¬ 
ure, standard, norm’ or of 4(immediate and trustworthy) knowledge, 
ascertainment’.13 

In the Lalitavistara (ch. xxvi, 418) prajhdvimukti is directly realized (sa- 
ksdtkrta). Elsewhere (e.g. ch. xvn 239) the word sdksdtkrta is employed beside 
its semi-synonym adhigata, the object of this direct perception and understand¬ 
ing being dharma. 

The term pramdnabhuta is found in addition in the commentary (ascribed 
to Vasubandhu or Asariga) on Mahayanasutrdlamkdra xviii, 31 dealing with 
the four recourses (pratisarana). There we read: prdmdniko ’rtho yah pramdna- 
bhutena nXto vibhaktah sdstrd vd iatpramdnlkrtena vd 4 the normal (true and 
reliable, prdmdnika = tshad ma dan Idan pa) sense ‘elicited’ (nXta=riespa), i.e. 
explicated (vibhakta—rnam par phyc ba)t either by the teacher who is (like?) a 
means of right knowledge (tshad mar gyur pa) or by one whom he has made 
a standard (means of right knowledge pramdnlkrta- tshad mar mdzad pa)* 
According to Sthiramati’s commentary (available in Tibetan translation, D, 
Sems tsam Section, f. 95b-96a), the teacher who is pramdnabhuta is of course 
the Buddha Bhagavant, indirectly alluded to as Rsi in the 
Mahaydnasutrdlamkdra (xviii. 31a) where his saintly teaching is described as 

11 See Manorathanandin: bhatasabdanirdeso ’bhutasya nityasya nivrttyarthamf 'nityam pram- 
anam ndsti’ [ PramOnavdrttika ii.8a]/... kasmdt punar nityam pramanom ndstij aha: vast wo 
’rthakriyakdrinah sato 4gateh' [PV ii.8b] jhanasya prOmOnyOn ndsti nityam pramOnamj atrdiva 
kCranam aha: 'jrteyasya' vastuno 'rthakriyOkOritvendnityatvat ‘tosya vastusadgater ’ api tajjanyayd 
'adhrauvyad’ [PV ii.8cdj anityatvat/ See also Jinendrabuddhi, VisalOmalavatt, P, f. 2b (the 
corresponding Sanskrit fragment was discussed by E. SteinkeUner, 4 Some Sanskrit fragments of 
Jinendrabuddhi’s VilalOmalavatV, in A corpus of Indian studies [Essays in honour of Professor 
Gaurinath Sastri, Calcutta, 1980], 100) quoted below, n. 39. 

In his sTon pa tshad mai skyes bur sgrub pa i gtam, f. 8b, A lag 5a Nag dbah bstan dar (b. 
1759) has also referred to this inteipretation according to which "bhdta excludes the idea of a 
permanent and spontaneously existing pramOna, and he mentions an interesting difficulty that 
it entails. 

12 cf. Prajhakaragupta, PromOnavarttikalomkara i.7, quoted above in n. 3. 
13 F. Edgerton, BHSD, listed the meanings 4 authority, evidenced and M. Hattori gave 

‘authoritative’ or ‘standard’ (op. cit., 74).—T. Burrow, ‘Sanskrit MA- “to ascertain” ’, TPS» 
1980,135-40, has however distinguished between the roots ma- * measure ’ and ma- * ascertain ’, etc. 

As for sakstbhata, in his Abhisomayalomkaraloka ii (ed. Wogihara, 207), Haribhadra following 
Candragomin has explained it as equivalent to saksin. 
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the drsa desanddharma (as distinct from adhigamadharma). The sense (artha) 
of this teaching may be either abhiprdyika 4 intentional ’—that is, provisional 
and to be ‘elicited’ \neydrtha) in another, final, sense, rather than of definitive 
sense (nltdrtha)—or prdmOnika. As for the teacher who is pramdnXkrta (tshad 
mar byas pa, tshad mar giag pa) by the Buddha Bhagavant, he is according to 
Sthiramati either a Bodhisattva or a great SrSvaka or a person whom the 
Tathagata has foretold in a prophecy (luh bstan pa^vydkrta) as a teacher, 

such as Nagaijuna.14 

6.1. With the epithet sdksXbhuta used of the Bhagavant in the Lalitavistara 
we may compare the the concept of a person who is sdksdtkrtadharman ‘ having 
directly witnessed/perceived dharma(s)' in the Nydyabhdsya (I.i.7), and the 
expression sdksdtkrtadharmatd in the same text (II.i.68) which describes a 
quality of competent and reliable experts, the dptas. The quality of directly 
perceiving dharma(s) (sdksdtkrtadharmatd) there defines—along with compas¬ 
sion for beings (bhntadayd) and the wish to make things known exactly as they 
are (yathdbhatdrthacikhydpayisdy-the prdmdnya ‘quality of being pramdna’ 
(the cognitive ‘normality*, i.e. reliability/trustworthiness/authoritativeness) of 
the dptas. These dptas then show compassion for beings by teaching them what 
is to be eliminated (hdtavya), the cause of this elimination (hanihetu), what is 
to be comprehended (adhigantavya), and the cause of this comprehension 
(adhigamahetu)}5 

14 The Moiiayanostitralamkarabhasya is generally attributed in the Tibetan tradition to 
Vasubandhu, but Arya-Vimuktisena has ascribed what appears to be a passage from this work 
(xii.9) to Asahga in his Abhisamayalamkaravrtti (ed. C. Pensa, Rome, 1967), 113-15. 

Attention may be drawn to the distinction clearly made here in the 
MahayanosUtralamkarabhOsya between the form pramana-bhQta as an epithet describing the very 
nature of the Buddha Bhagavant and the cvi-formation pramOnl-krta, an epithet applicable to 
masters made standards and means of right knowledge (pramdna) by the Bhagavant (e.g. in a 
vyakarana). This morphological difference is discussed below. 

As the source for the doctrine of the abhiprayika and the nitarthajneyariha in the context of 
the four pratisaranas, Sthiramati (f. 96a-b) refers to the Aksayamatinirdesasutra (cited in part by 
Candrakirti, Pras'annapada, ed. La Vallee Poussin, 43). Cf. D‘ Seyfort Ruegg, * Purport, implicature 
and presupposition: Sanskrit abhiprdya and Tibetan dgohspajdgohs gii as hermeneutical concepts \ 
JIP; 13, 1985, 309-25; and ‘Allusiveness and obliqueness in Buddhist texts’, in: C. Caillai (ed.), 
Dialectes dans les litteratwres indo-aryennes (Paris, 1989), 295-328. 

15 Nyayabhdsya, II.i.68. In NBh I.i.7 it is explained that the apta, who is saksatkrtadharman, 
then becomes ah upadestr in virtue of his wish to expound. And expertness is there defined in 
terms of direct perception (soksatkaranam arthasyaptih, tayd pravartata ity Uptah). 

The bahuvrthi compound saksatkrtadharman could also be rendered by ‘ having direct perception 
for [their] nature/quality’, an interpretation that would fit very well the contexts discussed in this 
article in which this expression and the expression pratyaksadharman have been used. However, 
Indian commentators seem to have actually understood dharma(n) as the object of the direct 
perception in question. See e.g. Uddyotakara, NvayavOrttika, II.i.68: ‘ saksatkrtadharmata ' yam 
te paddrtham upadisanti sa taih saksatkrto bhavatiti\ and Vacaspatimisra, 
NyayavOrttikatatparyattka, I.i.7: sudrdheria pramdnendvadharitah saksatkria dharmah padarihah 
(and the same commentary on IIi.h8: pratyakslkrtaheyopadeyata). See also below, n. 17 (on 
saksatkrtadharman in the Nirukta) and n. 19 (on pratyaksadharman). Compare e.g. the expression 
soJcsaticrtatattva ‘having directly Deceived reality’ in Manorathanandin’s Vrtti on PV, 
Pramapasiddhi chapter, k. 147 (p. 54). 

The parallelism of the set of tour factors constituted by hatavya, etc. in NBh, II.i.68—in other 
words the four arthapadas of NBh, I .LI (heya, nirvartaka, hanam atyantikam and ttpaya)—with 
the four factors enumerated in the YogasQtra (ii.15 f.)—heya = duhkhajsamsara, heyahetu = 
pradhCnapurusayor samyogah, hOna *= kaivalya/samyogasyatyantikl nivrttih, and hanopaya — 
vivekakhyatir aviplavaj samyagdar&ano-~and with the four * principles of the Nobles ’ (dryasatya) 
in Buddhism beginning with duhkha is to be noted. (Cf. A. Wezler, * On the quadruple division of 
the Yoga&stra, the CaturvyOhatva of the Cikitsiiastra and the “Four Noble Truths” ot the 
Buddha’, IT, 12, 1984, 289-337, who seeks to demonstrate that the four-fold division in question 
originated with the Buddha and then passed on the one side to the medical S3stra and on the 
other to the Ycga system whence it was adopted by the Nyaya.) 

On aptopadeha, see G. Oberhanuner, ‘Die Uberlieferungsautoritat im Hinduismus’, in his 
Ojfenbarung, geistige Realm des Menschen (Vienna, 1974), 49 f. (Oberhammer, 50, has rendered 
saksatkrtadharmata by ‘das den Dharma direkt Erkannthaben\ explaining his interpretation— 
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In Nydyabhusya II.i.68. b'xh ih^rlptas and their reliable instruction (Qptopa- 
desa) are described as beingpramNra.* ’ And the latter’s pramffnya ‘quality of 
being pramdna ’ results from the pi'^rrinya of the former {dptaprdmdnyac ca 
prdmdnyam), which in turn results from the dptas> sdksdtkrtadharmatd, bhuta- 

dayd and yathabhutarthacikhydpayisd. 
6.2. An earlier attestation of sdksdtkrtadharman is found in Yaska’s 

Nirukta (i.20): sdksdtkrtadharmdna rsayo babhUvuh/ te 'varebhyo 's&ks&tkrta- 
dharmabhya upadesena mantran samprdduh/ ‘There were seers who directly 
perceived dharma(s). By [their] instruction they transmitted the [Vedic] mantras 
to the later ones, who did not directly perceive dharma(s).’n 

6.3. The expression sdksdtkrtadharmdna r say ah is also found in Act 7 of 
the Uttarardmacarita by BhavabhQti (eighth century). There the expression 
figures near references to the seer’s eye (drsa caksus) and to bhutdrthavddin 
‘ speaking true things/truth ’ used as an epithet of the Rsi Pracetasa (Valmlki).18 

7. An old equivalent of sdksdtkrtadhhrman is the expression pratyaksadhar- 
man ‘ having direct perception of dharmd{s) \19 This term is used as an epithet 
of certain Rsis who are characterized as yarvdnas and tarvdnas and are 
described as ‘knowing the higher and the lower’,26 ‘cognizant of what has to 
be cognized’21 and ‘having comprehended things exactly as they are (i.e. 
reality)’.22 This description of the sage/which is a sort of echo of the Nirukta 
passage quoted above (§ 6.2), is found in a passage of Patanjali’s Mahdbhdsya 
(Paspasfihnika, ed. Kielhom, i, II): yarvdnas tarvdno ndmarsayo babhdvuh 
pratyaksadharmdnah pardparajnd viditaveditavyd adhigaiaydthdtathydh.23 

‘Dharma als Gegenstand der autoritativen Oberlieferung ’—in his n. 29.) Cf. G. Chemparathy, 
L ‘autorite des Veda selon le Nyaya- Vaisesika (Louvain, 1983), 19ff. 

16 It is to be observed that according to Uddyotakara, Nydyavdrttika, I.i.7 (p. 174.6), the 
compound aptopadesa is interpretable as a karmadhdraya (dptas casdv upadesas ca ‘instruction 
that is reliable ’), not as a taipurusa (dptasyopadesal) * instruction of a reliable person ’) according 
to some (i.e. the Mlmamsaka, who maintains the impersonality, apauruseyatva. of the Veda). 

17 See also the commentary by Skanda/Mahesvara (ed. L. Sarup, Fragments of the commentaries 
of Skandasvdmin and Mahesvara [ch. i], Lahore, 1928), 114. 

Concerning the interpretation of the bahuvrfhi compound sdksdtkrtadharman, Durga remarks 
sdksdtkrto yair dharmah sdksdd drstah prativisistena tapasd ta imesdksdtkrtadharmdnah, thus 
taking dharma(n) as the direct object of direct perception (cf. n. 15 above),—In his Jdska’s 
Nirukta (Gottingen, 1852), p. xiii, R. Roth paraphrased this passage by the words ‘Die Weisen 
der Vorzeit, welche um Recht [dharma] zu tun selbst keiner Anweisung bedurft hatten \ PW lists 
sdksdtkrtddharman on p. 892b but does not translate it; Monier Williams in his Dictionary gives 
‘ one who has an intuitive perception of duty \ And in his translation of the Nirukta (The Nighantu 
and the Nirukta, 20), L. Sarup rendered lie compound sdksdtkriadharman by ‘had direct 
intuitive insight into duty*. But it is not established that dharma(n) here has the meaning of duty 
or virtue (cf. n. 15 above). 

18 On bhutavadin as an epithet of the tathdgata, see below, § 13. 
19 Or; 4 whose nature is direct perception *? Bhartrhari’s Mahabhosyadtpikd, ed. Bronkhorst 

(Pune, 1987), 31, reads: ye ' pratyaksadharmdnah' <a?> lokadharmd ye paroksd lokasya te 
pratyaksds tesdm. But Abhyankar ahd Limaye in their edition (Pune, 1970), 38 read: dharma ye 
paroksd lokasya te pratyaksds tesdm. According to Kaiyata’s Mahdbhdsyapradipa, the mode of 
knowledge in which 4 all ’ is known by these Rsis is direct perception bom of Yoga (*pratyaksadhar- 
mdtxa' iti, yogajapratyaksena sarvam viditavantah). (But this commentator’s gloss does not make 
it altogether clear whether he took dharma(n) as the object of direct perception, or whether 
pratyaksa is to be understood as the nature or quality (mormon-) of those who ‘know ail * in 
vinue of possessing such direct and immediate knowledge.)—Monier Williams gave 4 keeping in 
view the merits (of men) \ but this hardly fits the context. 

20 Kaiyata explains this as vidydvidydvibhdgajridh. K. C. Chatteiji, Patanjali’s Mahabhashya 
(Calcutta, 1964), 92, suggests emending pardparajhdh to pardvarajildh. 

21 When explaining this epithet in his FradTpoddyota, Nagesa speaks of the three stages of 
sravana, manana and nididhydsana. 

22 Nagesa explains adhigata in terms of sdksdikdra. 
23 The words yarvdnas and tarvdnas are stated by Patafljali to derive by mispronunciation 

from yad and tad. On the derivation from yadvdnas and tadvdnas, see J. Wackemagel, Altindische 
Grammatik, i, § 189c) (5) (p. 212); and M. Bloomfield and F. Edgerton, Vedic variants, ii 
(Philadelphia, 1932), § 272a (p. 142). And on this passage of Patanjali, see K. G Chatteiji, 
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8.1. Now the expression pramdnabhuta is not confined to Buddhist texts 
exclusively, its first attestation in Sanskrit being apparently in the Mdhabhnsya 
(on Panini, IJL1, vdrttika 7).24 There it modifies the word aedrya and may 
mean either * having attained the quality of being a means of correct knowledge 
(prdmdnyam prdptah) * or, perhaps, * like a means of correct knowledge ’ (i.e. 
reliable/trustworthy and, eventually, authoritative).25 

This use of the term to refer to an dedrya is comparable with Candraklrti’s 
usage in the Madhyamakdvatdrabhdsya cited above. 

8.2. In the sole manuscript available of Bhartrhari’s Mahdbhdsyadipikd 
used for the existing editions,** the passage corresponding to the part of the 
Mahdbhdsya containing the word pramdnabhdta is unfortunately missing, and 
we do not therefore know for certain how Bhartrhari (fifth [?] century) might 
have explained this epithet. In view of the fact that Dignaga has elsewhere 
used Bhartrhari’s Vdkyapadlya,27 the . latter’s explanation of pramdnabhuta 
would have been of particular interest in the present context. 

In his preserved explanation of the term sdmdnyabhuta in the Paspasahnika 
of the Mahdbhdsya (ed. Kielhom, I, 1.9), however, Bhartrhari has explicitly 
stated that the element 0bhuta expresses likeness;28 and ; in his 
Mahdbhdsyapradipa Kaiyata (eleventh century) has followed Bhartrhari on 
this point. This use upamdrthe of0bhuta to express likeness or similarity could, 
then, have been familiar to Dignaga, and the question must arise whether such 

Patanjali’s Mahabhashya, 92 f. A number of attempts at explaining the two words have been 
reviewed by K. Kunjunni Raja, ABORJy 68, 1987, 537-9, 

24 Ed. F. Kielhom, I, 39.10: pramdnabhata dedryo darbhapavitrapdnih suedv avakdie prdnmukha 
upavitya mahatd prayatnena sUtrdni p 'ranayati sma. 

25 For the meaning ‘ like a pramdna *, sec Nagesa’s comment in his Pradipoddyoia on the form 
sdmdnyabhQta in the Paspa&hnika of the Mahdbhdsya (ed. Kielhom, I, l): vrddhisamjhdsdtrastha- 
bhdsyaprayogasya ’pramdnabhata’ ity asya svayam karisyamdnavydkhydnaritydsydpi 
vydlchydnasambhavatj pitrbhQta ity atrdpi anyatrdnyaiabdaprayogah sddrSyapara iti sOdrsyaprailtir, 
na rv asya sddriyavdcakatve mdnam astiti dikj As noted at .the the beginning of this paper, 
following Panini, V.iv.50 the form to be expected could be pramdntbhQta rather than pramdnabhata. 
But in his Pradlpoddyota on vdrttika 2 to this sQtra (prakrtivivaksdgrahanam ca) NageSa has noted 
a restriction, explaining that when the meaning of likeness (sddrsya) is conveyed by the compound 
ending in °bhQta the grammatical operation in question does not take effect. Paribhdsd 15 in 
Nagesa’s Paribhdsendusekhara specifies moreover that a grammatical operation is realized when 
a word has its primary meaning, but not when the word has a secondary meaning: gaunamukhyayor 
mukhye kdryasampratyayah. A form quoted in this context is mahadbhatai [instead of *mahdbhdias\ 
candramdh ‘ the moon become as it were greatf. (For this last reference I am indebted to 
J. Bronkhorst.) On further commentarial discussions, see below § 8.3. 

Following many commentators who understand the expression pramdnabhata as meaning 
prdmdnyam prdptah (see below, § 7J), P.-S. Filliozat has translated by ‘le Maitre qui possede 
rautonw' in his Le Mahdbhdsya de Patafljali, Part i (Pondichery, 1975), 376; but in Part v 
(Pondichery, 1986), p. vii, he has adopted the meaning 4 qui est devenu, est transforme en ’ for 
bhuta. Earlier, in L’lnde classique, i (Paris, 1949) 96, L. Renou had rendered Patafijali’s expression 
by ‘ le maitre-fait-norme ’. 

The term pramdnabhata is found also in an old commentary on the Sdmkhyakdrikds, the 
Yuktidlpikd (c. 600?) 4, where we read (ed. Pandeya, 31): dptavacanam tu pramdnabhatadvdrako 
’tyantaporokse ’rthe niscayah. See also Parthasarathimisra's Nydyaratndkara on Slokavdntika, 
CodanasQtra 64, on the pramdnabhatapauruseyavegas. 

26 See lastly MahdbhdsyadTpikd of Bhartrkari, Ahnika 3, ed. G. B. Palsule, Pune, 1985. 
27 On the dependence*of Dignaga’s Traikdlyaparfksd on part of the Sambandhasamuddesa of 

Bhartrhari’s Vdkyapadlya (Trikdndl)f see E. rrauwallner, WZKSO, 3, 1959, 145-52. For 
Bhartphari’s influence on DigDaga’ in general, including in grammatical matters, see M. Hatton, 
‘The Sautrantika background of the apoha theory’, in: Buddhist thought and Asian civilization: 
Essays in honor of Herbert V. Guenther (Emeryville, 1977), 47-58, andf Apoha and pratibhd \ in 
M. Nagatomi et al. (ed.), Sanskrit and Indian studies, 61-73; and R. Hayes, 4 Jinendrabuddhi 
JAOS, 103, 1983, 714; Digndga on the interpretation of signs (Dordrecht, 1988) (on pp. 30 f. Hayes 
discusses R. Herzberger’s Bhartrhari and the Buddhists, Dordrecht, 1986). 

M Mahobhdsyadfpikd on the Paspai4hnika, ed. J. Bronkhorst (Pune, 1987), 3: ‘sdmdnyabhQtam ‘ 
itif bhQtaiabda' uparndvdclj tatra yesdm arthdntarabhutd jdtih tesdm viiistesu gopindesv anuvarta- 
mdnam gotvam tesdm sdmdnyam, h&ivddxndm sarvesdm iti tadapeksa upamdsambandhahj For a 
discussion of this difficult passage, see Bronkhorst’s note on p. 111 and his translation on p. 43. 
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HP/ If 
was the meaning intended '■■:?“ v-.*‘ *n using the c:r»vVt priin:Jn:t'?&a for 
the Buddha in the introductory n: his Promance:a::; iccay-::'* 

8.3. Now, when commenting ru pramdnabhuta in hi? MahabkHsyapradtpa, 
Kaiyata has provided a different explanation, glossing it by pramanyam prdptah 
‘ having attained the quality of being a means of correct knowledge (*v normal¬ 
ity ”, i.e. reliability/trustworthiness/authoritativeness) \30 

In his PradTpoddyota NSgesa (c. 1700) then discussed the correctness of 
using the form pramdnabhuia rather than the cvz-formation pramdmbhuta, 
which would, however, have conveyed the meaning—not intended in this 
passage of the Mahdbhasya—of having become something a person {here the 
acdrya) had not previously been.31 

In his Mahdbhasyasiddhiintaratnaprakdsa, Sivar£mendra Sarasvatl also 
understood °bhuta to mean prapta. But he has addressed an objector’s question 
as to how an dcdrya—who is of course a pramdtr * cognizer *—could be said 
to be pramdnabhuta since only a means of correct knowledge—viz. pratyaksa, 
anumdna and dgama—is in fact a pramdna?2 Sivaramendra replies that just as 
a pramdna brings about the attainment of an object (arthagrdhaka) without a 
second pramdna being required for this purpose, just so, independently of the 
pramdnas of pratyaksa, etc., the teacher has directly perceived all correctly 
formed words through the greatness of his holy exercises, for authoritativeness 
is present in him too; and for this reason reference was made to pratyaksadhar- 
man in the PaspasShnika (i, 11, cited above, § 7).33 

As for the commentator Narayana, comparing first the form pitrbhuta 
‘father-like ’,34 he has explained that if the meaning of similarity (upamdndr- 
thatva) were attached to the epithet pramdnabhuta this would imply that being 
a means of correct knowledge would not apply in the proper sense (mukhyam 
pramdnyam) to the dedrya. If, however, it were meant that something not 
previously present appears, as in the case of the sprouting of a seed, the cvi- 
formation pramdmbhuta would occur (‘ ankurlbhutah * ityddivad abhutapr&d- 
urbhdvavdcitve tadvad eva eviprasangah).35 Nor could past time that is no longer 
actual be denoted here by ° bhuta, contrary to what holds in the phrase vasanto 
bhutah ‘spring was’; for in this case there would be a loss of the teacher’s 
authoritativeness in the present. So Narayana concludes that the sense intended 

29 Concerning the use upamdrthe of ° bhuta, L. Renou tentatively dated it from the time of 
Kalidasa in his Grammaire sanskrite (Paris, 1961), 113. Renou further noted its use as a copula 
to express the predicate and, especially ‘en bouddhique \ its pleonastic use. Cf. J. S. Speijer, 
Sanskrit syntax (Leiden, 1886), 154. 

30 Pradtpa: pramdnyam prdpta ity arthahj bhU prdptdv ity asyadhrsdd viti nijabhdve rQpamj 
vrttivisaye ca pramOnasabdah prdmdnye vartale7 

Concerning pramdna and dpta-prdmdnya * trustworthiness/authority of the expert/fit \ cf. 
Nydyabhdsya, II.i.68 with I.i.7 discussed above, § 6.1. 

31 PradTpoddyota: nanu bhavater janmdrthatvenabhQtatadbhdvapralttyQ evdu sati pramdntbhQta 
ili sydt, tadavivaksdyUm tu pramdnam dear yah prakdrdntarena bhuta ity arthaii sydd ala dha 
'pramdnyam ’ itij * vrttivisaye itiprdkrtabhiprdydmj—Compare also the discussions in Ramacandra 
Sarasvatl’s Vivararta, Annambhatta’s Uddyoiana and Pravartakopadhyaya’s Mahdbhdsya- 
pradjpaprakdsa (ed. M. S. Narasimhacharya, Mahabhdsya-Pradtpa- Vydkhydnani, I, Pondichery, 
1973) and in the Mahdbhdsyapradtpayrakdsa (ed. M. S. Narasimhacharya, Pondichery, 1986), 56. 

Contrast what was said in the 'Nydyabhdsya, II.i.68 on the dptas as well as the dptopadeia 
being pramdna (see above § 6.1). 

33 See the Mahdbhdsya-Pradtpa-Vydkhydnani, ed. M. S. Narasimhacharya, I, 230: ... yathd 
pramdnasya pramdndntaranairapeksyendrthagrdhakatvam tathd pratyaksddipramdnanairapeksyena 
tapomahimnaiva sarvdn sddhusabddn sdksdtkrtavdn iti tasydpi prdmdnyasambhaydtj ata evdktam 
bhagavatd paspasdhnike ‘ pratyaksadharmdna' itij—In this publication, p. xiii, Sivarflmendra has 
been dated to the second half of the seventeenth century by P.-S. Fiiliozat. 

34 See above, n. 25, for Nagesa’s comparison of the forms pramdnabhuta and pitrbhQta when 
commenting in his PradTpoddyota on the word sdmdnyabhQta. 

35 This is according to Panini ’$ rule Vdv.aG. 

by Kaiyata is the establishment of pramanya consequent on being established 
as a teacher (acaryasiddhyuttarakald ca pramanyasiddhih).36 

9. The meaning ‘like’ for bhuta is attested already in the Nirukta (iii. 16 
mesa iti bhutopama, on RS VIII.ii.40), on which see further the commentaries 
of Durga (mesa ity esd bhutasabdenopamfi) and Mahesvara (' mesabhuta ' mesa 
;W7). Moreover, when commenting ori the word sattvabhuta in Nirukta i.l 
Mahesvara has explained that °bhuta expresses likeness and has compared the 
compoundpitrbhuta ‘father-like’.38 

10. Notwithstanding the above-mentioned special interpretation given it 
by Dharmaklrti in verse 7 of the Pramanasiddhi chapter of his PramdnavUrttiku 
(above, § 4) and following him by commentators belonging to his Pramana- 
school, the use of °bhuta in the meaning * like ’ already attested in the Nirukta 
and Bhartrhari’s MahQbhOsyadlpika is found even in some of the post- 
Dharmaklrti commentaries of the Buddhist Pramana-school known to us either 
from the surviving Sanskrit texts or from their Tibetan translations. 

Thus, at the beginning of Jinendrabuddhi’s VisdlUnialavati on Dignaga’s 
PramQnasamuccaya we read (tasya hi anadhigatasya prakasako ’visamvadakas 
ca bhagavdn ndnya iti) pram&nas&dharmyUt pramdnam * because of similarity 
with pramdna [the Buddha is] pramdna \39 And in his Pramdnavarttikalamkdra 
Prajnakaragupta has explained Pramdnavdrttika ii.7a by saying pratyaksarupa 
eva bhagavdn pramdnam (ed. Rahula Sankrtyayana, 32.5), ‘the Bhagavant 
being similar to (or: of the nature of) pratyaksa is pramdna '.40 

Furthermore, in the Tibetan . translation of Devendrabuddhi’s 

36 See the Ndrdyantya in the Mahdbhdsya-Pradtpa- Vydkhydndni (ed. M. S. Narasimhacharya, 
i), 232. On these commentators, see the editor’s Introduction ;.n vol. x of the series (Pondichery, 
1983). 

For further discussions on the use or non-use of the cvj-suffix taught in Panini, V.iv.50, see 
for example the commentaries on Pacini I.iv.74; II.i.59 (concerning the form srenikrta)\ HI.i.12 
vdrttika 4; III. 1.92 vjrttika 2; III.ii.56. I am indebted to K. Bhattacharya for the opportunity of 
discussing some of these passages with him. 

37 ed. L. Sarup, Commentary of Skandasvdmin and Mahesvara on the Nirukta, Chapters II- VI 
(Lahore, 1931), 173. 

38 MahcSvara (ed. L. Sarup, 11): 'sattvabhQtam sattvam dravyam, bhutasabdah pitrbhQta 
ityddivad upamdydm drastavyah. 

39 In the Tibetan translation of Jinendrabuddhi’s Visdldmalavatt Pramdnasamuccayattkd, the 
whole relevant passage reads (P, f. 2b): tshad ma dan ’dra bas bcom Idan 'das tshad ma'oj /gari gi 
phyir ji liar nuion sum la sogs pai tshad ma ni skyes bu’i don la he bar mkho ba sriar ma rtogs pa'i 
gsal bar byed ciri mi bslu ba yin pa de Itarj bcom Idan 'das kyaii gah la skyes bu'i don gyi mchog 
rag las pa ‘phags pa'i bden pa bti'i mtshan hid kyi de kho na hid la de'i yui can gyi les pa bskyed 
nosf ties par legs pa don du gher ba rnams laj khoh du ma chud pa de gsal bar byed pa dan mi bslu 
ba de'i phyir tshad ma dah chos mtshuhs pa hid kyi phyir tshad ma'oj jgyur pa ni skyes pa ste byuh 
ba ces pas don toj jgyur pa’i tshig ni ma byuh ba rtag pa dbah phyug la sogs pa'i tshad ma gian 
gyis yohs su brtags pa dgag pa'i don du’of j tshad ma yah 'di yin gyur pa'ah yin pas tshad mar gyur 
pa stej tshad mar gyur pa de la'ojj 

For the corresponding Sanskrit fragment from the Visalomalavatt found in Vibhoticandra’s 
notes, see their edition by Rahula Safikrtyayana;, JBORS, 26, 1940,518-19, and by E. Steinkellner, 
in: A corpus of Indian studies, 100. The Sanskrit of Jinendrabuddhi’s further comment giving the 
alternative explanation of pram&nabhQta (in which bhQta vanity a) reads: bhuta utpannahj bhQtava- 
canam apt ajCttasyekvaradeh paraparikalpitanityasya [?J pratisedhQrtham ivarthas tu sQmarthyagala 
iti na tadartham iti vaksydtej pramdnam cdsau bhQtas ceti pramdnabhutahj tasmai pramQnabhQtaya 
pranamyiti yojanamj See also E. Steinkellner, WZKS, 33, 1989, 180-1. 

On the question whether the author of the Visdlnmalavatt is identical with Jinendrabuddhi, 
the grammarian author of the Nydsa commentary on the Kdlikd, see R. Hayes, JAOS, 103, 
1983. 709-17. 

46 Tib. (D, f. 27b): bcom Idan 'das ni mhon sum gyi rah biin gyis tshad ma yin te. 
Yamari in his voluminous commentary on Prajfiakaragupta’s work, the PramQna- 

vdrttikdlamkdratTkd Supariiuddhd, has also mentioned similarity with pramana (D, phe, f. 203b6: 
tshad mar chos mtshuhs pa). But in his detailed exegesis in which he has some very interesting 
things to say, he has also introduced a further line of explanation. Although the entire passage 
(D, f. 202a ff; cf. also f. 188b) needs to be considered in detail, this is not possible in the frame 
of the present article. Suffice it to say here that in his analysis of the proposition tshad ma yah 
bcom Idan 'das hid Yamari bas discussed the suitability of employing pramanobhata as an epithet 
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:;decessors, bui they all remain colourless figures. The only text in 

,ich the six are mentioned in this old body of the Canon, apart from the 

'ahapd dan a Sutta, is that they are invoked., in- sequence and by name, at 

; beginning of the verses which form the bulk of the Atdndtiya Sutta*. 

e verses are recited by Buddhists as apotropaic magic, a form of protec* 

n from potentially dangerous spirits; the post-canonical term is paritta 

om Sanskrit pari-trd), but in the text they are simply called rakkha. 

The question I now want to put is that in the title: why are these 

mer Buddhas, whose antecedents are mysterious to scholars, just six in 

mber ? ’ 

Several times in the Pali canon the Buddha is referred to as an isi, 

eer or sage (from Sanskrit rsQ; and in three different verses^ he is 

erred to as isi-sattama. The original meaning of isi-sattama was pre- 

nably “best of seers”. However, it is well known that in the Sanskrit 

dition there has been since Vedic times a set of seven seers (saptarfi). 

e names of the seers who make up the list of seven have varied consi- 

•ably. The earliest list was of seven sages to whom Vedic suktas were 

ributed. In the Satapatha. Brdhmana, however, there is a list of seven 

ich starts with Gautama and has Kasyapa in the sixth place.7 None of 

other names agree with those of Buddhas and that could be a coinci- 

ice. The main point, however, is that isi-sattama came to be interpreted 

“seventh of the seers” (from Sanskrit tsi-saptama). 

There are many cases of terms having been misunderstood through 

ambiguities of Middle Indo-Aryan phonetics. Some of them have 

icted matters quite central to Buddhism: K. R. Norman has shown that 

tyekabuddha is a wrong back-formation for pratyayabuddha “enlight- 

d by a (non-verbal) cause”8; bodhisattva seems to be a wrong back- 

mation for bodhisakta9; and even the Pali term sutta (as in Sutta- 

Ibid , XXXII. The reference is at vol. IT, pp. 195-96 

Batapatha Brdhmana, XIV. 5. 2. 6. 

X. R. Norman, “The Pratyeka-Buddha in Buddhism and Jainism, Buddhist 

dies, ed. Philip Denwood and Alexander Piatigorsky (London, 1983), pp. 

106. 

Cf. X. R. Norman, “Pali Philology and the Study of Buddhism”, The 

1dhist Forum, Vol. I, pp. 31-9, particularly p.36. 
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nipatd) may well have originated not from s-atra but from sdktal0. The 

need to explain Sanskrit pratyekabuddha and Pali paccekabuddha (which 

is itself a wrong back-formation from another dialect of Middle Indo- 
Aryan) has led to the tormation of new Buddhist doctrine. 1 think that 

isi-sattama may have led to a very similar development: Gotama Buddha 

came to be interpreted as standing seventh in a series. 

.If we leave out of account the Abhidhamma Pi taka and the 

Apadana, because they are comparatively late texts, the compound 

isi-sattama occurs five times in the Canon,11 always in verse : Majjhima 

Nikaya I, 386; Sutta-nipiita verse 356; Samyutta Nikdya I, 192; Therag\ih.l 

verses 1240 and 1276. The third and fourth of these references are in 

fact the same text, and likewise the second and fifth are the same; all 

these four references are in verses ascribed to the monk Vargisa. On the 

last reference, that at Theragdthd 1276, there is no commentary. 

AH f°ur commentaries on these passages give the interpretation of 
sattama as “seventh”, and two also give alternative interpretations as 
“best”. They all differ in their wording. That on the Majjhima Nikaya 
is ■: vipassiadayo cka isayo up idly a sattamassaw (the lemma is in the geni¬ 

tive): “seventh with reference to the six seers of whom Vipassi was the 
first.” That on the Sutta-nipxta is : bhagivd isi ca sattamo ca uttamatt- 
hena, vipossi-sikhi-vessabhu-kakusandha-kondgamana-kassapa-ndmake cha 
isayo attand saha satta karonto pdtubhuto ti pi isi-sattamo13; “The Blessed 

One is a seer and sattama in the sense of best; he is also isi-sattama in 

that he appeared making seven : the six seers Vipassi to Kassapa plus 

himself.” This notes the ambiguity, though it interprets the compound 
when sattama means “best” as a karmadhdraya rather than a tatpurusa 

samdsa. That on the Samyutta Nikitya, glossing the phrase isinam isi- 

10. Cf. R. F. Gombrich, “How the MahaySna began” The Buddhist Forum 
vol. I , pp. 21-30, particularly p. 23. 

11. I rely on the Critical Pali Dictionary s. v. isi-sattama (vol. II, fascicle 71 
pp. 316-17. 

l2,62£apancasada,,i’ ed- Uhamraakitti Siri Dhammananda (Colombo 1926), 

13. Paramatthajotikd, II, 351. ♦ 
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WHY SIX FORMER BUDDHAS? 

Richard Gombrich 

Dr. Janaki and 1 have been colleagues lor many years, and friends 

ever since she came to Oxford twenty years ago, to write a thesis on the.. 

Bhuna. Both as scholar and as administrator Dr. Janaki has performed 

great services in the cause of Sanskrit scholarship. Her own work has lain 

within the brahminical field, whereas mine has mostly been on Buddhism, 

and Middle Indo-Aryan. 

However, I present here a topic in which our areas of research 1 

overlap. That is' not impossible, since I have begun to investigate the ‘ 

brahminical background of early Buddhism. I have recently been able to - 

show, in works both published and yet to be published, that the statements j 

by some earlier western scholars that there is no evidence that the Buddha 

was acquainted with brahminical literature is incorrect.1 The Pali Canon < 

contains clear allusions to the Brhaddranyaka Upanisad as well as to the , 

Burma Sukta and Ndsadiya Snkla of the RgVeda.* The commentarial J 

tradition is unaware of the Upanisadic allusions, but that is not surprising, . 

because the Pali commentaries were evidently set not only several centuriesj 

later than the canonical texts but in quite another cultural milieu. Proof ■ 

that at least a major part of the Pali commentaries must come from South . 

India or Sri Lanka has been provided by Prof. Thomas Trautmann.* ; 

He has shown that all the stories about the. Buddha’s family, including ' 

that of his own marriage, must have been composed in an area where 

marriage between cross-cousins is the norm. That-is of-couise the case in ■ 

southern India and in Sri Lanka, whereas in northern India such marriages 

are prohibited, and regarded as incestuous. The failure of the Pali 

commentaries to note some feature of the Buddha s cultural background 

is therefore of no account. 

My research project is ambitious and time is short, 

occasion, therefore, I offer a fragment. 

1 See in particular my paper “Recovering the Buddha's Message”,. 77ie Buddhist. 
Forum, vol. 1, ed. Tadeusz Skorupski (London, 1990), pp. 5-20. 

2. The allusions to the Rg Veda are discussed in my forthcoming paper, on the 

Aggadda Suita. 

i1 
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It is well known that Buddhists have from the earliest times believed 

in a multiplicity of Buddhas. In the Theravadin tradition the sequence of 

Buddhas stretches into the infinite past and the infinite future, but there is 

a set of twenty-four Buddhas which is singled out and regularly depicted, 

for example, in the Buddhist temples of Sri Lanka. What is special about 

these twenty-four is that Gotama, the Buddha of our time, made a resolu¬ 

tion in the presence of each of them to attain Buddhahood. This tradition 

can be traced back as far as the Buddhavartisa, a text which scholars 

agree to have been one of the later ones added to the Pali Canon —very 

likely in the third or second century B. C. . 

Since the Jains have a set of twenty-four Tirthamkaras, it is reaso¬ 

nable to suppose that the figure twenty-four came from Jaina influence. 

Gotama is not included in the set of twenty-four, whereas Mahavira is, 

but that is not decisive: the rationale for the set is different in the two 

religions. A further echo of Jain influence is found in the name of the 

first of the Buddhist twenty-four: Dipamkara. His three predecessors, 

who are not in the twenty-four but are mentioned in the same Buddha- 

vamsa, also have names ending in -amkara. I think that all these names 

echo Tirthamkara or Middle Indo-Aryan Titihamkara. 

In an earlier article4 t have shown that in the Pali Canon, if we 

exclude the few texts which everyone acknowledges to be later additions, 

there are only six former Buddhas. Their names, in chronological order, 

are Vipassin, Sikhin, Vessabhu, Kakusandha, KonSgamana and Kassapa. 

I do not wish to repeat here what I have said there, beyond what is essen¬ 

tial to my argument. In the body of the Canon there is only one text 

which has anything to say about all six of these Buddhas : the Mahdpaddna 

Sutta5 of the Digha Nikdya. This suita gives a biography of each of the 

six Buddhas from birth to the founding of his Sangha in almost identical 

terms; moreover, the story is the same as that which was to become 

famous, with some further embellishments, as the story of Gotama. The 

Buddha before Gotama, Kassapa, figures in one story in the Majjhima 

Nikdya, and there are a couple of allusions ‘ besides to him and his two 

4. “The Significance of Former Buddhas in the Theravadin Tradition”, 
Buddhist Studies in honour ofWaipoia Rahula, ed. Somaratna Balasooriya et dl 
{London, 1980), pp 62*72. ’ 

5. Digha Nikdya sum, XlV, References to Pali text* unless, otherwise stated. 
are tn the Pali T<■**r 
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sattamo, is: vipassito patthdya isinam sattamako isi“seventh seer of the| 

seers starting from Vipassi.” All the above three glosses are from! 

commentaries ascribed to Budtfhaghosa, and though he only edited thenil 

it is still interesting that they all differ. The commentary on the Thera'S 

gat ha. is ascribed to Dhammapala, and glosses the same verse as the last r| 

savaka-paccekabuddha-isinam uttamo isi, vipassi-sammasambuddfiathq 

patthdya isinam vd sattamako isiis: “best seer of the hearers, independently^ 

enlightened and seers (i.e., of the three classes of Buddhas), or seventh ofj 

the seers from the fully enlightened Buddha Vipassi.” This last is the only 

comment to take isi-sattama exactly as seems to me most natural, a$.:, 

“best of seers” ; and unlike the Sutta-nipdta commentary, it presents thej 

meanings “best*' and “seventh” for sattami as different interpretations,^ 

rather than seeing the word as a deliberate pun. ^ ^ 
\ 

The few texts in the older parts of the Canon which mention former: 

Buddhas directly do so for the most part to ascribe to them a saying or ant; 

episode, or just mention their namrs. So far as 1 can judge, the former- 

Buddhas affect no Buddhist doctrine, and the Buddha’s message would:' 

lose none of its power or coherence if the idea of a series of Buddhas* 

were excluded. Though we know that Asoka believed in a former Buddha- 

(the one known to Pali tradition as Konagamana), and Buddhists every-] 

where do believe in multiple Buddhas, I believe that it is not absurd to) 

think that the doctrine of former Buddhas may not have been part of thej 

teaching of Gotama Buddha but added by his followers—possibly even as‘ 

early as during his own lifetime. I doubt whether it will ever be possible 

to prove this conjecture ; but at least the evidence here'adduced maybe, 

taken to point in that direction. 

Jolt \r Ct l Or 

nvG'f?9t 

14. Scratthappakasini, I, 278. 

15. Paramatthadipanit 111, 195. 

LITERARY SAMVADA 

R. N. Sampath 

It is a common knowledge that literary writers in different 

- lanSuages, belonging to different times and places, tend to refer to some 

• same or similar ideas and imagery. All such common occurrences cannot 

_ be dismissed as plagiarism and hence a defect on the part of the poet. On 

closer analysis it is possible to see that such repetitions cannot just be 

avoided on account of the commonness or .universality of some core ideas. 

Also in the Indian context it is not wrong on the part of the poet to start 

his composition with his mind filled with the expressions and imagery of 

his predecessors, which are very often reflected in his own works. 

In • order to elaborate the above idea, we could in the first 

instance, look at a few Sanskrit poets like Kalidasa and Vedanta Desika 

who sometimes tend to repeat ideas even within their compositions or 

reflect the earlier writings. For example in the first sarga of Raghummia 

(v. 32), Kalidasa describes Dilipa as “though having a large harem Dilipa 

considered himself as having two wives only, the virtuous Sudaksina, and 

■~RajyaIak$mI.'u... -.. .•.. 

The same idea is found with a slightly different verbal expression in 

the Abhijndna $dkuntala (III. 19)2. Here Du$yanta assures the friends of 

Sakuntala that, “inspite of the large harem, the sea-girdled earth and your 
friend are the wives of mine”. 

Again, Kalidasa compares the Puranic God Indra, his wife Sacf and 

(heir son Jayanta to Dilipa, Sudaksina and Raghu in the Raghuvamsa (III, 

23}3; the same idea repeats itself in the Abhijndna Sdkuntala (VII. 28), 

while Sakuntala is blessed as - “Your husband is like Indra, your son like 

Jayanta and may you shine like Sacf’4 and again in the Vikramorvasiya 

1. c^fq1 i 

cmr ifa tratapinr ^ grcrsifaT; t< 

2. z srftr«s if i 
sgsta-ir gg'r ^ gsratrvpr u 

3. sircar aar aar 3rtr??ta i 
a<r.* ar ^ ajta httoIt a?tnrt u 

4. naf sfaarsrfag; aa.- i 
armritHTT a & afarr w n 
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Pramanavarttikapafijika (not available in Sanskrit) we read (P, f. 2a = D, f. 
lb): tshad mar gyur pa zes by a ba ni tshad mar ’khruns pa o/ /tshad ma dan dr a 
has na tshad ma ste bcom Idan ,das so/ /tshad ma'i ho bo de ci zig yin na/ gah 
gis de dan 'dra bar dam bca bar byed ce na... 4 “Pramtinabhuta ” [in 
PramQnasamuccaya LI], i.e. come to be41 pramOna. Being like a pramana [the 
Buddha] is pramana, the Bhagavant.—What is this nature of pramana whereby 
it is asserted that [the Buddha Bhagavant] is like it?—[Reply: PrarrUtnavdrttika 
ii.l]\ Several pages further on we read (P, f. 7b = D, f. 6b): ’di tshad ma dah 
yah ci tig mtshuhs na/ gah gis tshad ma dah ’dra bos tshad ma hid yin/ tshad 
ma’i mtshan hid mam pa gtiis hid dah mtshuhs pa yin no// 4 In what is [the 
Buddha] similar to pramana, whereby being pramana-like [he] is indeed pra- 
mdnal [He] is similar in respect to both definitions (laksana) of pramana [namely 
the one given in Pramdnavarttika ii.lab in terms of avisamvadi jhanam, and 
the one given in 5c in terms of ajhatarthaprakdsa].'42 This is, then, why the 
Bhagavant is indeed pramana. 

11.1. For the grammatical formation and semantics of the expression pra- 
mOna-bhUta, in addition to Pali dhammabhUta and brahmabhuta (in e.g. 
Dlghanikaya, III.84)43 we can further compare cakkhubhUta and hdnabhQta, 
which are also epithets of the Bhagavant (in e.g. Anguttaranikaya, V. 226). 

A grammatically comparable form in Sanskrit is caityabhQta, an epithet of 
a piece of ground that is (i.e. serves as) a caitya or is caitya-\\ke—i.e. to be 
honoured (because of the presence of a scriptural text)—in the Vajracchedika 
(ed. E. Conze), Section 12 (translated by Tib. mchod rten du gyur pa) and 
Section 15c (translated by Tib. mchod rten Ita bur). In this passage caityabhQta 
is parallel to pujanlya, vandanXya and pradaksintya,M For °bhuta meaning ‘ like * 
in a non-religious and non-philosophical use, Skt. savabhuta (~ro dah ’dra ba, 

of the Bhagavant and the applicability to the Bhagavant, as attribute-possessor (viiesya), of the 
attribute (visescna) of being pramana. This Yamari has done (f. 203a) with reference to two 
fundamental syntactioscmanuc principles: (i) predication by the exclusion of connexion of the 
attribute (here pramana) with any possessor of this attribute other than the one specified (here 
the Bhagavant: gzati dah Idan pa mam par gcod pa » anyayogavyavaccheda, in which case the 
particle eva [if used] follows the possessor of the attribute, as in e.g. ptirtha eva dhanurdharah 
where it is asserted not only that Arjuna is a bowman but also that he alone is the perfect [phul 
du byuh ba] bowman); and (ii) predication by the exclusion of non-connexion between the attribute 
and the possessor of the attribute (ma *brel pa mam par gcod pa=ayogavyavaccheda, where the 
particle eva [if used] follows the attribute possessed, as in e.§. sa pandita eva where it is asserted 
that a person is learned indeed, but without asserting that this person alone is a learned person). 
It is explained that it is predication by ayogavyavaccheda that applies in the present case, and that 
what is in question is having the cliaracter of pramana (tshad ma'i mtshan hid). On the contrary, 
in the case of pratyaksa—i.e. of a pramana in the strongest and strictest sense—what is in question 
is perfect pramana; and it is then predication by anyayogavyavaccheda that applies. Reference is 
further made to the content (brjod bya=abhidheyo) ol the Pramana-Sastra being indeed directly 
(dnos su) pramana as such, but dominantly and preeminently (gtsor) the Bhagavant 

41 'khruns pa. Cf. E. Steinkellner, in Steinkellner and H. Tauscher (ed]). Contributions on 
Tibetan and Buddhist religion and philosophy (Vienna, 1983), 276. And compare bhuta utpannah: 
gyur pa ni skyes pa ste bywi ba in Jinendrabuddhi’s VisalOmalavatt. 

On this, in addition to v. Bijlert, op. cit., 150 ff. see most recently S. Katsura, * Dharmaklrti’s 
theory of truth, JIP, 12, 1984, 215-35; G. Dreyfus,4 Dharmaklrti’s definition of pramana and its 
interpreters’, in: E. Steinkellner (ed.). Studies in the Buddhist epistemological tradition, 19-38; 
E. Franco, ‘The disjunction in PramOnavOrttika, PramOnasiddhi chapter verse 5c’, ibid., 39-51; 
C. Lindtner,4 The initial verses of the PramOriasiddhi chapter in the PramOnavCrttika *, ibid., 155-9. 

43 cf. K. Bhattacharya, Dr. B. M. Bariut birth centenary commemoration volume (Calcutta, 
1989), 67, 69. • 

44 F. Edgerton, BHSD, has rendered caityabhQta in the Vajracchedika by * of the nature of an 
object of veneration’. Conze’s rendering ‘a true shrine’ (Glossary, 105) does not follow the 
Tibetan translators ’ interpretation of 9bhQta, and it is somewhat ambiguous (though it has been 
retained by G. Schopen in his recent translation of the Gilgit Manuscript in: L. O. G6mez and 
J. A. Silk, The Great Vehicle: three MahayOna Buddhist texts, Ann Arbor, 1989, 124). On this 
passage, cf. G. Schopen, ‘The phrase **saprthivfprade&af caityabhuto bhavet ” in the Vajracchedika: 
notes on the cult of the book m MahayOnain IIJ, 17, 1975, 147-81. 
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ro biin, ro mtshuhs) in the LahkavatUrasUtra iii. 48 (cf. Sagathaka 91) may¬ 

be cited.45 
11.2. In his Saddanlti, Dhatumala 1555 (ed. H. Smith, 554) bhu pattiyam: 

paid papanam; sokommika dhQtu, the twelfth-century Pali grammarian 
Aggavamsa uas taken °bhuta in the sense of patta (cf. Kaiyata’s explanation 
as Skt. praptd), and he explains cakkhubhUta, brahmabhuta, etc. accordingly.46 
But for °bhuta Aggavamsa has also recorded the meaning viya Mike’ (555. 9: 
atha vd cakkhu viya bhuto ti cakkhubhato). 

12.1. Now, beside its above-mentioned twofold division into pratyaksa and 
anumdna, pramnna has, it is true, been sometimes divided into three: cognition 
(jnana^Ses pa, buddhi/dhl=blo), word (vdc = hag, brjod byed kyi sgra) or 
scripture (agama=luh)y and person (purusa-skyes bu, pudgala=gah zag).41 
The first of these divisions corresponds to the concept of pramana as 
knowledge/cognition discussed so far. 

12.2. Concerning fdbda(-jfiana) ‘verbal knowledge’ as non-disappointing 
and materially congruent (<aviscunvddin, i.e. veridical and non-delusive) because 
it efficaciously conveys the speaker’s intention (<abhiprdya), and for the prd- 
mdnya of Sabda, reference can be made to the Pramdnavarttika (PramOnasiddhi 
chapter,k. lcd-2, and SvarthfinumOnachapter, k. 185 f. and 213 f.; c.. iv. 48 ft'.). 

Now, just as precious gold is assayed by a jeweller, so the jewel of the 
Buddha ’$ Word (dharmaratna = buddhavacana) is tested be means of a threefold 
scrutiny (parlksd).48 That is, in order to serve as pramana the buddha-vacana 
must not be 

(i) incompatible with what is accessible to direct perception (pratyaksa = 
mhon sum, in the domain of what is evident, mhon gyur), 
(ii) annullable by reasoning (yukti) or inferential knowledge (vastubala- 
pravrtta-anumdna=dhos po stobs fugs kyi rjes dpag, in the domain of what 

The same expression is attested in AstasahasrikJ prajhapdramitet iii (ed. Rajendralala Mitra), 
56-8 (where caityabhQta is found in the proximity of osrayabhQta [p. 58]).—But in Haribhadra’s 
Abhisamayalamkttralokd iii (ed. Wogihara, 207) caityabhQta has been explained following 
Candragomin as meaning ‘in nature a caityain the same way that sQksfbhQta is stated to have 
the meaning of sakfin (sdksy eva sakstbhQta iti tatsvabhdyatve caityabhQta id candragoml). The 
Tibetan translation of Haribhadra’s work (ascribed to rftog Bio Idan $es rab) accordingly has 
mchod rten hid la mchod rten du gyur pa (which is comparable with Ye 5es sde's translation mchod 
rten du gyur pa in Vajracchedika, Section 12, but not with mchod rten Ita bur in Section 15c). 

43 On the other hand, in e.g. Nyayabindu iii.30 where the compound expression 
avidyamanasarvQjhataptaialihgabhQtaprQmanatUayasOsanatva is found, and where lihgabhutah 
pramOnatiiayah is explained as lihgQtmokah pramOnavL&esah by Dharmottara. the meaning ‘ like ’ 
would clearly not be appropriate for 9bhhta. This meaning Qtmaka is of course also frequent 
for 9bhQta. 

^ Aggavaipsa (Saddanlti, 554) adds the explanation: bhaveti bhavayad pabhaved pabhdvayati, 
itthambhQto 'cakkhubhato hOnobhato,.. brahmabhQto \ (Herepabhdvayad curiously recalls prabhdv- 

ana in the above-mentioned passage of the Astosahasrika, 58, where caityabhQta is attested.) 
ItthambhQta means according to Aggavaipsa imam pokarom bhuto patto.—Cf. K. Bhattacharya, 
loc. cit. 

47 Compare e.g. ’Jam dbyafis [phyogs/jmehog lha ’od zer (1429-1500), Tshad ma rnam ‘grel 
gyi bsdus giuh les bya ba'i sgo 'byed rGol turn glah po joms pa gdoh lha i gad rgyahs rgyu rig Ide 
mig (Rva stod bsdus grva), f, 187a; A kya yofis ’dzin dByafis can dGa’ ba’i bio gros (c. 1800), Bio 
rigs kyi sdom tshig blah dor gsal ba'i me loh, f. lb; and Yofis ’dzin Phur bu Icog pa Byams pa 
Tshul kHrims rgya mtsho (1825-1901), Tshad ma'i giuh don 'byed pa'i bsdus grvai rnam bfag rigs 
lam ghrul gyi toe mig ces bya ba las Rigs lam che ba yul yul can dah bio rig gi rnam par biad pa, 

«• rf". PramOnavartdka, Svarthanumana chapter, k. 215-16, and Pararthanumana chapter, k. 
108. For the testability—or, to keep the established metaphor, the * assayability ’—of the Buddha’s 
teaching, see Santaraxfita, Tattvasamgraha 3587: Tattvasamgraha 3587: 

tapac chedac ca nikosat suvarnam iva panditaihl 
partksya bhiksavo grdhyam madvaco na tu gauravatH 

See also 3344 and Kamala&la, Pahjika 3. 



is not directly perceived [but k not ;mperceptible by nature, i.e. transempir- 
ical] and is hidden [by circumstances but not by nature], [cun zad] Ikog 
gyur~paroksa)y and 
(iii) internally inconsistent either explicitly or implicitly (in respect to the 
domain of the transempirical, ma mthon dhospo Sin tu Ikog gyur=atyantapa- 
roksa, that is, the scope of the lun la brten pa'i rjes dpag or yid ches 
rjes dpag).49 

Since DignSga (Pramdnasamuccaya ii.5) and Dharmaklrti (Pramdnavdrttika, 
Svarthanumana chapter, k. 216ab) have subsumed agama or dptavdda under 
anumdna, this second of the three divisions of pramdna is in fact not incom¬ 
patible with their twofold division of pramdna discussed earlier. 

12.3. The third division of pramdna in question, purusa ‘person *, appears 
prima facie to be in conflict with the principle that pramdna is knowledge only. 
Ultimately derivable (as seen above) from Dignaga’s concept of the Bhagavant 
as pramdnabhQta in the Pramdnasamuccaya and developed by Dharmaklrti in 
the Piamanasiddhi chapter of the Pramdnavdrttika, it is however grounded in 
a special idea of the buddha as (a valid means of) correct knowledge. 

As for the relation between this concept of the Bhagavant as pramdnabhQta 
and that of tshad ma 7 skyes bu*=*pramdna-pumsa, viz. the Buddha as Knower- 
and-Teacher, it has been explicated for exampie by rGyai tshab Dar ma rin 
chen (1364-1432) in his Thar lam gsal byed. This concept of the Teacher 
(sdstr) as tshad ma'i skyes bu has received separate monographic treatment in 
a work by A lag Sa ftag dban bstan dar (b. 1759) entitled sTon pa tshad ma'i 
skyes bur sgrub pa'i gtam.51 

But as seen above (§ 2), in Candraklrti’s Madhyamakd\atdrabhdsya the 
expression tshad mar gyur pa'i skyes bu (*pramdnabhQta-purusa) was applied 
not to the Buddha but to an author of Sastra. 

13. With adhigataydthdtathya, the epithet of certain Rsis in the passage of 
Patanjali’s Mahdbhdsya mentioned earlier (§ 7), we can compare the Buddhist 
term tathdgata, which has been variously interpreted as being derived from 
tathd+(d)gata<gam- ‘go/understand’ or from tathd+gad- ‘speak*,52 

49 Manorathanandin on Pramdnavdrttika iv.50 mentions svarga as an example of the atyantapa- 
roksa. and nairatmya as an example of the paroksa. 

This threefold scrutiny-—corresponding to the domains of pratyaksa, anumdna and Agama— 
constitutes the fundamentally important dpyad pa gsum of the Tibetan tradition. See e.g. Tsofi 
kha pa, sDe bdun la ‘jug pa'i sgo don gfier Yid kyi mun sel (gSuri ’bum, VOL tsha), f. 3b, 6b, 23a-b; 
rGyai tshab Dar ma nn chen, Thar lam gsal byed (gSufi ’bum, voL cba), f. 99a ff.; Gufi thaft 
dKon mchog bsTan pa'i sgron me, Legs bJtad shin po'i dka' 'grel, f. 24a ff.; D, Seyfort Ruegg, La 
theorie du tathagatagarbha et du gotra (Paris, 1969), 229, Cf. recently T. Tiliemans, * Dharmaklrti, 
Aryadeva and Dharmapdla on scriptural authority', Tetsugaku, 38 (Felicitation Volume for 
Professors A. Uno and K. Ogura, Hiroshima, 1986), 31-47; and Materials foe the study of 
Aryadeva, Dharmapdla and Candraklrti, i (Vienna, 1990), 23 ff. 

In relation to the triad of pratyaksa, anumdna and dgama, it is to be noted that Dharmaklrti 
has himself alluded to a pramdnatraya several times in his Svavrtti on the Pramdna vdrttika 
(pp. 102 [cf. Pramdnaviniscaya 'ii.34, p. 17*], 107, 176). Cf. E. Stemkcllagr, Dharmakxrtis 
Pramdnaviniscayah, n (Vienna, 1979), 62. 

50 See rGyai tshab Dar ma rin chen on PV9 Prama^asiddhi Chapter, in Thar lam gsal byed, f. 
(126b ff.,) 134a (under the rubric of yoris good or positive determination). Cf. 'Jam dbyahs mchog 
lha 'od zer, Rva stod bsdus grva, f. 212 f. 

S1A reference to a purusa as samvddaka and as pramdna is found in a passage of Siddhasena 
Divikara’s TattvabodhavidhdyinI (ed. Sanghavi and Dosij Ahmedabad, 1924-31), 468 (cited by 
Steinkellner and Krasser, Dharmottaras Exkurs zur Definition gdltiger Erkenntnis im 
PramdnaviniScaya, 27: loke pratijrtdtarn artham prdpayan purusah samvddakah pramdnam ucyate). 

On the concept of *pramdna-purusa and its sources, reference can be made to E. Steinkellner’s 
article in: E. Steinkellner and H. Tauscher (ed.), Contributions on Tibetan and Buddhist religion 
and philosophy, 275-84, where tshad ma'i skyes bu is rendered as 'person of authority’, [See now 
T. Tillemans, Persons of authority.] 

52 For the etymology of tathd-gata by gad-, see e.g. Haribhadra, Abhisamayalamkdrdlokd ii 
(ed. Wogihara, 183): yathaiva te dharmd vyavasthitds tathaiva gadandt tathdgata iti anen&vipartta- 
dharmadaiiikatvdd vaktrtvasampad uktd. (Cf. sGra sbyor bam po ghis pa [ed. M. Ishikawa, Tokyo, 

The tathdgata is moreover described as bhutavddin (with which we might 
f- compare bhQtdrthavddin as an epithet of the Rsi in the passage of the 

Ifttaratarardmacarita cited above, § 6.3) and as tathdv&dinP 

14. In sum, in view of the foregoing body of evidence it appears that the 
epithet pramdnabhQta applied to the Buddha in DignSga’s Pramdnasamuccaya 
i. 1 could legitimately be understood according to Sanskrit usage as meaning 

| ipramdmAfks *, the sense of likeness being corroborated by a meaning of 
°bhiUa recorded by Bhartrhari in his Mahdbhdsyadipika as well as by an 
explanation of bhQta in the Nirukta. If understood in this way, there will be 
no conflict with Dignaga *$ own doctrine that only pratyaksa and anumdna are 
pramdnas. 

£ As* for Dharmaklrti, he has interpreted °bhula in pramdnabhQta in the 
special sense of ‘become* serving to exclude the idea of permanence in con¬ 
nexion with the Buddha (above, § 4). Dharmaklrti’s commentators then 
developed various interpretations of the term, though several of them have 

f also mentioned that °bhuta has the meaning of ‘ like * (above, § § 4 and 10). 

1990], 7. And compare BodhisattvatvabhQmi vi, 384: yat kimcid anena bhdsitam lapitam udahrtam 
sarvam tat tathd avitatheti tasmdt tathdgata ity ucyate with Dlghanikaya, III *135 [cited below in 
n. 53 and containing implicitly also the etymology by tathd+gam- * understand ’], Afiguttaranikaya 
II 24 and Jtivuttaka, 121.) 

According to Haribhadra, through this vaktrtvasampad of the Buddha the appellation tathdgata 

sampad in Dignaga s comment on his Pramdnasamuccaya i.l (referred to in n. 10 above).—For 
t secondary literature on the etymology of tathdgata, see E. Lamotte, Le traite de la Grande Vertu 

de Sagesse, I (Louvain, 1944), 126, n. 1; and for sugata see ibid., 131. 
Concerning the more frequent etymology of tathd-gata by gam-, the semantic link between 

tathdgata and adhigataydthdtathya, the epithet of certain Rsis in the Mahdbhdsya passage 
cited above (§ 7), was noted by D. Seyfort Ruegg, ‘Vediquo addhd et quelqqes parallels a 
Tathdgata* ,JA, 1955, 168 and 169 note 5. 

On adhigata and sdksdtkrtafsdksdtkdra, see above § 5 and n. 22. 
5J e.g. in Saddharmapundarlka, ch. ii (ed. Kern and NanjO), 39: sraddadhata me sdriputra 

bhotavddy aham asmi tatkdvddy aham asmy ananyathdvddy aham asmif durbodhyam sdriputra 
tathdgatasya samdhdbhdsyaml tatkasya hetohf ndndniruktinirdesdbhildpanirdesanair mc.vd sdriputra 
vividhair updyakauialyaiatasahasrair dharmah samprakdiitahl atarko ’tarkdvacaras tanidgatavijhe- 
yah Sdriputra saddharmahf See also ch. xv, 315 (abhiSraddadhadhvam tathdgatasya bhtitdm vdcam 
yydharatah), and xv.23. Cf. Bodhisattvabhdmi vi (p. 384) quoted above in n. 52. The canonical 
ftdi sources can easily be identified from the Pali Tipitakam concordance. See in particular the 

{ Pdsddikasutt nta (DN, III. 135): yam kho sadevakassa lok’assa samdrakassa sabrahmakassa sassama- 
pabrdkmaniyd pajdya scdevamanussdya dittham sutam mutam viHHdtam pattam pariyesitam anuvicar- 
itam manasd sabbam tathdgatena abhisambuddham tasmd tathdgato ti vuccatL yah ca ... rattim 
tathdgato anutturam sammdsambodhim abhisambujjhati, yah ca rattim anupddisesdya nibbdnadhdi- 
uyaparinibbdyati, yam etasmim antare bhdsati lapati niddisati sabbam tarn tath' eva hoti no ahhathd. 
tasmd taihdgato ti vuccatl yathdvddl ... tathdgato tathdkdrl, yathdkdrt tathdvddt iti yathdvddi 
tathdkdrTyathdkdrf tathdvddltasmd tathdgata ti vuccati... For the tathdgata being so called because 
of his aviparttdrthavdditva, see Candraklrti's Prasannapadd i, p. 12.1; and i,3, p. 78.14. 

jra evam 
formula ye dharmd hetuprabhavdh ..., and the question arises whether this expression also belongs 
in the present context In rendering evamvddTmahdsramanah in this summary stanza, E. Lamotte 
once used the translation ‘le veridique grand asc&te' (see Le traite de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, 
n, Louvain, 1949, 631 note). But op. ett, 1076, Lamotte has translated by ‘et leur suppression 

v 6galement U l’a r6ve!6e'; and later, in his Histoire du bouddhisme indien (Louvain, 1958), 547, 
Lamotte translated ‘ telle est la doctrine du grand iramane'. It is indeed to be noted that evamvadin 
often stands beside evamditthi(ka) and modifies samanabrdhmana, and that it there evidently 
means4 having such (and such) a [possibly wrong] doctrine ’. But in the pratnyasamutpQda formula 
evamvadin may well have the speaal sense of spewing exactly and just as things are, i.e. truly. 

Concerning addhd+vid-, see the present writer’s remarks in Ja, 1955, 163-4. And for a 
connexion between evam vid- and tathdgata, see L. Renou, Etudes vkiigues et pdnineenes, i (Paris, 

y 1955), 83, n. 1, who refers to tathd ‘ & nuance “transcendante " (cf. tathdtd) *. And for tathdgata: ta¬ 
thd pratipad-, sec J. FilUozat, JA, 1952, 266, along with R. O. Franke, Dlghamkdya (Gottingen. 

. 1913), 143, n. 2 (on tathattdya patipajjanti). 



In addition to the meaning ivay etc., that of prQptajpatta is also known to 
Sanskrit and Pali grammarians for bhuia. 

15.1. Concerning the semantic value of pramdna by itself and in the 
Buddha’s epithet pramdnabhQta, as an epistemological term pramdna has very 
often been rendered by ‘ right/correct knowledge/cognition \ The translation 
‘ valid knowledge/cognition ’ has however been adopted by several scholars, a 
rendering that is perhaps motivated by a wish to distinguish between the terms 
pramdna and samyagjhdna ‘ right/correct knowledge/cognition *.54 The term 
pramdna—which by a frequently found definition designates a correct cognition 
that is fresh—is indeed narrower than samyagjhdna, which may include other 
kinds of correct knowledge.55 But freshness and validity not being identical 
concepts, and given the fact that in logic validity properly characterizes an 
argument or process of reasoning, the translation ‘ right/correct 
knowledge/cognition * has been retained here. For it appears to be not only 
appropriate but also necessary to distinguish between pragmatic efficaciousness 
that attaches to correct knowledge—which, in being non-disappointing and 
materially congruent (avisamvddin, avisamvddaka, i.e. veridical and non- 
delusive), is also goal-fitted and efficient (arthakriydkdrin)—and validity, which 
characterizes an argument or reasoning-process as being formally (rather than 
materially or pragmatically) correct.56 Validity moreover would involve a 

54 It is to be observed, nevertheless, that in Dharmaklrti’s Nydyabindu i.2-3 (cited above, n. 
2) samyagjndna refers to pratyaksa and anumdna, and therefore in this passage has the same 
meaning as pramdna.—In the Nydyastitra, where the pramdnas are four (pratyaksa, anumdna, 
upamdna and sabda, I.i.3) and the pramevas 12 (beginning with dtman and ending with apavarga, 
I.i.9), tattvajfldna relates to 16 things the first and second of which are pramdna and prameya (LM). 

53 Among the kinds of cognition recognized in the Tibetan Pramana-school bead Ses and yid 
dpyod can be described as being in accordance with fact {don mthun). Nevertheless, since yid 
dpyod does not ascertain the elimination of imputation (sgro 'dogs gcod pa) on the basis of either 
direct empirical perception or an inferential reason, and because it is conceptual fresh knowledge 
(gsar du ten pa'i rtog pa) bearing on a real object rather than non-conceptual fresh cognition (gsar 
du rtogs pa’i bio) or non-conceptual fresh and non-disappointing/congruent knowledge {gsar du mi 
bslu ba'i Ses pa), it is not counted as tshad ma** pramdna (even though it is not tog $es either).— 
On pramdna defined as fresh knowledge, see recently G. Dreyfus, ‘ Dharmaklrti’s definition of 
pramdna and its interpreters’, in: E. Steinkellner (ed.). Studies in the Buddhist epistemological 
tradition, 19 If. 

56 PV, Pramaijasiddhi chapter, k. lac: 

pramdnam avisamvddi jndnam, arlhakriydsthitihj 
avisamvddanam 

On this relation between (avi)samvdda and arthakriyd, see also Tattvasamgraha 2958. And on the 
concept of arthakriyd in relation to knowledge as weU as to a thing, see M. Nagatomi, ALB, 
31-32, 1967-68, 52-72; and E. Mikogami, IIP, 7, 1979, 79-94. 

The epistemological term avisamvddin=mi (b)slu ba—literally non-disappointing, unfailing 
(indefeasible), congruent—could be rendered by ‘veridical’ when relating to a cognition, and by 
‘ non-deiusive ’ when relating to an object of cognition. For avisamvddin as a quality that relates 
to both the yul can«visayin and the yul« visaya, see Devendrabuddhi, Pahjikd on PV, 
Pramanasiddhi chapter, k, 1 (P, f. 2a-b, D, f. * lb). In PV, Svlrthanumana chapter, k. 216 
avisamvdda is defined in terms of abddhana ‘non-cancellation, non-sublation, non-mvalidation, 
non-defeasibilityand in PVSV, 217 Dharmaklrti has equated it with avaiparttya ‘non- 
mistakenness(On the translation of avisamvddin see above, n. 9.) 1 

Admittedly, an inference {anumdna) as a* process of reasoning may legitimately be described as 
valid, and anumdna is of course also a pramdna. But since svdrthdnumdna and pardrthdnumdna 
are distinguished, there in fact exist two forms of anumdna which are not to be simply equated 
because only the first is a pramdna, And even if validity in the proper sense could somehow, by 
extension, attach to the inferential knowledge that is anumdna, it does not automatically follow 
that the concept of validity can be extended to pratyaksa-pramdna. In any case, rather than the 
pramdna of inferential knowledge known as (svdrtha-)anumdna, it is doubtless the inferential 
process in a pardrthdnumdna that can philosophically speaking be appropriately described as 
formally ‘ valid *. 

Concerning the translation of pramdna by ‘ validating cognition ’ which has also been used in 
some scholarly work, it is not clear just what cognition is considered to validate. But it could be 
said that a pramdna is a validated correct cognition in so far as it is certified in terms of 
avisanivddam and arthakriyd. 
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mediated process and hence indirectness, whereas immediacy and directness of 
cognition is what characterizes the sage or Tathfigata as pramdmf bhuia). 

15.2. Both in the usage of Patafijali and in the that of Dignfiga, Dharmaklrti 
and their followers, pramQna has moreover been rendered by some scholars as 
‘authority’. This is of course an acceptable translation for example in the case 
of the above-mentioned attestation of pramQnabhuta in the Mahdbhdsya. 

But in the Buddhist Prama^a-school considerably more appears to be at 
issue than authority in the usual senses of * power or right to enforce obedience ’ 
or even of 4 power to influence the conduct and actions of others * and 4 power 

.over the opinions of others*.57 For what is being referred to is nothing short 
of (a means of) correct knowledge, with respect both to the Buddha's direct 
knowledge of reality for himself and to his resulting ability to proclaim what 
is not cognitively accessible for others in their ordinary situations. 
Prajnfikaragupta *s explanation of Dharmaklrti’s words tadvat pramdnam 
bhagavdn (k. 7a) by tathdgato hi bhagavdn tadvdn iti krtvQ pralyaksarupa eva 
bhagavan pramdnam (above § 10), where pratyaksa can hardly be taken to 
mean authority in the usual sense, appears to accord with this interpretation. 

When the Tathigata-Bhagavant is described as pramQnabhuta ‘(like) (a 
means of) correct knowledge*—or aspratyaksarupa—, this can then have to 
do also with his direct cognition of what would for others be 4 entirely hidden ’ 
(atyantaparoksa~$in tu Ikog gyur). This is the transempirical which is cognit¬ 
ively inaccessible to ordinary cognizers in their usual condition (and which, 
for them, can therefore belong only to the domain of that particular form of 
inferential knowledge—anumdna—that is founded on a reliable statement, that 
is, on QptQgama).58 Hence, whereas in and for himself the Buddha is (like) 
correct knowledge,59 for those persons who have not reached the state of 
cognition proper to buddhahood the Buddha as Teacher (sdstr) is, in respect 
to the atyantaparoksa, (a valid means of) correct knowledge, that is, one that 
is validated as a division of inference (anumdna).60 

In the first case, it would seem that pramQnabhuta could appropriately be 

Validity can of course attach in addition to a legal or administrative act, such as a law or a 
visa. But a law c"n remain valid even if it proves ineffective, that is, even if it does not successfully 
fulfil its purpose intended by the legislator. And a visa can be valid even if the intention with 
which it was issued (e.g. travel to a given destination) is, for some reason, not possible or realized. 
Thus there dearly exists a difference between validity and effectiveness, i.e. the realization of the 
envisaged effect. Here too the concept of validity on the one side and that of being cognitively 
efficacious (arthakriydsamartha) and non-defaulting and unfailing (.avisamvddin) on the other side 
are certainly not identical. 

In French, a rendering for pramdna that is gaining currency is ‘ connaissance droitek For 
pramd B. K. Madid opted for the translation ‘ true cognition ’ in his Logic, language and reality 
(Delhi, 1985), 203, while noting that this rendering is ‘purely arbitrary’; and about pramdna he 
remarked that its meaning ‘seems to be so comprehensive in some contexts and so limited in 
other contexts that it defies all our attempts at finding a happy English translation —Concerning 
the translation equivalents and the problems discussed in this and the next section of this article, 
I am indebted to Ernst Steinkellner for his valuable observations. 

57 For these definitions, see The shorter Oxford English dictionary, s. v. authority. 
*• That is, the luA la brten pal rjes su dpag pa or yid ches rjes dpag., as distinct from the dnos 

stobs rjes dpag** vastubalapravrttdnumdna which relates to the (cun zad) Ikog gyur =*paroksa~-j.e. 
that which owing to distance or some other impediment is not accessible to direct perception 
(pratyaksa), but is nevertheless not transempirical—and which is thus in the domain of regular 
inference for oneself (svdrthdnumdna). See above, § 12.2; and cf. PV, Svarthflnumflna chapter, k. 
213 f., 309 f. See n. 49 for Manorathanandin *s distinction. 

59 See Pramdnavdrttika, Pramanasiddhi chapter, k. 29 f. 
60 See PV, PramSaasiddhi chapter, k. 132cd ff. See also k. led: avisamvddanam, sdbde 'py 

abhiprdyanivedandd//; and PVSV 216.—Compare(the concepts of pratyayiia and dpi a *yid ches 
pajyid brtan pa. Thus, it is through his reliable teaching that the Bhagavant is a means of correct 
knowledge fvr those not yet able to achieve such knowledge directly for themselves. Compare 
further the old canonical idea that he who sees the dharma sees the tathdgata, where the two are 
as it were identified. 
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taken in the sense of 'like correct knowledge \ there being then no conflict 
with Dignaga’s definition of pramana as being only pratyaksa or anumOna. Or, 
if °bhuta was in fact intended by DignSga to express the meaning of the copula 
(or of °atmaka)> this compound would have to be understood in a sense that 
is figurative and hence wider than the technical one he has established for 
pramdna in so far as this word here will refer, by secondary semantic force, to 
a person rather than, by primary denotation, to cognition; and on this under¬ 
standing also there need be no conflict with Dignaga’s division of pramdna 
into only pratyaksa and anumdna,61 As a third possibility, it might be supposed 
that the Bhagavant/Buddha is being thought of not as a person at all but as 
cognition. But this last interpretation will not be available in the line of thought 
that developed the concept of a person who is pramana: the tshad mai skyes 
bu = *pramdna-purusa. 

In the second case mentioned above where the Buddha as Teacher functions 
as a means of correct knowledge for others, the meaning of likeness is probably 
not required for the epithet pramdnabhuta, And the type of correct knowledge 
for the recipients of the Buddha’s teaching would be what has come to be 
known as anumdna based on the reliable (dpta:yid ches rjes dpag). 

At all events, and in either case, what ultimately grounds the idea of the 
Buddha-Bhagavant as pramdnabhdta is the concept of pramana defined in 
terms of avisamvdda(na) (mi [b]slu ba), which is then connected with the idea 
of being settled in its efficaciousness in bringing about a congruent result 
(arthakriydsthiti—don byed nus par gnas pa) as stated in the Pramdnavdrttika, 
Pramanasiddhi chapter, k. lac.62 This is a concept that is quite distinct from 
authority in the usual senses cited above. 

15.3. Attention may finally be called again to the fact that while in 
Dignaga’s Pramdnasamuccaya the Buddha—the tathdgata—is termed pramdna- 
bhdta, in Patafijaii’s Mahdbhdsya Rsis characterized as yarvdnas and tarvdnas 
and described as adhigataydthdtathya * having comprehended things exactly as 
they are/reality’ are termed pratyaksadharman ‘having direct perception of 
things’ (above, § 7).63 In other words, in both Brahmanical and Buddhist 
thought, relatively to a Knower designated as rsi or as tathdgata direct and 
immediate knowledge of dharma, or of truth/reality exactly as it is, appears as 
a well-established concept of fundamental importance. But in the school of 
Dignaga and Dharmaklrti this concept of the Knower and Teacher underwent 
a special development in relation with the idea of the Buddha as pramOnabhata 
and with this school’s theory of pramana. At least in the Buddhist Pramana- 
school it therefore seems preferable to keep the concept distinct from that of 
authoritativeness, even though there of course exists a link between the two: 
because a Tathagata (like a Rsi and an Acarya) is such a Knower, he can be 
regarded as a standard or authority, as authoritative. But to be such an 
authority is logically the consequence of, rather than identical with, being 
pramdnabhuta or pratyaksadharmanI sdksdtkrtadharman.64. 

61 If the semantic force of pramana in Pramdnasamuccaya i.l were thus to be understood as 
secondary rather than primary, the form pramdnabhQta (instead of pramOnibhma according to 
Panini V.iv.50) might perhaps be explained in terms of Nagesa’s remark on likeness (sddriya) in 
his Pradipoddyota on vdrttika 2 on V.iv.50, and by invoking paribhdsd 15 in l4agek*s 
Paribhdsendusekhara specifying that a grammatical operation concerning a word is realized only 
when the word conveys its primary meaning, but not if it has a secondary meaning. See above, 
n. 25. 

62 See above, nn. 9 and 56. 
63 See the present writer’s article * V6dique addhd et quelques paralleles & tathdgata ’ in JA, 

1955, 163 ff. In Buddhist usage the terms r?i and its derivative dr$a have occasionally been applied 
to the Tathagata. 

64 According to Nydyabhdsya, II.i.68, the prdmdnya—‘being a means of correct knowledge’ 
or ‘ trustworthmess/authoritativenessof a teaching derives from being taught by an expert 
teacher (see above, § 6.1). And following the grammarian Narayana’s explanation of the relation 

16. While the materials brought together in this paper may not by themselves 
definitively solve all the problems in the etymology and historical usage of the 
term tathdgata, they help to define the semantic field to which the concept of 
tathagata-buddha belongs along with the concepts of Knower/Sage and Rsi 
and of the compassionate and altruistic Teacher.65 For the words adhigatayd¬ 
thdtathya and tathdgata appear to be semantically related. And they fit in very 
well with the expressions sdksdtkrtadharman/pratyaksadharman and 
bhat(drth)av&din/tathavddin which are in turn echoed in some hermeneutical 
etymologies of tathdgata, who might be described as pramdnabhuta. As for the 
links between (upadeha-)tathdbhdva^ samvddakatva-prdmdnya, the state of 
being tdyin and sugata, the proclamation of what is bhuta-avithatha, and 
sdksdtkdra, they have been outlined in the Pramdnavdrttika (ii.280-284) and 
its commentaries.66 

17. Dignaga’s concept of the Buddha/Bhagavant as pramdnabhuta in his 
Pramdnasamuccaya i.l is not only expressed (as noted in the first part of the 
present study) through terms and concepts related to or reminiscent of ideas 
found in a number of other Indian texts, both Buddhist and non-Buddhist, 
but it is also grounded in his buddhoiogy. 

Dignaga’s buddhoiogy is structured in a specific manner by means of the 
notion of the Bhagavant’s perfections (sampad—phun sum tshogs pa), where 

between prdmdnya and the state of an dcdrya (cited above, § 8.3) also, this cognitive ’ normality 
or trustworthiness/authoritativeness, results from being taught by an expert teacher. Here, then, 
we evidently have a three-stage process: (1) a person being sdksdtkrtadharman or pratyaksadharman, 
(2) being a teacher, and (3) the cognitive normality, normative force or trust- 
worthiness/authoritativeness (prdmdnya) of this teacher/his teaching. This series would then seem 
to support the differentiation argued for above between direct cognition of reality or truth in 
stage f and having force/being rehable/trustworthy/authoritative in stage 3 (see above, § 6.1). 
(But, according to the theory in question, stage 1 might be preceded by a person’s study of the 
dptdgama in a previous life; cf. Skanda/Mahesvara on Nirukta i.20, p. 114. In respect to the Veda, 
a Mlm&qisakafs view of the matter will of course be quite different because for him the eternal 
and timeless Veda is apauruseya and authorless.) 

63 Etymological uncertainty affects in particular the word tathdgata in the undetermined 
question (avydkrtavastu) as to whether a tathdgata exists after death or not. (In this case the word 
is translated into Tibetan sometimes by de biin ’oris pa and sometimes by de biin gfegs pa.) In 
this avydkrtavastu, the word tathdgata is apparently being used not as an epithet of the 
buddha/bhagavantjsugata only but as an expression for ‘being, entity’. (It may be recalled that 
E. W. Hopkins pointed out that in Epic usage tathdgata sometimes has the meaning of ‘ in so 
(grievous) a condition’, Le. ‘dead’; see American Journal of Philobgy, 32/2, 1911, 205-9.) 

In the case of tathdgata ^de biin giegs pa used as an epithet of the buddha, it is not altogether 
clear whether tathd was understood as a noun meaning ‘reality, truth’, or whether the meaning 
‘thus* predominated. For oddhati ‘sagt'<addh&—perhaps derived from the pronominal base 
a(d)~ (see L. Renou, Grammaire de la longue vidiaue, Paris, 1952, 329), although Iranian azda 
with which addhn has often been connected etymoloocally has another derivation according to 
0. Szemerenyi, Die Sprache, 12, 1966, 202-05, and M. Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch 
des akindoarischen, s.v„ with bibliography)—meaning ‘manifestly, certainly, truly ’ (and originally 
no doubt ‘thus’), see the present writer’s article in JA, 1955.—Very interestingly, some Indian 
lexicographers have given pratyaksa as a meaning of addhd. 

The words tddi(n) and tdyin (used e.g. in the introductory verse of Dignaga’s 
Pramdnasamuccaya cited above, § 3, where it has been understood as ‘protector', Tib. skyob 
(pa); cf. Pdnmlya-Dhdtvpdtha 489: tdyR samtdnapdlanayoh, and sGra sbyor bam po giiis pa, p. 
12), and sometimes also tdclisaftddr(n)ftddr&a(ka), are epithets of a sage, and of the tathdgata = 
buddha, a link between the tddin (and the ndga) and tathatta being attested in Suttanipdia 520 
and 522. See R. O. Franke, Dlghanikdya (Gottingen, 1913), 88, n. 2; P. V. Bapat, ‘ Tdyin, tdyi. 
tddi\ in: B. C. Law (ed.), D. R. Bhandarkar Volume (Calcutta, 1940), 249-58; H. LOders, 
Beobachtungen Qber die Sprache des buddhistischen Urkanons (Berlin, 1954), 92 f.; F. Edgerton, 
BHSD, s.v. tadin/tadr(n)f tddria(ka)ftdyin; G. Roth, * “A Saint like that” and “A Saviour" in 
Prakrit, Sanskrit and Tibetan literature’ (1968), reprinted in Indian studies (Delhi, 1986), 91-107; 
and C. Caillat, ‘Pronoms et adiectifs de similarite en moyen indo-aryen’, in: Indianisme ei 
bouddhisme, Melanges offerts & Mgr Etienne Lamotte (Louvain-la-Neuve, 1980), 33 ff. 

66 See e.g. Manorathanandin (ed. Swami Dwarikadas Shastri), 95-6: pramdnasamvadinuh 
paroksdrthasyopadeias taisdksdtkdrapQrvaka eveti yuktam tdyitvdt sugatatvdnumdnajh bhagavatah/ 
... upadeiasya tathdbhdvah sdmvddakakatvam prdmdnyam ... 
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the perfection of cause (hetusampod) comprises the two aspects of altruistic 
intention (dsayasampad, i.c. the Buddha’s jagaddhitaisitd) and practical 
application {prayogasamp:^ viz. his being a teacher, sdstrtva) and the perfec¬ 
tion of result (phalasampad) comprises the two aspects of own purpose (svar- 
thasampad, viz. the Buddhas being a Sugata) and others’ purpose 
(,pardrthasampad, viz. his being a protector, tdyin).61 

The concept of tathdgata with which the last part of the present article was 
concerned would seem to correspond to Dignaga’s concept of sugata belonging 
to the subcategory of the svdrthasampad, which is included under the 
Bhagavant’s phalasampad. But it is to be noted that Haribhadra (c. 800) has 
in fact connected the concept of tathdgata rather with the perfection of being 
a Teacher (sdstrtvasampad), a category that instead belongs, according to 
Dignaga, to the prayogasampad of the hetusampad. This sdstrtvasampad is 
subdivided by Haribhadra according to whether it is characterized by being a 
proclaimer (vaktrtvalaksand) or a comprehender (pratipattrlaksand), because 
being a teacher requires both understanding on one’s own part and communica¬ 
tion of this understanding to others. Finally, the category of the pratipattrlak¬ 
sand sdstrtvasampat comprises the twin perfections of Gnosis (jndnasampad) 
and elimination (prahdnasampad). Now, in respect of the perfection of elimina¬ 
tion {prahdnasampad) belonging to his pratipattrlaksand sdstrtvasampat, the 
Buddha is known as Arhant. In respect of* the perfection of Gnosis 
(Jfidnasampad) belonging to his pratipattrlaksand sdstrtvasampat, the Buddha 
is known as Samyaksambuddha. And in respect of his vaktrlaksand sdstrtva¬ 
sampat the Buddha is known as Tathagata, this connexion being explained by 
Haribhadra in terms of the hermeneutical etymology according to which the 
word tathdgata is derived from the root gad- ‘ to speak, proclaim \68 As for 
the cause (hetu) of the Sdstrtvasampad, it is to be found according to Haribhadra 
in vidyd, i.e. samyagdrsti, the first member of the Eightfold Path, the other 
seven members of this Path constituting carana. Alternatively, Haribhadra 
adds, vidyd may be understood as exercise on the level of discriminative 
knowledge {adhiprajham siksd) and carana as exercise on the levels of mind 
(adhicittam) and conduct (adhisllam). Thus, following either explanation, the 
Buddha is known as vidyacaranasampanna. 

It is at the same time to be observed that, rather than connecting the 
category of being a Sugata with a separate svdrthasampad subsumed under the 
phalasampad, Haribhadra has connected it with the sdstrtvasampad\ giving 
among several alternatives the explanation that a Sugata has achieved the 
perfection of Gnosis and elimination (Jndnaprahdnasampadam gat ah sugatah).69 
Haribhadra’s structuring * of this sampad is accordingly somewhat different 
from Dignaga’s as expressed in the autocoramentary to the first verse of his 
Pramdnasamuccaya. 

Thus, in developing their distinctive concept of pramdnabhuta—and not¬ 
withstanding the noteworthy resemblances discussed above with earlier terms 
and concepts found in older Indian texts such as the idea of the Acarya as 
pramdnabhuta in Patafijali’s Mahdbhdsya and the idea of the sage as addhdti, 
adhigataydthdtathya, and pratyaksadharman or sdksdtkrtadharman—, Dignaga 
and his successors have unmistakably combined their epistemology with a 
special theory of knowledge and buddhahood. 

67 See Dignaga PramUnasamuccaya-Vrtti i.I. This fourfold scheme is again found in the 
Pramanasiddhi chapter of Dharmaklrti*s P V, even though it is there worded slightly differently 
in terms of the culuvation of compassion (karundbhydsa, k. 35), proclamation (ttkhyOna, k. 132), 4 

^ ^ a Protector {thya, i.e. svadrstamargokti or caiuhsatyaprakdkma, 

68 See above, n. 52. . i 
69 Abhisomayalomkaraloka ii, 183-4. . -rf 

ON M. MAYRHOFER’S ETYMOLOGISCHES 
WORTERBUCH DES ALTIND OARIS CHEN1 

By Paul Thieme 

University of Tubingen 

Immediately after finishing his Kurzgefafites etymologisches Worterbuch des 
Altindischen (KEWA), M. Mayrhofer had the very commendable courage to 
start work on an Etymologisches Wdrterbuch des Altindoarischen (EWA), of 
which the first 11 fascicles now (Autumn 1992) lie before us. It is not, as the 
author rightly insists, ‘ a new (and improved) edition ’ of KEWA, but a renewed 
attempt in its own rights. It is an attempt to produce ‘ an etymological diction¬ 
ary ’ of ‘ a big corpus language (i.e. of Sanskrit) ’ in ‘ a practicable and finishable 
form \ that is: an etymological dictionary such as could be brought to comple¬ 
tion ‘by a single scholar within his life time’,—prouded this scholar would 
have the industry and tenacious dedication of a Mayrhofer, we should like to 
add. Even in the close atmosphere of such a somewhat constraining qualifica- 

•tion, Mayrhofer aims high: he thinks of ‘an etymological dictionary 
approaching the fulfilment of demands of an ideal order ’. 

The differences between the former work and the one recently begun, 
already clearly recognizable, are many and conspicuous. The changes intro¬ 
duced are mostly—not always, as is only to be expected—distinct improve¬ 
ments. One of the most important changes is highly welcome: the conscientious 
reference to the first occurrence of each word in Sanskrit literature. 

The attribute ‘kurzgefaBt’ does not appear in the title. Even the KEWA 
was not actually ‘concise’: it was so in comparison only with the planned 
Vergleichendes etymologisches Wdrterbuch des Altindoarischen by W. Wiist. Of 
this only the first fascicle (parts I and II) was published (Heidelberg, 1935), 
containing beside other items a Vorrede of no less than 123 pages (against 
KEWA, 1st fasc. 1951: 5 pages), constituting quite a monument to what 
indigenous Sanskrit grammarians would call an ativistara-. 

While ‘Altindisch ’ (thus in the title of KEWA) is not an ideal designation 
for the sacred language of India, it must be admitted that it is, at least, 
unequivocal: it is the oldest literary language traditionally handed down and 
developed, generation by generation, in India and the only one that was not 
geographically limited to a certain part of India but spread, in the course of 
time, over the whole Indian subcontinent, though understood and spoken only 
by a well-defined minority of educated people—and that, in ever growing 
degree and eventually exclusively, side-by-side with a local dialect or language. 

The clumsy expression ‘Altindoarisch’ in the title of EWA, which echoes 
the linguistic usage of W. Wtist (see above), is hardly preferable: without 
having received some explanation, most scholars, inclusive of myself, would 

. Understand it as referring to Vedic Sanskrit (and, possibly, to old popular 
Indo-Aryan languages, which can be shown to have lent words and/or ways 
of pronunciation to Sanskrit even as early as in Rigvedio times).2 

1 Indogermanische Bibliothek, II. Reihe: WOrterbflcher. I. Bd. (Lieferungen 1-10), 1986-92), 
lxiv, 812 pp. n. Bd., Lieferung 1, 1-80 pp. (Heidelberg: Carl Winter UniversitStsverlag, 1992). 
Lieferungen 1-6 were reviewed by J. C. Wright, BSOAS, luj, 3, 1990, 534-6. 

2 Examples, certain at least according to my conviction, though partly suspect to Mayrhofer, 
are: akkhall-kr (*aksarf-kr)t salila- '(salt) water* (*sar-ila, cf. sarsapa- EWA, in, 448, ‘mustard’), 
Sakata- ‘cart**(‘(fitted] with a tilt’: *sa-kata), kala- ‘point/span of time’ (RV also kara-), etc. I 
have chosen intentionally words distinctly pointing to a common source: the mother of later 
MagadhL 
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drawing the ben hi into n corapr .housive and ultimately finite (* I have 
granted...’) grammatical construction: * Since to the Porte of Me, who 
am.. .\9* 

The * reins ’ and the * seal ’ figure in the ‘ahdndmes for Austria of 975/1568 95 
and of 984/1576;96 but these clauses soon ceased to be reserved to dealings 
with the emperor, for they form part of the exceptionally prolix and 
labyrinthine exordium to the Dutch *aMndme of 1612; this begins with gun; 
it lacks the expected -tm at the end of the ben hi element; it states that the 
reins of sovereignty have been placed in Our (sic) hand; and it is impossible— 
at least, for me—to detect what logical syntactical structure underlies the first 
400 or so words of this text.97 

Both of the original modifications, the ‘ reins ’-clause and the gun, appearing 
(perhaps significantly) a few years after Celalzade had ceased to be Ni§anci, 
seem to have been intended as- stylistic improvements, and indeed in the cases 
of the ‘ahdndmes for Austria and Florence they are grammatically explicable. 
However, on reading further through the later ‘ahdndmes in Feridun and in 
Muahedat rnecmu'asx and on encountering a variety of further modifications 
and ‘ repairs I am left with the impression that the Ottoman chancery had 
forgotten the simple origin of this protocol, in a declaratory ben hi and a 
vocative sen hi; but having first, in two ways and fairly successfully, tampered 
with it, and being restrained by precedent from re-writing it completely, the 
composers of fahdndmes never finally achieved a convincing resolution of its 
syntax. 

94 On this interpretation, the Persian conjunction gun * foreshadows 1 the Turkish causative 
■dilkleri tcilden. Such a use, strictly speaking pleonastic, of loanwords to give warning of the 
coming Turkish construction is a common feature of Ottoman syntax {cf. eger, gdyed, egergi; 
kagki; ‘ddda, sanki; fibki; etc.). 

95 Feridun, n, 96-100. This text begins with gun and reads (1. 25) ve sen hi (error ?). 
94 Mu'ahxdat mecmu'ast, in, 65-9 (cf. Hammer, GOR, iv, 27). This text has no gun and no 

string of territorial names for the sultan. 
97 De Groot, op. cit. in n. 34, pp. 233-5. 

DHARMA AND ABH1DHARMA1 

By Johannes Bronkhorst /3 5 ° 

\/oL 
1.1. The following list occurs in a number of Buddhist Sutras and Vi nay a 
texts; 

I. 1. 4 smrtyupaslhdna 

2. 4 samijakyradhana/'pralidna 

3. 4 rddhipada 
4. 5 indriya 

5. 5 bala 

6. 7 bodhyanga 

7. dry a astdnga mdrga 

Most commonly it is presented as a list of beneficial psychic characteristics 
(huAala dharma) or simply psychic characteristics (dharma).2 Sometimes 
practising the items of this list is stated to be a precondition for liberation 
from the intoxicants (oirava).3 Or else the list is said to constitute the * cultiva¬ 
tion of the road * (margabhavana).4 In a few instances the items of the list are 
characterized as * jewels ’ (ratna).5 This characterization occurs where doctrine 
and discipline (dharmavinaya) are compared with the ocean, and finds its 
justification in this comparison. 

The importance ascribed to this list cannot be overrated. It is often 
presented as the teaching of the Buddha in a nutshell, *and his central teaching 
about which no disagreement exists (MN II. 245, MA(0), 753c2 f.). It seems 
clear that this is an early, perhaps the earliest, list of the type that came 
to be called mdtrkd/P. mdtikd and formed the basis for the later Abhidharma 
works. The connexion between this list and Abhidharma seems confirmed by 
a passage in the Kinti Suita (MN II. 239) which speaks of monks who have 
been trained in the items of this list and then disagree about Abhidharma.7 
(This passage may be the only one in the Sutrapi^aka that gives some clear hint 
as to what was then meant by * Abhidharma ’; cf. Muck, 1980.) Later works 
also indicate the central position of our list in Abhidharma. The Vinaya of the 
Mulasarvastivadins (T. 1451, 408b7-8; cf. Rockhill, 1907; 160) charac¬ 
terizes ‘ Matrka ’ as comprised of our list, plus other items following it. The 
same is true of two Chinese versions of the Atokdvaddna (T. 2042, 113c3-o; 
T. 2043, 152al4r-17; cf. Przyluski, 1926 : 45). 

1 Financial assistance was given by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of 
Pure Research (Z.W.O.). I further thank Professors L. Schmithausen, T. E. Vetter and E. Ziircher 
for advice and criticism. 

* DN H. 120; UI. 102, 127-8; MN IL 238-9, 245; SN III. 96; MPS 190, 224 ; MA(C), 
753c6-7; T. 7 (translation of Mahdparinirvdna Sutra), 193a2-3. See also MN III. 289-90; 
SN V. 49-50; AN V. 175-0 ; £i(C), 87c2-5. 

9 SN in. 153-4; AN IV. 125-7 ; /$J(C), 67a28-cl. 
4 Vin. UI. 93, IV. 20. 
9 AN IV. 203; Ud. 56 ; Vin. H.240; MA{C), 476c20-25. Cf. £i(C), 753bl f. 
• This is clearly the case in a Sutra passage cited in the Abhidharma Vijhdnakdya (T. 1539, 

544al2-10 =* 544c4-7 = 545a25-8), according to which the Buddha proclaims the dharma (pi.) 
without exception, and does not keep them secret; the dharma are then specified as in the above 
list. 

1 Perhaps abhi dhamme in this passage must be understood as two words, * as regards the 
dhamma ’; cf. CPD s.v. abhidhamma. 
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I. 2. The above list enumerates * psychic characteristics \ That, at least, is 
how it may be regarded (see § 3.2 below). However, psychic characteristics 
were used in early Buddhism to reach meditational states, and the two cannot 
always be clearly distinguished. Note, for example, that samadhi * concentra¬ 
tion ’ is found under the headings indriya, bala, bodhyaixga and drya astdnga 
mdrga. It comes as no surprise that attempts were made to make the list more 
complete on meditational states. An obvious extension was the following: 

II. 1. 4 smrtyupasthdna 

2. 4 samyakpradhdna / -prahdna 

3. 4 rddhipdda 

4. 4 dhydna 

5. 5 indriya 

6. 5 bala 

7. 7 bodhyanga 

8. drya astdnga mdrga 

This list is found in some canonical Sutras.8 

A further extension is: 

III. 1. 4 smrtyupasthdna 
2. 4 samyakpradhdna/-prahdna 

3. 4 rddhipdda 
4. 4 dhydna 

5. 4 apramdna 

6. 5 indriya 

7. 5 bala 

8. 7 bodhyanga 

9. drya astdnga mdrga 

This is found (in Pali) in the Matrka of the Dhdtukathd, an Abhidharma work 
(P. i). 

The addition of dhydna and apramdna was clearly meant to complete the 
list with meditational states. However, some important meditational states are 
still absent from list HI, namely: 

(i) dkasdnantydyatana 

(ii) vijndndnantydyata?ia 

(iii) dkihcanydycUana 

(iv) naivasarnjhdndsamj n ay ala na 

(v) samjnavedayitanirodha 

We may surmise that after III there came a list which added an item between 
apramdna and indriya covering all or most of these as yet unmentioned 
meditational states. 

Such an extension has not survived. However, we do have an indication 
that it existed. The Sangiti Sutra of the Dirghagama contains lists of items 
arranged in accordance with the number of their subdivisions. The chapter on 

1 Z>i4(C)» 16oll, 74al5, 76c29; MA(C), 805c 12 f.; T. 6 (translation of Mahaparinirv&Xia 
Sutra), 181b8-9. It is remarkable that the Dirghdgama preserved in Chinese seems to have only 
list II, not I. The passage oited in the Vijndnakdya (note 6, above) derives to aU appearances 
from the Mahaparinirvaya Sutra; this would mean that the Dirghagama of the Sarvastividins 
had list I at least once. 
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items with four subdivisions contains in its various versions the following 
enumerations (cf. Stache-Rosen, 1968: 215). 

Sanskrit version (Stache-Rosen, 
1968: 93 f.) 

1. 4 smrtyupasthdna 

2. 4 prahdna 

3. 4 rddhipdda 

4. 4 dhydna 

5 4 dryasatya 

6. 4 sarnjnd 

7. 4 a'pramana 

8. 4 drupya 

Chinese version 1 (2Ll(C), 50c9 f.) 

11. 4 smrtyupasthdna 

12. 4 prahdna 

13. 4 rddhipdda 

14. 4 dhydna 

15. 4 brahmavihara9 
16. 4 drupya 

Pali version (DN III. 221 f.) 

1. 4 satipatthdna 

2. 4 sammappadhdna 
3. 4 iddhipdda 

4. 4 jhdna 

5. 4 samddhibhdvand 

6. 4 appamahnd 

7. 4 driipa 

Chinese version 2 (T. 12, 228b 16 f.) 

1. 4 smrtyupasthdna 

2. 4 samyakprahdna 

3. 4 rddhipdda 

4. 4 dhydna 

5. 4 apramdna 

6. 4 drupya 

Clearly, the original Sangiti Sutra contained the enumeration in the order 
preserved by the Chinese versions. It is moreover difficult to doubt that this 
enumeration was taken from an earlier list, viz. 

IV. 1. 4 smrtyupasthdna 

2. 4 samyakpradhdna/-prahdna 

3. 4 rddhipdda 

4. 4 dhydna 

5. 4 apramdna 

6. 4 drupya 

7. 5 indriya 

8. 5 bala 
9. 7 bodhyafiga 

10. drya a§tdnga mdrga 

1.3. The development which we have been able to trace here is not without 
significance. The whole process, from list I to list IV, must have preceded the 
composition of the Sangiti Sutra, and had therefore run its course well before 
the completion of the Sutrapitaka. This does not, however, imply that the 
works from which these lists have been taken must all be as old as that. 
Clearly, these lists, or some of them, had a life of their own, and were open to 
use by later works. For this reason our attention for the moment is confined 
to the lists, and not to the works in which they occur. 

* The 4 brahmavihara are identical with the 4 apronwita. 
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There is one circnmstipoe which allows us to push lists MR back to an 

even earlier date. We have seen that the development from. I to IV was 
occasioned by the desire to incorporate meditational states. We also saw that 
list III, while including the relatively unimportant aprarnana, made no mention 
of the states covered by the term arupya. How is this to be explained ? 

The answer may lie in the fact that the meditational states covered by the 
term arupya do not appear to have been originally part of Buddhist meditation. 
The Buddhist Sutras contain traces of a time when these states were as yet not 
accepted : in the story of the Bodhisattva’s training under Arad a Kalama and 
Udraka, the son of Hama (MN 1.163-7, 240; II. 212 ; ilfi(C), 776b5~777a4; 
also in the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas: T. 1428, 780b7-cl9)^ the 
Bodhisattva learned from them the akincanydyatana and the naivasamjnand- 
samjhdyatana respectively, but rejected these states since they did not lead 
him to the desired end. This story does not appear to be historical and was 
intended as a denouncement of these two states, and consequently of the 
4 arupya. In another study (Bronkhorst, forthcoming: § 7.2) it has been argued 
that these states were adopted into Buddhism from Jaina or related circles. 

The states covered by the term arupya figure frequently in the Buddhist 
Sutras, but could not have made their entrance there until after they were 
universally accepted. List III appears to date from before this time. 

I do not know if conclusions can be drawn from the absence of 
samjndvedayitanirodha in list IV. List IV is, after all, a hypothetical con¬ 
struction, the exact shape of which is not known with certainty. It may have 
contained an item which also covers samjndvedayitanirodha, such as, e.g., the 
8 vimoksa. 

2.1. Part of the Pali Vibhanga (pp. 193-305) is based on the following list. 

V. 1. 4 satipatthdna 
2. 4 samrmppadhana 

3. 4 iddhipada 

4. 7 bojjhaiuja 
5. ariya atthangika magga 

6. 4 jhdna 

7. 4 appamahnd 

8. 5 sikkhapada 

9. 4 patisambhida 

Frauwallner (1971: 107-8) considered this to be a modified version of III, but 
it seems more likely to have been an independent development of I which, 
like III, must date from before the general acceptance of the 4 arupya.10 (The 
absence of indriya and bala is explained by their treatment elsewhere in the 
Vibhanga.) 

The Vibhanga itself must—as was argued by Frauwallner (1964: 73-80; 
1971:103 f.)—have developed out of an earlier work which also underlay the 
Dharmaskandha of the Sarvastivadins. This earlier Abhidharma work, 
Frauwallner thinly (1971 :#104), must have come into being before 200 b.c. Two 

« The Pali Vibhaiiga makes up for the absence of the 4 arupya by citing under the fading 
jhdna a passage that covers much more than just the 4 jhdna and includes the 4 arupya (pp. 2441.;• 
It is, however, clear from the Pali Vibhanga itself that this was originally not the case: the 
section ‘ Pafihapucchaka ’ under the heading jhdna {pp. 269 f.) does not repeat that long passage, 
as it should, but gives the no doubt original passage which deals only with the 4 jhana. 

back to an 
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arguments (which Frauwallner explains in detail) support the common origin 
of Vibhanga and Dharmaskandha; 

(i) Both works are based on three Matrkas which show undoubted 
similarities. 

(ii) Both works share an otherwise very uncommon way of explaining the 
items of the Matrkas, viz. by citing relevant passages from Sutras. 

We shall not consider here the Matykas of the Dharmaskandha, which show 
both similarities and differences by comparison with those in the Vibhanga. 
The Dhatmaskandha has, for example, the 4 arupya after dhyana and aprarnana 
which indicates that these Matrkas had been ‘ updated * after the general 
acceptance of the arupya. We shall concentrate rather on the early Abhidharma 
work, referred to hereafter as * Original Vibhafiga which must have been 
composed before 200 b.c. (see above). The nature of one of its Matrkas (viz. 
list V above) indicates that it may have been composed long before 200 b.c,, 

for this Matyka dates from before the general acceptance of the 4 arupya. 
The ‘ Original Vibhanga * cited parts of Sutras that introduced or explained 

items occurring in the Matrkas, Our question is: did the ‘ Original Vibhanga ’ 
make use of the Sutras in their finished form, or did it rather use pieces of 
tradition which were still more or less free-floating and would only later be 
taken into the Svltras known to us ? In the former case the agreement between 
the descendants of the ‘ Original Vibhanga * and the Sutras would have to be 
great; in the latter, we might hope to find in Vibhanga and Dharmaskandha 
traces of a time prior to the completion of the Sutras. 

Whether such traces have survived is not certain. There is, however, one 
passage in the Pali Vibhanga which may retain some ancient features. It 
occurs in the explanation of the 4 smrtyupasthdna/P. satipatthdna. The citations 
in the Pali Vibhanga (pp. 193 f.) present the following specification. 

I. satipatthdna on the body (kdya): observation of the impure con¬ 
stituents of the body 

H. satipatthdna on feelings (vedand) 
III. satipatthdna on the mind (citta) 

IV. satipatthdna on the dhamma (pi.): (1) observation of the 5 nwarana; 11 
(2) observation of the 7 bojjhanga.11 

The ‘Original Vibhanga* must have contained this same description of the 
4 smrtyupasthdna, because it is also found in the Dharmaskandha (T. 1537, 
475c25f.), with the difference that the Dharmaskandha adds items after 
those given in the Vibhanga, in the following manner. 

I. smrtyupasthdna on the body: (1) observation of the impure con¬ 
stituents of the body (476a6); (2) observation of the elements con¬ 
stituting the body (476a28); (3) observation of the body as sick, 
impermanent, not oneself, etc. (476b4). 

II. smrtyupasthdna on feelings (476c20) 

HI. smrtyupasthdna on the mind (477cl0) 

IV. smrtyupasthdna on the dharma (pi.): (1) observation of the 5 nwarana 
(478b23); (2) observation of the 6 samyojana (478cl4); (3) observa¬ 
tion of the 7 bodhyanga (478c21); (4) observation of rupa skandha and 
sarnskdra skandha (478c29). 

11 The terms nivarayia and bojjhafiga are not used, but the items covered by these terma are 
enumerated. 
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The items added are also found in the same or similar form in the Sutras which 
deal with the 4 smrtyupasthdna 12 (see Schmithausen, 1976 : 243 f.), and we may 
assume that the Dharmaskandha was influenced by them. Yet the Dharma- 
skandha seems to have added only items which came after those given in the 
Vibhanga, for only thus can we explain the striking absence of, in particular, 
the ‘ observation of the positions of the body ’ under I' smrtyupasthana on the 
body 

This brings us to an important question: how should we explain the 
peculiar specification of the 4 smrtyupasthana found in the Vibhanga ? It is 
possible, but unfortunately far from certain, that the specification preserved in 
the Vibhanga is older than most of those found in the Sutras. I shall show 
what arguments support this possibility, but emphasize beforehand that these 
arguments—for what they are worth—do no more than, at best, support the 
ancientness of the specification of the 4 smrtyupasthana; they by no means 
support the ancientness of the exact wording of this portion of the Vibhanga, 
which is clearly not very old. 

Regarding the smrtyupasthana on feelings and mind (II and III) there is 
no difficulty; these two smrtyupasthana are virtually the same in all sources, 
early and late. The original smrtyupasthana on dharmas (IV) concerned, 
according to Schmithausen (1976 : 247-9), the 5 nivarana, 6 samyojana,13 and 
Y bodhyahga. This accords well with the Vibhanga; the latter may be con¬ 
sidered as leading back to an even earlier phase when the 6 samyojana did not 
as yet belong here. 

A difficulty arises concerning the smrtyupasthana on the body (I). Schmit¬ 
hausen (1976: 250-54) is of the opinion that originally only the * observation 
of the positions of the body* belonged here, and that everything else was 
added later. His arguments for the * observation of the positions of the body * 
(‘ Beobachtung der Korperhaltungen ’) and against the * observation of the 
impure constituents of the body ’ (' Betrachtung der unremen Korperbestand- 
teile *) are as follows : 

(i) Only the ‘ observation of the positions of the body ' is presented in 
exactly the form of the smrtyupasthana on feelings and mind (II and III). 

(ii) The * observation of the positions of the body * stands first in the 
Madhyamdgama (AL4(C), 582cl2 f.), and in the later Pancavimiatisdhasrikd 
Prajhdparamitd (p. 204, 0. 8 f.). 

(iii) The 4 observation.of the impure constituents of the body * is followed 
by a comparison, unlike e.g. the unsuspected smrtyupasthana on feelings and 
mind (II and III). 

(iv) Reasons can be adduced to show that the addition of the * observation 
of the impure constituents of the body * has to be looked upon as incorporating 
old material. Schmithausen does not specify these reasons beyond the remark 
(pp. 252-3, n. 25) that the enumeration of constituents of the body mentions 
first the solid, then the fluid constituents; this in his opinion is explained by 
the assumption that this enumeration was taken from a context (e.g. MN I. 
185 f.) where such a division is relevant. 

(v) The ‘ observation of the impure constituents of the body * represents an 
evaluation of what is observed, unlike the smrtyupasthana on feelings and 
mind. 

1S DN n. 290 f.; MN I. 55 f.; MA{C), 582b7 f. A special case is EA(C), 568al f., which 
will be discussed below (§ 2.2). 

11 The Pali versions have ayaktna, which Schmithausen (1976: p.248, n. 15) considers a 
secondary modification. 

These arguments are not completely beyond dispute. As regards (i)-(ii), 
it is at least conceivable that the * observation of the positions of the body ’ 
was brought in and placed at the head precisely because it could be presented 
like the smrtyupasthdna on feelings and mind. The ‘ observation of the impure 
constituents of the body * cannot easily be presented in.this way. 

(iii) A comparison may have been added to the ‘ observation of the impure 
constituents of the body * precisely because it could not be presented like the 
smrtyupasthdna on feelings and mind. 

(iv) The uniformity of the Pali canon is sufficient explanation for the 
similarity of the two enumerations of constituents of the body. 

(v) The * evaluation * is embodied in only three words [purany ndnappaka- 
rassa asucino), and no trace of it is found in the comparison; it is clearly of 
secondary importance and may even be an addition. 

Apart from these in themselves not very decisive considerations, there is 
one argument which lends some plausibility to the view that the f observation 

of the positions of the body * was not originally the first of the 4 smrtyupasthdna. 
Briefly stated it is that in Buddhism smrti is of two kinds (or better perhaps : 
degrees); * observation of the positions of the body' is of one kind, the 
4 smrtyupasthdna of the other. 

In order to recognize the two kinds of smrti we turn to the stereotype 
description of the road to liberation which often recurs in the Sutras.14 It 
distinguishes between preparatory exercises on the one hand, and ‘ meditation ’ 
proper on Jie other, the two being divided by the moment when the monk 
went to a lonely place and sat down in the prescribed manner. Smrti plays a 
role both before and after this moment, but in different ways. Before this 
moment the monk ‘ acts consciously while going and while coming, while 
looking forward and while looking backward, while bending his limbs and while 
stretching them, while carrying his clothes and alms-bowl, while eating and 
while drinking, while defecating and while urinating, while going, while standing, 
while sitting, while sleeping, while waking, while speaking and while remaining 
silent ’ (MN I. 181 — MN I. 57 (Satipatthana Sutia), etc.); in short, the monk 
practises the * observation of the positions of the body \ After this moment the 
situation changes. The monk no longer makes any movement. Yet his first 
act in this motionless position is ‘ calling up mindfulness ’ (parmukham satim 
upatthapetvd; pratimukhdm smrtim upasthdpayitvd Mv. II. 131). As the 
expression indicates, it is here that the smrtyupasthdna would seem to come in. 
If this is correct, there is no place for * observation of the positions of the body 5 
in the 4 smrtyupasthdna. 

What then constitutes smrtyupasthdna on the body in this motionless 
position ? Obviously only this: the. monk directs his mindfulness to the 
different parts of his body. The enumerations found in the texts were no doubt 
amplified in the course of time by monks who could thus display their knowledge 
of the constituents of the human body, but we have no means of determining 
their original form. We may, however, consider the possibility that ‘ observa¬ 
tion of the constituents of the body * was initially the smrtyupasthdna on the 
body. And this would confirm the view that the * Original Vibhanga ’ was 
composed before the 4 smrtyupasthan: were given the explanations we now 
find in the Sutras. 

“ See JFrauwallner, 1953:162 f. 
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2.2.1. One Sutra of the Ekotlmvgama (EA{C), 56Sal f.) specifies the 

4 smrtyupasthdna in the following manner: 

I. smrtywpasthdna on the body: (1) observation of the impure con¬ 
stituents of the body (568al7 and bl); (2) observation of the elements 
constituting the body (568a23); (3) observation of dead bodies 

(568b3). 

II. smrtyupasthdna on feelings (568b27) 

III. smrtyupasthdna on the mind (568c20) 

IV. smrtyupasthdna on the dharma (pi.): (1) practice of the 7 bodhyaiiga 
(569al9); (2) practice of the 4 dhyana (569a23). 

Schmithausen (1976 : p. 247, n. 14a and p. 249, n. 17a) argues that this specifica¬ 
tion must be the result of a secondary development which began from the 
extended versions known from the Pali Suttas and from the Madhyamagama. 
In support of this opinion one might recall the generally late character of the 
Ekottaragama preserved in Chinese (cf. Lamotte, 1967; 106; Bareau, 1963 : 9; 
Bronkhorst, forthcoming: §1.2). 

However, the lateness or otherwise of any particular passage of the 
Ekottaragama needs to be determined separately. The present passage may 
also be an independent development from a description of the 4 smrtyupasthdna 
even older than the one surviving in the Vibhanga. This earliest recognizable 
description of the 4 smrtyupasthdna' would then have been somewhat like this : 

I, smrtyupasthdna on the body: observation of the (impure?) con¬ 

stituents of the body 

II. smrtyupasthdna on feelings 
III. smrtyupasthdna on the mind 
IV. smrtyupasthdna on the dharmas: observation of the 7 bodhyaiiga 

The fact that * observation of the 5 mvaratya * soon came to be added under 
heading TV is easily explained. In the stereotype description of the road to 
liberation the mention of smrtyupasthdna (parimukham satim upatthapetva/ 
pratimukhdm smrtim upasthdpayitvd) is immediately followed by the abandon¬ 
ment of the 5 mvarana. 

Note that the existence of a passage like the present one in the Ekottaragama 
would be difficult to explain other than by assuming that it preserves an old 
tradition. We may therefore look upon it as evidence in support of the view 
developed in the preceding section. 

2.2.2. It is tempting to explain the presence of the above, supposedly archaic 
specification of the 4 smrtyupasthdna in the Ekottaragama preserved in Chinese 
by assuming that this Ekottaragama belonged to the Mahasanghikas. The 
Mahasanghikas may have emerged as a separate sect around 116 or 137 years 
after the death of the Buddha (Bareau, 1955b: 88-9; Nattier and Prebish, 
1977 : 270-72; but see Bechert, 1982: 31), long before the other sects whose 
collections of Sutras have been preserved. This would make it at least con¬ 
ceivable that the Sutras of the Mahasanghikas should preserve some early 
features where the texts of the other sects show in common a further 
development. , 

Regarding the Mahasanghika affiliation of the Ekottaragama preserved in 
Chinese I may quote the following passage from a letter from Professor Andr6 
Bareau dated 14.6.1983: 

* Les etudes comparatives partielles que j’ai pu faire ces demferes anuses ,.. 
entre divers autres passages de cet Ekottara-dgama et les textes paralleles 
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en pali, en Sanskrit et en traduction chinoise ont confirme sans cesse 
Thypoth&se de Tappartenance de ce recueil & une secte du groupe des 
Mahasamghika, hypothec emise et soutenue notamment par Akanuma. 
A chaque fois, en effet, le passage en question se distingue tr6s nettement 
des textes paralleles domfes par les Theravadin, les MahLSasaka, les Dharma- 
guptaka et les Sarvastivadin, et il est au contraire fort proche de celui que 
contient le Mahavastu, dont Porigine mahasamghika, plus preeminent 
lokottaravadin, n’est pas contests. Plus exactement, la version fournie par 
1*Ekottara-dgama est plus simple, et probablement done plus ancienne, que 
celle du Mahavastu, mais toutes les deux d^rivent clairement d’une me me 
tradition et pr^sentent en gros les memes caracferistiques par la structure 
du recit, la surabondance des details prodigieux, etc. 

L’hypothese selon laquelle cet ouvrage aurait appartenu aux Dharma¬ 
guptaka, comme le pensent certains de nos estinfes collegues, me parait 
difficile k soutenir, car il y a beaucoup trop de differences, et de differences 
importantes, entre les passages de Y Ekottara-dgama et les textes paralleles 
trouv6s dans le Vinaya-piiaka des Dharmaguptaka (T. no. 1428) et dans le 
Edrgha-dgama (T. no. 1) de cette meme secte, qui nous sont parvenus to us 
les deux seulement dans leur version chinoise. Cela apparait d6ja nettement 
dans les trois volumes de ma Biographie du Buddha . .. et surtout dans les 
deux qui traitent du dernier voyage, de la mort et des funerailles du Bien- 
heureux. H est tout a fait significatif, k mon sens, que, dans le r6cit du don 
de l’Amravana fait au Buddha par Amrapali, le texte de YEkottara-dgama 
(T. no. 125, p, 596c) ne contient pas Penseignement pretA au Bienheureux 
par les Dharmaguptaka (T. no. 1, p. 14b-c; T. no. 1428, p. 856c) et dans 
lequel il insiste sur les avantages du don fait au Buddha, conformement 
k la fameuse th&se fondamentale de la secte. Le fait que la femme offre 
son pare “ au Buddha et k la Communaufe des moines ” ne suffit pas pour 
decider que ce recueil appartient certainement aux Dharmaguptaka, comme 
cela apparait assez clairement, je pense, dans P6tude que j’ai faite de ce 
passage dans ma Biographie du Buddha . . . (volume n, tome i, pp. 130-31), 
Les differences sont si 6videntes que je n’ai pas pense un seul instant a 
attribuer le recueil en question aux Dharmaguptaka.’ 

An additional argument in support of the Mahasanghika affiliation of the 
Chinese Ekottaragama is its great divergence from the Pali Aiiguttara Nikdya, 
far greater than the divergence of the other collections of Sutras preserved in 
Chinese from their counterparts in Pali. Anesaki (1908a: 84) already observed 
that * the difference of the two traditions is not only in the title, but the 
deviation of single texts and of their contents, even when they agree as wholes, 
is most conspicuous. As my researches show, the collections have only 10 per 
cent of the texts (suttas) in common. Those Pali Anguttara texts which are 
not found in Chinese Ekottara are found in other Agamas in Chinese, and vice 
versa. For instance, 70 Anguttara suttas are found in the Chinese Madhyama, 
though some of them are also in the Ekottara. In like manner most of the 
Chinese Ekottara texts may be traced in other Nikayas and Agamas ’. The 
idea suggests itself that the Anguttara Nikdya and the Ekottaragama are really 
independent works, which could not, however, fail to have some elements of 
similarity because both adopted the same principle of arrangement, viz. in 
accordance with the number of topics. 

This view is supported by the following circumstance. The Chinese Tripitaka 
preserves a collection of Sutras (T. 150) which the oldest catalogues already 
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ascribe to the translator An Shih-kao (second century a.d.). Anesaki (1908b: 
28-9) was able to show that this is really an Ekottara collection of 44 Sutras, 
to which three other Sutras were added. Of these 44 Sutras only six do not 
correspond with Sutras of the Anguttara Nikdya (see Anesaki, 1908b: 29-31; 
Ono Gemyo, 1968-75 : rsr, 333-4). Only flve of the 44 Sutras, on the other hand, 
correspond with Sutras in the Ekottardgarm.15 The Sutras contained in T. 150 
represent an independent development of a collection that also found expression 
in the Pali Anguttara Nikdya. The Ekottardgama preserved in Chinese does not 
appear to be a development of this early collection, and is consequently likely 
to be a more or less independent creation. 

The possibly archaic specification of the 4 smrtyupasihdna in a supposedly 
Mahasamghika text induces us to consider tentatively the possibility that the 
Mahasamghikas did not initially accept the 4 arupya and the meditational 
state called samjnavedayitanirodha. This supposition is supported by the fact 
that the Mahdvastu—which presents itself as a Vinaya work of the Lokottera- 
vadins, a sub-sect of the Mahasanghikas—seems to refer to these meditational 
states only in a negative way: to akincanydyatana (cf. Edgerton, 1953: 87, 
s.v, dkimcanydyatana) and naivasatnjfidndsamjndyatana in the context of 
Arada Kalama and Udraka, the son of Rama (Mv. II. 118-20; III. 322) ; to 
samjndvedayitanirodha as ‘ an unworthy object of supreme religious ambition 
(Mv. I 127; see Edgerton, 1953:552, s.v. sarnjha-vedayita-nirodha). (The 
4 dliyana are mentioned positively: Mv. I. 228; II. 131-2.) Moreover, points 
2-4 of the 4five points of Mahadeva * (see Nattier and Prebish, 1977 : 251-7) 
which seem to have been the reason for the schism that gave rise to the sect 
of the Mahasanghikas (Bareau, 1955b : 92-6, 1957 : 242 f.; but see Nattier and 
Prebish, 1977 : 265-70) 18 appear to reject the belief that Arhants are omniscient. 
This belief was a foreign intrusion into Buddhism, most probably inspired 
by the corresponding belief among the Jainas. The Mahasanghikas may also 
not have accepted other influences from outside, among them the 4 arupya 
and samjnavedayitanirodha. If all this is correct, the Matrkas which do not 
mention the 4 arupya, as well as the 4 Original Vibhanga ’, date from before the 
schism that gave rise to the Mahasanghikas, i.e. from before the year 116 or 137 
after the death of the Buddha. 

Against this there is a possible objection. Some Sutras which are found both 
in the Pali Anguttara Nikdya and in the Ekottardgama refer to the meditational 
states that were suppose*ily not accepted by the early Mahasanghikas: AN 
IY.40 and the corresponding EA(C), 730c mention, and apparently accept, 
akdsdnantydyatana, vijndndnantydyatana and akincanydyatana; AN IV.4Q1 
and EA(C), 764c refer to these same states, plus naivasamjUndsamjndyatana. 

The obvious conclusion would seem to be that the common ancestor of both 
Anguttara Nikdya and Ekottardgama, which existed before the schism and was 
accepted by all, already contained references to these meditational states. 

The answer to this objection has already been given. It is not likely that 

5 T. 150 
no. 6, p. 877a 
no. 10, p. 877b 
no. 15, p. 878a 
no. 40, p. 881b 
no. 45, p. 882a 

tfi(C) (T. 125) 
no. 21.2, p. 602b 
no. 25.10, p. 685a 

; no. 32.12, p. 681b 
i no. 18.1, p. 587b 
; no. 21.7, p. 604a 

'• Nattier "and Prebiah (1977 : 2601) propose to associate Maiidava 
a later schism within the ranks of tho Mahasanghikas. Frauwallner (1052:243-9) 
more plausible proposal to connect Mahadeva with the later schism, but the five points witu 

origin of the Mahaaifighikaa. 
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the Anguttara Nikdya and the Ekottardgama had a common ancestor. The fact 
that they none the less share a limited number of Sutras in common is explained 
by the extensive borrowing which took place later between the different sects. 

2.3. A closer understanding of the time and function of the 4 Original 
Vibhafiga * may be obtained by comparing it with the other text of the same 
name belonging to the Buddhist canon and which we shall refer to as 4 Vinaya- 
Vibhanga b17 This text shares a number of peculiarities with our ‘ Abhidharma- 
Vibhanga \ Both comment on lists, the one on a list of Vinaya rules called 
4 Pratimoksa \ the other on a list of Abhidharma items called 4 Matrka \18 
The manner in which the two Vibhangas comment is also very sinylar. They 
both give passages of undoubted canonicity which explain or shed further light 
on the items of the respective lists. In’ the Vinaya-Vibhanga we read how, 
when and why the Buddha uttered this or that rule of the Pratimoksa. The 
Abhidharma-Vibhanga explains the items occurring in its Matrkas by citing 
passages that also occur in Sutras. Moreover, both the Vinaya-Vibhanga and 
the Abhidharma-Vibhanga give detailed explanations of words which occur in 
rules (Vin.-Vibh.) or in explanatory passages (Abh.-Vibh.). 

It seems clear that both the Vibhangas had a common purpose, viz. to 
demonstrate the canonicity of the lists on which they comment. Interestingly, 
this purpose was not fully achieved in the case of the Vinaya-Vibhanga; this 
work is canonical, the Pratimoksa in itself is not (Winternitz, 1920:18; 
Prebish, 1975: 10). The Abhidharma-Vibhanga was more successful in its 
attempt: this work (or rather the later Pali Vibhanga and Sarvastivada 
Dharmaskandha) became canonical together with the Matrkas on which it 
came to comment. 

It is reasonable to assume that the two original Vibhangas date from 
roughly the same period, so that we must look at what is known about the 
date of the original Vinaya-Vibhanga. Frauwallner (1956 ; 130-44) has argued 
convincingly 4 that the author of the Skandhaka already knew, if not the 
[Vinaya-] Vxbhangay at least similar explanations to the Pratimoksa, and that 
he drew some of his stories from them ’; that is to say, the original Vinaya- 
Vibhafiga is older than the original Skandhaka. The original Skandhaka must 
have been composed shortly before or after the second council according to 
Frauwallner (1956: 67); this may have been around 40 or 50 years after the 
death of the Buddha (Bechert, 1982: 36). The original Vinaya-Yibhahga, and 
perhaps also the original Abhidharma-Vibhafiga, may be older than this. 

2.4. Frauwallner (1956: 151) observes that the original Skandhaka made no 
mention of Abhidharma, whereas Dharma and Vinaya are repeatedly spoken of. 
He concludes 1 that the author of the Skandhaka work did not know the 
Abhidharma \ How can this be made to accord with the idea that the 
Abhidharma-Vibhanga already existed ? 

The answer to this question must be twofold. First, we must agree that the 
author of the Skandhaka did not accept Abhidharma—i.e. the Matrkas and the 
extensive explanations in the Abhidharma-Vibhanga—as canonical. Secondly, 
the central portion of the Abhidharma-Vibhanga consisted in passages which 
also (came to) occur in Sutras, and which consequently are 4 Dharma ’, not 

17 For information regarding the * Vinaya-Vibhanga * in the various traditions, see Frau¬ 
wallner, 1956:172 f. 

11 The Pili P&timokkha is sometimes referred to as mdtikd; see Norman, 1983 : 96, 126. 
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* Abhidharma \ We may assume tbit the * Abhidharma ’ aspect of the 
* Original Vibhanga \ i.e. primarily the Matfkas, was not considered canonical 
until much later.19 

We saw that the Abludharma-Vibhanga was an attempt to make the 
Matrkas canonical by tracing their items to utterances of the Buddha. This 
very attempt indicates how old the work was. The later tradition ascribes 
Abhidharma to persons other than the Buddha, primarily 6ariputra (cf. Migot, 
1952:519 f.; Lamotte, 1958 : 200 f.). This later tradition already finds 
expression in the Sahgtti Sutra and Daiottara Sutra of the Edrghdgama, which 
are ascribed to iSariputra. Here we have another indication that the 
Abhidharma-Vibhaiiga existed prior to the completion of the Sutrapi^aka. 

3.1. The Abhidharma-Vibhanga was not accepted as canonical until much later. 
This made it possible for extensive modifications still to be made to it, resulting 
in texts that diverge from each other as greatly as the Pali Vibhaiiga and the 
Sarvastivada Dharmaskandha. The reason why the early Buddhists were 
hesitant to assign canonicity to this work cannot have lain with the passages 
which are also found in the Sutras. The stumbling-block must rather have 
been the claim accompanying the Matrkas that they embodied the whole, or 
at least the most essential, teaching of the Buddha. This claim was perhaps not 
explicitly made in the Abhidharma-VibhaUga, but we have seen (§1.1) that it 
already accompanied the early Matrka, designated < list I * here. Moreover, the 
two Sutras which have the closest connexion with Abhidharma—Saiigiti Sutra 
and Daiottara Sutra—and which are even ascribed to Sariputra instead of to 
the Buddha, present themselves as summarizing the whole of the teaching of 
the Buddha. 

Clearly, such large claims would have had a twofold effect: (i) the early 
Buddhists would be reluctant to look upon any such Matrka or collection of ■ 
Matrkas as final; (ii) as a result they might have been led to try to complete 
the lists, finding more items in the body of utterances traditionally ascribed 
to the Buddha. This latter endeavour would of course be greatly helped by 
a suitable arrangement of the traditional material. Thus the early existence of 
some kind of Abhidharma would explain the peculiar shape of the Sutrapitaka, 
or rather of two sections of it, the Samyuktdgama/P. SamyuUa Nikdya and the 
Ekottardgama/P, Anguttara Nikdya. The former arranges traditional utterances ’ 
ascribed to the Buddha subject-wise; the latter follows a scheme determined ■ 
by the number of subdivisions in the items discussed. Again, this peculiar! 
arrangement accords well with a time when efforts were made to distil from| 
the tradition lists of items that could be considered to embody the essence of| 
the teaching of the Buddha. The rearrangement of accepted utterances does! 
not in itself make them unacceptable; the additional claim that one particular^ 
enumeration constitutes the whole, or the essence, of the teaching of 
Buddha may not be acceptable. The former procedure characterizes 
Samyuktdgama/SamyuUa Nikdya and EkoUardgama /Anguttara Nikdya; 
latter, the Abhidharma-Vibhaiiga. t 

An original connexion between the Samyuktdgama / SamyiUta Nikdya andl 
early Abhidharma is supported by the information we possess on the arrange^ 

l* In the present context it is of interest to note that * at the time of the original brotherhood! 
of monks into the Stliavira and Mah&sahghika lineages, the conceptual content of the tonal 
** abhidharma *’ was not yet clearly established * (Hirakawa, 19S0:175). 

ment of the early Samyuktdgama. The SamyuUa Nikdya consists of the following 
T five Vaggas: 

1. Sagdtha-vagga 

2. Niddna-vagga; includes sections on paticcasamuppdda and dhalu 

3. Khandha-vagga 

4. Saldyatana-vagga 

5. Mahd-vagga 

The last of these, the Maha-vagga, consists of twelve Samyuttas, the first 
seven of which deal with magga, bojjhaiiga. satipa^thdna, indriya, sammappa- 
dMna, bala and iddhipada, respectively. Anesaki (1908b: 70 f.) has shown that 
the two extant versions of the Samyuktdgama in Cninese (T. 99 and 100) are 
based on divisions to which he assigns the following Pali names: 

1. Khandha-vagga 

2. Saldyatana-vagga 

3. Niddna-vagga; includes sections on paticcasamuppdda and dhalu 
4. Sdvaka-vagga 
5. Magga-vagga 

6. Puggala-vagga 
7. Sagdtha-vagga 

8. Tathdgata-vagga 

Here it is the Magga-vagga whose first five Samyuttas deal with satipaUhdna, 
indriya, bala, bojjhaiiga and magga, respectively. The Vinaya of the Muia- 
sarvastivadins (T. 1451, 407bl6 f. ,* cf. L6vi and Chavannes, 1916: 35-6) 
describes the contents of the Samyuktdgama in this manner: 

1. Skandha-varga; contains Pahcaskandha-samyukta 

2. Ayatana-dhdtu-varga; contains SaddycUam-astadasadhatu-sarnyukta 
3. Niddna; contains Niddna-dryasatya-samyukta, 
4. Srdvaka-vargasthdna 
5. Buddha-vargasthdna 

6. Aryamdrga-vargasthdna; contains Saipyuktas on smrtyupasthdna, sam- 
yakpradhana, rddhipada, indriya, bala, bodhyanga 

We can easily recognize the connexion of the elements common to these three 
enumerations with the subject-matter of Abhidharma works, which almost 
invariably deal with skandha, ayatana, dhdtu, and often with all or most of the 
items of list I (§1.1, above). The fact that the Vinaya of the Mabasanghikas 
(T. 1425, 491cl7-19), Dharmaguptakas (T, 1428, 968b21~3) and MahlSasakas 
(T. 1421, 191a25-7) give enumerations which cannot but be looked upon as 
incomplete (cf. L6vi and Chavannes, 1916: 33-5) does not cast doubt on this 
observation. 

The obvious connexion between the Vibhaiiga Vagga of the Majjhima 
Nikdya (Suttas no. 131-42) and the Abhidharma-Vibhanga also points to the 
early date of the latter work and the influence of early Abhidharma on the 
Sutras. The Patisarnbhiddmagga of the Khuddaka Nikdya * seems to imply 
knowledge of the Vibhaiiga, e.g. when discussing the four satipatthdnas the 
Pa^isambhidamagga comments only upon bhdvand, which is not included in 
the comment upon satipatthdna in the Vibhaiiga ' (Norman, 1983: 89; cf. Rhys 
Davids, 1908: 591). Note further Theragatha 1255, which describes knowledge 
of the skandha, ayatana and dhdtu as a precondition for ordination of a monk. 
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3.2. The items listed in the Matrkas came to be known as dharma. The word 
dharma acquired in Buddhism a sense which is very different from the senses 
it has in non-Buddhist contexts (and which are also met with in the Buddhist 
scriptures).20 If the development described in the preceding sections is correct, 
the peculiar meaning which the word dharma acquired may also have a simple 
explanation. • 

We had occasion to observe that the items enumerated in list I can all be; 
described as ‘ psychic characteristics * (§ 1.2, above). A glance at the explana- A 
tions of these items in the Sangiti Sutra (which repeats passages that are* 
common in the Sutras) confirms this. Moreover, the use of the word dharma in, 
the 4th smrtyujmthana appeared to allow this same interpretation, since we 
learned that the * mrtyu'paathdna on the dharma (pi.) * was originally specified 
as ‘ observation of the 7 bodhyanga \ We may conclude that in this earliest 
list, which stands at the beginning of all later Abhidhaima, dharma has a: 
meaning which is in no way peculiarly Buddhist. 

The fact that the later Matrkas developed out of, or were inspired by, our ; 
< list I *» would explain the fact that the items contained in these later Matrkas 
came to be designated dharma as well. Another factor may also have supported 
this expansion of the meaning of dharma. We know that the teaching of the | 
Buddha is frequently called dharma. This use of the term would be acceptable ^ 
to Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike. The Matrkas were intended to contain 
the teaching (dharma) of the Buddha in a nutshell. Moreover, they were | 
extensions of an original list of ‘ psychic, characteristics * (dharma). These twoj 
factors mav jointly be responsible for the fact that all the items enumerated ufl 
Matrkas, Le. all the ‘ elements of existence \ came to be designated dharma. ;*£ 

The circumstance that references to all kinds of dharma ( elements of 
existence ’) are found throughout the Sutrapitaka does not indicate that some 
kind of dharma-theory constituted the original teaching of the Buddha (asj 
maintained, e.g., by Stcherbatsky (1923) and Glasenapp (1938) j cf. Conze/ 
1962: 92 f.; Kalupahana, 1975: ch. iv £). Rather, it is satisfactorily explained 
by, and is a further support of, our thesis that Matrkas, and even one or more 
Abhidharma works, were in existence well before the completion of the.’ 

Sutrapitaka. 
4. The results of our investigation can be summarized as follows. There is 
evidence that there were Abhidharma-like activities going on well before the: 
Sutras of the Sutrapitaka had achieved anything like their present shape. n 
the case of one Matrka—the oldest, it seems—four consecutive stages can 
discerned, the last of which was known to the Sangiti Sutra of the Dirghdgarna< 
An independent development of this Matrka was used in the original 
Abhidharma-Vibhanga, which may date from less than 50 years after th« 
death of the Buddha, provided 'that Frauwallner’s ideas on the ongma 
Skandhaka are correct. It is further possible that the Abhidharma-Vibhan, 
existed before the common version of the Smrtyu-pardldna Sutra in the Modnj 
mdgama took shape; the evidence in support of this, however, is not altogetm 

decisive 
Our investigation could perhaps also shed light on the history of Bud 

meditation. It has confirmed that the meditational states covered by the 
* 4 druvya ’ are a foreign element in Buddhist meditation which did not acq 
general acceptance until a rather late date. It has further provided s< 
suggestions regarding the earliest accessible shape ox the 4 smrtyupasthdna. t 

10 See osD. Geiger, 1921. 
11 So also Warder, 1961: xxi, xxvii; 1980: 81-2. 

A final result of this study may be to explain the presence in the Sutras of 
| a * dharma-tiheory \ The explanation is not that original Buddhism was, or 
^contained, such a ‘ dharma-theory *; rather it points to the influence of 
Abhidharma-like activities long before the completion of the Sutrapitaka. 
jp The above observations show how unreliable the Sutras are as a basis for 
[conclusions about earliest Buddhism if thSy are not used with the utmost care. 
In order to reach reliable conclusions on this subject we need to make use of 
•all the information available. Sometimes this may be found in non-Buddhist 
^scriptures, like those of the Jainas; and sometimes it may be necessary to 
[conclude that later Buddhist works like the Vibhanga, Dharma-skandha, 
\BJcottardgama and even Mahavastu, which are all based on very old traditions! 
can help us reach back to the period preceding the completion of the Sutras 

aown to us. 

Abbreviations used in the text are: 
Ray . Afiyattara Nikdya (PTS ed.) 
[(C) Reference to the Chinese translations 

CrtficaJ Pali dictionary, begun by V. Trenckner. Copenhagen : Ejnar Munksgaard. 

FdA(C) Dirghdgama (T. 1) 
|DN Dig ha Nikdya (PTS ed.) 
VMC) Ekottaragama (T. 126) 

lf/(C) Madhyamdgama (T. 26) 
MN Majjhima Nikdya (PTS ed.) 
XP8 Mahaparinirv&na Sutra. Sanskrit text edited by Ernst Waldschmidt. 3 parts. 

Berlin: AJudemie-Verlag. 1950-51. (Abhandlungen der Deutschen Akademie der 
Wiasenschaftenzu Berlin. Klasse fttr Sprachen, Literatur und Kunst, Jahrgang 1949, 
£<r» 1; 1950, Mr. 2, 3) 
Mahdvcutu (ed. Senart, Paris, 1882, 1890, 1897) 
Pali 
Pali Text Society 

4(C) Saijiyuktdgama (T. 99) 
■-* Taisho ed. of Buddhist Tripitaka in Chinese 
IF*h. Vinaya Pifaka (PTS ed.) 
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SWAHILI GESTURES: COMMENTS (VIEIEZI) AND 

EXCLAMATIONS (VIINGIZI) 

By Carol M. Eastman and Yahya Ali Omar 

this paper a number of gestures used by Kenya coastal Swahili speakers 
acibed. We describe gestures that are associated with speech in various 
ranging from some requiring speech as they are performed to others 
jd to via verbs or phrases which are performed non-verbally. We attempt 

[place the verbal-dependent gestures on a continuum of verbal—non-verbal 
inmunication. We also describe verbally-independent gestures and gesturaliy 
ependent speech forms that function.similarly in discourse. 
This .esearch is an outgrowth of an earlier paper by Eastman (1983) 

Scribing exclamations in (Standard) Swahili as verbal gestures, i.e. spoken 
tms functioning entirely in context and in relation to the behaviour in that 
©text. Here we seek to broaden the scope of the pragmatic word class to 
hich exclamations (viingizi) belong to include gestures per se. We also delimit 
pother pragmatic * word * class comprised of gestures. This other pragmatic 
Part of Speech ’ or, more aptly, 4 Part of Communication * may be referred to 
~*a set of vielezi—comments. We distinguish the function of verbal and 

itural exclamations (viingizi) as being to evoke behaviour in context while 
verbal and gestural behaviours classified as vielezi or { comments * remark 

behaviour that has already gone on in the context of discourse. 
In spring 1983 at the University of Washington we collaborated on the 

reparation of a video programme to aid in Swahili language-class instruction.1 
Uithe process of working on this programme, we found that we were giving 
^imes to some of the gestures being illustrated and using whole sentences to 
present others. Thus, during ‘ takes * when a gesture was required we would 

nake reference to it verbally. Sometimes we would refer to it by the verbal 
xprqssion used to accompany it (e.g. ng'o ng’o). Otherwise we would use a verb 
ifeiring to the action of the gesture (e.g. kuramba kishogo * to lick the back of 
Jmeone’s neck ’) or a phrase or sentence indicating what the gesture means 
*g. hidem cha mlume 4 the prophet’s beard ’). 

In what follows, we provide some background information about gestures 
general in Swahili. Next we describe the specific gestures independent of 

leech, requiring speech, or substituting for strings of spoken forms, respec¬ 
tively. By way of conclusion we summarize what we found to be the function 
kf these pragmatic context-sensitive * Parts of Communication ’ making some 

Ittempt to relate the gestural aspect of Swahili to the study of language use in 
fepntext. 

I- 

acJcground 
bfThe Swahili-Swahili dictionary recently published for Standard Swahili in 
ar es Salaam, Tanzania (the Kamusi ya KiSwahili Sanifu, Oxford University 

!*ess, 1981) marks a number of entries, Id. for kielezi (pi. vielezi) referring to 
|j- * word which explains the condition of some thing or matter (i.e. kitu an 

Sh. Yahya Ali Omar’s visit was made possible by a grant from the University of Washington 
taduate School Research Fund for which we are grateful. The instructional video programme 

put together is entitled 4 Swahili gestures * and is available for purchase through tho 
University of Washington’s Jackson School of International Studies African £ ncounters Film 

vies, K. Morel], Producer, Seattle, WA 98195, USA. 
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THE CHINESE MADHYAMAKA PRACTICE 
OF P'AN-CHIAO: THE CASE OF CHI-TSANG 1 

By Ming-Wood Liu #5Of)S l(oL J> (> 
University of Hong Kong I 

Because of the growing interest in Buddhist hermeneutics in recent years, 
the subject of pan-chiao (classification of teachings) has lately attracted 
increasing attention in the West.2 P'an-chiao is essentially an attempt to 
distinguish and to integrate various trends of Buddhist thought, various sys¬ 
tems of Buddhist praxis and various kinds of Buddhist texts, with a view to 
highlighting their individual characteristics and to reconciling their apparent 
disparities. Different Chinese Buddhist schools, each with its own particular 
idea of the essence of the Buddha Dharma, naturally consider the significance 
of the heterogeneous elements of their spiritual heritage differently. Hence, 
examining and comparing their pan-chiao theories is a convenient and 
reliable way to assess their doctrinal positions and to determine the respective 
places of their teachings in the bewildering labyrinth of Buddhist dogmatics. 
This article is an attempt to bring out the basic orientation and special con¬ 
cerns of Chi-tsang’s cfj££ (549—623) thought as reflected in his opinions about 
a number of central Buddhist sGtras and their interrelation. Chi-tsang, as is 
well-known, was the pivotal figure in the revival of Chinese Madhyamaka in 
the late sixth century, and it was the common consensus that his teaching rep¬ 
resented the apex of the development of Madhyamaka thought in China.3 

I. The practice of p'an-chiao before Chi-tsang 
The practice of p'an-chiao has its theoretical basis in the idea of expedi¬ 

ence (upaya), i.e. the idea that the Buddha, in order to adapt his message to 
the diverse needs of sentient beings of varied intellectual capacities, put for¬ 
ward different teachings using different methods at different times. This idea 
provides a means of explaining the discrepancies in theme and style in the 
wide range of texts commonly recognized as Buddhist. References to the idea 
and practice of expedience can be found in almost all major MahGyGna 
sutras, the best known instance being the section on the three vehicles (triyd- 
na) in the Saddharmapuncfarika-sutra (henceforth cited as Lotus Sutra), which 
tells that the Buddha approached each of the three vehicles of tfrSvakas, 
pratyekabuddhas and bodhisattvas with a dissimilar teaching with a view to 
adjusting to their dissimilar levels of spiritual maturity.4 Another famous 
instance is the simile of the rising sun of the Avatamsaka-sutra (henceforth 

1 This paper is a part of ongoing research work on the development of Madhyamaka thought 
in China. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Kenneth K S. Ch*en for 
kindly agreeing to read over my research manuscript and offering many penetrating comments. I 
am indebted to the Hsu Long-sing Research Fund managed by the University of Hong Kong for 
a grant which defrayed part of the cost of producing this manuscript. 

2 On p'an-chiao as a form of Buddhist hermeneutics, see Robert A. F. Thurman, 4 Buddhist 
hermeneutics’, Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 46/1, 1978, 29-30, Peter N. 
Gregory, ‘ Chinese Buddhist hermeneutics: the case of Hua-yen ’, Journal of the American 
Academy of Religion, 51/2, 1983, 232-3, and Donald S. Lopez, Jr. (ed.), Buddhist hermeneutics 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1988), 3-4. 

JOn Chi-tsang’s life and contribution to the Chinese Madhyamaka movement, consult 
Tao-hsQan jjtllr (597-667), Hsd Kao-seng chuan ifcS rSj (W> Taishd Shinshu Daizdkyd 

^IE?/fil^i;SPiereafter 50.513c-515a and Hirai Shunei Chugoku Harmya 

Shisdshi Kenkyu (Tokyo, 1976), 60-79 and 345-52. 
4 See T,9. 12b-13c. 
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cited as Garland Sutra), which likens the non-differentiating Truth revealed 
by the Buddha to the all-encompassing light emitted by the sun, and the 
successive receival of the Truth by the bodhisattvas, the pratyekabuddhas, 
the srGvakas, and ordinary men to the successive receival of the sunlight by 
mountains, hills and plains of various altitudes.5 Also significant in this con¬ 
nexion is the simile of five flavours of the MahGyana Mahdparinirvdna-sutra 
(henceforth cited as Nirvana Sutra) which compares the five main bodies of 
Buddhist texts, i.e. the twelve categories of scriptures, the sutras, the vaipulya 
sGtras, the PrajMpdramitd-sutras and the Nirvana Sutra, to milk, cream, 
curd, butter and ghee of ascending nutritive value.6 It should be noted that 
although all the aforementioned examples can be considered as rudimentary 
attempts at distinguishing and integrating various forms of Buddhist texts 
and teachings, their original purpose was not to bring order and coherence to 
the disparate elements of the Buddhist religion, but to emphasize the superi¬ 
ority of the works in which they appeared.7 Deliberate and wholesale efforts 
to classify Buddhist teachings and texts did not come into being until 
Buddhism had made its inroad into China; and most of the earliest contribu¬ 
tors to this venture were connected with the Madhyamaka circle of 
KumGrajlva.* 

When Kumarajlva arrived in ClTang-an in the first decade of the fifth 
century, Buddhism had already been imported into China for over four hun¬ 
dred years, and Buddhist scriptures and doctrines of diverse origins and con¬ 
tents had long been in circulation. True understanding of the foreign religion 
was, however, slow to develop, and the fact that Buddhism actually com¬ 
prised a variety of different traditions had totally escaped the notice of the 
early Chinese Buddhists. Even the major distinction between the Hlnayana 
and the MahGyGna did not appear to have been properly comprehended by 
them, and although several early Chinese Buddhist works mentioned the 
terms ‘ Hlnayana’ and * MahGyGna \ they showed in their discussions little 
knowledge of the precise differences' between the teachings of the two 
schools.9 Under these circumstances, the necessity-for differentiation and co¬ 
ordination was naturally not felt. KumSrajlva’s appearance on the Chinese 
.Buddhist scene brought an abrupt end to this state of affairs. Being a dedi¬ 
cated and learned MahaySna theorist, Kumarajlva demonstrated in his extant 

_writings a keen consciousness of the demarcation separating the Hlnayana 
and the MahGySna, a consciousness which he must have imparted to his 
Chinese students and correspondents. Kumarajlva’s translations of the early 
Madhyamaka treatises, the first major corpus of MahaySna interpretative 

5 Sec T,9. 616b. 
6 Sec T,12. 449a. 

ii 7 The Nirvana Sutra’s comparison of itself to ghee, the best of the five flavours, is a good 
example. See ibid. On the Indian origin and the basic problematic of the practice of p'an-chiao, 
sec Robert A. F. Thurman, op. cit., 19-39, Peter N. Gregory, op. cit., 231-3, and Nathan Katz, 
Prasahga and deconstruction: Tibetan hermeneutics and the ydna controversy ’, Philosophy East 

'and West, 34/2, 1984, 185-99. 

v * Biography of Kumarajlva in Seng-yu (445—518)* Ch‘u-san-tsang Chi-chi 

ftEMfiM.T, 55.100a-102a and Hui-chiao (497-554), Kao-seng C/iwanjIrjfff f$, 
^T, 50.330a-333a. Kumfirajlva introduced Madhyamaka teaching into China through translating 

/the so-called 4 three treatises ’ (Madhyamaka-sdstra, Dvadasamukha-sdstra and Sata-sastra) and 
the encyclopaedic Mah&prajftdparamild-sdstra. 

9 On the early Chinese understanding of the distinction between the Hlnayana and 

£lhe Mahiyana, consult Och6 Enichi fUMS H . * Chflgoku bukkyd ni okeru daij6 shisd no 

5 * in Och5 Enichi, Chugoku Bukkyo no 

KenkyU vo1- 1 (Kyoto. I958)* 29(M' 
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literature, marked by their sharp critique of Hlnayana ideas, must have also 
served to open the eyes of the Chinese to the conflicts between MahSv&na 
and Hlnay5na thoughts.10 Besides the coming of Kum&rajiva and of 
Madhyamaka literature, another impetus for the formation of the practice of 
p'an-chiao was the rapid growth of influence of the Nirvana Sutra and the 
Garland Sutra among Chinese Buddhists in the early fifth century. Since these 
two works differ significantly both in style and in subject matter from the 
other popular Buddhist sutras of the time, such as the Prajndpdramitd-sutras, 
the Lotus Sutra and the Vimalakirtinirdesa-sutra (henceforth cited as Vimala 
Sutra), their ascendancy accentuated the incongruities between the various 
components of the Buddhist Canon and stimulated the search for a way of 
reconciliation. 

It was against this background that the practice of p 'an-chiao was initiated 
by a number of monks who had studied under KumUrajlva. The most impor¬ 
tant of them in this regard was Hui-kuan Utl. His p'an-chiao scheme of ‘ two 
periods and five teachings 5 takes into account most of the sfltras in vogue, 
and constitutes the first comprehensive attempt made by a Chinese Buddhist 
to devise a systematic framework to synthesize the heterogeneous elements of 
the Buddhist heritage.11 The scheme is recorded by Chi-tsang as follows: 

Formerly, when the Nirvana [Sutra] was first brought to [the region of] 
the Lower Yangtze, the monk Hui-kuan of the Tao-ch‘ang Monastery 
34^§tF wrote a preface for it, in which he classified Buddhist teachings 
roughly into two categories: 

1. Sudden teaching: this is the kind of [teaching found in] the Garland Sutra. 
It is meant only for the bodhisattvas, and it reveals the Truth completely. 

2. [Gradual teaching:] from [his] first [turning the wheel of Dharma] at the 
Deer Park to [his] final [nirv&na] at the Crane Grove, [the Buddha 
preached doctrines progressing] from the shallow to the profound. This is 
called * gradual teaching \ 

Within the gradual teaching, five periods [can] be distinguished: 

1. The distinctive teaching of the three vehicles: 

[The Buddha] preached the four [noble] truths for the srSvakas, lectured 
on the twelve [factors of] dependent origination for the pratyekabuddhas, 
and explained the six p&ramitas for the MahUyUnists, [Since in this 
period,] the deeds [the three vehicles practised] differed from each other 
and the fruits [the three vehicles obtained] were not the same, [its teach¬ 
ing] is called ‘ distinctive teaching of the three vehicles \ 

2, The Prajndpdramita[-sutras] instructed in common [practitioners of] three 
[different levels of] capacities, and so [their teaching] is called ‘ common 
teaching of the three vehicles \ 

/62/;i 

10 On the knowledge of the distinction between the Hlnayiina and the MahaySna in 
Kumarajlva's circle, see ibid., 294-7, 

11 Biography of Hui-kuan in Hui-chiao, Kao-seng chuan, T, 50.368b. On the inception 
of the practice of jfan-chiao in China, see Ochd Ernchi, 4 KySsd hanjaku no genshi keitai1 

in OchO Enichi, Chugoku Bukkyd no Kenkyu, vol. 2 (Kyoto, 1971), 
145-61, and Aramaki Noritoshi ‘Nanchd zempanki ni okeru kydsd hanjaku no 

seiritsu ni tsuite’ t- felt O T. Fukunaga 
Mitsuji tK jfe (ed*). Chugoku Chusei no Shukyd to Bunka rp^ 

(Kyoto, 1982), 239-413. 
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3. The Vimala [Sutra] and the Vise$acinta [brahmapariprcchd-sutra] extolled 
the bodhisattvas and reproved the sravakas, and so [their teaching] is 
called 4 teaching which reproves and extols ’. 

4. The Lotus [Surra] united the three vehicle [teachings] and demonstrated 
[their] convergence on the one ultimate [goal of Buddhahood], and so [its 
teaching] is called 4 teaching of convergence \ 

5. [What] the Nirvana [Sutra taught] is called 4 teaching of permanence. 

The above points are summed up in tabular form in table 1 below. As can 
be seen from this table, Hui-kuan’s p'an-chiao scheme classifies Buddhist 
teachings into two main categories: sudden teaching and gradual teaching. 
The sudden teaching is represented by a single text, the Garland Sutra. This 
opens with the majestic scene of the Buddha sitting under the Bodhi-tree sur¬ 
rounded by a huge assembly of bodhisattvas, devas, men and demons. Hence, 
it is commonly regarded in China as the first sutra which the Buddha taught 
after his enlightenment. The main body of the Sutra is largely made up of 

; descriptions of the numerous stages of the path to enlightenment, coupled 
•; with some of the most divine and awe-inspiring portrayals of the enlighten- 
; ment experience found in Buddhist literature.13 A famous passage of the 
j? Sutra depicts the leading Hlnayana disciples of the Buddha, including 
' Sariputra and MaudgalySyana, as being totally oblivious to the Buddha's dis~ 
; play of supernatural power,14 a fact which is often taken as an indication that 
; the profundity of the message of the Sutra is such that it is totally beyond the 
fe understanding of the Hlnayanists and ordinary believers. Hui-kuan is 
| obviously expressing this view of the esoteric character of the Garland Sutra 

when he attributes to it in particular the ‘ sudden * mode of revealing immedi¬ 
ately the unauulterated Truth. To the opposite mode of disclosing the Truth 
r slowly by degrees, he gives the name * gradual teaching \ which he ascribes to 
£ all the other sutras. Hui-kuan further divides gradual teaching into five sue- 
|; cessive periods, and identifies each period with a specific doctrine or method 
| of instruction: 
& 

First period: the distinctive teaching of the three vehicles. 

The teaching of the first period is called ‘ distinctive * because at the in- 
jferv itial stage of his evangelical career, the Buddha taught each of the three 

vehicles a different doctrine: He taught the sravakas the ‘ four truths \ 
||b .the pratyekabuddhas the 4 twelve factors of dependent origination, ’ and 
p.. the bodhisattvas the 4 six pUramitas 

Second period: the common teaching of the three vehicles. 
The teaching of the second period is called * common ’ because at the sec- 
ond stage of his evangelical career, the Buddha taught the thr. : vehicles 

|the Prajndpdramitd’Sutras similarly. 

nSan4m Hsuan-i , T, 45.5b4-14. Also see Chi*tsang, Ta-p'in-ching 
m** MMM » T, 33.67a 12-29. 
Efc j ^or Wopses of the Garland Sutra, see George P. Malalasekera (ed.), Encyclopaedia of 
mPuddhism, vol. 2 (Colombo: Government Press of Ceylon, 1966), 438-41, Thomas Geary, Emrv 

the Inconceivable (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983), 171-205 and Kawada 
ptiunalara * Budda Kegon-KegmyS no kOsatsu1 \%" WS8M <T) 

Pfj® in Kawada KumatarO and Nakamura Hajime 4,-t^7C (ed.), Kegon Shiso IjS/H.®,;® 
P (Moto, i960), 21-62. 
E? See T.9. 679twS80c. 
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3. Third period: the teaching which reproves and extols. 
In the first two periods, the Buddha treated the three vehicles without 
discrimination. In the third period, on the contrary, the Buddha 
‘ reproved ’ the srSvakas and pratyekabuddhas and ‘ extolled * the bodhi- 
sattvas, with the intention of instilling in his HTnaySna followers the wish 
for the Mahayana way. The representative texts of this period were the 
Vimala Sutra and the Vise$acintabrahmapariprccha-sutra. 

4. Fourth period: the teaching of convergence. 
After using the method of blaming and praising in the third period to 
stress the superiority of the Mah5y<Lna over the Hlnayana, the Buddha 
taught in the fourth period the Lotus Sutra, in which he revealed the 
underlying unity of all forms of Buddhist teachings and demonstrated the 
‘ convergence * of the Hlnayana and the Mahayana on the same goal of 
Buddhahood. 

5. Fifth period: the teaching of permanence. 
Seeing that the audience was ready to receive the ultimate Truth after 
having gone through the preceding four periods of instruction, the 
Buddha taught them the Nirvana Sutra, in which he dwelled on the per¬ 
manent nature of nirvana and oi the Buddha. 

Table 1: Hui-kuan's p'an-chiao scheme of two teachings and five periods 

Two Teachings Five Periods 

1. Sudden teaching 
(iGarland Sutra) 

—1. The distinctive teaching of the three vehicles 

2. The common teaching of the three vehicles 
(Prajhapdramita-sutras) 

2. Gradual Teaching- 3. The teaching which reproves and extols (Vimala Sutra 
and Vise$acintabrahmapariprccha-sutra) 

4. The teaching of convergence (Lotus Sutra) 

—5. The teaching of permanence (Nirvana Sutra) 

The foregoing exposition of Hui-kuan’s p'an-chiao scheme of ‘ two teach¬ 
ings and five periods ’ shows that he brought to the task of p 'an-chiao a 
variety of perspectives. The * two teachings ’ are connected with the methods 
of instruction (chiao-i ) whereas the ‘ five periods ’ have to do with the 
times of instruction (chiao-shih ). The linking of a particular sfttra to a 
particular method or time is based mainly on its instructional content (chiao-i 
tScH). While the p'an-chiao classification of ‘two periods and five teach¬ 
ings ’ takes account in this way of the three aspects of method, time and con¬ 
tent of instruction, its primary objective is to provide a general frame of ref¬ 
erence to account for the discrepancies between various central Buddhist 
sutras and to demonstrate the distinctive significance of each sfltra in relation 
to the rest. Its aim is thus to categorize the texts of instruction (chiao-tien 
Another noteworthy feature of the scheme is its high esteem for the Garland 
Sutra and the Nirvdria Sutra, as can be seen from its presentation of the two 
works as the embodiments of the full and final Truth. 

In the century that followed, p'an-chiao gradually established itself as a 
principal topic of Chinese Buddhist dogmatics, a fact amply demonstrated by 
the large number of current p'an-chiao theories reported in the writings of 
Ching-ying Hui-yiian (523-592), Chih-i (538-597), Y(lan-ts‘e 

H$!l (613-696), K‘uei-chi (632-682) and Fa-tsang O.M. (643-712).15 
Among the most popular were the schemes of ‘ three teachings and four 
periods ’ and ‘ three teachings and five periods ’ accepted by many Ch'eng- 
shih masters ®, and the scheme of ‘ four creeds ’ advocated by the 
Ti-lun masters The first two schemes add to the ‘ sudden ’ and 
| gradual ’ teachings of Hui-kuan’s scheme a third teaching which they call 
‘ indeterminate ’. According to the account of Chi-tsang, this new category of 
teaching is introduced to accommodate the Snmalddevisiinhandda-sutra, 
which resembles the Lotus Sutra in taking the idea of one vehicle as its essem 
tial principle and which is similar to the Nirvdria Sutra in having the idea of 
permanence as one of its main themes. Since it partakes of the characteristics 
of both the Lotus Sutra and the Nirvdria Sutra, and so cannot be grouped 
definitively with either of them, its teaching is given the name 1 indetermi¬ 
nate ’ and is placed beside the ‘ sudden teaching ’ and the ‘ gradual teaching ' 
as a separate class of teaching 17 As for the ‘ four periods ’ and the ‘ five 
periods \ they are almost identical to Hui-kuan’s ‘ five periods except that 
the third period of extolment and reproval is missing from the former. The 
scheme of ‘ four creeds ’ is described by Chih-i as follows:18 

1. pie creed of causality: it refers to the teaching of ‘ four conditions ’ and 
* six causes ’ found in the Sarvastivada treatises.1’ 

2. The creed of provisional names: it refers to the teaching of ‘ three states of 
provisional existence (san-chia —IE?) found in the Satyasiddhi-sdstra.:o 

3. The creed of deceptive forms: it refers to the teaching of emptiness found 
in the Prajhaparamita-sutras and the Madhyamaka treatises. 

4. The creed of permanence: it refers to the teaching of the permanence and 
£ ^ original quiescence of the Buddha-nature found in the Garland Sutra 
v;; and the Nirvana Sutra. 

f:. The two schemes of ‘ three teachings and four periods ’ and ‘ three teach- 
i ings and five periods ’ closely parallel Hui-kuan’s scheme of ‘ two teachings 
»and five periods ’, and like the latter, they involve the classifications of the 
• methods, times, contents and texts of instruction, and evidence the same pref- 
i ere“cp for the Garland Sutras and the Nirvana Sutra. However, their listing of 
.. the ‘ indeterminate teaching ’ as a third category alongside the ‘ sudden teach- 
trng’ and ‘gradual teaching ’ is open to the charge of inconsistency, because 
^within the two schemes, ‘ indeterminate teaching ’ has to do with teaching 
^content, whereas ‘ sudden teaching ’ and ‘ gradual teaching ’ have to do with 
gP ■ 

Hui-yto1, l-thmg jzMUM, T, 44.465a-b, Chih-i, Fa-hua Hsuan-i 
T 33 801a-b. Chi-tsang, Ta-pm-ching Yu-it T, 33.66b~c, YUan-ts‘e, Chieh-shen-mi- 

&*■Sifc. Hs* Tsang-ching gfjjgjg, 150 vols. (Hong Kong, 1967), 34.298b-c, 
|£uei-cfai, Ta-ch’eng Fa-ydan t-lin Chang T 45.247a-<c and Fa-isang, 

Wu-chiao Chang T, 45.4806-48la. 
EjjJVCh*eng-shih and Ti-lun masters were experts in the Satyasiddhi-sasira and the 
Vfgwhumikasutra-sastra respectively. See the opening paragraph of the next section, 
gr See Sheng-mon-ching Pao-ku S#3£M3llt. T, 37.5c23-28. 

Sec Fa-hua HsQan-i, T, 33.801bl 1-15, 
Sat trcatiscs of Sarvastivada School, together with the Satyasiddhi-sdstra, form the 

body of the Hlnayana literature known to Chinese Buddhists. For a summary account of 

****** ^our conditions and six causes, refer to Edward Conze Buddhist 
Vgwgnt tn India (2nd ed. rev., London: George Allen & Unwin, 1983) 153-6. 

t0 ** teaching of three states of provisional existence, all things are ‘ provision- 
Srion * P nature because of their states of ‘ being produced by causes \ * arising in succes- 
^wn and being dependent on each other \ 
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teaching method. As for the scheme of4 four creeds \ it enumerates four prin¬ 
cipal Buddhist tenets, together with-the stltras and sSstras which propound 
them, and so is involved with the classifications of the contents and the texts 
of instruction. The progression from the HlnaySna creeds to the Mah£y5na 
creeds suggests that the final creed of permanence found in the Garland Sutra 
and the Nirvana Sutra represents the consummation of the Buddha Dharma. 
All the early p'an~chiao schemes we have examined hold the Garland Sutra 
and the Nirvana Sutra in high esteem, a fact which bears witness to the 
prominence enjoyed by the two sutras in the Chinese Buddhist world of the 
fifth and sixth centuries. 

Table 2: The p 'an-chiao scheme of Four Creeds 

1. The creed of causality—The Sarv3$tivada treatises 

2. The creed of provisional names—The Satyastddhi-s£stra 

3. The creed of deceptive forms—The Prafidparamha-sutras 

and the Madhyamaka treatises 

4. The creed of permanence—The Garland Sutra and 
the Nirvana Sutra 

II Chi~tsang‘s criticisms of the p*an-chiao theories of the Ch'eng-shih 
Masters and Ti-lun Masters, and Chi-tsang's view of the unity of purpose 
of all Mahay ana Sutras 

The Chinese Madhyamaka movement began in the early fifth century 
with the translation and propagation of Madhyamaka texts by Kum^rajlva 
and his followers. With the passing away of its first generation of Chinese 
promoters, it gradually lost its momentum, and the interest of Chinese 
Buddhists shifted to texts of other Buddhist traditions, such as the 
Satyasiddhi-sdstra {Ch'eng-shih Lun J&jtJgr, commonly referred to as Ch'eng- 
lun fiJcSffl), and the Dasabhilmikasutra-sdstra (Shih-ti-ching Lun 
commonly referred to as Ti-lun hfelra)* By the mid sixth century, these two 
works had become so widely studied that later historians often speak of the 
existence at that time of a Ch‘eng-shih School and a Ti-lun School. When 
Chi-tsang came forward to champion the Madhyamaka cause in the late sixth 
century, he made one of the first priorities of his teaching programme expos¬ 
ing the weaknesses of the doctrines of these two traditions, including their 
p'an-chiao doctrines. In respect of the Ti-lun masters' p an-chiao scheme of 
1 four creeds Chi-tsang limits himself to brief resumes of and strong state¬ 
ments against its position, largely because he sees it as derived from the 
scheme of ‘ five periods ’ and so requiring no separate treatment.21 Chi-tsang’s 
critical attention is directed primarily at the scheme of ‘ three teachings and 
five periods’ popular among the Ch‘eng-shih masters. His most frequent 
objection to the scheme of * three teachings and five periods1 is the absence 
of textual evidence. Chi-tsang comments on the * three teachings ’ as follows: 

The [Mahdprajhdpdramitd-]sastra says, ‘ The Buddha Dharma comprises 
two types [of texts]: first, the Mah2y5na pi\aka, second, the HlnaySna 
tripifakad It further says, ‘The Buddha Dharma comprises two ways: 

21 On Chi-tsang's opinion about the relation between the ‘four creeds' and the ‘five 
periods’, see Fa-hua HsUan-lun T, 34.382b26-27 and 384c3-d. The Ta-ch'eng 

HsOm-lun does give a long criticism of the practice of identifying the teaching of 
the Prajfiaparamitd-sutras with the third creed. See T, 45.63c-64b. 

THE CHINESE MADHYAMAKA PKAUiiU: ul* t 
first, the way of the srSvakas, second, the way of the bodhisattvas.22 ... 
Hence, we know that there can only be two [pifakas], and [the scheme of] 
three [teachings] should not be established.23 

Chi-tsang speaks about the ‘ five periods * in a similar vein: 

The Pahcavimsatisdhasrikdprajhdpdramitd-sutra says, * All the gods 
acclaimed, “We witness in JambudvTpa the second turning of the 
Dharma-wheel.”*24 NSgSrjuna explains, ‘[The Bt’ddha] has already 
turned the HlnatySna] wheel in the Deer Park. Now, he further turns the 
Maha(y5na] Dharma-wheeL’25 The Lotus Sutra says, * Formerly, at 
V5r5nasl, you turned [the Dharma-wheel and taught] the four truths. 
Now at Vulture Park, you preach the one-vehicle [teaching].’26 The 
Nirvana Sutra says,1 Formerly, I turned the Hlna[yana wheel] in the Deer 
Grove. Now, I preach the Maha[ySna] under the twin trees.’27 Thus we 
know that there are just two categories of teaching, and there are no five 
periods.28 

Both passages point out that the chief Buddhist works speak only of the 
presence of the two ways of HlnaySna and MahSySna and never mention the 
existence of ‘ three teachings ’ and ‘ five periods ’. As to the contention that 
the idea of ‘ five periods ’ is supported by the idea of ‘ five flavours ’ of the 
Nirvana Sutra * Chi-tsang dismisses it vehemently as unfounded. He main¬ 
tains that the ‘ five flavours ’ represent five successive stages in the process of 
interaction between teaching and practice and between cause and effect, end¬ 
ing in the realization of the supreme nirvana, and have little to do with 
attributing specific teachings and texts to specific phases of the Buddha’s 
evangelical career.30 

The issue of the absence of scriptural basis is raised again when Chi-tsang 
proceeds to subject each item of the ‘ three teachings and five periods ’ to his 
critical judgement. Quoting the Nirvana Sutra, 4 When I [the Buddha] first 
achieved enlightenment, there were already bodhisattvas asking me about this 
very profound meaning,’ Chi-tsang argues that the Buddha taught the 
Nirvtfya Sutra, just as he taught the Garland Sutra, at the beginning of his 
evangelical career, and so it is wrong to make a distinction between ‘ gradual 
teaching ’ and ‘ sudden teaching ’ with respect to these two works.31 He ques¬ 
tions the validity of the category of ‘ indeterminate teaching ’ on the grounds 
that the practice is not founded upon the sutras and sastras.32 In Chi-tsang’s 
opinion, labelling the Prajndpdramitd-sutras as * the common teaching of the 
three vehicles ’ runs counter to the assertion that the prajndpdramitd pertains 

22 See T, 25.756bl8-24. 

;f‘23 Fa-hua HsQan-lun, T, 34.382b27-c22, 
24 Sec T, 8.31 lb!5—16. 

W “See Mahdprajhapdramita-sasira, T, 25.517a-b. 
See T, 9.12al8-21. 

• 27 See T, 12.447c 16-18. The * twin trees' were the sola trees under which the Buddha attained 
urvana. 
f * San-lun HsQan-i, T, 45.5b29-c5. 

$V-sSee, for instance, the remarks of Pao-liang (444-509) recorded in Pao-liang, ed. (?), 

ff-pan-nieh-p'on-ching Chi-chieh , T, 37.493M 1-24. 

£ * See Ta-ch'eng HsQan-lun, T, 45.63bl3-29. 
1 See Fa-hua HsQan-lun, T, 34.384b3-5. 
Sec ibid., T, 34.384b23-24. 



only to the bodhisattvas Tonr-d in 
Moreover, if one calls the Vimala Silva 

the Mahap rajnapdra mi ta-sdstra.n 
4 the teaching which reproves and 

extols,’ given the contemptuous attitude it adopts towards the HTnaySnists, 
one should apply the same description to the Pancavimsatisdhasrikaprajna- 
pdramita-sutra in which the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas are scolded as 
‘ stupid dogs \34 While it is beyond dispute that the Lotus Sutra is concerned 
with showing the original unity of the three-vehicle teachings, it also engages 
in demonstrating the permanent nature of the Buddha. And this latter fact 
has not been taken into consideration by the p'an-chiao theorists when they 
refer to the Lotus Sutra simply as * the teaching of convergence V5 As for 
labelling the Nirvana Sutra as ‘ the teaching of permanence \ Chi-tsang claims 
that the idea of permanence is raised in the Nirvana Sutra as a corrective to 
the view of impermanence. In fact, the Nirvana Sutra transcends both * per¬ 
manence ’ and 4 impermanence \ and to attribute the view of 4 permanence * 
to it is a gross misunderstanding.36 

What emerges very clearly in Chi-tsang’s critique of the p'an-chiao scheme 
of4 three teachings and five periods * is his rejection of the common practice 
of identifying a particular Buddhist text with a particular Buddhist teaching 
to the exclusion of the rest. This attitude proceeds from the belief that all 
Buddhist scriptures share the same purpose of eliminating attachment which 
is the root of all hindrances and sufferings, a belief which Chi-tsang inherited 
from his teacher Fa-lang (507-581): 

Whenever our teacher, the Reverend [Fa-]lang, ascended the high seat and 
instructed his followers, he often said: [Our] words should take 
4 non-abidingness * as the point of departure, and [our] minds should take 
‘ non-acquisition * as the principal [guide]. Hence, the profound sUtras and 
eminent masters enlighten living beings by making their minds free from 
attachment. It is so because attachment is the root of encumbrances. As 
the origin of all sufferings is attachment, Buddhas of the three periods [of 
past, present and future] devise sGtras and lecture sGstras, all in order to 
make the minds of sentient beings free from attachment.37 

Starting from the premise that all Mahay£na sutras are dedicated to 
revealing the way of non-attachment, Chi-tsang concludes that they are the 
same in spirit despite their surface dissimilarities: 

All MahaySna sutras are dedicated alike to revealing the Way. As the 
Way is non-differentiated, how can the teachings [of the sGtras] be 
diverse? However, since the gateways [to the Truth] are many, the various 
categories [of scriptures] differ.38 

Furthermore, Chi-tsang is convinced that every sutra contains the chief 
ideas of all other sutras, and introduces the distinction between 4 primary ’ 
and 4 secondary * themes (pdng-cheng erh-i by way of explanation: 

33 See San-lun HsUan-i , T, 45.5c26-29. For the assertion in the 
Mahaprajnaparamita-sastra, see T, 25.37 la5-7. Refer also to Fa-hua HsUan-lun, T, 38.382c-383c 
and Ta-ch'eng Hsikm-lun, T, 45.65b for Chi-tsang’s comments to the similar effect 

34 See San-lun Hsikm-i T, 45.6a5-$. For this denunciation of the srSvakas and pratyekabud¬ 
dhas in the PaficavimsatisaJiasrikdprajrMpdramiid-sutra, see T, 8.3l9a24-27. For similar comments 
in Chi-tsang’s writings, see Fa-hua Hsuan-lun, T, 38.383c-384a and Ta-ch'eng Hsdan-lun, T, 
45.65b26-cl. 

35 See San-lun HsQan-i, T, 45.6a9-13. 
36 See ibid., T, 45.6al3-15. 
31 Sheng-man-ching Pao-k'u, T, 37.5c8-!2. 
31 Ta-ch 'eng Hsuan-lun, T, 45.57a26-27. 

However, all sutras have alike the two aspects of 4 secondary ’ and * pri¬ 
mary * [themes]. The Prajhdpdramitd[-sutras] refute comprehensively [the 
error of] acquisition [so as to] demonstrate [the ways of] non-dependence 
and non-acquisition. [This] is their primary principle, whereas [the teach¬ 
ings of] Buddha-nature and one vehicle are their secondary themes. The 
Lotus [Sutra] demonstrates comprehensively the causes and the fruits of 
the one [vehicle]. [This] is its primary principle, whereas [the teachings ot] 
non-acquisition and Buddha-nature are its secondary themes. The Nirvana 
[Swfra] demonstrates comprehensively the permanence of the Buddha- 
nature [with an eye to] disparaging the erroneous [view of] impermanence. 
[This] is its primary principal, whereas [the teachings ol] one vehicle and 
non-acquisition are its secondary theme.39 

Chi-tsang does not deny that different sGtras focus on different aspects of 
the Buddha Dharma, which he calls their*4 primary themes Thus, he recog¬ 
nizes that the Prajndpdramitd-sutras, the Lotus Sutra and the Nirvana Sutra 
have as their primary themes the teachings of non-acquisition, one-vehicle 

: * and Buddha-nature respectively. However, he insists that what appears as the 
primary theme in one sutra can also be found, albeit less frequently, in the 
other sutras-as the secondary theme. Chi-tsang traces the cause of these vari¬ 
ations of primary and secondary themes* to the need to cater for dissimilar 
occasions (tou-yiian pu-t'ung jiyitT'Ip]); 

Further, [different] sutras cater for dissimilar occasions, and make way for 
each other. Since the Prajnapdramitd[-sutras] have already demonstrated 
comprehensively the true character of non-acquisition, the Lotus [Sutra] 
does not demonstrate it; since [the Prajndpdramitd-sutras) have not yet 
explained comprehensively the causes and the fruits of the one vehicle, 
[the Lotus Sutra] demonstrates them comprehensively. Since the Lotus 
[Sutra] has already demonstrated the causes and the fruits of the one 
vehicle, the Nirvana [Sutra] does not demonstrate them comprehensively; 
since the Lotus [Sutra] has not yet • demonstrated comprehensively the 
permanence of the Buddha-nature, [the Nirvana Sutra] explains it compre¬ 
hensively.40 

According to Chi-tsang, the Prajndpdramitd-sutras, the Lotus Sutra and 
the Nirvana Sutra have different primary themes because they were taught in 
succession under different circumstances. By the time the Buddha preached 

, the Lotus Sutra, the theme of non-acquisition had already been dealt with at 
length in the PrajHdpdramita-sutras and there was no need to dwell on it 
again. Therefore, the Buddha turned the focus of his attention to the theme 
of one vehicle. Having discussed this extensively in the Lotus Sutra, the 
Buddha deemed it unnecessary to harp on it when he preached the Nirvana 
Sutra. Consequently, the Nirvana Sutra was devoted to the exposition of the 
theme of Buddha-nature. 

P'an-chiao, as was observed above, involves both highlighting the distinc¬ 
tive characteristics of various Buddhist texts and teachings, as well as recon¬ 
ciling the apparent disparities between them. In Chi-tsang’s opinion, the 

l P4<m-chiao schemes of 4 three teachings and Five periods ’ and 4 four creeds ’, 
by dividing texts and teachings into hierarchical categories, have stressed the 
outer differences at the expense of the inner unity of the Buddha Dharma. 

39 Fa-hua Hsiian-lun, T, 34.388b 16-21 and Ta-ch'eng Hsiian-lun, T, 45.65c 19-24. 
40 Fa-hua Hsikm-lun, T, 34.388b21-24 and Ta-ch'eng Hsikm-lun, T, 45.65c24-2S. 
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Hence they must be removed to-make way for p'an-chiao schemes which 
achieve a better balance: 

Hence, we know that all MahSyana sutras reveal the Way which is non- 
differentiated, and we should not maintain the theories of * five periods * 
and 4 four creeds \41 

III. Chi-tsangs p'an-chiao teaching of two pitakas (erh-tsang Hjj£) and 
Chi-tsong's view on the distinction between the Hlnayana and the 
Mahdydna,42 

Having dismissed the p'an-chiao classifications of ‘ three teachings * and 
‘ five periods 5 as without scriptural basis, Chi-tsang offers the division of 
‘ two pitakas ’ as the classification best supported by the sUtras and sastras.43 
The two pitakas are given different names when they are considered from dif¬ 
ferent angles: 

[Regarding] the significance of the ‘ two pitakas \ there are three pairs [of 
names]: 
[1.] First, 4 the pitaka of the sravakas \ second, ‘ the pitaka of the bodhi- 
sattvas *: they are so named in reference to the people [they instruct]. 
2. ‘ Mahayana pitaka ’ and * Hlnayana pi\aka they are so called in refer¬ 
ence to the dharmas [they instruct]. 
3. * Partial \pi(aka]f and 4 full \pi\akd\ they are so designated with 
respect to their imports.44 

The term ‘ two pitakas * (two baskets) suggests the existence of two collec¬ 
tions of texts and teachings. These two collections are called the 'pitaka of 
the sravakas ’ and the ‘ pitaka of the bodhisattvas * because they have as their 
objects of instruction the sravakas and the bodhisattvas respectively. As the 
‘ srdvaka pitaka’ teaches Hlnayana ideas which express the Truth only 
partially, it is also called the * Hlnayana pitaka ’ or the 4 partial pitaka ’. As 
the * bodhisattva pitaka9 preaches Mahayana ideas which set forth the full 
Truth, it is also called the 4 Mahayana pitaka ’ or the 4 full pitaka \ 
According to Chi-tsang, the division of Buddhist teachings into two 
pitakas happened right after the Buddha’s demise, at the time when the 
Buddha’s followers gathered together the words of their preceptor for the 
benefit of posterity.45 Unlike the case of the 4 three teachings and five peri- 

41 Fa-hua I-su jtjfit, T, 34.518cl6—17. On Chi-tsang’s criticism of the p'an-chiao theo¬ 
ries of his time and Chi-tsang’s idea of the unity of purpose of all Mahayana sfltras, see Hirai 
Shunei, op. cit., 482^4, 494-500, Muranaka Yfishd ‘ °aishi “nizd” gi no seir- 
itsu Santo Bukkyd 22, 1969, 35-40, 

Suemitsu Yasumasa E . ‘Kichizd kydten-kan no haikei’ , 
Indogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyii 29/1, 1980, 136-7 and Kanno Hiroshi 

* Kichizd ni okeru Hokekyd to sho daijd kydten no hikaku ’ 

"aSSl-telt <5 ® <h , dkurayama Ronshu 19, 
1986, 205-8. 

42 On the p'an-chiao teaching of two pifakas of Chi-tsang, see Hirai Shunei, 
op. cit., 500-6, Muranaka Ytishd, op. cit., 35-54, 4 Kajd Daishi ni okeru kydhan shiso 
no tenkai’ in Kushida Hakushi Shsju Konekai 

(ed.). Usd Den no Kenkyii jtjffi# CD (Tokyo, 1973), 

736-40 and Suemitsu Yasumasa, ‘ KJchizO kydhan no genryQ ’ ja jjs&ifcjC^JCDjljfijjSE , SSto-shu 

Kenkyuin Kenkyusei KenkyQ Kiyo *980, 218-29. 
43 See nn. 23 and 28 above. 
44 Ching-ming Hsdan-lun ?$j» T, 38.900c23-26. 

45 See Fa-hua Yu-i » T, 34.644b4-9. 
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ods *, the classification of ‘ two pitakas ’ is confirmed by a long line of scrip¬ 
tures, including the Pahcavimsatisdhasrikdprajhdpdrainitd-sutra, me Lotus 
Sutra, the Nirvana Sutra and the writings of the Madhyamaka and YogScara 
schools.46 Among the p'an-chiao theorists in China who adopted this classifi¬ 
cation, Chi-tsang several times mentions Bodhiruci, the founder of the Ti-lun 
tradition, in particular.47 Thus he remarks: 

From [the time of] Bodhiruci’s arrival [in China] down to the present 
period, teachers [in the North] divided Buddhist teachings in general into 
the two classes of 4 partial ’ and 4 full which they also called the 4 two 
pitakas9 of the sravakas and the bodhisattvas. As this [practice] has [the 
support of] the very words of the sutras and sastras, it should not be 
rejected.44 

This is one of the very few instances in which Chi-tsang endorses a proposi¬ 
tion of the Ti-lun camp.49 

The notion that Buddhist texts and teachings can be divided into a su¬ 
perior category called the Mah£y£na proper to the bodhisattvas and an in¬ 
ferior category called the Hlnayana proper to the sravakas is, as Chi-tsang 
himself tells us, no new invention of his. In India, it could be traced back to 
the time of the advent of Mahayana thought, and in China, it was first made 
popular by KumarajTva and his followers.50 Chi-tsang’s innovation consists in 
his upholding it as the authoritative p'an-chiao scheme to replace the other 
p'an-chiao schemes in vogue in his time. Furthermore, Chi-tsang’s particular 
way of regarding the Hlnayana, the Mahayana, and the relation between 
them, reflects the centrality given to the practice of non-attachment in his 
teaching and the pragmatist strain in his hermeneutics: 

Generally speaking, Mahayana and Hlnayana sutras demonstrate alike 
the One Way. Hence, they [all] take the true insight of non¬ 
acquisition as the essential principle. However, [at the time of the 
preaching of] the Hlnayana teachings, [the matter of] demonstrating the 
true insight is still a long way off. Hence, [the Hlnayana sutras] adopt the 
teaching of four truths as the essential principle. The Mahayana [sutras, 
on the contrary,] demonstrate directly the true insight. Hence, all 
Mahayana stitras alike take the true insight of non-duality as the essential 
principle. It is only because there are divergences in expedient functions 
that there are different categories [of sutras].51 

This passage points out that Hlnayana and Mahayana sutras share the 
same aim of cultivating the true insight of non-acquisition. It admits that the 

46 Refer to nn. 23 and 28 above. 

47 See Jen-wang Pan-jo-ching Su T, 33.315b28—cl and Fa-hua Hsiian-lun, T, 
34.384c 6-8. The fact that Bodhiruci had divided Buddhist teachings into the two categories of 
‘ partial * and ‘ full ’ is also mentioned in Chih-i. Fa-hua Hsiian-U T, 33.80 lb 10-It. 

44 Sheng-man-ching Pao-k'u, T, 37.6al5-17. 
49 It is noteworthy that Ching-ying Hui-yiian, a leading Ti-lun master and a contemporary of 

Chi-tsang, had also adopted the division of ‘ two pifakas ’ as the mainstay of his p 'an-chiao 
teaching. The possibility of mutual influence between the two masters has been discussed, but no 
definite conclusion has yet been reached. See discussions in Hirai Shunei, op. cit., 504-6, 
Muranaka YOshd, * Kajd Daishi ** nizd " gj no seiritsu kd ’, 51, and Suemitsu Yasumasa. 4 Daijd 
Gishd ** shOkyd kydshaku gi ” ni okeru Jdydji Eon san no mondai-Kichizd chosho to no taihi ’ 

30 Refer to n. 9 above. 
51 San-lun Hsikm-i, T, 45.10cl4-18. 
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Hlnayana sutras take as their primary theme the four truths in which the true 
insight is barely hinted at, whereas the Mahayana siltras demonstrate the true 
insight directly in teaching the truth of non-duality. However, it considers 
this difference as outward appearance stemming from 4 divergences in expedi¬ 
ent functions \ i.e. as surface divergences resulting from the need to cater for 
audiences of different abilities, instead of as a testimony to the presence of 
irreconcilable doctrinal disagreement. Unlike most Mahayanists, Chi-tsang is 
positive about the value of limayana scriptures. The following passage, for 
example, affirms the usefulness of Hlnayana siitras as pointers to the final 
Truth by comparing them to streams leading to the source and fingers point¬ 
ing at the moon, and reserves the derogatory sense of the term ‘Hlnayana1 
for the Sarvastivadaiastra and the Satyasiddhi-sastra which, in Chi-tsang’s 
opinion, have totally missed the real objective of the Hlnayana sutras in 
treating the sutras* tentative assertions as inviolable dictums: 

For those who do not know [where] the source [of the river] is, we point to 
the streams, so that they can arrive at the source by following the streams. 
For those who do not see the moon, we point at it with our fingers, so that 
they can find the moon by [looking in the direction of] our fingers. Coming 
to the ends of the streams, [they discover] just one source; looking past the 
fingers, [they perceive] just one moon. This is the purpose of the TathSgata 
on preaching the Hlna[y2tna sfitras]. But the Abhidharmists hold on to the 
Hlnafyana] principles stubbornly, and do not head towards the Maha[yana] 
way. Since they hang on to the instrument and forget the real [objective, 
NagSrjuna] composes sastras to refute them.32 

While Chi-tsang deems Hlnayana teachings to be unobjectionable so long 
as they are adopted as provisional rules, he considers Mahayana teachings to 
be unacceptable when they are presented as absolute truths. In this regard, he 
cites the attachment to the Mahayana as the bodhisattva’s pitfall,53 and 
denounces practitioners liable to it as ‘ the retinue of the devil, not the fol¬ 
lowers of Buddha.’54 

Thinking along these lines, Chi-tsang reaches the conclusion that 
Hlnayana and Mahayana teachings are similarly*provisional: 

Now, we explain that the True Way is never Maha[yana] nor Hlna[yana], 
and it was for the sake of sentient beings that [the Buddha] preached 
MahS[yana] and Hlna[ySna teachings]. If we just oppose the Mah£[y£na] 
to the Hma[yana], [we would consider] Hlnafyana teachings] to be expedi¬ 
ent and Maha[ySna teachings] to be real. If we see that the [True] Way is 
neither Mahafyana] nor HTnafySna], [we shall realize that] MahafySna] 
and Hlnafyana teachings] are both expedient.55 

The True Way, i.e. the way of non-attachment, transcends all thoughts of 
difference, including the thought of difference between the Hlnayana and the 
Mahayana. The Buddha, for the benefit of sentient beings of different levels 
of intelligence, formulated different kinds of teachings, to which he gave the 
name 4 Hlnayana 9 or ‘ Mahayana * according to how closely they approxi¬ 
mated to the True Way. If the Mahayana teachings are often described in 
Buddhist texts as * real ’ for being a clearer reflection of the True Way than 

52 Ibid., T, 45.3a3-8. 
53 See, for example, Ching-ming HsUan-lun, T, 38.854cl6-19. 
54 See San-lun Hstlan-i, T, 45.5b23-24. 

55 Chung-kuan-lun Su t T, 42.160b6-8. For other remarks of Chi-tsang to the 
similar effect, refer to ibid., 14a6-7 and Fa-hua I-su, T, 34,501 b 14-16. 

the Hlnayana teachings, which are thereby referred to as ‘ expedient ’, that is 
to speak by way of contrast. Actually, Mahayana teachings are also expedi¬ 
ent, in that the True Way of non-attachment which they serve to promote is 
neither Hlnayana nor Mahayana. When this is understood, it is easy to see 
why Chi-tsang cautions against adhering to the distinction between Hlnayana 
and Mahayana, after he has proffered the 4 two pi takas ’ as the most authori¬ 
tative p *an-chiao scheme: 

However, it should be understood that the Supreme Way is never 
Hlna[yana] nor Maha[yana]. [Some teachings] cater for objects of superior 
[intelligence], and so are tentatively named 4 Maha[yana] *; [some teach¬ 
ings] adapt to objects of inferior [intelligence], and so are provisionally 
named 4 Hma[yana] \ It is hoped that through [instructing] these 
Maha[yana] and Hlna[yana teachings], [sentient beings] will be made to 
realize the Supreme Principle which is neither Maha[yana] nor 
HTnafyana].54 

IV. Chi-tsang’s fondness for the Lotus Sutra and Chi-(song's ideas of Three 
Dharma-wheels (san fa-lun X Four Periods (ssu-shih 011$), and 
Four Alternatives of Overtness and Covertness (hsien-mi ssu-chu Si$5E9JnJ) 

In discussing Chi-tsang’s p'an-chiao teaching, historians of Chinese 
Buddhism also often refer to the idea of 4 three dharma-wheels \ In 
Chi-tsang’s writings, this idea is raised primarily to undermine the popular 
belief, as exemplified by the p’an-chiao schemes of 4 two teachings and five 
periods * and 4 four creeds ’, that the Lotus Sutra plays second fiddle to the 
Garland Sutra and the Nirvana Sutra in respect of the disclosure of the highest 
Truth. It reflects clearly Chi-tsang’s fondness for the Lotus Sutra, which is 
understandable given the close link between this sutra and the Chinese 
Madhyamaka, going all the way back to the time of KumarajTva, who was at 
once the founder of the Chinese Madhyamaka tradition and the translator of 
the most influential Chinese version of the Lotus SutraP The Lotus Sutra of 
course gradually became an object of universal interest in the fifth and sixth 
centuries, yet its teaching has a number of features which recommend it to 
Chi-tsang. A case in point is the central role played by the idea of expedience 
in the Sutra. According to the opinion of many exegetes, the first half of the 
Lotus Sutra (chs. 1-14 of KixmSrajlva’s version) is concerned with the problem 
of the relation between the three-vehicle teachings and one-vehicle teaching. 
There, it is constantly remarked that the Buddha instructed the three vehicles 
of srSvakas, pratyekabuddhas and bodhisattvas each with a separate teaching 
in consideration of their different dispositions, and that the three-vehicle teach¬ 
ings actually share the identical goal of revealing the one-vehicle teaching 
which expresses the Buddha’s real intention.58 The theme of expedience also 

56 Sheng-man-ching Pao-k'u, T, 37.6a 18-20. 
57 On Kumarajlva’s followers’ opinion about the Lotus Sutra, see OchO Enichi (ed.), Hokke 

Shiso SsIpSitfl (Kyoto, 1969), 224-33 and Inari Nitsusen fQjpf 0 e[ HokekyO Ichijo Shi.so 

no KenkyU (Tokyo, 1975), 29-35. 
“We speak here as if the Lotus Sutra teaches the existence of four vehicles, viz. the srSvaka 

vehicle, the pratyekabuddha vehicle, the bodhisattva vehicle and the Buddha vehicle. However, 
there is also the opinion that the bodhisattva vehicle and the Buddha vehicle mentioned in the 
Lotus Sutra actually refer to the same vehicle, so that there are in fact only three vehicles. It was 
formerly the general consensus that Chi-tsang was an advocate of the theory of three vehicles, 

but this opinion has recently been challenged. See Maruyama Takao Hokke 

Kydgaku Kenkyu Josetsu (Kyoto, 1978), pt. t, chs. iv and v, Suemitsu 

Yasumasa, ‘Kichizb no Hokke Genron kan daishi “ichijd-gi” ni tsuite ’ 
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runs through the second half of the Sutra /chs. 15-28 of Kumarajiva’s version). 
There, it is declared that the Buddha'assumed the transient, physical appear¬ 
ances of DTpanrtkara, Sakyamuni. and others in order to foster the longing for 
his gospel, that in point of fact, the Buddha’s power is boundless and the 
Buddha’s longevity is past human comprehension. Another feature of the Lotus 
Sutra relevant to our present concern is its peculiar reticence on the precise 
contents of the one-vehicle teaching and the specific characteristics of 
Buddhahood, despite the great lengths it goes to to eulogize them. Also note¬ 
worthy in this connexion is its brevity on the matter of religious practice. In 
these respects, it is in total contrast to the Garland Sutra, which is famous for 
its exhaustive analysis of the path to enlightenment and its vivid portrayal of 
the beatitude of Buddhahood. 

This poverty of content of the Lotus Sutra perhaps contributed to the 
opinion prevalent among Chi-tsang’s contemporaries that the Lotus Sutra is 
inferior to the Garland Sutra and the Nirvana Sutra. However, to Chi-tsang, the 
extraordinary importance the Lotus Sutra gives to the theme of expedience, and 
its silence on most key Buddhist subjects may well appear to confirm his 
hermeneutical method, which is, as we have seen, characterized by its function¬ 
alistic approach to the scriptures and by its firm refusal to consider any 
Buddhist teaching, be it HTnayana or Mahay ana, as an absolute.59 Thus, it is 
not surprising that Chi-tsang should so admire the Lotus Sutra, even to the 
extent of shifting the focus of his study and teaching in later life, from the 
Madhyamaka treatises to the Lotus Sutra * In Chi-tsang’s writing, this Sutra is 
extolled as the consummate discourse which is ‘ perfect in its teaching ’ and 

(ft J T —SliSJ t-OlAT*. Indogaku Bukkydgaku Kenkyu. 33/1 

1984, 78-83 and ‘ KichizO sanshake-setsu no ayamari ni tsuite ’cJ 1-0 

l * X", Sdtd-shu Kenkyu in KenkyUsei Kenkyu Kiyd, 16, 1984, 42-67. 
» The functionalistic approach of Chi-tsang’s hermeneutics can be seen from the foIJowing 

account he gives of the teaching of his teacher Fa-lang: 
[Our] teacher further said: * Whatever we say [should] all be for the sake of stopping errors. 
When errors are stopped, speech ceases. It is just like hailstones which crush grass. When 
the grass is dead, the hailstones disappear. We should not adhere to words and form opin¬ 
ions If we adhere to words and form opinions, we shall fall into errors once again and 
cannot attain deliverance.’ (Chung-kuan-lun Su, T, 42.27b 13-16), 

That is, Buddhist ideas and theories are formulated not as eternal truths depicting the constituents 
and the essence of the ultimate reality, but are invented as instruments to check errors. 
Consequently, they should be abandoned immediately once they have fulfilled their intended func¬ 
tion. Chi-tsang is highly hostile to any tendency to divorce scriptural teachings from their original 
function of refuting falsehoods and to treat Buddhist doctrines as fixed dogmas. Again quoting Fa- 
lang, he laments how often truth, wisdom and meditation become additional obstacles on the path 
of enlightenment because of the deliberate frame of mind of the practitioners: 

Further, whenever my teacher, the Reverend Master of the Hsing-huang (Monastery] 
JR]!.#, ascended the high seat, he often said as follows: ‘ Practitioners of the Way want 
to foresake the false ways and seek the True Way, and thus are bound by [their longing 
for] the Way. Practitioners of meditation [try to] stop disturbances and seek calmness, and 
thus arc bound by [their fondness for] meditation. Pursuers of scholarship claim that there 
is wisdom [to be cultivated], and thus are bound by [their love of] wisdom.’ They further 
say, * We should practise contemplating [the truth ofl non-origination so as to eliminate the 
mind of acquisition.’ As a consequence, they are bound by [the idea of} non-ongjnation. 
Living in the midst of bondages, they want to abandon bondages, not really knowing that 
(their attempts to abandon bondages] axe ail (additional causes of] bondages. (Ching-mmg 
HsUon-lun, T, 38,874b 15-20). 

w See Chi-tsang's own account of this change in the Fa-hua-ching T'ung-lueh , 
Hsu Tsang-ching 43.1c4-5. Suemitsu Yasuraasa points out that among Chi-tsang’s twenty-six 
extant works, five arc connected with the Lotus Sutra, making up around 30% of the total vol¬ 
ume of the Master’s extant writings. See his paper * KichizO no Hokekyd kaishaku ni tsuite' 

$35 Indogaku Bukkyd-gaku KenkyU, 32/1, 1983, 239. For 
information about Chi-tsang’s writings on the Lotus Sutra, refer to Maruyama Takao, op. cit., 
67-75. 
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‘ excellent in its principle \6! and is acclaimed as 1 the true essence of ail sOtras ’ 
and 4 the secret treasury of all Buddhas That Chi-tsang sees the Lotus Sutra 
as sharing the doctrinal concerns of the Madhyamaka is evident from his con¬ 
stant reference to such favourite Madhyamaka concepts as 4 middle-way \ 
4 non-duality \ 4 non-acquisition \ 4 freedom from one-sidedness \ etc. in 
analysing the significance of the Sutra's title.63 Conversely, Chi-tsang often uses 
concepts derived from the Lotus Sutra, such as the concept of three dharma- 
wheels, to explain Madhyamaka texts.64 His admiration for the Lotus. Sutra 
being such, Chi-tsang would naturally look askance at the commonly accepted 
view that it gives a less complete picture of the Buddha Dharma than the 
Garland Sutra and the Nirvana Sutra, and it is largely to refute this view that he 
puts forward the idea of three dharma-wheels.65 

This idea, like that of two pifakas; is by no means Chi-tsang’s invention. 
Several Chinese Buddhist works of the seventh and eighth centuries mention 
Paramartha, the founder of the She-lun tm tradition, as its propounder/* 
There is no evidence, however, that Chi-tsang is indebted to Paramartha for his 
idea of three dharma-wheels. In explaining it, he frequently refers to the par¬ 
ables of the burning house and the lost son, from chapters 3 and 4 respectively 
of Kumarajiva’s version of the Lotus Sutra, which suggests that* he considers 
the Lotus Sutra to be its primary scriptural source.67 In fact, nearly all Chi- 
tsang’s discussions of the three dharma-wheels appear in his writings on the 
Lotus Sutra, and they are introduced to clarify yet another prominent point of 
divergence between the Garland Sutra and the Lotus Sutra: in the Garland 

■ Sutra, the HTnayana sages, like Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, for example, 
: are described as being oblivious to the Buddha’s display of supernatural 
?' power,68 whereas in the Lotus Sutra, these same sages are predicted to be des¬ 

tined for Buddhahood.69 This divergence is construed in the Garland Sutra's 
- favour by many of Chi-tsang’s contemporaries, who consider the esotericism of 

the Garland Sutra as proof of its greater profundity. Chi-tsang gives a different 
interpretation of the situation in his explication of the three dharma-wheels, as 
follows: 

n 41 Fa-hue HsQon-lun, T, 34,364b8-9. 
aFa-hua Yu-i, T, 34.647cI8~19. 
43 Sec, for instance, Fa-hua I-su, T, 34.485b20-26 and Chung-kuan-lun Su, T, 42.30c24-27. 
* On Chi-tsang’s attempt to harmonise the teaching of the Lotus Sutra with that of the 

Madhyamaka treatises, see Sato Seijun , * Kichizd no okeru Churon kaishaku no 

^jskitsu ' cfijSUw fast $35 CO$$5K ’» in RySju Kyogaku no Kenkyu, 

, MibuTaishun (ed.), (Tokyo, 1983), 341-57 and Suemitsu 
Yasumasa, ‘ Kichizd no Hokekyd kaishaku ni ts,ire op. cit.r 239-42. 
fc W On Chi-tsang’s theory of three dharma-wheeis, see Hirai Shunei, op. cit., 506-10, Muranaka 
yasha, ‘ Kajd Daishi no kydhan shisd ’ . Taisho Duigaku Kenkyu Kiyd 

(Bungaku-bu Bukkydgaku-bu) 57, 1972, 20-23 
and Suemitsu Yasumasa, * Kichizd no nizo sanrin setsu ’ 60 
Bukkydgaku 15, 1983, 77-82. 

:\*See Yflan-tse, Chieh-shen-mi-ching Su, Hsu tsang-ching, 34.412d8—413a7, Hui-yuan 

Kan-ting Chi fij f £, Hsu Tsang-ching, 5.8dl5-9a4 and Ch‘eng-kuan jggg (738-839), Hua- 

yen-ching Su T, 35,508cl6-2I. For a comparative study of these accounts of 
Paramartha’s p 'an-chiao scheme of three dharma-wheels, see Sakamoto Yukio 
Kegon KySgaku no Kenkyu ipjg (Kyoto, 1956), 209-12. 

for example, Fa-hua I-sut T, 34.453cl-8, 484a5-16 and Fu-huu Yu-i, T. 
*.634c23~635a4. 

61 See n.14 above. 
*49Sec T, 9.1lb and 21c. 
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... since [the Buddha] wanted to discourse on the three kinds of 
dharma-wheels, he preached this [Lotus] Sutra, By the three kinds [of dhar- 
ma-wheels], we refer to: 1. The original dharma-wheel, 2. The derivative 
dharma-wheel, 3. [The dharma-wheel] assimilating the derivative into the 
original. Regarding the original dharma-wheel, when the Buddha first 
achieved enlightenment, he opened, in the assembly of the Garland, the 
dharma-door of the causes and the fruits of the one [vehicle] solely for the 
bodhisattvas. This is known as the ‘ original teaching \ However, those 
[practitioners] of few merits and dull faculties were not equal to hearing the 
causes and the fruits of the one [vehicle]. Hence, the one Buddha-vehicle 
was divided into three [teachings], which are known as the ‘derivative 
teaching \ For over forty years, [the Buddha] preached the three-vehicle 
teachings to train the minds [of his lesser followers]. Only then did he [, in 
the assembly of] the Lotus[,] unite those three-vehicle [teachings] in the one 
way [of the one vehicle]. This is [known as] the ‘ teaching assimilating the 
derivative into the original 7° 

The three dharma-wheels denote three consecutive phases in the Buddha’s 
teaching career: 
1. The original dharma-wheel: immediately after his enlightenment, the 

Buddha preached the Garland Sutra, in which he set forth the causes and 
the fruits of the one vehicle for the benefit of the bodhisattvas only. 

2. The derivative dharma-wheel: this phase lasted forty years, during which 
the Buddha preached the three-vehicle teachings for the benefit of his 
lesser followers who were of dull faculties and who could not comprehend 
the one-vehicle teaching pertaining to the first dharma-wheel. 

3. The dharma-wheel assimilating the derivative into the original: after 
instructing his lesser followers for forty years, the Buddha perceived that 
they were at last ready to receive the one-vehicle teaching. So he preached 
for them the Lotus Sutra, in which he informed them of the tentative 
nature of the three-vehicle teachings pertaining to the second 
dharma-wheel, and of the function of the three-vehicle teachings to prepare 
the way for the manifestation of the one-vehicle teaching. 

According to the above description, the first and the third dharma-wheels 
were represented by the Garland Sutra and the Lotus Sutra respectively, and 
they carried the same one-vehicle teaching. The following comparison between 
the first and third dharma-wheels bears witness to the intention of Chi-tsang’s 
theory of three dharma-wheels to affirm the importance of the Lotus Siitra as a 
vehicle for expressing the supreme truth in the face of opinions to the contrary: 

Formerly, [teachers in] the South and the North all maintained that the 
Garland [Sutra embodies] the supreme teaching and the Lotus [Sutra 
teaches] doctrines of incomplete [meaning]. Now, we say that it is not the 
case. This [Lotus] Sutra explains that the one-vehicle [teaching preached] at 
the beginning (i.e. the Garland Siitra) cannot save the sons [from the danger 
of fire], and that the onc-vehicle [teaching] elucidated at the end (i.e. the 
Lotus Sutra) can save the sons [from the danger of fire].71 The meanings of 
' being able to [save] * and ‘ being unable to [save] ’ are dissimilar; the one- 

70 Fa-hua Yu-i, T, 34.634c 16-23. For other passages in Chi-tsang’s writings to the similar 
effect, refer to Fa-hua I-su, T, 34.494b22-cl and Chung-kuan-lun Su, T, 42.8b23-29. 

71 This remark refers to the famous parable of the burning house found in the Lotus Siitra, T, 
9.12b-13c. 

vehicle [teaching taught] at the beginning and [the one-vehicle teaching 
taught] at the end are not different.72 

This passage opens with an outright dismissal of the prevailing view of the 
Garland Sutra's superiority because of the greater purity of its teaching. It does 
not deny that there is the difference that one (the Garland Sutra) is accessible 
to only a few and the other (the Lotus Sutra) to many. However, it maintains 
that as far as the content of instruction is concerned, the Garland Sutra and the 
Lotus Sutra, being the representative texts of the first and the third dharma- 
wheels, embody alike the supreme one-vehicle teaching, and so are equally pure 
and perfect. 

The assigning of the Garland Sutra and the Lotus Sutra respectively to the 
beginning and the final periods of the Buddha’s evangelical mission in Chi- 
tsang’s theory of three dharma-wheels is supported by the text of the two scrip¬ 
tures. As has already been mentioned, the Garland Sutra opens with the scene 
of the Buddha sitting under the Bodhi-tree surrounded by a huge retinue, 
which suggests that it was the first siitra taught by the Buddha after his enlight- 

f enment. The late appearance of the Lotus Sutra is suggested by the Buddha’s 
: allusion there to his imminent nirvana: 

Monksl When the TathSgata knows of himself that his time of nirvana has 

arrived and his multitude [of followers] are pure [at heart], firm in faith and 
understanding, thorough in the comprehension of the truth of emptiness 
and profound in [the practice of] meditation, then he gathers together vari¬ 
ous bodhisattvas and sravakas, and preaches for them this [Lotus] Sutra1* 

Now, besides the Lotus Sutra, there is another influential Mahayana sutra 
which has the last days of the Buddha as its backdrop: namely, the Nirvana 
Sutra, Since the latter relates the final events of the Buddha’s earthly existence, 
it is generally regarded as the record of the Buddha’s last words and as being 
posterior to the Lotus Sutra. This fact has been taken by some, such as the 
proponents of the p'an-chiao scheme of five periods, as evidence that it is the 

vNirvapa Sutra, not the Lotus Sutra, which constitutes the apex of the Buddha’s 
life’s work. In discussing the three dharma-wheels, Chi-tsang sometimes speaks 
of the Lotus Sutra as the commencement and of the Nirvdpa Sutra as the con- 

| .elusion of the third dharma-wheel,74 which indicates that he shares the popular 
' opinion on their chronological order. However, Chi-tsang firmly rejects the 

‘ contention that the later work is the superior. Instead, he asserts that the ideas 
of the inherence of the Buddha-nature in all sentient beings and the perma- 

i nence of the Buddha central to the Nirvana Sutra are implicit in the teachings 
: of the one-vehicle and of the longevity of the Buddha propounded in the Lotus 
Siitra. He goes so far as to maintain that those who understand thoroughly the 
lessons of the Lotus Sutra need not hear the Nirvana Sutra.1* To illustrate this 

; conception of the relation between the two siltras, Chi-tsang borrows the par- 
' able of the clever physician from the Lotus Sutra which tells of a physician 
; whose sons had taken poison by mistake. To save his sons, the physician gath- 

$5 ered the most fragrant and savoury medical herbs, pounded and blended them, 
; and offered them to his sons as a remedy. Those sons who still retained their 
presence of mind readily accepted their father’s gift of medicine and immedi- 

n Fa-hua Yu-i, T, 34.635a5-8. 
73 T, 9.2Jc20-22. 
74 See Fa-hua I-su, T, 34.473c8-10, 476b5-6 and Fa-hua-ching Tung-lueh, Hsu Tsang-ching, 

43.14c7-U, 
73See Fa-hua HsUan-lun, T, 34.367a 12-b 17, 369c 17-24 and Ta-ch’eng Hsuan-lun, T, 

r> 45.43a 12-22. 
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ately recovered, while those sons vdfc had lost their sanity under the influence 
of the poison stubbornly refused to act as advised. To save the deranged sons, 
the physician left for a faraway country, from where he sent a messenger with 
the news of his death. Greatly shocked and deeply saddened, the deranged sons 
awoke from their mental slumber, took the drug, and were instantly cured.76 
According to Chi-tsang, the Lotus Sutra and the Nirvana Sutra contain the 
same beneficial message which can deliver all the three vehicles from the pains 
of santsara, like the physician’s wholesome medicine which could cure all the 
sons. Among the three vehicles, there were many who, on hearing the teaching 
of the Lotus Sutra, accepted it at once and achieved enlightenment, like the 
sane sons who took the physician’s medicine promptly and recovered; yet there 
were a number of dullards who did not respond to the message of the Lotus 
Sutra, like the insane sons who turned a deaf ear to the physician’s advice. 
Thus, just as the physician used the news of his death to cure his insane sons, 
so the Buddha told the poor learners of the Lotus Sutra of his imminent nirva¬ 
na in the Nirvana Sutra with a view to rousing them from their spiritual stupor. 
All in all, unlike the propounders of the theory of five periods, who see the 
Lotus Sutra as paving the way for the ultimate revelation of the Nirvana Sutra, 
Chi-tsang regards the latter* as finishing the task of universal deliverance 
already brought to near-corripletion by the preaching of the Lotus Sutra.11 

If one sees the Buddha’s evangelical mission as beginning with the Garland 
Sutra and concluding with the Lotus Sutra and the Nirvana Sutra, one may 
infer that the period between was devoted to preaching the remaining sutras, 
first the Hlnayana sutras which were easier to understand and then the more 
difficult MahaySna sutras. In this way, one arrives at the idea of four periods, 
which is found in Chi-tsang’s writings in the following terms: 

Roughly speaking, the [Buddha’s] entire life’s work comprised four periods: 
1. [The period when] the Maha[yana] capacities had not yet matured, 
2. [The period when] the Hlna[yana] faculties had already been developed, 
3. [The period when] adherence to the Hlna[ySna Way] began to yield and 
the Mah£[yana] capacities first became active, 4. [The period when] adher¬ 
ence to the Hlnafyana Way] definitely gave way and the Mahajyana] capac¬ 
ities definitely matured. The [Buddha’s] entire life’s work comprised just 
these four periods. 

By ‘ [the period when] the Mah&[y&na] capacities had not yet matured,’ 
[we refer to the time] when the Buddha first achieved enlightenment, when 
he preached for the bodhisattvas the Garland Sutra [because] he wanted to 

76 For the parable as found in the Lotus Sutra, see T, 9.43a7-bl0. 
77 For Chi-tsang’s explanation of the relation between the Lotus Sutra and the Nirvana 

Sutra, see Fa-hua Hsuan-lun, T, 34.373c 12—20, 44lb20-27, Fa~hua I-su, T, 34.61 lc24-27, 
Ching-ming Hsilan-Iun, T, 38,886a2—11 and Ta-ch'eng Hsdan-lun, T, 45.42c29-43a4, 57c26-58a6, 
65c 1-9. Chi-tsang’s high esteem for the Lotus Sutra, as evinced in the theory of three 
dharma-wheels, brings to mind Chih-i, Chi-tsang’s elder contemporary and the founder of the 
T‘ien-t‘ai School who goes further to take the Lotus Sutra as the primary scriptural 
source of his teaching. In point of fact, Chih-i’s opinion on the relation between the Lotus Sutra 
and the Nirvdpa Sutra closely resembles that >of Chi-tsang: Chih-i refers to the latter as * the 
teaching which gathers up ’ (chOn-shih chiao JgJ&ifc), by which he means that the main func¬ 
tion of the Nirvana Sutra is to gather together and convert those practitioners who fail to react 
to the supreme teaching of the Lotus Sutra. For more information about Chih-i’s opinion on the 
relation between these two stltras refer to Leon Hurvitz, Chih-i (Bruxelles: L’lnstitut Beige des 
Hautes Etudes Chinoises, 1962), 237-44 and my paper, * The Lotus Sutra and Garland Sutra 
according to die Tien-Cai and Hua-ycn schools in Chinese Buddhism Toung Paot 74, 1988, 
59-61. Those interested in the highly complex problem of the historical and doctrinal links 
between the teachings of Chi-tsang and Chih-i may consult Hirai Shunei, Hokke Mongu no 

Seiritsu ni Kansuru Kenkyu g-iffrSC'n] (Df& jL l-BS (Tokyo, 1985). 
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edify them with the [supreme] MahSjyana] Dharma. However, [those practi¬ 
tioners of] Hlna[yana] capacities were not equal to [the direct revelation of 
the perfect Truth]. Hence, the Buddha ceased [this way of] instruction ... 

Next, by ‘the HmafySna] faculties had already been developed,’ [we 
refer to the fact that those practitioners] not equal to the Maha[ySna form 
of] edification on the days of [the preaching of the Garland Sutra at] the 
place of enlightenment came to accept the Hma[yana] Dharma at the time 
of [the preaching of Hlnayana sdtras at] the Deer Park ... 

By ‘ adherence to the Hlna[yana Way] began to yield and the 
Mahafyana] capacities first became active,’ [we refer to the fact that the 
Buddha] taught directly the bodhisattvas and edified covertly the two vehi¬ 
cles with the various vaipulya teachings of the Prajnapdramita[-sutras] and 
Vimala [Sufra], in order to improve the minds of the Hlna[yanists] and 
make them long for the Maha[yana] Way. As their adherence to the 
Hlna[yana Way] began to yield and their Maha[y5na] capacities first 
became active, the audiences of the Prajnaparamita[-sutras] and Vimala 
[Sw/rn] could see and hear [the Buddha preaching], but without being able 
to understand [fully his meaning]. 

By ‘ adherence to the Hlna[ySna Way] definitely gave way and the 
Mah£[yana] capacities definitely matured,’ [we have in mind] the Lotus 
[Sutra] which opened the door of expedience to show the real meaning. As 
adherence to the HIna[yana Way] had given way, it was fitting to open the 
door of expedience; as the Maha[y5na] capacities [of the practitioners] had 
matured, the real meaning became manifest. Hence, the audience of the 
Lotus [Sutra] could believe and understand [the Buddha’s message], as well 
as being able to see and hear [the Buddha preaching].78 

The four periods, as the above text shows, made up the Buddha’s entire 
life-work. The first and fourth periods, being represented respectively by the 
Garland Sutra and the Lotus Sutra, corresponded respectively to the first and 
third dharma-wheels. In place of the second dharma-wheel, there were two 
periods; the second period spent on the preaching of the HlnaySna sutras and 
the third period dedicated to the preaching of the MahaySna sutras. Unlike 
Hui-kuan’s ‘ five periods ’ which were each characterized by a particular form 
of teaching (e.g. the distinctive teaching of the three vehicles), Chi-tsang’s ‘ four 
periods as is readily apparent from their names (e.g. ‘ the MahSySna faculties 
;had not yet matured ’), were distinguished from each other by the different 
levels of intelligence of the learners, a feature which reflects the functionalistic 
approach of Chi-tsang’s hermeneutics. From the notion that the teachings of 

.-. the four periods are each suitable for learners of a special level of intelligence, 
the idea of * four alternatives of overtness and covertness ’ is obtained: 

U; What taught overtly the bodhisattvas and did not edify covertly the two 
vehicles: this was the teaching of the Garland [Sutra]. Since the Maha[yana] 
capacities [of the bodhisattvas] had already matured when [the Buddha] 
first achieved enlightenment, it taught overtly [the bodhisattvas]; since 
there were no beings of the two vehicles in the assembly and since the 
Maha[ySna] capacities [of those beings] had not yet developed, it did not 
edify covertly the two vehicles.79 

Ching-ming Hsikm-lun, T, 38.899bi3-cl. 
The sravakas and pratyekabuddhas were not among the thirty-four forms and eighteen 

SQtr^ °f sentieat ^ings wbo gathered around the Buddha in the opening scene of the Garland 
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What taught overtly the two vehicles and did not edify covertly the bodhi- 
sattvas: this was the three-vehicle teachings [of the Hlnayana pifaka]. Since 
the HIna[yana] capacities [of the two vehicles] were already developed, it 
taught [the two vehicles] overtly. The bodhisattvas, being of Maha[y2na] 
talent, did not need [this] Hina[y2na form of] edification. 

3 What taught overtly the bodhisattvas and edified covertly the two vehicles: 
this was [the teaching found in] such sGtras as the Prajfia{paramita-sutras] 
and the Vimala [Sufra]. Since the Mah3[y5na] capacities of the bodhi¬ 
sattvas were already developed, it taught overtly [the bodhisattvas], since 
the two vehicles’ adherence to the Hina[yana Way] began to yield and their 
Maha[yana] capacities first became active, it edified [the two vehicles] 

covertly. 

4 What taught overtly the bodhisattvas and taught overtly the two vehicles: 
this was the teaching of the Lotus [Sutra]. Since on hearing this [Supreme] 
Dharma, the bodhisattvas eliminated completely the web of doubts, it is 
said that it taught overtly the bodhisattvas; since [it prophesied] that the 
one thousand and two hundred arhats [present in the assembly] would 
eventually all become Buddhas,80 [it is said that] it taught overtly the two 

vehicles.81 

Putting together the expositions of the 4 four periods * and the 4 four alter¬ 
natives of overtness and covertness * in the two quotations above, we have the 

following picture: 
1. First period: immediately after his enlightenment, the Buddha preachedthe 

Garland Sutra and laid out the Mahayana Dharma in its entirety. This 
direct method of instruction was only suitable for bodhisattvas of the high¬ 
est intelligence, and was not fit for sravakas and pratyekabuddhas whose 
‘ Mahayana capacities had not yet matured \ Hence, it is said that the 
teaching of this period 4 taught overtly the bodhisattvas and did not edify 

covertly the two vehicles \ 

2. Second period: seeing that the sravakas and the pratyekabuddhas in the 
audience were not equal to the profound Mahayana Dharma demon¬ 
strated in the Garland Sutra, the Buddha proceeded to preach various 
Hlnayana sutras with an eye to adapting to their 4 Hlnayana faculties . 
Since the teaching of this period was meant for the sravakas and 
pratyekabuddhas and was too elementary for the bodhisattvas, it is said 
that it ‘ taught overtly the two vehicles and did not edify covertly the 

bodhisattvas 

3. Third period: seeing that the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas were ready to 
receive higher truths after having gone through the training of the second 
period the Buddha preached various MahSyana sutras, such as the 
Praindparamita-sutras and the Vimala Sutra, with the intention of instilling 
in them the wish for the Mahayana Way. Since the bodhisattvas could 
understand perfectly the teaching enunciated in these svitras, it is said that 
the teaching of this period 4 taught overtly the bodhisattvas . Although the 
sravakas and pratyekabuddas could not fathom the full significance of the 
lesson of these sutras, they began to notice the limitations of the Hlnayana 

81 Ching-ming HsUan-lun, T, 38.900M-11. For other remarks of Chi-tsang to the similar 
effect, see Fa-lma Yu-i, T, 34.645a8~21. 

m-74. 

Way (‘ adherence to the Hlnayana Way began to yield ’) and started to 
strive for the knowledge of the Mahayana Way (‘ Mahayana capacities 
first became active ’) on hearing it. Hence, it is said that the teaching of 
this period 4 edified covertly the two vehicles \ 

Fourth period: after undergoing the preceding periods of education, the 
sravakas and pratyekabuddhas finally gave up their attachment to the 
Hlnayana Way (‘ adherence to the Hlnayana Way definitely gave way ’) 
and were fully equipped to embark on the Mahayana Way (‘ Mahayana 
capacities definitely matured ’). Only then did the Buddha preach the Lotus 
Sutra, in which he pointed out the provisional nature of the previous 
periods of instruction (‘ opened the door of expedience ’) and unfolded the 
real'meaning of the Buddhist gospel (‘showed the real meaning’). Since 
the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas, as well as the bodhisattvas, could com¬ 
prehend the teaching of this period, it is said that the teaching of this 
period ‘ taught overtly the bodhisattvas and edified overtlv the two 
vehicles/82 

.The classification of ‘ four alternatives of overtness and covertness ’ appears 
|m Chi-tsang’s writings largely as a supplement to the classification of two 
rpifakas, and it is formulated by Chi-tsang with a view to showing up the special 
^functions of various central Mahayana .sutras.183 In this connexion, it goes 
|beyond the scheme of three dharma-wheels in taking into account the 
IPrajMparamit&sutras and the Vimala Sutra., which it gives as the representa- 
j|tive texts of the third alternative and as a bridge between the initial revelation 
[of the full Truth in the first alternative and the final revelation of the full Truth 
F to fourth alternative. Now, the ascription of the role of an intermediary to 
^the PrajMparamitd-sutras did not begin with Chi-tsang. It was a practice com- 
^mon among the p ‘an-chiao theorists of Chi-tsang’s time, and was, for example, 
'an important element of the p'an-chiao teachings of ‘three periods and five 
teachings ’ and 4 four tenets ’ current among the Ch‘.eng-$hih and Ti-lun mas- 
;iers. However, unlike the other p'an-chiao theorists, Chi-tsang did not move 
£rom the notion of the intermediary role to the notion of the preliminary 
'nature of the Prajndpdramitd-sutras, which is not surprising given the close 
^doctrinal tie between the PrajMpdramita-sutras and the Madhyamaka tradition 
Avhich Chi-tsang championed. According to Chi-tsang, the Prajndpdramitd- 
sutras are, like the Lotus Sutra, concerned with revealing the Buddha s real 
intention: 

Sr All MahSyana sutras without exception demonstrate the [True] Way, i.e. 
toy are all similar in revealing the real [meaning]. However, at the time of 

readers familiar with T‘ien-t‘ai teaching, the close resemblance between Chi-tsang’s 
•Goerae of four periods ’ and Chih-i’s p'an-chiao scheme of4 five periods * must appear striking 
{P -K* only maior difference between the two is the attribution of the Vimala Sutra and the 
franaparamit&sutras to two different periods in the latter scheme. Op the p'an-chiao scheme of 
^ periods of the Ticn-t‘ai School, see Chegwan fjgfg (d.97l), Tien-t'ai Buddhism: an out- 

' of the fourfold teachings, transl. by the Buddhist Translation Seminar of Hawaii (Tokyo 
^ Sho’oO, 1983), 55-69 and Leon Hurvitz, op. cit., 230-44. 

See T, 45.5c9-20. For studies which stress the importance of the ideas of * covertness ’ and • 
Ein n Cbi-tsang’s p'an-chtoo teaching, refer to the essays of Muranaka YQshS mentioned 
folavlx u b0vC: Furthcr discussions on these ideas and on Chi-tsang’s view of the difiereni roles 
Stayed by various Mahayana sGtras can be found in Hirai Shunei, op. cit., 484-93, 501-4, 
Buemitsu Yasumasa, 4 KichizO no niz6 sanrin setsu’, Kimura JCiyotaka , Shoki 

!5$°n Shis6n0 tertyu ^^^^^^SSCOW^CTokyo, 1977), 230-6, Kanno 
B urosm, KichizO m okeru Hokekyd to sho daijd kyOten no hikaku 205-70, and ‘ Kichiz6 no 
K? tCn ^ , Indogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyu, 30/1, 1981, 347-50. 
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[the preaching of] the Prajndpuramil^-sutras] and the Vimala l^rra], the 
faculties of the two vehicles had not yet matured. Hence, [the Buddha] had 
not yet opened [the door of] expedience. By the time of [the preaching of] 
the Lotus [Sutra], the faculties of the two vehicles had finally matured. 
Hence, [the Buddha] then opened [the door of] expedience. It should not be 
maintained that since [the Prajndpdramiid-sutras] do not open [the door of] 
expedience, they also do not reveal the real [meaning]. 

Taking the idea of non-acquisition as their primary theme, the 
PrajnaparamUa-sutras, more than any other sutra, excel in the demonstration of 
the true nature of no-form and the highest wisdom of no-thought. Admitted y 
the Prajndpdramitd-sutras contain no reference to the eventual Buddhahood of 
the sravakas and the pratyekabuddhas. However, this does not imply that the 
Prajndpdramitd-sutras do not teach the supreme teaching of one-vehicle charac¬ 

teristic of the Lotus Sutra: 
In the Pancavimsatisdhasrikdprajnapdramitd-sutra, [it is said that] the bodhi- 
sattvas will become Buddhas. [It is] not yet [said that] the two vehicles will 
become Buddhas. In the Lotus [Suirn], [it is said that] the bodhisattvas and 
the two vehicles will all become Buddhas. However, with respect to [the 
teaching of] the Buddha vehicle, [the two works are] not different. 

M Fa-hua Hsuan-lun, T, 34.386c8-l2, 
P See ibid., T, ?*.384cl9-28 and 385c$-14. 
** Ckvvi'tning .i'sujn-iun, T, 38.900c! 1-13. 

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS 

• AN UNIDENTIFIED 
r CHRISTIAN-PALESTINIAN-ARAMAIC FRAGMENT 

IN THE TAYLOR-SCHECHTER COLLECTION: 
ISAIAH 36: 16-37:4 1 

(plates i—ii) 

... Among the Taylor-Schechter Collection in the University Library 
Cambridge there are still Christian-Palestinian-Aramaic (CPA) fragments 
which have yet to be identified. One such fragment, T-S 12.742, was pub¬ 
lished for the first time in 1900 by A. Lewis and M. Gibson, though scarcely 
any of the text had been read.2 Like all the other CPA fragments of earlier 
date, T-S 12.742 is a vellum palimpsest, and has a small part of another page 
attached to it (see plates). The CPA script underneath the Hebrew square 
letters is very faint and consists of two unheaded columns of 24 lines each on 
both sides of the fragment. It is one of the most difficult CPA palimpsests to 
decipher. 
f' Lewis suggested in her description of the manuscript collection that this 
text belonged to the Old Testament and inserted the fragment between Joe! 
and Corinthians.3 Goshen-Gottstein in his later critical CPA-Bible edition, 

owever, neither included nor identified it.4 
i The CPA word for ‘Assyrians' swryy ’5 in the last line of column 2 (verso) 

points to a limited number of possibilities among the books of the Old 
Testament, and this set me on the right track. After further examination 
lender ultra-violet light and on photographs, and with the help of other key 
words, I was able to identify the textual remains with the content of Isaiah 
•36:16-37:4.* Several lines on the verso still defy decipherment, but the legible 
remainder seemed worth publishing and is set out below. 

T-S 12.742 a7 

rswtyy :• (16) r 
[/VwwVrt 
[l\hzqys: Ttkdn 
[’mr m]lk* 
[dsw]¥yy :• h 

dmyriy’ kwl 
hd mnhwn 
’rlh mn byn 
ydwy dmlkhwn 
dswryy :• (19) kn 

Jam indebted to the curators of the University Library Cambridge for their kind permis* 
goo to publish the ultra-violet photographs. 

; , A, S. Lewis—M. D. Gibson, Palestinian Syriac Texts from Palimpsest Fragments in the 
eylor-Schechter Collection (London, 1900), 42/3. 
V ibid., xni, 42/3. 

; . This fragment is not even mentioned in: M. N. Goshen-Gottstein, The Bible in the 
?yrofdestwian Version, Part /: Pentateuch and Prophets (Jerusalem, 1973). 

does QOt make any difference between the words ‘ Syrians ’ and ‘ Assyrians \ Cf. 
Lexicon Syropalaestinum, (Berlin, 1903), 134a. 

• identified the fragment with 2 Kings 18:26-38. However, once more words could 
to rea^zc<* that it is Isaiah because of verse 36:17 where a half-verse is missing in contrast 

Kings 18:32. The misleading information needs to be corrected in: Ch. MOiler-Kessler, 
wommmifc des Christlich-PalOstinisch-Aramaischen = GCPA, Teil i: Schriftlehre, Lautlehre, 

lehre (HUdesheim, 1991), p.18, n. 96. 
Sflii detailed information on diacritics, dividing points and abbreviations cf. 
i\a»\Kessler, GCPA. xv-xxiv, 29-31, 34-36, 48. f... ] stands for an addition, but the dots do 
ffLusually represent the actual missing letters,f...1 for only partially legible letters; an unclosed 
Uahw .^dicatet the Jtoagcd segment of a letter. A sigerHnear stroke indicates a faint or 
^btful letter, the splbi :• marks the end of a line or 
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thought association. Thirdly, we discover that puns could hang on chiastic reversal. It 
is argued that all three of these devices arc features of residual orality in ancient Japan, 
and it is demonstrated that they could be used in combination to convey to the audience 
an extremely cryptic or esoteric message. In short, this paper not only provides a deeper 
analysis of the Wome-no poem than ever before, but produces new and original evidence 
about residual orality in ancient Japan. 

The Kitab aUTasma or Book of Reprobation by Jonah ibn Janah. A revision of 
J. and H. Derenbourg’s edition 

MARIA A. GALLEGO 

In this article I study several linguistic aspects of the Kitab al-taswi'a or Book of 

Reprobation, a Judaeo-Arabic grammatical treatise written in the eleventh century by 
the Andalusian grammarian Jonah ibn Janah. I start by analysing the various misinter¬ 
pretations of the title that have been made, partly due to the erroneous reading on the 
part of the Derenbourgs in their 1880 edition and translation of the Kitab al-taswia. I 
then compare the two complete available manuscripts of this work and give a list of 
linguistic features not reflected in the Derenbourgs ’ edition, but that can be included 
among the typical traits of Medieval or Classical Judaeo-Arabic. 

Proto-Afro-Asiatic origin of‘gum’? 

GABOR TAKACS 

In this paper I attempt to show that Egyptian qmj.t ‘gum’ (the ultimate source of our 
common European word for ‘gum *) comes from the Proto-Afro-Asiatic lexical heritage. 
Since the supposed West Chadic cognate of this Egyptian word seems at the moment 
rather isolated, I try to demonstrate the regularity of the consonant correspondences 
in question adducing several relevant examples from the etymological material. 

t.4i, 
§| 

f: 

Asoka and the Buddhist Samgha-. a study of 
Asoka’s Schism Edict and Minor Rock Edict I 

HERMAN TIEKEN 

Introduction 

In the legendary accounts of the Buddhist canon concerning the growth and 
development of Theravada Buddhism (Norman, 19S7) Asoka plays an import¬ 
ant role. In support of these legends modern scholars have quoted Asoka’s 
own so-called Schism Edict from Allahabad (KausambT), Sanchi and Sarnath, 
in which the emperor would claim to have acted against schisms in the Buddhist 
Church (e.g. Alsdorf, 1959). However, Bcchert has convincingly shown that in 
this edict Asoka is not concerned with schisms in the Buddhist Church but 
with divisions within local, individual samghas (Bechert, 1961; 1982). It should 
immediately be added that this does not imply a denigration of Asoka’s 
importance for Buddhism but merely brings his role into line with contempor¬ 
ary realities. At the time the level of organization in Buddhism did not go 
beyond that of the individual samgha. It is all the more important to identify 
exactly the details of Asoka’s interference in the samgha. However, it is precisely 
here that problems start, as several passages in the text of the Schism Edict, 
an important source on this topic, are still unclear. By way of example I refer 
to posathdye in the Sarnath version, which has been variously interpreted as a 
dative of direction and a dative of time. The difference would be whether 
Asoka’s official should go to the uposatha ceremony or should go to the samgha 
on the uposatha day. 

An inventory of the problems 

The present study will deal with some of the problems in the text of the Schism 
Edict in order to gain a clearer picture of the nature and circumstances of 
Asoka’s interference in the Buddhist samghas. Before going into detail I would 
like to present an inventory of the more obvious problems in the text. 

The Schism Edict is found in three places, namely in Allahabad 
(KausambT),2 Sanchi and Sarnath respectively. The text consists of two parts. 
The first, which is found with only minor variations in all three versions, 
consists of a standard introduction ([devanam]piye dnapayati kosambiyam ma- 
hdmdta),3 followed by the following three sentences. Below I quote the barest 
of the three versions, from Allahabad, as reconstructed by Alsdorf (1959: 163):4 

1. samghe samage kate 
2. samghasi no lahiye bhede 

1 An earlier version of this article was read by Professor Tilmann Vetter and Dr Clod wig H. 
Werba, to both of whom I am grateful for their comments. The article has benefited greatly from 
discussion with Professor Jan Heesterman, whom I would like to thank here for the keen interest 
shown in the topic and his many comments and suggestions. 

2 While the inscription has been found at Allahabad, the edict had been addressed to the 
mahdmatras of Kau&LmbT. 

3 In the Sanchi version this part of the text is unreadable. In Sarnath the text is readable only 
from the third line onwards (ye kena pi samghe .bhetave ...). For the most recent attempt at 
reconstructing the opening part of this version, see Norman (1987; 8-9). 

4 Unless indicated otherwise references are to Hulztsch’s 1925 edition of the ASoka inscriptions. 
Other sources are Schneider (1978), for the Rock Edicts (RE), Andersen (1990), for the Minor 
Rock Edicts (MRE), and Alsdorf (1962), for the Separate Edicts of Dhauli and Jauga<)a (SE). 

© School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 2000 



3. ye samgham bhdkkcdl hi ill.ha vd bhikhuni vd sc pi ca odatiini dusani 
samnamdhapayiiu ai;.J vdsa.\ i d \ nsoyiye 

1. The samgha is said to have been made samagga. This sentence is missing 
in Samath. 

2. In the samgha division should not be allowed. In Sanchi this sentence 
is found before (1). 

3. The third sentence apparently says that the monk or nun who (in the 
future) will divide the samgha (samgham bhakhaii) is to be made to wear 
white robes again and to be expelled from the avasa of the samgha. 

In Samath, and only in this version, this is followed by a passage which seems 
to provide instructions to the mahamatras concerning, among other things, the 
circulation of the edict. 

An important landmark in the study of the edict is Bechert’s article pub¬ 
lished in 1961 (see also Bechert, 1982). As indicated above, it was until then 
assumed that the edict referred to the schisms in the Buddhist Church which 
ultimately led to Theravada Buddhism. As such, the inscription would corrob¬ 
orate the accounts of that schism in Theravada sources, according to which it 
had taken place in the wake of Asoka’s interference in the Buddhist Church 
at a moment at which it was irremediably divided.5 Bechert argues that samgha 
in the edict does not refer to the * the Buddhist Church \ but to a local samgha. 
He arrived at this conclusion after a careful study of the use of the terms 
samagga and samghabheda in Vinaya, showing that they were legal terms for 
procedures used in the local samgha, in particular the procedures taking place 
at the uposatha ceremony. 

However, if the terminology in the inscription is indeed that of Buddhist 
Vinaya, it is curious to note that neither Bechert nor any of the scholars after 
him questioned, or even commented on,6 the analysis of bhf.Jkhati1 8 in samgham 
bh[.]khati as a future of the verb bhahj-f for the verb to be expected is bhid-9 
the term always being samghabheda, never *samghabhahga. Note expressions 
like samgham bhindatijdndtisamgha bhijjissatTti, and ye kenapisamghe bhetave. 
It is clear that for the derivation of the verb bhf.Jkhati other possibilities 
should be explored. 

The problem of the meaning and derivation of bhf.Jkhati is linked to that 
of samagga, in that the action of bhj.jkhati results in the annihilation of the 
samgha being samagga. Unfortunately, two possibilities as to the meaning of 
samagga have been left open, namely ‘complete’ and ‘unanimous’ (most 
recently Hu-von Hinuber, 1994: 219-26). The situation is justified by assuming 
a distribution of the two meanings over two mutually exclusive contexts: 
‘ unanimous ’ where samagga is found in opposition to samghabheda, and 

5 For the various traditional accounts of this schism see Norman (1987: 16-8). 
6 One of the few scholars to comment on the use of the verb bhanj- instead of bhid- is Norman 

(1987: 10). 
7 The vowel is uncertain. Allahabad-KausambT has [...Jkhati, Samath bh(...jtfijt and Sanchi 

bhf.Jkhati -kh- stands for both single or for double -kh-J-kkh-, depending on whether the 
preceding vowel is long (bhfdjkhaii) or short (bhfajkkhati). 

8 See, for instance, Turner (1931), who, however, also drew attention to the problems involved 
in this derivation, which assumes the loss of the nasal element ti in bhahksyati. 

9 On final analysis the derivation of bhf.Jkhati from a form of bhahj- is the outcome of the 
search for a synonym of the verb bhid- found in samghabheda. In this connection it should be 
noted that the meanings of bhahj- ‘to break (in two pieces, to break off)’ and bhid- ‘to divide, 
to break open ’ overlap only partly. It should be noted again that ad hoe variations in the legal 
terminology were at ail costs to be avoided. In this respect Buddhist law was no exception as may 
be gathered from, for instance, the insistence on the correct pronunciation of the words used in 
the legal procedures of the Buddhist samgliaa (see von HinUber, 1987). 

‘complete’ in the other contexts, which deal mostly with the preparation of 
the uposatha ceremony. E.g. with anujanami... samagganam uposathakammam 
(Vinaya i 105) the Buddha would order that all monks attend: ‘Ich ordne ... 
cine Uposathafeier ftir die vollz&hligen (Monche) an On the question to what 
area this ‘completeness’ extends, the Buddha answered: anujanami bhikkhave 
etdvata samaggi ydvata ekdvaso’ti, ‘Ich ordne an, ihr Monche, daB die 
Vollzahligkeit sich so weit wie ein Avasa (erstreckt) \ 

The word samagga will be the starting point of an excursion into the 
semantics of the term on the one hand, and the ‘history’ of the Buddhist 
uposatha ceremony on the other. It will be argued that for samagga we should 
start from the meaning ‘unanimous’. Doubt about the correctness- of that 
meaning in certain contexts is due to the specific form the Buddhist uposatha 
ceremony has taken when compared to its secular ‘predecessor’. 

It is generally assumed that the three sentences quoted above are addressed 
to the mahamatras, who are instructed on what to do with dissenting monks 
and nuns; the mahamatras are to defrock them and to dispel them from the 
avasa of the particular samgha. The passage which follows (only in Sarnath) 
would, or rather could, then not have been meant for publication. In it Asoka 
‘merely* tells his officials what to do with the preceding text. Norman (1987: 
12; 1982) introduced for this second part in Sarnath the term ‘covering letter’. 

However, some words vital for understanding the text of this second part 
are unclear and the interpretation of some other passages is questionable. In 
Hultzsch’s edition the text reads as follows: 

5. he yarn iyam sdsane bhikhusamghasi ca bhikhunisamghasi ca 
vimnapayitaviye 

6. hevam devdnampiye aha hedisd ca ika lipi tuphdkamtikam huvati samsala- 
nasi nikhitd 

7. ikam ca lipim hedisameva upasakanamtikam nikhipdtha te pi ca updsakd 
anuposatham yavu 

8. etameva sasanam visvamsayitave'anuposatham ca dhuvaye ikike malm- 
mate posathaye 

9. yati etam eva sasanam visvamsayitave ajanitave ca dvate ca tuphdkam 
ahdle 

10. savata vivasayatha tuphe etena viyamjanena hemeva savesu kotavisavesu 
etena 

11, viyamjanena vivdsdpaydtha. 

Thus this edict must be submitted both to the Samgha of monks and to 
the Samgha of nuns. 
Thus speaks Devanampriya: 
Let one copy of this (edict) remain with you deposited in (your) office; and 
deposit ye another copy of this very (edict) with the lay-worshippers. These 
lay-worshippers may come on every fast-day (posatha) in order to be 
inspired with confidence in this very edict; and invariably on every fast- 
day, every Mahdmdtra (will) come to the fast-day (service) in order to be 
inspired with confidence in this very edict and to understand (it). And as 
far as your district (extends), dispatch ye (an officer) everywhere according 
to the letter of this (edict). 
In the same way cause (your subordinates) to dispatch (an officer) according 
to the letter of this (edict) in all the territories (surrounding) forts. 
(Translation by Hultzsch) 
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As indicated, our iindcrstfmams of the text is considerably hampered by 
at least two words which so far have defied any attempt at interpretation.10 
The first word is visvamscyirave, the second vivasayatha vivdsdpayaihd. With 
precisely these two verbs Asoka instructs his officials what to do, or rather to 
have done, with the text of the three sentences. Given this uncertainty the 
interpretation of this second part of the edict as a ‘covering letter’ is, to say 
the least, premature. 

I have already referred to the problem posed by the dative posathdye. It is 
important to define the meaning of the dative exactly, for posathdye must have 
a very specific meaning since the role of outsiders at the uposalha ceremony 
was (and still is) severely restricted. 

Probably because of the problems posed by posathdye yet another strange 
dative expression, namely dhuvdye, has been left without comment. If one 
thinks about it, the current translation ‘ invariably * is clearly an ad hoc solution, 
lacking support from elsewhere. An attempt will be made to make sense of 
the word. 

The examination of this second part of the edict will draw attention to the 
formulaic nature of the text of the first part, a feature which until now has 
gone unnoticed. As I will try to show, the combination of the three lines invites 
a comparison with other Buddhist formulae, in particular the pratimoksasutra 
and karmavdeana. The determination of the relationship of our text with either 
of these two sets of formulae depends on, among other things, at exactly which 
stage in the uposatha ceremony the mahamatras are supposed to present them¬ 
selves. On analysis this appears to be one of the key questions of the present 
study. An answer will be found in the very word posathdye, and confirmation 
found in another inscription by Asoka, namely Minor Rock Edict i (MRE i), 
in which the emperor mentions his visit in his capacity of lay follower to a 
Buddhist samgha and the beneficial effects of this visit on his actions. The edict 
is notorious for the enigma posed by the reference to Asoka’s ‘256 nights’, 
which at one time was taken to refer to the years elapsed since Buddha’s death 
and as such played an important role in determining the date of this event (see 
Dietz, 1992). A more recent interpretation of the meaning of the 256 nights is 
given by Falk (1990), according to whom they refer to the number of uposatha 
days elapsed since Asoka’s conversion to Buddhism (for a correction of Falk’s 
calculation, see Hu-von HinUber, 1996). However, as I will try to show, the 
256 nights refer to quite something else; they indicate the moment of the year 
at which Asoka visited the samgha. 

visvamsayitave, vivasayatha and vivasapayatha 

Norman has shown that the derivation of visvamsayitave from the causative 
visvasaya- does not yield a meaning which fits in the present context (Norman, 
1987: 14ff). His own attempt to make sense of the word by dividing it into 
visvam (yifvam) and sayitave, which latter word, through savitave, would be 
the infinitive of the rare verb sravati 4 to hear*, is clearly a tour de force. In the 
second round he suggested that the word hidden beneath visvamsayitave was 
Sanskrit vi&ramsa-> for which the dictionaries give, among other meanings, * to 
betray, to publish’ (Norman, 1993: 21). However, a quick look at the same 
dictionaries shows that the meaning ‘to betray’,is to be taken literally. It is 
an ad hoc translation of ‘ to let slip a secret ’. This cannot have been the 
meaning intended in the inscription. 

The words vivasayatha and vivasapayatha are generally derived from vivd- 

10 Another unclear word is samvafana in line 6, which will not, however, be considered here. 
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soya- ‘to banish’, the causative of vi-vas-. To Falk’s derivation from v/-vay- 
‘to dawn’ (Falk, 1990) 1 will return. The verb is taken to mean something like 
‘to dispatch’. The object of the verb is not specified in the text but, as we 
have seen, Hultzsch supplied Asoka’s officers.11 However, Falk has already 
objected to the translation of vivasaya- as 4 to dispatch ’ in the light of the 
markedly negative connotations of the causative vivasaya- in Sanskrit (Falk, 
1990: 119). Starting from the meaning4 to banish ’ one could think of supplying 
the bhikkhus who divide the samgha. However, this solution is awkward, as 
the ‘object’ so far is the text (lipi) of the edict (sasane) itself. Moreover, it 
does not fully account for the phrase etena viyamjanena. Beside ‘ to banish ’ (I 
no longer consider ‘ to dispatch ’) viyamjanena defies translation. In any case 
it cannot mean anything like ‘(to banish [them]) on the basis of this text’ or 
‘with this text in hand’, viyamjana refers to the literal text, not to its meaning, 
as may be gathered from its opposition to attha (see Falk, 1990: 121, with 
reference to Neumann, 1913) or hetu as in heiuto ca vyamjanato ca in RE in 
(E), Gimar. 

1 think we are justified in assuming that the object of vivasayatha/vivdsdpa- 

yatKd, as in the preceding sentences, is the edict, and that etena viyamjanena 
specifies the way in which the particular action is to be carried out: ‘you 
should cause the edict to be ... literally’, or ‘you should cause the literal text 
of the edict' to be ... ’. At the same time it is difficult to see how the text of 
an edict'can be said to be made to live abroad. In what follows I will therefore 
elaborate on the idea that vivasaya- is an emendation of a word which was 
perceived to be even more nonsensical.12 For the origin of vivasayatha/vivasd- 
paydthd I think we have to go back to preceding visvamsayitave, with which it 
is related through the substitution of -am- by -a-, which is indeed fairly common 
in later manuscripts,13 and the transposition of -s- and -v-. However, as already 
indicated, the derivation and meaning of visvamsayitave are themselves prob¬ 
lematic. As far as the form is concerned, with visvasaya- the possibilities of a 
derivation are virtually exhausted, though there is still no satisfactory meaning. 
A possible conclusion is that visvamsayitave might itself be a corruption. 

In this connection the following observations may be made. First, in the 
corpus of Asoka inscriptions Sanskrit sv and iv are throughout represented as 
sv (or sp). This development is peculiar as it goes against the general trend in 
the language, according to which one would expect j (initially) or ss (medially). 
Leaving aside the question of whether sv represents a linguistic reality, T would 
next like to refer to similar occasional instances of sr (srunaru, susriisd) beside 
4s) (samana,, susumsd). These instances show that 4^j was occasionally 
replaced by the cluster found in the original Sanskrit word.14 Third, we should 

11 ‘And as far as your district (extends) dispatch ye (an officer) everywhere according lo the 
letter of this (edict) \ In a note Hultzsch adds: * I supply the missing object of the verb from the 
first separate rocic-cdict (Dhauli, Z-CC; Jaugada, AA-DD), viz. mahamatram.* (Hultzsch, 1925: 
163). 

2 For the moment the argument is restricted to this inscription. I will return to the parallel 
passage in the RupnSth version of MRE u below. 

13Tor akammamsa (akarmamsa) as a substitute for akammdsa (akalmasa) in Suyagada 1.1.2.12, 
see Tieken (1986: 15-16, n. II). Another instance .5 samsayam in Uttarajjhdyd 1.9.26a/254 for 
sdsayam {svasraya) {so for jo in Pada a, which is a printing error): 

sarnsayaip khalu so kunai jo magge kunoT gharam 
jattheva gamtum icchejja (attha kuvvejja sdsayam, 

He makes a place to rest for himself, who makes a home on the road. 
Wherever he wishes to go, he should make a home for himself. 

The verse is an answer to the exhortation to king Nami to have a beautiful and luxurious palace 
built before giving up his kingship and becoming a wandering monk. 

14 These instances of -sr- should be kept separate from those of Cr- or -rC- met in the north¬ 
western versions of the REs. 
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consider the orthographical pracfe stvm in the inscriptions, in which medial 
double ss is written as s and is as such indistinguishable from single s. By 
assuming sv to be a substitution of s interpreted as ss, we arrive at a form 
visamsayitave, the infinitive of the causative of Skt. visamsa- ‘ to recite'. In the 
context of the uposatha ceremony (... anuposatham ydvu), which is indeed 
marked by the recitation of formulae, the verb makes perfect sense: ‘The lay 
followers/officials are to take care that (at each uposatha) it (the above text) 
is recited (by the monks)’. 

At the root of the corruption, or rather ‘correction \ of visamsayitave would 
have lain the rarity of the verb visamsa-.l5 It may be assumed that once the 
meaning of visamsayitave had been lost, the connection with visamsa- was not 
the first to come to mind again. If we have indeed to do with a correction, it 
is curious to note that the result is a verb which is otherwise unknown: if the 
other option, vis-r-amsayitave, was rejected because it made no sense, neither 
does vis-v-amsayitave. The situation does not improve if we assume the scribe 
had been thinking of visvasaya-. Probably the substitution of s(s) with sv was 
carried out more or less blindly. 

If the derivation of visvamsayitave from visvasay- had indeed come to be 
considered at all it was also rejected. That is to say, in the words vivdsayatha/ 
vivdsapaydtha we may recognize the outcome of the attempt to make sense of 
visvamsaor else of visvasa- (with a for am, for which see above). By transpos¬ 
ing the -s- and -v- a new verb was created, which as the causative of vivasa-, 
which usually means ‘to banish', could wjth some imagination be taken to 
express the idea of ‘ to dispatch ’ as well. 

In support of this reconstruction, in which vivdsayatha/vivdsapaydtha are 
placed at the very end of a string of corruptions ultimately going back to 
visamsayitave, from the verb visamsa- ‘to recite’, I may point to the combina¬ 
tion of vivdsayatha and vivdsapaydtha with the phrase etena viyamjanena ‘in 
precisely these words’. 

The emphasis Asoka places on the recitation of the literal text of the three 
sentences is striking. This becomes clear if we compare this attitude with the 
one expressed in RE xiv, I quote Schneider’s reconstructed text (without the 
variants) and his translation (Schneider, 1978: 118-9): 

[A] iyam dhammalipi devdnampiyena piyadasind Idjind likhdpitd: 
at hi yeva samkhitena, at hi majhimena, at hi vi that end 

[B] no hi savatd save savata ghatite. 

[C] mahalake hi vijite bahu ca likhite likhapayisdmi ceva nikayam. 
[D] athi cu beta puna puna lapite tasa tasa athasa madhuliydye ena: 

jane iathd patipajeyd. 
[E] se siyd at a kichi asamati likhite desam vd samkhaya kdlanam vd alocayitu 

lipikaldpalddhena vd ti. 

[A] Diese Schrift fiber den Dhamma ist auf Veranlassung des Konigs D.P, 
geschrieben worden: 
Sie existiert schon, sei es in mehr oder weniger abgekfirzter, sei es in 
ausffihrlicher (Form). 

[B] Denn nicht fiberall paBt alles. 
[C] Denn weit ist mein Reich, und viel ist geschrieben worden; und ich 

werde auch in Zukunft (?) noch weiter schreiben lassen. 
[D] Es ist aber schon in’dieser Hinsicht immer wieder gesagt worden, wegen 

15 For visamsa- ‘ to recite’, see Narten (1959: 41). PW quotes Ait. Br. 3.19: Irir nivida suktam 
visamset ‘Thrice (and) with a Nivid he should recite the formula’. However, the verb is restricted 
to Vedic Sanskrit, and is not found in Pali or classical Sanskrit. 
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der Unwiderstehlichkeit [wfirtlich: ‘ SfiBigkeit’) der verschiedenen 
Themen (und) damit die Leute sich entsprechend verhalten. 

[E] Es mag sein, daB hier oder dort irgendetwas unterschiedlich geschrieben 
wurde, entweder, weil die Region [ = der betreffende Teil des Reiches] 
einzukalkulieren war oder weil ich an einem AnlaB [scil. das Betreffende 
da zu schreiben] keinen Gefallen gefunden hatte, oder infoige einer 
Nachlassigkeit des Schreibers. 

Through this insistence that during its recitation not a word may be omitted 
or added, the three sentences of the Schism Edict are almost automatically 
placed in the same category as the karmavdeands and prutimoksasiitran. It 
would seem that Asoka is actually dictating a formula, which the monks are 
to recite (visamsa-) during the ceremonies taking place during the uposatha day. 

anuposatham ca dhuvaye ... posathaye 

This conclusion brings to the fore an old problem, for the Buddha himself has 
forbidden the presence of outsiders at the uposatha ceremony, or at least at 
the recitation of the pratimoksasutras. So how could the officials take care that 
the formula was recited, let alone see to it that the sanction stipulated in it 
was carried out? To this question I will return later. At this point I will restrict 
the discussion to the problem as it is posed by the dative posathaye in the 
sentence anuposatham ca dhuvaye ikike mahamdte posathaye yati.16 As outsiders 
were not allowed at the uposatha ceremony Norman objected to a translation 
of the posathaye yati with ‘he (i.e. the mahdmdtra) should go to the uposatha 
ceremony’. Instead he assumed that we are dealing with a dative of time: *he 
should go on the uposatha day’. However, as far as I can see, the dative of 
time never expresses simply ‘ the day on which Another point is that posa- 
thdye, coming after anuposatham, seems to be somehow redundant. 

Apart from that, posathaye is not the only problematic word in the sentence, 
the other being dhuvaye. This dative adjective is generally taken, or at least 
translated, as an adverb, ‘invariably’. However, this is clearly an ad hoc 
solution. As I see it, we should turn to Topra v for a possible explanation of 
the occurrence of dhuvaye in this sentence. The passage concerned (H) reads: 
tisu catummasTsu tisayam pummmdsiyam timni divasani edvudasam pamnadasam 
patipaddye dhuvaye ca anuposatham. Admittedly, the comparison may not be 
immediately obvious. In this passage Asoka specifies a number of days on 
which fish may no longer be killed or sold. These include the days of the full 
moon in the three seasons and the full moon in the month of Taisa. Next, the 
text mentions the uposatha days on the fourteenth and fifteenth of the month, 
and a third, patipaddye dhuvaye (ca anuposatham). 

The fourteenth and fifteenth are the final days of a paksa of a month of 
29 and 30 days respectively. The months of 29 and 30 days alternate to 
compensate for the fact that the actual lunar month lasts approximately 29.5 
days. By contrast, patipada refers to the first day of an actual lunar fortnight. 
The patipada day is calculated on the basis of observation of the moon. In 
this sense it is invariable (dhuvd). The patipada is the day immediately following 
the uposatha. It would thus seem that the phrase patipaddye dhuvaye (ca 
anuposatham) refers to an alternative way of calculating the uposatha day: 
namely, one based on the moon rather than one based on the days of the 
months. 

16 The sentence is notoriously problematic (see IJechert, 1961: 27 ami Norman, 1987: 121T). 
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In patipadaye dhuvaye we woidd consequently have to do with a dative of 

time. However, the dative of time does not denote ‘the day on which’ as 
assumed by Norman, but ‘the day leading to, that is, before’.17 A clear case 
of this dative of time is found in the Rupnath version of the MRE (F): ya 
imaya kdldya jambudipasi amis a deva husu te dani misd kata, ‘Those gods in 
Jambudvlpa who before (i.e. up to) this time did not live among (the people), 
do now live among (the people)’. It should be noted that in the light of the 
Vedic expression misra devebhih (see Meille, 1949; Schlingloff, 1985: 330) the 
text of Rupnath is secondary compared to that of, for instance, Bahapur, in 
which the subject is mankind (jambudipasi amisd devehi samtam mdnusa). See 
also Schmithausen, who for this reason prefers the ‘intermediate’ reading 
misamdevd of Ahraura, Gujarra and Sahasram (Schmithausen, 1992: 130-3).18 

The meaning of the dative becomes clear when we consider the correspond¬ 
ing text in Maski: pure jambu[dipa]s[iye amisd deva husu] te [da]n[i] misibhutd. 
The function of the dative of time19 was not universally understood, as is 
shown by the Gavimath text, in which the dative of (masculine) kdla has been 
substituted by the formally close locative of (feminine) veld (<imdyam velayam). 
Most of the other versions of the edict read etena (ca) amtal/rena (Sahasram, 
Gujarra, Ahraura, Bahapur) or imind ca/u kalena (Brahmagiri, Siddapura, 
Erragudi, Rajula-Mandagiri, Nittur, Udegolam), without dani in the main 
clause. The sense, however, is the same: ‘ In the course of this period the gods 
who (before) did not live (among the people) have [now] come to live among 
the people’. Erragudi, with iminfa] cu kalena and d[d]ni seems to present a 
conflated version.20 

17 The meaning ‘ before ’ is supported by the alteration of imaya kdldya and pure, for which 
see below. All other examples of the dative of time do not involve a moment but a period 
(samvatsaraya, cirakaldya; see Renou, 1968: 298 and Hopkins, 1903: 6-7), in which case the end 
of the period is taken as the limit before which the work is to be done (Renou: ‘ Dat. de temps, 
notant la periodc au lerme de laquelle proces sera accompti va hardy a nivartanr’d; Malav. «il 
devra etre ramene au bout d’un an»’; Hopkins: suciraya nagarun vivesa ‘after a long time he 
came to town \ . • 

181 cannot agree, however, with Schmithausen’s interpretation, according to which A.soka 
would refer to a goal reached only after death. As becomes clear from jambudipasi the point is 
that mankind attains heaven on earth. . 

19 The same dative of time denoting ‘the day/time before which’ is found in Pillar Edict (PE) 
v (J-K), Topra: athamipakhaye cavudasaye pamnadasaye tisaye punavasune tisu cdtummastsu 
sudivasaye gone no nllakhitaviye a joke edake sukale e va pi amne nllakkiyati no nllakhitaviye, tisaye 
punavasune cdtummdsiye cdiummdsipakhaye asvasd govasd lakhane no kataviye. This part of the 
inscription follows H-I, in which Asoka has ordered that on, or during, the three caturmdsi days, 
Tisya, the purnamasi day and the three uposaiha days, fish are not to be killed or sold, and that 
during these very same days (etani yeva divasdni) no animals living in the ‘elephant-forest’, nor 
animals living in fishing ponds, nor any other animals are to be killed. Passage J-K is generally 
interpreted to mean that Asoka stipulated that during these days certain specified animals may 
not be subjected to ‘minor’ mutilations such as branding or castration. However, the change of 
case, from locative or accusative of time to dative of time, has so far not been accounted for. I 
think that what Aioka is ordering here is that ‘ (On the days) before the eighth of the month, 
before the fourteenth and fifteenth, before the Tisya-day, before the Punarvasu-day, and in the 
case of the three caturmdsls, (on tftfc days) before the actual festive day, no cows are to be branded 
either. Likewise, goats, rams, boars and whichever other animals are normally branded, are not 
to be branded then. (On the days) before the Tisya-day, before the Punarvasu day, (on those 
preceding) the caturmasT and (on those) preceding the caiurmdslpaksa hor$e(s) and cattle are not 
to be castrated.’ That is, during the days referred to they are not to be killed, nor are they to be 
subjected to branding and castration. While the rule laid down in H-I is restricted to the actual 
festive days, the one in J-K would cover a certain period preceding the festive day. The_ latter 
type of rule has its counterpart in Kautalya’s Arthasastra 13.5.12-13; cdturmasyesv ardhamasikam 
aghdtam, paurnamdslsu ca cdturatrikam,, rdjadesanaksat esv aikardtnkam. yonibalavadham purnstvo- 
paghatam ca pratisedhayet, * [The king should order] slaughter stopped for a half month at the 
rituals [celebrating the beginning of the three seasons] every four months, for four nights [and 
days] on [the occasion of] full moon nights, [and] for one night [and day] on the [astrological] 
constellation days of the king and country. He should prohibit the killing of females and their 
young and the destruction of a male’s virility' (Scharfe, 1993: 256). 

20 Panguraria has yet another solution: imam ca kdflajm jambufdtpajsi dfejva na [manusehi 
mijsfijbhutd husu ... ‘The gods wlio during this period did not mingle among men’. 
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Another question is which of the two sets of readings is the original, imaya 
kdldya ... dani of Rupnath (and pure ... Maski) or etena ca/u) amtarena ... 
[-] of the other versions. In this connection I would like to note that while in 
virtually all other instances of the dative of time we find the ‘ feminine ’ ending 
-dye (<-ayai\ that is, also after masculine or neuter nouns, in imaya kdldya 
of Rupnath we find the ‘correct’ ending -dya. As such imaya kdldya looks 
much like an innovation. Note in this connection the dative tadaipano dighdya 
in the Girnar version of RE x (A) for tadotvaye dyatiye ca in the other versions. 

Returning to tisu catummdsisu tisdyam pumnamdsiyam timni divasdni edvu- 
dasam pamnadasam patipadaye dhuvaye ca anuposatham, the sentence may now 
be translated as follows: ‘ on three days, namely the uposatha days falling on 
the fourteenth and the fifteenth of the month (depending on the number of 
days of the month), and (or else) the one immediately before the invariable 
pratipad day’. The latter way of calculating the uposatha day was current 
among brahmins, while the former way was preferred by the Buddhists (Hu-von 
Hinviber, 1994: 1). 

As I see it, the Samath text originally read anuposatham ca ikike mahamate 
ydti etameva sdsanam visamsayitave djanitave ca. Except for the extension 
djdnitave ca it was completely parallel to the preceding sentence: te pi ca 
updsakd anuposatham ydvu etameva sdsanam visamsayitave. It is assumed that 
the word anuposatham has brought to mind the phrase patipadaye dhuvaye ca 
anuposatham from Topra. It was apparently deemed necessary to insert the 
other two words into the text as well. If the scribe was aware of the specific 
meaning of patipadaye dhuvaye ca anuposatham, the phrase by itself makes no 
sense. As a result it was cut up and the individual words distributed over the 
sentence, dhuvaye has been detached from patipadaye. Inserted between anupo¬ 
satham ca and ikike mahamate it seems to have been meant as an adverb.21 
posathdye in posathdye ydti would be a substitute for patipadaye.22 

The main point 1 wish to make is that the words dhuvaye and posathdye in 
our text are not original; the dative posathdye is not part of the original 
message. However, as I will show below, posathdye, as a dative of time meaning 
something like ‘ (on the days) before the uposatha \ fits contemporary practice: 
the officials should go every uposatha (anupostham), in particular on the days 
before the actual uposatha day (posathdye). 

The resultant Samath text is a patchwork. Below, the the non-existent 
adverb dhuvaye and the dative posathdye are translated in parentheses: 

5. Thus this edict must be made known (vimnapayitaviye) in the samgha of 
monks as well as in the samgha of nuns. 
6. Thus speaks Devanampiya: One copy of this text should remain with 
you, deposited in the samsalana (?). 
7. You should take care that one copy, exactly similar, is deposited with 
the upasakasy and these upasakas should go (to the samgha) during every 
uposatha day 
8. (and they should take care that) this very edict is recited (by the monks). 
And during every uposatha day < invariably, dhuvaye > every mahdmdtra 
should go <(in particular on the days) before the uposaiha, up osat have > 
as well 
9. (and they should take care that) this very edict is recited, and they should 
apprise themselves of the situation. And as far as your district extends, 

21 The spacing between dhuvaye and posathdye does not allow us to take the two words together. 
22 For other instances of this type of lexical variation see Norman (1970). 
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10. everywhere, you should take care that the edict is recited literally. In 
the same way, 
11. in all forts and in all regions, you should take care that the order is 
given that the edict is to be recited literally. 

The meaning of samagga 

As indicated above the meaning of the verb bh[.]khati depends on, among 
other things, that of the term samagga (Skt. samagra). For the starting situation 
is that the samgha was samagga: bh[.]khati destroys the state of the samgha 
being samagga. However, precisely on the point of the meaning of samagga 
scholars do not agree. Most scholars translate samagga with ‘complete’. 
However, Hu-von Hinuber (1994: 219-26) allows also for the meaning ‘ unan¬ 
imous * in contexts in which samagga is directly opposed to samghabheda. 

Unfortunately, Hu-von Hinuber does not go into the relationship between 
the two meanings, so we cannot be certain which meaning for samagga lias 
been used in Asoka’s edict; it is not only opposed to samghabheda but also to 
the ‘unknown’ verb bhf.Jkhati. In this connection it should be noted that of 
the two meanings, ‘unanimous’ and ‘complete*, it is the latter which requires 
explanation. In any case, the meaning ‘unanimous’, that is ‘all having the 
same object ’, is supported by the derivation of the word. Compare vyagra 
‘agitated, confused’ and ekdgra ‘concentrated on one object*. It is also sup¬ 
ported by the opposition of samagga to bheda which, as shown by, for instance, 
nayikabheda, does not refer to a part which is broken off, but to a subdivision. 
It is also supported by its opposition to prthak, which expresses the idea of 
going one’s own way within a group. All three terms concerned are found 
together in Bhavabhuti’s Uttarardmacarita in: 47: 

eko rasah karuna eva nimittabhedad 
bhinnah prthak prthag ivdsrayate vivartdn 
avartabudbudatarahgamaydn vikardn 

ambho yathd salilam eva tu tat samagram, 

Un seul sentiment—la Pitie—diversifie par des causes diverses, 
semble sujet tour a tour a des developpements dislincts 
tourbillons, bulles ou vagues,— 
1 ’eau revet ces formes variees,— 
mais ce n ’est encore et toujours que de 1 ’eau 
(Translation by Stchoupak). 

samagra in Bhavabhuti’s verse refers to a state in which all subdivisions have 
abandoned their temporarily assumed, separate identities or their differences 
and have submerged again in the greater totality. We will see the pair samagra 
and prthak again in the passage Kautalya Arthasdstra 2, 7, 24 which will be 
discussed below. 

The question then arises if. and if so, how, this same samagga has come to 
mean ‘complete ’ in other contexts. All the passages advanced in favour of this 
latter meaning pertain somehow to the intention to hold an uposatha ceremony 
or the preparations involved in this. A case in point, in addition to the one 
quoted earlier (anujdndmi ...), is: aham adhisthanaposatham karomi. yada ti 
samghasya samagrxm asadavisyami tada samghaposatham pratyanubhavisydmi 

(Hartel, 1956: 110-11). Von Hinuber, who for samagrt explicitly rejects Hartel’s 
translation ‘ Einverstandnis der Gemeinde ’, translates: ‘ Ich mache einen 
Anerkennungs-Posatha. Wenn ich aber Vollzahligkeit des Samgha erreiche, 
dann werde ich an dem Samghaposatha teilnehmen’ (Hinuber, 1970: 124). 

i 

However, what I will try to show next is that in these instances too, samagga 

means ‘unanimous’. What has happened, however, is that the procedure of 
the uposatha ceremony has changed in such a way that the issue of the 
unanimity of the meeting has shifted backwards. It is no longer the outcome 
of the ceremony but has become a condition for it to lake place. This seems 
to be a specific Buddhist development, which becomes clear if we have a closer 
look at the secular prototype of the uposatha ceremony. 

The gathering in the aksapatala 

The ‘secular’ counterpart of the Buddhist uposatha is the gathering in the 
aksapatala at the end of the fiscal year, that is, at the end of the dry season in 
the month of dsddha or in any case before the onset of the rains in the month 
of sravana. As will become clear below, gatherings of this type were also 
organized by Asoka. However, for a more detailed description of the aims and 
procedures of this gathering we have to look at a much later text, namely 
Kautalya’s Arthasdstra. From Arthasdstra 2,7 it appears that the basic function 
of the ceremony is for the king and the assembled mahamatras to render 
account of the activities undertaken during the previous eight months. 

As such this gathering has developed out of those festivals marking the 
community’s transition from a period of ‘travelling*, when people were on 
their own, to one of sedentary or communal life. Heesterman has pointed out 
that these festivals revolve around the confession of sins and their expiation. 
They mark ‘the turning point between the season of violent strife and the 
season of settled life and harmony. The people that have gone out to lead an 
irregular life outside the settled community are now reintegrated into the 
community and brought again under the sway of its norms’ (Heesterman, 
1985: 137). 

The actual proceedings taking place in the aksapatala are described in 
Arthasdstra 2, 7, 24: 

praedrasamam mahdmdtrdh samagrdh srdvayeyuravisamamantrah; 
prthagbhuto mithyavadi caisam uttamam dandam dadyat. 

The words in parentheses in Scharfe’s translation given below have been added 
by me: 

The fully assembled (samagrdh) mahamatra-s should unanimously (avisama- 
mantrdh) proclaim those who conformed to procedure (praedrasamam); 
anyone who abstains or does not speak the truth should pay the highest 
fine (Scharfe, 1993: 201). 

Despite Scharfe’s detailed analysis of some of the terms occurring in the text 
(Scharfe, 1993: 193-203), his translation still needs improvement on some vital 
points. My first comment concerns his translation of sama in praedrasamam. 
I think we are dealing with the very same word sama here which occurs 
in Mona vadharmasdst ra viii 177: karmanapi samam kurydd 
dhanikayadhamarnikah/samo 'vakrstajatis ca dadyac chreydms tu tac chanaih, 
‘ Even by (personal) labour shall the debtor make good (what he owes) to his 
creditor, if he be of the same caste or of a lower one; but a (debtor) of a higher 
caste shall pay it gradually (when he earns something)* (Buhler, 1886: 285-6). 
It should be noted that the duty of a mahamatra towards his king is seen in 
quite concrete terms as a debt, which has to be served completely (see Separate 
Edict I ... mama ca ananiyam ehatha* [Und wenn ihr das tut,] werdet ... 
eurer Schuld gegen mich ledig werden* (Alsdorf, 1962: 33, 37)). Thus, in the 
aksapatala the mahamatras render account of the way in which they have 
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fulfilled (sama) their obligations towards their king in their respective fields 
(pracdra). 

Furthermore, Scharfe’s translation does not properly account for esam in 
the second sentence, esam refers to those present at the ceremony. If, however, 
prthagbhuto ... esam means ‘he among those present who abstains (from 
rendering account)’, then samagra, on which, as I understand the passage, 
prthagbhuta comments, cannot mean ‘ fully assembled \ samagra would instead 
refer to the fact that all those present at the ceremony are prepared to submit 
themselves to the rules of the gathering and do what is expected of them. This, 
in turn, has consequences for avisamamantra, which Scharfe translates as 
‘ unanimous ’ but which meaning has already been covered more or less by 
samagra. Starting from mithyavadin ‘ one who lies ’, by which avisamamantra 
has been taken up, we may translate the latter compound simply as ‘ honestly \ 
that is, without either embellishing or belittling one’s own achievements (cp. 
visama ‘dishonest’ MW). The Arthasastra passage may accordingly be trans¬ 
lated as follows: 

The mahdmatras should unanimously (samagrah) and honestly (avisamam- 
antrah) render account of the way in which they have fulfilled their obliga¬ 
tions in their respective fields (pracarasamam). He among those present 
(esam) who sets himself apart or lies should pay the highest fine. 

Typically, Kautalya does not speak about those who stay away from the 
gathering. Apparently, the boundaries of the ‘ state ’ were not fixed beforehand 
but became clear only at the meeting itself by counting the heads of those 
present. Those of the participants at last year’s meeting who stayed away had 
apparently decided to join another ruler or to start for themselves. The main 
purpose of the gathering was to prove the unanimity of all those present. It 
would seem thar the main threat to the ‘ state ’ described here was felt to come 
not from without but from within. 

This picture of the state thus conflicts with that other picture given by 
Kautalya, namely of the state surrounded by enemies and allies (Scharfe, 1993: 
105 if,). As already noted by Heesterman (1985), in Arthasastra we are dealing 
with a conflation of contemporary political reality and an ideal, or the descrip¬ 
tion of a tribal, acephalous community, a phenomenon which is otherwise 
covered by the term samgha,23 in terms of a bureaucratic state. 

The Buddhist uposatha 

The Buddhist samgha has been grafted on to the latter political institution. 
However, its position was entirely different, the Buddhist samgha being a 
community within the community. In this sense its boundaries (sTma), or rather 
its sphere of action, were limited. Moreover, as a community of ‘ascetic’ 
monks the Buddhist samgha was dependent on the support of this larger 
community. These two factors have greatly affected the character of its com¬ 
munal activities, in particular the uposatha ceremony. 

As already indicated the Buddhist uposatha is a counterpart of the aksapa- 
tala ceremony. One difference lies in the frequency of the respective ceremonies, 
the rhythm of the Buddhist uposatha is that of the brahmanic full and new 
moon sacrifices. Like the Buddhist uposatha these latter sacrifices mark the 

23 For Kautaiya’s description of the samgha type of government, see Arthasastra 11.1. The 
strength of the samgha indeed lies in the unanimity among its members. See 11.1.2: samgha hi 
samhatatvad adhrs'ydh par esam, and the advice given next on how a samgha can best be defeated, 
namely by planting the seetls of dissent among its members. 
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beginning of a new period. Through the agnyddheya they are preceded by an 
upavasatha day, which gave the Buddhist uposatha its name. One of the main 
functions of the Brahmanic upavasathp day was to purify oneself by getting 
rid of the sins and violence performed in the preceding period (Krick, 1982: 
67 ff). This function returns in the accounting declarations of the aksapatala 
ceremony, on the one hand, and in the ‘confessions’ made during the Buddhist 
uposatha ceremony, on the other. 

The most striking aspect of the Buddhist ceremony, however, is that the 
sting has been completely removed. The recitation of the prdtimoksasutras has 
become a purely ceremonial act: the monks can remain silent; and loud and 
public declarations of guilt (srdvanal) are avoided. Before the recitation could 
take place the samgha had to establish its purity (parisuddiui, pcirisuddhi). The 
‘ real ’ confessions had taken place beforehand. The only confessions allowed 
at the ceremony itself were those involving transgressions remembered while 
the recitation was in progress or those concealed previously. 

This development bases its rationale in the position of the Buddhist com¬ 
munity within society at large. In order to receive support from society24 the 
samgha had to prove its cohesion continuously in smooth communal ceremon¬ 
ies. Incidents showing even the slightest hint of disagreement had to be avoided 
at all costs. Possible sources of dissent were therefore to be dealt with 
beforehand. 

As I see it, a special meaning ‘complete’ for samagga for those contexts 
which deal with the preparation for the uposatha ceremony is unnecessary, 
unanimity having become an important issue at this stage of the ceremony. 
The position of the samgha as a community within the community has led to 
a concern with boundaries and radius of action. Every monk staying within 
the area of the samgha had to attend. For, when a monk living in the area 
stayed away without a valid reason this could easily be construed as a sign of 
internal trouble or dissent. At the same time, however, the necessity that all 
the monks living in the area attend the uposatha .ceremony makes it all the 
more important to take care that only harmonious monks attend. 

MRE /; Asokas 256 nights 

It has been argued above that the first three sentences of the Schism Edict 
together form a ‘ legal ’ formula. The Buddhists have two sets of such formulae: 
namely the prdtimoksasutras and the karmavacanas. The order given in the 
second part of the edict that the officials go to the samgha in the period before 
the actual uposatha ceremony (posathaye) suggests that we are dealing with 
an example of the karmavacanas^ which indeed play a role in the proceedings 
before the actual uposatha. This conclusion is of some importance for the 
derivation of bh[.]khatiy as the karmavacanas and prdtimoksasutras differ in 
the tense/mode of the verb. Even more importantly, however, it provides a 
valuable indication as to the nature and circumstances of the interference by 
the worldly authorities in the affairs of the samgha. Above, however, it has 
been argued that the word posathaye is probabiy a later insertion in the text. 
This need not of course mean that the insertion is nonsensical. As I will try to 
show on the basis of an examination of MRE I, posathaye indeed makes perfect 
sense. Its meaning is completely in accordance with contemporary practice, to 

24 The influence of lay followers in giving shape to the Buddhist uposatha ceremony is attested 
in the two accounts of the institution of the uposatha by the Buddha (see Hu-von HinOber, 1994: 
2-3). The Buddha decided to institute it after requests from lay fc’lowers and kings respectively. 
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the point of being superfluous. The text of MRE i is known through a total 
of 17 versions (see Andersen, !.09(f)• I quote the one from Rupnath. 

B devanampiye hevam dhd 
C sdti[ra]kekdni adha[t]i[y]dni va ya sumi pakdsa [sajke 
D no cu badhi pakate 
E sdtileke cu chavachare ya sumi hakam fsam]gh[e] upete badhim ca pakate 
F yd imdya kdldya jambudfTJpasi amisd deva husu te dani misa kata 
G pakamasi hi esa phale 
H no ca esu mahatata pfajpotave 
I khudakena pi pakafmaJminena sakiye pipule pd svage drodheve 
J etiya at hay a ca savane kate 
K khudaka ca uddld ca pakamatu ti 
L atd pi ca janamtu 
M iya paka[rd ] ca kiti cirathitike siya 
N iya hi athe vadhi[m] vadhisiti vipula ca vadhisiti apaladhiyend diyadhiya 
vadhisata 

The following passage, in which instructions are given for the circulation of 
the message, is found only in Rupnath and Sahasram:25 

Q iya ca athe pavatis[u] lekhapetavala ta hadha ca ath[i] s[. Jlathabhe 
silathambhasi lakhapetavaya ta 
R etind ca vayajanend ydvataka tupaka ahale savara vivasetavafya] ti 

In Sahasram, however, the text corresponding to Q is found after S. and that 
of R is absent altogether. The following line is again found in all versions, 
though the exact wording may be different: 

S vy[uJthena savane kate 200 50 6 sata vivasa ta 

The interpretation of this last line has proved problematic. The most recent 
attempt at interpretation is by Falk (1990).26 According to this scholar the 
sentence contains an indication of the date of the inscription. He started from 
the versions from Sahasram and Ahraura, in which a word for night (lati) has 
been added to the number, e.g. Sahasram: iyam ca s[d]vane vivuthena duve 
sapamnaldtisatd vivuthd ti 200 50 6. Next, he derived the word vyutha and its 
variants (vyutha, viyutha, vivutha) from vivas- ‘to become bright, to dawn’. 
The inscription would be dated after 256 nights had turned to dawn. The 
number of nights presumably refers to the number of uposatha days which had 
passed since Asoka’s conversion to Buddhism. However, in order to arrive at 
256 uposatha days Falk has to add the ‘more than two and a half years’ 
mentioned in C to the ‘more than one year’ mentioned in E, which gives a 
total of ‘more than three and a half years’. This solution is questionable. 
Moreover, his interpretation does not properly account for the instrumental 
vyuthena. As we shall see, Falk needlessly introduced a complication here by 
taking the verb kate (or its variant savdpite) as a secondary addition. According 
to Falk the original text is found in the versions of Ahraura, Gujarra and 
Sahasram, from which the verb is absent: iyam [.] sava[ne] vivuthe[.] [200] 
50 [6] (Guijarra). 

While Falk’s counting of the uposatha days has subsequently been ques¬ 
tioned by Hu-von Hinuber (1996), this is not the real issue. What Falk, and 

251 leave aside the situation in Panguraria. , 
26 For earlier literature on this passage, which at one time played an important role in 

establishing the date of the Buddha, see Dietz (1992: 39 ff). 
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others,27 have overlooked is that the word sdvana does not denote ‘ inscription \ 
As already noted by Thomas (1910), it is a technical term for public declarations 
such as were made in the parisad. Asoka ‘ quotes ’ a srdvana made by him 
personally in his own parisad'. ‘The “declaration” was “made” (kate), or 
“declared” (savdpite) [by me] after I had been away from home’: vyuthena 
savane kate, that is, ‘after (ablative vivasa) an absence from home for 256 
nights* (200 50 6 sata vivasa).28 As calculated by Filliozat (1949) the 256 days 
correspond exactly to the eight months of the dry season, during which monks, 
but also kings, are supposed to tour the country. Asoka made his declaration 
upon his return ‘home’ after a period of touring the realm. The most likely 
occasion is the gathering held at the end of the dry season or the beginning of 
the rainy season in the aksapatala described above. 

A closer look at the text of the inscription shows that it is indeed con¬ 
cerned with ‘touring the country’. The key word is the verb prakram- (in 
pak(k)a(m)te and pakamaminend).29 In Buddhist texts this verb refers 
specifically to the wandering activity of monks, which takes place during the 
dry season and alternates with four months of sedentary life during the rainy 
season (see Thomas, 1910: 5I5ff; Levi, 1911: 122). As used by Asoka it would 
refer to his tour of the realm, which likewise takes place during the dry season. 
To the specific character of Asoka’s sdvana I will return below. 

Asoka was inspired into making this sdvana by a visit to a Buddhist samgha: 
somewhat more than a year had passed since his visit to the samgha. In" the 
light of the exactness of the 256 days, ‘somewhat more than a year’ should 
be taken as an exact indication as well. This means that Asoka referred here 
to a visit to the samgha before the beginning of the rainy season, when the 
monks were returning one by one. 

If Asoka’s sdvana had indeed been inspired by, or modelled on, Buddhist 
examples he heard at that time, it cannot have been the recitation of the 
prdtimoksasutras. What Asoka witnessed were those procedures preceding the 
prdtimoksasutra recitation, in which concrete and individual cases were submit¬ 
ted to the judgement of the monks. 

At the time of Asoka’s declaration he had already been a lay follower for 
more than two and a half years. Counting backwards from the beginning of 
the rainy season we land some time in the middle of che dry season. It is 
interesting to note that he connects his conversion witn the monks’ and his 
own touring season. In this way it is represented as the result of contacts with 
individual monks, not with the institution of the samgna. However, his visit 
to the samgha was the culminating point. Asoka’s specific reference to his visit 
to the samgha taking place before the beginning of the rainy season is telling. 
We may infer that he did not stay to witness the ceremony at which the 
community celebrated its unity. The canon indeed has a number of passages 
which show that the uposatha ceremony was not a public affair; participation 

27See, e.g. Fussman (1990: 59, n. 1): ‘The Indian term which is translated as “edict” means 
in fact “ proclamation or act of making something heard [srdvana] ” \ 

28 vyutha is a past participle of vivasa- 4 to live abroad \ For the variant vivutha, compare 
Mahara$tri Prakrit pauttha from pravasa 

29 Yorpakama- the Ahraura, Bahapur, Gujarra, Sahasram and, when available, Bairat versions 
have parakama- or palakama- (pardkram-). The laUer reading may have been due to the 
interference of passages like RE vi (M) (Schneider, 1978: 110): se etaye athaye iyam dhanwialipi 
('j,) lekhitd. cilathitikd (-Tkd) hotu, tetha ca me putanatdle (putd papota) palakamamtu savaiokahi- 
taye or RE x (E) (Schneider, 1978: 112): dukale cu kho esa khudakena vd vagend usaiena va atnnata 
agend palakamena (-a) savam palitijitu. Compare'Rupnith (G-M): pakamasi hi esa phale. no ca 
esa mahatata pdpotave khudakena pi pakafmaJminend sakiye pipule pd svage drodheve. etiya 
athaya ca savane kate khudaka ca udala ca pakamatu ti aid pi ca janamtu iya pakafraj ca kiti 
cirathitike siya. In this connection it may be interesting to note that all versions with par(l)akarna- 
are found along the river Yamuna (AUchin and Norman, 1985). 
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was restricted to monks and nuns only, that is ‘to members only’ (see. e.g., 
Hu-von Hiniiber, 1994; 18). This is what one would indeed expect of such 
communal ceremonies. What is exceptional is the public character of the 
preceding procedures, that is, of those at which returning monks were received 
and voting took place on their admission. The presence of lay followers and 
mahamatras (Samath), and at one time even of Asoka himself (MRE i), clearly 
shows that the community was not always able to solve the problem of keeping 
itself free from trouble makers, and required the assistance of the wordly 
authorities. However, this interference from outside was strictly limited to the 
preparations; the solemn formalization of the unanimity was again a private 
affair. As may be gathered from MRE i the right of the community to celebrate 
its uposatha ceremonies in private was not infringed: as already indicated, 
Asoka’s presence, or rather his interference, was restricted to the period preced¬ 
ing the actual uposatha day. If therefore in the ‘covering letter’ of Samath the 
lay followers and the mahamatras are instructed to be present at every uposatha 
this was understood to refer only to their presence at the procedures preceding 
the actual uposatha day. This and the fact that the word posathdye ‘ (the days) 
before the uposatha ’ is not found in the instruction to the lay followers but 
only in the one given to the mahamatras would indeed mark it, as argued 
above, as a later addition. 

Returning to the Rupnath text, I suggest the following translation: 

B The Beloved of the Gods has spoken thus: 
C (Already) for more than two and a half years I have been an upasaka.*0 
D But I was not very zealous31 in touring the country. 
E But little more than a year ago321 visited the samgha and have become 

very zealous to undertake to tour the country.33 
F The gods who before this did not live among the people in JambudvTpa, 

are now living (among the people). 
G For this is the fruit of (enthusiastically?) touring the country.34 
H And this (fruit) cannot be reached by a person of high rank only. 
I By (zealously?) touring the country (even) a person of low rank is able 

to climb up to heaven even if it is vast.35 
J And for this purpose (this) declaration was made: 

30 In the translation I read forpakdsa [sajke ‘well-known (prakasa) Buddhist’ updsake found 
in most of the other versions (see Norman, 1973: 68-9). As already suggested by Hultzsch the 
syllable va most probably stands for vasani * years \ ya is yam (cp. yate in Pahguraria). sdtirekdni 
as emendedby Hultzsch. For sdtirekdni some other versions have adhikani. 

31 For bddhi (also in Bahapur) instead of hadha(m) of the other versions, see note 33. 
32 chavachare is obviously a writing error for samvacchare. 
33 For bddhi here as well as in D, see also Bahapur and Bairap It probably stands for badhet 

which would function as an adjective to the subject. Compare the Rupnath text, sumi hakam 
[samjghfej upete bddhim ca pakate ‘I have visited ...’, with the text of most other versions: e.g. 
that of Brahmagiri: ycm maya samghe upayjte bddham camepakamte ‘by me was visited ...’. The 
two types of constructions have been mixed lip in Bahapur (am hamaye [saghe] upafyajte 
bd[dhi]m] ca palakamte\ Gujarrii (yam cams sam[ghe] y[d]te r[i] [ajham [bffldham] ca paraJcamte 
ti [ajhd)t and Pariguraria ((me saghe ya] y[d]te-bddha(m] [ca] sum{i] pakjajmle). Note that in 
all other instances bddham is an adverb: e.g. RE xin E:... se bddham vedaniyamate (•tame?) (ca) 
gulumate (-tame?) ca devdnampiyasa, vu E: asa nathi sayame bhdvasudhl (-i) kitanata didhabhatitd 
ca nice bddham, xu F: hevam kalamtam atapdsamdam(ca) (bddham) vadhayati and H:... badhatale 
upahamti atapdsamdam (quoted from Schneider, 1978), and Topra, PE in G: esa badha dekhiye 
and PE vn K: ... dhammavadhiya ca bddham vadhisatfi]. 

For the translation of badha (m) as ‘zealously’, compare its use as an expression of one’s 
enthusiasm for a suggested course of action: ‘A mighty good idea! * With bddham the speaker 
indicates that he has no hesitations, sees no obstacles, and will do the thing right away. 

34 For the locative pakamasi all other versions have the genitive pakamasa. 
351 take pakafma]minend with Bloch as a corruption of pakkamamlnena (Bloch, 1950: 64, 80). 

Read vipule for pipule, and pi for pa. The reading arodheve, from 5ru/»- ‘ to climb \ is peculiar to 
this version. 
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K that the low as well as the high will tour the country, 
L and that my neighbours will know it, 
M and that this activity of touring the country will be of long duration. 
N For, (due to my declaration) this practice will certainly increase, and 

though vast, will increase even further, will increase a million limes one 
and a half.36 

Q and R are concerned with the inscribing of the text. As I will show below 
we are looking at an insertion in the original text. 

S (This) savana was made (by me) after having been abroad; after a stay 
abroad for 256 (nights). 

M i as a dhammasavana 

As already indicated, from the last two sentences of the edict (S) it becomes 
clear that Asoka made his savana at the beginning of the rainy season. Thus, 
what we haw here is likely to be an example of the srdvanas such as were 
made by kings and their mahamatras during the aksapatala ceremony. In 
Kautalya’s Arthasdstra the proceedings of this ceremony are restricted to purely 
fiscai matters. However, in practice they will have covered the entire range of 
activities undertaken by the king and his officials while touring the country 
during the dry season. The savana is indeed concerned with touring the country, 
and not, however, with the ‘institution’, which is covered by the expression 
anusamydnam niskrama- (RE ill (C): ... padesike pa[m]ca[s)u pamcasu vasesu 
[ajnusajmjydnam nikhamjamjtu (Kalsi); and SE ii), but with the zeal and 
enthusiasm \pra/pardkrama~) displayed during this period. 

At the beginning of the inscription Asoka has informed us that more than 
two and a half years ago he had visited a samgha. During that visit he attended 
the procedures through which monks were accepted back into the community, 
which included confessions by monks of their behaviour during the period of 
wandering. It would seem that Asoka in his savana assumed as it were the role 
of a monk, and to some extent even borrowed his vocabulary. Noic in this 
connection, apart from prakramawhich is also found in Buddhist texts but 
may well have been much more universal, the expression and the idea of misrd 
devebhih. \s such, the inscription would seem to contain an example of what 

• Aioka meant by the term dhammasavana, that is, a savana not as kings usually 
l make them but one about matters of dharma such as were made by religious 

sects in their gatherings. 
j For dhammasavana, see Topra vn (D ffi): 

; D esa me hutha 
[ E atikamtam ca amtalafajm hevam ’icchisu lajdne katham jane anulupdyd 
j dhammavadhiya vadheyd ti no ca anulupdyd dhammavadhiya vadhithd 
\ F se kinasu jane anu[pa]tipajeyd 
i G kinasu jane anulupdyd dhammavadhiya vadheyd ti 
i H kjijnasu kdni abhyumnamayeham dhammavadhiya ti 
j I etam devdnampiye piyadasi hevam aha IJ esa me hutha 

K dhammasavanani savapayami dhammanusathini anusja jsami 

, 

36 This sentence should be compared to Topra i (D): esa cu kho anusaihiyi dhammapekhd 
dhammakamatd cd suve sttve vadhite vadhlsati ceva, ‘But indeed by my instruction this regard for 
morality and love of morality have been promoted day by day and will progress still (more) ’ 
(Hultzsch, 1925: 119-20). 
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L etam jane sutu anupavpcjisaii ahkyumnamisati dhammavadhiya ca bddham 

vadhisati ^ 
M etdye me athdye dhammasd^mm: sdvdpitdni dhammdnusathini vmdhdni 

dnapitani fyaj ... fisjd pi bahune janasi dyatd e te palivovadisamti pi 
pavithalisamti pi. 

The translation has been adapted from Hultzsch: 

D The following occurred to me 
E On the one hand, in times past kings had this desire, that men might (be 

made to) progress by an adequate promotion of morality; (but) on the 
other hand, men were not made to progress by an adequate promotion 
of morality. 

F How then might men (be made to) conform to (morality)? 
G How might men (be made to) progress by an adequate promotion of 

morality? 
H How could I elevate them by the promotion of morality? 
I Concerning this, king Devanampriya Priyadarsin speaks thus. 
J The following occurred to me. 
K I shall make d/iamma-declarations (and) shall provide dhamma- 

instructions. 
L Hearing this, men will conform to (it), will be elevated, and will (be 

made to) progress considerably by the promotion of morality. 
M For this purpose dhamma-declarations (and) manifold dhamma-instruc¬ 

tions are made by me [in order that those agents] (of mine) too, who 
are occupied with many people, will exhort (them) and will explain 
(morality to them) in detail. 

The same interpretation may probably apply to those other combinations 
with dhamma, such as dhammalipi and dhammamahamata (for a complete list 
see Schneider (1978: 165-6)), In Topra vn quoted here, we find dhammanusathi 
next to dhammasdvana. An example of a dhammanusathi may be found in RE 
hi. While in the case of a savana we appear to be dealing with a confession of 
neglect followed by a promise from the penitent to mend his ways, in the case 
of an anusathi we seem to be looking at a proper instruction by the king to 
his officials on how to act in the future, to avoid mistakes and to make up for 
one’s earlier errors. However, like a savana it seems to have been part of a 
particular communal gathering which involved confessions. This would appear 
from SE i and n (AJsdorf, 1962). These two edicts contain a ‘royal’ anusathi, 
not a dhammanusathi; note in this connection the final sentence of ii: tarn pi 
tathd kalamti, atha lajine anusathi * Machen sie das auch so, wie die Anweisung 
des Konigs lautet ’. The anusathis are to be recited in the course of the Tisya 
day of the cdturmdsya festivals (iyam ca lipi anuedtummdsam tisena nakhatena 
sotaviya) and on each Tisya day (iyam va lipi tisa-nakhatena sotaviyd) respect¬ 
ively, and they serve to instruct the officials in how to pay their debt to the 
king (mama ca ananiyam ehatha, * [werdet ihr] eurer Schuld gegen mich ledig 
werden ’). 

It is, incidentally, significant that in these two edicts, which are directed to, 
or issued from, the ‘outlying’ districts (Kalinga, Ujjain, Taxila and Sannathi 
(see Ramesh, 1990)) Asoka speaks like a true king. Furthermore, while in 
Tdpra v (see above) Buddhist holidays are mentioned alongside brahmanic, or 
rather general holidays, and the Buddhist way of calculating the uposatha day 
is specified along with that used by the brahmins, these two edicts are silent 
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on specific Buddhist holidays. Indirectly, these two edicts may thus give us an 
idea of the spread of Buddhism at the time. 

Karmavacana or pratimoksasutra 

It has been argued above that the first three sentences of the Schism Edict 
together form a ‘legal* formula. In connection with the uposatha ceremony 
we may distinguish between two sets of such formulae, karmavacands and 
pratimoksasutras. As already indicated, it is most likely our text belongs to the 
category of the karmavacanas, which are indeed used before the actual uposatha 
ceremony. However, if we look at the format of Asoka’s formula, it appears 
to have elements typical of both karmavacana and pratimoksasutra. Thus, the 
construction of the third sentence, ye .., se, closely resembles that of the first 
sentence of the corresponding pratimoksasutra as preserved in the Pali canon 
of the Theravadas: yo pana bhikkhu samaggassa sanghassa bhedaya parakka- 
meyya bhadasamvattanikam va adhikaranam samaddya paggayha titheyya, so 
bhikkhu bhikkhuhi evam assa vacaniyo, ‘ Should any bhikkhu attempt to cause 
a schism of the Community when it is in concord and should he undertake 
and endeavour in and persist in litigation conducive to schism of the 
Community, that bhikkhu should be admonished by bhikkhus thus, ...’ 
(Nanamoli, 1966: 26-7).37 The pratimoksasutra on samghabheda continues by 
outlining the procedure to be followed. The schismatic monk is to be admon¬ 
ished so he refrains from his harmful behaviour. This is to be repeated three 
times. Only if he still persists in his harmful behaviour are appropriate measures 
to be taken. At this point I do not go into the fact that Asoka stipulates a 
much graver sanction or at least a much more direct measure than does the 
corresponding pratimoksasutra. To this point I will return at the end of this 
paper. 

The first two sentences of the edict, on the other hand, are very similar to 
the two parts of the jhapti, or ‘proposal’ of a karmavacana. Thus, satnghe 
samagge kate, ‘the samgha has been made samagga.* has a counterpart in a 
statement such as the following: 

srnotu bhadanta samghah/samghenaikaposathah samanasamvasah sammatah, 

Es hdre, ihr Ehrwiirdigen, die Gemeinde! Die Gemeinde hat den 
Gemeindebezirk mit gemeinsamer Beichtfeier bestimmt (Hartel, 1956: 98). 

The main difference between the second sentence of the edict, samghasi no 
lahiye bhede, ‘ In the samgha division should not be allowed ’ and the corres¬ 
ponding statement in the karmavacana, 

sacet samghasya praptakalah ksamata djhd ca samghasya yat samgha ekapo- 
sathasya samdnasam vdsasya sTmdm muheeta. esa jhaptih, 

Wenn der Gemeinde der Zeitpunkt recht ist und es ihr Wille ist, dann moge 
die Gemeinde die Grcnze des Gemeindebezirkes mit gemeinsamer 
Beichtfeier aufheben. So lautet der Antrag (Hartel, 1956: 98), 

is that while the former anticipates a negative decision, the latter is a request 
to the samgha in this particular case to allow the exception. 

Asoka’s formula appears to be a curious mixture of karmavacana and 

37 In fact, \ great number of pratimoksasuira consist of the first relative clause only, which is 
followed by a brief indication of the nature of the category to which it belongs: yo pana bhikkhu 
nanappakdrakam kayavikkayam samapajjeyya, nisaggiyam pacittiyam * Should any bhikkhu engage 
in various kinds of buying and selling, this emails expiation with forfeiture’ (Nanamoli, 1966: 
42-3). It is clear that in the latter cases we are dealing with summaries. 



pratimoksasutra. In itself this situation should not be a cause for surprise, for 
the pratimoksasutras as we now have them are very probably transformations 
of formulae'like the karmavacanas. However, one of the main differences 
between the pratirnoksasutras and karmavacanas lies in their function. A prati¬ 
moksasutra sketches a hypothetical case; during the recitation of the pratimok¬ 
sasutra the monks are not judging a case but agreeing with a principle. The 
transgressions are expressed in the optative; note parakkameyya in the example 
quoted above. In the case of a karmavdcand, however, we would instead be 
dealing with concrete, individual cases. Accordingly, we should reckon with 
an indicative present: ‘ a monk who acts in this way, is to be punished in that 
way \ Unfortunately, precisely on this point the text of the Schism Edict is 
not clear. That is to say, the analysis of bhj.Jkhati as a future, which tense 
may serve as a substitute of the optative, is questionable as it starts from the 
wrong verb (bhahj-). I think we should give up the idea that samgham bhj.Jkhati 
denotes the general phenomenon of samghabheda here. Rather, it would denote 
a specific action, or attitude, which results in samghabheda. As such it may 
denote one of the actions included in the standard list of causes of samghabheda 
found in, e.g., Mahavagga x 5.4 (see below). 

In what follows I will explore the possibility of deriving bh[.]khati from 
an entirely different verb from bhahjnamely abhydkhya- (abhy-d-khya-). The 
latter verb is well attested, either as abbhakkha- or abbhdcikkha-, in Pali as 
well as Ardha Magadhi (AMg). I will try to show that the verb, for which the 
dictionaries give meanings like ‘ to accuse (falsely), to slander, to misrepresent \ 
is also used to denote precisely the kind of action or attitude which in the 
Vinaya is mentioned as leading to the division of a samgha. At the same time 
it must be noted that the conditions for the supposed loss of the initial syllable 
in bh[. ]khati< abbhakkhati (or abbhdkhati) are not yet clear. Instances of such 
a loss in Middle Indie are not unknown but always involve a short or a light 
syllable. Note vatamsa (avatamsa), hettha (*adhestha)y posatka (upavasatha), 
and bhTmjd (<*bhiyanjati beside Skt. abhyanakti,, Pali abbhahjatri, see CDIAL, 
9503). However, given the appropriateness of the verb in the present context, 
I think the derivation should not be immediately dismissed on the basis of this 
phonetic problem. In fact, as far as phonetics are concerned, we may well have 
to do with a special development related to the distasteful nature of the action 
involved.38 

Abbhakkha- and abbhacikkha- in Pali and AMg 

As already indicated, the verbs abbhakkha- and abbhdcikkha- in Pali and AMg 
are generally translated as ‘to accuse (falsely)’, etc. It may not be immediately 
clear how these meanings fit the verb in the Asoka edict. In this connection, I 
would like to begin by drawing attention to Panhdvdgarandim 2, 2, 9 (p. 653): 

avare ahammdo rayaduttham abbhakkhanam bhanamti aliyam coro tti 
acoriyam karemtam, ddmario tti vi ya emeva uddsmam, dussilo tti ya parada- 
ram gacchati tti mailimii sTlakaliyam ... 

The passage provides some examples of the form of ‘ lying ’ called abbhakkhdna: 

Others lie in the abbhakkhdna way, that is, when with their minds overcome 
with passion (ragadusta) and bent upon unlawfulness (adharmatas) they 
tell lies: someone who is no thief at all they make out for a thief, a stoic 

38 Note in this connection the instance of spontaneous cerebralization in Pali kathati boils 
and Prakrit daddha ‘burnt, cursed’ <dagdhd) (see Tieken, 1987: 199-200). Compare the develop¬ 
ments seen in Prakrit viand and diara (vedand and devara) referred to in Tieken (1987: 199). 
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they make out for quarrelsome, of someone virtuous they say he lacks 
virtues and steals another man’s wife ... 

It is precisely this kind of behaviour, or this attitude, i.e., saying that something 
is not so 'when it is, or at least, when -the majority says it is, which in the 
Vinaya is mentioned as the cause of samghabheda. The following standard list 
is found in Mahavagga x 5.4 (Vinaya i 354f), Cullavagga iv 14.2 (Vinaya n 88) 
and vu 5.2 (Vinaya u 204). As quoted by Bechert (1961: 32): 

idha ... bhikkhu adhammam dhammo ti (Upend, dhammam adhammo ti 
dipenti, avinayam vinayo ti dipenti, vinayam avinayo ti dipenti, abhdsitam 
alapitam tathagatena bhasitam lapitam tathdgatend ti dipenti... 

Here ... bhikkhus explain adharma as dharma, and vice versa, they explain 
avinaya as vinaya, and vice versa, what the Tathagata did not say they 
ascribe to the Tathagata, etc. 

In this connection I should like to refer to a ninth-century inscription from 
Manur in Tinnevelly in Tamil Nadu. This inscription lists the qualifications 
required for membership of the so-called makkal capai, or ‘ the people’s sabhd \ 
an institution which is in many respects comparable to the Buddhist samgha. 
It is said that those who satisfy the conditions and have become members of 
the capai should not obstruct the proceedings by saying 4 it is not so \ nor 
should they agree with people who behave in this way.39 

Apparently one is expected to agree with the proposals, and at least, if one 
is reluctant to do so, not to show this. An interesting piece of evidence for this 
may be found in the Velvikkuti Grant of the Pantiya king Netuneataiyan 
(eighth century). This king is approached with a request to renew a grant made 
by one of his ancestors. Though the inscription does not say so, we may 
assume that the matter was raised in front of the sabhd. Having heard this 
request the king smiles and says ‘it is good, it is good* (nanru nanrenru 
muruvalittu, 11. 112-3. nanru, from nal ‘to be good’ is the opposite of~anru, 
from al ‘to be not so, not good’ in the Manur inscription.) Having in this 
way indicated that he is prepared to consider the request, the king asks the 
petitioner to provide evidence of his claim (ndttdnin pahmaiydtal kdtti nikolka, 
1. 113, ‘Your request will be granted after you have established your old 
claim ’). The word muruvalittu ‘ having smiled ’ in the Velvikuti inscription may 
give us an idea of what is implied by the expression rayaduttham (ragadustam) 
in the Jaina text quoted above: the negotiations should be conducted in an 
amiable, relaxed way; heated discussions should be avoided at all cost.40 

Samgha as object to abhyakhya- 

The above discussion shows that the action denoted by abhydkhya- was a 
common incident in an acephalous institution like the samgha, in which 
decisions were taken on the basis of consensus. How then do we explain the 

39 ipparicu ceykinrarum anrenru kuttukkal ceyyapperdtar akavurn kuttukkal ceyvdraiyum 
kuttukkal cevvarkku uravdyutan ifrujppdraiyum vevverruvakai aiyyancu kfdjcu tantah kontu 11. 
51-9, ‘Those who abide by this agreement shall not say ‘nay’ and cause any obstruction 
(to this agreement); those who cause obstruction and those who abet the obstructionists shall 
be fined five kacus each.’ 

40 This may, incidentally, account for the image of the sabhd as a bunch of old people quickly 
going through the motions of the meeting given in Kuruntokai 146. The poem is put in the mouth 
of a girl in love with a boy of her own choice, whoTccls thwarted by convention. She realizes 
that she has little to expect from the people of the village: ‘ May you live long, my friend. Perhaps 
there were once people in our village who brought together those who got separated. But this 
here is just an assembly (avai, sabhd) of old people ... saying ‘ it is good, it is good * (nanru nanru), 
and declaring it a big day.’ The poem is discussed in Tieken (1998: 305-6). 
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function of samgha as object to hkf ixhatP. In this connection it should be 
noted that where the object of the vo:r» abhyakhyd- is the Buddha, it is not the 
person of the Buddha which is at stake but his teachings. See, for example, 
Vinaya I, 130: ma evam avuso arittha avaca, ma bhagavantam abbhacikktu, na 
hisddhu bhagavato abbhakkhdnam,' na hi bhagavd evam vadeyya. 4 Do not speak 
like this avuso Arittha, do not misrepresent (the words of) the Bhagavant. It 
is not right to misrepresent the Bhagavant, the Bhagavant would never have 
said a thing like that/ Similarly, samgha in samgham bh[.]khati could be taken 
to refer to the opinions held by, or put forward in, the samgha. The idea would 
be that where the samgha says ‘yes’, the dissenting monk says no . 

However, there is yet another side to the verb which may be relev an t_heje. 
In this connection I would like to draw attention to the verb as found in Ayara 

i 1.3.22:41 

neva say am logam abbhaikkhejja, neva attanam abbhdikkhaejja. je logam 
abbhaikkhati, se attanam abbhaikkhati; je attanam abbhaikkhati; se logam 

abbhaikkhati. 

These lines follow a passage in which a true monk, knowing that earth- 
matter is full of all kinds of living beings, is exhorted to abstain from any 
form of violence against earth-matter. The key words are tarn parinnaya mehavi 
neva sayam pudhavisattham samdrabhejjd, neva'nnehim pudhavisattham samara^ 
bhdvejjd, nevaynne pudhavisattham samdrabhamte samanujdrtejja (l 1.2.17). 
After that the text switches to the true houseless monk, who is straightforward 
(ujjukade), is possessed of right knowledge (niyagapadivanne) and who does 
not practise deceit (amdyam kuvvamdne). He keeps to the faith with which he 
had entered upon the state of houselessness, leaving behind all former connec¬ 
tions.43 They are heroes bent towards the Great Path (which leads to 

success).44 
The 4 heroic ’ imagery is continued in logam ca anae abhisameccd akuto- 

bhayam 45 which is to be constructed with preceding: ‘They are heroes, bent 
towards the “Great Path”: [and] having as ordered fearlessly attacked the 
world’.46 Otherwise the phrase anae abhisameccd has been used to describe, 
or paraphrase, the effort to grasp the essence of something, which in Pali is 
indeed one of the meanings of abhisameti. However, the original heroic 
meaning of the phrase is established by and (Skt. djnd), which means 4 order, 
instruction5, not ‘knowledge5 or ‘understanding5. Where and has come to be 
used in the sense of4 knowledge, understanding5 (for which see Alsdorf (1966: 

42 Ttfe°same^sentovw V also/ound at i 1.3.30, with udaya instead of pudhavi, and i 1.5.47, 

WUlLva anupaliya vijahitta visottiyam i 1.3.20. In my translation of 

visottiyam I simply follow the meaning of the variant K&dwpuwasamyogam. 
44 lanayd vlrd mahavihim (i 1.3.21). The meaning of mahavihim becomes clear from the parallel 

passage'iri Suyagada i 2.1.21 (Bollee, 1988): panaye vlram mahavihim siddhipaham neyauyam 

dhuvam. 

46 Schubrinff translates this text as follows: ‘nachdem sie dank der Untcrweisung begnflen 
habenSdhaUss Se8 We" Gefahf[der Wiedergeburtt mchrj 69). I have 
taken akutobhayam as an adverb instead. Compare akuiobhayo in Theragatha 831. 

brahmabhuto atitulo marasenappamaddano 
sabbdmitte vasTkatva modami akuiobhayo. 

Having become Brahma, unequalled crusher of Mara’s amv having subdued all enemies I 
rejoice, having no fear from any quarters. (Norman, 19oy. tv) 
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204)), this meaning may well have been extrapolated from precisely such 
phrases_as the one under consideration. 

In Ayaw I 4.2.134 anae abhisameccd, coming as it does after etc ya path 
sambujjhumane, has indeed been used in its derived, secondary meaning: ate 
ya pade sanibujjhamdne logam ca anae abhisameccd pudho paveditam dghdti 
nam iha mdnavanam samsdrapadivannanam sambujjhamdndnam vinndnapai- 
tdnam,4 Knowing fully these (preceding) words, and having attackcd the world 
as ordered/having understood the world with the help of this instruction as it 
is explained in detail (in its constituent parts; pudho paveditam), he, the wise, 

* teaches how it is to people immersed in samsara as well as to those already 
fully awakened and possessed of right insight*. 

The above passage shows once more that loga is a concept highly similar 
to samgha: it stands for a group of all kinds of living beings, that is earth 
beings, water beings, etc. abbhdikkha: ‘to misrepresent5 denotes in particular 
the failure to appreciate the composite nature and the necessary integrity of 
loga. abbhdikkha- is also painful to the object. This becomes clear if one feels 
its effects on oneself (atmaupamya), as in Ayara i 1.3.22 quoted above: 

One should not misrepresent loga, one should not misrepresent oneself. 
For he who misrepresent loga, misrepresents oneself, and vice versa.41 

Returning to samgha as object: like loga, the samgha consists of many and 
diverse members who live together, or, rather, have to live together and operate 
as a unit. bh[.]kha~ (<abbhdikkha-) would denote, or connote, a lack of 
respect for the integrity of the samgha as a composite whole. One might also 
say: if one member misbehaves, the totality is damaged. 

In this way, from abhydkhyd-4 to misrepresent, to bear false witness \ which 
was used to refer to obstructing the procedures in the samgha by angrily 
shouting ‘no* where the majority says 4yes*, we may for samgham bhf.lkhati 
arrive at a translation: 4 He (who) disrupts the integrity or unanimity of the 
samgha: For the three sentences of the first part of the edict I suggest the 
following translation: 

1. The samgha has been made unanimous. 
2. In the samgha division should not be allowed to take place. 
3. That person who damages the integrity of the samgha by verbal obstruc¬ 

tion, be he a monk or a nun, is to be made to put on white clothes and 
live outside the dvdsa. 

The different versions of the Schism Edict 

In the text of the Schism Edict in Sanchi the order of the three sentences differs 
from that in Allahabad (KauiambI). On the basis of the comparison of the 
three sentences of the edict with a karmavacana we would have to conclude 
that the order as found in KausambI is indeed the original one. Furthermore, 
the interpretation of the three lines as a legal formula implies that the so-called 
‘covering letter*, contrary to Norman’s conclusion, is an integral part of the 
text. Together with the address it frames the formula, which has the status of 
quoted text. Strictly speaking, the Allahabad text, in which the ‘covering letter ’ 
has been omitted while the address has been retained, makes no sense. In 
Allahabad the three sentences are preceded by devanampiye dnapayati kosambi- 

In the translation sayam in neva sayam logam abbhaikkhejja has been skipped. In the present 
context it makes no sense, and it has most likely spilled over from tam parinnaya mehavi neva 
sayam pudhavisattham samarabhejja and tts parallels (see above). ' * 
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yam mahamdia. On Sanchi the corresponding text has presumably been lost 
through damage.) As a result it is as if Asoka wanted the officials of KausambI 
to interfere and to banish the monks who disrupt the procedures of the samgha. 
It may be precisely such an interpretation which lies behind the additions made 
to the text of the formula in Sanchi. In the first place, in this version the order 
of sentences 1 and 2 has been reversed. The only syllables retrieved from the 
first line, originally the second, are (y)a bhe{ta). The second line, originally 
the first, reads: *... ghe... mage kate bhikhunam ca bhikhunmam cd tiputapapo- 
tike camdasuriyike. The text of the third line differs from the versions in 
KausambI and Samath in only a few details. However, after that a fourth line 
has been added: icha hi me kimti samghe samage cilathitike siya ti. 

In the addition of bhikhunam ca bhikhunmam cd in sentence 2 we may 
recognize an attempt to create a parallelism with 3: ... bhikhu va bhikhuni va 
... The two other additions: ti putapapotike camdasuriyike to sentence 2, and 
icha hi me kimti samghe samage cilathitike siya ti to 3. mark the division of 
the text into two ‘rules’ each accompanied by a ‘motivation’: 

1. (Rule:) Division of the samgha is not to be allowed. (Motivation: For) 
the samgha of both monks and nuns has been made unanimous and this 
is to last for as long as my sons and grandsons (shall reign) and as long 
as the sun and moon (shall shine). 

2. (Rule:) He who damages the integrity of the samgha ... is to be banished. 
(Motivation:) For it is my wish that the unanimity of the samgha lasts 
for ever. 

The additions seem to complete the transformation of what was originally a 
juridical formula into an order from Asoka directed to his officials. 

It should be noted that the added passages are found elsewhere in the 
corpus of inscriptions. The phrase ti putapapotike camdasuriyike corresponds 
to Topra vu (00): putapapotike camdamasuliyike hotu ti. See Dhauli vn (M) 
for this phrase in combination with the expression ‘that it will last forever’: 
et[d]y[e athaye ijyam dhammalipi likhita cfijlathfijtika hotu tafthja ca putd 
papota ca palakama[m]t[u savalokajhitaye; see also Eiragudi v (0): etaye 
afthdya] iyam dhammalipi likhita cilathitika hotu. It would seem that the person 
responsible for the addition of the phrase ti putapapotike camdasuriyike had 
in mind a phrase exactly like the one found in Topra. This would explain the 
clumsy handling of the particle ti. The transposition of this particle to the 
beginning was in the present context the best the scribe could think of.48 

The insertion of the phrase dhuvaye patipadaye anuposatham of T5pra in 
the Sarnath text is a special case. The way in which the words dhuvaye and 
posathdye (for patipadaye) have been inserted in Sarnath would show that the 
scribe worked from memory, not from a written copy of the source text. The 
scribe remembered the original phrase, or the specific combination of words, 
not the context. 

However, the Samath text as a whole does seem to have been copied from 
a written exemplar. At least, this would account for the reference to 

48 Weller (1961), ignoring the parallelism, takes sentences 2 and 3 together: 

... [gh]e... mage kale [bhijkhunafm] ca bhifkhun jinam cd l i [p Jutapaf po Jtike cam [da jm[as~ 
ujrifyijke ye samgftam bhjdjkhaii bhikhu va bhikhuni va ... 
Die Einheit des Samgha ist (wieder) hergestellt, des Mdnchs- wie des Nonncn-Ordcns. (Auf 
daB dies bleibc, so lange) Sohne und Enkel (von mir regieren und) Mond und Sonne 
(scheinen), ist dem, der (kvidfug) den Samgha spalten wird, es sei Monch Oder Nonnen, weiBe 
Kleidung anzulegen ... 

However, in this case the translation of the particle ti is also problematic. 
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Pataliputra—if the fragment pdta retrieved from the beginning does indeed 
stand for Pataliputra—while the edict itself is found in neighbouring Sarnath. 
It is almost as if the text had been inscribed straight from a copy of the 
Pataliputra text without adapting the address to the local situation. This case 
does not seem to stand on its own. The Allahabad inscription is addressed to 
the mahdmdtras of KausambI. SE i, found in Dhauli and Jaugada, contains 
passages relevant only for the officials in Ujjain and Taxila (see Fussman, 1974: 
379). However, Samath may be a special case as, in the second part, which is 
only found in this version, A§oka expressly forbade tampering with the text. 
This does assume, however, that the import of the second pari, despite its 
mangled text, was still understood. The other possibility is that, as in the case 
of Allahabad, Dhauli and Jaugada, the scribes simply did not consider the 
contents of the text. The omission of the second part in Allahabad and Sanchi 
may well have been the outcome of precisely an attempt at its interpretation, 
in which the (wrong) conclusion was reached, namely that it was not meant 
for publication. 

Here I would also like to discuss the text Q and R in Rupnath: 

Q iya ca athe pavatisfu] lekhapetavala ta hadha ca athfi] s{. Jldthabhc 
sildthambhasi lakhapetavaya ta 
R etina ca vayajanena ydvataka tupaka ahale savara vivasetavdfya] ti 

Note that Q is also found in Sahasram, but after S of Rupnath. R is peculiar 
to Rupnath. However, the passage is absent in all the other versions of this 
edict. This may suffice for us to conclude that we are looking at a later addition. 
In this connection it should also be noted that Q and R, which deal with the 
dissemination and inscribing of the text, form an awkward interruption of the 
flow of the text. Thus, S follows naturally upon B-N. It is telling that in 
Sahasram Q is indeed found after S of Rupnath. 

R seems to have been borrowed directly from a text like the one found in 
Samath, if not directly from Samath itself. If my interpretation of the origin 
of vivdsaydtha in Samath as a corruption of visamsayitave is correct, R can 
only come from a text like the one in Samath as this is the only one which 
also contains the intermediate corruption visvamsayitave. 

The second part of Q, hadha ca ath[i] sfijlathabhe sildthambhasi Idkhdpeia- 
vaya tay in its turn, echoes Topra vu (SS): dhammalibi ata at hi silathambhdni 
va silaphalakani va tata kataviyd ena esa cilathitike siya. The addition may 
have been triggered by J-M: etiya athaya ca savane kate khfujdaka ca uddld 
ca pakamatu ti ata pi ca jdnamtu iya pakafrd va] kiti cirathitike siya. The 
source of the first part of Q, iya ca athe pavatisfu] lekhapetavala ta, is more 
difficult to trace. The injunction to inscribe the edict on ‘mountains’ is other¬ 
wise found only in Dhauli and Jaugada, in which case it may be an element 
added locally as the inscriptions are found on mountains. Jaugada i (A) reads: 
iyam dhammalipi khepimgalasi pavatasi devanampiyena piyadasina lajind 
likhapita. 

Tliese examples of ‘internal’ additions are not the only ones. The bilingual 
(Greek and Aramaic) inscription from Kandahar has been pieced together in 
its entirety from fragments culled from the first eight REs (see Fussman, 1974: 
383 -5). In this situation vivasetavdfya] in Rupnath would provide no independ¬ 
ent evidence for a verb vivdsaya- ‘to dispatch’. Furthermore, we may, very 
cautiously of course, conclude that even if we do find more Asoka inscriptions, 
we cannot expect to find many more really new edicts. The presently available 
corpus seems to cover, if not the complete repertory, the greatest part of it.44 

49 It should be noted that if the scribe of Samath was a local man (but of this we cannot be 
absolutely sure, as appears from the signature in KharosthJ script below the text of Brahmagiri) 

a 
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Asoka and the Buddhist community 

From the evidence discussed above it follows that even in Asoka’s time the 
uposatha had become a purely ceremonial affair: issues which, or persons who, 
might disturb the ceremony were dealt with beforehand. It is an indication of 
the dependence of the Buddhist samghas on public support, as this unanimity, 
or at least the semblance of unanimity, was an absolute necessity. Unanimity 
was reached by careful prior selection of the monks who were to participate 
in the communal ceremonies and by driving away those monks who lived 
within the boundaries of the samgha but were suspected of being trouble¬ 
makers. In enforcing its decisions at this stage the samgha seems to have 
depended on the assistance of the worldly authorities and powerful lay fol¬ 
lowers who were prepared to protect ‘their’ samgha against a take-over by 
strange monks. The ceremonial recitation of the pratimoksasutra by the com¬ 
munity served as a formalization of its hard-won unanimity. 

The Schism Edict is to be seen as an attempt to help the samgha attain 
unanimity. These attempts were concentrated on the procedures of the com¬ 
munity at the end of the dry season when all kinds of monks were seeking 
shelter in permanent establishments. In the edict Asoka dictates a formula to 
be recited by the monks when they are confronted by a quarrelsome colleague. 
It stipulates—and sanctions—a most effective means of getting rid of a quarrel¬ 
some monk, namely to declare that he is not a proper monk (according to the 
rules of ‘this * samgha) and drive him away from the area. In the second part 
of the Samath version Asoka instructs his mahamatras to apprise themselves 
of the situation, with which no doubt he means them to assist the community 
when a monk refuses to leave. 

It is clear that the particular measures against potential dissenters described 
in Asoka’s edict could indeed only be effectively implemented with the help of 
the worldly authorities. If the samghas did have similar rules, without help 
from the strong arm they were probably largely ineffective. 

In this connection I will return to the difference between the edict, on the 
one hand, and the corresponding pratimoksasutra on the other. While the edict 
stipulates immediate expulsion of a quarrelsome monk, the pratimoksasutra 
outlines a less direct course of action. The pratimoksasutra instructs the monks 
to try to resolve the matter internally by repeatedly admonishing the monk to 
give up his stubbornness. If all that fails the monk loses his voting right in the 
communal ceremonies. The possibility of reinstatement is, however, left open. 
There is not a word about actually driving him away. It should be noted, 
however, that taking away a monk’s voting right amounts to exactly the same 
thing, without bringing the controversy into the open; unless, of course, the 
monk feels confident enough to leave of his own accord. In this connection it 
should be noted again that Asoka’s rule was effective at the time of admission 
of monks, when physically removing a monk was still an option. Once a monk 
is admitted and allowed to participate at the pratimoksasutra recitation the 
community can no longer allow controversies to come to the open by actually 
banishing a monk. Apart from that, the main purpose of the pratimoksasutra 
recitation was not to judge cases and mete out sanctions, but to confirm 
agreement on what constituted an offence and the appropriate sanctions. 

Bechert has argued that the measures outlined by Asoka had nothing to 
do with the schism responsible for the origin of the Theravada. Instead, Aioka 
would be instructing local samghas on how to deal with dissenters. Bechert’s 

he must at some time have seen an actual, written copy of the text found in far-away T5pra. May 
we assume that manuscripts were circulating containing the complete set of edicts? 
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argument runs approximately as follows: samghabheda is a concept from 
Vinaya, and Vinaya deals with local, individual samghas. 1 think, however, 
that there is some further evidence supporting this conclusion.50 

From RE xiv, quoted above, and other edicts, ASoka emerges as a political 
pragmatist. He refrained from imposing one uniform model of administration 
on his realm, allowing for local adjustments to be made to the Piles and 
regulations he issued. Moreover, it is unlikely that, for instance, each version 
of MRE i and ii in the South has been copied from an independent copy 
dispatched directly from Pataliputra; it is more likely that the edict was passed 
on from the one centre to the next. We may assume that communication did 
not take place from the capital to each centre separately but was passed on 
from one to the other along the long-distance trade routes which formed the 
backbone of Asoka’s empire. 

Asoka’s main concern was to keep the lines of communication open and 
to prevent interruption of this flow somewhere along the line because of 
conflicts in one of the localities. He did so by fostering cohesion and unanimity 
on a local level: each district has its own type of rules and regulations as long 
as everybody agrees. There is no attempt on Asoka’s part to force ‘ national ’ 
issues: what does not suit locally may be omitted. 

His attitude towards the samghas will have been derived from this policy. 
In any case,.it is unlikely that he tried to do to the samghas what he did not 
do in the sphere of local government, or ever seriously tried to force one 
particular form of Buddhism on the samghas, which could only result in 
conflict. At the same time it would be clear why Asoka was in particular 
concerned with samghabheda. The real danger of samghabheda is that it may 
give rise to a new, competing, samgha from the original one. It ail depends on 
the numerical strength of the dissenters. As pointed out by Bechert, the Vinaya 
makes a distinction between samghabheda and samghardji. Both refer to dis¬ 
putes—the difference is that in the case of samghabheda the disagreeing member 
is able to win over a sufficiently large number of the monks among those 
present to be able to start a samgha of his own. Such a division of a samgha 
into two independent communities must have been a source of conflict, which 
in turn interrupts the smooth flow of trade. 

Typically, the pragmatism shown by Asoka is also shown by the Buddhists. 
Thus, the Buddhist ‘canon’ presents a mirror image of Asoka’s edicts. Both 
were translated into the various regional languages or, to account for their 
translation into Sanskrit, into the languages which were most prestigious in 
the different areas. Apart from that, both sets of texts show in their various 
versions traces of all kinds of intervention, such as omissions and additions. 
The situation in the Buddhist canon has been justified by tracing it back to 
the Buddha himself, who would have permitted his followers to recite his 
words sakaya niruttiyd. Whatever the exact meaning of the words in question 
(Norman, 1973; 1980; Brough, 1980), as far as the transmission of his own 
words is concerned the Buddha is presented as a pragmatist here like the 
emperor ASoka. 

501 do not know what to think of Bechert’s other conclusion, namely that samghabheda is 
merely a matter of discipline. He concludes that * als Ursache fttr Sanghabheda nur Angelegenheiten 
dcr Ordenszucht in Frage kamen* (Bechert, 1961: 33). The Vinaya passage quoted earlier does 
not support Bechert’s conclusion. Among the 18 grounds for samghabheda it enumerates, beside 
matters of Vinaya, disputes about the dhamma and the words spoken by the Tathagata. In this 
connection it should be noted that the first efforts to establish a canon took place in the course 
of an uposatha ceremony. Also* the recitation of the Vatthuprakarana in the course of the uposatha 

ceremony may well be a relic from disputes involving various views on doctrinal issues. It is 
another thing that the main cause of differences, of opinion will indeed have been matters 
of discipline. 
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The Feng-tao kb and printing on paper in 
seventh-century China 

One of the arguments for supposing that the 1 2 3 4 world’s earliest printed book \ 
the Diamond Sutra in the Stein collection in London, is actually the outcome 
of a long process of development relies on the very high quality of the images 
contained in the frontispiece. It is possible, of course, to point to much more 
crudely formed Buddha images stamped on paper from the same source at 
Tunhuang, but the dated examples that have been studied are actually later 
than the Stein Diamond Sutra itself.1 The practice of printing Buddha images 
on paper and silk in India is attested in 792 by the Nan-hai chi-kuei nei-fa 
chuan of I-ching who was in India 673-85, and Paul Pelliot 
for one was prepared to believe that this practice, using Chinese materials, was 
originally derived from China itself.2 Frustratingly enough, however, no 
Chinese source has so far been identified which clearly mentions printing on 
paper at any point earlier than I-ching’s text, which itself does not antedate 
by more than half a century or so the earliest printed materials we actually 
possess, notably in the form of a dharam from Korea.3 

This lack of early sources remains true despite the posthumously published 
researches of Michel Strickmann, whose unparalleled knowledge of Buddhist 
and Taoist sources of the period enabled him to identify some extremely 
interesting references to printing from seals: unfortunately, none of the cases 
of printing seals on paper which he discovered may be securely dated to any 
earlier than I-ching, however early they may claim to be.4 Taoist sources are, 
of course, often rather hard to assign to any narrowly defined period, and 
even some fairly well-known works still excite considerable debate between 
scholars as to their dates of origin. The work &ow known as the T'ai-hsuan 
ling-pao san-tung feng-tao Wo-chieh ying-shih often 
abbreviated to Feng-tao Wo in modern scholarship, is a particular case in 
point.5 It is first cited, in the view of most scholars, in works of the early 
eighth century, though since the text as we now have it is incomplete, despite 
the retrieval of some lost fragments from Tunhuang, it may possibly be that 
a certain San-tung Wo cited in a late seventh-century encyclopedia compiled 
by the Taoist priest Wang Hsiian-ho ZE&ff refers to the same work, despite 
the lack of any passage corresponding to this citation in any surviving 
materials.6 

As to the date of its composition, intuitive guesses based on style and on 
the picture it presents (albeit as a norm to be aimed at, rather than as a reality) 

1 Marie-Rose Seguy, ‘ Images xylographiques conservees dans les collections de Touen-houang 
de la Bibliotheque nationale \ in Michel Soymie (ed.), Contributions aux etudes sur Touen-houang 
(Geneva and Paris: Librarie Droz, 1979), 119-33. 

2 cf. J. Takakusu (tr.), A record of the Buddhist religion as practised in India and the Malay 
Archipelago (London: Clarendon Press, 1896), 150, ana Paul Pelliot, Les debuts de Timprinterie 
en Chine (Paris: Adrian Maisonneuve, 1953), 18. 

3 Described e.g. in Denis Twitchett, Printing and publishing in medieval China (London: Wynken 
de Worde Society, 1983), 13-14, and illustrated in pi. I, p. (4). 

4 Note especially p. 43 of Michel Strickmann, ‘The seal or the law: a ritual implement and the 
origins of printing , Asia Major, Third Series, vi, 2 (1993), 1-83. 

^ Text number 1117 in the Taoist Canon in the enumeration of the Harvard- Yenching Index; 
text number 1125 in the more recent Schipper enumeration. 

6 One of the earliest citations of this text known so far occurs in a ritual work by the early 
eighth-century Taoist Chang Wan-fu: see Charles Benn, The Cavern-Mysterytransmission: a Taoist 
ordination rite of a.d. 711 (Honolulu* University of Hawaii Press, 1991), 72-3, 177, which notes 
the value of the manuscripts listed in Ofuchi Ninji, TonkS Ddkyb- mokuroku hen (Tokyo: Fukutakc 
Shoten, 1978), 115-21. For the possible earlier citation, see Florian C. Reiter, Kategorien md 
Realien im Shang-ch'ing Taoismus (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1992), 11. 
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of a mature, well-organized Taoist monasticism parallel to established Chinese 
Buddhism, tend to favour the seventh century.7 The real or imaginary author, a 
figure known as Chin-ming ch‘i-chen is, however, referred to in two or 
three other texts which have been construed as containing indications of date 
equivalent to 552, the point at which the Southern Liang dynasty was sliding 
into chaos after half a century of prosperity. Chin-ming ch‘i-chen is represented 
in these sources as a saviour in a time of mounting chaos, and the texts ascribed 
to him claim a talismanic quality.8 This is not, however, the case with the Feng- 
tao Wo, and though the most recent and meticulous survey of the Chin-ming 
ch‘i-chen literature by Liu Tsun-yan accepts the hypothesis that it was inspired 
by the fall of the Liang, the assumption that the entire corpus bearing this name 
ail dates to the same period of composition is explicitly (and surely rightly) 
questioned.9 It might equally be said, of course, that the assumption that the 
corpus was compiled over an extended period—that a messianic earlier portion 
preceded a text like the Feng-tao Wo concerned more with promoting stability 
and good order—is also open to question, in that religious movements are often 
broad Enough to span differing tendencies at any one point in time. Even so, 552 
seems to serve as a reliable terminus post quern. Any earlier date may in any case 
be ruled out by the organized nature of Taoist canonical literature as quoted by 
our text: research on the formation of the canon places this degree of organization 
independently at about a.d. 550.10 There would, on the other hand, seem to be 
no reliable means of pushing the date of composition any later. It is true that 
material from the Feng-to Wo is not included among the copious citations of 
Taoist literature in the late sixth-century Wu-shang pi-yao but it is not 
unique in this respect: an even earlier southern text with messianic overtones, 
conspicuously ‘taken up’ by the T‘ang rulers in the late seventh century, the 
Tung-yiian shen-chou ching is similarly ignored in this compendium.11 

As for the terminus ante quemt I have shown in a recent publication that this 
may be pushed back to 688, the date of death according to good epigraphic 
evidence of Yin Wen-ts‘ao who, according to an excerpt in the eighth- 
century encyclopedia CWu-hsiieh chi cited the Feng-tao Wo in a lost work 
of his entitled the CWii-huo lun or ‘Treatise on the Elimination of 
Doubts’.12 Since this title implies a polemical work, it most probably dates to 
the era of Buddho-Taoist controversy between 658 to 668, though we cannot be 
absolutely sure of this.13 At any rate, it would seem virtually impossible that the 
Feng-tao Wo cited by Yin could date to any later than I-ching’s trip to India, 
an 1 this has important implications for the history of printing. 

7 The controversy between Japanese scholars on this point is succinctly summarised in Bonn’s 
note, p. 177 (see prereding note); he himself follows the view of Yoshioka (see following note). 

8 Thus Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, Dokyo to Bukkyo III (Tokyo: Kokusho kankokai, 1979), 77-159. 
Fp. 161-219 provide a translation of the Feng-tao k'o itself into Japanese. 

9 Liu Ts’un-jen (Tsun-yan), * San-tung feng-tao ko-chieh i-fan, chiian ti-wu: P. 2337 chung 
“Chin-ming ch‘i-chcn" i-tz‘u chih Cui-tsV, Han-hsiieh yen-chiu 4,2 (December, 198 6), 505- 31, 
especially pp. 512-13 for the date, and pp. 513-20 for the character of other parts of the corpus. 

10 The Feng-tao kb seems to envisage* a canon in three sections with four supplements: 
according to Ofuchi Ninji, on p. 267 of ‘The formation of the Taoist canon in Holmes Welch 
and Anna Seidel (ed.), Facets of Taoism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), such a canon 
probably came into existence during the Uang. 

M A complete analysis of all citations in the Wu-shang pi-yao may be found in John Lagerwey, 
Wu-shang pi-yao: Somme taoistt du vf siicle (Paris: EFEO, 1981). Christine Moilier, Une 
apocalypse taofste du / slide (Paris: College de France, 1990), 27-9, covers the copying under 
imperial auspices of the Tung-yiian shen-chou ching in 664, and the probable reasons for this, 
which are also explored by Tso Ching-ch flan, ‘ Tung-yiian shen-chou ching v(ian-liu k'ao; chien- 
lun Tang-tai cheng-chih yft Tao-chiao chih kuan-hsi , Wen-shih, 23 (November, 1984), 279-85. 

u T. n. Barrett, Taoism under the Tang (London: Wellsweep, 1996), 34, citing HsU Chien 
(comp.), Ch'u-hsUeh chi, 23 (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chfl, 1962), 557, and Wang Ch’ang, Chin-shih 

utyww (Sao-yeh shan4ang ed.), 71.5ft*~oa for Yin’s life. 
” This period is treated to Taoism under the Tang, 31-2. 



For on looking through i h-s draft of a forthcoming monograph by Professor 
Florian C. Reiter of Berlin introducing the Feng-tao k o to Western readers, I 
was surprised to find a clear and unambiguous reference to printing Taoist 
icons on paper tucked away at the end of a list of Taoist iconographic media.14 
To the modem reader it is perhaps even more surprising to find this reference 
listed in a ragbag of miscellaneous methods for producing icons, item 18, 
including iconic snowmen, ivory (literally, ‘carved teeth*) icons and other 
exotica, when the other 17 (presumably preferable) methods include not only 
metal casting and painting but also embroidery, epigraphy and other (to us) 
minor art forms.15 The mention of printing right at the end naturally raises 
the possibility that the reference may be an interpolation, later in date than 
the body of the work. Unfortunately, this passage does not fall within any 
portion of the work covered by Tunhuang fragments, while for that matter 
the dates of these fragments themselves are unknown. But what the Tunhuang 
portions of the Feng-tao k'o do suggest is both that (as noted above) the text 
has lost rather than gained material in the course of its transmission since the 
time of these manuscripts, and that during the same period of time no signific¬ 
ant interpolations were made.16 And while it is possible that the reference to 
printing represents an interpolation earlier than the period of the manuscripts, 
printing icons on paper is mentioned first in the eighteenth category, rather 
than tacked on right at the very end, and thus was in all likelihood part of 
category 18 from the start. This category in turn is likely to have been original: 
medieval Taoism does include other lists of 18 (18 heavens, for example), but 
not, to my knowledge, lists of 17 items.17 

The existence, then, of the practice of printing images on paper in Taoist 
circles imitative of Buddhism before the time of I-ching confirms entirely the 
Buddho-Taoist background to printing suggested by Strickmann, and allows 
us to read I-ching’s remarks in a somewhat different light. He was, after all, 
not writing a travelogue pure and simple, but noting systematically Indian 
practices which might justify Buddhist norms in China.18 The news that an 
existing means of replicating images (and, implicitly, texts, which in Buddhism 
were equally manifestations of the body of the Buddha) was in fact not a 
heterodox innovation of low prestige but something practised by Indians, may 
well have come as a matter of some interest to I-ching’s monarch, the Empress 
Wu. But that is a matter for a separate inquiry of wider scope; what the 
foregoing remarks hope to establish is simply the value of the Feng-tao k‘o as 
a source for the history of printing. 

T. H. BARRETT 
School of Oriental and African Studies, London 

14 The same scholar has already published an account of Taoist conceptions of iconography 
drawing on a number of sources, including the Feng-tao k'o: Florian C. Reiter, 'The visible 
divinity; the sacred icon in religious Taoism’, Nachrichten der Gesellschaft fur Nalur- und 
Volkerkund Ostasiens/Hamburg, 144 (1988), 51-70. 

15 In the Tao-tsang edition, p.2.1 a; p. 177 in the translation by Yoshioka listed above, n. 8. I 
am most grateful to Professor Reiter not only for showing me his work on the, Feng-tao k’o in 
advance but in particular for drawing my a f ten cion to the structure of this list in subsequent 
discussion. A full English translation of the passage in question will be included in his forthcoming 
monograph. 

16 This may readily be seen from the collation notes comparing the manuscripts with the text 
in the current (Ming) Taoist canon in the catalogue of Tun-huang manuscripts already cited 
above, n. 6. 

17 Note K. M. Schipper, Index du Yunji qiqian, i (Paris: EFEO, 1981), 56, for some examples 
of sets of eighteen. 

18 This aspect of his work is made perfectly plain by I-ching himself, and is picked up by at 
least some modem scholars, e.g. Ch'cii Shik-ch'iang, Fo-tien thing uiieh (Shanghai: Shanghai 
ku-chi ch‘u-pan she, 1992), Vi M2. 
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amelie kuhrt: The ancient Near East 
c. 3000-330 b.c. (Routledge History 
of the Ancient World.) 2 vols. xxviii, 
381pp.; xix, 7$2pp. London and 
New York: Routledge 1995. £85. 

This 2-volume work contains a wealth of 
historical information, which is clearly organ¬ 
ized on geographical and chronological criteria 
into sections and subsections. Concerning geo¬ 
graphical scope, c. 40% of the historical survey 
concerns Mesopotamia, c. 20% Syria and the 
Levant, c. 20% Egypt, and c. 12% Anatolia, 
with a study of the Achaemenid empire closing 
the work. Volume t covers the period from 
c. 3000 b.c. to c. 1200 B.c. and vol. n from 
c. 1200 b.c. to 330 b.c. 

In the preface the author states that the 
book is intended as an introduction to ancient 
Near Eastern social and political history, 
concentrating on the periods and areas usually 
studied in universities. The author’s careful 
scholarship and practical experience of teach¬ 
ing ancient Near Eastern history at university 
level have resulted in a work that is reliable, 
informative and enjoyable. Inevitably, given 
the nature of the work, evidence cannot be 
discussed in great detail, but references to 
more specialized material are given for readers 
keen to investigate further. The book is 
primarily aimed at undergraduates and clas¬ 
sical ancient historians but deserves a wider 
audience. Both volumes are illustrated by 
figures, maps and tables, but the quality of the 
drawings is disappointing. 

In the introduction, the author outlines 
some of the problems implicit in such a study, 
including the vast geographical and chrono¬ 
logical scope, incomplete and selective archae¬ 
ological evidence, inexact terminologies and 
ihe uneven distribution of textual sources 
according to area, period and genre. Regarding 
the chronology of the Near East in the second 
millennium, which pivots on the dates of 
Hammurabi of Babylon, the author generally 
follows the so-called 'Middle Chronology*, 
whereby Hammurabi’s reign is dated at 
1792-1750 B.C. However, other chronologies 
are also discussed and examined at key 
points. 

The first volume consists of two parts. In 
Part 1, ‘The development of states and cities 
(c. 3000-c. 1600)’, the social and political his¬ 
tory of Mesopotamia and Egypt during the 
early periods is surveyed. In the Mesopotamian 
study, the author shows a healthy scepticism 
towards earlier attempts to treat texts such as 
the ‘ Sumerian King List' and the Uruk epics 
as detailed historical sources. A general .feature 
of the book soon becomes apparent: on 
disputed issues the author concisely summarizes 
scholarly debate, reports on current opinion, 

and does not shrink from pointing out tJim 
is so often the case in this area of scho|un,|,|''s 
no certain conclusion can be reached, j-j*; 
limitations of the evidence are recognize) „ 
respected. On p. 34 Sumerian terms for • h,j0|N 
are discussed and it may be of interest u, l|(l<, 
a possible interpretation of the writing t,| h.V', 
title ensi with the signs PA.TE.SI. PA win, n,y 
value ugula has the meaning ‘supervise • llJU| 
TE with the value temen has the himhuj,,' 
‘temple platform, temple enclosure’. Thu 
SI can be taken as a phonetic com|>|„lm,nt 
indicating the reading of the two pivi,i,jj 
signs as ensi. Thus, PA.TE.SI may orjg|tlM|jJ 
have signified ‘supervisor of the flt(l|J)j, 
enclosure \ c 

In Part 2, ‘The great powers (r. )f,|)(l 
c. 1050) *, the geographical compass is iiii'iii(,w | 
with studies of Egypt, the Hiuites, Syn»i „„ j 
the Levant, and Mesopotamia. In the dist im, 
about the retrieval of Marduk’s siatuu |Mi, 
Elam by Nebuchadnezzar I (pp. 377 ,|(> 
author states that, as well as allusion* i,] ,|t\ 
omen literature, there are four extant |||„( 1 
texts celebrating this achievement. H»»w„Vor 
more such sources are known: the fragnu:„| ' 
text in letter form published as K4S 2-1. j(/ 
bilingual poetic text partially preserved j„ uv\ 
copies, including IV R 20, no. I; and 
the fragmentary poetic text DT 71 pu},||, i. , 
by J. Hehn (idem, BA 5, 1906, 32<> >t IUI|, 
386-8). There is also the evidentM 
Nebuchadnezzar’s charter published a* ///^ 
no. 24, which includes a brief account <,| j(jN 
victorious expedition to Eiam and rccuv<i(v 
Marduk’s statue. 

Volume u contains the third and lUitil ,,mt 
of the book, ‘Political transformation and \\w 
great empires (c. 1200-330)’, and cltuwt wjl|l 
the bibliography and index for both vuhM|| 
Part 3 is divided into chapters on the I *.v,m, 
the Neo-Assyrian empire, Anatolia, Bid»y|,Mli ‘ 
and Egypt, with a final chapter i,(t ^ 
Achaemenid empire. The author is to be 
for covering such a wide geographic,) 
chronological scope in a concise and 
fashion. The bibliographies are useful, ex|t;Mlj|v^ 
and up-to-date, but their arrangement j« „ jj|(| 
cumbersome. A general bibliography \ 
thematically, e.g. ‘Textbooks on 
history’, ‘Basic technology’, *Reiigi»,u Mm| 
mythology’, accompanies the mtrodm.||,„j 
which is referred to as Chapter 0. j)„s ' 
followed by individual bibliographies l.„ „(| ? 
chapter. All the bibliographies are g|,()| . 
together at the end of vol. u. s'u 

The reviewer herself teaches broad 
courses in ancient Mesopotamian 1iia»i*„ y ? 
undergraduate students and this hnu|» * 
welcome and valuable addition to ili^ t|il|||| 
able literature. 

FRANCHi .gYNOIj,' 



in Pali ‘Mahosadha’. In the Sutta pitaka he is the hero of the Great Tunnel 
Jataka, the penultimate and longest of the Pali recension,4 who proves his 
wisdom at the age of seven by answering 19 problems set by King Vedeha. He 
becomes the great minister of the king, survives the jealous plots of the other 
ministers and, as a climax to his career, saves king and country by tunnelling 
into the heart of the enemy’s camp. This science fiction expedient takes the 
Jataka near to the realms of romance, but it is fundamentally a judgement tale 
collection set in a narrative frame: in addition to the first 19 problems, 
Mahosadha is given ample further opportunities to display his wisdom. 
Another Middle Mekong text, the Lokavinaya, versions of which have been 
found in Keng Tung, Nan and Luang Prabang, takes its inspiration from the 
Great Tunnel Jataka.5 This post-canonical Jataka6 expands the canonical refer¬ 
ences to Dhananjaya, king of the Kuru, so that his life story parallels every 
stage of Mahosadha’s exemplary career. Dhanafijaya, too, becomes a solver 
of problems and a general capable of defeating aggressors ‘by dhamma’ 
without shedding blood. He also is equipped with a wise and beautiful wife 
resourceful enough to deal robustly with importunate admirers. Such romantic 
narrative plays no part in our text. Its invocation of Mahosadha is as the 
personification of judicial wisdom, rather than the subject of romantic bio¬ 
graphy. Section 89 sets out the author’s agenda: 

The following discussion concerns the different ways of judging cases. Some 
cases should be judged: (1) ignoring the original conditions (2) in the 
context within which the events occurred (3) on the evidence of witnesses 
(4) according to the law of the land (5) according to dhamma (6) according 
to prior agreement (7) on internal evidence [inference] (8) on external 
evidence [obvious, visible] (9) on the evidence of external witnesses 
(10) according to time and place. The different conditions will be illustrated 
in the following stories. 

If I can reconstruct the rest of the text so that it fulfils this agenda, it should 
reveal the degree to which the author expected Northern Thai dispute settle¬ 
ment to be legalistic. Because the chronicles use ‘judging’ as a synecdoche for 
‘ ruling ’, the king’s political and legal activities are conflated. Our text advises 
the king on how to ‘judge’: does it restrict him to considerations of justice 
and dhamma? 

Section 87 concludes with the words ‘The Thammasart ends here’ and 
section 106 concludes the whole manuscript with the words ‘The law of the 
world and the law of dhamma, the Dharmasastra of Mangrai and the tradi¬ 
tions of King Mahosot are respectfully ended.’ Therefore sections 88-106 must 
comprise The traditions of King Mahosot and my first step must be to cut out 
all those sections which do not advance the programme outlined by section 89. 
The preamble (§88), which contains proverbs and some numerical lists, can 
certainly be dispensed with. The proverbs are obscure to the point of 

4 Maha-ummagga Jataka (no. 546). Cowell, vi, 1907, 156-246. 
5 A. Huxley, ‘The Kurudhamma: from ethics to statecraft’, Journal of Buddhist Ethics, 2, 

1995, 191-203; 200. 
6 Hallisey would prefer to describe such Pali stories as * allegedly non-canonical * rather than 

‘apocryphal’ or ‘counterfeit’: C. Hallisey, sNibbdnasutta\ Journal of the Pali Text Societyt 18, 
1993, 97-130; 97, n. 2. I sympathize with his intention, but to English legal ears his alternative 
formulation sounds odd. Within the Mahavihara tradition a Jataka is defined widely to mean any 
story of any prior birth of the Buddha. (See Sariputta’s SdratthadlpanT as quoted in A. Mirando, 
Buddhism in Sri Lanka in the 17th and 18th Centuries, Dehiwalala: Tisara Prakasakayo, 1985, 98). 
The 547 former births in the canonical verses and the 50 births in the various Panndsd Jataka 
recensions barely scratch the surface: on the night of his enlightenment, the Buddha remembered 
more than 100,000 of his births (M,I,22)! 
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surrealism—‘Support eight bald-headed men. Conduct oneself like a folded 
umbrella. Hit when spread’—but the lists are clear enough. They enumerate 
the three Vedas, the six things that bring prosperity to the king and the five 
principles of natural justice or agati. The preamble gives us ‘ a list of lists 
which I have identified elsewhere as the typical contents page of Mon and 
Burmese dhammathats.7 It would look perfectly at home in front of a collection 
of rules, but looks odd as the preamble to 13 judgement tales. I suspect that 
it has been inserted here from some more conventional law text on the free 
association principle. Section 82, a couple of pages earlier, has told the story 
of the snake that stung the tiger. The preamble has been moved from elsewhere 
because it refers to that story: ‘ Examples [of the five agati] are found in the 
tale of the snake that stung the tiger, the tiger that was sleeping that day in 
the forest of the Himalayas* (§88). Much the same has happened with sec¬ 
tion 106, the Envoi. The final sentence of section 105 refers to the story of 
Vithun Brahmin’s trading expedition to Phalahara nagara. A copyist has added 
section 106 as a footnote to list the main incidents of the story.8 

There are four sections (§97-100) in the middle of the text which I would 
also discard. They explain Pali legal technicalities in the field of family and 
criminal law. Section 100 glosses four Pali words for different punishments, 
and adds some interesting remarks on the relationship between kaiiimic and 
secular sanction.9 In sections 98 and 99 five Pali terms for different kinds of 
divorce and four Pali terms for children are translated and explained. Section 97 
contains a very long sermon on divorce. It states that innocent love (which is 
kammically neutral) must be distinguished from lust without trust (which is 
what prevents the non-enlightened from achieving nibbana). When a wife stops 
living with her husband, the preacher continues, this is not always tantamount 
to a divorce. In six situations, which the preacher illustrates with Jataka stories, 
a break in cohabitation did not terminate the marriage. I can identify five out 
of the preacher’s six stories. The wife who runs away through lack of love is 
Pabhavatl, the wife of ugly King Kusa in Jataka no. 531. The wife who runs 
away in fear is Manohara, the semi-divine wife of Sudhana in the best-known 
of the South-East Asian post-canonical Jatakas.1*0 The wife who has been paid 
for but left uncollected is the prostitute tested by Indra in the Kurudhamma 
Jataka (no. 276).11 The wife who was soft to the touch but otherwise disfigured 
is Pancapapa whose story is told as part of the Kunala Jataka [no. 536]. And 
the wife who was deserted up a fig tree and is free to marry again is Udumbara, 
divorced by the unlucky Pinguttara and remarried to King Vedeha in the Great 
Tunnel Jataka itself (no. 546, §347). It may be this reference to Mahosadha’s 
own Jataka which has has caused sections 97-100 to be inserted here. Or 
perhaps a bundle of leaves has been misplaced during copying: the four sections 
would be perfectly at home as part of the previous text. I am confident that 
the sermon on lust and divorce does not belong to The traditions of Mahosadha. 

7 A. Huxley, 4 Buddhism and Law: the view from Mandalay ’, Journal of the International 
Association of Buddhist Studies, 18, 1995, 47-95; pp. 66-7. 

8 His allusions—to borrowing eyeballs and small white pigs, to killing cranes and filling wells 
two metres deep with crystal—have not enabled me to identify the source of the story. 

9 A. Huxley, 4Sanction in the Theravada Buddhist kingdoms of S. E. Asia\ Recueils de la 
SocM Jean Bodin, 58/4, 1991, 335-70; 352. 

10 P. S. Jaini,4 The story of Sudhana and Manohara: an analysis of the texts and the Borobudur 
Reliefs \ BSOASy 29/3, 1966, 533-58. 

“ Section 97 gives its own provenance for this story: ‘ Where can this precedent be found? In 
the Atthathamma in the section Pariyathappa [Yoithi?].' This does not sound like a citation to 
the Jfitaka. The story can be found in the Laotian dhammathat known as the Code de Vientiane 
(A. Raquez, Pages Iaotiennes, Hanoi: Schneider, 1902, 414). This could be a hint that its Middle 
Mekong readership knew the Code de Vientiane under the title Atthathamma (‘The meaning of 
dhamma’). 



The sermon tells stories which are identifiably canonical or quasi-canonical, 
while the Mahosadha stories are folksy and, even when taken from the Jatakas, 
not credited as such. This drastic surgery leaves me with sections 89-96 and 
sections 101-5 as the rump of the text. Section 89 promises ten stories illustrat¬ 
ing ten modes of judging: the remaining sections tell 13 stories, some of which 
are explicit about the mode of reasoning they represent, others of which 
explicitly illustrate modes that section 89 did not mention. It is likely that 
three of these stories are de trop> but we must understand the author’s intentions 
before we can identify the three interpolations. What is he trying to tell us 
about the nature of legal reasoning? 

Analysis of the stories 

The start of our analysis is relatively easy: the first two stories illustrate the 
first two modes of judging listed in section 89. We start (§90) with a child 
custody dispute. As a newborn baby is being bathed in the Ganges, a huge 
fish swallows it. The fish is caught down river and sold in the market to a 
couple who discover and adopt the baby. The child shall belong to both 
claimants and spend half the year with each.4 This case was decided according 
to dhamma’, says the Nan text, but the story must illustrate the first type of 
decision where a case is judged ‘ ignoring the original conditions’.12 Biological 
parentage is the relevant original condition here. We are being told that its 
claims must sometimes cede to the greater interest of justice. As Western 
lawyers would put it, we must not make a naive equation between fact and 
value: what is natural may not be the same as what is just. The second story 
(§91) describes itself as illustrating ‘judgement according to the truth’. The 
great elder Anuratha orders Sumana, a novice, to fetch him some of the health¬ 
giving water from the Anomata pool. Sumana politely asks the naga king who 
guards the pool for permission, but the cobra-king spreads his hood 300 miles 
wide to cover the pool, bares his fangs and hisses ‘ Come and get it! *. Calling 
on the eight gods of the cardinal points to bear witness, Sumana stamps on 
the naga’s hood. In the ensuing confusion he scoops up some water and makes 
his escape, hotly pursued by the naga shouting * Stop, thief! * Anuratha hears 
the accusation of theft, and judges that Sumana is not guilty since he had been 
expressly invited to ‘come and get it ’. This could be described as a4 judgement 
according to truth' in several senses. In one sense Sumana has prevailed by 
his Act of Truth: by calling on the deities to witness his purity, he forced a 
miracle. In another sense the Buddha’s truth has prevailed: members of his 
order are exalted above deities and earth-spirits and should have first claim 
on resources. In a third sense, the judgement turned on a literal interpretation 
of the naga’s words. I.B. Horner suggests that in some contexts sacca (truth) 
can refer to the virtue of keeping one’s word.13 I would be pained if the Great 
Elder was resorting to this playground level of argument. The surrounding 
context makes it plain that the naga king was not inviting Sumana to help 

12 The story is also found in a Burmese rajathat: ROB, 28-14795, section 60, giving Kosambi 
and Benares as the cities rather than the Nan text’s Kosamiyia and Anurath. The Burmese tale 
is told to illustrate the moral ‘ Decisions depend on motives and circumstances \ Than Tun has 
traced the canonical sources for most of the rajathat, but failed here. See further Than Tun 1983 
‘The Royal Order (Wednesday 28 january 1795) of King Badon’, JAAS, 26, 1983, 153-201. The 
Nan text describes the source of the story as ‘the Tikanibat’. Steven Collins suggests (personal 
communication) that this means the third Nipata of the Canonical Jataka. 

131. B. Horner, Ten jataka stories each illustrating one of the ten pdramitb with Pali text 
(London: Luzac, 1956, xix). This .playground rhetoric is a standard folklore motif: Stith Thompson 
A motif index of folk literature (6 vols. Copenhagen: Rosenkilde & Bagger, 1955-58), 4: J1161, 
‘ Literal pleading: the letter of the law has been met’. 

himself.14 I would prefer to take this'as an illustration of the second mode of 
judging ‘in the context within which the events occur’. The author would then 
be implying that laudable ends justify dubious means: to get medicine for the 
Great Elder, it is permissible to use a low trick on a naga. If I am right, both 
of the first two stories illustrate cases where a strong argument is outweighed 
by an even stronger one. The biological parents have strong claims, but they 
do not always prevail over foster-parents. The legal trickery inherent in literal 
interpretation is abhorrent, but there are situations where it may justifiably 
be used. 

The third and fourth stories make up an obvious pair, since they both deal 
with women disputing ownership of what floats down the river. In the first of 
the pair (§92), a newborn baby has been placed in a jar and consigned to the 
river. Downstream two women see the jar bobbing their way. One says, ‘ I’ll 
have the jar.’ The other says, ‘I’ll have whatever is inside it’.15 They quarrel, 
and appear before the king. He upholds their prior agreement: the first woman 
gets the jar, the second gets the baby.16 The moral here is a simple pacta sunt 
servanda: agreements, provided they are properly evidenced, will be upheld. 
Section 93 tells a variation on this theme concerning not a potential son but 
a potential husband. Kelitissa wishes, to return to lay life after four years as a 
monk. Since he has no lay clothes available, he jumps into the river and 
clambers onto a tree trunk. Downstream two women make a similar agreement. 
Sumana says she will have the tree trunk, her friend says she will have whatever 
is on it. Seeing that Kelitissa, her prize, is naked, she rushes home to get him 
some clothes. But she gets back too late: Sumana has scooped up her naked 
fiance and married him herself. The judge rules that prior agreement must 
yield to the fait accompli: ‘ Since you made the agreement they have become 
husband and wife’. This decision is characterized as one ‘according to the 
laws of the world’. Why should this case be an exception to the general rule 
that contracts should be honoured? The two stories diaw a distinction between 
the predictable maternal urge and the unpredictable sexual urge. Either woman 
will be a good-enough-mother to the newborn baby, and therefore their agree¬ 
ment should be honoured. But the success of a marriage cannor. be predicted 
in advance (least of all before the prospective spouses have seen each other!) 
and therefore the agreement is worthless. ‘ Love laughs at locksmiths ’ and at 
contracts, too. However, I doubt that the second story was inserted in order 
to make such an elementary point about human motivation. There is a distinctly 
legal aspect to Kelitissa’s and Sumana’s romance which is indicated by calling 
the decision ‘worldly’ or, as I would prefer to translate it, ‘secular’. In 
Buddhist cultures judges must be aware of the boundaries of their jurisdiction. 
If a case concerns monks, then it must be dealt with by the local sangha, 
advised by its nearest expert in monastic discipline. Only when a monk has 
irrevocably left the monkhood does he come within the lay judge’s remit. There 
are plenty of tales of monks who left their monastery with the intention of 
returning to lay life but were dissuaded by supernatural intervention.17 

14 When we use expletives such as ‘ Slap me! ’ the context makes it plain that we do not wish 
to be interpreted literally. 

15 This rather odd conversation follows a model in the Kunala Jataka (Cowell, 1907), v, 239. 
16 A slightly different version of this tale, in which the woman v/ho wins the baby must pay 

the price of an extra jar to her companion, appears in a collection of 12 Laotian judgement tales 
attributed to Grandfather King, the Ven. Chenla Bodhisatta: J. Brengues, ‘ Contes judiciaires 
laotiens La Revue Indochine, 2, 1904, 124-8. 

17e.g. B. C. Law, The history of the Buddha's religion (Sasanavamsa), (London: Luzac, 1952), 
118-20. The monk who was later to win the title ‘Tilokalankara* decided in the early seventeenth 
century to leave the order when aged about 25. An encounter with a mysterious, possibly 
supernatural, young woman changed his mind. 



Intention to give up monastic orders must be accompanied by appropriate 
acts—either by a formal ritual in the sangha, or by committing a parajika 
offence which automatically causes a defrocking. Assuming that Sumana and 
the naked Kelitissa consummated their union before the other woman’s 
return,18 Kelitissa has broken his vow of chastity, committed a parajika offence 
and is no longer subject to monastic jurisdiction. He has crossed the Rubicon, 
defined technically as penetration (even to the extent of a sesame seed) of the 
female organ, the moist region where even the wind does not reach,19 and is 
henceforth subject to lay law. The author has supplied the judge with a useful 
conflict of laws rule about the boundary between vinaya and lay law. 

The next two stories are both taken from the Great Tunnel Jataka itself. 
The tale of the stolen cow (§94) is the second and the tale of the rival mothers 
(§95) the fifth of the 19 cases which Mahosadha solves to establish his creden¬ 
tials as a wise counsellor.20 The tale of the stolen cow is told to illustrate 
decisions ‘according to internal evidence’. The rival claimants to ownership 
are asked what the cow last fed on. After they have given discrepant answers, 
Mahosadha administers an emetic and the cow vomits up its conclusive evid¬ 
ence. To call this way of judging ‘ internal * is to emphasize that the judge has 
set up a situation where, rather than imposing his judgement on the facts, he 
extracts the true state of affairs from the facts themselves. In the early history 
of dispute settlement such techniques—trials by ordeal, by truth drug, by 
oracle, by determinative oath—played a large role. Until state organizations 
capable of backing up verdicts by force developed, the judge had to tread 
carefully, for fear that either or both parties would reject his solution. 
Techniques that cast him as an impartial stage manager of a decision that has 
been reached by others are extremely useful. In this story the judge’s bovine 
emetic is, in a sense, a truth drug. Though it acts on the subject of the dispute 
rather than the disputants, it makes the hidden truth, the internal truth, 
manifest to all. Who among the audience could dispute such a theatrical coup? 
The concern here is with rhetoric, not logic. This story does not demonstrate 
the process of inference from circumstantial evidence, but the desirability of 
turning a court case into a satisfying drama that concludes with general 
endorsement of the judge’s wisdom. 

The other story from Jataka no. 546, wherein rival claims to motherhood 
are settled by a tug-of-war utilizing the disputed child, does not appear at 
home here. Some copyist must have felt that the Judgement of Solomon motif 
was too good a story to leave out. Having incorporated one story from Jataka 
no. 546, he could not bear to omit the most popular one. And in its new 
position in section 95, he gave it a fake moral—* This decision is according to 
justice ’—so that it could blend in with its surroundings. Originally, I think, 
the ‘stolen cow’ story was paired with the ‘poisoned mango’ tale (§104) as a 
contrast between judgements based on internal and external evidence. The 
gardener found a windfall fruit beneath the golden mango tree. It was a perfect 
enough specimen to be sent to the King’s table. But when the king’s taster 
tried a bit he fell down dead, and the gardener was accused of attempted 
poisoning. A clever minister asked for a stay of execution so that the case 
could be reconsidered and the events reconstructed. With the whole court 
watching quietly, a mango-shaped stone was put under the tree just where the 

18 A different version of the story says that they had: ‘This is a just decision because the roan 
and woman have already slept together A. Lectere, Conies laotiens et conies cambodgiens 
(Paris: Leroux, 1903), 104-5. 

19 V, III, 23; Smp195 = VU.31. 
20 Cowell, 1907, vi:160-l and vi:163. 

fatal mango had been found. Immediately a cobra emerged from hiding and 
bit the stone, thus revealing itself as culprit. The cobra was killed and the 
gardener freed. The cobra’s activities were overt and in one sense external, as 
opposed to the hidden ‘internal’ contents of the cow’s stomach. But that is 
not the contrast intended by the author. I think we are meant to contrast the 
reconstruction of a crime (which can reveal tilings that did not emc. ge in cross- 
examination) with the process by which, after careful cross-examination, the 
truth is cajoled into revealing itself. 

The story of the three students rocking the boat (§96) is said to illustrate 
‘judgement according to dhamma*. The three students are being ferried 
upstream on a passenger boat. The first student says ‘This tree would be good 
for making a guitar.’ Whereupon the second student starts imitating the sound 
of a guitar: ‘nyaaaah diddly diddly dang’. Which causes the third student to 
start dancing. Who is responsible for the boat upsetting? The wise judge 
assesses the matter thus: the first student must pay 20%, the second student 
30% and the third student 50%.21 Anglo-American judges, who spend much 
of their time making similar allocations of responsibility in the context of 
multi-car collisions or multi-contractor building projects, would be surprised 
to learn that they are deciding ‘according to dhamma’. What is dhammic 
about topics such as contributory negligence and joint tortfeasors? The Buddha 
would reply that everything about those topics is dhammic: ‘ If you know my 
concept of causation, you know dhamma, and vice versa.’ (M,I,19I) A good 
example of the operation of codependent origination in the legal sphere was 
given earlier in the Nan text. As between a failed suicide who jumped off a 
cliff and the mat-maker who broke his fall, the judge must allocate responsibil¬ 
ity for the mat-maker’s death: 

The king ordered that the amount of the compensation be divided in three 
and [the suicide] pay one third. The kamma of the mat-maker was great. [§86] 

In deciding such matters, judges can draw on a millennium of applied Buddhist 
ethics. The vinaya-dhara, the monks who specialize in monastic discipline, 
have built up a rich literature on these topics. For example: 

A monk wishes to kill a particular person by digging a booby-trap in the 
path which he frequents. After digging the first spadeful, he is guilty of a 
third degree offence. If anyone is injured by falling into the trap, the monk 
is guilty of a second degree offence. And if the victim dies, the monk has 
committed a full parajika offence.22 

or: 

A senior monk has three pupils, called Tom, Dick and Harry. He decides 
to steal something, and orders Tom to tell Dick to tell Harry to steal it. 
When the senior monk speaks to Tom, he commits a third degree offence, 
which becomes a second degree offence when Dick speaks to Harry. When 
Harry steals the thing, the senior monk and all three of his pupils become 
guilty of a full parajika offence.23 

21 Leci&re (Contes laotiens et contes cambodgienst 9-12) compares four other versions of this 
tale, two each from Laos and Cambodia. He comments on the fact that these different versions 
divide up responsibility in different ratios: 1/6:2/6:3/6 or 1/5:1/5:3/5 or 4/9:3/9:2/9: ‘Les 
variantes sur ce point sont plus importantes parce qu'eUes apprteient diffdrement les responsabilites 
et constituent trois motions d'a^pr^ciation/ Now that we can add the Nan text’s ratio of 
2/10:3/10:5/10 as a fourth mode of division it becomes clear that the precise numerical 
quantification is not the point. What makes all .these decisions just is that some attempt has been 
made to split responsibility. 

22 Smp.t 324-5=XI.47. Buddhaghosa mentions that this point was discussed by three of the 
commentaries on which he based his work. 

23 Smp., 271-X.2. 
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A judge faced with allocating degrees of responsibility can draw on this Vinaya 
literature for inspiration, and is therefore ‘deciding according to dhamma*. 

After the interpolations of sections 97-100, the next story concerns a sealed 
bag full of diamonds (§101). One businessman has deposited the bag with his 
friend for safe-keeping. But when he returns and opens the bag, its seal still 
intact, the diamonds have been exchanged for less valuable stones.24 The wise 
king handles the case more as a private investigator than as a judge. From the 
circumstances of the crime he infers the existence of a master craftsman capable 
of invisibly mending a hole in the bag. Then he plots a ruse to discover where 
the craftsman lives.25 The story is about the cleverness of an investigator rather 
than the wisdom of a judge, but the Nan text adds a particular pro-mediation 
spin to the tale. Having forced the culprit to admit his guilt in private, our 
hero puts the world to rights without punishing anybody. ‘When you have 
the stones back, love your friend as before. Do not let there be anger between 
you.’ This story does not specifically claim to exemplify a type of judgement, 
but it appears to illustrate a preference for mediated over zero-sum settlements. 
As mediation is not listed in section 89 as one of the ten topics, I suspect that 
this tale is an addition to the original work. 

In the next two sections we are introduced to reasoning about quantum. 
How much compensation or blood-money will the plaintiff insist on getting? 
How little will the defendant offer? The South-East Asian judge had an eco¬ 
nomic role. He had to act as an honest broker between the disputants when 
persuading them to agree on a financial bargain. He had to lessen the gap 
between the sum proferred and the sum demanded by appealing to local written 
tariffs hallowed by tradition. Such tariffs are found in all the codes and 
dhammathats of Buddhist South-East Asia. But often the parties will dispute 
the sum mentioned in the tariff by claiming that considerations particular to 
the instant case should drive the price up or down. Such arguments, in modem 
legal parlance, concern the quantum of damages. The two partners who stole 
each other’s gold (§102) were at first ordered to pay the same sum in damages. 
The local deity was so disturbed by the injustice that it set fire to the forest 
with hot coals and turned the judge’s rice into sand. A wise hermit who 
happened to be in the vicinity ordered the stolen gold to be assayed by a 
goldsmith. The expert reported that one of the partners had high quality, and 
the other very low quality gold. When the judges differentiated the fines to 
reflect this valuation the local deity signalled approval by showering the hermit 
with flowers. But what if the expert valuers disagree? This seems to be the 
point raised by the somewhat garbled story of the .buried jar (§105). A thief 
stole a buried jar full of coins. Since the thief s identity is known and admitted, 
the only question is how many coins were in the jar. One person estimates 
3,000, another 10,000 and the judge settles on 8,000. This, explains the text, is 
‘judgement according to the evidence of the average’. Between these two 
stories comes a passage of direct exposition (§103) which enables us to identify 
the ultimate source of the discussion. Our text reads: 

Section 103, Factors in arriving at a judgement. The next is judgement 
according to the time. Consider whether it is a decision in the morning or 
evening, day or night; whether the goods stolen are cheap or expensive, let 

m- 

it 

24 The same story may be found in Leclere, Contes laotiens et contes cambodgiens, 47-51: * Le 
diamant vole’. 

25cf. A. Conan Doyle ‘The adventure of Black Peter’, in The complete Sherlock Holmes 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1981), 558-72. 
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the fine be according to the value. Such as when the monk stole phraphlo- 
engphlaw [reference unknown] from Chomphu and took it to Lanka. 

Clearly the author was working from a list of factors relevant to the quantum 
of damage. And anyone acquainted with the Pali Vinaya will recognize what 
that list v as. 

A peculiar facet of the Buddha’s law against theft is that quantum is built 
into the definition of liability. If you steal something valued at less than five 
mdsaka, you have not committed the full pdrdjika offence. Vinaya scholarship 
has therefore paid great attention to the quantum question—not in order to 
ascertain damages payable by the culprit but to ascertain whether the culprit 
remains a monk. By Buddhaghosa’s time, five crucial factors had been isolated 
and enshrined in verse form. As the ancient gdtha says: 

The Elders ask what kind of thing it is. 
What time? What place? And was it still brand new? 
De minimis non curat lex—five cents. 
And thus they judged the pains that must accrue.26 

The ten paragraphs which follow this verse in Samantapasddikd examine these 
factors in detail. Nothing more is said about the five mdsaka rule, since it is 
subsumed by the other four: the reason we must examine thing, time, place 
and use is,to see whether what was stolen was worth less than five mdsaka. 
This is one of the points where Buddhist and Hindu influence on South-East 
Asian !aw can be distinguished. The Manusmrti mentions a twofold analysis 
of place and time27 which is reproduced in an Angkorian inscription of 
889a.d.28 Samantapasddikd'$ fourfold analysis has influenced most of the 
South-East Asian kingdoms including, for instance, Burma29 and Chiang 
Mai.30 In relation to ‘ thing ’ and ‘ place ’ Buddhaghosa illustrates his meaning 
by quoting Vinaya precedents—decisions of an actual vinaya-dhara in a real- 
life case. For example, the ‘place’ factor is exemplified by a decision made at 
the Mahavihara in Ceylon during the reign of King Bhatika Tissa (a.d. 143-67). 
A monk was accused of theft for helping himself to a coconut-shell goblet 
which a fellow monk had carved and left in an abandoned monastery on an 
island in the midst of the ocean.31 Godha, an expert in the Abhidhamma, 
‘solved’ the dispute by cross-examining the manufacturer to establish that the 
local value in mid-ocean of materials and labour was less than five mdsaka. 
Whereupon the assembled monks acclaimed his wisdom so loudly that the 
king enquired about the noise, heard the whole story and commended Godha. 
That the king has been dragged into this account is the necessary price to be 
paid for the sangha’s anarchic structure. When the Supreme Court or Cour 
de Cassation give judgement, we do not need to add that the king commended 
their wisdom, or that the deity strewed them with rose-petals. But the sangha 

26 My versification of: Smp„ 234=VIII.64. 
27 Maim, VIII, 126. 
28 Y. Ishizawa, * Remarks on the epigraphy of Angkorian Cambodia ’ in (ed.) M. Hooker The 

classical laws of S. £. Asia (Singapore: Butterworths, 1986), 1: 205-40; 221-2. 
wBhummajeya, ‘Manugye Dhammathat’, 1755, (tr.) D. Richardson, The Damathat, or the 

Laws of Menoo (Moulmein: American Baptist Mission Press, 1847), 13-15. 
20 Sections 19 and 73 of the Nan manuscript translated in Aroonmt The Laws of King Mangrai. 

The first is from the part of the text called ' Worldly law and the Law of Dhamma which is a 
title shared with many texts from Chiang Mai. (See further n. 33.) The second is from three legal 
lists which bring the * Laws of King Mangrai ’ section to a close. Mangrai is the founder and 
culture hero of Chiang Mai. 

31 Could the story of the monk who stole phraohloengphlaw from Cbompu and took it to 
Lanka refer to this Vinaya precedent? Phraphloengphlaw cannot, I understand, be easily translated. 
Might it.be a copyist’s error for a phrase meaning ‘coconut shell goblet’? 
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has no such judicial hierarchy, and so a vinaya precedent must be accompanied 
by a signifier letting us know whgther it is especially good or especially bad. 
Hence the appearance of King Bhatika in the * place1 precedent and hence the 
‘ thing ’ precedent ends: ‘The defaulting bhikkhu, when he listened to the words 
of the vinaya-master, rejoiced in body and mind, like one who has obtained 
the taste of nectar.* Such signifiers bring vinaya precedents nearer to judgement 
tales. The South-East Asian appetite for such tales can feed off the vinaya and 
its commentaries as well as off the Jataka and its imitations. Buddhaghosa’s 
discussion of the five factors affecting quantum in theft cases is the model for 
the author of the Traditions of King Mahosot, Originally Section 102-5 would 
have discussed thing, place, time and use by updating the Samantapdsddikd 
analysis to include considerations like: 

If the country is in turmoil, such as during a war, everything is up for 
grabs. Afterwards, an owner who manages to trace his property shall get 
only half their value as compensation.32 

The Northern Thai author has widened out Buddhaghosa’s treatment. What 
started as an analysis of theft cases has been widened into a general discussion 
of quantum. 

Conclusions 

Let us now revisit the list of modes of judgement in Section 89. How much of 
what that section promised has been delivered by the text? Eight of the stories 
pair off together. The first two forms of judgement 

(1) ignoring the original conditions = section 90 
(2) in the context within which the events occurred = section 91 

involve the trumping of a strong argument by an even stronger one. The third 
ground is problematic, and I leave it to one side for the moment. The next 
pair is 

(4) according to secular law- ~ section 93 
(5) according to dhamma = section 96 

We now know that the authors of the Lanna legal literature were particu¬ 
larly fond of this contrast between secular law and dhamma: many of the 
newly discovered texts bear the name Khadilok khadidham,33 Temporarily 
leaving aside the sixth ground, the next pair is 

(7) on internal evidence = section 94 
(8) on external evidence = section 104 

which terms refer to strategies of judicial investigation. ‘Internal evidence* 
means something akin to Popper’s definition of scientific reasoning: we cross- 
examine the parties to establish a proposition which can be falsified experiment¬ 
ally. ‘ External evidence ’ means the strategy of reconstructing the crime. The 
final pair refer to quantum: 

(9) on the evidence of external witnesses = section 102 
(10) according to time and place—section 103 

32 My paraphrase of a passage in section 103. 
33 Aroonrut Wichienkeeo,1 Lanna customary law \ in A. Huxley (ed.), Thai law: Buddhist law: 

essays on the history of Thailand, Laos and Burma (Bangkok: White Orchid Press, 1996), 31-42; 
see 32, 41. 

I would prefer to translate (9) as ‘on the evidence of expert witnesses’. 
The point is that neither the parties nor the judge have the unbiased expertise 
to put a proper value on the goods. (10) may originally have included references 
to the other vinaya headings ‘use* and ‘thing*. This leaves us with (3) and 
(6). How did they fit into the original scheme? There is no difficulty in linking 
(6) to a story: 

(6) according to prior agreement=section 92 

But in regard to (3) I must admit defeat: 

(3) on the evidence of witnesses-? 

The phrase could be interpreted in two ways. It could refer to the point 
preached by the biblical story of Susannah and the Elders. The judge, in other 
words, must proceed ‘like Daniel come to judgement’: he must question 
witnesses in isolation from each other and spot discrepancies.34 Alternatively, 
he is being advised to settle the case by determinative oath. The disputant who 
has most witnesses prepared to swear a terrifying oath will be the winner. 
Unfortunately, neither of these options is to be found among our text’s 
remaining unallocated stories. I assume that the copyists have not just inter¬ 
polated extra stories: they have also excised at least one of the original stories. 

Why, where and when way it written? 

In what circumstances might our text have been composed? Burmese develop¬ 
ments tended towards a professional judiciary in which judges were often 
ex-lawyers. Siam developed a bureaucratic judiciary in which the typical judge 
was a government minister. In the smaller, relatively isolated, kingdoms of the 
Middle Mekong, attitudes to law remained patrimonial; the typical judge 
would be the Thai-speaking king or one of his close relatives. The intended 
audience for The traditions of Mahosadha must be the royal family. Its author 
was most probably a monk, since monks appear to have monopolized Northern 
Thai literary production. The text is short enough to be read aloud at one 
sitting; those in the audience who were not edified by its contents would at 
least be amused by its judgement tales. I imagine, therefore, that it was 
composed in the following circumstances: one of the two or three monks 
closest to the palace was asked to provide a ‘talk on dhamma’ for a specific 
public occasion—perhaps a coronation or royal wedding, perhaps the inaugura¬ 
tion of the monk as sangharaja, perhaps the rebuilding of a pagoda. One copy 
of his sermon would have been presented to the king, to be placed in the 
palace store-room and forgotten, while the author’s own copy would find its 
way into a monastic book chest, to be copied and incorporated into other 
manuscripts by future students. There is no indication of whereabouts in the 
Middle Mekong this scenario took place. Judging by the tales our author chose 
and the frequency with which they appear in other collections, I would, if 
pressed, guess a provenance somewhere to the east (Nan, Luang Prabang or 
Vientiane) rather than the west (Chiang Mai, Chiang Sen or Keng Tung). Nor 
is there any internal evidence of the date of composition: any date between 
the fifteenth and the nineteenth century is plausible. 

One other work on legal reasoning has survived from Buddhist South-East 

34 Many such stories are known in the South-East Asian legal literature. For instance a tale 
of four (or five) brahmins whose fabrications are exposed when cross-examined out of each others’ 
hearing appears in the earliest datable Burmese dhammathat (Dhammavilasa c. a.d. 1200), in 
Kaingza’s Maharajathat (c. 1637) and Bhummajeya’s Manugye (c. ‘ 752). 
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Asia. This text comes from seventeenth-century Burma, but is unfortunately 
too corrupt to allow more than a vague impression of its aims and strategies. 
It is part of the Maharajathat, written by Kaingza, Minister for Law Reform 
to King Thaiun (1629-48). King Thalun has asked about an old tradition of 
‘eight investigators5 or possibly ‘eight modes of investigation\ Kaingza 
answers with two lists (credited to ‘ writers of olden times *) of eight situations 
where direct testimony is inconclusive. One traveller, for example, murders his 
companion and hides the stolen property far away. Or a nobleman denies that 
he borrowed money and denies his own noble status. Or a child is kidnapped 
when very young and then sold into slavery. It is not clear whether these are 
judgement tales, or reports of real-life cases or generalizations of particular 
types of ‘ trouble cases’. These stories were so familiar to the textual transmit¬ 
ters that they could refer to them by shorthand abbreviation, as we might refer 
to ‘ The Merchant of Venice story *, meaning Portia, Shylock and the pound 
of flesh. Compared with The Traditions of Mahosadha, Kaingza’s analysis of 
judging seems technical: it is designed for the further instruction of semi- 
professional judges and forms part of Kaingza’s overall programme for mod¬ 
ernizing Burmese legal procedure.35 The Burmese work concerns the search 
for technical procedures that will produce the truth, while the Northern Thai 
work is more concerned with the ethical pursuit of a solution acceptable to 
the disputants. This difference relates to the more developed nature of the 
Burmese state. In Burma the judiciary has a confident centralised apparatus 
ready to enforce its verdicts: a true fact in Burma is what can be discovered 
by adopting best judicial practice. In the Middle Mekong, the judge may have 
more of a struggle to get his version of the truth accepted by the litigants: 
procedures for determining truth have to be mixed with rhetorical procedures 
for persuading others of your truth. The Traditions of Mahosadha has two 
functions, analytic and rhetorical. It delineates a canon of acceptable forms of 
legal reasoning within which the judge may safely operate. And it provides 
him with a judgement tale that he can usefully expound to the litigants in 
order to win their support. 

35 R. Okudaira, ‘The role of Kaingza Manuraja’, JAAS, 27, 1984, 180-86. 

Notes and communications 

More magic spells and formulae1 

Plates I-IV 

A new text edition usually stimulates further publications and evaluations of 
similar texts. This situation particularly applies to J. Naveh and S. Shaked, 
Magic spells and formulae (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993), since much new 
material has come to light in recent years. The present article consists of 
additional texts which have special relevance to the above mentioned volume 
(see my review of Naveh-Shaked in this issue). Two magic bowls which 
appeared at Sotheby’s (London) in 1985 were copied by me and sent to Naveh 
and Shaked for study and publication. One bowl in Jewish Aramaic script 
(Text A) was also copied by the present writer, but the bowl was not easily 
legible, and Naveh and Shaked chose not to include it within the corpus of 
bowls, because neither the photographs nor the hand copy were sufficiently 
reliable. Since the present owner and location of the bowl is unknown, I have 
included my hand copy of the bowl here, with an attempt to read as much as 
is reasonably legible, in the hope that eventually the bowl will reappear and 
corrections to these readings can be made, through collation of the original. 
A second bowl, in Syriac script, was edited by Naveh and Shaked (Bowl 17), 
but since they chose not to publish the hand copy of the bowl, it is given 
below (as Text B). 

Finally, a unique amulet on lead written in Aramaic with ink is copied and 
edited as Text C. It differs from the Mandaic lead amulets, which are etched 
into the lead, as are other Aramaic amulets on silver or other metals. Since 
the text is similar to the magic bowls, it is included here as belonging to this 
genre of texts. It is not clear why an incantation would have been written on 
lead rather than on a clay bowl, since no explanations of the associated rituals 
or uses of these objects have been preserved except for various references to 
amulets and praxes in the Babylonian Talmud, which may or may not be 
relevant to these objects. 

Text A: Jewish-Aramaic Bowl (Sotheby’s) 

The following Jewish-Aramaic bowl (see pis. I, II) was copied by me while it 
was in Sotheby’s (London). The copy of the bowl is offered here since there 
is enough which is legible and understandable to be usable for comparative 
purposes, and the text itself is interesting in that it mentions both demons 
Ashmodai and Abraxas. Furthermore, the bowl contains divorce formulae 
which are known from other bowls. 

11 would like to thank Professors Shaul Shaked and Joseph Naveh and Christa Mailer-Kessler 
for suggestions and significant corrections of the readings of the amulet and magic bowls published 
here, and to my student, Mr Dan Levene, with whom I read these texts. 

O School jf Oriental and African Studies, University of London 1997 



THE GODDESS M AHACINAKRAMA-TARA 
(UGRA-TARA) IN BUDDHIST AND HINDU 

TANTRISM1 

By Gudrun BOhnemann 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 

It is well known that some goddesses are worshipped in both the Buddhist 
and Hindu Tantric traditions. A form of the Buddhist VajrayoginI, accompan 
ied by Vajravarnanl and Vajravairocanl, is the prototype of the Hindu 
Chinnamasta accompanied by Dakinl and Varninl. Forms of Ekajata and 
Mafijughosa were adopted from the Buddhist pantheon into the Hindu anf 
worshipped by the same name. Usually it is not easy to trace how and wh" 
these adaptations took place. In the case of MahacInakrama-TIra, a speci 
form of Tara, it has long been suspected that the goddess was imported froi 
the Buddhist Tantric pantheon into the Hindu pantheon.2 In this paper 
demonstrate, on the basis of clear textual evidence, how the goddess’s descnjj 
.tion in a Buddhist sddhana was incorporated into the Hindu Phetkdrimtantr\ 
which was then quoted as an authoritative source regarding the goddc 
by later Hindu Tantras. I further examine representations of the goddess 
in art, and provide a new edition and translation of two sadhanas of] 
Mahaclnakrama-Tara. ^ 

The Tara in the tradition of Mahaclna3 belongs to the varieties of dar 
Taras. She is described in two Buddhist sadhanas, which form part of the thr< 
major sddhana collections in Sanskrit and Tibetan: 

1. the unedited * Sadhanafataka, which contains only the second sddhana, 65^ 
(=PTT 4194), translated into Tibetan by Don yod rdo ije and Rin chen 
grags of Ba ri in the eleventh century; r<| 

2. the unedited * SadhanasatapahcasUcd 54 (=PTT 4020) and 55-( 
PTT 4021-22), translated into Tibetan by Tshul khrims rgyal mtshamo, 
the Pa tshab clan in collaboration with Abhayakaragupta, who lived fro: 
the second half of the eleventh century to the first quarter of the twelfl 
century; and . :'rjx 

3. the Sadhanamala/Sadhanasamuccaya 100 (=PTT 4315) and 101.:,( 
PTT 4316), translated into Tibetan by Grags pa rgyal mtshan in 1286, 

The first sddhana is rather short and, except for one verse (probably* 
quote), written in prose. We do not know, the author. The second one, coitf 
posed in anustubh metre, is attributed to Sasvatavajra, who is identified wi‘r 
Prajnaraksita, a disciple of Naropa, in the Tibetan tradition. It must have J 
composed some time in the eleventh century. 

The goddess Mahaclnakrama-Tara, also called Ugra-Tara, the fierce 
is described as standing on a corpse in the pratydUdha stance, with the left 

a 

A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 204th Meeting of the Am1 
" ladison, Wisconsin, on 21 March 1994. 

2 e.g., Bhattacharyya (1932: 184-57). But van Kooij (1974: 170) argued that ‘ It is not n 
to think that Ekajata came first to be adopted in Buddhism and from there in Hinduism. 

3 Clna and Mahaclna are usually regarded as identical. Tucci (1971: 549—50) identified 
with ICanawar in the upper Sutlej valley. Bharati (1965: 61, 79) held it to be included in thc^en 
region to the north of the Himalayas, Tibet and at least parts of Mongolia and western 
Bagchi (1939: 46-7) thought it to refer to Mongolia, while Levi (1905-1908, i, 347 and - 
Shastri, 1922: 11 and Weller, 1927: 446) held that it refers to China. Sircar (1971: 1 
'micrpTG\\XL%Sakiisamgamatantra 3.7.48-9, identified Qna with Tibet and Mahaclna with C 

THE GODDESS MAHACINAKRAMA-TARA (UGRA-TARA) 473 Ihed out and the right retracted.4 She holds in her right hands the sword 
he cutter (kartri) and in her left hands the blue lotus and skull (cup). She 
lark (krsna/mla) complexion and short, with a protruding belly; her face 
jrrible fangs, three eyes and a lolling tongue. The goddess has a single 
coloured knot of hair with Aksobhya, one of the five Tathagatas, on 
and. She wears a tiger hide as her garment, is adorned with the eight 
s, has a garland of severed heads around her neck and wears the five 
) ornaments (‘ seals ’), called the paheamudra.5 She utters extremely loud, 
ening laughter. 
le Hindu Tantric compendium Mantramahodadhi (4.39—40), composed 
ahldhara at Varanasi in 1589, gives a similar description of Ugra-Tara. 
; visualized on a white lotus in the water covering the universe at the 
)f the Great Dissolution (mahapralaya). 

\vavydpaka varimadhyavilasacch vetambujanmasthi tarn 
kartrJkhadgakapalanilanalinai rajatkardm nilabhdm / 
HcTkundalahdrakahkanalasatkeyuramahftratdm 
dptair ndgavarair vibhusitatanum draktanetratraydm // 4.39 

xgograikajatam lasatsurasanam damstrakardlananam 
carma dvaipi varam katau vidadhatJm svetdsthipatthdlikdm / 
sobhyend virajamanasirasam smerdnanambhoruham 
tdrdm savahrddsandm drdhakucdm ambdm trilokydh smaret // 4.40 

‘One should recall Tara, who stays on a white lotus which manifests itself 
yn the middle of the water covering the universe, whose hands are shining with 
Sthe cutter; sword, skull (and) blue lotus, whose colour is dark, whose body is 
[adorned by friendly excellent snakes that have become (her) girdle, ear-rings, 
mecklace, bracelets, shining armlets and anklets, who has three reddish eyes, 
jjwho has a single tawny-coloured fierce knot of hair, whose beautiful tongue 
flashes, whose face is terrible because of fangs, who wears at (her) hips an 
^excellent tiger-skin, whose forehead has a diadem of white bone, whose head 

shining with Aksobhya, whose lotus face is smiling, who has the heart (» 
^chest) of a corpse as seat, whose breasts are firm (and) who is the mother of 
[the three worlds.’ 

P Ugra-Tara described here also has Aksobhya on her head, but wears a 
[diadem of white bone (svetasthipatta) as opposed to the five (bone) ornaments, 
^ksobhya is specified as the seer (rsi) of her mantra. The surrounding deities, 
jpeh as Vairocana and Amitabha, worshipped in her yantra and the mantras 
ped in her worship, such as yathdgata (for: tathdgatd)bhisekasamagrT me hum 
yhaf or aksobhya vajrapuspam praticcha svahdf leave no doubt that the 
[goddess is an adaptation from the Buddhist Tantric pantheon. 
pr About a century later, c. 1670,8 the Tantric encyclopedia Tantrasara by 
Kr$nananda Agamavagjsa (p. 269. 1-8), very popular in eastern India, gave a 
|imilar description, quoted from the ‘Phetkdnya 

While searching the passage from the4Phetkdnya ’ quoted in the Tantrasara 
the edition of the Phetkdrimtantra (PhT), I discovered that Sasvatavajra's 

f3 4cf. the descriptions in the Tibetan translations of the sadhanas, PTT 4020-21, 4194, 4315-16. 
the atidha stance the right leg is stretched out and the left retracted. 

U , These are the diadem (cakrf), ear-rings (kundala), necklace (kanihT), bracelets (rucaka) and 
vkhfmekhala) (ci. SMt p. 447.10-13; 461.4), 

7Thi$ mantra is given in Mahldhara's autocommentary on Mantramahodadhi 4.66. 
. For this mantra, cf. Mahldhara’s autocommentary on Mantramahodadhi 4.93. 
* For this date, cf. Sircar (1972/1973: 187). 
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II 

Fig. 5: Ugra-Tara (Hindu). Lithograph first published in the edition of the Mantramahodadhi by 
R. Prasada (Lucknow: Smarahirusakadatta Press, 1872), appendix, f. 4a. The upper right hand 
holds a trident with a banner attached to it and a pair of scissors. The goddess is shown in a 
sitting position on a corpse, which in turn rests on a lotus on a boat. 
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GUDRUN Bi/HNEMANN 198/If. 
‘The wise (man), having meditated on the rosary of bones104 in the place 

of the sword, should repeat the best mantra with the emitting and withdrawal' 
yoga.*105 .. .. 
Thus (ends) the sadhana of the noble Tara according to the tradition of. 
Mahacma. . . ’‘‘V 

The sadhana of Tara in the tradition of Mahacma (2) . , v, 
(1) Ugra-Tara destroys the stupidity of the three worlds, having placed 

(it) in the skull, she who has placed (her) foot in the pratyalfdha stance on the 5 
heart of a corpse,106 who possesses frightening, loud laughter, she, the highest 
one, who has the sword, blue lotus^ cutter and skull placed in her hands, who 
has arisen from the seed syllable hum, is short, dari^ fat and has a mass of 
tawny-coloured matted hair (and) is adorned with terrible snakes. 
(2) Having bowed to Tara in the tradition of Mahacma, who saves from the 
triple states (of existence), I shall describe her sadhana according to the pre¬ 
ceptor’s instruction. 
(3) In an ekalv\galon place or a burning ground or in an empty building the 
yogin, at all times, staying in that (place) should perfect the vidyd (= mantrap 
which liberates from the triple states (of existence). • V.‘,< 
(4) Sitting on a soft cushion or having resorted to other soft108 seats, he would 
accomplish the highest success. ' ’ .* 
(5) The very attentive (yogin), having visualized quickly three diamond sceptres 
in the three places109 with the yoga of form (akarayoga), should then emit^a 
light ray. , ... ‘ 
(6) Having pervaded the beings moving in the triple states (of existence), he 
should bring (the light ray) back and in the withdrawal (samhdra) he should 
again visualize everything as completely empty. v 
Then: ‘ ‘ ‘ V.* .. * ' 
(7) He should recite the Jina’s (= Buddha’s) mantra, consisting of (the words) 
om iunyata, etc.110 Then he should visualize a red lotus (transformed) from 
the syllable ah in the intermediate region. f 
(8) Again, on top of it he should visualize a ‘lotus vessel’ (= skull) (trans 
formed) from the syllable torn; in its centre he should again visualize the dar: 
syllable hum. ; V • 
(9) Then he should visualize a cutter adorned with the seed syllable (hwn}^ 
arisen from the syllable hum; he should visualize himself as transformed fro 
the cutter (and) identical with the Saviouress. J ’ (^^ ' - 

I 

.104 According to SM\ p. 261.7 the sword held by the goddess is transformed into a rosa 
the visualization process. SM, p. 267.9 and 268.23 specify that the aksamdidi 

bone, cf. Hevajratantra U.3.56; asthyabharanam niramiukam. * > - - *\:. <’ ‘ in t 
105 In this practice, light rays are emitted and withdrawn while reciting the mantra. (This. 

apparently a quotation, wr the first line, cf. also SM 127 (p. 266.15). The same verse appears apparently a quotation. For the first line, a. also SM 127 (p. 260.0). ine same verse appears 
the second sSahana, 20.) , .Y"’ 

106 The compound pratyalidhapadarpitaAghriSavahrd is grammatically irregular. - 
101 Probably a lonely isolated place. EkaliAga is explained w 72rabhakt- 

p. 139.30-140.1 as a place where only one liAga (landmark or SivallAgdl) is found within an i 
of five kroias: ’ ; 

paAcakroiantare yatra m liAgantaram iksiy^ate f . . 
tad ekaUAgam akhy&tam tatra siddhir anuttamS // y. * 

rryj 

'S7> lEft ■; 

w 

W 

104 According to the Tantrasdra, p. 266.14-18 (quotingSrflkramn and NUatantra) komala 
to the corpse of a child less than five years , of age. The Hindu tradition spedhes^that* 
practitioner perform the sddhana sitting on a corpse. ' Vhil*. 

109 Le., in the triple states of existence mentioned m verses 2 and 6.' \f * **.;«! 
' u0The mantra is: om iunyatdptdnavajrasvabhdvdtmako 'ham (cf. e.g., SM,' p. 
195.12). * Om I am of the 'nature of the diamond-like knowledge of emptiness.’ 

$ 
Vv;- 

m ■ :i 

i 
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(10-14) He should visualize her. in^thc. pratyalfdha stance, frightening, having 
a garland of (severed) heads hanging-down (from the neck), dwarfish, big- 
bellied, terrible (and) adorned with a blue lotus. She has three eyes, one head, 
is divine,; terrible with frightening,!;loiiG laughter, is extremely excited, has 
mounted a dead body, is adomediwith the eight snakes,111 has red round eyes 
and a tiger-skin spread over‘(her)^fiips!" She is endowed with fresh youth, 
adorned with the five (bone) ornaments, has a lolling tongue, is very terrible, 
is conspicuously dreadful with (her) fangs, has a sword and cutter in the hands 
on the right (and) holds the blue lotus and skull in the left (hands). She has a 
tawny-coloured, fierce, single topknot (and) is adorned on the head with 
Aksobhya. At the completion (nispatti) of the power of the meditation the 
yogin would become a great poet.112 L ’ ‘ 
(15) Even if he were a senseless fool, he who is entirely devoted to the essence 
of meditation, obtains an agreeable speech through the repetition of a hundred 
thousand mantras.11* * . ..y ■; 
(16) That three-syllabled great mantra, ending in phat, which stays in the heart 
(of the goddess?), possessed of * the five light rays ’ (paftcaraimi = om)n4 bums 
the fuel of nescience. . v 
(17) I shall explain the procedure of extraction of the (mantra from the alpha¬ 
bet) in accordance with the practice of:spiritual discipline:115 first, having 
pronounced that (syllable) which follows sa (i.e., ha), adorned with the fourth 
vowel (=i), .C.::.-.. r 
(18) mounted on ‘r’, shining, blazing, possessed of the ‘moon dot’ ( = anuna- 
sika), he should then pronounce the syllable tram adorned with the same fourth 
(vowel = 0- 4 
(19) Again he should employ the syllable ham joined with the long letter w, 
and then he should pronounce the syllable phat: The siddhamantra is complete 
(= <om) hnm trim hum phat). . 
(20) ‘The wise (man), having meditated on the rosary of bones in the place 
of the sword116 while emitting (rays), should repeat the best mantra with the 
emitting and withdrawal yoga. _ 
(21) He should imagine with a firm mind that he is a learned great poet. By 
practice of perpetual meditation he becomes (a poet) doubtlessly. 
(22) Whatever merit I have accumulated, having composed Tara’s sadhana, 
may thereby beings become learned in the Jina’s (- Buddha’s) teaching. 
(23) This is §a£vatavajra’s composition, which effects intelligence. May 
kindhearted, profound scholars forgive (defects, if any) in this. 

The sadhana of Tara in the tradition of Mabaclna is complete. 

111 The verse lied is also found in SM, 123, p. 257.20. 
L m The verse 14ab is also found in SM 123, p. *257.22 and 14cd in SM, 127, p, 266.17. 

mThe verse IScd is also found in SM 127, p. 266.18. 
1141 take paAcaraimi here to refer \ to the syllable om; cf. Mantrabhidhdna, 5.6; 

Bhuta^nmaratantroktabXjdbhidhSna, p.64.16; Varnabjjakefa, p. 26, printed in A. Avalon (ed.)t 
TantrdbhidhSna (Delhi: Caxton, 1983 [renr.]). The syllable otft as part of the Taramantra is also 
given in sSdhana l. TS, p. 263.23-4 explains paAcaraimi with vamapaAcakanx five-coloured ’). 
There are occasional reference* to five-coloured rays in the SM, cf. p. 254.21; 268.4 and 268.20; 
however, this meaning is less plausible here. The Pradipodyotana commentary on the Guhyasamoia, 
218.19-20, explained paAcaraimayah as five-coloured rays of the seed syllables ya-ra-la-ya-hi, 
symbolizing the elements wind, fire,’earth, water and ether. SrJvidydmavatantra vol. 2, p. 262.20 
explained raimipaAcaka (appearing in a quote from the 'Matsyasuktd ’) as vamapaftcaka, in the 
case of Ekaja^a, and as the syllable om, in the case of NtksarasvaU. Om is also understood in 

k> m Manuscript K reads: according to the Yogatantras. 
u4 The sword held in one of the goddess’s bands is transformed into a rosary of bones, cf. 

also SM, p. 261.7. cf. also n. 104, above. •; : * ;; 
,The rays of light are emitted and withdrawn by the practitioner. (This is apparently a 

quotation. The same verse appears in sadhana 1. Only the first line appears in SM, p. 266.15.) 
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raktavartulanetranfca vydghracarmdvrtdm19 katauso / 
navayauvanasampannwn pancamudravibhusitam // 12 
lalajjihvam mahabhvnarn sadamstro (katabhJsanam81 / 
kh adgakartrikardmsavye vamoipalakapdladhdm82 // 13 
pingograikajatam dhyayan maulav aksobhyabhusitam j 
bhavanabalajiispattaifif bhaved yogi mahdkavih jj 14 
jado 'pi yadi murkhah iyad bhdvanarasatatparah / 
labhate ma/ljuvdmm^ftu laksamantrasya japatah // 15 
tryaksaro85 saw mahdmantrah phatkaranto86 Anff sthitah j 
pahcarasmisamdyukto ajUcnendhanadahakah // 16 

tasyoddharavidhim87 vaksye yogacdranusdratah*8 / 
prathamam saporam*9 dattva caturthasvarabhusitam // 17 
rephdrudham sphurad diptam indub indusamanvitam / 
tramkaram90 ca tato dadydt caturthenaiva bhusitam // 18 
dirghokarasamayuktaiT?1 hamkaram92 yojayet punah / 
phatkaram93 ca tato dadydt sampurnam siddhamantrakam94 // 19 
niramhtmalikdm dhyatva khadgasthane vicaksanah / 
sphuratsamharayogena samjapet mantram uttamam // 20 
kalpayet sthiracittena pandito 'ham mahdkavih / 
ajasrabhdvanabhydsdd bhavaty eva na samsayah // 21 
tdrayah sddhanam krtvd yon mayopacitam95 subham / 
bhavantu prdninas tena panditd jinasdsane // 22 
Arri/i hdsvatavajrasyaseyam medhaprasadhani / 
agddhdh pandita96 atra91 ksantum arhanti sadhavah // 23 
mahacinakramatdrdsddharutm9S samaptam // 

79 

SO 
81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

85 
87 

88 

89 

90 

A, B 1, 2, K, M 1, 2, 3, 5&\ T 1Vfd, N °vrm. 
A /fcarfr/, B 1, 2, K, M 2, 3, N, 5&VT 1 katim, M I, 2 toti. 
K °nam mukham. 
s£t SSP °dharam (one additional syllable). 
Bh, M 1, 3 °nacakmi°. J. 
A 0v<U7U2m. 
A, M 1, 3, T 1 ofoo0. 
Bh humkF, C humkaranta, SSP phatkarantam. 
Bh tasya dvaravidhim, 
K yogatantranu9. 
Bh haparam. A, N, C mom par am, SSP masaram. 
C um°. 

91 Bh dirghakaram sa*. 
92 Bh humkaram. 
93 Bh, T 1 hamkaram. 
94 SSP siddhi6. 
93 A. N mama0. 
96 SS °/of. . 

.9755./atra...; 
98 B 2, M 2 itf irimaha0. 
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■ ........vydghracarmdvrttam katau //31b 
navayauvanasampannam pancamudravibhusitam // 3led 
caturbhujdm lalajjihvam bhmarupam varapradam // 32cd 
khadgakartrdhardm pakse" vamotpalakapalinun / 
pingograikajatam dhyayed maulav aksobhyabhusitam // 33 
bhdvandrasasampanno bhaved yogi mahdkavih // 36cd 
jado 'pi yadi murkhah sydd bhdvandvasatatparah / 
labhate 'bhimatam vdnun mantrasya laksajdpatah // 37 
tryaksaro \yam mahdmantrah phatkaranto hrdi sthitah / 
paftcarahnisamayukto 'py ajfidnendhanadahakah // 38 

tasyoddharavidhim vaksye mama sdrvajnyakaranam / 
\ prathamam saparam dattva caturthasvarabhusitam // 39 

repharUdham sphurad diptam indubinduvibhusitam / 
stnnkdram ca tato dadydt caturthasvarabhusitam // 40 
dirghokarasamayuktam hamkaram yojayet tatah j 4lab 
phatkaram tu tato dadydt sampurnam siddhimantrakam // 41 

kalpayet sthiracittena pandito 'ham mahdkavih j 
ajasrabhdvandbhydsdd bhaved devo na samsayah // 42 

l 
The sadhana of the noble Tdra according to the tradition of Mahacina (1) 

After the meditation on emptiness according to the previously prescribed 
procedure, having visualized the dark noble mistress Tara on a red lotus, which 
arises from the red syllable dh; m the ‘lotus vessel" (=*skull),100 which arises 
from the white syllable torn; from the transformation of the cutter, which is 
accompanied by the seed syllable (hum),101 which arises from the dark syllable 
hum resting on the sun (which in turn rests in the lotus vessel), 

(Tara,) four-armed (and) with one head, who has three eyes, is dwarfish and 
big-bellied, whose face is terrible because of fangs, who has mounted a dead 
body with the pratyalidha stance, has the eight snakes as ornaments, is clothed 
in a tiger-skin, has a garland of (severed) heads hanging down (from her neck), 
is;adomed with the five (bone) ornaments, holds with the right hands the 
sword, and cutter, holds with the left hands the blue lotus and skull, has a 
mass of tawny-coloured matted hair with the leader Aksobhya (and) has a 
terrible form with extremely frightening, loud laughter, 

one should repeat the mantra om hrim (trim)101 hum phat with reference 
to the understanding of the objects (?) (visayaprajnddhikdrena).103 

99 Suggested emendation with sadhana 2, 13c: savye or. dakse. 
V/- f00 For padmabhdjana«skull, cf. Hevajratantra II.3.58 and parallel passages, such as SM, 
p. 260.12/where kapdla is mentioned. 

101 Verse 1 of sddhana 2, states that TarS arises from the syllable hum. 
.202 The second sddhana includes trim as part of the mantra, which is absent from Bh and SSP; 

cf. also 5An27(p. 266.14). * 
* " 109 TTUj* m*anmo nF WT—T" I <__ 
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Phetkarinltantra (PhT) 

a nilayiidhpihgaiajatdjutograndgair yuta ■ 

^mahdxdntda tribhavatarimm // lOcd 
idhim vaksye mama sarvajflyasadhanam77 / 1 lab 

tkalihge hnaiane ca timydgare catuspathe / 
tatrasthah sddhayed yogi taram tribhavatarimm // 24 
mrducudakam dsmo 'py anyesu komale 'pi vd / 
yistarcsu,samasritya sddhayet siddhim uttamam // 26 

\ i v ;^)snuin*v*v 1 * 

for?**- r )•; i* t‘t v A' wHvi.v . •••: : 

;p*vv:;r£v.j. • 
j. ^.^myamviivamvicintayet // 27b ^ ^ 

5mtarikse tato dhyayed ahkdrdd raktapahkajam / 

fc? ihtidrJmi* 1:^:. -:i 

bhuyas tasyopari dhyayet tamkardt ivetapphkajam // 28 
dhyayed ikdram1*. nilasamnibham / 

jfctf o hu(m)kdrajdm paiyet kartrkam bTjabhusitdm // 29 
[kartrkopciU tdm dhyayed dtmdnam tarinunayam / 
prayatidhapaddm ghordm mundamdldvibhusitam // 30 * 
kharvam lambodarun bhundm ../ 31a 

Epk ?:4iirif‘Sd Uw va:‘• Yaicfl’k: 

-i.cijv.-*.ir■!*!;?,'• • 

&dat;.d;Ov:• 
• i.- • •• :«h.-t-.* 

(HSfid/*?;,• % : v„ •••,• :: • , •-.jj. v *Y' 
.4-;vc..- 

Emiea^ttl^wUb'Ph f 1139b'mama ^Su^ajHvak^ranam: >Ar sarvajOa0; Kha, Gha pja4foi&jm 
Suggested emendation with sSdhana 2, 8a: /u2mfc3ra«^^* -y„ fciw^vu U4ly W y a :: 
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R^ 4: Tto^paintcr Mola R»m worihip5iig TSrl From a series of paintings of the Mahavidyas 
by Mola Ram, Garhwal, dated. ISU, preserved in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, no. 113129. 
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The importance of the case of Mahaclnakrama-Tara lies in the fact that K 
we can gain a clear understanding of the adaptation process of a goddess from 
a Buddhist Tantric text into a Hindu Tantra. Further comparative study of A 
Buddhist and Hindu Tantric texts nay elucidate similar processes in the case : 
of other deities shared by both the Buddhist and Hindu pantheons. 

Text and translation of the sadhanas of Mahadnakrama- Tara 
The following presents the newly edited texts and translations of the 

two Buddhist sadhanas of Mahaclnakrama-Tara. The passages in the 
Phetkarimtantra (PhT) which correspond to the second sadhana are printed on - 
opposite pages. They are reproduced from the printed edition, which refers to 
readings in manuscripts as Kha and Gha. 

The edition is based on Bhattacharyya’s (Bh) Sadhanamala, which refers ■ 
to manuscript readings as A, C and N. In addition I have used the manuscripts 
of the *Sadhanosataka (SS) and *Sddhanasatapaficdsika (.SSP)43 published in < 
Biihnemann (1994) and the following manuscripts:44 ;i, 

B 1 (VTrapustakalaya 1966) National Archives, Kathmandu, no. 3-387, 
fols. 79b.6-81a.4 : 

B 2 (VTrapustakalaya 1966) National Archives, Kathmandu, no. 3-603, 
fols. 73b. 10—75a.9. This manuscript is very faulty; it was used in part 
by Bhattacharj'ya (labelled as Na); cf. SM. preface, voJ. l, xiiif. 

K Kyoto University Library no. 119 (Goshima/Noguchi, 1983), . 
fols. 135a.l-136b.6 r 

M 1 University of Tokyo Library no. 451 (Matsunami, 1965), j 
fols, 78a.3-79a.6 

M2 University of Tokyo Library no.452 (Matsunami, 1965), 
fols. 54b.9-55b,5 

M 3 University of Tokyo Library no. 453 (Matsunami, 1965), ' 
fols. 78b.l-79b.6 

T 1 Takaoka Collection no. CA 26 (Takaoka. 1981), fols. 94b.6-95b.7 
T 2 Takaoka Collection no. KA 30 (Takaoka, 1981), fols. 95a.3-96b.4 j 

Obvious scribal errors have usually not been noted. 
The available Tibetan translations have also been consulted, but their j 

readings were included in the apparatus only in exceptional cases. For reasons 
of space the five Tibetan translations have not been edited here. 

In my edition I have used the anusvara instead of the more correct anundsika 
in the mantras for reasons of printing. I have emended the spelling of the 
syllable hum in Bhattacharyya’s edition to the more correct hum9 which agrees 
with the analysis of the mantra in the text itself. I have chosen the reading tam 
(Tara’s seed syllable) over Bhattacharyya’s reading tam. The metre in the 
second sadhana is defective in many places; no attempt was made to rectify this. 

I have attempted, in the following translations, to render the Sanskrit texts 
as faithfully as possible. The iconographical description extracted from the 
second sadhana had earlier been translated by Foucher (1905:76-7). 

The first sadhana presupposes a knowledge of the practices on the part of 
the reader, and the mental creation of the goddess by the yogin, her physical 

43 The manuscript of the *SadhanasatapaHcdtikd was partly used by Bhattacharyya and 
referred to as manuscript B in his edition. ... . ; 

441 wish to thank Ms. R. Sakuma, Nagoya, for providing copies of the relevant manuscript 

sections. ' * 
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characteristics and the yogin's repetition of the mantra are described in a very 
concise manner. The second sadhana is slightly more elaborate. It consists of 
the following parts: 

— description of the goddess in the form of a dhydna verse (1) 
— introductory verse (2) 
— suitable places for the sadhana (3) 
— suitable seats for the sadhaka (4) 
— the process of mental creation of the goddess (5-14), including the 

description of the goddess’s characteristics (10-14) 
— the repetition of her mantra (15-20), including the extraction (uddhdra) 

of the letters of her mantra from the alphabet (16-19) 
— beneficial results of the repetition of the mantra: poetic skills and 

eloquence (21) 
— concluding verses (22-2). 

The mental creation of the goddess is described as follows: The yogin 

1. visualizes three diamond sceptres {vajra) pervading the triple states of exist¬ 
ence with their rays performing the benefit of beings; 

2. he withdraws the rays and contemplates emptiness (sunyata), reciting the 
mantra om funyatajnanavajrasvabhavatmako *ham (Om I am of the nature 
of the diamond-like knowledge of emptiness); 

3. he visualizes the red syllable dh4S in the sky, which transforms into a 
red lotus; 

4. the white syllable tam46 appears on top of the lotus and transforms into a 
skull cup; 

5. in its centre, on a sun, the dark seed syllable hum appears; 
6. it transforms into a cutter adorned with the seed syllable hum; 
1. the cutter transforms into the yogin who identifies with Mahaclnakrama- 

Tara. 

The goddess’s mantra is given as omhrfm trim hum phat. The Hindu 
tradition has preserved the variant strim for trim. The same mantra is employed 
for Ekajata, who shares many iconographical characteristics with 
Mahaclnakrama-Tara, as appears from the sadhanas in SM 125 to 127. 
Bhattacharyya’s edition of the SM occasionally omits the syllable om. The 
above mantra is termed the ‘root’ (mula) mantra of Ekajata in SM 123, 
p.258.19, while the same mantra appended with the syllables hum s valid is 
termed her ‘heart’ {hrday a) mantra. The upahrdaya mantra is said to be the 
‘root’ mantra without the final phat. The mantra is said to grant eloquence 
and turn the yogin into a great poet. This must be the effect of the seed 
syllable hrun contained in it, which, according to the passage SM p. 269.24, 
produces similar results when recited by itself. According to Sriharsa’s 
Naisadhiyacarita 14.88-9 the syllable hrun is considered as representing Siva’s 
ArdhanariSvara form; when repeated it grants similar results.47 

3 The variants ah and a are also preserved by the texts. 
1 have chosen the reading tam over the reading lam in the edition of the two sadhanas. since 

tam s commonly the seed syllable (bija) of T2ra. 
47 cf. Naisadhacarita of Sriharsa, (tr.) K. K. Handiqui (Poona: Deccan College, 1964), 215 and 

580 (s.v. cintdmanimantra). I wish to thank T. C. Cahill for providing this reference. 
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Painting 1.5 shows Uirn-TLrfljK; ring on her head Aksobhya. who sits on 
a snake. The distribution of attributes is as in 1.1-1.3, except that the attributes 
in the left hands are interchanged. The goddess is shown with fangs and a 
lolling tongue. The rather peculiar kneeling pose of the goddess is probably 
due to the influence of the painting of Kali in the Mahavidya scries by 
Mola Ram. 

2. Icons from Nepal 
The following six representations from Nepal all show the same distribution 

of attributes as in 1.1-1.3. The cutter (kartri/kartri, kartrika., kartan) appears 
as a kind of dagger with a diamond sceptre on its handle, in contrast to its 
representation as a pair of scissors in the paintings from the Punjab Hills. In 
modem Indian languages, such as Hindi and Marathi, the word is also under¬ 
stood as a pair of scissors. 

2.1. Mandala of Ugra-Tara (cf. fig. 1) from a book of pictures dated 1765. 
Since the remaining images show Hindu deities, one would assume the Hindu 
Ugra-Tara to be shown. The surrounding deities in the mandala, however, do 
not correspond to those prescribed by the Hindu Tantras. Ugra-Tara, with 
Aksobhya on her head, stands on a corpse in the pericarp of a lotus on a 
downward pointing triangle inside an eight-petalled lotus. The surrounding 
deities on the lotus petals are the four Tathagatas in the four cardinal directions: 
Vairocana (W), Amoghasiddhi (N), Ratnasambhava (E) and Amitabha (S). 
Their consorts (prajna) in the intermediate directions arc Pandurl (for: 
Pandara) (NW), Tara (NE), Mamaki (SE) and probably Locana (no 
inscription) (SW). It is peculiar that Vairocana’s consort is Pandura, who is 
usually assigned to Amitabha. The directional guardians on the periphery are 
Varuna (Western gate), Vayu (NW), Kubera (Northern gate), Isana (NE), 
Indra (Eastern gate), Agni (SE), Yama (Southern gate) and Nairrtya (SW); 
the zenith (urdhva) is indicated between SW and W and the nadir (adhah) 
between NE and E. The colours of the directions are white (W), green (N), 
yellow (E) and red (S); 

2.2. the Hindu Ugra-Tara, eighteenth century, paper, Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, no. M. 81.206.8 (gift of Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Coles); first 
published in Pal (1985: 266, P 33); figures of small snakes are visible on the 
head. The goddess stands over a dead body on the funeral pyre; 

2.3. a sketch of Mahadna-Tara from the painter’s model book, first pub¬ 
lished in Bhattacharyya (1958, pi. XXVII (a); the figure of Aksobhya is absent); 

2.4. line drawing of Mahacma-Tara with Aksobhya on her head, first 
published in Bhattacharyya (1958, pi. XXVII (b); cf. fig. 2); 

2.5. line drawing of ‘ MahacYnakrama-Tara from a painter’s model book; 
first published in Chandra (1984, pi. 17; details of the goddess’s topknot are 
unclear); 

2.6. copper statue labelled as Mahadna-Tara, fifteenth century, Galerie 
Marco Polo, Paris, first published in Schroeder (1981, no. 99 E). The goddess 
stands on a dead body on a yantra consisting of a triangle inside a lotus. 
Details of her crown arc unclear, as is the attribute (lotus?) held in her upper 
left hand. 

Bhattacharyya (1958: 76) and Bharati (1965: 60-61) inform us that the 

J 
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smple at Samkhu in Nepal contains a statue of Ugra-Tara.41 It 
seems, however, that it is a two-armed benevolent statue holding a sword and 
a lotus.42 

3. Icon in the Tibetan tradition 
A line drawing of Mahaclna-Tara is preserved in the manuscript entitled 

Zhu fo pusa sheng xiang zan, ascribed to an unnamed Zhang Jia Hutuklu, 
preserved in the National Library of China, Beijing and published by Clark 
(1937, ii, no. 229). The manuscript illustrates Buddhist deities based on Tibetan 
sources. The goddess is surrounded by a halo of fire and crushes a figure under 
her left foot. The attribute in the upper left hand, if any, is unclear and the 
figure of Aksobhya is missing. 

4. Icon from West Bengal 
A sculpture of the Hindu Ugra-Tara from the village Sikarpur was pub¬ 

lished in Bhattasali (1929, pi. LXXI (a)). It shows five miniature images above 
the goddess’s head. According to Bhattasali they are reminiscent of the five 
Tathagatas and represent Siva (centre), Brahma (to the right), Kartikeya and 
Ganesa (to the left). The remaining figure may be that of Visnu. Except for 
the sword, the attributes cannot be seen clearly from the photograph. 

5. Icon from AmaravatT/Andhra Pradesh 
A sculpture of the Buddhist goddess in limestome measuring 13" x 7" x 3" 

was found in Amaravatl and published by Murthy (1989, pi. 5 ,'2)). The 
attributes agree with those in 1.1-1,3, but details of the crown are not clear. 

Conclusion 
In this article I have provided compelling evidence that Sasvatavajra’s 

sadhana of Mahaclnakrama-Tara/Ugra-Tara (eleventh century) was almost 
completely incorporated in the Hindu Phetkarimtantra (thirteenth century?), 
including not only the iconographical description of the goddess but also the 
typically Buddhist Tantric visualization pattern. The goddess’s description was 
adopted by a large number of Hindu texts from the PhTs version. The Hindu 
tradition retained the description of Aksobhya on the goddess’s head but 
interpreted him as Siva, who was said to adorn the goddess’s head in the form 
<?f a snake. The dead body on which Ugra-Tara is standing was interpreted as 
Siva’s body in many paintings. The bone ornaments (paheamudra) of the 
goddess were interpreted as a garland of five skulls on her forehead by some 
authorities. While the Buddhist sadhanas do not refer to special worship 
practices of the left-hand Tantric tradition, the Hindu tradition includes the 
goddess among the deities worshipped with some of the makaras, meat, fish 
and enjoyment of women, and enjoins that the practitioner perform the prac¬ 
tices sitting on a corpse. Through the name Mahaclna, Tara is linked with the 
practice (aedra) of Mahaclna, which is described as using wine, meat and 
women and is said to have been introduced to India by Vasistha, who received 
the transmission from Visnu in the form of Buddha in Mahaclna. 

41 cf. also S. Lienhard: *Religionssynkretismus in Nepal’, in H. Bechert (ed.). Buddhism in 
Ceylon and studies on religious syncretism in Buddhist countries: Svmposien :nr 
Buddhismusforschung. I. Report on a Symposium in Gottingen (Gdttingen: Vandenhoeck und 
Ruprccht, 1978), 146-77, 167. 

42cf. Zanen, M.:,‘The Goddess Vajrayoginl and the Kingdom of Sankhu (Nepal)’, Furusdnhu, 
10 (Paris: Centre d'Etudes de I'lnde et de lrAsie du Sud, 1986), 125-66, esp. 127-8, 155. Cf. also 
the discussion of the image in Slusser (1982, u, 331 and illustration 199). 

VajrayoginI 
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mahacxnakramatarasddhana (SM is quoted almost in full in the beginning 
of chapter 11 of the Tartra. The chapter is written in the fonn of a dialogue 
between Siva and Parvat:. After some introductory verses we find the lollowing 
parallels: 

SM 

No. 101, verses 1-2 
101.3 
101.4 
101.5 
101.6—7c 
101.7d 
101.8ab 
101.8cd-llc 
101.1 Id—13a 
101.13b—d 
101.14—15ab 
101.15cd-20 
101.21 
101.22 
101.23-24 

PhT 
chapter 11, verse 9 
1 l.lOcd-llab 
12.24 
12.26 

11.27b 

II.28-3 la 

11.31b—d 
cf. 11.32cd—33 
11.36cd—41 

11.42 

The PAT has been assigned to the thirteenth century by Bharati (1965: 60), 
for unknown reasons. The earlier Tantric compendiums, such as the 
PrapaHcasdra (before the latter part of the eleventh century)9 and the 
Sdraddtilaka based on it, do not describe Tara at all. 

It can thus be established that Sasvatavajra’s mahacinakramatarasadhana 

was incorporated in the Hindu PAT, which was then quoted as authoritative 
on the description and worship of this form of dark Tara, called 
Mahaclnakrama-Tara or Ugra-Tara in a number of Hindu Tantric texts, such 
as the Tarabhaktisudharnava10 (second part of the seventeenth century),11 
the previously mentioned Tantrasara,12 Brhannilatantra,1J SrTvidyarnava- 
tantra (c. seventeenth century)14 attributed to Vidyarapya Yati15 and 
Purascarycrnava.16 The description of Ugra-Tara in PAT 11.9 even appears in 
SrTtattvanidhi 1.69, compiled by Mummadi Kx§naraja Wodeyar HI, King of 
Mysore, who ruled from 1799 to 1868, quoted from the *dmndya \ Similar 
descriptions of the goddess also appear in Brahmanandagiri’s Tardrahasya 

(beginning of the sixteenth century) 3.134-36 and Merutantra 23.738-40. 
Kdlikd’Purana 63.64-8 differs in that it describes her as standing with one foot 
on a corpse and the other on a lion; there is no mention of Aksobhya.17 

9 For this date, cf. V. Dviveda, introduction to his edition of the Nitydsodasikdrnava, Varanasi: 
Varanaseya Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya (1968: 41), and the discussion by Goudriaan in Goudriaan 
and Gupta (1981: 131). 

10 cf. pp. 201.29-202.3-TAT 11.9; 4.7-11-PAT 11.39cd-W; 139.28-9-PAT 11.24. 
11 For this date, cf. P. Bhattacharya, introduction to his edition of the Tdrabhaktisudhdrnava, 3. 
12 cf. p. 269.1-8-PAT 11.30-3Sab. 
13 cf. p. 2.43-50-PAT 11.27cd-34. 
14 The lower limit for the composition of the work is the year 1589, i.e., the date of composition 

of the Mantramahodadhi, which is quoted in it, and the lower limit is the year 1726, i.e., the date ^ 
of a manuscript. 

15 cf. vol. 2, p. 267.8-11-PAT 11.30-33. 
16 cf. p. 780.10-21-PAT 11.l-7ab; 781.2-6-PAT 11.39cd-41; 781.25-6-PAT 11.38; 788.18-21-,* 

PAT 11.9. 
17 For a discussion of this form, cf. van Kooij (1974). 

THE GODDESS MAHACINAKRAMA-TARA (ugra-tara) 

The Buddhist Mahaclnakrama-Tara > is iconographically identical to one of 
several existing forms of Ekajata/Ekajatl, described in sadhanas, such as 
SM 124 to 126.18 The same mantra is employed for both goddesses. A white 
Ekajata who is not identical to Mahaclnakrama-Tara is described in SM 127. 
The colophon of this sadhana in Bhattacharyya’s edition states that Nagarjuna 
took the tradition of the goddess from the inhabitants of Bhota (bhotesu 
uddhrtam). Bhattacharya19 identified Bhota (Tibet) with Mahaclna and con¬ 
cluded that the goddess Ekajata or Iriahaclnakrama-Tara, worshipped by 
native inhabitants of Tibet probably professing the Bon religion of Tibet, 
entered the Buddhist pantheon with the Tantric Nagarjuna in the seventh 
century. Against this it can be argued that SM 127 refers only to the white 
Ekajata, not to the dark Mahaclnakrama-Tara. Also, SM 127 is not part of 
the earlier sadhana collections *Sadhanasataka and *Sadhanasatapancasika and 
that—as Kane20 has already pointed out—not all manuscripts of the 
Sddhanamdla/Sadhanasamuccaya contain this part of the colophon. It is, how¬ 
ever, part of the Tibetan translation of the collection, which was completed 
in 1268, 

The Buddhist Mahaclnakrama-Tara bears the Tathagata Aksobhya on her 
head. This is because the deities of the Vajrayana pantheon are considered 
emanations of one of the five Tathagatas, viz., Amitabha, Aksobhya, 
Vairocana, Amoghasiddhi and Ratnasambhava. In Hindu icons, however, the 
mention of Aksobhya on Ugra-T&ra’s head is unusual and requires explana¬ 
tion. 'Aksobhya' was interpreted as an epithet of Siva. The Todalatantra 1.5-621 
explains that Siva is called * unshakeable * {aksobhya), because he drank the 
deadly Halahala poison without agitation {a-ksobha). Kxsnananda stated in 
his Tantrasara (p. 269.8) that Aksobhya on the goddess’s head has three shapes 
and the form of a snake;22 perhaps he had a three-headed snake in mind. This 
explanation reiterates remarks from earlier texts, such as the Bhdvacudamanip 
Mantracuddmani24 and Brahmasamhita 25 which describe Aksobhya as having 
the form of a snake. Accordingly, images of the Hindu goddess show either a 
snake on Ugra-Tara’s head (cf. fig. 3) or Aksobhya sitting on a snake on 
Tara’s head (cf. figs. 4, 5), while the snake is absent from the Buddhist images 
(cf. figs. I,26 2). In the Hindu tradition Aksobhya also figures as the seer (rsi) 
of Ugra-Tara’s mantra. According to the Saktisamgamatantra (last part of the 
sixteenth century or first half of the seventeenth century),27 Ugra-Tara was 

18 cf. SM 124 (p. 260.16-261.10); SM 125 (p. 263.15-20) and SM 126 (p. 265.4-9). 
19 cf. the introduction to vol. 2 of his edition of the SM, CXI. 
20 cf. Kane (1968-77, v: 1033. n. 1665). 
21 samudramathane devi kalakutam samutthitam j 

same devah saddrds ca mahdksobham avdpnuynh // 1.5 
ksobhddirahitam yas mat pitam hdldhalam visani / 
at a eva mahesdni aksobhyah parikirtitah // 1.6 , 

22 aksobhyo devurturdhanyas irimurtir nagarupadhrk 
23 Quoted in Pur as carydrnava, p. 789.3—5: atraksobhyo nagarupah / aksobhyo denmurdhanvas 

trimurtir ndgarupadhrg iti (bhdvacuddmani-)vacandt; similarly, cf. Tarabhaktisudharnava, 
p. 202.9-10. 

24 Quoted in Tarabhaktisudhdrmva, p. 201.10 and Purascaryarnava, p. 787.5: aksobhvanagasam- 
baddhaiatajutdm varapradam / 

23 Quoted in Puraicaryarnava, p. 715.19: aksobhyo devoid proktas trimurtir ndgarupadhrk // 
26 Figure 1, which shows Aksobhya on Ugra’-TSra’s crown, is from a Nepalese book containing 

images of Hindu deities. However, the surrounding deities are the four Tathagatas and their 
consorts (jprajfid), suggesting that the image is Buddhist. 

27 cf. Saktisamgamatantra 4, also called Aksobhyatarasamvada, ch. 5. For a discussion of the 
date, cf. Goudriaan and Gupta (1981: 69). 
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the Chuang-Tzu. This evidence also strongly suggests the possibility that they 
are the products of the same lineage, or of several closely related master- 
disciple lineages. If this is true, then it supports the hypothesis that there is a 
common practice of inner cultivation that links together the three aspects of 
early Taoism enumerated above, and that this practice served as the distinctive 
‘technique’ (shu <£}) around which early Taoism formed. This further suggests 
that the early Taoists were more a community of practitioners who wrote 
philosophy to elucidate, define and transmit their practice than a group of 
philosophers who thought about the world as an object of intellectual inquiry. 
The larger implications of this, of course, are that Taoism is a relatively 
continuous tradition without the ‘great gap’ between philosophical and reli¬ 
gious forms which may have only arisen because a rather restricted view of 
The nature of early Taoism became the accepted canon. 

‘ The Traditions of Mahosadha 
legal reasoning from Northern Thailand 

ANDREW HUXLEY 

School of Oriental and African Studies, London 

Introduction 

Twenty years ago hardly any legal texts from the Middle Mekong region were 
known. Now more than a 150 legal manuscripts have been borrowed from 
monastery book-chests, cleaned and microfilmed. Only one of these discoveries 
has been translated into a non-Thai language, but that is a substantial and 
important text. Aroonrut Wichienkeeo’s and Gehan Wijeyewardene’s Laws of 
King Mcmgrai translates a manuscript from ‘ The Elephant Supported Temple ’ 
in Nan which Richard Davis arranged to be copied.1 Reviewing it in these 
pages2 I suggested that the MS has jumbled together four distinct works in 
two broad categories. The bulk of the text consists of rules about family, theft 
and compensation drawn from works called Worldly law and the law of Dhamma 
(§1-49.) and Mangrais Dhamrnathat (§50-76). The rest of the MS deals with 
legal precedents rather than rules and can be divided into a collection of 
judgement tales (title unknown) (§77-87) and The traditions of King Mahosot 
(§88-106). There are corruptions, lacunae and interpolations throughout, but 
the earlier sections can at least be checked against other recensions of Northern 
Thai law. That is not possible for the last 20 sections: there is nothing in the 
surviving literature remotely similar to The traditions of King Mahosot. In this 
paper I attempt to reconstruct the original intentions of its author on contextual 
grounds: knowing what we do about Middle Mekong legal culture, what is 
the most plausible reconstruction of this damaged, but fascinating, work? My 
main aim will have been met if I can make the text more accessible to legal 
and political historians. The demarcation line between these disciplines separ¬ 
ates government action based on ‘ legal reasoning ’ from that based on ‘ reasons 
of state’. This work should enable us to see where the line was drawn in the 
Northern Thai cultures prior to the nineteenth century. My secondary aim is 
to remind historians of the neglected riches in Aroonrut’s and Gehan’s edition. 
Wyatt’s 1994 Presidential address is an example of such neglect.3 It is a 
strikingly successful analysis, or psychoanalysis, of the Nan self-image, but it 
could have been even more cogent had Wyatt examined Nan’s law texts along 
with its chronicle literature and religious art. 

King Mahosot, whose traditions are evoked by the title of our text, is spelt 

1 The Laws of King Mongrel, (od. and tr.) Aroonrut Wichienkeeo and Gehan Wijeyewardende 
(Canberra: Department of Anthropology, Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National 
University, 1986). Unadorned section numbers (§ 89), refer to this edition. 

1 use the following abbreviations in this paper: ROB, day-month-year-Than Tun, The Roval 
Orders of Burma a.d. I598-J885, vols. 1-10 (Kyoto: CSEAS, 1984-90); BSOAS^ this journal: 
JAAS = the [Japanese] Journal of Asian and African Studies; citations in the form V, II, 49 = the 
Pali Tipitaka following the conventions established by the Critical Pali dictionary; citations in the 
form Smp., 177=VI.61 refer to Vin.a, Buddhagosa’s commentary on the Vinaya known as 
Samantapasadika. Since I am using P. Bapat’s and A. Hirakawa’s translation of the Chinese 
version {Shan-Chien-p'i-p'o-Sha, BhaDdarkar Oriental Series, 10, Poona, 1970) the page number 
of their translation is followed by the equivalent chapter and paragraph of the Pail original. 
Cowell, followed by volume number and date — The Jataka stories of the Buddha's former births 
translated from the Pali by various hands under the editorship of E. B. Cowell (Cambridge, 
1895-1913'. 6 vols.). 

2 A. Huxley, BSOAS, 31/3, !?33. 609-10. 
3 P, Va:t. ‘Presidential uve vo.ces from Southeast Asia \ Journal of Asian Studies, 

53, ff94, 1. 

O School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 1997 
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bom in a lake named Cola28 to the Western side of Mt. Meru. Siva in the 
form of a sage at the northern side of the lake was the first to repeat her 
mantra and became the mantra's seer. Ugra-Taril is visualized in the water 
covering the universe (visvavyapakatoya) in the region of Clna (cf. 4.5.142-7). 
In fig. 3 from the Punjab Hills, the dead body on which the goddess is standing 
is that of Siva, who can be identified by the crescent moon29 on his head and 
his three eyes. This accords with the belief that Siva is a corpse (sava) without 
the power of Sakti. Kali is depicted on Siva in a similar fashion and 
Tripurasundari uses Siva as her mattress while four deities function as sup¬ 
porting legs of her throne. 

Krsnananda (p. 269.9-10) further explained the five bone ornaments (* five 
seals \paficamudra) adorning Tara, which originally belonged to the Kapalika 
tradition, as five skulls having four plates of white bone between them (i.e., 
one plate between any of them)30 on the authority of the Tantracudamaniy 
which states that the goddess is adorned with five skulls connected with plates 
of white bone,31 and the authority of the Samkaracarya of Gauda (North 
Bengal) (p. 269.8-13).32 Apparently the paficamudra ornaments have been 
taken as the pahcakapala (five skull) ornament adorning the forehead of some 
deities. The explanation accounts only for the diadem (cakfi), one of the five 
bone ornaments (mudra). 

The Hindu Tantras stress that the worship of this form of Tara follows not 
the established ‘Vedic* pattern, but the left-hand (vama) Tantric path. 
PhT 11.11 f. states that no restrictions apply as to the place or time of the 
goddess’s worship. The practitioner, sitting on a corpse, recites the mantra in 
a ritually impure state without having bathed, after eating substances such as 
meat and fish, and seeing, touching and enjoying women. References to such 
practices are absent from the Buddhist sadhanas of MahacIna-TarS. Through 
the name Mahaclna (cf. PhT ll.lOab), T3ra was linked with the practice 
(acara) of Mahaclna, which is expounded in chapters 9 to 10 of the NTlatantra 
and mainly in the Mahacmacdratantra (A carasa rat antra, c. 1700).33 These texts, 
however, do not provide us with an iconographical description of the goddess. 
References such as the following in Hindu Tantras to Vasistha receiving the 
mahdcindcdra tradition in Mahaclna from Buddha in the form of Visnu are 
additional indications that the Hindus imported Mahaclna-Tara from the 
Buddhists. 

The Rudrayamala 17.106 If.34 narrates that Brahma’s son Vasistha, who 
worshipped the goddess with austerities unsuccessfully for a long time, is 
advised by the goddess herself to go to the Buddhist country Mahaclna and 
follow the ‘Atharvaveda ’ practice. In Clna he encounters the Buddha sur¬ 
rounded by women, drinking wine, eating meat and engaging in sexual acts, 

28 In a similar passage from the unpublished Svatantratantra the lake is called CoIana/ColanS. i 
cf. the quote in N. N. Vasu: The archaeological survey of Mayurabhanja I (Calcutta, 1912: rep. 
Delhi: Rare Reprints, 1981),' LVII: meroh pascimakule tu colandkhyo hrado mahan j tatra jojfie 

svayam tarci devT nilasarasvati//■ .... ,7 
29 i.e., the sixteenth lunar digit (indukala), containing nectar and symbolizing divine power. ' 
30 lalate i vetasth ipattikdcatustaydnvitakapalapahcakabhusitam iiy art hah. 
31 iveiasthipattikayuktakapaTapahcasobhitam iti tantractid&monau. The following line from the 

Mantracuddmani is quoted m TarabhaktisudhQrnava, p. 200.18: vicitrdsthimalam laldte kardldtp 
kapdlam ca paflcanvitam dharayantim iti jj. _ _ . j 

32 The quote is from the Tararahasyavrttikaf vartiled by Samkara Agamaearya of Bengal* j 
written before 1630. For this date, cf. Goudriaan in Goudriaan and Gupta (1981: 153). 

33 For this date, cf. Meisig (1988: 12). _ *2*5 
34 A similar story appears in the Brahmayamala (cf. Woodroffe, 1927: 127-8 and Bharatv* 

1955:69-70). 
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and is initiated in the kula path. Although the word cmacara is not used here, 
references to it appear elsewhere in the text.35 

A place named Vasisthasrama, Vasistha's hermitage, where it is claimed 
that Vasistha performed austerities, is located about 10 miles east of 
Gauhati/Assam.36 According to another tradition, Vasistha, after meeting the 
Buddha in Clna, had a vision of lira in Taraplth arid made his residence 
there.37 Taraplth (previously Chandipur), a village in Bhirbhum district, 
c. 290 miles north of Calcutta, claims the status of one of the 51 ‘seats of 
sakti’ (saktipitha). Satl’s eye is said to have dropped here. Another ‘seat’ 
(pttha) of the goddess Ugra-Tara is her temple on the banks of the Sugandha 
(Sunandana) river in the village Sikarpur, 13 miles north of Barisal, Bakarganj 
district, West Bengal.38 It is said that Satl’s nose dropped down here.39 
Representations of the goddess in painting and sculpture give further evidence 
of the goddess’s popularity in northern India, Nepal and Tibet. 

1. Icons from the Punjab 
Ugra-Tara was a goddess popular in the Punjab Hills, as appears from 

PahadI paintings in which she is often included in the group of goddesses 
called the Mahavidyas.40 The illustrations which came to my notice date from 
the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries: 

1.1. painting of the goddess from Guler (c. 1745-60), first published in 
Lentz (1986, no. 5); 

1.2. PahadI painting of Ugra-Tara, preserved in the National Museum 
Delhi 82.463 (Ajit Mookerjee Collection) (cf. fig. 3); 

1.3. painting showing Raja Pratap Chand (1827-1864) of Lambagraon 
(Kangra) worshipping the goddess. Nahan, c. 1850; published in Archer (1973, 
vol.n: 331, no. 12; from the ancestral collection of a Raj family, Sirmur, 
Nahan); 

1.4. painting of the Mandi School, c. eighteenth century, labelled as Kali, 
published in Mookeijee (1988: 107); 

1.5. painting from the series of Mahavidyas by the poet-painter Mola Ram 
(1760-1833) of Srinagar/Garhwal, showing Mola Ram worshipping Tara, 
Garhwal, dated 1811; preserved in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi 
no. 113129 (cf. fig. 4). 

Illustrations 1.1-1.3 are very similar in detail and style and show the 
following distribution of attributes, which agrees with the description in the 
Buddhist sSdhanas and the PhT, right: sword, pair of scissors; left: lotus, 
skull cup. 

The goddess, is ornamented by a snake on her head and is shown standing 
on the body of Siva. The scenery is a burning ground with jackals. Painting 1.4 
shows the attributes, right: lotus, skull cup; left: sword, knife (?). The goddess 
has a snake on her head and is standing on two corpses (possibly the body of 
Mahakala that rests in turn on that of Niskala-Siva). 

35 cf. 16.25a, 64.55-65 and 64.113. 
“cf. Kakati (1984: 32, 34). 
37 cf. Morrnis (1984: 166-7). 
34 cf. Bhattasali (1929: 205-6 and plate LXXI (a)); and Bakarganj Gazetteer, 161 (J. C. Jack, 

1918. Bengal District Gazetteers, Bakarganj. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Book Depot). 
39 cf. Kalyan 31 (= Tirthafik). (1957: 189.) 
, Mundamalaiantra, part 1, 6.152cd-154ab lists the ten Mahavidya goddesses as KalT, Tara, 

Sodast, Bhuvanesvari, Bhairavi, Chinnamasti, DhumHvatl, Bagala, Matangf and Kamalatmika. 
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) Some Jataka tales were also motivated by the same virtue and intention to 

illustrate the application of ahimsa in daily life. 

NOTES 

Cf. X.C.Bhattacharya The Jaina Theory of Anekanta in hi3 Studies in Philo¬ 

sophy I, Calcutta 1956* § 30> P«343. 

The Complete V/orks of Swami Vivekananda VIII, 3rd ed., Calcutta 1959» p.92. 

Max Weber Ges^nelte Aufsdtze zur Religionssoziologie II.Hinduismus und 

Buddhismus, TUbingen 1921, pp.170-250. (Cf. a recent English translation.) 

J.Krishnamurti Meditations. Madras i960, p.6, 

Ify main Yugoslav work on "the medians of Asian philosophies" (Razmeda azi.ls- 

kih filosofi.ja I, Part 2 on "Jainism and Buddhism", chapter 5 a-c, pp, 173-95* 

Sd. "Liber", Zagreb 197S) contains a survey of PSli texts on the Buddha*s 

discussions with Jain3 and some texts characteristic of hi3 attitude to brah¬ 

mans. Suttas most characteristic of the sharpness of their controversy are: 

M 56 Upali, M 58 Abhaya-rajakumara, and M 104 SamagAma (on the occasion of 

Mahavlta's death). Discussions and critiques of the Jaina doctrines of unlim¬ 

ited and always present absolute knowledge of a tirthakarah (kevala-fianam) 

and the extreme limits of ascetic restraint (samvara) are described in M 71 

Tevi j j a-vacchagotta, M 76 Sandaka, M 101 Devadaha and some minor texts in Ahg- 

uttara and oamyu11a-nikayas. Characteristic of the Buddha's ironic rebuke of 

brahmans are, amongst others: M 51 Kandaraka - on the four type* of men (the 

first, "torturer of himself" is the Jain ascetic, the third, "torturer of 

both himself and others" is the brahman performing sacrifices for a king and 

the king himself)t D 31 Sigalovada (the stupidity of literal understanding 

of ritualistic texts), and D 4 Sonadanda (the self-conceit of a mighty brahman). 

Most of the specific penances practised by the Buddha immediately before his 

spiritual awakening at Uruvela were specifically and peculiarly according to 

the Jain tradition. They are described in M 12 Maha-slhanada-suttam and other 

texts from the same period of his struggle for awakening. The similarities of 

both teachings, Jain and Buddhist, are most strikingly presented in two beau¬ 

tiful poems included in the Sutta-nipata: "The Rhinoceros" (XhaggavisSna) and 

Muni suttas - describing the ascetic attitude of a Jain muni (silent sage) 

as opposed to the traditional and institutionalised Buddhist "priest". 

This and some of the preceding quotations are from Bhikkhu Nanamoli's The 

Life of the Buddha (BPS, Kandy 1972). Underlinings are mine. 

The texts in the sequel are taken from H.Jacobi Jaina SUtras, SBE 22 and 45» 

2nd ed., Delhi 1964. Discrepancies between translations from PrSkrit and Pali 

in analogous texts are partly due to my impossibility of consulting original 

Prakrit editions. ' 
Cf. T.W.Rhys Davids, SHB, Part III, p.l99. FTS, London 1921, 
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UDDAKA RAMAPUTTA AND RAMA 

Peter Skillin 

The story of the Bodhisatta's quest for Enlightenment is related in identical 

terms in four Pali discourses of the Middle Collection: the Discourse on the Ex¬ 

alted Quest (Axiya-pariyesana- sutta), the Greater Discourse to Saccaka (Maha- 

saccaka-outta), the Discourse to Prince Bodhi (Bodhi-raja-kumara-sutta) and the 

Discourse to Se&garava (Sangarava-sutta). (llajjhima Nikaya 26, 36, 85 and 100.1) 

An important section of this account deals with the Bodhisatta's meeting with 

and study under two contemporary teachers of yogic or ecstatic techniques, Alara 

Kalama and Uddaka Ramaputta. The similarities of the accounts of these meetings 

in the. Pali have led several translators to gloss over important differences be¬ 

tween them and treat then as virtually identical, with a mere substitution of 

names. Such is entirely the case with the late I.B,Horner'3 English translation 

of the Discourse on the Exalted Quest (Middle Length Sayings I, PTS 1967, pp. 

207-210), and, to a lesser degree, with Ehikkhu NSnaraoli's translations of the 

Discourse to Prince Bodhi and the Discourse on the Exalted Quest (A Treasury of 

the Buddha'3 Words, Mahamakut RSjavidyalaya Press, Bangkok: I pp.^/3-6, III 

pp.201-4 - see book review on p.117). 

The main difference is one of tense change: while in the account of the 

first meeting Alara Kalama is spoken of in the present' tense, in the account of 

the second meeting Uddaka Ramaputta is spoken of in the present, but Rgma i3 

spoken of in the aorist or past tense. This tense change makes it clear that 

Uddaka Ramaputta and RSma are not one and the same person, as given in the above 

-mentioned translations, but that Uddaka; is the disciple,.either the spiritual 

or real son (putta) of the deceased teacher Rama, 

In the passage in question, the Buddha relates how he, as a bodhisatta, 

met Jlaxa KSlama, mastered his teaching - the attainment of the plane of nothing 

-ness - and then, because it did not lead to Enlightenment, rejected it. He then 

went to Uddaka Ramaputta; on being accepted into Uddaka's community, he quickly 

mastered the teaching verbally and intellectually. The Buddha then goes on to 

relate - the whole account is in the first person - a3 follows: "I, then thought, 

'It was not out of mere faith that Rama taught (pavedesj./pavedeti^) this dharma, 

saying "I dwell having attained, having realised by my own direct knowledge"; I 

am certain that Rama dwelt (vihasi/viharati) knowing and seeing this dharma'. I 

then went to Uddaka Ramaputta and asked, 'What is the extent, sir (avuoo, voc¬ 

ative), of the dharma that RAma (RAmo, nominative^) taught, having attained it, 

having realised it by hie own direct knowledge?* Qa being asked this, Uddaka 

RAmaputta instructed me #e plane of neither perception nor non-perception. 
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I then thought, 'Rama had (ahosi/atthi) no monopoly on faith: I too p033ess 

faith! Sana had no monopoly on energy, mindfulness, concentration or wisdom: I 

too possess energy, mindfulness, concentration and wisdom. Let me then exert my¬ 

self in order to realise the dhaxma that Rama taught, saying "X dwell having 

attained, havine realised by ray own direct knowledge".' And not long afterwards, 

indeed quickly, I dwelt having attained to that dharma, having realised it by my 

own direct knowledge, I then went to Uddaka Hamaputta, and asked, '13 thi3 the 

extent, sir (avu3Q, voc.), of the dharraa that Rama (Rano, horn.) taught, having 

attained it, having realised it by his own direct knowledge?' './hen he answered 

in the affirmative, X said, 'I too dwell having attained to this dharma to the 

same extent, having realised it by ray own direct knowledge'. (And Uddaka Rtraa- 

putta said,) 'It is a blessing, sir, it is indeed a blessing that I should meet 

with a companion in the spiritual life such as you! You now dwell having attain¬ 

ed to, having realised by your own direct knowledge, the dharraa that Rama tau¬ 

ght, having attained to it and having realised it by hi3 own direct knowledge 

...the dharma that Rama knew (annasi/.janami), you know...a3 was (ahosi/—) 

Rama, so are you....Come then, sir: may you lead thi3 community!"' 

A difference in status between the two individuals, Jlara and Uddaka, 

is revealed in the concluding parts of the accounts of the two meetings, where 

another important difference occurs, when the Bodhisatta informs Alara Xalama 

that he has mastered the latter's teaching, Alara, after proclaiming the Bodhi¬ 

satta to be his equal, says, "Come then, sir: let the two of us lead this com¬ 

munity together". In his narration of this event, the Buddha remarks, "Thus 

Aiara Kalema. mv teacher (Scariya), set mgj._his. disciple (antevasin) on equal 

footing with himself, and honoured me with the highest of honours". In the acc¬ 

ount of the second meeting, however, after Uddaka has proclaimed the Bodhisatta 

to be the equal of Rama, he says, "Come then, sir: nay xou lead this community" 

(see translation above). Of this the Buddha remarks, "Thus Uddaka Ranaputta^ .ray 

companion in the spiritual life (sabrahmacarin) established me in the position 

of teacher (acariyatthane). and honoured me with the highest of honours" . This 

implies that, while* jlSra was accepted as a teacher in his own right, Uddaka was 

simply the leader of a community through succession, by virtue of his teacher's 

death. 

The relationship between Uddaka Ramaputta and Rama is borne out by two 

accounts of the second meeting preserved in Chinese. The first, from a discourse 

of the BarvastivSdin school, describes Rama as the father of Uddakai the second, 

from the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptaka school, describes RSma as Uddaka’s teacher, 

and states specifically that Uddaka started teaching after the death of his 

teacher, RSma (both passages translated and discussed by A.Bareau in Recherchea 

aor la biogreohie du Buddha dang lea SUtraoitaka et les Vina^aaitaka anciens I, 

Uddaka RSmaputta and R5ma 
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EFEO, Paris 1963» pp.23-27), 

Of the extant Sanskrit text3 dealing with the Bodhisatta's meeting with 

Uddaka, who is variously referred to in Buddhist Sanskrit texts as Udaka, Uddaka 

Udraka and Rudraka, the MahSvastu of the LokottaravSdin school, in what is cer¬ 

tainly an ancient passage, also makes this relationship clear. V/hile the Bodhi¬ 

satta addresses Uddaka as "bho Udraka" 5("good Udraka"), the latter speaks of 

"the good Rama" in a way that clearly implies that Rama was his teacher. Thus he 

3ays, "Just 30 much, good Gautama, was attained, realised and taught by the good 

Rama (bhavatS Ramena): the plane of neither perception nor non-perception". tfhen 

the Bodhisatta announces that he has also attained to this plane, Uddaka replies 

"Then the good Gautama knows that same dharraa which the good Rama (bhavam R5mo) 

knew (janati: third person, "historical present"). (MahSvastu Avadjna 2,'ed. R. 

Basak, Sanskrit College, Calcutta 1965, pp.167-9.) Unfortunately, the iJngUsh 

translation of this passage is faulty, and implies that Uddaka and RSma are one 

person, as do the translations from Pali (j.jones The MahSvastu 2, 3B3, London 

1952, p.116-7). 

The account given in the Lalita-vistara (ed.P.'/aidya, Buddhist Sanskrit 

Texts, Mithila Institute, Darbhanga 1959, p.180-1) seems to have undergone the 

some confusion as that of some modern translators. V/hen the Bodhisatta asks 

Uddaka (hero Rudraka), "./ho is your teacher, whose teaching do you profess?", 

the latter replies, "I do not have any teacher: I have realised (this teaching) 

correctly by myself and on my own". This account differs widely in style and 

content from the Pali, Chinese and MahSvastu accounts, which are generally sim- 

ilar, and is clearly later. 

Two accounts, virtually identical in their translated form, are preser¬ 

ved in Tibetan translation in the Abhiniskramana-sdtra of an unknown school (but 

because of the close agreement of this and other passages with the following, 

presumably Sarvastivadin or JlOla-aarvastivadin) (P 967, vol.39, p,l6.3,4f.) and 

in the Vinayavastu of the MOla-sarvastiv'adins (P 1030, vol.42, p.34.4, if: ch. 17, 

Samgha-bheda-vastu). Although older than that of the Lalita-viatara, and closer 

m style to the other early accounts, the narration of the two meetings in these 

texts fails to preserve any differences: the two meetings are described identi¬ 

cally, the only difference being the names and attainments of the two teachers. 

Of the extant tqxts as a whole, the concluding portions of the Pali 

version bring out the difference in status between the two individuals the most 

clearly. The MahSvastu version, though briefer than the Pali, is also quite 

clear. There the Buddha relates that IlSra KSlSma suggested that the two of them 

lead the community of diaciplea together, and thus set the Bodhisatta on equal 

footing with himself (samanarthataye sthapavet). while Uddaka asked the 3odhi- 
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satta to take over the community of disciples, and thus established the Bodhi¬ 

satta in the position of teacher (acarya-sthane sthapaye)^. The two Chinese 

versions axe les3 clear, but 3till preserve 30rae differences. The Laiita-vistare, 

in its account of the second meeting, combines elements from both meetings, gen¬ 

erally using the vocabulary of the Uahava3tu: Uddaka says, "Cone then, let you 

and I lead this community", thu3 setting the Bodhisatta on equal footing with 

himself (samanarthe sthapayati) and establishing him in the position of teacher 

(acarya-sthane sthapayati).The Abhiniskramana-3iltra and the Yinayavastu again 

fail to preserve any difference whatsoever. 

finally, it should be noted that Uddaka Rannputta i3 never addressed or 

referred to as Rama, a3 is given in .the English translations oC the Pali and 

implied by the English translations of the Mahava3tu: in Pali he is addressed 

simply as avuso, in the ’.lahavastu as bho Udraka or simply Udraka, in the Lalita- 

vistara as rnarsa; in Pali he is referred to as Uddaka Ramaoutta, in the Maha- 

vaatn as Udraka Ranaputra, and in the I.alita-vistara a3 Rudraka Ramaoutra or 

simply Ruhraka. Elsewhere in Sanskrit texts he is referred to as Udraka, not 

Rama (Bivyavadana, ed.P.Yaidya, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, Yarbhanga 1959 > ?,250; 

iiksasar.uccay.ai ed.C.Bendall, Indo-Iranian Reprints, The Hague 1957> P« 105.17* 

etc.). In the Pali commentaries a3 well he is referred to simply 33 Uddaka 

(Chammapada-atthakatha, 'tahaciakuta RajavidySIaya, Bangkok, Vol.1, p.77» 3uddha- 

vamsa-atthakatha, 3hflmibalo Bhikkhu Foundation, Bangkok 1979, P?.12, 34, 529.)^ 

The material given above is sufficient to make it clear that Uddaka Rama- 

putta and Rama were two different persons, and that Rama, Uddaka * s teacher, had 

died by the time of the Bodhisatta's meeting with Uddaka* it doe3 not, however, 

tell us whether or not Uddaka was the actual son of Rama, as implied by hi3 j 

name and one Chinese translation. It is also not clear whether or not Uddaka 

had himself attained to the plane of neither perception nor non-perception. The | 

texts that treat Uddaka and Rama as different persons, and give the difference | 

in status between Alarm and Uddaka, imply that he had not: otherwise, why the 

difference in status? Thus the nub-commentary on the Pali version of this pass- 
8 * 

age states that only Rama had attained to this samapatti, not Uddaka . The other ; 

texts imply that Uddaka, a3 a teacher in hi3 own right, had attained to the 1 

state that he taught; on their side is the fact that in Indian yogic systems 

attainment is held to be one of the prerequisites of teaching. Later Sanskrit 

Buddhist traditions certainly held that Uddaka had attained, and give him ao an 

example of one who had reached the summit of existence (bhavagra . the plane of 

neither perception nor non-perception) and been reborn there, but wan bound, be¬ 

cause of past karma, to fall once more into the realm, of Mara, to the aniinal- 

or even the hell-planes. For example, the 3aundarananda-kavya of Asvaghosa stat- 

Vnafc "even though the sage Udraka attained to the formless summit of exist- 

Uddaka Ramaputta and Rama 

ence, he .ill depart from there when his karma is exhausted, and fall to the 

animal-plane" , 

As regards the age of the passages, studied here, the Pali and the oaha- 

yastu accounts are clearly the oldest, the latter, as simpler and less stereo¬ 

typed, may be the older of the two. The Lallta-vistara, like the 'lahavastu in 

general, contains material from various strata mixed with verse, thus the bulk 

of the account of the meeting with Jdara, given in the first person, is quite 

early xn 3tyle, and strongly resembles that of the .’.lahavastu, while the acc¬ 

ount of the meeting with Uddaka, given in the third person and opening with an 

explanation of how the Bodhisatta studied under Uddaka only as an expedient 

(uElZa), in order to demonstrate that mundane meditations do not lead to release 

(l5^.Ha-3aaadhrnam-anlhsaranat5), is clearly much later. The accounts of the 

Abhini3krainana-3Qtra and the Vinayavastu. though preserving a relatively anc- 

ieut style, underwent alteration at a later date. 

NOTES 

1 In the ?TS edition only the account of the Ariya-parlyesana is given in full, 

the others are virtually abbreviated out of existence. The Thai, Burmese and 

Ualanda editions give the account in full in each case, it 26 omits the sect- 

ions on the three similes and the austerities* 

2 In order to show the difference of tense clearly, the past forms of the 

verbs in the account of the second meeting are given in parentheses, follow¬ 

ed by the present forms that occur in the account of the first meeting, that 

*vith Alara. 

3 In the account of the first meeting, Alara is addressed in the vocative by 

his got„a name as avuso Kalama: cf* Fo.panca-sQdanl (Mah&nakuta RSjavidySlaya, 

Bangkok, 7ol,2, ?,229)j Alaroti ggaga...Kalamoti /rottaa. Unfortunately, the 

commentary does not give any such information for Uddaka, 

4 .<hile Bhikkhu Nanamoli ha3 translated this portion of the narrative correct¬ 

ly, I.3.Horner has simply repeated the passage dealing with Alara with the 

naae3 changed. 

5 The text of the MahSvastu is somewhat corrupt. In Basak'a edition, p.168.12, 

correct bho, Udrakena to bho Udraka; at p. 169,1 correct 3am.ifianasam.-jnavat/mam 

to naiya-samjfia-nasamjj&yatanamt the whole phrase should probably’read yam-' 

— ttaiva,., (cf. 160.13). A lacuna occurs in the account of the meeting 

with Arada, p. 156.8-10, and should bo corrected on the basis of the account 

0* „he meeting ’vith Udraka, p* 166*8-il; cf. also Lalita-vistara 174.19-22, 

6 This portion of the narrative has been mistranslated by Jones (loc.cit.): 
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samana here is a present participle belonging with the preceding tath^darjanaa 

ca (cf. 167.6 where sam5na occurs twice: evam-darsanam ca_ samanain (- ores, part.) 

^agna (. equal) arthatgge sthapayet. and 173.9 aa khalvahaci^iksavah .taUia- 

darsana-eaflano.*••) 

7 The Thai script versions of the passage dealing with Uddaka are corrupt, and 

do in fact give the vocative Rama in place of the nominative RSmo; further¬ 

more, the aorist oavedesi occurs as the present pavedet_i. Other verbs, how¬ 

ever, remain in the aorist: vihasi, ahosi, aftgasi. According to the notes on 

variant readings in the Burmese script Chattha-safe!ti-oitaka, the vocative 

also occurs in the Sinhalese and Khmer script versions, as well as in some 

Burmese versions (MUla-pannasa-pSli, P.221, n.4? Llajjhima-pannasa-pSli, ?.2Q1, 

n.4, and NSna-patha, p.45l). 'The note given at the first occurrence of the 

variant, that is*M 26, is by far the lengthiest note in the entire Burmese 

script Majjhima, which demonstrates that the confusion of the identity of 

Uddaka and Rama is one of the major textual problems of that collection. The 

full text of this valuable and interesting note is as follows: "avuso ?.&na: 

SIhalapotthake, Syama-potthake, k^tthaci Maramma-potthake d is sainana-?3t ho. 

Mahasatto Ramaputtan-eva avoca, na Ramam. RSmo hi tattha ganScariyo bhaveyya, 

tada ca kalankato asanto. Tenevettha Ramayattani kriya-pad3ni atlta-xala- 

vasena agataoi. Udako ca Ramaputto mahasattassa sa-brahmacarl-tv-eva vutto na 

acariyo-ti. TIkayam ca 1 Paliyam Ramasseva samapatti-labhita agata na Udakassa- 

ti» adi pacchabhage pakasita," (MOla-pannasa-pali, p.221, n.4). Unfortunately 

X did not obtain the Burmese script edition until after the article was com¬ 

pleted, so could not refer to this note in the body of the text. Another 

point worthy of note is that the Burmese and Thai editions prefer the spell¬ 

ing Udalca, which is one of the variant spellings of the Ha ha vast u. 

8 Mula-pannasa-tika, part 2, Burmese script ed., Rangoon 1951» P*139. 

9 The Saundarananda of Asva^hosa, ed. and tr. by E.H.Johnston, repr,Delhi 1973* 

p.155 (note at text verse 56) and translation ?.65, verse 56* Although 

Johnston excludes verses 56 and 57 from the body of the text as "undoubtedly 

spurious", I see no cogent reason for doing so. The two verses fit the con¬ 

text admirably, and bhavagra is not, as Johnston would have it, particularly 

"a late word": it occurs at least once in the Pali Canon in the same meaning 

as in the later non-canonical Sanskrit texts: atthgvuso neva-saflft3-nasaftR5yat 

-anQoaga deva: idam bhavSnam(A III 9-202). Cf. also 3uvikr5nta-vikr5mi 

-oariprccha, in Buddhist Sanskrit Texts 17> ed.P.Vaidya, Darbhangs 1961, p.60. 
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THE THREE SIMILES 

Peter Skilling 

After leaving Uddaka RSmaputta, the Bodhisatta went to UruvelA, where, on the 

banks of the Neraftjar§ river/ threo similes (upama) occurred to him. These simi 

-les are given in three of the afore-mentioned discourses of the Middle Collect 

-ion: the Greater Discourse to Saccaka, the Discourse to Prince Bodhi and the 

Discourse to Saftgarava (tl 36, 85, 100)\ Here an error in the romanced Pali 

text (ll I p.24l), though noted by the editor himself (ib., p.550), has led to 

errors of translation. The initial reason for assuming that there is an error 

is one of context: three different similes are given, but the applications of 

the first two similes are exactly the same, with only the last being different. 

The error in fact occurs in the application of the second simile, which fits 

neither the simile itself nor the progression of thought. Another problem in¬ 

volves variant readings in different versions of the Pali text; here it is less 

simple to speak of "error", a point which will be discussed below. To start with 

0 translation of the corrected Pali text, in which some of the variant readings 

have been adopted, will be given, with the correction ancl the variants under¬ 

lined. 

ihree similes, Aggivessana, never heard before at any point in the past, 

came to me spontaneously: 

(1) oU[j;)036 there is a piece of wet, sappy2 wood lying in the water, and 3one- 

one happens along with a fire-stick, thinking,'I will make a fire and produce 

heat1. Do you think that he will be able to do so, by rubbing the fire-stick 

against this piece of,wet, sappy wood, lying in the water?" 

Certainly not, good Cotama, for that piece of wood is wet and 3appy, and, 

more than that, is lying in the water: the person in question would only end up 

wearying and frustrating himself," 

"Such is the case, Aggivessana, with samanas and brahmanas who dwell 

dency towards sense-pleasures, desire for sense-pleasures, infatuation with 

sense-pleasures, thirst for sense-pleasures, and burning for sense-pleasures is 

neither inwardly well-abandoned nor well-subdued: even if, as a result of their 
4 

striving , these respected 3ananas and brahmanas undergo unpleasant feeling, 

sharp and harsh, they will be incapable of knowledge, vision and unsurpassed 

enli rhtenment, and even if they do not undergo unpleasant feeling, sharp and 

harsh, resulting from their striving, they will still be incapable of knowledge, 

vision and unsurpassed enlightenment. This, Aggivessana, is the first simile, 

never heard before at any point in the past, that came to me spontaneously." 
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(ii) "Then, Aggivessana, another, a second, simile, never heard before at any 

point in the oast, came to me spontaneously. Suppose there is a piece of wet, 

sappy wood, lying well away from the water on dry land, and someone happens 

along with a fire-stick, thinking, 'I v;ill make a fire and produce heat'. Do 

you think that he aill be able to do so, by rubbing the fire-stiek against this 

piece of wet, 3apoy woodj lying well away from the water on dry land?" 

"Certainly not, good Gotana: even though it is lying w9ll away from the 

water on dry land, that piece of wood is wet and sappy: the person in question 

would only end up wearying and frustrating himself/* 

"Such is the case, Aggivessana, with sananas and brahmanas who dwell 

only physically withdrawn from 3ense-pleasures, but whose tendency towards sense 

-pleasures...(as above)...is neither inwardly well-abandoned nor wall-subdued: 

even if, as a result of their striving, these respected samanas and brahmanas. 

undergo unpleasant feeling , 3harp and harsh, they will be incapable of know¬ 

ledge, vision and unsurpassed enlightenment, and even if they do not undergo 

unpleasant feeling, sharp and harsh, resulting from their striving, they will 

still be incapable of knowledge, vision and unsurpassed enlightenment. This, 

Aggivessana, is the second simile, never heard before at any point in the past, 

that came to me spontaneously.'* 

(iii) "Then, Aggivessana, another, a third, simile, never heard before at any 

point in the past, cane to me spontaneously, Suppose there is a piece of dry, 

sapless^ flood, lying well anay from t!’.« water on dry land, and someone happens 

along with a fire-stick, thinking, 'X will sake a fire and produce heat1. Do 

vou think he will be able to do so, by rubbing the fire-stick against this piece 

of dry, sapless wood lying well away from the water on dry land?" 

"Indeed he would, good Gotasia, for that piece of wood is dry and sap¬ 

less, and, more than that,is lying well away from the water on dry land, 

"3uch is the case, Aggivessana, with samanas and brahmanas who dwell 

both nhyal^n* mentnllv withdrawn Cron'sense-Pleasures, and whose tendency 

towards sense-pleasures, desire for sense-pleasures, infatuation with sense- 

pleasures, thirst for sense-pleasures and burning for sense-pleasures is both 

inwardly well-abandoned and well-subdued: even if, as a result of their striv¬ 

ing, these respected samanas and brahmanas undergo unpleasant feeling, sharp 

and harsh, they will be capable of knowledge, vision and unsurpassed enlight¬ 

enment, and even if they do not undergo unpleasant feeling, sharp and harsh, 

resulting from their striving, they will still be capable of knowledge, vision 

and unsurpassed enlightenment. This, Aggivessana, i3 the third simile, never 

heard before at any point in the past, that came to me spontaneously." 
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In the application of the second simile, the PTS ‘edition reads, as in 

the application of the first simile, kSyena o^eva kamehi avttpakattha viharanti. 

and do not dwell physically withdrawn from sense-pleasures"! however, as noted 

by Trenckner himself and as given in the Thai edition, the reading should be 

kayena c'eva kamehi vQpakatthS _yihaxanti, "and dwell physically withdrawn from 

sense-pleasures". This is demanded by the contexts here the piece of wood, the 

mind, though still wet, saturated with sensual desire, is on dry land, that is, 

withdrawn physically from sense-pleasures. This error in the PTS edition ha3 

given rise to faulty translations in I.B.Horner's Middle Length Sayings I (op, 

cit^, p,296) and in A*3areau's Recherches... I (op.cit.. p.42-3), 

ihe second problem, that of variant readings, i3 more complex. The Thai 

script edition and the corrected PTS edition give the part of the applications 

of the three 3imiles under discussion as follows: 

(i) do not dwell physically withdrawn from sense-pleasures (kayena c'eva kamehi 

avdpakattha viharanti) 

(ii) dwell physically withdrawn from sense-pleasures (kSyena c'eva kamehi 

vflpakatthl viharanti) 

(iii) - (ii) 

This suits the context and could stand as it isj however, the Burmese 

and Nalanda editions, introducing a further element, read as follows: 

(i) dwell neither physically nor mentally withdrawn from sense-pleasures 

(kayena c'eva cittena ca kamehi avdpakatthS viharanti) 

(ii) dwell both physically and mentally withdrawn from sense-pleasures 

(kayena c'eva cittena ca kamehi vdpakattha viharanti) 

(iii) = (ii) 

Here again, only the first and last statements fit the context: "not 

being mentally withdrawn from sense-pleasures", in the first 3imile, summarises 

"their tendency towards sense-pleasure.j.,fis neither inwardly well-abandoned 

nor well-subdued"! "being mentally wit ulrawn^from sense-pleasures", in the third 

simile, summarise3 "their tendency towards sense-pleasures.is both inwardly 

well-ahandoned and well-subdued". But in the second application, "being mentally 

withdrawn from sense-pleasures" contradicts "their tendency towards sense-plea 

-sure3.,.is neither well-abandoned nor well-subdued, and further contradicts 

the simile itself, for the ‘piece of wood, the mind, is still wet, that is 

saturated by sensual desires. 

Equivalent Sanskrit-Tibetan te>; 

43# tiio Jhinese texts studied by him do 

les) give thij following readings: 

Us ^according to A.Bareau, 00.clt,. p, 

not give the passage on the three aim: 

t 
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Lalita-vistara (op.cit.f o.131-2, Sanskrit* the Tibetan translation gives the 

same readings) 

(i) dwell neither physically nor mentally withdrawn from 3ense-pleasures 

(kamebhyo1navakrsta-kSya viharanti sma kamebhyo anavakrst8-cittasca 

viharanti sma) 

(ii) dwell both physically and mentally withdrawn from sense-piensures 

(kamebhyo vyapakrsta-kava-citta viharantjj 

(iii) - (ii) 

. llahavastu 2 (op.cit,, pp.169-173, Sanskrit only) 

(i) dwell neither physically not mentally withdrawn from sense-pleasures 

(kamehi awapakrsta-kaya viharanti avyapakrata-citta) 

(ii) dwell physically withdrawn but not mentally withdrawn froa sense- 

pleasures (kamehi vyaoakrsta-kaya viharanti avyapakrata-citta) 

(iii) dwell both physically and mentally withdrawn from 3en3e-piensures 

(kamehi vyapakr3ta-kayg viharanti vyapakrsta-cittS) 

. Abhiniskramana-sQtra (op.cit,, p.l8.5.2f, Tibetan) and Vinayavastu (on^cit., 

ch.17, 9*37.1.2, Tibetan) 

(i) dwell neither physically nor mentally withdrawn (tha/r srin^M-vyagak- 

rsta?) from sense-pleasures 

(ii) 'dwell having abandoned (spong ba-prahina?) sense-pleasures physically 

but not mentally 

(iii) dwell both mentally and physically withdrawn from sense-pleasures. 

Firstly, it may be noted that all Sanskrit-Tibetan versions give both 

ody and mind, as do the 3urmese and Nalanda editions* the Lalita-vistara agrees 

ntirely with the latter two texts -'with the 3ame vocabulary but different 

ihrasing - and thus does not solve the problem of the application of the second 

irnile. The Uahavastu, the Abhiniskramana-sCLtra and the Vinayavastu versions, 

l0wever, fit both the context and the progression of thought: in the second 

imile, "physically withdrawn from sense-pleasures" is equivalent to "on dry 

and", out of the "water" of sense-pleasures; "mentally not withdrawn from 

ense-pleasures" corresponds to the piece of wet wood, the mind still saturated 

y sensual desires. 

The main problem now becomes whether or not the Pali text should include 

he phrase "(not) mentally withdrawn" in addition to "(not) physically with- 

xavm", and if so, how to resolve the application of the second simile. It may 

i6 argued that the addition of "mentally withdrawn" is redundant, since it is 

.ifficult to take it as anything other than an equivalent of the list of near¬ 

synonyms beginning with "tendency towards sense-pleasures". However, redundan¬ 

cies abound in both Pali and Sanskrit texts* it-is given in the majority of 

I 
i 

t 

texts studied and may be further supported by other canonical texts, which, 

both in Pali (D III 285 - A IV 152* S V 67) and Sanskrit (Lasottara-adtra, ed, 

K.tlittal, in Dogmatische, Begriffsreihen im aiteren Buddhisinus. Berlin 1957, p. 

84), mention physical and mental withdrawal (kaya-, citta-.vdpakasa/ - vyapak- 

arsa) together. Hon-canonical texts of the Sanskrit traditions also deal with 

these two, but give them broader definitions (cf. Abhidharma-kosa, Bhasya and 

VyakhyS, 6:6a* Artha-viniscaya-satra-nibandhana, ed. N.Samtani, Patna 1971, 0. 

• 202» Sravaka-bhQmi of Asanga, ed. K.Shukla, Patna 1973, p.362). Further, one of 

the Pali discourses that contains this passage, the Greater Discourse to Saccaka 

opens with the question of "physical and mental development" (kaya-, citta- 

-bhavana). Thus it seems likely that both physical and mental withdrawal should 

be included in the Pali text. 

It is, however, difficult to include both in the application of the se¬ 

cond simile a3 it .stands. Adhering as closely as possible to the extant manu¬ 

script tradition, the only possible reading would be kayena v'eva na cittena ka- 

rcehi vQpakattha viharanti, which sounds uniodiomatic. The only acceptable solu¬ 

tion for the time being is to omit the reference to mental withdrawal in the 

application of the second simile, a solution which is not entirely satisfactory, 

but at least can be supported by available manuscripts. Thus we get, as trans¬ 

lated above, 

(l) kayena c^va cittena ca kamehi avfloakatthg viharanfri 

(ii) kayena c{eva kamehi vQpakattha viharanti (see PTS ed, p.550 and 3hikkhu 

NSnamoli, op_.cit,, Vol.3, p. 195, notes, for other suggested readings;Nana- 

noli suggests the same readings as here for (i) and (iii)) 

(iii) kayena c^va cittena ca kamehi vQpakabtha viharanti. 

liumerous other differences occur in the various versions Oi thi3 pass¬ 

age. while the Pgli texts situate this incident at tfruvela, Senanigama, on the 

banks of the Neranjara river, after the Bodnisatta has left Uddaka Ramaputta 

and before his practice of self-mortification, the Abhiniskramana-3Q.tra and the 

Vinayavastu situate it "south of the Gahga" (Abbiniskramana, doubtless an error 

for the following) or "south of Gaya" (Vinayavastu), at Uruvilva-Kasyapa13 

(Kasyapa, given by both texts, probably an error) Sena-nigania, by the Mairaft- 

jana river, after the practice of austerities (Abhiniskramana) or after the 

practice of the bulk of the austerities (Vinayavastu), The .\iahavastu and the 

Lalita-vistara situate the event on CaySsIrsa mountain, after the Bodhisatta 

has left Uddaka RAmaputtai after the three similes have occurred to him he then 

proceeds to Uruvilva SenapatigrSma(ka) and the NairaRjana river, and begins his 

practice of austerities. 

The latter.two text3, which agree with the Pali in situating the three 
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similes before the austerities, give a passage, not found in Pali, after the 

similes but before the austerities, which connects the two: "Then, 0 monks, I 

thought, 'I dwell both physically and mentally withdrawn from sense-pleasures, 

and have thoughts about sense-pleasures, desire for sense-pleasures, burning 

for sense-pleasures and attachment to cense-pleasures well under control (prati 

-vinita); even if I should undergo unpleasant feelings - acute, harsh and rack¬ 

ing, that torment the self and torture the body - I will yet be capable of 

knowledge, insight and understanding of-that which transcends the human state1" 

(Idahovastu 2, oc.cit., p* 173; balita-vi3tara gives a similar passage, worked 

differently). 

Another difference is in the string of synonyms for sensual desire, be¬ 

ginning In Pali with "tendency towards sense-olensures", and in the participles 

denoting their (non-) relinquishment; these differ from text to text, but need 

not detain U3 here as the differences do not affect the meaning. The similes 

themselves ai : also worded differently in the various texts; the only signifi¬ 

cant difference here being that in the Abhiniskrcuaana and 7inayavastu the first 

two similes are exactly the same - "a piece of wet, soggy wood, taken from the 

water and placed on dry land" - which raises the reverse of the main problem 

dealt 'with above; the same 3imile with two different applications. Another dif¬ 

ference which does not affect the meaning concerns the order of the materialt 

while the Pali, the Abhiniskramana and Vinayavastu give the 3 indies first, foil 

-owed by their applications, the Uahavastu and Lalita-vi3tara give the "appli¬ 

cations" first, followed by the 3imiles, then by a repetition of the applicat¬ 

ions (the Uahavastu gives the text in ful3 throughout, with one oni33ion in the 

first simile, probably a lacuna or misprint, while the Lalita-vistara abbrevi¬ 

ates the second and third similes considerably), further, in the Pali '-rnd the 

la ha vqstu, no doubt the most ancient versions, the narrative is in the first 

verson; in the other text3 it i3 related of the Bodhisatta in the third person. 

All the text3 studied here give a follow-up passage, after the practice 

of seif-mortification, that refers back to the applications of the three simi¬ 

les. The Pali version (i! I, ?.246.20)'reads as follows, "Then, Aggivessana, I 

thought, 'This is the limit (etava-naramam) of unpleasant feeling - acute and 

harsh, resulting from striving - undergone by any samanas or in the 

oast, the future, or the present: there is nothing beyond this’" (summarised 

translation). The MahSvastu (p.132.3) reads "Then, monks, I thought, ’This is 

the limit of unpleasant feeling - acute, severe and harsh, that torments the 

self and tortures the body - undergone by any respected sramanas or brahnanas 

in the past or at present: no one is capable of surpassing this' 

fhe one major difference that occurs in the applications of the similes 
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la that all Sanskrit-Tibetan, versions mention only that, even should the sraman- 

as and brShmanas be tormented by pain as a result of their self-mortification, 

they will or will not be capable of enlightenment, while the Pali version alone 

introduces a second alternative: whether or not they are tormented by pain as a 

result of their 3elf-mortification, they will or will not be capable of enlight¬ 

enment. Although the Pali version cannot be rejected offhand, it seems unnecess¬ 

ary to include this second alternative. The general application of the similes, 

here a3 well as in other contexts (cf, II 119, III p.95l H 126, III pp.I4l-l44| 

Petakopadesa, p-1-2) is impossibility/ possibility: in this context only when 

the mind, the piece of wood, is both physically and mentally withdrawn or re¬ 

moved from sense-pleasures can it give birth to the "spark of enlightenment"; 

thus the practice of self-nortification can only be effective when the practit¬ 

ioner is go withdrawn. It would 3eem that, had the Bodhisatta further realised 

that enlightenment could he realised without the practice of self-mortification 

- the second alternative to the third 3imile in the Pali - he would not have 

embarked upon 3uch practice, for no less than six years, according to common 

tradition. That at that point the Bodhisatta believed the practice of austerit¬ 

ies to be necessary, i3 clearly given in one of the Pali discourses that contains 

the passage in question, the Discourse to Prince Bodhi (M 85, II p#93), where the 

Buddha introduces the narration of the quest for enlightenment and the practice 

of self-aortification with the statement, "before my enlightenment, when I was 

an unenlightened bodhisatta, I thought that ’happiness is not to be attained by 

moans of happiness: happiness is to be attained through suffering"’. The relat¬ 

ion of the austerities it3elf confirms this: it i3 only when the Bodhisatta 

realises that he has reaohed the limit of suffering to be attained through self- 

-mortification that he 3ees that this practice ha3 not led him to enlightenment. 

V/ondering if there i3 another oath to enlightenment, he reflects upon a past ex¬ 

perience of meditation (,1 hana, dhyana), and realises that this is the path, He 

then reflects, ’’.Vhy should I fear a happiness that is free of sense-pleasure and 

free of unhealthy states of mind?", 3nd gees on to reject selx-mortification, 

adopt a healthy diet, practise meditation and attain enlightenment. (W I 246-7; 

the oanskrit-Tibetan texts studied here all contain this passage, with the us¬ 

ual differences of phrasing,) Thus the second alternative given in the Pali 

3eems unlikely, and may well be a later interpolation; it brings to mind the 

interpolations in the Lalita-vi3tara, where it is said that the Bodhisatta al¬ 

ready knew the futility of self-mortification but practised it to the limit in 

order to demonstrate thi3 futility (oo.cit,. p,182-3, etc,). 

In thi3 case the llahavastu seems to give the most ancient anu the clea<§|| 

est version of this event; the other versions all present difficulties andJj|f|||| 

ear to have become corrupted with the passage oil Hae. 
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NOTES 

As in the case of the discourses dealing with the meetings with Xlara and 

Uddaka, only the first discourse of the Prs edition (;.! 36) gives the text in 

fall; the Thai, Burmese and Nalanda editions all -jive the full text in each 

case. 

After the commentary, Papaftca-sQdanl (Vol.2, dahSmakuta Rajavidyftlaya, 

Bangkok, B. 3.2463, p.3Q7) • sa-snehan-ti sa-khtran. 

Paparlca-Sudani, loc.cit. : avttpakattha-ti anaoagata; of. ICosa 6:6a vyapakarsa 

= dOrlkarana. 

Papafica-sttdanl, loc.cit.: opakkamika-ti upakkana-nibbattha, 

PapaSca-sQdanl, p.383: kolapan-ti chinna-3ineham nivapam. 

The Iiahavastu is here very corrupt*, see Sdgerton13 suggested corrections, 

which are followed here (Buddhi3t Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, repr. Delhi 

1972, p.l55b, ettayat). Whatever the original may have been, the general 

idea is confirmed by the Pali, Lalita-vistara (p.192,25), Abhiniskramana 

(19.1.7) and Vinayavastu (37*5*2), and Jone3» rendering (op.cit., p.125) is 

certainly wrong. I.3.Horner's translation from the PSli (op.cit,t O.301), 

though perhaps not literally wrong, is unhappy and fails to bring out the 

meaning c3early, 3hikkhu Nanamoli's rendering (op.cit,, 7ol.1, o,2o0, /ol,3, 

p•191) is much preferable, 

ABBREVIATIONS AND TEXTS USED 

Pali: the PTS (Pali Text Society, London), the Burmese script Chattha-sahglti 

(Rangoon), the Thai script (:.lahamalcuta Rajavidy£Laya, Bangkok) and the 

Nalanda (Nalanda, Bihar) editions have been consulted for the passages 

dealt with here? of these the Burmese gives the best readings, which 

are mainly followed by the Nalanda edition, which adds modern punctuat¬ 

ion. References to other Pali texts, except when'Otherwise noted, are to 

PTS editions, with standard abbreviations. 

Pibetan: the Peking edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka (P), Suzuki Research 

Foundation reprint, Tokyo-Kyoto, has been used; references are to 

catalogue number, followed by volume number, page, folio and line. 

lames: for the sake of consistency, the Pali forms (bodhisatta, Uddaka, etc.) 

have been used, except in direct citations from the Sanskrit. 

NEWS Sc NOTES 

t Conference on HlnaySnist Sanskrit Literature 

The third conference sponsored by the Kommission fttr buddhistische Studien der 

Akademie der Wissenschaften was held in G&ttingen between 13th-l6th July 1962. 

The occasion was also made to coincide with the 85th birthday of Eneritus Prof, 

Ernst Waldschmidt, the doyen of researchers in Central Asian lit mature, 

! An indication of the scope of the proceedings is provided by the ti¬ 

tles of those papers (all of which will be published in 1903) which are likely 

to prove of most interest to our readers: S.Dietz "Zur Prage der Schulzugenbrig 

-keit der Fragments des Ahhidharmaskandhapa dasastra und der Lokaprajftapti", 

E.Mayeda "Schools of the Chinese Four Igarnas, Studies in Japan", Bhikkhu Pasa- 

dika "Bericht liber die Samalung von Kanon-Zitaten aus dem Abhidharmakosa", 

Schmidt "Stand.der Arbeiten am Sanskrit-7/hr terbuch der Turfan-Funde", L.Schait 

-hausen "Versehiedene Yersionen einzelner kanonischer Lehrreden und das Problem 
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ihrer Schulzugehbrigkeit", D.Seyfort Ruegg "Uber die Nikayas der Sravakas und 

den Ursprung der philosophischen Schulen des Buddhismus" and Ch.Tripathi 

"SahgitisUtra, Nipata II und Skottaragama-Parallelen. hierzu". 

I tabs | ——— 

The fifth conference of The International Association of Buddhist Studies was 

held at Hertford College, Oxford, between 16th—21st August 1962, under the pre¬ 

sidency of Ven.Dr Walpola Rahula, It had been organised by the local Secretary 

(and Hon.Secretary of the Pali Text Society), Prof.Richard Gombrich. 

All aspects of Buddhology were covered, including special sessions on 

Buddhist Logic and Epistemology, Art and Iconography, Anthropology of Buddhism, 

Tibetan Religious and Philosophical Thought, and Contemporary Japanese Buddhism, 

Reports were received on the Critical Pali Dictionary, Pali Tipitakam Concord¬ 

ance, Paii-English Dictionary (proposed revised edition) and the Journal of the 

PTS (proposed revival)(by the Sditor-in-Chief of the CPD and President of the 

PTS, K.R.Norraati), HftbSgiria (French-language encyclopaedia of Buddhism baaed in 

Kyoto - Hubert Durt), "Sanskrit Dictionary of Buddhist Texts from the Turf an 

Finds" (Siglinde Dietz), Systematic Survey of Buddhist Sanskrit Literature 

(Akira Yuyama - who presented the same report in German in Gbttingen), and 

"Croup for Buddhist 3nd Jain Philological Studies" in France (Gerard Pussman). 

The papers included Thich Thien Chau "The Literature of Pudgalavada", 

S.Collins "Friendship as a Buddhist Virtue", L.S.Cousins "Saraatba-yana and Vi- 

pass ana-ySna", S.Dietz "Some Problems concerning two Abhidhama Fragments from 

Gilgit", Mirko Fryba "Applications of Dhamma in Western Therapy", B.G.Cokhale 


